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SERMON XXXII.

HUMAN DEPRAVITY; DERIVED FROM ADAM,

Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and

death by sin, and so death hath passed upon all men, for
that all have sinned. ROM. v. 20.

FROM these words I proposed, in a former discourse, to

discuss the following doctrine,

T/iat in consequence of the apostacy ofAdam allmen have

sinned.

In the three last discourses I have considered the univer

sality and the degree of human corruption. The next sub

ject of our inquiry is the source whence this corruption is

derived. In the text, as well as in the doctrine, it is exhi

bited as existing in consequence of the apostacy of Adam.
Before I proceed to a direct examination of this branch

of the doctrine, it will be advantageous to make a few pre

liminary observations.

1st. It will, I presume, be admitted, that there is a cause

of this depravity.
The depravity of man is either caused or casual. If it

be casual, every thing else may, for aught that appears, be

casual also. A denial of this position, therefore, becomes
a direct establishment of the atheistical scheme of casual

existence.

Besides, uniformity is in all cases a complete refutation

of the supposition of casualty. That mere accident should

be the parent of the same moral character in all the pro

geny of Adam, or of uniformity of any kind, in so many
thousand millions of cases, is contradictory to plain mathe

matical certainty.

2dly. This cause, whatever it is, is commensurate with its

effects.

VOL. IT. B
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As, therefore, the effects extend to all men, it follows that

the cause also is universal.

3dly. The cause of this depravity is undoubtedly one and

the same.

This is argued irresistibly from the nature of the effects,

which is every where the same.

4thly. This cause did not always exist.

Before their apostacy our first parents were undepraved.
As the effect did not then exist, the cause plainly did not

exist.

These observations must, 1 think, be admitted without a

controversy. It follows, therefore, that in searching for

the source of human corruption we must, if we act wisely,

be guided by them
;
since nothing can be this source, of

which all these things cannot be truly predicated.

5thly. In inquiring after the source of human corruption

we inquire only after afact.
This subject, sufficiently difficult in itself, has been almost

always embarrassed by uniting with it foreign considera

tions. A fact, it ought ever to be remembered, is what it

is, independently of every thing else. If it be true that the

corruption of mankind exists in consequence of the apo

stacy of Adam, this truth cannot be affected by any reluc

tance in us to admit it
; by any opinions, which we may

form, of the propriety or impropriety of the dispensation ;

nor by any inexplicableness arising from the efficient cause,

the moral nature, or the consequences, of the fact. These

things may be the foundation of other inquiries, and of per

plexities and difficulties ever so great ; still, they cannot

even remotely affect the subject of the present investi

gation.

6thly. When I assert, that in consequence of the apostacy

ofAdam all men have sinned, I do not intend that the poste

rity ofAdam are guilty of his transgression.
Moral actions are not, so far as I can see, transferable

from one being to another. The personal act of any agent
is, in its very nature, the act of that agent solely, and inca

pable of being participated by any other agent. Of course,
the guilt of such a personal act is equally incapable of being
transferred or participated. The guilt is inherent in the

action
; and is attributable, therefore, to the agent only.
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So clear is this doctrine that I presume no evidence was
ever supposed to be derived, originally, from reason to the

contrary doctrine. If, therefore, any evidence can be found

to support this doctrine, it must be found in revelation.

But in revelation, it is presumed, it cannot be found. Un
questionably it is no where directly asserted in the Scrip
tures. If it be contained in them it must be by implication.
Let me ask, Where is this implication ? Certainly not in

any use of the term impute, commonly appealed to by the

supporters of this scheme. I have examined with care

every passage in which this word and its connexions are

used in the Scriptures, and feel completely assured that it

is used in a totally-different sense, in every instance, with

out an exception. The verb \oyi%ojj.ai, which is the origi

nal word, rendered by the English word impute, denotes

originally, and always, to reckon, to account, to reckon to

the account of a man, to charge to his account ; but never

to transfer moral action, guilt, or desert, from one being- to

another. Thus it is said by Shimei, Let not my lord impute
this sin unto his servant : that is, Let not my lord charge

my sin of cursing David against me, or to my account.

Thus also it is said, Abraham believed God, and it was
counted to himfor righteousness: that is, his faith was rec

koned to him in the stead of that perfect legal righteous

ness, in the possession of which he would have been ac

cepted before God.
The passage which seems the nearest to the purpose of

those against whom I am contending, is 1 Cor. xv. 22, As
in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive.

The words in the original are lv rq ASa/i and lv ry Xplor^.
The Greek preposition lv signifies very often, as any per
son acquainted with the language must have observed,

exactly the same thing with the English phrase by means

of. The passage would, therefore, have been explicitly
and correctly translated, As by means ofAdam all die, even

so by means of Christ shall all be made alive. Adam is,

therefore, only asserted here to be an instrumental cause of

the death specified. A parallel passage will, I think, make
the justice of these remarks evident beyond any reasonable

debate. In 1 Cor. vii. 14, it is said, the unbelieving husband
is sanctified by the believing wife, and the unbelieving wife is
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sanctified by the husband. No person will pretend, that in

this passage the apostle declares the sanctification of the

believing wife to be transferred to the husband, so as to

become the personal state or character of the husband.

This is evidently not the fact, because he is still an unbe
liever. The meaning plainly is, that by means of his wife
he is in such a sense considered as sanctified, as to prevent his

children from being unclean ; or, in more explicit terms,

from being incapable of being offered to God in baptism.

7thly. Neither do I intend, that the descendants ofAdam
are punishedfor his transgression.
This doctrine is completely set aside by God himself in

Ezek. xviii. 20. The soul that sinneth it shall die. The son

shall not bear the iniquity of the father, neither shall the

fatJter bear the iniquity of the son ; the righteousness of the

righteous shall be upon him, and the wickedness ofthe wicked

shall be upon him. In this passage it is, I think, as expli

citly as language will admit, declared, that no man shall be

punished for the sin of another; particularly that the son

shall not be punishedfor the sin of his father ; and, by ob

vious, and, I think, irresistible implication, that the sons of
Adam shall not be punishedfor the sins of this their common

parent.

Having thus prepared the way, as I conceive, for the

direct discussion of the doctrine, I shall now proceed to

adduce in support of its truth the following proofs.

I. The text,

Here it is asserted, that by one man sin entered into the

world: & tvo^ avOpwirov ; through or by means of one man.
I will not take upon me to say, when the apostle declares

the sin of Adam to be the only supposable or possible
cause of the entrance of sin into the world ;

but he plainly
declares it to be the actual cause. The sin, which thus en

tered he declares also to be universal ; even as universal as

the death which entered by sin. In the 18th verse, which is

separated from the text by a parenthesis only, the apostle
teaches us in the most direct terms, that this universal sin is

a consequence ofthe transgression ofAdam. His words are,

Therefore, as by the offence ofone, or as in the original,& svoc

, by one offencejudgment came upon all to con-
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demnation ; and in the 19th verse, By one man s disobedience,

many, in the original ol TTO\\OL tJie many, were made, in the

Greek, KaTEoraSrjo-av, were constituted sinners. The meaning
of these passages is, I think, plainly &amp;gt;the following ;

that by
means of the offence or transgression of Adam, the judg
ment or sentence of God came upon all men unto condem
nation ; because, and solely because, all men in that state

of things which was constituted in consequence of the

transgression of Adam became sinners.

I have heretofore declared, that the manner in which

the state of things became such is not at all involved in

the present discussion. I now observe farther, that I am
unable to explain this part of the subject. Many attempts
have been made to explain it; but I freely confess myself
to have seen none which was satisfactory to me ;

or which

did not leave the difficulties as great, and for aught I know
as numerous, as they were before. I shall not add to these

difficulties by any imperfect explanations of my own. At
the same time, I repeat, that the fact in question is not at all

affected by these difficulties
; and that a denial of this fact

is perplexed with difficulties which are greater, both in

number and degree.

II. The doctrine is evident also from the sentence pro
nounced on our first parents.

In this sentence God declared, that the ground was cursed

for the sake of Adam, or because of his transgression ;
that

it should bringforth thorns and thistles ; that he should eat

bread in the sweat ofhis brow ; and that both he and his wife
should lead lives of toil, suffering, and sorrow, until they
shouldfinally return to the dust,from which they were taken.

In a former discourse it was shewn, that all the parts of this

sentence have been regularly fulfilled from the beginning to

the present day. All of them therefore constituted a sen

tence, actually pronounced on all the progeny of Adam,
and proved to be so because it is executed on them all.

The cursing of the ground, particularly, by which it was de

prived ofits former spontaneous fruitfulness, and condemned
to perpetual sterility ; by which thorns and briers were sub

stituted for the fruits of paradise; and by which ease, hap
piness, and immortality, were exchanged for labour, suffer-
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ing, and death, inwrought into the very constitution, now
given to the earth

;
was a fact which involved, of course,

the punishment of all men ; because all men suffer distress

by means of this fact
;
and because no rational beings, be

side sinners, are in the providence ofGod subjected to any
suffering. Every descendant of Adam must of course be

an inhabitant of the world, which was thus cursed ;
and

must ofnecessity be a partaker of the very evils pronounced
in this curse. When the sentence was declared, therefore,

it was certainly foreseen, that all those who would after

ward share in the sufferings which is disclosed : that is, all

the children of Adam
;
would be sinners. As all the pro

geny ofAdam must inhabit the world thus cursed
;

all must

necessarily partake of these evils
; because they were in

separably united to the world in which they dwelt. If then

it was not foreseen, that they would be sinners, the curse

must have been denounced against them, either when obe

dient and virtuous
;
or while their future moral character

was uncertain. The former will not be admitted by any
man

;
the latter will no more be admitted by any man, if

he reflect at all on the subject ;
for God can no more be sup

posed to condemn and punish those who are not known by
him to be sinful, than those who are known to be virtuous.

It follows therefore that as the world was thus changed in

consequence of the transgression of Adam ; and of a para
dise became a wilderness of thorns and briers

; so, in con

sequence of the same transgression* the character of man
was also changed ; and instead of being immortal, virtuous,

and happy, he became the subject of sin, suffering, and
death. With respect to one of these considerations, viz.

the mortality of mankind, the apostle Paul expressly as

serts the doctrine in a passage already quoted for another

purpose. In, or by means of, Adam, all die. As neither

death nor any other suffering befals virtuous beings : this

passage may be fairly considered as a full confirmation of

the doctrine at large.

III. The doctrine is directly declared by Moses when he

informs us, that Adam begat a son in his own likeness.

The meaning of the word likeness, that is, the meaning
intentionally attached to it by Moses cannot, I think, be
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mistaken. In the first chapter of the same history he intro

ducesGod as saying, Let us make man in our own image, after

our likeness ; and subjoins, so God created man in his own

im,age ; in the image of God created he him. In a former

discourse I have shewn, that the likeness or image here

mentioned is the moral imageofGod; consisting especially

in knowledge, righteousness, and true holiness ; as we are

informed by St. Paul. After dwelling so particularly on

the image of God in which man was created, and on the

fact that man was created in this image ;
it cannot, I think,

be questioned, that Moses intended to inform us, that Seth

was begotten in the moral likeness ofAdam after his apos-

tacy ; and sustained from his birth a moral character, si

milar to that which his two brothers, Cain and Abel, also

sustained. This view of the subject appears plainly to have

been adopted by Job, when he asks, Who can bring a clean

thing out of an unclean ? Not one (Job xiv. 4) : by Bildad,
when he asks, How then can man be justified with God ; or

how can he be clean, that is born of a woman (xxv. 4) : by
David, when he says (Psal. li. 5), Behold I was shapen in

iniquity, and in sin did my mother conceive me ; and by St.

Paul, when he says, As we have borne the image ofthe earthly
Adam, so we shall bear the image of the heavenly Adam
(1 Cor. xv. 49). But if Seth, Cain, and Abel, derive their

corruption from the apostacy of their parents ; then it is

true, not only that their corruption, but that of all mankind,
exists in consequence of that apostacy.

Accordingly, our Saviour declares universally, that, that

which is born of the flesh is flesh ; and that that only which

is born of the Spirit, or bornagain, is spirit. In this decla

ration he certainly teaches us, that the fleshly character is

inseparably connected with the birth ofman: it being an in

variable attendant of that birth. In other words, every pa
rent as truly as Adam begets children in his own moral like

ness. It hardly needs to be observed that the moral cha

racter denoted in this observation of our Saviour by the

term flesh is a corrupt character. The carnal or fleshly

mind, says St. Paul, is enmity against God ; not subject to

his law, neitherindeed can be : and again, To be carnally, or

fleshly, mindedis death. In the original, the words in both

passages are typovnifia rrjc &amp;lt;rapKoe;
the minding of the flesh:
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the exercise of our thoughts and affections in that manner
which accords with the fleshly or native character.

IV. In exact accordance with this scriptural representa

tion, the doctrine is strongly evinced by the conduct of chil

dren, as soon as they become capable of moral action.

Children in the morning of life are, as was remarked in

the preceding discourse, unquestionably amiable ; more so

in many respects than at any future period ;
that is, when

ever they do not at some future period become the subjects
of sanctification. Some children also, as we are taught in

the Scriptures, are sanctified from the womb. Still even

these in some degree, and all others in a greater degree, ex

hibit, from the dawn ofmoral action, evil affections, and evil

conduct. They are rebellious, disobedient, unkind, wrathful,
and revengeful. All of them are proud, ambitious, vain, and

universally selfish. All ofthem, particularly, are destitute of

piety to God
;
the first and far the most important exercise

ofvirtue. They neither love, fear, nor obey him : neither ad

mire his divine excellence, nor are thankful for his unceasing

loving-kindness. Immense multitudes of them are taught
these duties from the commencement oftheir childhood

; yet

they can be persuaded to perform them by no species ofin

struction hitherto devised. A virtuousmind would of course,
fromthe mere knowledge of God, without any known law,
without any other motive except what is found in his great

ness, excellence, and goodness, to us, admire and love, re

verence and glorify, him, with all the heart. But no in

stance of this nature can be produced. I have been em
ployed in the education of children and youth more than

thirty years, and have watched their conduct with no small

attention and anxiety. Yet, among the thousands of chil

dren committed to my care, I cannot say, with truth, that

I have seen one, whose native character I had any reason

to believe to be virtuous; or whom I could conscientiously

pronounce to be free from the evil attributes mentioned
above. In addition to this, it ought to be observed, that

no child, unspotted with sin, is mentioned in the records of

history. This, I think, could not be, had the fact ever

existed.

Mankind, therefore, according to the language of the
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Psalmist, are estrangedfrom the womb, and go astray as

soon as they be born.

The opposers of the doctrine undertake to avoid the

force of this argument by attributing the corruption of chil

dren to example, and the propensity ofhuman nature to imi

tation.

The power ofexample I readily acknowledge to be great,

and the propensity to imitation strong. I acknowledge,

also, that from these sources we may derive a satisfactory

explanation of many things, both good and evil, which are

done in the world. Still, I apprehend, the objection is a

very insufficient answer to the argument in question. For,

1st. On beings, who were virtuously inclined, a good

example ought certainly to have more power than an evil

one.

On beings, neither virtuously nor viciously inclined, vir

tuous and vicious examples must, of course, be equally
influential

;
as on beings, sinfully inclined, it is acknow

ledged, sinful examples have an influence intirely prepon

derating. All this is evident, because virtuous beings must

love virtuous conduct, and follow it
;
as much as vicious

beings love and follow vicious conduct; and because neu

tral beings, if such are supposed to exist, can have no

bias to either. If then mankind were virtuously inclined ;

they would follow, with a clear and universal prepondera-
tion, virtuous examples. If neither virtuously nor sinfully

inclined, they would follow virtuous and sinful examples
alike, and with an equal propensity to imitation. But nei

ther ofthese facts is found in human experience. Virtuous

examples, it is acknowledged, have some degree of influ

ence
;
but all men know this influence to be exceedingly

and distressingly small. This truth is seen every day, in

every place, and in every person. Whence arises the su

perior influence of vicious example, but from the fact, that

it is more pleasing to the human heart ? In heaven such ex

ample could have no influence.

2dly. If the first man were virtuous ; as the objection sup

poses all men to be by nature, and as according to the ob

jection these must have been ; there could have been no evil

examples, and upon this plan no sin, in the world.

Virtuous men, that is, men wholly virtuous, cannot ex-

TOL. II. C
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hibit an evil example. If then the first men were virtuous,

their immediate successors had no vicious example to fol

low; and must therefore have been themselves virtuous.

Of course, the example, which they set also, was only vir

tuous. Hence those, who followed them, must have been

virtuous ;
and in like manner all their successors. Upon

this plan, sin could never have entered the world. But sin

is in the world
;
and is, and ever has been, the universally

prevailing character of the human race. The objectors,

therefore are reduced by their scheme to this dilemma :

either virtuous men set sinful examples ;
which is a plain

contradiction
;
or men became sinful without sinful ex

amples.
Should it be said, that after Adam and Eve apostatized

they corrupted their children by their own sinful example ;

who again corrupted theirs : and thus every generation be

came the means of corrupting those who followed them
;

and that in this manner the existence of a sinful character

in mankind may be explained : I answer, that I readily ad

mit the premises to a certain extent
;
but wholly deny the

conclusion. Adam and Eve speedily after their apostacy,
that is, before they had children, became penitents. The

example, therefore, which they exhibited to their children,

was such as penitents exhibit; expressive of their abhor

rence of sin, and oftheirhumble obedience to God. Such an

example penitents now exhibit
;
and such a one, without a

question, they have always exhibited. But this example,

preponderating greatly in favour of virtue, must have had

substantially the same influence with one perfectly virtuous.

Of course, the perfectty-virtuous minds of Adam s children

must by this example have been strongly biassed to virtue ;

and according to this scheme could not have failed of re

taining their virtuous character, But this is plainly con

trary to the fact. The descendants of Adam, of the first

and of every succeeding generation, were evidently sinful

beings ;
and in the course of ten generations, became so

universally and absolutely sinful, that, except Noah and
his family, God destroyed them all by the deluge. God
himself declares concerning them, that every imagination of
the thoughts of their hearts was only evil continually ; that

U repented the LORD, that he had made man upon the earth t
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and grieved him at his heart. In vain therefore do we look

for the proper influence of virtuous examples on children,

born virtuous, among the early descendants of Adam.
If mankind are born with neutral characters, not inclined

either to good or to evil, the difficulty will not be seriously

lessened. In this case men ought now to be as generally
virtuous as sinful

;
because this character furnishes exactly

the same probability of the prevalence of virtue, as of sin.

But no such equality has at any period of time existed. On
the contrary, men are now, and ever have been, without an

exception, sinners.

Uniform sin proves uniform tendency to sin
;

for nothing
more is meant by tendency in any case, but an aptitude in

the nature of a thing to produce effects of a given kind.

With this meaning only in view, we say, that it is the na
ture or tendency of an apple-tree to produce apples ;

and
of a fig-tree to produce figs. In the same manner we must,
I think, say, if we would say the truth, that it is the tend

ency or nature of the human heart to sin.

It is farther objected, that the uniformity of sin in chil

dren, and therefore in all the human race, may be fairly ex

plained by the nature of moral agency.
It is to be observed, that such, as make this objection,

suppose the freedom of the will to lie in self-determination ;

the liberty of indifference
;
and the liberty of contingency.

By persons who hold this scheme, a more unfortunate ob

jection to the doctrine could not, I apprehend, have been

easily devised.

If thefreedom of the will is the freedom of contingency ,

then plainly its volitions are all accidents
;
and certainly

the chances, arithmetically considered, are as numerous
in favour of virtuous volitions, as of sinful ones. There

ought therefore, on this plan, to be, and ever to have been,
as many absolutely-virtuous persons in the world, as sinful.

Plainly all ought not to be sinful.

If the freedom of the will is thefreedom of indifference,
the same consequence ought to follow : for, if there be no
bias in the mind towards either virtue or sin, at the time im

mediately preceding each ofits volitions ; and the freedom
of each volition arises out of this fact

;
then certainly, there

being no bias either way, the number of virtuous, and that

c 2
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of sinful, volitions must naturally be equal : and no cause
can be assigned, why every man, independantly of his re

novation by the Spirit of God, should be sinful only.

If the liberty of the will consist in self-determination ;

and the mind, without the influence of any motive, first

wills that it will form a second volition ;
and this volition

depends for its freedom on the existence of such a preced
ing one

; then it is plain, that from these preceding voli

tions as many virtuous as sinful ones ought to be derived ;

because the preceding, or self-determining, volitions, are,

by the supposition, under no influence or bias from any
cause whatever.

Thus it is evident, that according to all these supposi
tions there could be no preponderancy, much less a uni

versality, of sin in the world. The state of facts is there

fore contradictory to the objection, as supported by them all.

Farther, the freedom of will, and consequently moral

agency, in man in this world, is the same with that of the

spirits ofjust men made perfect in heaven
;

the same with

that of angels ;
the same with that of the man Christ Jesus.

Whence, then, does it come to pass, that the same moral

agency leads, or influences, these beings universally to vir

tue, and men in this world universally to sin ? This ques
tion the objectors are bound to answer.

V. The last proof of the doctrine, which I shall adduce
at the present time, is the death of infants.

A great part of mankind die in infancy, before they are

or can be capable of moral action, in the usual meaning
of the phrase. Their death is attended with all the appa
rent suffering, usually experienced by persons of riper age,
and with such suffering, at least, as plainly is often intense.

Their death is, also, an ordinance of God ;
a dispensation

of his immediate government. The language of this dis

pensation cannot, I think, be mistaken ; and its meaning
cannot be that of approbation. It is also the language,

literally, of the curse, denounced against our first parents ;

and the execution of that sentence, so far as this world is

concerned. So St. Paul has directly declared, Death has

passed upon all men,for that all have sinned. The wages of
sin is death. Death then, the fruit or wages of sin, the pu-
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nishment denounced against it in the original sentence,

must, I think, be acknowledged to be indubitable evidence

of the existence of depravity in every moral being; that is,

every being capable ofdepravity, who is the subject of death.

It ought here to be remembered, that death arrests infants

in every form of distress and terror, in which it befals per
sons of riper years. They, together with others, are swept

away by the immediate hand of God, in those various

judgments with which he awfully punishes mankind They
are swept away by the silent, awful hand of the pestilence ;

are consumed by the conflagration ;
overwhelmed by the

volcano
; swallowed up by the earthquake ;

and wasted by
the lingering agonies of famine. At the same time, they

suffer, from mankind ; all the deplorable violence of war,
and the unnatural cruelties of persecution.
With these facts in view, we are compelled to one of

these conclusions
;
either that infants are contaminated in

their moral nature, and born in the likeness of apostate
Adam

;
a fact irresistibly proved, so far as the most un

exceptionable analogy can prove any thing, by the depraved
moral conduct of every infant, who lives so long, as to be

capable of moral action : or that God inflicts these suffer

ings on moral beings, who are perfectly innocent. I leave

the alternative to the choice of those who object against

this doctrine.

There are but two objections to this argument within my
knowledge. The first is, that beyond the grave infants may
be compensated for their sufferings by receiving superior

degrees of happiness. This objection will be easily seen to

be of no validity. It is certainly unnecessary for God to

make infants unhappy here, in order to make them happy
in any manner whatever hereafter. Angels are made com

pletely happy in heaven, without having suffered any pre

ceding unhappiness. Plainly, infants might be made happy,
to any degree, in the same manner. But, if the sufferings

of infants are unnecessary, then they are causeless, on the

scheme of this objection ;
and God is supposed to create

so much misery, merely to compensate it by so mucfe future

enjoyment. I think this conduct will not, soberly, be at

tributed to the Creator ;
since it would plainly be disgrace

ful to any of his intelligent creatures.
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The second objection is, that God governs the universe

by general laws ; and that in their operation inequalities and

evils, ought to be expected. There are two answers to this

objection. The first is, that God cannot be supposed to

establish any general law which produces injustice ;
such

as the suffering of virtuous beings must be acknowledged
to be. The second is, that this is itselfa generallaw; extend-

ing probably to one third, or one fourth, of the human race.

The dispensation therefore, and not the exceptions, is un

equal and evil, according to this scheme. Surely the dif

ficulty is not lessened by such a supposition.
It will probably be farther said, that so many difficulties

attend this part of the doctrine, as to perplex and distress

the mind no less than the supposition already refuted. The
difficulties attending the existence of moral evil are, I rea

dily acknowledge, very great, and they easily become very

distressing, whatever scheme of thought we may adopt con

cerning this subject ; that is, if we pursue it to any extent.

But I apprehend, the chief of those difficulties, which ne

cessarily attend us, will be found to lie in the fact, that mo
ral evils exists. To these we may, or may not, as we please,
add others, found in the particular scheme of doctrine which
we choose to adopt. The doctrine asserted in this dis-

coure is, I think, unanswerably supported by revelation and

by facts. Of course, it adds to the original difficulties, in

herent in the existence of moral evil, no new ones of its

own. The schemes which I am opposing contain, on the

contrary, a new series of embarrassments beside those

which are common to them and to the doctrine of this dis

course. The truth is, the subject of moral evil is too ex

tensive, and too mysterious, to be comprehended by our

understanding. Some things the Scriptures teach us con

cerning it
;
and these are usually furnished with important

evidence from facts. Many other things pertaining to this

subject lie wholly beyond our reach. What we can know,
it is our duty and our interest to know. Where knowledge
is unattainable, it is both our duty and interest to trust hum
bly and submissively to the instructions of him who is THE
ONLY WISE.
But in this so difficult and perplexing dispensation there

is nothing more absolutely inexplicable, than in many others
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which, because we are less interested in them, we generally
consider as scarcely mysterious at all. 1 will mention one

out of very many. The state of the animal world, gene

rally, is such, as to baffle all human investigation. Why most

animals exist at all, and why any of them are unhappy ;

are subjects which defy and silence the most ingenious in

quiries of man. Nor is it originally strange, that the dis

pensations of a Being, whose ways are above ours as the

heavens are higher than the earthy should be incomprehen
sible and inexplicable by us.

It ought to be here remembered, that that which is true, is

not affected by any difficulty whatever, so far as its truth

merely is concerned; and that that which is known is not

rendered less certain by that which is unknown ; whatever

connexion may exist between them
;
or whatever embar

rassments may arise concerning that which is unknowr

n.

It was with these views that I chose to state the doctrine

of this discourse in the words in which it was expressed.
I observed, that in consequence of the apostacy ofAdam all

men have sinned. The universality ofsin was, I trust, proved

sufficiently in two preceding discourses. In this, if I mis

take not, it has been proved, that the sin of mankind has ex

isted in consequence of that apostacy. By this language I

presume my audience understand me to intend, that ifAdam
had not fallen sin would not have entered this world. To
this single fact I have confined all my observations ; be

cause this is the simple account given in the Scriptures ;

and because I supposed it capable of being easily compre
hended, and satisfactorily proved.

I shall only add, that a cause of human depravity is here

alleged of which all the characteristics, mentioned in the

commencement of this discourse, may be truly predicated :

viz. the corruption of that energy of the mind whence vo

litions flow; and which I have heretofore asserted to be the

seat of moral character in rational beings. This cause must

be acknowledged to be universal ; to be every where the same;
and not to have always existed. It must also be conceded,
that it began to exist, according to the Scriptures, as early
as the effects, which have given birth to all our inquiries con

cerning the corruption of mankind.
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SERMON XXXIIL

DEPRAVITY OF MAN : REMARKS.

Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and
death by sin, and so death hath passed upon all men, for
that all have sinned. ROM. vr. 12.

IN the four preceding discourses I have endeavoured to

shew the universality and extent of human corruption ; and
its existence in consequence of the apostacy of Adam. It is

now my design to subjoin to the observations made in these

discourses, several remarks naturally arising from the con

sideration of this subject, and of no inconsiderable impor
tance. The end of all doctrinal preaching is, to persuade
men cordially to receive truth, that they may be governed by
it in their conduct

;
and of preaching in any particular in

stance, to persuade them thus to receive one truth, in order

to their reception of others.

From doctrines so important, and so absolutely funda

mental, as those which have occupied these discourses,

very numerous inferences, of great moment, cannot fail to

be drawn by a mind addicted to solemn contemplation.
A small number of them only can however be mentioned

with advantage in a single sermon. For the present occa
sion I have selected the following.

I. It is evident, from the last of these discourses, that the

corruption ofman is not the result ofany givenform of go-

vernment, nor of any given character in rulers.

At this subject I have glanced in a former discourse ;

but have reserved the more extensive discussion, which it

merits, for the present occasion.

It has been frequently and triumphantly said, particularly
in modern times, that the corruption of mankind is wholly

artificial, and owes its existence to civilized society ; parti

cularly to the form and administration of government, and
to the civil and ecclesiastical riders of mankind.
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The method in which these orders oi men are supposed
to have corrupted their fellow-men, is that of oppression.
At least this is considered as the chief instrument of the

corruption ;
and is supposed to operate principally in

two ways ; viz. keeping them poor, and keeping them igno
rant.

It ought undoubtedly to be acknowledged, that the ru

lers of mankind have extensively corrupted them, that they
have also greatly oppressed them, and that by keeping them

poor and ignorant they have contributed in a very great and

guilty degree to the increase of their corruption. It ought
to be farther acknowledged, that rulers, and other men of

wealth and influence, have much more effectually and ex

tensively corrupted their fellow-men by example, art, and

seduction: by exhibiting to them powerful temptations:

placing wi thin their reach the means of sin
; making the path

to perpetration smooth, easy, and safe ;
and presenting to

them arguments, ingeniously and laboriously contrived to

justify them in the commission; than they have ever done

by both the methods alleged above. The philosophers,
with whom I am contending, have probably insisted less on
this source ofhuman corruption, partly because they wished
to render the men in question odious, and thought this an

efficacious mean ofaccomplishing their purpose ;
and partly

because they were sensible, that themselves were deeply im

plicated in the charge of corrupting mankind in the manner
last mentioned. So far as argument and influence have in

creased the turpitude of the human character, few men are

chargeable with so great a share of the guilt. Their argu
ments concerning moral subjects have been commonly mere
means of seduction

;
and their example has only seconded

their arguments. A host of ancient philosophers were ba
nished from Rome as a public nuisance. Had a large pro

portion of modern ones lived in the same city, at the same

time, there is little reason to doubt, that they would have

shared the same fate, for the same reason.

The form of government, also, in some cases, and the pe
culiar administration of it in others, have undoubtedly con

tributed in a distinguished degree to the depravation ofman
kind. Monarchies have produced this effect by immense

patronage; by the operations of despotic power, demand
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ing and effectuating a slavish dependance, and a base sa

crifice of principle, in their subjects ; by splendour, luxury,

war, and a general dissoluteness of manners. Republican

governments, although in certain circumstances more fa

vourable to virtue, have yet at times been equally perni
cious by furnishing opportunities, and strong temptations,
for the sacrifice of integrity at elections, for caballing, bri

bery, faction, private ambition, bold contentions for place
and power, and that civil discord, which is naturally accom

panied by the prostration of morality and religion. Thus

Rome, in the time of Marius and Sylla, degenerated with in

conceivable rapidity. This example many other republics
have been but too willing to follow. The Heathen priests

and princes, also, although generally believing in the most

serious manner the miserable, demoralizing idolatry, which

they professed, found a deep interest in the establishment

of their religious systems, and the deplorable corruption

by which they were of course attended.

The Romish hierarchy, uniting in itself all authority both

secular and ecclesiastical, presented immense inducements

to the love of wealth, power, splendour, and sensuality ;

and vast means of gratifying these corrupt propensities of

the human heart. At the same time, it held out the most
efficacious motives to the perpetuation of these enjoyments,

by keeping mankind in a state of abject ignorance, slavery,
and corruption. In this manner it contributed more to

this dreadful purpose than any other political system
which the world has ever seen. Like the mountains piled

up by the giants, it seemed, for a time, to menace heaven
itself with the loss of its dominion over the earth

;
and like

the deluge, swept from this world almost every thing which
had life.

It must farther be conceded, that among Protestant mi

nisters, although plainly the most unblamable and exem

plary class of men, who in equal numbers have ever ap
peared in this world, there have not been wanting those

who, by means of their latitudinarian doctrines, and loose

lives, have exercised a malignant influence over their fellow-

men, and contributed in a serious degree to the depravation
of the human character.

Finally, Infidel philosophers, of modern times, have sur-
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passed in the wonderful rapidity and success with which

they have dissolved the human character, and destroyed the

very remembrance of principle, even the portentous mis

chiefs of the Romish hierarchy. Were it not, that such

nuisances to the world are, in their very nature, incapable
of operating with such efficacy for any long continuance ;

they would change the earth into a desert, where no princi

ple would spring, and no happiness grow. Like the Genii,

fabled in Arabian tales , they would enchant the towns and

cities of this world with a more than magical wand ; and,

where rational and immortal beings once lived and acted,

where morals flourished, religion scattered her blessings,
and the worship of God ascended to heaven as the odour

of sweet incense, leave nothing but the forms ofmen ; with

out motion, without life, without souls
; imprisoned beyond

the hope of escape within their encompassing walls, and sur

rounded by nothing but silence, solitude, and death.

These concessions will, it is presumed, be thought suffi

ciently liberal and ample. Still the doctrine, against
which they have been pleaded, is not even remotely affected

by them
;
but stands in full force, and on the basis of con

clusive evidence. For,
1st. The subjects of virtuous rulers have been deeply de

praved.

Rulers, although in a great majority of instances corrupt,
and in many wonderfully corrupt, have yet in many others

been virtuous, and in some eminently virtuous. It will not,
as with truth it plainly cannot be denied, that virtuous ru

lers have had a real and happy influence in reforming those

whom they governed. The example and efforts of all men
in high authority have ever been efficacious

;
if good, to

encourage virtue; if evil, to promote vice. The good,
which virtuous rulers have done, has not been here merely
negative : that is, they have not merely ceased to corrupt
their fellow-men

;
but with a positive efficacy they have di

rectly contributed to make them better. This is so evident

from uniform experience, that an attempt to prove it would
be only a waste of time. Example and influence are pro

verbially powerful, even in private life
;
and no man needs

to be informed, that they are more effectual in the chair of

authority, than in the cottage. Nor will any man, ac-
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quainted with history, deny, that David, Hezekiah, and

Josiah, the Maccabees, Alfred the Great, Edward VI. or

the two elder Gustavuses, reformed in a serious degree the

nations over whom they presided.
Still it is equally well known to all persons of informa

tion, that no ruler, and no succession of rulers, ever changed
the native character of man in any such manner as to make
the nations whom they governed generally virtuous; or

at all to lessen the evidence which supports the doctrine of

universal depravity. What they have done we style with

metaphysical exactness, reformation ; that is, forming anew

the moral character, which they actually found, and which

only, was every where the subject of their efforts. In our

very language we thus testify, unwillingly perhaps, that the

moral character of our race is such as needs to be formed

anew ; or, in other words, is depraved. Even this reforma

tion good rulers have accomplished with great labour and

difficulty ;
and it was confined to a number of instances, in

a melancholy degree moderate. Of this truth flagrant proof
has been furnished in the sudden and deplorable revival of

all kinds of iniquity at the moment when the restraining in

fluence of a good ruler has been taken away by death, and

new licence has been given to the free indulgence of the na

tive human propensities by the succession of a wicked prince
to the sceptre. Such a prince has had more influence to

corrupt a nation in a year, than a virtuous one to amend them

during his whole reign. Manasseh pulled down in a day
what Hezekiah had been building up through his life. Or,

perhaps, in more exact language, what virtuous princes

accomplish with such vast labour, dissolves of itself, under

the malignant influence of corruption universally experi

enced, and universally operating, whenever that corruption
is freed from the restraints imposed on it by virtue seated

upon the throne. Were the mind of man originally in

clined to virtue, this would be impossible.

2dly. Those subjects who have been raised above the op

pression and ignorance contendedfor, have not been more

free than othersfrom this depravity.
If the oppression and ignorance specified were indeed

the causes of this corruption ;
then the corruption ought

not to be extended to those subjects who were neither ig-
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norant nor oppressed. But we do not find these men, in

fact, any better than their fellow-subjects.

On the contrary, the more that men have possessed the

means of pleasure and sin, the more wealth, independ

ence, and self-control, they have enjoyed, (he more corrupt

they have usually been. How often do we see a youth,
or a poor man, by coming suddenly to opulence and high

personal independence, lose his former sober, decent cha

racter, and become at once grossly immoral ! So common
is this fact, as to be proverbially remarked, and to be the

foundation of important prudential maxims concerning the

management of our children. All observing men, even of

the most ordinary education, hold it as a fundamental doc

trine of experience, that it is harder to bear prosperity
than adversity.
Men of science, learning, and extensive information,

have, in the mean time, been to a great extent exceedingly

corrupt and wicked ; incomparably more so, in degree, than

the ignorant; and proportionally as much so in the num
ber of instances. The ancient philosophers, the most

learned and intelligent men of the Heathen world, were

very generally gross examples of sin. Infidel philoso

phers in modern times have, in this respect, certainly not

fallen behind them. Of the former of these assertions,

Cicero, Plutarch, Lucian, Seneca, and Diogenes Laertius,

themselves philosophers, are ample and unimpeachable
witnesses ; of the latter, the writings and lives of the phi

losophers themselves. The truth is, as any man, who
knows any thing of the subject, readily discerns

;
know

ledge is a thing entirely distinct from virtue, not n^cessa-

rily connected with it
; and, without virtue, is but too often

the means of ingenious, powerful, and dreadful iniquity.

There is not a reason, furnished by experience, to induce

a belief that the increase of knowledge is of course the in

crease of virtue.

3dly. In those states of society, where rulers have the

least influence which is possible in the present world, men
are not less vicious, in proportion to their power of being

vicious, than they are where rulers have the greatest influ

ence.

For complete proof of this assertion, I appeal to the
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state of the aboriginal Americans. In the state of so

ciety existing among these people, men are as indepen
dent, and as little influenced by power, authority, and

governmental example, as men living together can be.

Here neither kings, nor nobles, nor priests, have any other

weight or control than that which springs of course from

the mere gathering together of human beings. Yet no

man, who knows any thing of the morals of these people,
can hesitate to acknowledge them corrupt, in a degree
enormous and dreadful. Fraud, falsehood, lewdness,

drunkenness, treachery, malice, cruelty, and murder, acted

out in the most deplorable manner, are strong and dread

ful features of the whole savage character. Here, then,

the vice exists anterior to artificial society, and in the

state nearest to that which is called &quot; the state of na

ture&quot; What is true of the American savages is true of

all others ;
and universally furnishes undeniable proof of

fearful depravity, originally inherent in man, and wholly

independent of the causes alleged in this objection.

4thly. Republics have been equally corrupt with mo
narchies.

In republics the influence and the oppression of kings
are unknown. If, then, republics have been no less cor

rupt than monarchies
; regal oppression and influence are

falsely alleged as the proper and original causes of human

depravity, since here they do not exist. In the most ab

solute freedom ever found in republics, wickedness has

been as truly the character of men as in kingdoms. This

character also has been equally depraved ;
not in all in

stances, I readily grant ; but in more than enough to esta

blish the doctrine. Carthage, Rome, Athens, Sparta, Ve
nice, the Grison States, and Republican France, are un
deniable examples. It ought particularly to be remarked,
that republics have usually oppressed their provinces with

more unfeeling cruelty than monarchies. Their own free

dom, therefore, has not made them at all more friendly, but

less so, to the freedom and happiness of their fellow-men.

The deplorable vassalage, existing in our own country
to an enormous extent, is a flagrant and melancholy, al

though it may be thought an invidious, proof of this asser

tion. If, then, some republics have been distinguished by
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a higher degree of virtue, as has undoubtedly been the

fact
; the cause was not their freedom

;
for that has uni

versally existed, and operated ;
but something peculiar to

themselves.

5thly. In the republics which have been most distinguish
edfor virtue, ministers of the gospel have had the greatest

influence.

Switzerland, Holland, Massachusetts, and Connecticut,
have long, by general acknowledgment, been placed among
the most virtuous republics. But in all these clergymen
have had more influence than in any other. On the con

trary, where clergymen have had little influence, there has

been comparatively but very little virtue. Of this truth

instances are numerous, and at hand. They are, also, too

clear to admit of a doubt. The general voice of mankind
has decided this point, and from this voice there can be no

appeal.
Hence it is evident, that the influence of clergymen is so

far from contributing to the corruption of mankind, upon
the whole, that it has meliorated their character most where

it has most prevailed, and rendered them materially better

than they have been elsewhere. I speak here, it will be

observed, only of Protestant ministers of the gospel. I

know it has been the custom of infidels to groupe them to

gether with Romish priests, to whom of all men they have

been most opposed, and whom they, more than any other

men, have contributed to overthrow; and with Heathen

priests, with whom they have nothing in common except
the essential characteristics of men, and a title at times ap

plied to both, a mere generic name, formed by the same

letters indeed, but meaning, in the different applications,

things as unlike as folly and wisdom, holiness and sin. As
wr

ell might Newton, Locke, Butler, and Boyle, be united

in a monstrous assemblage with Spinosa, Voltaire, Diderot,

and Condorcet, because they have all been styled philoso

phers ; Alfred twinned with Kouli Khan, because they have

both been called kings ;
and Sydenham be coupled with

an Indian Powwaw, because they have both been named

physicians.
It ought farther to be observed, as a universal truth, that

in all Protestant countries, the countries where virtue has
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flourished more than in any other, the existence of virtue

has been exactly proportioned to the influence of ministers

of the gospel. All real virtue is the effect of the gospel,

crowned with the divine blessing. But wherever the gospel

has the greatest effects, its ministers are the most respected

and influential, for the principal efficacy of the gospel is

conveyed through their preaching, candidly and kindly re

ceived. Scotland may be mentioned as a strong instance

of this general truth. In that country, under a regal govern

ment, and amid the influence of a powerful body of nobles,

supposed by my antagonists to be so hostile to the exist

ence of virtue, there has perhaps long been less vice, and

more virtue, than in any European country of equal extent.

Yet there the influence of clergymen has, in all probability,

been greater than in any other Protestant country.

(Jthly. In a state of anarchy, virtue is uniformly at the

lowest ebb, and vice most prevalent and dreadfuL
In a state of anarchy all lawful authority and regular in

fluence, both civil and ecclesiastical, are extinguished ;

and lose, therefore, whatever efficacy they may be supposed
to possess towards the corruption of mankind. Yet of all

situations in which society can be placed, anarchy is the

most pernicious to the morals of men. Of this truth we
have proverbial evidence in the great practical maxim,
That no people can exist, for any length of time, in a state

ofanarchy. Of the soundness of this important doctrine,

our own country, during the late revolution, gave sufficient

proof. When the restraints of government and religion
were only partially taken off, men became vicious in a mo
ment to a degree here unexampled. I myself have seen a
number of men, commonly sober, decent, moral, and or

derly, in their deportment, lose, upon joining a mob, even
the appearance of these characteristics

;
and exhibit more

and grosser vice in a few hours, than in many preceding

years.

The restraints of government and religion are, therefore,
so far from making men worse upon the whole, that without
them men become so profligate as to render it impossible
for them even to live together. All this is indeed very
easily understood. Government, in the great body ofcases,
restrains men only from vice

; and religion, that is, the reli*
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gion of the gospel, in every case. The sanctions of govern
ment are protection to those who obey, and punishment to

those who disobey. The sanctions of religion are endless

rewards to virtue, and endless punishments to sin. That

these sanctions promote vice is a paradox which I leave to

be solved by others. He who can solve it, will prove in

his solution, that men are disposed to be virtuous and

vicious without motives to either
;
and to be virtuous, only

under the influence of the strongest motives to vice
;
and

vicious, only under the influence of the strongest motives

to virtue. The honour of this discovery I shall not dispute
with any man who is willing to claim it as his own.

The truth plainly is, and ever has been, mankind, as a

body, are uniformly more or less wicked in proportion to

the means which they possess of vicious indulgence, and
to the temptations by which they are surrounded. Kings,
nobles, and all others possessed of wealth, power, talents,

and influence, although having the same nature with other

men, are usually more vicious because these things furnish

them with ampler means of sin and stronger temptations.

Mediocrity of life, on the contrary, has ever been believed

by wise men among Heathens, as well as Christians, to be

the state most favourable to virtue
;
and has, therefore,

proverbially been styled the golden mean. Agur has taught
this doctrine from the mouth of God. Experience and
common sense have given it their fullest attestation.

Even poverty and persecution have in many instances

proved favourable to morals and religion. The poverty
of Sparta was a prime source of whatever was honourable

in its character
;
and Christianity flourished amid the suf

ferings of its martyrs.
From these observations it is evident, that the depravity

of man exists independently of every state of society, and
is found in every situation in which man is found ;

that it

exists wherever oppression is, and wherever it is not
;
with

and without the authority or influence of privileged men ;

in the independent savage, and the abject slave of Asiatic

despotism ;
in the wild Arabian, and the silken courtier

;

in the prince who is above all law, and the peasant who is

subjected to every law. The scheme which I am opposing
is, therefore, a mere plaything of doubting philosophy,

VOL. ii. D
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making for herself worlds, as children make soap-bubbles,

amusing herself less rationally, and hoping for their per

manency with more egregious credulity.

II. It is evident from these discourses, that the scheme of
human perfectibility is without any foundation.

There are two methods in which this truth may be satis

factorily evinced.

1st. From fact.

Mankind have in every age laboured with great earnest

ness to perfect the human character. The immense toils

of education have been intentionally directed to this end.

Schools and colleges without number have been erected ;

multitudes of wise and industrious men have laboured

through life
;
books have been written, laws have been

enacted, and magistrates have been employed, in an almost

endless multitude, for the same great purpose. Nay, God
has himself revealed his own will ; requiring with infinite

authority, instructing with infinite wisdom, and urging with

infinite motives, that men should become virtuous. The
Redeemer of mankind was born, lived, and died ;

the Spirit
of grace has descended, influenced, and blessed

;
the wor

ship of God has regularly been celebrated through a great

part of the world
;
and a vast succession of wise and faith

ful ministers have spent life, to accomplish this glorious

design. Yet how little has been done! How few have
been seriously amended ! What one has been raised to

perfection? Trace the history, search the race of man, and
tell me, where is he to be found ?

Shall we then believe that the schemes of modern philo

sophy will accomplish what all preceding philosophers,
and men much wiser than philosophers, what the word of

God, the redemption of his Son, and the communications of

his Spirit, have never yet accomplished ? Can human per
fection be the result of a benevolence, which indeed utters

good words, but is a total stranger to good actions
;
which

is occupied in lamenting, while it should relieve ; which

says to the poor, the hungry, and the naked, Depart in

peace ; be ye warmed, and be ye filled: which is exhaled in

sighs, and emptied out in tears
;
which shrinks from the

cottage of poverty, and withdraws its icy hand from the
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supplications of distress ;
which agonizes over imagined

sufferers in Japan, but can neither see nor hear real ones

at its own door ;
which deplores the disastrous fate of pro

fligates and villains, and arraigns the justice which con

signs them to the jail or the gibbet, but exults in the ruin

of worth, the destruction of human peace, and the contem

plated devastation of a world ! Can the perfection of man
be the result of intelligence, which dictates, as the happiest

state of society, a community of labours, in which the idle

would literally do nothing, and the industrious nothing more

than to supply their own absolute wants; a community of

property, in which little would be earned, and much of that

little wasted on mere lust, and the remainder lost, because

none would preserve what none expected to enjoy ;
a com

munity of wives, in which affection would cease, principle

vanish, furious animosity distract, and fierce revenge as

sassinate; and in which children would grow up, when

they did not perish in infancy, without a known father,

without comfortable subsistence, without education, with

out worth, without a name ! When men become immortal

by medicine and moral energy, according to the dreams of

the same philosophy, they may perhaps become perfect by
the proposed schemes of its discipline.

To such persons as insist that the melioration suggested
has failed, because the means used were imperfectly fitted

to accomplish the end
;
I answer : if the end were possible,

it is reasonable to believe that amid so great a variety, ex

tent, and continuance, of these means, directed to this end

by the highest human wisdom, some one system would have
succeeded. As these have all failed, it cannot be rationally
doubted that all others will fail. Those, particularly, which
are now offered as substitutes, promise not even the remo
test degree of success

; and are, on the other hand, fraught
with the most portentous threatenings of absolute ruin. To
these things I will add, that the authors of them, on whom
their efficacy ought first to be proved, are farther removed
from virtue than mankind in general. Until their own cha

racter, therefore, is materially changed for the better, they

may be unanswerably addressed with the forcible Jewish

proverb, Physician, heal thyself.

2dly. It is also clearly evinced by the nature of the case.
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The depravity ofman is a part of his constitution, of his

nature, of himself. To perfect his character it would be ne

cessary to change him into a new creature ; and separate
a part of that, which makes him what he is : viz. his moral

character. It would be equally rational to say, that man
in the present world can become a flying creature, as that

he can become a perfect creature. If he can be turned

into a bird, he may also perhaps be changed into an angel.
All that has been hitherto done, and therefore all that will

hereafter be done, is to confine one class of his desires,

viz. those which are sinful by their excess, within juster

bounds; and to prevent in some measure the risings of the

other, viz. those which are sinful in their nature. Until

more than this shall be effected, the world will be equally
and justly astonished at the folly which could persuade
Godwin, that a plough could be made to move through a
field of itself, and that man could be rendered perfect by
his scheme of discipline.

III. From these discourses it is evident that thefundamen
tal principle of moral and political science, so far as man is

concerned, is his depravity.

It will not be questioned, that virtuous and depraved
beings differ from each other radically ;

nor that the science
of the one must of course differ in its fundamental principles
from the science of the other. A philosopher might, if

possessed of competent knowledge, describe exactly the

character of an angel : and yet scarcely say any thing, ex

cept what pertains to a moral being as such, which would
be at all applicable to the character of man. A book dis

playing the whole nature and conduct of our first parents
in Paradise, would contain scarcely any thing descriptive
of their apostate descendants. But all science of this na
ture is founded in facts

;
and is formed of facts, and the re

lations which spring from them. The first great fact in the

science of man is, that he is a depraved being. This is the

first andfundamentalfact, because out of it arise, and by
it are characterized, all his volitions, and all his conduct.

Hence every thing pertaining to man is coloured and qua
lified by this part of his moral nature ;

and no description
of him can be true, and no doctrine sound or defensible
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into which this consideration does not essentially enter.

Equally true is it, that no system of regulations can be

practically suited to him, or fitted to control his conduct

with success or efficacy, which is not founded on the same

principle.
From these observations it is evident, that much of what

is published, and received as moral and political science,

is only sciencefalsely so called. It considers man as origi

nally a virtuous being ; accidentally, and in some small de

grees, warped from the path of rectitude, and always ready
to return to it again; deceived and abused by insidious and

peculiarly-corrupted individuals
; but, left to himself, de

signing nothing beside what is good, and uttering nothing
but what is true. This indeed is a character devoutly to be

wished; but the picture is without an original; in the lan

guage of painters, a mere
&quot;

fancy-piece :&quot; and it would be as

easy to find the human character in a gryphon of Ariosto,

or the sylpJis, gnomes, and nymphs, of Rosicrucius, as in a

library filled with this species of philosophy.
Were these systems to terminate in speculation only, their

authors might be permitted to dream on without disturb

ance. But unhappily their doctrines are made thefounda
tion and directory of personal conduct, and public admi
nistration. Rules of private life, municipal laws, and
other govermental regulations, are drawn from these pleas

ing but merely hypothetical doctrines ; and are intended,
and expected, actually to control men, and their affairs, so

as to effectuate good order, peace, and prosperity. Here
the influence of systems, which proceed according to this

scheme, becomes eminently dangerous, malignant, and fa

tal. All the measures founded on them, are fitted for the

inhabitants of some other planet, or the natives of fairy

land, or the forms which haunt the dreams of a distempered

fancy, with an incomparably better adaptation than for

men. Of course they can never become practical, or use

ful to such beings, as really exist in this world ; impatient
even of necessary restraints ; selfish, covetous, proud, en

vious, wrathful, revengeful, lewd, forgetful of God, and hos

tile to each other. Open your eyes on the beings around

you: cast them back on the aonals of history: turn them
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inward upon yourselves ;
and you will find ample and

overwhelming proof of the truth of these observations.

On this fundamental folly were founded all those vain,

empty, miserable systems of policy, which in a portentous
succession deluded republican France in misery and ruin.

In the treatises, laws, and measures, brought into being in

that nation, during its late wonderful struggle to become

free, the people were uniformly declared to be good, honest,

virtuous, influenced only by the purest motives, and aiming

only at the best ends. These very people, at the same time,

were employed in little else, except unceasing plunder,
uniform treachery, the violation of all laws, the utterance

of all falsehood, the murder of their king, nobles, and

clergy, and all the boundless butchery ofeach other. In a

state of immorality, in a prostration of all principle, at

which even this sinful world stood aghast, this despicable

flattery was continually reiterated
;
and the miserable ob

jects of it very naturally concluded, that, as they were

praised while they were doing thesethings, they were praised

for doing them. Of course they were fixed in this conduct

beyond recall. Every malignant passion was let loose, the

reins were thrown upon the neck of every sordid appetite;

the people became a collection of wild beasts, and the

country a den of ravage and slaughter. In this situation

nothing could restrain them but force. The wretches, who

by their songs and incantations had called up the fiends of

mischief, could not lay them ; but became, in an enormous

and horrid succession, victims of their own spells; and

were offered up, by hundreds, to the sanguinary Moloch,
which they absurdly and wickedly idolized.

Sound and true policy will always consider man as he is
;

and treat him accordingly. Its measures will be univer

sally calculated for depraved beings ;
and it will, therefore,

never hesitate to establish every necessary restraint.

Whatever is good in man it will regard as the result of

wise, careful, efficacious discipline, realized arid blessed

by God. Such discipline, therefore, it will regularly es

tablish, protect, and encourage. Honest, well disposed,
and orderly citizens it will protect ;

the violation of pri

vate rights, and the disturbers of the public peace, it will
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punish. Nor will its restraints and punishments stop, until

they have gained in some good measure their end.

IV. From these discourses it is evident, that the redemp
tion of Christ was absolutely necessary to mankind*

If man is a depraved creature, it is plainly impossible
that he should be justified by the law of God. When he

comes before his Maker, to be judged according to his

works, he must be declared to have done evil, because he

has in fact done it. The law has declared, that the soul that

sinneth shall die : by the law therefore he must die, because

he has sinned. Of course God cannot pronounce him just,

or acquit him of guilt, because he is guilty. Under mere

law, the only situation in which he can be, independently
of the redemption of Christ, he can never be justified nor

rewarded
;
but must be condemned and punished. In this

situation, an atonement for his sins, such as God with pro

priety can and will accept, is just as necessary for man, as

his salvation. No being in the universe could, so far as

we are able to discern, render this atonement except
Christ. All other beings are, in the nature of things, un
der every possible obligation to render to God all the ser

vices in their power, as their own proper obedience
; an

obedience indispensably necessary for their own justifica

tion. A supererogatory service does not appear to be pos
sible for any created being, as there is no service which
he can render to God which is not his indispensable duty.

Thus, so far as we are able to discern, the atonement of

Christ is absolutely necessary for the human race, and
without it we can conceive of no possible way of salvation.

V. The same doctrine equally teaches the absolute neces

sity of regeneration to mankind.

That ivithout holiness no man shall see the Lord, is a doc
trine so evidently rational and just, that it cannot but be

believed by every sober man
; even independently of the

express declaration of the Scriptures. But without rege
neration man is unholy ;

and can therefore never see the

Lord. The first great effect of the redemption of Christ

is to render it possible for man to become holy, in order to

his justification and acceptance. Had the dispensation
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stopped here, man would still have been lost. The next

step in this wonderful procedure is the renovation of man;
or that implantation of holiness in his heart, styled in the

Scriptures, regeneration or the new birth. From the com
mencement of this great change in his character, he be

comes the subject of evangelical holiness, of real piety,

real benevolence, real self-government; or, generally of real

obedience to God. All his obedience, however, is imper

fect; and could not be accepted but for the sake of Christ.

His mediation, his righteousness, is the sweet incense which

perfumes every offering and act of man, and renders it ac

ceptable before that pure and awful Being, in whose sight
the heavens themselves are not clean. But though imper

fectly holy, man, when renewed, is really holy. There is

some good thing found in him towards the Lord God of Is

rael. This, as a seed of inestimable worth, is seen by the

all-searching eye to promise a future and eternal produc
tion of fruits, invaluable in their nature, and endless in their

multitude.

VI. With equal evidence we are here taught the necessity

of the mission of the Holy Spirit.

The Holy Spirit is the only author of the regeneration of

man. That which is born of theflesh is flesh ; that which is

born of the Spirit is spirit. Except a man be born of the

Spirit he cannot see the kingdom of God. Not by works of

righteousness which we have done, but according to his own

mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and the

renewing of the Holy Ghost. As therefore regeneration is

absolutely necessary to man ;
and as man is renewed only

by the Holy Spirit ;
so the mission of the Spirit is as ne

cessary to man as his regeneration ;
and both are no less

necessary than his eternal life.

On these three great evangelical doctrines I have here

descanted very briefly, because they will hereafter be pri

mary subjects of investigation. They have been now men

tioned, chiefly to shew their connexion with the doctrine

of human depravity, and the manner in which they neces

sarily arise out of this part of the scriptural scheme.

VII. The same considerations also teach us the manner in

which a preacher ought to address mankind.
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Every congregation will beregarded by a minister of Christ,

\vho discerns this doctrine to be what it plainly is, a lead

ing doctrine of the Scriptures, as a collection of depraved,

guilty beings, exposed to endless punishment for their sins.

On this basis will all his sermons be founded
;
and to this

point will they all refer. He will exhort them to repent,

because they are sinners, and therefore need repentance.
He will exhort them to believe in Christ ; because they can

not save themselves ; and because he can, and if they be

lieve in him, will save them. He will teach them to seek

for pardon of God ; because they are sinners, and must

either be pardoned or lost : to rely on the grace of Godfor
theirjustification; because they have no merit of their own ;

and if they depend on their own righteousness, cannot be

saved; and to feel the necessity of sanctification ; because

without holiness no man shall see the Lord; and because

without the sanctification of the Spirit of grace no man can

become holy.

The terrors of the law he will set before his hearers in

their own awful light: because by these, and by nothing but

these, such beings can ordinarily be persuaded. The gospel
he will declare to be glad tidings of great joy ; because it

is the news of forgiveness, justification, and everlasting life,

to sinners, who would otherwise perish. Mercy he will un
fold as the peculiar glory of God in the highest , and as emi

nently displayed, when peace and good-will are published
to mankind. The distinguishing excellence of the Re
deemer he will explain to be his willingness to seek and save
that which was lost. The duty of Christians, now become

peculiarly their duty, he will teach to consist in denying all

ungodliness and worldly lusts, and living soberly, righte

ously , and godly, in the world. Thus whether GOD or man,
the law or the gospel, heaven or hell, morality or piety, are

the themes of his preaching ;
he will make the corruption

of the human heart the foundation on which all will be
built

; the great point to which all will be continually re

ferred.

These are subjects of preaching which cannot fail to in

terest the preacher who really believes them
; or the hear

ers who listen to them with serious attention. They state

to man, they bring to full view, they carry home to the
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heart, his real condition and only hope. He sees, if not

prevented by sottish sloth or criminal prejudice, that the

whole is the truth of God; truth infinitely important to

himself; commending itself to his conscience ; explaining
his danger ; disclosing the only way of escape ; unfolding
deliverance from hell

;
and pointing out the path to hea

ven. The preacher who utters these things is readily be

lieved to have a real meaning, when he speaks of the so

lemnity and importance of religion, and presses upon his

hearers the necessity of embracing it. They clearly dis

cern that there is something which they easily comprehend
to be done by them; and a momentous reason why it

should be done : that a change real, great, and indispen

sable, is to be accomplished in their character
;
and that

unless it is accomplished they must perish. Christianity

hence assumes a solemnity which can be derived from no

other considerations, and accords with no other scheme.

The preacher who regards man as originally virtuous,

can neither explain to him his guilt nor his danger ;
shew

him the necessity of Christ s mediation, or the importance
of an interest in it

; explain to him the value of faith or

the use of repentance ; nor exhort him to fly to the mercy
of God for forgiveness or sanctification. He urges there

fore a religion in which both his hearers and himself find

little interest. His addresses to them are naturally made

up of cold, common-place morality ; such as Plato taught

long since, and taught much better ; or at least with greater

force. They of course become dull and lifeless ;
unfre-

quent visitors to the house of God
;
and when there, are

rarely of that number who have ears to hear.

VIII. In the same manner are all men taught how they

ought to regard themselves in their religious concerns.

The question, What will become of me hereafter? is of

infinite moment to every child of Adam ; and is to be al

ways determined by the true answer to another; Am I vir

tuous or sinful ?

The man who commences his moral course with a full

conviction of his guilt, his exposure to the wrath of God,
and his danger of final condemnation, will, if he goes on,

direct his feet into a path widely distant from that which is
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pursued by men directed by the contrary doctrines. To
such a man all the accounts given in the Scriptures, and

in religious discourses built on the Scriptures, concerning
human guilt and danger, will be true and important. The

tidings of redemption will be to him tidings of greatjoy ;

because they are directed to such a creature as himself.

Christ to him will be infinitely precious ; because he is

the Saviour of sinners. The renewing power and good
ness of the Spirit of grace will appear to him unspeakably

necessary and desirable ; because without this divine

energy exerted on his heart he will be a sinner for ever.

To the atonement of Christ he will fly for refuge ;
because

he cannot make an atonement for himself. To the purify

ing influence of the divine Spirit he will look for his pre
servation in holiness, and his safe arrival in the kingdom
of life, because he will know that he cannot preserve nor

conduct himself to that kingdom.
As a sinner he will feel himself guilty, condemned, and

ruined
;
but as an object of the divine mercy he will see glo

rious hopes dawning upon him from heaven. Separated

from Christ, he will feel that he can do nothing effectual

towards his salvation
;
but as a candidate for heaven by

faith, repentance, and holiness, he will discern that all

things may be done for him by the Spirit of God. Left to

himself he will perceive that he must die for ever
;
but that

in Christ he may for ever live.

With these views all his self-examination, prayers,

praises, hopes, resolutions, and efforts, will take their pe
culiar character from the great truth, that he is a depraved
ruined creature. His whole life therefore will be the life

of a believing penitent and returning sinner, owing infinite

blessings to the mere grace of God
;
and he will find more

to animate his love, faithfulness, and gratitude, than an an

gel with the same powers could feel; because he is a for

given and restored creature
; forgiven an immense debt,

and restored to holiness and endless life.

But if a sinner feels himself to be originally virtuous, he
will feebly realize his guilt, his danger, or his need of a

Saviour. The necessity of being born again, of being
sanctified, guided, and quickened, by the Spirit of God he

cannot know. Justification he will regard as due to him ;
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as the proper reward of his merit, and holiness as his ori

ginal character, the native growth of his mind. He may
indeed admit it to be imperfect, and to require some addi

tions ; yet even these he will esteem rather as advantage
ous than necessary. Christ he will consider rather as a

convenience, as an auxiliary to him, than as his Saviour.

His ultimate reliance will be on himself, not on the Re
deemer. The gospel, instead of being the only and most

joyful news of salvation to sinners, will be considered by
him merely as a valuable book

;
somewhat better than any

volume of philosophy ;
in which some interesting instruc

tions may be found and some useful precepts are given; but

which is not indispensable to his eternal life. In a word,

according to his predominant feeling, both he and others

like him might have done very well without the gospel
here

;
and with little danger of failure might have obtained

salvation beyond the grave.

SERMON XXXIV.

APOSTATE MAN CANNOT BE JUSTIFIED
BY WORKS OF LAW.

Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be

justified in his sight. ROM. in. 20.

IN several preceding discourses I have considered the uni

versality and degree of human corruption) and its existence

in consequence of the apostacy of Adam ; and have also

derived from the observations made in them concerning

these subjects, several inferences which I supposed to

be of serious importance to mankind. The next object

of inquiry in a system of theology is the situation in which

mankind are by means of their corruption. It is impossi
ble for a rational being to know that he has offended God,
and is now the object of his displeasure, without being, if
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he is not absolutely stupid, deeply alarmed by a sense of

his danger at least, if not of his guilt.

All creatures are absolutely in the hands of God, and

must be disposed of according to his pleasure. If he wills

it they are happy; if he wills it they are miserable. He
speaks and it is done

;
he commands and it stands fast.

From his eye there is no concealment; from his hand there

is no escape ;
from his anger there is no refuge. What then

will become of those who are found guilty at the final trial,

who can plead no excuse for their sins and offer no expia
tion for their souls. He is not a man as we are that we
should answer him ; and that we should come together in

judgment. Neither is there any day s man (any mediator)
betwixt us, who might lay his hand upon us both, and make
reconciliation between us. When I say that there is no

day s man between us ard him
; you will undoubtedly un

derstand that I intend this as our situation while under

law, and independantly of the redemption of Christ. Of
this situation it is immensely important for us to form clear

and just views. False opinions here may easily be fatal

to any man. If he feels safe while he is really in danger;
as his danger if it exist must be immensely great, and

threaten his whole well-being; his sense of safety must of

course be ruinous. Whatever is to be done for his future

good must be done in this world ; since he is to be judged
and rewarded according to the deeds done in the body.
The text is the close of a long discourse concerning the

depravity of both Jews and Gentiles
;
or in other words of

all mankind
;
and contains the great and affecting inference

drawn by St. Paul himself, or rather given by the Spirit of

God from this humiliating doctrine. Therefore by the

deeds of the law shall no flesh be justified in his sight.

In order to understand the import of this interesting de

claration, it is necessary to form distinct and correct views

of the meaning of the term justify. This word is a term of
law ; in the judicial proceedings of which it denotes a sen

tence of acquittal passed upon a person who has been tried

concerning his obedience or disobedience. The person tried

being found to have obeyed the law in the manner required,
is declared by the judge to be guiltless of any disobedi

ence. In the language of the text he is justified; that is,
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declared to be just or blameless in the sight of the law.

With exactly this meaning the word is here used by
St. Paul.

There have been frequent disputes concerning the law

here specified. Some commentators have insisted that the

moral, some that the ceremonial, and some that the whole

law given by Moses, is here intended. That neither the ce

remonial nor political law of the Jews is here designed by
the apostle, is I think completely evident from a bare con

sideration of the passage itself. The language is, that NO
FLESH shall be justified by means of the law intended. It

can hardly be supposed that St. Paul meant to say this

with reference to the ceremonial or political law of the

Jews ;
because except the Jews themselves, none of the

human race can be either acquitted or condemned, or even

tried by those laws; since the rest of mankind not only
have never known them, but have in almost all instances

been .absolutely unable to come to any knowledge of them.

The truth I apprehend is, that this difference of opinion
has arisen only from the translation of the text. The
words in the original are A* on, e zpywv vopov ov SiKaiwSri-

trtrcu Trcto-a (rap? tvwiriov avrov. Wherefore, by works of law

no flesh, that is, no man shall be justified in his sight, that

is, in the sight of God. By works of law in the absolute

sense : that is, no man shall bejustified by any works what

ever ofany law, whether natural or revealed.

The doctrine contained in the text is therefore, That no

man can be justified on the ground of his obedience to the

law of God.

This doctrine is so absolutely asserted in the text, that a

plain man in the exercise of sober common sense, would

naturally conclude all attempts to prove it to be misplaced
and superfluous.

&quot;

Whom,&quot; he would instinctively say,
&quot; shall we believe if we do not believe God

;
and what de

claration of God can be believed, if this, so plain, so un

ambiguous, is not to be believed ? The efforts of reason to

make it more certain or more evident, are merely holding a

rushlight to the sun.&quot; So much has however been written

and said to explain away this declaration, and to avoid the

truth which it contains, and the same truth as expressed in

all other similar passages of the Scriptures, that notwithr
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standing these decisions of common sense, it has become

really necessary to examine this doctrine as well as others.

Nor is it only necessary to examine this doctrine as con

tained in the Scriptures. It is also of importance to con

sider the manner in which it is regarded by reason ; and to

shew that here as well as elsewhere, notwithstanding se

veral objections suggested against the doctrine, reason still

entirely harmonizes with revelation.

In pursuance of this scheme which I have thus proposed,
I observe,

I. That the law of God demands perfect obedience to all

its requisitions.

This is indeed true of every law : for it is no more than

saying, that the law demands what it demands. Yet it is

true, in a peculiar sense, ofthe divine law. The requisitions
of this law are two : Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with

all thy hearty and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength,
and with all thine understanding ; and thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself; that is, thou shalt devote, with supreme

affection, all thy powers to the service of the Lord thy God,

throughout the continuance of thy being ; and thou shalt do

unto others, who are included under the word neighbour,
that is, all intelligent creatures, whatsoever thou wouldest,
that they in the like circumstances should do unto thee ; and
this also thou shalt do throughout the continuance of thy

being. The peculiar perfection of the obedience, here re

quired, is the universality ofit. No other law requires the

absolute consecration of all our powers to the obedience of

its precepts, or extends its demands to every moment ofour

existence.

That which is commonly called the law of nature, viz.

that part of the law, which is discoverable by unbiassed

reason, without the aid of revelation, requires, that we ren

der continual reverence and gratitude to God, and that we

invariably dojustice, speak truth, and shew kindness, to our

fellow-men. All these things are required by the law ofna

ture, because all men either do, or may see them to be cer

tainly their duty.
Without inquiring at this time, whether any man, in a

state of nature, ever did any one of these duties in the man-
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ner commanded, I shall consider it as sufficient for the pre
sent purpose to observe, that no man ever performed them

universally, as they are here enjoined. No man, to whom
the law of God was revealed, ever loved God, uniformly,
with all the heart

;
or rendered, uniformly to his neighbour

what he would, that his neighbour in the like circumstances

should render to him
; neither did any man, in a state of

nature, ever uninterruptedly render to God, the reverence

and gratitude, or to his neighbour the truth, justice, and

kindness, which it required. Of this obedience every man
has plainly fallen short

;
and very few can be found, who

will not, in this view of the subject, confess themselves to

be sinners.

II. The only condition ofjustification, known by law, is

complete obedience to its precepts.

The language of the divine law, generally resembling that

of every other, is, Do these things, and thou shah live ; and
cursed is every one, that continueth not in all things written

in the book of the law, to do them. The soul that sinneth

shall die ; for not the hearers of the law are just before God,
but the doers of the law shall be justified.

This condition of justification is inherent in the very
nature of law. The law of God, for example, requires
certain things of mankind

;
and promises, that those, who

do them, shall be rewarded. But the reward is promised
to no others. On the contrary, those who do them not, it

declares, shall be punished. The former it pronounces

just, or guiltless; the latter it pronounces guilty. Obedi

ence and disobedience are plainly the only conditions, b y
which creatures, subject to this law, can be justified, con

demned, or even tried. The same things, substantially,

are true of every other law. It is presumed, no law was

ever promulged by any authority whatever, which speci

fied any other condition.

III. It is impossible for mankind, or any other rational

beings, to do more than the law of God requires.

This law requires, that we love him with all the heart,

and soul, and mind, and strength. Higher love, than this,

cannot possibly be rendered by any creature. It requires

that we love him thus at all times. There is no time, there-
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fore, in which such love is not our duty. Supererogatory

love, or obedience, of course, cannot possibly be rendered

by man. Hence, if man ever fails of obeying, he cannot

atone for the sin by any future obedience; because all

his future obedience is demanded for the time being. If,

then, he is ever guilty of disobedience, his future obe

dience, however perfect, cannot contribute at all to his

justification.

But all men have disobeyed ; nay, all are disobedient

every day, and every hour ; and never render complete

obedience, even in a single instance. No man, therefore,

isjustified, even for the time being.

IV. The authority of the law is great in proportion to

its importance to the universe, and to the greatness and

dignity of the lawgiver.

The law of God is the foundation of his government ;

and of the happiness which it confers on his intelligent

creatures : a happiness partly attendant on the obedience,

in its very nature, and partly its reward from the law

giver. This importance of the law, therefore, cannot be

measured.

The greatness and dignity of the lawgiver are infinite.

That the guilt of disobedience bears, at least, a general

proportion to these things will not be denied. Of course,

it must be very great ; much greater than we can compre
hend. Particularly, it is incalculably greater, than if com
mitted merely against human laws, so inferior in their im

portance, and their capacity of producing happiness ;
or

against mere human lawgivers, infinitely inferior in dignity
and excellence.

The worth of our services, at the same time, is propor
tioned to the worth of ourselves, who render them. The
law ofGod requires the obedience of archangels, as well as

that of men. The law is the same ;
but the difference be

tween the subjects and the services in this case is inestima

ble by us. The services of the archangel are plainly of

very great worth, in a comparative view ;
those of man, of

very little. The difference evidently arises from the dif

ference of worth, in those who render them.

But the lowest created being , as truly as the highest, can

VOL. u. E
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sin against any law, and any ruler. His crimes, therefore,

can be very great, while his services must of necessity be

very small, in their importance.
Hence it is plain, that, ifwe could do works of supereroga

tion, or services not required, we still could make no atone

ment for our sins. Our sins are enormous evils : and our

services in a sense nothing.

V . The law ofGod threatens punishment to thefirst trans

gression ; andt also, to every succeeding transgression.

Cursed is every one that continueth not in all things writ

ten in the book of the law to do them. He therefore, who

continues in all things written in the book of the law, ex

cept one, and does them as required, yet for the omission of

that one is cursed. The soul that sinneth shall die. The

soul that sinneth once ; that sinneth at all
;
not that sin

neth in a long course, and to a given degree, of trans

gression.
In the day that thou eatest thereof, said God to Adam,

thou shalt surely die. Adam ate the forbidden fruit once,
and lost his immortality.
Human laws also are always formed in the same manner.

The thief, the burglar, the murderer, are alt punished by hu
man laws for the first theft, burglary, or murder. This is

indeed the very nature of law. It forbids whatever it for

bids, and requires whatever it requires, under a penalty
for every transgression. The plea, that this is the first

transgression, though often alleged as a reason for tender

ness and clemency, was, it is presumed, never proposed to

a tribunal of justice as a cause of exempting the criminal

from punishment, or, perhaps more properly, as a proof,
that he did not merit punishment.

These considerations plainly cut off all hope, as well

as all ground, of the justification of transgressors in the

sight of God, on the score of justice; and prove the abso

lute impossibility of justification by works of law. Still

multitudes of mankind, and among them no small number
of divines, have thought proper, notwithstanding this pe
remptory and decisive language ofthe law of God, to annex
to it a condition, upon which, in their view, the hope of ac

ceptance maybe rationally formed. I say a condition;
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because I know of but one ; viz. repentance. As this has

been abundantly insisted on, it demands a particular con

sideration.

The scheme of those who urge this condition is, so far

as my information extends, the following : that although
the law of God does indeed demand perfect obedience ; yet

from the benevolence of God, it may be fairly expected, that

even under this law, every sincere penitent will be accepted.

On this scheme I observe,

1st. The law itself makes no mention of any such con

dition.

Hence the evidence of this scheme, if it exist at all, must
be extraneous to the law itself. It cannot but be seen, that

a case of this nature must demand evidence clearly decisive;
both because it is a case infinitely interesting to every child

of Axlam, and because the law is perfectly silent on this sub

ject. This circumstance renders the scheme originally sus

pected ;
for we cannot easily conceive of a reason, why, if

acceptance was intended to be granted according to this

scheme, God in publishing his law should observe an ab

solute silence concerning this condition
;
and should couch

the law in such language, as, for aught we can see, is di

rectly contradictory to this scheme.

2dly. Revelation is every where silent concerning this con

dition of acceptance.
That revelation no where expressly annexes the final ac

ceptance of mankind to repentance alone will, I suppose,
be granted. I have been able to find no passage of this

nature, myself; and, so far as I know, such a passage has

not, hitherto, been pointed out by any one of those who

adopt the scheme. Whatever importance is annexed to

repentance, it certainly cannot be said with truth, that faith

in theRedeemer is not considered in the gospel as absolutely

necessary to the justification of the penitent. It is no where

said, that God may be just, and yet thejustifier of him who

repenteth. Until something equivalent to this can be point
ed out, as expressly declared in the gospel, all the evidence

in favour of this scheme must be found in reference and ar

gument.

3dly. Revelation declares the contrary doctrine.

E 2
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In Galatians iii. 21, St. Paul says, If there had been a law

which could have given life, verily righteousness had been

by the law. In this passage it is evident beyond denial,

that no law exists, or has ever existed, which could give

life, or furnish acceptance and consequent salvation, to men.

It is farther evident, also, that righteousness is not to man

by the law
; or, more properly as in the original, by law ;

that is, by any law whatever. But how those who are not

the subjects of righteousness, that is, of moral excellence,

or holiness, can see the Lord, or be justified and saved, the

Scriptures have no where explained.
In Galatians ii. 21, the same Apostle says, If righteous

ness come by the law, then Christ is dead in vain ; or, more

accurately according to the Greek, If righteousness exist by
means of law, Christ certainly hath died in vain. If righ

teousness do not exist by means of law, in any sense what

ever; then man, as a mere subject of law, can never be ac

cepted. If righteousness do exist by means of law; then,

as God himself has declared, Christ died in vain. A serious

man must find an insurmountable difficulty in receiving any
doctrine which involves this consequence.
In Romans iii. 25, 26, the apostle says, Whom God hath

set forth to be a propitiation, throughfaith in his blood, to

declare his righteousness for the remission of sins that are

past, through the forbearance of God ; to declare, I say, at

this time his righteousness, that he might be just, and the

justifier of him that believeth in Jesus. In this passage of

Scripture it is declared, that God set forth Jesus Christ to

be a propitiation, to declare his righteousness in the remis

sion of sins, that he might be just, while justifying him that

believeth in Jesus. It is therefore certain, that, if he had
not set forth Christ to be a propitiation, he either would not

have justified any of mankind
; or, if he had done it, would

not have been just. Of course, all men, who are justified,
are justified only in consequence of this propitiation, and
net by means of law, in any sense whatever.

It is also evident, that Christ becomes a propitiation to

us through faith in his blood
;
and that those only are justi

fied who believe in Jesus. In the same manner, in Romans
v. 9, the apostle says, Being justified through, or by means
of, his blood. It is therefore certain, that those, who do not
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believe, will not be justified ;
and that none are justified

without the blood of Christ.

In Romans iii. 30, it is said, One God, who shall justify

the circumcision by faith, and the uncircumcision through

faith. Therefore God will justify neither circumcision nor

uncircumcision through or by repentance. The prophet

Habakkuk, chapter ii, verse 4, repeatedly quoted by St.

Paul, says, The just shall live by his faith: more exactly,

Thejust by faith shall live, that is, he, who by faith is just,

shall live. Therefore no other will live.

All these and the like considerations have, however, been

unsatisfactory to the abettors of this scheme
; not, as it ap

pears to me, from any want of explicitness in the declara

tions themselves, but from their want of accordance with a

preconceived system; a system derived, I am apprehensive,
more from philosophy than from the Scriptures. Let us

therefore examine the dictates of reason concerning this

subject; and see, whether they do not plainly and exactly

harmonize with revelation.

What then must be the nature and language of a law,

prescribing repentance as the condition of acceptance and

justification ? Plainly it must be this : He who disobeys the

law, shall be punished with death; but, if he repents of his

disobedience, he shall not be punished. What would be

the consequence of such a law?
1st. All men, who hoped to repent, ivould disobey.
But from universal experience we are assured beyond a

doubt, that every man would hope, that he should at some
time or other repent: because every man would consider

repentance as in his power. The consequence therefore is

irresistible, that every man would disobey.
It is equally evident also, that from the love and the habit

of disobedience every man would continue to disobey so

long as he thought repentance was in his power. But dis

obedience, protracted to so late a period, would become a

habit so strong, that none would repent. Nothing is more

self-deceiving than a spirit of procrastination. We see it

in every thing; and always see it the same. Such a law
therefore would frustrate itself; and prove a mere encou

ragement to disobedience.
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2dly. The thing punished by such a law, would not be dis

obedience, but impenitence.
It is undoubtedly true, that every law designs to punish

that, which it considers as the transgression ;
and that only.

The thing punished, whatever it is, is in the view of the law

the crime
;
and in that view nothing is a crime, except that

which is punished. But here the law does not threaten the

punishment to disobedience, but to impenitence. Impeni
tence therefore is in the view of such a Jaw the only crime.

Disobedience, according to the very language of the law,

is no crime. But nothing can be a crime, except that which

is constituted a crime by the law. It may be said, that dis

obedience, being forbidden by the law, is for that reason the

crime. This opinion, however, is wholly a mistake. The

law, without a penalty, or with respect to whatever it does

not threaten with a penalty, ceases to be a law; and becomes

mere advice. Disobedience to what it thus prohibits may
indeed be imprudence, or impropriety; but cannot be a crime

in the eye of such a law. Undoubtedly, if the law regarded
disobedience as a crime, it would punish it, as every law has

done. As therefore the divine law according to this scheme

punishes impenitence only, it regards impenitence as the

only crime. But if disobedience be not a cime, it cannot

be repented of: for repentance is a sorrow for crimes, and

for them only. Repentance, therefore, would by such a

law be rendered impossible.

3dly. In the present case, that of man with respect to his

Maker, what degree of repentance will excuse the transgres
sorfrom punishment ?

Must it be a perfect repentance? that is, entire, and fol

lowed by no future sin? on this condition who could be

saved ? No man ever has repented, no man ever will repent,
in this manner. Shall the repentance be imperfect ; a sor

row for sin, inferior in degree or continuance, to that which
the nature of the case actually demands ;

a sorrow extend

ing only to a part of the sins actually committed ;
a confes

sion sincerely and cheerfully made with respect to some

sins, and reluctantly concerning the rest ; a renunciation of

sin, partial in degree, partial as to the number and kinds of

transgressions, and never aiming at, as well as never ac

complishing, a thorough reformation of character?
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The first difficulty which attends this scheme is, that it

is no where found in the Scriptures. Few men, who believe

the Scriptures to be the word of God, will question the fact,

that they contain all the terms of salvation. It can hardly

be supposed, that, when God unfolded his will to mankind

concerning this great subject, and declared that he had

taught them all things pertaining to life, and to godliness,

he omitted this, which is altogether the principal thing ;
the

point which they were infinitely concerned to know. But

there is not a declaration of this nature in the Scriptures.

At least I have never been able to find one; nor have I

ever seen one alleged. Can it be believed, that this should

be the main term, nay, the only one, of our salvation ;
and

yet that it should be no where expressed in a revelation from

God, professedly declaring all the terms of salvation ?

This, however, is far from being all. The Scriptures
teach us in a thousand forms, both expressly and implicitly,

that we have redemption through the blood of Christ, even

the forgiveness of our sins. As this is the doctrine of the

Scriptures, so it is plainly their only doctrine. Indeed,

nothing is more evident in the nature of the case, than that,

if we have redemption through his blood, we have it not

without his blood
;
and therefore not by a repentance of

our own.

Nor docs reason furnish us any additional light in favour

of this scheme. Reason, indeed, finds itself at a loss to

conceive in what manner even a perfect repentance can can

cel former iniquities ;
or how an absolute penitent can be

accepted of God. His sorrow for his sins can in no respect
alter their nature, or lessen their demerit

;
add his future re

formation cannot at all obliterate the guilt of his past life.

Sorrow for sin is itself the most unequivocal acknowledg
ment of guilt. If then the penitent sees and knows him

self to be guilty, God must see it also. What then should

prevent him from expressing his views of it in the punish
ment of the sinner?

If this repentance is imperfect, those difficulties are mul

tiplied and enhanced. The penitent, in this case, is still

a sinner
;
and does not even perform the duty of repenting

in the.manner in which he is bound to perform it. He also

still loves sin in some degree; and still, occasionally at
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least, practises it. After he becomes a penitent, therefore,

he goes on through life accumulating guilt, and meriting

punishment. Can anyman in these circumstances rationally

expect acceptance with God ? Yet these are the best cir

cumstances in which man is ever found.

It is to no purpose to allege, that such a man obeys the

law in part. The law knows of no such condition as par

tial obedience. Adam obeyed in part ;
and what no one

of his progeny has ever done, obeyed, for a time, perfectly.

But for the first transgression he was condemned to death,

just as if he had never obeyed at all. So far as law is con

cerned, God deals with his descendants exactly in the same

manner. Accordingly, in Ezekiel xviii. 24, he says, But

when the righteous turneth away from his righteousness, and
committeth iniquity, all his righteousness that he hath done

shall not be mentioned. In his trespass that he hath tres

passed, and in his sin that he hath sinned; in them he shall

die. He, therefore, who hath continued in all things written

in the book of the law to do them, except one, would still be

incapable, according to law, of being justified. Should he

have repented of his first transgression ;
and should we,

contrary to both reason and revelation, allow repentance to

be a real ground of justification, generally considered
; yet,

if he should die in the commission of sin, or without re

pentance of the sins which he had last committed, he must,

according to this passage, die without justification, and be

finally condemned.

Thus, if I mistake not, it has been rendered clearly cer

tain, that by deeds of law no flesh shall be justified in the

sight of God.

REMARKS.

1st. From these observations it is evident, that the atone
ment of Christ was absolutely necessary in order to the sal

vation of mankind.

Man was originally placed under a dispensation of law
;

and in consequence of perfect obedience was promised im
mortal life : while to his disobedience was threatened eter
nal death. Obedience, therefore, was the only condition
of his justification, and the only source of hope to him be-
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yond the grave. This law was perfect, and therefore im
mutable. No part of its demands or threatenings could be

changed. It was more proper, that the heavens and the

earth should pass away, than that one jot or one tittle ofthe

law should pass, without an exact fulfilment. The truth

plainly is, that the law is a direct exhibition of the perfect
character of God

;
and to change it would be to manifest,

that his character was changed from its absolute perfection.

Such an event is evidently impossible.
This perfect law, however, man has disobeyed. By his

disobedience he has lost the possibility of justification, and
the hope of reward; and exposed himself, without any
means, of safety or escape, to the punishment denounced

against his transgression. Had he been left in this situa

tion he must have finally perished. In this situation Christ

found him, when he came to seek and to save that which
was lost. In this situation he assumed the character of a

mediator between God and man; and made his soul an of
fering for sin ; a sacrifice ofa sweet savour, accepted of God
as a satisfactory expiation ofhuman guilt. In this manner
he rendered it possible (for before it was impossible), that

man should be restored to the favour of God. The honour
of the divine law was maintained and even enhanced. The

immutability of the love of God to holiness, and of the ha
tred of God to sin, and the perfect harmony of the divine

government in the condemnation of sin, and the forgive
ness of sinners, were all illustriously displayed to the

view of the universe. To forgive such as should repent,
and return to their duty, became now a dispensation di

vested of all inconsistency and impropriety. But inde

pendently of this interference of the Redeemer, no method

appears to the human eye, in which the justification ofman
kind could have been accomplished without a serious and
inadmissible change of the law and government of God.

Accordingly, we are informed in the Scriptures, that by his

stripes only we are healed. Neither is there, nor, so far as

we can understand, can there be, salvation in any other :

for there is no name given under heaven among men, whereby
we must be saved, but the name ofJesus Christ.

2dly. Speculative unbelief prevents every hope of salva

tion.
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By speculative unbelief I intend,first, the disbelief of di

vine revelation, orwhat is commonly called infidelity . Every
infidel not only feels, but glories in feeling, a privileged ex

emption from what he calls the superstition of the gospel :

by which he primarily intends the great evangelical requi
sitions of repentance towards God. andfaith towards our

Lord Jesus Christ. It is superfluous for me to insist, that he,

who believes not speculatively in Christ, cannot believe in

him cordially ;
for nothing is plainer, than that without the

assent of the understanding there can be no yielding of the

heart. The infidel will very cheerfully take this labour off

my hands; and boast, that he yields neither his under

standing nor his heart to the Redeemer. Of course he

places himself under mere law; and must therefore find

justification, and consequent acceptance, to him impossible.
When I say impossible to him, you will undoubtedly under
stand me to mean, that it is impossible for him to be justi

fied, or accepted, in his present character, or on his avowed

principles. I do not mean, that his understanding or his

heart cannot be changed : for, though I regard infidelity as

a very dangerous and alarming character, yet I do not be
lieve ev^ry infidel to be of course a final reprobate. Infi

dels have undoubtedly been changed into Christians
; and

in some instances have become exemplary ministers of the

gospel. Infidels voluntarily place themselves under mere
law

;
and rejectwith scorn, as wellas obstinacy, an interest

in the blessings of redemption. Under that law, however,
even after it is narrowed by all his own indefensible limi

tations, the infidel has still committed innumerable sins
;

sins, for which he himself cannot atone, and for which he
will not ask, nor even accept, the atonement made by the
Redeemer. By the law he chooses to be tried

; and by the
law he cannot fail to be condemned. The God of truth in
that day will declare, that he has sinned; and, according
with his own choice, must consign him to perdition. Such
is the situation, to which he voluntarily reduces himself,
and which he prefers to Christ with all his infinite blessings.

Secondly, Speculative unbelief is the proper character of
multitudes who admit the reality of divine revelation.
Those who in modern language are called Unitarians, deny
the Deity, and therefore deny, either explicitly or implicitly,
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the atonement of the Saviour. Dr. Priestley, and I presume
all his followers, deny the atonement expressly . Some of

the Socinians and Arians have admitted it ;
but I think, in

consistently with their commanding doctrines. The disbe

lief of the atonement of Christ has the same practical influ

ence with that of the disbelief of his mediation at large.

If he is only a prophet, and a pattern of righteousness ; I

see not, that he can be any more a Saviour to mankind, than

Moses, Isaiah, and Paul. He was indeed a wiser and better

man. But it will not be denied, that all these men were

saved
; nor, that, therefore, their righteousness was such,

as, if we faithfully imitate it, would secure our salvation ;

that is, according to this Unitarian scheme. Nor will it be

denied by any man, that the instructions of Moses and

Isaiah are such, as iffaithfully obeyed, will ensure salvation.

Nor can it be doubted, that Paul has taught mankind more of

the gospel, than Christ himself personally taught. To be

lieve in Christ, therefore, is substantially the same thing,

as to believe in Paul, Isaiah, or Moses. Yet, although we
are required to believe all these men, and all other prophets
and apostles, as being inspired by God ; we are no where

required to believe in them, or on them . They are no where

styled the Saviours or Redeemers of mankind. On the

contrary we are expressly told, that there is no other Sa
viour of men, but Jesus Christ

;
and that there is salvation

in no other. There is, therefore, something in Christ, wholly
different from any thing in those men ;

and that something
constitutes his peculiar and essential character as the Sa
viour ofmankind. As Christ is expressly declared to have
been the propitiationfor the sins of men, to have made his

soul an offering for sin f and to have redeemed us with his

blood ; and aswe are said to have redemption, even theforgive-
ness of our sins, through faith in his blood; it is unanswer

ably evident, that in this wonderful particular he differs to

tally from all other persons of whom we have any know

ledge. To disbelieve his atonement, therefore, is to refuse

belief in his peculiar, distinguishing, and essential charac

ter, as the Saviour of mankind. Of course, this scheme
shuts out all the benefits of Christ s redemption ;

and places
mankind again under law. But by works of law no flesh
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can bejustified; and, therefore, by this scheme no flesh can

be saved.

There are, indeed, Unitarians of both these classes, who

acknowledge the atonement of Christ ;
but who yet in effect

deny it, by the necessary consequences of their leading

principles. Concerning these men I have no more to say

at present, than that the hearts of some persons are sounder

than their heads ;
and that, although their leading princi

ples by their proper influence destroy the hopes of salva

tion, yet, as all errors which are imbibed are not obeyed,

and as among such errors the leading principles of men

may, for aught I know, be sometimes included
;
I am dis

posed to entertain better hopes concerning them, than I

should feel myself authorized by these principles, consi

dered by themselves, to indulge.

3dly. Practical unbelief also equally cuts off the hope of

salvation.

We become partakers of the benefits of Christ s redemp
tion only by exercising evangelical or cordial faith in him,

as the Redeemer. It is to no purpose, that we believe the

several records given us in the Scriptures, concerning his

incarnation, life, preaching, miracles, death, resurrection,

and exaltation. It is to no purpose, that we believe him

to be a divine person, the real and all-sufficient Saviour ;

able, willing, and faithful, to save unto the uttermost all that

will come unto God by him. All this, and all other specu
lative faith, is to no purpose, if we stop here. It is indeed

a step towards salvation, and a necessary step ;
but it is

one step only ; and if no more be taken, we shall never ar

rive at the end of the Christian progress. In addition to

this, we must with the heart confide in Christ, and his

righteousness; and cheerfully trust our souls in his hands.

This the practical unbeliever does not
;
and so long as he

continues to be of this character, cannot do.

Let every practical as well as every speculative unbe

liever, then, remember, that by his own choice, by his vo

luntary refusal to receive Christ as his Saviour, he cuts

himself off from justification, and consequently from im
mortal life. Every one of these men has broken the law
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of God, and sinned against him in innumerable instances

of great and dreadful iniquity. Every one infinitely needs

forgiveness and salvation. At the bar of God, how terri

ble will be the remembrance of this voluntary perdition,

this suicide of the soul !

Repent therefore, every one of you, and believe on the

name of the Lord Jesus Christ, for the remission of your
sins. Repent now. Behold, now is the accepted time ! be

hold, now is the day of salvation! If repentance, if faith,

be not now your duty, they can never be. Now therefore,

if you intend ever to hear his voice, even while it is called

to-day, harden not your hearts. Boast not yourselves of
to-morrow ;for you know not what evils another day may
bring forth. Now you are called to repentance, faith, and

holiness
;
and invited to eternal life. To-morrow you may

be summoned to the grave, and to the judgment. To-day
you are before the mercy-seat, surrounded with blessings,
in the presence of a forgiving God, and at the feet of a cru

cified Saviour. To-morrow, nay, this very night, your souls

may be required of you ; your probation ended
; your ac

count given ; the final sentence pronounced against you ;

and your souls consigned to suffering and sorrow which

shall know no end.
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SERMON XXXV.

THE CHRISTIAN SYSTEM GROUNDED ON
THE RELIGION OF NATURE AND INTRO
DUCED BY CHRIST.

DIVINITY OF CHRIST. PROOF FROM THE NAMES
GIVEN TO HIM.

For what the law could not do, in that it was weak through

the flesh, God sending his own Son in the likeness ofsinful

flesh, and for sin condemned sin in the flesh : that the

righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk

not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. ROM. vin. 3, 4.

For God, sending his own Son in the likeness of sinfulflesh,

and of a sin-offering, hath condemned sin in the flesh (the

thing impossible to the law, because it was weak through
the flesh) : that the righteousness of the law may be ful

filled by us, ivho walk not according to the flesh, but ac

cording to the Spirit. DR. MACKNIGHT S TRANSLA
TION.

IN ray last discourse I endeavoured to shew, that man
could not be justified, and of course could not be saved, by
works of law. The plain and necessary result of the esta

blishment of this doctrine is, either that he cannot be saved

at all; that is, he cannot be happy in a future existence;

or that he must be saved by some other than the legal dis

pensation. The Scriptures inform us, that the latter part
of this alternative is the true one : and declare, that salva

tion or future happiness is attainable by man. This sub

ject, then, infinitely interesting to every child of Adam ;

this subject, boundlessly great, sublime, and glorious ;
im

mensely honourable to God, and inestimably beneficial to

man
; becomes the next object of our inquiry.

It ought perhaps to be observed here, and certainly
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ought to be remembered, that our preceding investigation

has been confined chiefly to what is commonly called THE
RELIGION OF NATURE. By this I intend the same with

that which was THE RELIGION OF ADAM in Paradise; or,

generally, the religion of beings placed under law only. The

truths to be believed, and the duties to be done, by beings

placed under the law of God, constitute the system which
we call NATURAL RELIGION. This religion is found no

where clearly explained, and solemnly sanctioned, except
in the Scriptures. In them it is presented to us in its per
fect form, and with its proper lustre. In all the exhibitions

ofphilosophy it is defective, mutilated, and deformed, with

superadded features, created only by the imperfect reason

ings and wild imagination of man. In the Scriptures it is

disclosed in its native beauty, freed from every defect and

every mixture.

On this system, CHRISTIANITY, properly so called, is

erected. By Christianity I intend the religion of fallen

beings; a religion furnishing effectual means of redemption

from their apostacy, guilt, and punishment ; and of their

restoration to the favour of God, to virtue, and to future

happiness. The means provided for this end, the truths to

be believed, and the duties to be done, by such beings, in order

to their escape from sin, condemnation, and misery, and
their attainment of justification, holiness, and happiness;
constitute the sum and substance of the Christian religion.
To such beings as we are, fallen from the favour of God,

polluted with immoveable guilt, and destined to die for

ever, under the law which we have broken, such a religion
is plainly of infinite importance. From the bare contem

plation of the subject one would think, that the tidings

communicated by such a religion, must be welcome to

mankind beyond degree. Every thing which they need,

every thing which they can reasonably wish
; every thing

which can purify, adorn, or bless them
;
which can make

them useful and comfortable here, or happy and glorious
hereafter

; it announces from the mouth of God. By such

beings it ought certainly to be received as tidings of great

joy unto all people.
In the text the great and commanding doctrines of this

religion are briefly declared ; and these are the following :
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I. That it was impossible for the law to condemn, or in

other words, destroy sin in men, while in the state of nature,

or under the legal dispensation.

II. That God has accomplished this great work by send

ing his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, as an offering

for sin.

III. That this was done, in order that the righteousness

of the law might befulfilled by those, who under the influence

of the gospel live lives of new obedience.

It will be easily seen, that these three great proposi
tions contain the substance of Christianity ; that they teach

our ruined condition under the law
;
our recovery by

Christ; and our duty and obedience in the Christian cha

racter.

The first of these propositions, that it was impossible for
the law to destroy sin in man, while in the flesh; or to fur
nish redemption to apostate beings ; has been already consi

dered at length in the preceding discourses. This is the

state in which Christianity found man, and took the charge
of his concerns. On this state Christianity is erected, as

on its proper foundation
;
and but for this state appears,

in my view at least, to have neither use, explanation, nor

meaning.
The second proposition is now to become the subject of

discussion. As it is a proposition of vast extent, and con

tains a great many particulars of vast importance, demand

ing severally a minute examination
;

it will furnish an am
ple field for many discourses.

In this proposition it is asserted, that God has accom

plished the great work of destroying sin in man by sending
his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh ; as an offering

for sin.

The first inquiry excited by this assertion is, WHAT is

THE CHARACTER OF THE PERSON thus Sent?

The second, WHAT HAS HE DONE? and,
The third, How HAS HE DESTROYED SIN IN MAN?
In this order I propose to consider these highly interest

ing subjects.

In the first place I will proceed to investigate THE CHA
RACTER OF THE PERSON WHO WAS THUS SENT.
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The character given of him in the text, is plainly a sin

gular one. He is called God s own Son, and is yet said to

have been sent in the likeness of sinful Jiesh. These two

great particulars, so unlike, so contrasted, form a character

differing altogether from every other ;
and demand a very

diligent consideration. The first of them shall be the im

mediate object of our attention.

At our entrance upon the investigation of this subject,

the first thing which strikes the mind is, that it is a subject

of mere revelation. Without the Scriptures there is no

knowledge in this world, that such a person exists. The

philosopher, therefore, has no other concern with this sub

ject, except either to believe or disbelieve the testimony
which the Scriptures give. By his own reason he can add

nothing to what is revealed, and without impiety he can

alter nothing.

Secondly. As revelation communicates to us our original

knowledge of this subject, so it communicates to us all

which we now know. The things which it testifies, were

not designed to be, neither can they become, the materials

of future philosophical investigation and improvement.
The knowledge, which at this day exists concerning this

subject, is all found in the Bible.

Thirdly. The things communicated concerning it, being

communicated, not in the words which mans wisdom teach-

eth, but in those which the Holy Ghost teacheth, are com
municated in the best and wisest manner possible ; the man
ner which was approved by infinite wisdom. There is no

error, no oversight: nothing superfluous, nothing defective.

That, and that only, is taught, which God thought proper
to teach, in the manner which God thought it proper to

adopt.

Fourthly. As the doctrines concerning this singular per
son are of the highest moment to plain, uneducated men,
as well as to men of learning, it is certain, that the things

really revealed are so revealed, that such men, acting with

integrity, can understand them sufficiently to make them

proper and useful objects of their faith. Of course, the

terms in which they are revealed, are used in such a man
ner as these men can understand. They are, therefore,

used according to their plain, customary, obvious meaning ,

VOL. II. F
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the meaning which they have in the usual intercourse of

mankind. Of course, also, they have no technical, philo

sophical, or peculiar signification ; because, if thus used,

they could never be understood by such men
; or in other

words, by almost the whole body of mankind.

Fifthly. Just so much is revealed concerning this extra

ordinary person, as it is usefulfor us to know. This truth

is derived, with absolute certainty, from the wisdom and

goodness of God. Whatever is revealed is revealed by
this wisdom and goodness ;

and whatever is withheld is by
the same wisdom and goodness withheld. That which is

revealed, therefore, we are required by the authority of

God to believe
;
and are bound to have no reference in our

faith to that which is withheld. Whatever mysteries may
be inferred, or may seem to be inferred, from the things

actually revealed, can in no manner affect them ; and ought
in no manner to affect our faith in them. All that is taught
is exactly true, and to be faithfully believed ; although all

that is true is not taught ; nor capable of being divined by
such minds as ours.

Sixthly. Whatever is contained in the Scriptures concern

ing this subject, as concerning every other, that is, in the

Scriptures as they now are, is to be regarded as unquestion

ably the word of God, unless proved not to be genuine by

manuscript authority. Nothing is to be admitted with re

spect to this subject which would not be justifiably admit

ted with respect to any other scriptural subject. Particu

larly all conjectural emendations of the text are to be re

jected with scorn; as miserable attempts to mend the word
of God according to the dictates of human philosophy.
The reasonableness of this rule is too obvious to need il

lustration.

With these observations premised, I proceed to examine
the character of this singular person, denoted by the

phrase, God s own Son.

The Scriptures are undoubtedly the best commentators
on themselves, wherever they professedly undertake to ex

plain their own language. Christ has, in many instances,
called himself the Son of God ;

and in many more (which
is exactly equivalent) has declared God to be his father.

In one of these instances the Jews attempted to kill him
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for challenging this character. The words which he used

were, My Father worketh hitherto, and I work. TJierefore,

says the evangelist in the following verse, the Jews sought

the more to kill him, because he not only had broken the sab

bath, but said also, that God was his father, making him

self equal with God. John v. 17, 18. We have here the

comment of the evangelist on Christ s meaning in adopting
this language ;

and it is no other than this ; that in decla

ring God to be his father, he made himself equal with God.

No comment can be plainer, or more decisive. But we

have, farther, the comment of Christ himself; for such it

ought undoubtedly to be esteemed. He had healed the

impotent man at the pool of Siloam on the sabbath-day.
The Jews sought to kill him for this action. He justified

himself by this remarkable declaration, My Father worketh

hitherto, and I work : that is, my Father worketh hitherto

on the sabbath-day, in his providence : I, who am his Son,
work also in the same manner, and with the same autho

rity ; being Lord of the sabbath even as he is. In the fol

lowing part of the context, to cut off all room for miscon

ception concerning the import of this phraseology, and the

character claimed in it, he informs the Jews, in the verses

immediately following, that he does all things which the

Father does ; that the Father shews him all things which

himself does ; that he has life in himself, even as the Father

has life in himself; that, as the Father gives life to whom he

pleases, so does the Son; that it is the will of the Father,
that all men should honour the Son, even as they honour

himself; that those who do not thus honour the Son, do not

honour the Father ; that the Son is constituted the onlyjudge
of the quick and the dead; and that all who are in the

graves, shall hear and obey his voice, and come forth to the

resurrection, either of life or damnation. Such is the com
ment of the evangelist on this phrase ;

such are the proofs,
that it is uttered in its simple and obvious meaning. Who
would imagine, that this meaning could be differently un
derstood by different readers, or be mistaken by any
reader ?

In John x. 30, Christ said to the Jews, assembled around

him, I and my Father are one. The unity here challenged
seems not to have offended them (see verse 36) ; but they

F 2
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attempted to stone him because he said / am the Son of

God; as he informs us in the verse last mentioned. Upon
being asked by him for what good work they stoned him,

they replied, For a good work we stone thee not, but for

blasphemy, because thou, being a man, makest thyself God.

It will be admitted by all men who believe the Bible, that

Christ was a person of irreproachable benevolence and in

tegrity. The Jews declared to him, as the reason why they
were about to stone him, that in saying he was the Son of

God, he, being a man, made himself God. If. then, they had

misapprehended his meaning, a very moderate share of

benevolence and integrity must have compelled him to un

deceive them
;
much more must the perfect integrity and

benevolence of Christ have produced this effect. It is im

possible that he should be justified in voluntarily suffering

this imputed blasphemy to rest upon his good name ; and

to prevent, as it could not fail to prevent, their reception
of his doctrines, precepts, and mission. This would have
been voluntarily to lay a fatal stumbling-block, or offence,

before them : but he himself has said, Woe to that man by
whom the offence cometh. It would, also, have been volun

tarily to leave thefull impression of a falsehood, uttered by
himself, on their minds; which would be the same, in a
moral view, as to utter intentionally the same falsehood.

Finally, under this mistake they were about to murder him ;

a crime which he certainly could not fail of preventing, if

they were influenced to commit it merely by mistaking his

meaning: a thing so easily rectified by his own explanation.
It is certain then that they did not mistake his meaning.

But, to put the matter beyond all doubt, he himself has
settled the point. If, said he, I do not the works of my
Father, believe me not ; but ifIdo, though ye believe not me,
believe the works, that ye may know and believe that the

Father is in me and I in him.*

The same subject of controversy arose again when Christ

stood as a prisoner before the sanhedrin. After attempt
ing in vain to prove him guilty of any crime by various

:

That the Jews understood Christ to confirm their construc
tion of his words is certain : for St. John says, that they now
sought again to take him.
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means, Caiaphas put him upon oath, to tell the sanhedrin

whether he was the Christ, the Son of God. Christ imme

diately replied in the affirmative. The high-priest then rent

his clothes, and declared that he had spoken blasphemy ;

viz. the very blasphemy of which the Jews had before ac

cused him, for the very same declaration ; and the sanhe-

drin pronounced him guilty of death. Here, as in the for

mer case, Christ went on to challenge, unequivocally, the

character denoted by this phrase; and said, Hereafter shall

ye see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power,
and coming in the clouds of heaven. Thus we have the

comment of St. John on this phrase, declaring, that Christ

in using it made himself equal with God ; the comment of

the Jewish people and sanhedrin, declaring, that Christ

in using it was guilty of blasphemy, because, that, being a

man, he thus made himselfGod; and Christ himself, accord

ing directly with this interpretation of it, justifying his own
use of it with this meaning, and bringing irresistible proofs
that he applied it, thus understood, to himself with the most
absolute truth and propriety. If we allow the language
here used, to be used in the customary and obvious manner,
the only manner in which it could be understood by those

to whom it was addressed, and in which it can be under

stood by ninety-nine hundredths of those who read it
; nay,

farther, if we do not assign it a meaning which each man
must laboriously contrive for himself, because the obvious

meaning does not suit his own system; or must receive

from another, who has for the same reason contrived it in

this manner
;
we must admit all this to be clearly and un

questionably said, and to determine the meaning of this

phrase in the text beyond any rational debate.

If I have satisfactorily settled the meaning of this phrase,
the text contains, among other things, the following im

portant doctrine,

THAT JESUS CHRIST is TRULY AND PERFECTLY GOD.
This doctrine I shall attempt to maintain by a variety of

considerations, arranged in the following manner.

I. I shall attempt to shew, that Christ is spoken of in the

Scriptures as the true and perfect God :

II. That the Deity of Christ is the only ground of con

sistency in the scheme of redemption :
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III. That the Jews, according to the opposite doctrine,

are unjustly charged with guilt in putting Christ to death:

IV. That the prophets and apostles, according to the same

doctrine, cannot be vindicated from the sin of leading man

kind into idolatry :

V. To these argumentsfrom the Scriptures, I propose, in

another place, to subjoin several testimonies to the same doc

trinefrom Jews, Christians, and Heathens.

I. I shall attempt to shew, that Christ is spoken of in the

Scriptures as the true and perfect God.

This argument may be advantageously exhibited by

Shewing,
1st. That the names of God ;

2dly. That the attributes of God;

3dly. That the actions of God; and,

4thly. That the relations which God sustains to his crea

tures, are in the Scriptures ascribed to Christ ; and,

5thly. That divine worship is in the Scriptures required

to be rendered, and by persons inspired was actually ren

dered, to Christ.

1st. The names of God are in the Scriptures ascribed to

Christ.

1st. He is directly called God.

John i. 1, In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God. In this passage
St. John not only declares Christ to be God, but to be eter

nal. In the beginning was the Word. And in the follow

ing verse he declares that he is coeternal with God : The

same was in the beginning with God: words exactly equi
valent to those in Prov. viii. 23, 24, where the same truth

is also asserted
; The Lord possessed me in the beginning of

his way, before his works of old. I was set up from ever

lasting, from the beginning, or ever the earth was. In the

following verse the evangelist farther declares, that Christ

was the Creator of the universe, and that without him was
not even one thing made which has been made.* In this

passage of Scripture St. John has not only declared that

Christ is God, but to prevent any possible mistake concern-

* See the original.
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ing what he meant by the word God, has told us, that he is

coeternal with God the Father, and that he is the Creator

of every thing which exists. Were the Scriptures allowed

to speak their own language, this single passage would de

cide the controversy; for it is impossible to declare in

stronger language, or more explicit, that Christ is God in

the highest sense, originally, and without derivation.

Rom. ix. 5, Ofwhom, as concerning the flesh, Christ came,

who is over all, God blessedfor ever. Amen. This passage
cannot be avoided by any means except a resolute denial.

1 Tim. iii. 16,
* Without controversy great is the mystery

of godliness. God was manifest in the flesh, justified in the

Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed on

in the world, and received up into glory. Nothing is more

evident, than that these things are said of Christ, and that

they can be said of no other. No other person, and no at

tribute, can be said to be God, manifested in the flesh, justi

fied in the Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the Gentiles,

believed on in the world, and received up into glory. Let

any person make the experiment, and he will find it im

possible to make the application of all these things to any
other than the Redeemer.

Matt. i. 23, and Isa. vii. 14, Behold, a virgin shall con-

ceive, and shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his

name Emmanuel ; that is, God with us. Christ, therefore,

is God with us.

2 Pet. i. 1, To them that have obtained like preciousfaith
with us, through the righteousness of God and our Saviour

Jesus Christ. According to the original, of our God and

Saviour, Jesus Christ; TOV OEOU rj^v, icat Swrrjpoe, ITJCTOU

Xptcrrou. The common translation is a violation of the

Greek : and, besides, it is through the righteousness of
Christ only that the preciousfaith of the apostles, and other

good men, is obtained. Jesus Christ is, therefore, our God
and Saviour.

Psalm xlv. 6, 7, quoted in Heb. i. 8, 9, Unto the Son he

* These sermons were written before the results of Griesbach

and others were extensively known in this country. The author

was satisfied, from an examination of these results, that the com
mon is the genuine reading of the text.
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saith, Thy throne, O God, isfor ever and ever ; a sceptre of

righteousness is the sceptre ofthy kingdom. Thou hast loved

righteousness, and hated iniquity ; therefore God, even thy

God, hath anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy

fellows. This is addressed by God the Father to the Son.

The Father, therefore, has thought proper to call the Son

God. Who can question the propriety of the application?

That we may be assured that he is called God in the full

and perfect sense, he declares, that the throne of the Son is

for ever and ever. To whom but God in the absolute sense

can an everlasting throne or dominion be attributed ?

Rev. xxi. 57, And he that sat upon the throne said, Be

hold, I make all things new ; and he said unto me, I am

Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and
the last. He that overcometh shall inherit all things, and I

will be his God, and he shall be my Son. That it is Christ

who is spoken of in this passage, is evident by a compari
son of Rev. i. 11, and Rev. iii. 21. In the former of these

passages Christ says, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and
the last. In the latter he says, To him that overcometh, 1

will give to sit on my throne ; even as I overcame, and am
set down with my Father in his throne. In Rev. xx. 11, 12,
we are informed that John saw a great white throne, and
him that sat on it,from whoseface the heavens and the earth

fled away, and there wasfound no place for them ; and that

he saw the dead, small and great, stand before God. He
that sat upon the throne, in Rev. xxi. 5, is plainly the same

person who, in chap. xx. 11, is exhibited as sitting on the

great white throne; and this person we certainly know to

be Christ, because the Father judgeth no man, but hath com-
milled all judgment unto the Son ; and because the throne

here spoken of is the throne of final judgment. In the se

cond and third of these passages Christ declares himself to

be the Alpha and Omega, the first and the last, or the be

ginning and the end; and to be set down upon the throne of
his Father. In the first passage he declares, that he will be

a God to him that overcometh. In the last he is declared

by the evangelist to be God.
There are many other passages in which Christ is directly

called God. But these are sufficient to establish the point.

2dly. Christ is called the GREAT GOD.
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Titus ii. 13, Looking for the blessed hope and glorious

appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ.

In the Greek it is the great God, even our Saviour Jesus

Christf or our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ. God
the Father will not appear at the judgment. If then Christ

is not the great God, God will not appear at the judgment
at all. Kai, the conjunction here used, is rendered exactly
in many cases by the English word even ; particularly in

the phrase God and our Father, found Gal. i. 4, 1 Thess.

i. 3, 2 Thess. ii. 16, &c. In the last of these places the

translators have rendered it even, as they plainly ought to

have done in both the others, since the present rendering
makes the apostle speak nonsense.

3dly. Christ is called the true God.
1 John v. 20, In his son Jesus Christ. This, in the ori

ginal, This person is the true God and eternal life. If this

passage admits any comment, it must be that of Christ him

self; who says, J am THE life; and that of the evangelist ;

who in the first chapter of this Epistle, and second verse,

says, For the life was manifested ; and we have seen it, and
bear witness, and shew unto you that eternal life, which was
with the Father, and was manifested unto us.

4thly. Christ is called the mighty God.

Psalm 1. 1 3, The mighty God, even the Lord, hath

spoken, and called the earthfrom the rising of the sun unto

the going down thereof. Out of Zion, the perfection of

beauty, God hath shined. Our God shall come, and shall

not keep silence : afire shall devour before him, and it shall

be very tempestuous roundabout him. This psalm is a pre
diction of the last judgment. In the first verse, the person
who comes to judge the world, and who speaks the things
recorded in this psalm, is called, AL, ALEIM, JEHOVAH ;

and is exhibited as calling mankind before him, from the

rising of the sun to his going down. In the second, he is

represented as shining, or displaying his glory, out ofZion ;

that is, by his dispensations to his church. In the third, is

described the awful splendour with which he will appear,
the fire which shall consume, and the convulsion which
shall rend asunder, the world, at that-great and terrible day.
But Christ alone will appear on that day ;

and at his pre
sence the heavens shallpass away with a great noise; and by
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the flaming fire, with which he will be surrounded, the ele

ments will melt withfervent heat,and the earthand the works

that are therein will be burnt up. Christ therefore is the

GOD, the MIGHTY GOD, theJEHOvAH,who is here mentioned.

Isa. ix. 6, For unto us a child is born ; unto us a son

is given : and the government shall be upon his shoulders

and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the

mighty God, the Father of the everlasting age, the Prince

ofpeace. This child, this son, is the mighty God ; the Fa
ther of the everlasting age, and the Prince of peace. He
who admits, that a child, a son, is the mighty God, will

certainly admit that this can be no other than Christ. He
who does not, will charge Isaiah with uttering falsehood.

The same name Wonderful, is also given to him by him

self, when appearing as an angel ;
or rather as the angel,

to Manoah and his wife, Judg. xiii. 18, And the angel of
the Lord said unto him, Why aslcestthou thus aftermy name?

seeing it is secret : in the Hebrew seeing it is wonderful ;

the same word being used in both these passages. The He
brew words, which are translated the angel of the Lord,

may be literally rendered THE ANGEL-JEHOVAH, or JEHO
VAH-ANGEL: that is, he who, though JEHOVAH, is yet a

MESSENGER.* For this view of the subject, the Scriptures
themselves furnish the most ample authority.

In Isaiah xlviii. 12, and onward, we have these words,
Hearken unto me, O Jacob, and Israel my called. I am
he ; I am thefirst, I also am the last. Mine hand also hath

laid the foundation of the earth, and my right hand hath

spanned the heavens. I call unto them : they stand up to

gether. Come ye near unto me ; hear ye this, I have not

spoken in secret from the beginning : from the time that it

was, there am I. And now the LORD God and his Spirit
hath sent me. Thus saith the LORD, thy Redeemer, the

Holy One of Israel: I am the LORD thy God. Here the

person speaking informs us, that he is the first and the last;

that he hasfounded the earth, and spanned the heavens : that

he is JEHOVAH God, the Redeemer, and the Holy One of
Israel; and yet he says, that the Lord Jehovah and his

Spirit hath sent him ; or, as Origen and Lowth translate it,

The Lord JEHOVAH hath sent me and his Spirit. The per-
* See Horsle/s New Translation of Hosea. Appendix.
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son sending, therefore, is JEHOVAH; and the person sent

is also JEHOVAH.
The same person, under the appearance and by the name

of a man, wrestled with Jacob at Peniel, and there gave him

the name Israel, or a prince of God : assigning for it this

remarkable reason ; For as a prince hast thou power with

God and with men, and hast prevailed. After asking his

name, and receiving a blessing from him (upon which he

departed), Jacob called the name of the place Peniel; for,

said he, Ihave seen Godface toface, andmy life is preserved.

This person is called by Hosea, God, the Angel, andJE
HOVAH. He hadpower with God; yea, he hadpower over

the Angel, and prevailed. He had wept, and made suppli
cation unto him. He found him in Bethel; and there he

spake with us, even JEHOVAH, God of hosts. Horsley,
whose biblical opinions will rarely be disputed with suc

cess, has the following observations on this subject.
&amp;lt;c This

man therefore of the book of Genesis, this angel of Hosea
who wrestled with Jacob, could be no other than the JE
HOVAH-ANGEL of whom we so often read in the English

Bible, under the name ofthe Angelofthe LORD/ A phrase
of an unfortunate structure, and so ill conformed to the

original, that, it is to be feared, it has led many into the

error of conceiving of the LORD as one person, and of the

Angel as another. The word of the Hebrew, ill rendered
&quot; the LORD,&quot; is not, like the English word, an appellative,

expressing rank or condition, but it is the proper name JE
HOVAH. And this proper name JEHOVAH is not, in the He
brew, a genitive after the noun-substantive &quot;

angel/ as the

English represent it; but the words miT and IK^D &quot;JEHO-

vAH&quot;and
&quot;angel,&quot;

aretwo substantive-nouns, in apposition;
both speaking of the same person, the one by the appro
priate name of the essence ; the other by a title of office .

&quot;JEHOVAH-ANGEL&quot; would be a better rendering. The
JEHOVAH-ANGEL of the Old Testament is no other than

he who, in the fulness of time, was incarnate by the Holy
Ghost of the Virgin Mary.
According to the scheme of these observations, Manoah

understood the character of the Angel who appeared unto

him: for he said unto his wife, ver. 22, We shall surely die,

because we have seen God. In the same manner is the same
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person presented to us, Malachi iii. 1, Behold, I will send

my messenger, and he shall prepare the way before me;
and the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to his tem

ple ; even the Angel of the covenant, whom ye delight in : be

hold, he shall come, saith the Lord of hosts. In Luke vii.

27, Christ, speaking of John the Baptist, says, This is he of
whom it is written, Behold, I send my messenger before thy

face, who shallprepare thy way before thee. John the Bap
tist was therefore the messenger, who was to prepare the

way ; and the Lord, even the Angel of the covenant, was
Christ. The person also speaking, who is here called JE
HOVAH OF HOSTS, and who says, this messenger shall pre

pare the way before himself, is also Christ.

5thly. Christ is called the God ofIsrael

Exod. xxiv. 9, 10, Then went up Moses and Aaron, Na-
dab and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel. And

they saw the God of Israel. Psal. Ixviii. 17, 18, The cha

riots of God are twenty thousand, even thousands ofangels.
The Lord is among them, as in Sinai, even the holy place.

Thou hast ascended on high, thou hast led captivity cap

tive, thou hast received gifts for men. Ephes. iv. 8, Where

fore he saith, When he ascended on high, he led captivity

captive, and gave gifts unto men. Now that he ascended,

what is it, but that he descendedfirst into the lower parts of
the earth. He that descended is the same also that ascended

upfar above all heavens, that he might fill all things: and
he gave some apostles, and some prophets, &c. Here the

apostle informs us, that the person who ascended on high
and led captivity captive is Christ. The Psalmist informs

us, that the person who ascended on high and led captivity

captive is the Lord, who appeared in Sinai. And Moses
informs us, that the Lord, who appeared in Sinai, was the

God of Israel. We also know, that no man hath seen God
the Father at any time. Christ therefore is the God of
Israel. Of course, the God of Israel, go often mentioned
in the Old Testament, is every where, peculiarly, Christ.

6thly . Christ is called JEHOVAH.
On this subject Horsley observes, &quot;The word JEHOVAH

being descriptive of the divine essence, is equally the name
of every one of the three persons in that essence. The

compound JEHOVAH-SAJBAOTH belongs properly to the se-
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cond person, being his appropriate demiurgic title; de

scribing, not merely the Lord of such armies as military

leaders bring into the field, but the unmade self-existent

maker and sustainer of the whole array and order of the

universe.&quot;

Isa. vi. 13, In the year that Icing Uzziah died I saw

JEHO VAH* sitting on his throne, high and lifted up, and

his train filled the temple ; aud one of the seraphim cried

to another, and said, Holy, holy, holy, is Jehovah of hosts:

and again in the fifth, eighth, eleventh, and twelfth verses

of the same chapter. St. John, quoting the ninth and tenth

verses of this chapter in his Gospel, chap. xii. 40, says,

These things said Esaias, when he saw his, that is Christ s,

glory, and spake of him. To prove, beyond controversy,

that Christ is the JEHOVAH OF HOSTS, here mentioned, I

observe, that no person is spoken of in the chapter, except

Uzziah, JEHOVAH OF HOSTS, the seraphim, the prophet

Isaiah, and the people of Israel. The seraphim and the peo

ple of Israel being mentioned only in the aggregate, must

be laid out of the question. Christ therefore being, by the

decision of the evangelist, spoken of in this chapter, must

be either the prophet himself, king Uzziah, or JEHOVAH OF

HOSTS. It happens also, unfortunately for Unitarians, that

the prophet saw the glory of no other person but JEHOVAH
OF HOSTS ; yet St. John assures us he saw the glory of

Christ. St. John s opinion on this subject we cannot mis

take, if we remember, that he commences his Gospel in

this manner ; In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God.

Isa. xl. 3, The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness,

Prepare ye the way of JEHOVAH, make straight in the desert

a highwayfor our God. John the Baptist, when asked by
the messengers of the sanhedrin, Who art thou ? answered,
John i. 23, I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness,

Make straight the way of the LORD, as saith the prophet
Esaias. St. Matthew, speaking of John the Baptist, chap,
iii. 3, says, This is he that was spoken of by Esaias the pro
phet, saying, The voice ofone crying in the wilderness, Pre

pare ye thewayofthe LORD, make Mspaths straight. From
these passages compared, it is evident, that Christ, before

* Lowth s notes on this verse.
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whom John cried, was the LORD, whose way he directed

thus to be prepared in the wilderness ;
the JEHOVAH spoken

of by the prophet: the Jehovah of hosts, who said, Mai. iii.

1, Behold, I will send my messenger before MY face, and he

shall prepare the way before ME.

Exod. iii. 2 6, And ^ANGEL-JEHOVAH appeared unto

him, in aflame offire, out of the midst of a bush: and he

looked, and behold the bush burned with fire, and the bush

was not consumed. And Moses saidt I will now turn aside,

and see this great sight, why the bush is not burned. And
when JEHOVAH saw, that he turned aside to see, GOD call

ed unto him, out of the midst of the bush, and said, Moses,
Moses ! And he said, Here am I. And he said, Draw not

nigh hither; put off thy shoes from off thy feet; for the

place whereon thou standest is holy ground. Moreover he

said, I am the GOD of thy father, the GOD ofAbraham, the

GOD of Isaac, and the GOD of Jacob. And Moses hid his

face,for he was afraid to look upon GOD. In this passage
we are informed, that the ANGEL-JEHOVAH appeared to

Moses, in the burning bush, and said to him, / am the GOD
ofAbraham, the GOD of Isaac, and the GOD of Jacob. The
word angel, as you well know, denotes aperson sent ; and,

of course, implies a person sending. The person here

sentis called JEHOVAH, styles himself the GOD ofAbraham.
It needs no words to shew, that the person sent cannot be

GOD the FATHER
;
or that he must be the Angel of the co

venant, GOD the SON. Christ therefore is the JEHOVAH
mentioned in this passage, as the GOD ofAbraham, the GOD
of Isaac, and the GOD of Jacob.

The application of these peculiar names of the Godhead
to our Saviour furnishes, in my view, an unanswerable ar

gument to prove his divinity : for,

1st. In Isaiah xlii. 8, God says, / am JEHOVAH, that is

my name, and my glory I will not give to another.

In this passage, GOD declares, that he will not give his

name or glory, both terms meaning here the same thing, to

another. Yet in the word of this same God, his several

peculiar and distinguishing names are given to Jesus Christ;
not indeed communicated to him, but applied to him, as his

own original, proper appellations. This we are taught at

large, Exod. xxiii. 20, 21, Behold, I send an Angel before
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thee, to keep thee in the way, and to bring thee into the place
which I have prepared. Beware of him, and obey his voice,

provoke him not ; for he will notpardon your transgressions :

for MY NAME is IN him. Here we are informed, that the

angelt sent before the Israelites, would not pardon their

transgressions, if they provoked him ; and are thus certainly

taught, that he possessed the right and power of pardoning
sin. But who canforgive sins, except God ? We are farther

informed, that the name of God is in this angel ;
not that it

is given, or communicated, to him, but that it exists in him,

and belongs to him originally. What this name is, the pas

sage last quoted from Isaiah declares to us
;
I am JEHO

VAH, that is my name. It is also declared, in the same
manner to Moses, when asking of God, Exod. iii. 13,

what was his name, that he might declare it to the children

of Israel. And God said unto Moses , I AM THAT I AM.
Thus shall ye say unto the children of Israel, I AM hath sent

me unto you. It is hardly necessary to remark, that the

name I AM has the same import with JEHOVAH. All this

is rendered perfectly consistent and obvious, by the scrip
tural accounts of Christ. / and my Father are one, said our

Saviour to the Jews.

For God therefore, in his own word, to give or reply
his name or glory to Christ, is not to give it to another,
but to apply to Christ names which are his own proper ap
pellations. But, according to the Unitarian doctrine, this

assertion, on the part of God, cannot be true. The doctrine,

therefore, is false
;
for let God be true, but every man a liar ;

that is, every man who opposes God.

2dly. In Deuteronomy xxxii. 39, in Isaiah xliii. 10, xliv.

6. 8, and xlv. 5. 14. 21, and in various other places, God
says, that there is no God beside him ; that there is none
else ; and that lie knows not any. Yet Christ is called God,
and announced by other names of the Deity, in the several

passages above mentioned, and in many others
;
and this

by the same God, who made this declaration. That he is

not so called in a subordinate, delegated, or derived sense,
is unquestionably evident ; first, from the titles given to him,
viz. the true God; the mighty God; the great God; the

God of Israel; Jehovah; and I am; all of them names
never given in the Scriptures to any being but the Deity ;
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secondly} from the thingsascribed to Christ in the same passa

ges, many of which, as you must have observed, cannot be

predicated of any being- except the one living and true God.
If it be admitted, then, that the Scriptures speak language

which is to be understood in its customary sense, the only
sense in which it can be intelligible to those to whom it was

addressed, and to ninety-nine hundredths of those for whom
the Scriptures were written

;
if it be admitted, that God has

chosen the most proper terms to communicate true ideas

of himselfto mankind : it cannot be denied, that Jesus Christ

is truly and perfectly GOD.

SERMON XXXVI.

DIVINITY OF CHRIST,

PROOFS FROM THE ATTRIBUTES AND ACTIONS
ASCRIBED TO HIM.

For what the law could not do, in that it was weak through
the fleshy God sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful

fleshy andfor sin condemned sin in theflesh ; that the righ
teousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not

after the flesh, but after the Spirit ROM. vin. 3, 4.

For God sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh,

and of a sin-offering, hath condemned sin in theflesh (the

thing impossiblefor the law, because it wasweakthrough the

flesh) ; that the righteousness of the law may befulfilled by
us, who walk not according to the flesh, but according to

the Spirit. DR. MACKNIGHT S TRANSLATION.

IN the preceding discourse I observed, that the great and

commanding doctrines of Christianity are briefly declared

in this passage of Scripture; and, as such, recited the fol

lowing :
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I. That the law could not destroy sin in man :

II. That God has accomplished this work by sending his

own Son into the world:

III. That this was done, in order that the righteousness

of the law might be fulfilled by Christians.

As thefirst of these propositions had been sufficiently dis

cussed
;

I proposed, in a series of sermons, to examine the

second; and to commence the examination by inquiring into

the character of him, who is here called GOD S OWN SON.
After reciting several scriptural comments on this phrase,
I asserted, that it contains the following important doctrine,

That Jesus Christ is truly and perfectly God.

This doctrine I proposed to illustrate under several heads

of discourse, then specified ;
the first of which was,

That Christ is spoken of, in the Scriptures, as the true and

perfect God.
The argument, contained in this proposition, I proposed

to exhibit by shewing, that the

Names,
Attributes, and

Actions, of God, together with the

Relations, which he sustains to his creatures, are in the

Scriptures ascribed to Christ ; and, that divine worship is

in the Scriptures required to be rendered, and by persons in

spired was actually rendered, to him.

The first of these subjects, viz. the names of God, I then

shewed, at sufficient length for my design, to be abundantly
applied to Christ in the Scriptures. I now propose to ex
hibit this truth concerning the attributes.

I. The peculiar attributes of God are ascribed to Christ

in the Scriptures.

1st. Eternity.
Rev. i. 10, &c. I was in the Spirit on the Lord s day,

and heard behind me a great voice as of a trumpet, say

ing, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last : and I
turned to see the voice that spake with me ; and being turned I
saw seven golden candlesticks ; and, in the midst of the seven

candlesticks, one like un to the Son ofman : andwhen Isaw him
Ifell at hisfeet as dead : and he laid his right hand upon me,

saying unto me, Fear not ; I am the first and the last : I am
VOL, II. G
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he that liveth and was dead ; and) behold, I am alive for ever

more. Amen.
Rev. ii. 8, These things saith the first and the last, who

was dead and is alive.

Isa. xliv. 6, THUS SAITH JEHOVAH, king of Israel,

and his Redeemer, JEHOVAH OF HOSTS, lam the first and I

am the last, and beside me there is no God.

Isa. xlviii. 12, Hearken unto me, O Jacob and Israel,

my called; I am he; I am the first; I also am the last.

Mine hand also hath laid thefoundation of the earth, &c.

In the two first of these passages, it will not, for it plainly

cannot, be disputed, that the person spoken of by St. John,
and afterward speaking of himself, who was like unto the

Son of man, who was dead, is alive, and livethfor evermore,
was Christ

;
and this person in four instances declares him

self to be thefirst and the last : the strongest assertion, that

eternity past and to come belongs to himself. If he is the

first, none can have been before him : if he is the last, none

can be after him.

In the two last passages from the prophet Isaiah (the lat

ter of which has in the preceding discourse been clearly

proved to be written concerning Christ), JEHOVAH OF

HOSTS, who declares, that beside himself there is no God,
declares also, that he is the first, and that he is the last.

This language, with mathematical certainty, is attributable

to but one being ;
and that being is the only living and

true God.

Prov. viii. 22,23, The Lord possessed me in the begin

ning of his way, before his works of old. I was set up
from everlasting , from the beginning, or ever the earth was.

That the person here spoken of, under the name of Wis
dom, is Christ, cannot be rationally questioned by any man
who reads this chapter with attention

; especially, if he

compares it with the account given by the same person
of himself in the first chapter of the same book

;
where he

exhibits himself as the judge and rewarder of mankind.

To place the matter out of doubt, St. Paul informs us, that

Christ is the wisdom of God, But this person says, he was
set upfrom everlasting.
Micah v. 2, And thou, Bethlehem Ephrata, though thou

belittle among the thousands of Judah, yet wit ofthee shall
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lie come forth unto me, that is to be ruler in Israel; whose

goingsforth have beenfrom of old, from everlasting: in the

Hebrew, from the days of eternity. This passage was in

a sense proverbially acknowledged by the Jewish nation

to be a prophecy of Christ. See Matt. i. 6, where it is

quoted as such, by the Pharisees, in answer to Herod s in

quiry concerning the birth-place of the Messiah. Besides,

God, speaking in the passage itself, says, Yet out of thee

shall he? come forth unto me, &c. Here he, whose goings

forth have beenfrom the days of eternity, is said by another

person to comeforth unto the person speaking ; that is, unto

God the Father.

John i. 1, 2, In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in

the beginning with God.

1 John v.20, This is the true Godt and, or even, the eter

nal life.

The names Jehovah, I am, and I am that I am, already

proved to belong to Christ, are also the strongest expres
sions of original and eternal existence. The phrase lam,
Christ in a peculiar manner applies to himself. John viii.

58, And Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily I say unto you,

Before Abraham was I am. John viii. 24, If ye believe not

that I am, ye shall die in your sins. Matt, xxiii. 20, Lo I

am with you alway, &c. Here Christ does not say, Before
Abraham was, I was; or I will be with you alway; but I

am, teaching us explicitly, that past and future are per

fectly present to himself: and that his own existence is one

present time.

2dly. Both by these names, and by their ascriptions of

eternity to Christ, he is declared to be underived, or self-

existent.

He who is the first, he whose existence is one present

time, necessarily exists only of himself.

3dly. Omnipotence is directly ascribed to Christ.

Rev. i. 8. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the

ending, saith the Lord, who is, and who was, and who is to

come, the Almighty. In the eleventh verse of this chapter
Christ utters these words of himself. Either, then, there are

two persons who truly say these things each of himself; or

Christ declares them of himself in both these verses. The
G 2
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choice in this alternative I willingly leave to the Unitarians ;

for, either way, the great question in debate is determined

with equal certainty. If Christ speaks the words in the

eighth verse, he is the Almighty ;
if not, there are two persons

who are the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last.

Origen comments on these words in the following manner.
&quot; And that thou mayest know the omnipotence of the Fa

ther and the Son to be one and the same, hear John speak

ing in the Revelation in this manner. These things saith

the Lord God, who is, and who was, and who is to come,

the Almighty: for who is the Almighty to come, except
Christ.&quot; Origen supposed o spxpnevog to indicate the com

ing of Christ at the day of judgment. Psal. xlv. 3, Gird

thy sword upon thy thigh, O Most Mighty. He, who is

most mighty, is plainly Almighty. Matt, xxviii. 18, And
Jesus came, and spake unto them, saying, All power is given
unto me in heaven and in earth. The Greek word here is

egouata ; the most proper meaning of which is, authority,

control, or dominion. But he who has the authority, con

trol, or dominion, over all things, unquestionably possesses
all power in the original and absolute sense.

This control was manifested by Christ in the obedience

of diseases, life, and death, the elements of this world, and

angels both good and evil, to his command. The manner
in which he exercised his control over all these things, was,
it should be remembered, the same which he used at the

creation. In both cases he spoke and it was done. The
bread with which he fed the two companies of four thou

sand and five thousand men, came into existencejust as the

heavens and the earth had before done, in obedience to his

mere pleasure. To the leper he said, I will, be thou clean ;

to the deaf ears, Be opened ; to the blind, Receive thy sight ;

to the demons, Come out of the man; and to the winds and

waves, Peace : be still: as he had before said, Let there be

light ; and was in the same manner obeyed. The most

proper mode, however, of exhibiting the omnipotence of

Christ is to appeal to those acts by which it is peculiarly

displayed. When we read, John i. 3, All things were made

by him, and without him was not any thing made which was
made; Heb. i. 2, Upholding all things by the word of his

power ; we are presented with the strongest possible proofs
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that his power is unlimited. He who created and who

upholds the universe, plainly can do every thing which in

its nature is possible ;
and is in the absolute sense omni

potent.

4thly. Omnipotence is also ascribed to Christ.

John xxi. 17, Peter saith unto him, Lord, thou knowest

all things. To this ascription of omniscience Christ makes

no reply ; and, therefore, admits it in its full latitude. If

it had not been true, it is impossible that he should have

permitted Peter to continue in so dangerous an error.

Matt. xi. 27, All things are delivered unto me ofmy Father,

and no one knoweth the Son, but the Father ; neither know-

eth any one the Father, save the Son ; and he, to whomso

ever the Son will reveal him. In this passage both the om
niscience and incomprehensibility of Christ are declared by
himself. He who knows the Father, is omniscient. He
who is known only by the Father, is incomprehensible.

No exercise ofomniscience ismore peculiarly declaratory

of this perfection, than searching his heart; and none more

peculiarly challenged by God as his sole prerogative. Ac

cordingly 1 Kings viii. 39, Solomon, addressing himself to

God in his prayer at the dedication of the temple, says,

For thou, even thou only, knowest the hearts of all the chil

dren ofmen. Yet, Rev. ii. 23, Christ says, All the churches

shall know, that I am he who searcheth the reins and the

hearts: and St. John, ii. 23, 24, says, Now, when he was in

Jerusalem, at the Passover, in thefeast-day, many believed

in his name, when they saw the miracles which he did. But

Jesus did not commit himself unto them, because he knew all

men. Accordingly, in Matt. ix. 4, it is said, And Jesus

knowing their thoughts: in Matt. xii. 25, And Jesus knew

their thoughts : in Luke v. 22, When Jesus perceived their

thoughts: in Luke vi. 8, But he knew their thoughts: in

Luke ix. 47, And Jesusperceiving the thought of their heart ;

and in Luke xi. 17, But he, knowing their thoughts. In all

these passages we have the most absolute proof, that it is

the prerogative of Christ to search the heart; and that,

therefore, he is the God to whom Solomon prayed. The
same truth is also declared in the fullest manner by Christ

in each of his messages to the seven churches in the verses

beginning with, I know thy works, Sec. See Rev. ii. iii.

5thly. Omnipresence is ascribed to Christ.
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Matt, xviii. 20, Where two or three are gathered to

gether in my name, there am I in the midst of them. This

fact, the gathering together of persons in the name of Christ,

has, from the times of the apostles, yearly existed in many
thousands of places. Yet Christ, according to his own

declaration, is in the midst of all these assemblies.

Matt, xxviii. 20, Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the

end of the ivorld. Here Christ declares that, he is with the

apostles, and succeeding ministers, alway, unto the end of
the world. But ministers are in a sense scattered through
out the world. With all these Christ has promised alway
to be present.

Unitarians object against this interpretation of this pas

sage, that fwe rrje (TwrfXaae TOV aiwog ought to be rendered

unto the end of the age. To this I answer, first, that this

phrase is used three times in the Gospel of St. Matthew by
Christ himself: Matt. xiii. 39, 40, and 49, The harvest is

the end ofthe world ; as therefore the tares are gathered and
burned in the fire, so shall it be in the end of this world:

and again, So shall it be at the end of the world; the angel
shall come forth, and sever the wickedfrom among thejust.

These, if I mistake not, are the only instances in which the

phrase is used at all
;
and in all these, except the passage

now in dispute, it certainly signifies the end of the ivorld, at

the general judgment. There is no warrant for supposing
that Christ, who used it in this sense in three instances out

of four, totally varied his meaning in the fourth instance,

without giving any notice of such variation.

Secondly, If the interpretation contended for be admit

ted, the passage will still equally declare the truth al

leged from it. For if Christ was present alway with the

apostles, only to the end of the Jewish age, he is omnipre
sent. They preached throughout a great part of the world.

But no being could be present with them alway, in these se

parate and distant regions, but he whofilleth all things.

Eph. iv. 10.

To avoid the difficulty which is presented to the Unita

rians by the passage, Mr. Belsham, one of the most consider
able Socinian writers at the present time, informs us, that

Christ was with St. Paul, and, I presume therefore, with the

other apostles ;
since the promise was made personally to

them by his bodily presence, which yet was invisible. Ac-
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cordingly Christ must be supposed to have been constantly
and most rapidly, flying, throughout that age, from place to

place, and from apostle to apostle. I cannot but blush for

human nature, to see such wretched subterfuges resorted to

by a man, styled a minister of the gospel, as serious com
ments on the word of God ;

for the sake of escaping from

the plain meaning of his direct declarations; and for the

sake of retaining a system, palpably contradictory to those

declarations. What mind does not revolt at such a deba

sing representation of the Redeemer ? Surely this gentleman

might have recollected, that St. Peter said, that the hea

vens must receive Christ until the times of the restitution of
all things: that St. Paul said, When he had purged away
our sins, by himself on the cross, he sat down at the right

hand of the Majesty on high ; that Christ himself said to

his disciples, And now I go my way to him that sent me ;

and to the Father, in his intercessory prayer, And now I
am no more in the world ; but these are in the world ; and
I come to thee.

But this interpretation will not help the Unitarians over

the difficulty. He could not, on this plan, be with them al~

way; and therefore his promise could not be fulfilled.

Besides, this promise, thus understood, would be scarcely
at all applicable to the purpose for which it was given ;

viz. the support and consolation of those who should disciple

and baptize all nations: for these, existing in every age, as

well as in many countries, unto the real end of the worldt

need alike the blessing ivhich is promised.
This is one of the instances in which a meaning, labori

ously contrived to make the Scriptures accord with a pre
conceived system, is substituted for the obvious and true

one
;
and may serve as a representative of the rest.

6thly. Immutability is ascribed to Christ. Heb. xiii. 8,

Jesus Christ^ the same yesterday, to-day, andfor ever.

Psal. cii. 27, &c. quoted Heb. i. 10, &c. And thou Lord
in the beginning hast laid the foundations of the earth, and
the heavens are the works of thy hands. They shallperish,
but thou remainest : yea, all of them shall wax old as doth

a garment, and as a vesture shall thou change them, and

they shall be changed ; but thou art the same, and thy years
shall have no end. This passage is declared by St. Paul
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to be spoken of Christ, as I shall have occasion to shew

more particularly hereafter : and in both passages he is de

clared to possess absolute immutability. On this subject
I argue in the following manner.

If Christ is unchangeable, he is so, either became hisfa
culties are so immensely great, and his character so perfectly

good, as to be incapable of change, either by increase or di

minution : or if the supposition be possible j
because he pos

sesses a mind, which, having originally received all its ideas,

is unable, by means ofits singular constitution, either to lose

any of those which it has received, or to receive any more ;

and which, having originally possessed a certain degree of

energy and moral worth, is, by its singular nature, also

made incapable in both these respects of any alteration.

No words are necessary to shew, that every new idea

makes a real change to the recipient ;
and that, therefore,

every intelligent creature changes of necessity every day,
in the manner which we actually behold.

That Christ is not unchangeable, according to the latter

of these suppositions, will, I suppose, be admitted without

a debate. For though I have made the supposition, it is,

I think, clearly inconsistent with the essential nature of an

intelligent being. No such being, turning his mind to the

objects by which thought is excited, can possibly fail of

receiving new ideas. Besides, that Christ is not in this

manner unchangeable is certain from Luke ii,52, And Jesus

increased in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God
and man. Here it is asserted, not only that he changed
when twelve years of age, but so perceptibly as to have the

change distinctly marked by those around him.

Therefore, by necessary consequence, he, concerning
whom this attribute is asserted, is infinitely different in

nature from the infant, which was born of the Virgin Mary,
and was united to that infant by a mysterious union, so as

to become one person, denominated, with strict propriety,

by the one name Jesus Christ, or the Anointed Saviour.

II. The peculiar actions of God are ascribed to Christ in

the Scriptures.

On this subject I observe,
1st. That the creation of all thmqs is ascribed to Christ.
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John i. 3, By him all things were made: and without him

was not even one thing made which hath been made.

Colos. i. 16, For by him were all things created, that are

in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whe
ther they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or

powers, all things were created by him andfor him.

Heb. i. 10, quoted from Psal. cii. 25, Thou Lord in the

beginning hast laid the foundations ofthe earth, and the hea

vens are the work of thy hands.

It has been denied that this last passage is applied by
the apostle to Christ ;

but the denial cannot, I think, have

proceeded even from prejudice. It must have resulted

from absolute inattention. In the seventh verse, the apostle

says, And of the angels he saith, Who maketh his angels

spirits, and his ministers aflame offire. But unto the Son
he saith, What? Two things which follow. The first,

quoted from the forty-fifth psalm, beginning, Thy throne, O
God, is for ever and ever ; the second, quoted from psalm
cii. and beginning with, Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast

laid thefoundations of the earth: and these two are coupled

by the conjunction KCU, or and.* In this manner the pas

sage has meaning and syntax, but without it has neither.

If the passage be not applied to Christ by the apostle, he

departs entirely from his discourse, begun before and con

tinued after this passage ;
that is, carried through the whole

chapter ;
and inserts these three verses, containing, accord

ing to this scheme, not even a parenthetical reference to any
thing in the chapter, nor indeed to any thing in the whole
book. In the mean time, the and, by which it is connected

with the former quotation, and which determines it, beyond
debate, to be a part of the speech of the Father to the Son,
makes it, according to this scheme, to be ungrammatical
nonsense. Surely such writing ought not to be attributed

to the apostle Paul, even if we regard only his character

as a man of understanding. It ought, however, to be re

marked, that for the present purpose the passage may be

dispensed with without any disadvantage ;
those which re

main being abundantly sufficient to establish the point. In

* See an example of the same mode of connexion, Matt,

xxiii. 16 -18.
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the two former of these passages it is asserted, that all

things in heaven and in earth, visible and invisible ; nay. that

every thing which has been made, without the exception even

of one, were created by Jesus Christ ; in the latter, the hea

vens and the earth, the Jewish appropriate phrase to denote

the universe, are declared to be the work of his hands.

On these passages I observe, that if a person thoroughly

acquainted with language were to sit down purposely to

express the proposition, that Christ created all things, he

could not find words to express it more clearly and deci

sively, than those which convey to us each of these scrip
tural declarations St. John, particularly, has gone the

utmost length which human language will permit ; when,
after saying, And by him all things were made, he subjoins,
and without him was not even one thing made which has

been made.

2dly. The preservation of all things is also ascribed to

Christ in the most explicit manner.

Colos. i. 17, By fam,,that is, Christ, do all things consist.

Heb. i. 1, 2, God, who at sundry times and in divers

manners spake unto our fathers by the prophets, hath in

these last days spoken unto us by his Son: whom he hath

appointed heir of all things ; by whom also he made the

worlds : who, being the brightness of his glory, and the ex

press image of his person, and upholding all things by the

word of his power, &c.

On these passages it cannot be necessary to dwell . They
plainly have but one meaning; and that meaning is too ex

plicit to admit even of an ingenious misconstruction. The
words make it evident, if words can make it evident, that

Christ is the upholder of all things.

3dly. The government of all things is, in the same direct

and distinct manner, applied to Christ ; Psal. xlv. 6, Thy
throne, O God, isfor ever and ever.

The second psalm, throughout, is an illustrious exhibi

tion of the universal dominion of Christ.

The seventy-second psalm is a still more glorious exhi

bition of the same subject. Here it is said, that his domi

nion shall extendfrom sea to sea, and from the river to the

ends of the earth ; that all kings shall bow down to him ;

that all nations shall serve him ; that they shall fear him as
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long as the sun and the moon endure ; that his name shall en

dure, and be blessedfor ever ; and that the whole earth shall

be filled with his glory. Amen.
Psal. ex. 1, The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou on my

right hand, until I make thine enemies thyfootstool.
Psal. viii. 5, Thou madest him a little (for a little time)

lower than the angels, and hast crowned him with glory
and honour: thou madest him to have dominion over the

works of thy hands. See this passage applied to Christ,

Heb. ii. 9.

Isa. ix. 6, 7. Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is

given ; and the government shall be upon his shoulder. And
his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the mighty
God, the Father of the everlasting age, the Prince ofpeace.

Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be

no end.

Dan. vii. 13, 14, And I saw in the night-visions, and be

hold, one like the Son ofman came, with the clouds of heaven,
and came to THE ANCIENT OF DAYS

;
and they brought him

near before him. And there was given him dominion, and

glory, and a kingdom; that all people, nations, and lan

guages, should serve him: his dominion is an everlasting

dominion, which shall not pass away: and his kingdom
that which shall not be destroyed,
The same doctrine is pursued throughout the New Testa

ment in the same explicit manner. Acts x. 36, The word
which he sent to the children of Israel, proclaiming glad ti

dings ofpeace by Jesus Christ. This person is Lord of all

things.

Rom. ix. 5, Of whom, as concerning the flesh, Christ

came, who is over all things, God blessed for ever and
ever. Amen.

1 Cor. xv. 25, For he must reign, until he hath put all

enemies under hisfeet.

Ephes. i. 20, Which he wrought in Christ, when he

raised himfrom the dead, and set him at his own right hand
in tJie heavenly places,far above all principality, andpower,
and might, and dominion, and every name that is named, not

only in this world, but in that which is to come, and hath

put all things under hisfeet ; and given him to be head over

all things unto the church.
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Phil. ii. 9 11, WJierefore God hath highly exalted him,

und given him a name which is above every name; that

at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in hea

ven, and things in earth, and things under the earth ; and
that every tongue should confess, that he is Lord, to the glory

of God the Father.

These numerous passages are, comparatively, but a few

of those in which the Scriptures assert the absolute and

universal dominion of Christ. I have recited such a num
ber of them, to shew, that this doctrine runs through the

whole sacred volume. No words can be conceived which

can express absolute and supreme dominion over all beings
and all events, more unequivocally or more forcibly, than

these. The name of Christ is here declared to be above

every name that is named, not only in this world, but in that

which is to come, in earth and in heaven, in time and in eter

nity. All things in all worlds are required to bow to him.

Angels of every order, as well as men, it is declared, shall

thus bow to him, either voluntarily or involuntarily; and

shall confess, that he is Lord, to the glory of God the Fa
ther. This dominion also is asserted to be without limits,

and without end. I shall only add, from the mouth of

Christ himself, I am the first, and the last, and the living

one. Also, I was dead, and behold, I am the living onefor
ever and ever : and I have the keys of hades and of death.

I shut and no one openeth ; I open and no one shutteth :

Rev. i. 17, 18, and iii. 7 : and the equivalent passage, Matt,

xxviii. 18, And Jesus came, and spake unto them, saying,
All authority in heaven and in earth is given unto me.

Here Christ asserts that the rightful exercise of all power
in heaven and in earth is in his possession : that he has the

keys of hades and of death ; or the absolute control over

the world of the dead and the region of departed spirits.

From that world, from that region, none of the numberless

inhabitants can escape without his permission ; but when
the gates are unlocked by him, none can hinder them from

coming forth
;
as at his call they will actually do, on the

great and final day

4thly. The act of giving and restoring life is also expressly
ascribed to Christ in a variety of ways.

Particularly while he reajided in this world, he raised the
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dead at his pleasure. The daughter of Jairus, the son of the

widow of Nain, and his beloved Lazarus, were illustrious

examples. All these returned again from the world of de

parted spirits at his command. Damsel, I say unto thee,

Arise ; young man, I say unto thee, Arise ; Lazarus, come

forth ; were the only means which he employed ;
and the

spirits of these deceased persons instantly obeyed the call.

This amazing power he accordingly asserts of himself in

terms absolute and universal. As the Father raiseth up and

quickeneth, even so the Son quickeneth whom he will. John v.

22, As the Father hath life in himself, so hath he given to

the Son to have life in himself.* In the same manner St.

Paul declares, 1 Cor. xv. 45, The first Adam was made a

living soul ; but the last Adam was a quickening spirit. In

a still more striking manner did he exemplify this wonder

ful power in raising himselffrom the dead. That he did this

cannot be doubted, unless we are disposed to doubt the

truth of his own express declaration. John x. 17, 18,

Therefore did my Father love me, because I lay down my
life, that I might take it up again : no one taketh itfrom me,
but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it down,
and I have power to take it up again.

In this passage it is as evident as words can make it,

that Christ laid down his life, of his own accord only, and
of his own accord took it up again ; and that no one was
able to take itfrom him. Accordingly, St. Peter declares,

Acts ii. 24, that it was not possiblefor him to be holden of
death.

Another most wonderful exhibition of this astonishing

power will be made by him, as he himself has told us, in

raising up the dead at the last day. And this is the will of
him that sent me, that every one who seeth the Son, and be-

lieveth on him, may have everlasting life : and I will raise

him up at the last day. John vi. 4. And again, verse 56,
Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath eternal

life, and I will raise him up at the last day. See also verses

39 and 44. John v. 28, Marvel not at this ; for the hour is

coming, in the which all that are in the graves shall hear his

voice, and shall comeforth; they that have done good to the

* See also Phil. iii. 21, and Col. iii. 4.
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resurrection of life, and they that have done evil to the resur

rection of damnation.

After Christ had ascended to heaven, the apostles, ac

cording- to his promise, raised the dead by his power and

authority; and thus proved the ubiquity of his power, as well

as of his presence.
As there can be no rational doubt concerning these pas

sages, and no misconstruction of them, except by violence;

I do not suppose any explanation of them to be necessary.

They carry their own meaning perfectly in themselves, and

therefore demand no comment. The united language of

them all is, that Christ in himself perfectly possesses the

power of giving life ; that in this world he exercised it on

himself, and many others
; and that he will most wonder

fully display the same power, at the end of this earthly sys

tem, by raising to life the great congregation of the dead.

5thly . Theforgiveness ofsin is expressly ascribed to Christ.

Thus in Exod. xxiii. 20, 21, already quoted for another

purpose, it is said, Behold, I send an angel before thee to

keep thee in the way, and to bring thee into the place which

I have prepared. Beware of him, and obey his voice ; pro
voke him not, for he will not pardon your transgressions ;

for my name is in him. In this passage it is evident beyond
a doubt, that the angel, who was sent before the Israelites,

was possessed of the power and right to forgive sins.

Otherwise God could not have thus cautioned the Israelites

not to provoke him, for this reason : since the reason would
not have existed

;
and would therefore have been alleged

insincerely. But this cannot be attributed to God. 2 Cor.

ii. 10, For, if Iforgave any thing, to whom Iforgave it,for

your sake forgave I it, in theperson of Christ. The apostle
here declares to the Corinthians, that heforgave the offend

ers, referred to in his former epistle, in the person of Christ;
or standing as his representative: but, if Christ could not

himself forgive sins, the apostle might with equal propriety
have said, that he forgave it in the person of any other : the

person of Christ, here, being equivalent to the name and au

thority of Christ. But, if Christ had not the power to for

give sins, this authority would have been nothing. Col.

iii. 13, Forbearing one another, and forgiving one another,

if any man have a quarrel against any, even as Christ for
gave you.
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The import of this passage will be sufficiently understood,

if it can need any explanation, by reciting the parallel pas

sage, Eph. iv. 32, Forgiving one another, even as God, for
Christ s sake, hathforgiven you.

Acts vii. 59, 60, And they stoned Stephen, invocating, and

saying, Lord Jesus, receive my spirit. And he kneeled down,

and cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay not this sin to their

charge.
In this affecting passage, Stephen, full of the Holy Ghost,

and vouchsafed a vision of the glory- of God, and of Jesus

standing on the right hand of God, prays to Christ to forgive

the sin of his murderers. Words, one vTOuld think, cannot

be more decisive.

Matt, ix, 2 7, And, behold, they brought to him a man
sick of the palsy, lying on a bed; and Jesus seeing theirfaith,

said unto the sick of the palsy, Son, be of good cheer ; thy

sins areforgiven thee. And, behold, certain of the Scribes

said within themselves, This man blasphemeth. And Jesus,

knowing their thoughts, said, Wherefore think ye evil in your
hearts ? For whether is easier to say, Thy sins be forgiven

thee; or to say, Arise, and walk ? But that ye may know that

the Son of man hath power on earth to forgive sins (then
saith he to the sick of the palsy), Arise, take up thy bed, and

go unto thine house. And he arose, and departed unto his

house.

In this passage, Christ said to the sick of the palsy, Son,

thy sins are forgiven thee. Some of the Scribes, who were

present, accused him in their own hearts of blasphemy ;
and

said, as Mark informs us, Who can forgive sin, but God

only? In this also they spoke the truth. Christ knew their

thoughts ; and asked them, Wherefore think ye evil in your
hearts ? For whether is easier, to say, Thy sins be forgiven

thee, or to say, Arise, and walk? Both these acts belonging
to God only, the latter is here, with supreme force, proposed
as a test of the former. Christ therefore makes it such

;

and tells the Scribes, that he will prove to them his power
to forgive sins by his power to raise up the sick of the palsy,

with a command. Accordingly, as a proof in form, that he

possessed this power, he says to the sick of the palsy, Arise,

and walk. The sick man immediately arose, and departed
to his house.
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Here the power of Christ to forgive sins was denied by
the Scribes, and expressly asserted by himself. Of this as

sertion he undertook the proof on the spot ; and the proof

proposed was a miracle. A miracle can be wrought by
none but God

;
and God cannot work a miracle to prove

a falsehood. The miracle was wrought; the assertion

therefore was true.

Gthly. The act ofgiving eternal life is abundantly ascribed

to Christ in theScriptures.
John x. 27, 28, My sheep hear my voice, and I know them,

and theyfollow me; and I give unto them eternal life ; and

they shall never perish.

Rev. xxi. 6, 1 am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and
the end. I will give unto him that is athirst of thefountain

ofthe water of lifefreely.

Rev. ii. 7, To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the

tree of life which is in the midst of theparadise of God. See
also verses 17. 28.

Rev. iii. 5, He that overcometh, the same shall be clothed

in white raiment; and I will not blot out his name out of the

book of life. See also verses 12. 21.

These passages need no explanation.

7thly. To Christ is ascribed the great and awful act of

judging the world, and of acquitting and condemning angels
and men.

John v. 22, The Father judgeth no man, but hath com
mitted alljudgment unto the $on. See also, what will pre
clude any farther inquiry, the account of the last judgment,

given by Christ himself, in the twenty-fifth chapter of Mat
thew.

All these are confessedly the acts of the infinite God
alone

;
and involve the absolute possession of power, and

perfection without limits. To create, preserve, and govern,
the universe

;
to give and restore life ; to forgive sin ; to

bestow eternal life
;
to judge the world of angels and men,

and to acquit or condemn finally and for ever all intelli

gent beings; is, if any thing is, to be, and to act as being,
the true God ;

the only, infinite, and eternal JEHOVAH.
In the great act of judging the world, particularly, the

absolute exercise, and the most wonderful display evei

made, of omniscience, as well as infinite justice, will b&amp;lt;
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made. To judge righteously in this amazing case plainly

requires the most exact and minute, as well as the most

comprehensive and perfect, knowledge of all the thoughts,

words, and actions, of intelligent beings ; together with all

the aggravations and palliations of guilt, and all the en

hancements and diminutions of virtue, which have existed

in the universe. Consequently, whatever circumstances

have attended these innumerable beings must be perfectly

known, and actually present at once to the view of such a

judge. Nor must he be less perfectly acquainted with the

precise kinds and distributions, of punishment and reward,
which the respective works and characters of these num
berless individuals, in their endlessly-various circumstan

ces, justly require.

To these things must be added, what Christ directly chal

lenges to himself, the power of opening and shutting heaven

and hell, or hades, at his pleasure, and of conferring the

happiness of heaven, and inflicting the miseries of hell, on

whom he pleases.

If, then, Christ be not God
;
the real God has so ordered

things in his providence, that the peculiar displays of divine

perfection, the greatest which will ever be made, will be

made by a creature, and not by himself. The creation, pre

servation, and government, of the universe ; the giving of

life, and the restoration of it to the dead ; the forgiveness
of sin; the communication of endless life; and the final

judgment of intelligent beings; are the highest, the most

peculiar, and the most perfect, displays of the Godhead.

Omnipotence and infinite wisdom are pre-eminently mani

fested in the formation and government of all things ; infi

nite benevolence, in the forgiveness and salvation ofsinners
;

and omniscience and infinite justice, in acquitting and con

demning, rewarding and punishing, the righteous and the

wicked.

If then these, the most perfect, displays of the Godhead,
do not prove Christ to be the real and supreme God ;

letme
ask, In what manner, and by what arguments, shall we prove,
that there is such a God ? The existence and perfections of

this glorious Being have, hitherto, been always evinced from

the creation, preservation, and government, of the universe,

But these, if the Scriptures are true, are the acts of Christ,

VOL. II. II
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If, then, they prove the existence of God at all
; they cer

tainly prove Christ to be God. If they do not prove him,

whose acts they are, to be God
; they do not prove God to

exist at all : for they cannot prove him to be God, whose

acts they are not, To what proofs, then, of the being- of

God are we to recur, unless we admit these to be the proofs?
and if we admit them, how can we deny, or doubt, the Deity
of Christ?

Let me farther ask each member of this assembly to ap

ply this subject to his own case
;
and say, whether he is not

ready fearlessly to commit his all to him, who has done, and

will do, all these amazing things ? who in the Scriptures is

called God, and JEHOVAH
;
and to whom all the attributes

of the infinite mind are ascribed? If he is not; let me ask

him, To wrhat being is he willing to trust this mighty deposit ;

himself; his soul; his all?
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SERMON XXXVII.

DIVINITY OF CHRIST,

PROVED FROM DIVINE REVELATIONS SUSTAINED BY

HIM; AND FROM DIVINE WORSHIP, REQUIRED AND
RENDERED TO HIM.

For what the law could not do, in tJiat it was weak through

the flesh, God, sending his own Son in fte likeness of

sinful flesh; and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh:

that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us,

who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. ROM.
vin. 3, 4.

For God, sending his own Son in the likeness of sinfulflesh,

and of a sin- offering, hath condemned sin in the flesh (the

thing impossiblefor tJie law, because it was weak through

theflesh) : that the righteousness of the law may befulfilled

by us, who walk not according to tJieflesh, but according to

the Spirit.~DR. MACKNIGHT S TRANSLATION.

HAVING shewu^ in the two preceding discourses, that

Christ is spoken of in the Scriptures as the true and perfect

God; because,
1st. The names,

idly. The attributes, and

3dly. The actions, of God are ascribed to him; I shall

now proceed to consider the remaining particulars, pro

posed under this head : viz.

4thly. That the relations, which God sustains to his crea

tures, are in the Scriptures ascribed to Christ ; and,

othly. That divine worship is in the Scriptures required to

be rendered, and by persons inspired was actually rendered,

to Christ.

In examining the relations, sustained by God to his crea

tures, and ascribed in the Scriptures to Christ, so copious a
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field is opened for discussion, that it can only be partially

surveyed at the present time. I shall, therefore, confine

my attention to the following particulars.

1st. Christ sustains to the universe the relation of Creator.

In the passages quoted in the preceding discourse, to

prove, that the act of creating is ascribed to Christ in the

Scriptures it is asserted, that he is the Creator of the hea

vens and the earth; of thrones, dominions, principalities,

and powers ; and of every individual thing which hath been

made. In the relation of Creator he stands, therefore, to

every being, great and small, in the heavens and in the earth .

Atoms were called into existence by his word : angels owe
to him their exalted being. This is a relation which no

being but the infinite JEHOVAH can sustain
;
and is plainly

that on which all the other relations of God to his creatures

depend. Accordingly, God challenges this character to

himself, as his character alone, sustained by himself only. I,

saith he, am JEHOVAH, and none else; forming light, and

creating darkness ; makingpeace, and creating evil: IJEHO
VAH am the author ofall these things.* Whatever the Crea

tor makes is in the most absolute sense his own
;
and can

in no sense belong to any other, unless by his gift. What
ever connexion, therefore, exists between God as God,
and creatures as such, arises originally, and entirely, from

the act of bringing them into being. All the rights which
the infinite mind claims and holds over the universe, and
all the duties of intelligent creatures, spring originally
from this source only. It is his universe, because he made
it. They are his property, because by him they were
created. As their Creator, therefore, they look to him, and
him alone, to whom they are indebted for every thing, and
to whom they owe every thing, which they can do

;
because

every thing in which they can be concerned, depends upon
their existence. But for this

; however excellent, great,
and desirable, he might be, and however deserving of their

love and admiration
; still they would not be his. This,

God himself teaches us in direct terms. Remember these

things, O Jacob ; and Israel, for thou art my servant. I
haveformed thee ; thou art my servant. But now, saith the

*
Isa. xlv. 6, 7. Lowth.
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Lord, that created thee, O Jacob, and he that formed thee,

O Israel,fear not, thou art mine. Out of this act of giving
existence arises, then, his property in all creatures

;
and his

right to give them laws, to control their actions, to judge, re

ward, and punish them, and universally to dispose of them

according to his pleasure : together with all their correspond

ing duties. To Christ, then, belong all these rights. But
who can possess these rights, or sustain the relation out of

which they arise, beside the only living and true God ?

In sustaining this relation to the universe, Christ pos

sesses, also, of course, all the attributes necessary to it, and

displayed in the work of creating ; particularly the power
and wisdom manifested in the production of all things. This

power and wisdom are plainly infinite.

I know it is said by Emlyn, and other Arians, that we do

not see the infinity of these attributes displayed in creating
the universe

;
and that they may, for aught that appears to

us, have existed in a sufficient degree for the production of

all things, and yet not have been infinite.

On this subject I observe,

(1st.) That ofcreating power, in the abstract or unexer

cisedj we have no idea at all ; and, therefore, cannot thus

discern it to be infinite.

(2dly.) We cannot comprehend infinity in any sense. The
mind which can comprehend infinity, must itself be infinite.

When we speak of infinite power, as evident in the creation

of all things, we simply declare the fact, that this power is

infinite. That infinity exists with respect to duration, ex

pansion, or any thing else which is infinite, we may per
ceive distinctly; and yet are perfectly unable to compre
hend eternity or immensity.

(3dly.) The power of creating^ or giving existence, is evi

dently a subject, to which limits can no more be assigned in

our thoughts, than to duration or space. Plainly, hewho gave
existence to one atom, can give existence to atoms, and
therefore to worlds without number. He, who gave intelli

gence, who formed men, and angels, and archangels, can
form all kinds and degrees of intelligence, which can be

formed
;
and can raise men, and angels, and other rational

beings, to any height, to any perfection of intelligence,
which in the nature of things is possible. To this power,
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therefore, no other bound can be set, beside possibility,

He who formed all things, cannot create contradictions.

This, however, is no circumscription of his power; for if

it could be done he could do it. The only difference which

would exist, would be in the nature of the things themselves,

and not in the power ofthe Maker.

(4thly.) Tfcreation and preservation be not a proofofin

finite power, there is no proof that such power exists. Of
this there needs no illustration, but one ;

viz. that these are

the only sources, whence infinite power has been hitherto

argued in the present world
;

for the argument a priori I

consider as of no value.

(5thly.) We plainly cannot see, that creatingpower is not

infinite ; nor can we furnish a single argument for the sup

port of such a conclusion. The doctrine is, therefore, a

mere gratuitous assumption; and merits as little considera

tion, as any other such assumption.

(6thiy.) Creating power is the source of all power tliat

exists, except itself. If therefore creating power is not infi

nite, there is no infinitepower. Christ therefore, as the Cre

ator of all things, possessed originally all existing power ;

whether we allow it to be infinite, or not.

(7thly.) The Scriptures have determined this point, so far

as the subject of this sermon is concerned : for, in Heb. iii.

4, they say, Every house is builded by some one ; but he that

built all things is God.

It will easily be discerned, that the remarks made here,

concerning the power displayed in creation, are with equal
force applicable to the wisdom exhibited in that work.

(2dly.) Christ sustains also the relation of Preserver.

By him all things consist.

Upholding ail things by the word of his power.
That God is the only preserver ofthe universe, is unques

tionably evident to the eye of reason; and has accordingly
been acknowledged by all men, who have acknowledged a
God. It is also, in the most definite manner, declared in

the Scriptures. In Nehem. ix. 6, the Levites at the head
of the congregation, assembled for a solemn national fast,

blessed God in these terms. Thou, even thou, art Jehovah

alone, thou hast made heaven, the heaven of heavens ; with
all their hosts; the earth and all things that are therein ; the
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seas, and all that is therein, and thou preservest them all: and

the host of heaven worshippeth thee. Thou art Jehovah,

the God who didst choose Abram, and brought him forth out

ofUr ofthe Chaldees, and gavest him the name ofAbraham.

In this passage it is declared in the most explicit terms, that

he who preserves all things, is the being worshipped by the

host of heaven; Jehovah alone ; the JEHOVAH; the GOD;
according to Parkhurst and Lowth, the JEHOVAH, the true,

eternal, and unchangeable GOD; the GOD, who chose

Abram, brought him forth out of Ur of the Chaldees, and

gave him the name of Abraham. In the subsequent verses

we are farther informed that he is the God of Israel ; the

great, the mighty, and the terrible GOD ; gracious and mer

ciful; the author of all the wonders in Egypt, the Red sea,

and the wilderness, and of the dispensation of the law at

Sinai; the only object of prayer, supreme love, faith, and

obedience. Yet all things consist by Christ, and he upholds
them all by the word of his power. He, therefore, is this

JEHOVAH ;
this GOD.

The relation of universal preserver is plainly a relation

incapable of being sustained by any being but JEHOVAH.
It involves a knowledge of all beings, and all their circum

stances; apower present in every place, and to every being,

at every moment ;
sufficient in degree to hold in existence,

to keep together, and to continue in order and harmony, the

mighty frame of the universe
;
to roll the innumerable

worlds ofwhich it is composed unceasingly, through the ex

pansion; and to control, with an irresistible sway, all their

motions, affections, and inhabitants
;
and a wisdom, suffi

cient to contrive the proper employments and destinations

of this endless multitude of beings, as well as the natures

and attributes necessary for them, so as to accomplish, those

ends, and those only, which are worthy of the incompre
hensible workman. Of this power, knowledge, and wisdom,
the Scriptures, therefore, assert Christ to be possessed,
when they declare him to be the preserver of all things.

Our ideas of the power, exerted in the preservation and
also in the creation of the universe, they exceedingly en

hance, by informing us, that both these amazing works are

accomplished by his word. Upholding all things by the

word of his power. He spake, and it was done. Of course
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both are performed with perfect ease ; and he, who does

ihem, fainteth not, neither is weary.
In the character of the preserver of the universe, all crea

tures owe to Christ the continuance of their blessings, and

their hopes. As we should have been nothing, had we not

been created, so we should become nothing, were we not

preserved. On this relation, therefore, next after that of

Creator, we depend for every thing ;
and to him who sus

tains it we owe every thing. Were it possible, that he who
sustains it, should be any other than God, we should still,

originally and continually, owe all things to him and no

thing to God. To such a monstrous absurdity does the

opinion, that the Creator and preserver is any other than

the true and perfect God, ultimately conduct, and, if they
would be consistent with themselves, does in fact conduct

those, who deny Christ to be God.

As the preserver of the righteous, Christ is appropriately

called, in the Scriptures, by the emphatical name of the

Shepherd. I, saith he of himself, am the good shepherd. The

good shepherd giveth his lifefor the sheep. I am the good

shepherd, and know my sheep. John x. 11. 14. Our Lord

Jesus, that great shepherd of the sheep. Heb. xiii. 20. And
when the chief shepherd shall appear, ye shall receive a
crown of glory, which fadeth not away. 1 Pet. v. 4.

There shall be onefold and one shepherd. John x. 16.

Awake, O sword, against my shepherd, against the man that

is myfellow, &c. Zech. xiii. 7. Behold the Lord God will

come with strong hand, and his arm shall rule for him : be-

hold, his reward is with him, and his work before him. He
shallfeed hisflock like a shepherd; he shall gather the lambs

with his arm, and carry them in his bosom, and shall gently
lead those that are with young. Isa. xl. 10, 11. JEHOVAH
is my shepherd; I shall not want. He maketh m,e to lie

down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside the still waters.

He restoreth my soul ; he leadeth me in the paths of righ-

teousnessfor his name s sake. Psal. xxiii. 1 3. In these pas

sages we are informed, that Christ is the good shepherd, the

great shepherd, the chief shepherd, and the shepherd of God,
the man that is the fellow, or compeer, of Jehovah of hosts.

We are farther informed, that there is one shepherd to the

flock : that he is the final judge of the quick and the dead;
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(hat JEHOVAH is the shepherd of David, one of the righ

teous, and therefore, by irresistible consequence, of all the

righteous ; that the Lord God will feed his flock like a shep

herd, will gather the lambs with his arm, and carry them in

his bosom. If, therefore, Christ be not JEHOVAH ; if he be

not the Lord God, then there are two shepherds instead of

one ; of whom Christ is still the chief and the great shep
herd : and although the shepherd of David was JEHOVAH,
yet Christ is the shepherd of all other righteous persons.
This character Christ recognises, when he informs us, that

at the great day he will separate the sheep from the goats ;

and this character he will for ever sustain in the future

world; for there we are taught he \villfeed them, and lead

them to living fountains of waters.

3dly . Christ sustains the character of the Possessor of all

things.

At his entrance into this world, it is said, He came unto

his own things, TO. i$ta; and his own men, or kindred (ol

c&ot), received him not; that is, he came into the world, but

mankind, or the Jewish nation, received him not. John i.

11. All things, saith Christ, which the Father hath, are

mine, or my things; John xvi. 15. Again, in his interces

sory prayer, he says to the Father, All things that are mine

are thine, and the things which are thine are mine. John

xvii. 10. It will be needless to add any farther passages
to texts so perfectly explicit and unambiguous as these.

It is proper, however, to remark, that the possession of all

things is inseparably connected with the creation and preser
vation of all things. All things are necessarily the property
and possession of Christ, because he made them, and be

cause he upholds them in being, as saith the Psalmist, The

earth is JEHOVAH S, and the fulness thereof, the world, and

they that dwell therein ;for he hath founded it upon the seas,

and established it upon the floods.

But the possession of the universe involves in the posses

sor, to say the least, an absolute knowledge of every thing
that is thus possessed. No mind can possess any thing, to

which its comprehension does not extend. Entitled to it,

it may be ;
in the actual possession of it, it cannot be. But

no mind, except the omniscient, can comprehend, or ever

discern, more than a little part of the universe; and there-
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fore none but the omniscient mind can possess any more
than this little part.

There is indeed an humbler and totally different sense, in

which it may be figuratively said, and in which it is said in

the Scriptures, that the saints shall inherit all things; and
in which all things are said to be theirs ; viz. that all things
shall work togetherfor good to them. In this manner all

things cannot, with propriety, be said to belong to Christ ;

because, being the same yesterday, to-day, andfor ever, his

enjoyment is, like himself, unchangeable; and cannot in

any sense be the result of the changes, of which created

things are the subjects. The happiness of created beings
results only and necessarily from his government of all

things for their benefit
;
but his happiness existed before the

things themselves, and can be dependant on nothing but his

own mind.

Farther, the possession of all things involves, insepara

bly, the control over them in such a degree, as to direct them

immediately to the use and purposes of the possessor.
That which we cannot command for our own use, we do
not in the proper sense possess. But the power and the

knowledge necessary to the possession of all things, are in

this view plainly infinite.

4thly . Christ sustains the relation ofsupreme Ruler to the

universe.

Rev. xix.ll, &c. And I saw heaven opened; and behold

a white horse, and he that sat on him was called Faithful and
True, and his name is called THE WORD OF GOD. And he
hath on his vesture, and on his thigh, a name written : KING
OF KINGS and LORD OF LORDS. Rev. xvii.14, Theseshall
make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them ;

for heis LORD OF LORDS, and KING OF KINGS. 1 Tim. vi.

15, Which in his times the blessed and only Potentate shall

shew, the KING OF KINGS, and LORD OF LORDS. Acts x.

36, Jesus Christ: this person is Lord ofall things. Rom. xi.

Christ, who is over all things, God blessedfor ever, Amen.
Phil. ii. 10, 11, That at the name of Jesus every knee should

bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things un
der the earth : and that every tongue should confess that
Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father. In
these passages Christ is directly exhibited as the Lord or
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ruler of the universe, in the most absolute sense; the Lord

of all things, whom things in heaven and things in earth are

respectively required to confess as tJieir Lord.

But the government of the universe requires, if any thing

requires, the attributes of an infinite mind: goodness to

prompt, justice to direct, knowledge to discern, and power
to execute, whatever is right, wise, and good, to be done

;

and to prevent the existence of whatever is not. It demands
also existence every where present, and eternally enduring,

throughout the boundless and everlasting kingdom of God.
Without these attributes Christ must be the Lord only in

name, and rule only in pretence ;
and such must undoubt

edly be the character, attributed to him in these, and the

almost innumerable other passages in Scripture, in which
he is styled Lord, and said to hold the dominion over all

things ; unless he is essentially possessed of these attributes.

The Scriptures are not thus deficient in their own scheme,
for when they attribute universal dominion to Christ, they
teach us, that he is qualified for such dominion, by de

claring, that in him dwells all the fulness of the Godhead.

We are not therefore left at a loss by the Scriptures them

selves concerning his perfect qualifications for the exercise

of this government; nor can we wonder that he who made
and preserves, should also govern all things.

In this relation Christ gave the law to the Israelites, and
to mankind, at mount Sinai

;
and in this character, as the

rightful lawgiver, he directed his own Spirit to inspire the

prophets and apostles with the knowledge of his word, as

the universal law to mankind. But when the Comforter is

come, whom I will send unto youfrom the FATHER, even

the SPIRIT OF TRUTH, he will guide you into all the truth;

for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall

hear, that shall he speak; and he will shew you things to

come. He shall glorify me : for he shall receive ofmine, and
shew it unto you. All things which the Father hath are

mine ; therefore said I, that he shall take of mine, and shew

unto you. John xv. 26; xiv. 13 15. Of which salvation

the prophets have inquired, searching what or what manner

of time the Spirit of Christ, which was in them, did signify.

Accordingly the Scriptures are called the word of Christ ;

Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, in all ivisdom ;
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and the law of Christ ; Bear ye one another s burdens, and

sofulfil the law of Christ. The law here referred to, is no

other than the second command of the moral law, Thou shalt

love thy neighbour as thyself; or that branch of this command

which, respecting Christians peculiarly, is called the new

commandment, A new commandment give I unto you, that

ye love one another. John xiii. 34. In this character,

Christ, when he began to preach, expounded, altered, and

annulled, the law of Moses, in his own name and at his own

pleasure. All the prophets who came before him, intro

duced their messages to mankind under the name and au

thority by which they spoke; and prefacing them with, Thus

saith the Lord : Thus saith Jehovah ; and, Thus saith Jeho

vah of hosts. Christ, on the contrary, when altering and an

nulling these very things, uses no name but his own ;
and

speaks directly by his own authority ; introducing his own
laws with, Verily I say unto you; plainly intended to be

equivalent to, Thus saith the Lord; because the things which

were prefaced with this latter phrase, were openly altered

and revoked by him.

In this character, also, he disposes of the present and
future allotments of all beings; opens and shuts at his

pleasure the world of death and departed spirits ;
and con

signs whom he pleases to endless suffering ;
and bestows

on whom he pleases immortal life. In this character, he

is the head of all principality and power. Col. ii. 10.

Who having gone into heaven, saith St. Peter, is on the

right hand of God : angels, authorities, and powers, being

subjected to him. In this relation, it is obvious, that all

intelligent beings are bound to render him their supreme
and ultimate homage and obedience: that the law is the

rule of all their conduct
;
from obeying which nothing can

excuse them
;
the law by which they will be tried, and ap

proved or condemned : that his word is the only rule of

life and salvation to mankind : that his dominion is the su

preme and universal control, to which, in this and every
other world, intelligent beings are rightfully required to

bow; to which every one of them in this and all other

worlds will ultimately bow ;
and by which all things are,

and will for ever be, regulated at his pleasure : that he is

the judge, who will finally acquit or condemn, reward or
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punish, every intelligent creature. I scarcely need to ask,
who can sustain this stupendous relation to the universe,

except JEHOVAH ?

5thly. Christ is the last end of all things.

Colos. i. 16, All things were created by him, and for
him: that is, they were all created for his use; that he

might destine them to such purposes, and conduct them to

such an issue, as were agreeable to his pleasure. In the

same manner as it is said, Prov. xvi. 4, Jehovah hath made
all thingsfor himself.

It will I suppose bo granted, as I do not see how it can

be questioned, that the endfor which any thing exists, under
the control of divine wisdom, is more important than the

thing itself; or universally, that the end is more important
than the means. I suppose it will also be granted, that the

end, for which all things exist, is the most important of all

ends. I suppose it will farther be granted, that JEHOVAH,
in making all things for himself, regarded himself, and in

this design proved that he regarded himself as more im

portant than all things else
;
and his glory or pleasure for

which they were created, as the most important of all the

ends discerned by his omniscience, and perfectly worthy to

be preferred to every other. But this plainly could not be,

unless he who thus proposed himself as the end of all

things, was in the view of his omniscience a more excel

lent, great, and glorious being, than any other. If there

were any other being superior to himself, such being ought

plainly to be preferred to him : otherwise, that which was
of inferior importance and wr

orth, would be preferred to

that which was superior: a preference obviously unfound

ed and unjust. JEHOVAH, therefore, in making all things

for himself, has testified, in the most solemn and forcible

manner possible, that himself is more important, great, and

excellent, than all other things whatever.

But all things are declared, in the passage quoted from

Colossians, to have been created by Christ for himself.

Christ, therefore, in this act of making himself the end of

the creation of all things, has declared, that himself is, in

his own view, the most important, great, and excellent, of

all things. This declaration is either true or false. If

false, it proceeded from ignorance or from sin. It could
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not be from sin
;
for Christ knew no sin ; and is declared to

be without spot or blemish: the Holy One, and the Just ; even

ihe Holy One of God. It could not be from ignorance ;
be

cause no intelligent creature who knew JEHOVAH at all,

could possibly suppose himself to be more important,

great, and excellent, than JEHOVAH; and because Christ

will not be supposed, even by the Unitarians, to be capa
ble of such ignorance. It is therefore true. But if it be

true, it is by inevitable consequence also true, either that

Christ is greater and more important than JEHOVAH, or

that he is JEHOVAH himself.

Farther, as Christ is the end of all things, if he be not

JEHOVAH, there is nothing of which JEHOVAH is the end.

As all ildngs were madefor Christ ; if Christ be not JEHO

VAH, there is nothing which is made for JEHOVAH. The
united tendency and result of all that has been, is, or will

be, in the universe, is the accomplishment of the pleasure
and glory of Christ; and if Christ be not JEHOVAH, JEHO
VAH will exist without any glory displayed ;

without any
interest or concern in the universe.

It ought also to be added, that he, who is the end of all

things, for whose glory and pleasure they are to operate,
must possess power sufficient to direct them to his glory ;

and intelligence to discern, that this purpose is accom

plished by them all. When we consider the greatness and

multitude of the things themselves, and their everlasting

continuance and operation, it will, I think, be impossible
not to conclude, that this power and intelligence must be,

in the strictest sense, unlimited.

It is with reference to this very subject, as I apprehend,
that our Saviour, in his intercessory prayer, utters to the

FATHER these remarkable words:* All things which are

mine, are thine ; and all things which are thine, are mine :

and I am glorified in them. John xvii. 10. Here, in two
forms of expression, he declares to the FATHER the coex-

tension of the property which the FATHER and the SON have
in the universe, and their mutual possession of all things ;

and then adds, that he is glorified in, or by means of them
all. This may be properly styled Christ s own comment

* See the original Greek.
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on the declaration of St. Paul, that all things were madefor
him; that is, for his use; his glory : for here Christ declares

his glory to be actually accomplished by them all.

This doctrine is plainly and utterly inconsistent with the

Arian notion of Christ s being a subordinate God: to \vhom

divine power is supposed to have been delegated ; and who,
in this character of a delegate, is supposed to have created

the universe, and to be worshipped. On this notion I pro

pose to make some observations hereafter. At present I

shall only remark, that he, who is the first cause, or Crea

tor, and the last end of all things, is all that is, or can be,

meant by the SUPREME GOD. All things being made for

his use, and being the means of his glory ; there is nothing-

left to a being, higher and greater than himself; nor does

it appear, that such a being can have any material concern

with the universe, in any manner whatever.

T shall now consider the fifth and last particular men
tioned under this head : viz. That divine worship is in the

Scriptures required, and by persons inspired was actually

rendered, to Christ.

Divine worship is required to be rendered to Christ,

John v. 22, 23; For the Father judgeth no man; but hath

committed all judgment unto the Son : that all men should

honour the Son even as they honour the Father. He that

honoureth not the Son, honoureth not the Father that sent

him. In this passage of Scripture we are informed, that

the infinite prerogative of judging the universe is committed

by the Father to the Son, for this, as at least one, if not

the only great end, that all (that is, I apprehend, all intelli

gent creatures; the word men not being in the original)
should honour the Son, even as (that is, just in the same
manner as, and in the same degree as) they honour the

Father. The final judgment, being an act which eminently

displays the infinite perfections, is committed to the Son,
that he may be perceived with indubitable evidence to pos
sess these perfections, and may therefore receive that pe
culiar honour which is due to him only by whom they are

possessed. The honour which is due in a peculiar sense to

God, consists supremely in religious worship; in making
him the object of our supreme affection ; and rendering to

him our supreme obedience. All this is here required to
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Christ in the same manner in which it is required to the

FATHER.
Whether it be supposed, that this passage be intended to

include angels or not
; they are expressly required to wor

ship him in Psal.xcvii. 7, Confounded be all they that serve

graven images. Worship him, all ye gods. St. Paul quotes
a part of this verse in the following manner

;
And again,

when he bringeth in the first-begotten into the world, he saith f

Let all theangels of God worship him. It is therefore certain,

that all the angels of God are required to worship Christ.

The only possible debate which can arise here, is concern

ing the kind of worship which is to be rendered. On this I

observe, that the Greek word is TrpocncvvriaaTwvav ;
and that

this word is used twenty-four times in the New Testament, to

denote the worship of the true God ; that it is used many times

more to denote the religious worship of false gods; and that it

is, so far as I have observed, the only word used to denote

what is intended by worship, when considered as an act im

mediately performed. The words OfpciTrcvw, Xarptutu, and

&amp;lt;rj3o/z&amp;lt;u,
rendered also to worship, appear rather to express

either habitual reverence or service, or a general course of

worship, considered as a character or course of life. Ifyo-

GKvvtbj, so far as I have been able to observe, is the only
term used to denote religious worship by St. John ;

and is

certainly the appropriate word for this idea, if there is any
such appropriate word in the New Testament. It is par

ticularly the word used by Christ in his answer to Satan ;

Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God: and in his discourse

with the woman of Samaria concerning the place where,
the manner in which, and the persons by whom, God is ac

ceptably worshipped.

Secondly. That religious worship is here intended is

certain ; because the object of the worship commanded is di

rectly opposed in the command itself, to idols ; and the wor

ship required, to that which is forbidden. Confounded be

all they that serve, that is, religiously worship, graven
images ; that boast themselves of idols. As if God had said,

Worship no more graven images, nor idols of any kind
;
for

all their worshippers shall be confounded: worship him;
the Messiah

;
the Son of God; and not only you, the sottish

men who are guilty of this idolatry, but all ye angels also,
to whom this worship is often sottishly rendered.
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In the same manner is this worship commanded to both

men and angels. Phil. ii. 911, Wherefore God also hath

highly exalted him, and given him a name, which is above

every name ; that at the name of Jesus every knee should

bow, of things in heaven and things in earth, and things un

der the earth; and that every tongue should confess, that

Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father. In

this passage, all things celestial, terrestrial, and subterra

nean (as it is in the original), are required to bow the knee

to Christ, and to confess him to be Lord. To bow the

knee is a well known appropriate phraseology to denote re

ligious worship. I have left me, says God to Elijah, seven

thousand in Israel, all the knees that have not bowed unto

Baal, and every mouth which hath not kissed him. 1 Kings
xix. 18.* St. Paul also says, I bow my knees to the Father

of all mercies. But to place it beyond all doubt, we need

only refer to Isai. xlv. 22, 23, whence this passage is

quoted. Look unto me, and be ye saved, all ye ends of the

earth : for I am God, and there is none else. By myself
have I sworn, and the truth is gone out of my mouth; the

word, and it shall not be revoked. Surely to me shall every

knee bow, sliall every tongue swear: saying, only to JEHO
VAH belongeth salvation and power.^ To ascribe to JE
HOVAH salvation and power (the thing which the apostle

informs us, is the same with confessing that Christ is Lord) ;

and to bow the knee when making this ascription, is un

doubtedly religious worship, if any thing is. Accordingly,
this ascription is often made by the saints in the Scriptures,

and the saints and angels in heaven.

In accordance with these requisitions we find Christ ac

tually worshipped in great numbers of instances. I shall

omit here the numerous instances, in which we are directly
told that persons worshipped Christ while here in the

world
; merely because they would give birth to a critical

controversy, too minute and too extended for the present
occasion. The instances, about which such a controversy

cannot, at least decently, arise, are sufficiently numerous

for my design.

* See Hosea xiii. 2; and Psal. ii. 2. f Lo\vtii.

VOL. ii. i
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1st. In Gen. xviii. we are told, that JEHOVAH appeared
unto Abraham in the plains of Mamre, as he sat in the door

of his tent. The manner of his appearance was the follow

ing. As he lifted up his eyes and looked ; lo, three men stood

by him; and he run to meet them, and bowed himself to

wards the ground. To one of them he said, My Lord, if I

have nowfoundfavour in thy sight, pass not away, Ipray

thee,from thy servant, &c. The person here spoken to, is

called by Abraham ^1N This person in the thirteenth

verse is called JEHOVAH
;
and in the fourteenth says, Is any

thing too hardfor JEHOVAH ? and informs Abraham of the

destruction of the cities of the plain, which he had deter

mined to bring upon them for their sins. To this person
Abraham prays repeatedly for the preservation of these

cities. Lot also, to whom he appeared in the following

chapter, prayed to him for his own preservation, and that

of the city Zoar, and was accepted. These persons are in

the first place called three men. One of them, whom Abra
ham calls ADONAI, or LORD, is afterward called by him

self, by Abraham, and by Moses, JEHOVAH ;
and was wor

shipped by both Abraham and Lot. The other two are af

terward repeatedly called angels. Now it will not be pre

tended, that God, the Father, appeared as a man; or that

he ate of the provision furnished by Abraham : for no one

hath seen God, the Father, at any time. Yet this person
is here styled JEHOVAH, and was worshipped; and this

person was Christ.

2dly. In Judges xiii. the ANGEL-JEHOVAH appeared to

Manoah and his wife. When he departed it is said that

Manoah knew that he was the ANGEL-JEHOVAH : and it is

added, Manoah said unto his wife, We shall surely die, be

cause we have seen God. But his wife said unto him, If
JEHOVAH were pleased to kill us, he would not have re

ceived a burnt-offering and a meat-offering at our hands.

In ver. 16, the Angel had said to Manoah, If thou wilt

offer a burnt-offering thou must offer it unto JEHOVAH
; for,

it is subjoined, Manoah knew not that he was the ANGEL-
JEHOVAH. But after he had ascended in the flame of the

altar, then, it is declared, Manoah knew that he was the AN
GEL-JEHOVAH. The burnt-offering and the meat-offering
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Manoah and his wife then perceived themselves to have

offered unwittingly to him who had manifested to them his

acceptance of both at their hands.

Here tlte worship was not only presented to Christ; but,

what is of much more importance to my purpose, was ac

cepted by him.

3dly. David worships Christ in Psalms xlv. and Ixxii,

and cii . in ascribing to him the praise which is due to God

only. In the two first he declares, that the people shall

praise him, and fear him, and fall down before him, and
serve himfor ever and ever. In the last he makes to him a

long-continued prayer.

4thly. In Isa. vi. the seraphim worshipped him, saying,

Holy, holy, holy, is JEHOVAH OF HOSTS.

5thly. Stephen, in Acts vii. 59, 60, prayed to Christ.

And they stoned Stephen, calling upon God, or, as in the ori

ginal, they stoned Stephen, invoking and saying, Lord Jesus,

receive my spirit. And he kneeled down and cried with a
loud voice, Lord, lay not this sin to their charge; and hav

ing said this, he fell asleep.

On this prayer of St. Stephen 1 make the following re

marks :

(1st.) Stephen at this time was full of the Pfoly Ghost

(ver. 55), and therefore perfectly secured from error.

(2dly.) He was singularly favoured of God on account
of the greatness of his faith and obedience

; and, as a pe
culiar testimony of the divine favour, he was permitted to

see the heavens opened, and to behold the glory of God, and
Jesus standing on the right hand of God.

(3dly.) In the full assurance, produced by this vision,

and the faith with which he beheld it, he presented his

final petitions to Christ.

(4thly.) The first of these petitions respected the highest

personal object which can be prayed for
;
viz. the eternal

salvation of his soul ; and attributed to him to whom it was
made, that infinite power, wisdom, and goodness, which
alone can bestow salvation.

(othly.) The second petition was of the same nature
;

being a prayer, that his enemies might not be finally con

demnedfor the sin of murdering him ; and of course attri

buted to the person to whom it was addressed, the power
i 2
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of forgiving or condemning these murderers. No higher
act of worship was ever rendered than this ; nor was any
act of worship ever performed on a more solemn occasion ;

nor by a person better qualified to worship aright ; nor
with a more illustrious testimony of acceptance. Yet this

act of worship was performed to Christ.

(6thly.) This was the very worship, and these were the

very prayers offered to God a little before by Christ at his

crucifixion. Stephen therefore worshipped Christ just as

Christ worshipped the Father.

6thly. St. Paul often prayed to Christ directly.* Parti

cularly, 1 Thess. iii. 11, 12. Now God himself, even our

Father, and our Lord Jesus Christy direct our way unto you.
And the Lord make you to increase and abound in love one

towards another, andtowards all men, even as we do towards

you. Here a prayer is offered up by St. Paul, that he may
be guided to the Thessalonians; and that theymay be made
to increase and abound in holiness, and established unto
the end. This prayer is offered up to God the Father, and
to our Lord Jesus Christ, in the same manner and the same
terms : both being unitedly addressed in the same petition
without any note of distinction. The second of these peti
tions is also offered up to Christ alone. The same peti
tion in substance is presented to the Father and Son
united in the same mariner, 2 Thess. ii. 16, 17. In the third

chapter, ver. 5, Paul prays, Now may the Lord direct

your hearts to the love of God, and to the patience of Christ :

and ver. 16, Now the Lord ofpeace himself give you peace

by all means. The Lord be with you all. Again, 2 Cor.
xii. 8, Concerning this, that is, the messenger of Satan to

buffet him, St. Paul says, Thrice I besought the Lord that

it might depart from me. But he said unto me, My grace
is sufficientfor thee : for my power is made perfect in weak
ness. Most gladly therefore will I rather glory in mine in

firmities ; that the power of Christ may rest upon me. In
this passage St. Paul informs us, that he thrice prayed to

Christ respecting the particular subject mentioned.

7thly. St. Paulin all his Epistles, except that to the He
brews; and St. John in his second JEpistle, pray to Christ

* See Bishop Burnet on the Articles, p. 48.
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in that noted request, in which also Silas, Timothy, and

Sosthenes united, that grace, mercy, and peace, might be

multiplied, or communicated to those to whom they wrote,

from God our Father, and from our Lord Jesus Christ.

This is an express prayer to the Father and the Son united

to grant grace, mercy, and peace to men. These are the

highest of all blessings, and such as none but JEHOVAH
can grant. Yet Christ can grant them, because the Spirit
of inspiration directed, that he should be prayed to for

them.

Sthly. The baptismal service directed by Christ himself is

an act of religious worship to Christ. Baptizing them in

the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

Whether this be interpreted to mean, Baptizing them INTO
the name, or IN the name, it makes no difference. If

Christians are baptized into the name, they are baptized
into the name of God only : for they are the children of

God only by adoption : that adoption by which they take

his name upon them
;
and Christ is here declared to be

the God whose name they assume. If they are baptized
in the name, they are baptized in the name or authority of

God only : but Christ is this God.

Othly. The blessing pronounced on Christian assemblies

is an act of religious worship rendered to Christ. The

grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the

communion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all. Amen.
Peace be to the brethren, and love with faith from God the

Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ. Eph. vi. 23. Or, as it

was more commonly, The grace ofour Lord Jesus Christ be

with you all. Amen. The first of these is equivalent to

the blessing anciently pronounced by the high-priest on
the children of Israel. JEHOVAH bless thee and keep thee:

JEHOVAH make his face to shine upon thee, and be gracious
to thee: JEHOVAH lift up his countenance upon thee and

give thee peace. It is the appropriate office of the Father
to bless and preserve ;

of the Son to give grace and illu

mination; and of the Spirit to communicate peace.

Finally; so universal was the custom of praying to

Christ, that Christians were originally entitled, as their dis

tinguishing appellation,
&quot; Those who called on the name of

Christ.&quot; Thus Ananias says to Christ, Acts ix, 14, Here.
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he hath authority from the chief priests to bind all those

that call on thy name. The people of Damascus also when

they heard Paul preach were amazed, and said. Is not this

he ivho destroyed them that called on this name in Jerusa

lem? 1 Cor. i. 1, Paul called to be an apostle of Jesus

Christ, and Sosthenes the brother, unto the church of God
ivhich is at Corinth, called to be saints, with all that in

every place call upon tlie name of Jesus Christ our Lord.

2 Tim. ii. 22, Follow righteousness, faith, charity, peace
with them that call on the Lord out ofa pure heart. Rom.
x. 12. The same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon
him. That Christ is here meant is evident from the pre

ceding verse.

In all these instances, and in this universal manner, was
Christ worshipped. In the greater part of ths instances,

(he persons, who rendered the worship, were inspired ;
and

in the remaining instances, were plainly under divine di

rection; because the worship was approved, and accepted.
But religious worship is lawfully rendered to God only.

This we know from the mouth of Christ himself quoting
Deut. x. 20, in Matt. x. 12, It is written, thou shall wor

ship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve. The

angel also forbade John to worship him; saying, See thou

do it not ; worship God. Isaiah also commands, Sanctify
the Lord of Hosts himself; and let him be your fear and

your dread. God also in Exod. xxxiv. 14, says to the Is

raelites, Thou shalt worship no other God: for JEHOVAH,
whose name is Jealous, is ajealous God.

Yet Christ is here directed to be worshipped, and is ac

tually worshipped, by persons inspired. If, then, Christ

be not God, God has commanded another to be worship

ped ;
and persons, under the immediate direction of his

Spirit, have worshipped another.

The whole church, the bride, is commanded, in Psal. xlv.

by that God who said unto him, Thy throne, O God, isfor
ever and ever, thus, Hearken, O daughter, and consider, and

incline thine ear; so shall the king greatly desire thy beauty ;

for he is thy Lord, and worship thou him. The church has

in all ages obeyed this command, and worshipped him.

Prophets have worshipped him: apostles have worshipped
him. Men full of faith, and ot the Holy Ghost, have besought
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his guidance, aid, grace, and blessing, while they lived;

and, when they died, have besought him to receive their

spirits into his own eternal kingdom. It Christ is God
;
if

he is JEHOVAH ; they have done their duty. If he is not

God; if he is not JEHOVAH; they have violated through

life, and in death, the first of JEHOVAH S commands in the

decalogue ;
Thou shalt have no other God before me.

SERMON XXXVIII.

DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

PROOFS.

This the only ground of consistency in the scheme of re

demption.
The Jews otherwise not chargeable ivith guilt in crucifying

Christ.

The apostles otherwise chargeable with leading mankind into

idolatry.

For what the law could not do, in that it was weak through
the flesh, God, sending his own Son in the likeness of sin

fulflesh; andfor sin, condemned sin in the flesh: that the

righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk
not after theflesh, but after the Spirit. ROM. vni. 3,4.

For God, sending his own Son in the likeness of sinfulflesh,
and ofa sin-offering, hath condemned sin in the flesh (the

thing impossible to the law, because it was weak through
theflesh): that the righteousness ofthe law may befulfilled

by us, who walk not according to the flesh, but according
to the Spirit. DR. MACKNIGHT S TRANSLATION.

ACCORDING to the plan, originally proposed from these

words, I have, in the three preceding discourses, considered,

at length, theproofs of the Deity of Christ, arranged under
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the first general head : viz. That Christ is spoken of in the

Scriptures as the true and perfect GOD.
I shall now proceed to consider the three following heads

of discourse, originally proposed ;
viz.

II. That the Deity of Christ is the only ground of con

sistency in the scheme of redemption :

III. That the Jews, according to the opposite doctrine,

are unjustly charged with guilt in putting Christ to death :

IV. That the prophets and apostles, according to the

same doctrine, cannot be vindicatedfrom the sin of leading
mankind into idolatry.

The last argument then proposed, I shall omit to examine,
until I have considered the Divinity of the Holy Spirit ;

and shall now proceed to the consideration of the

Second, viz. That the Deity of Christ is the only ground
of consistency in the scheme of redemption.

The truth of this assertion I shall attempt to evince by

shewing, that the Deity of Christ is the only ground of con

sistency in the things spoken of him, as

The light of the world;
The Saviour ofthe world; and,

The propitiation for sin.

1st. As the light of the world.

Christ is exhibited in the Scriptures as the light of the

world, in two respects :

First, As revealing the will ofGOD to mankind; and,

Secondly, As communicating spiritual, or divine, light to

the soul.

In both respects, the things said of Christ in the Scrip

tures, as the light of the world, are consistent, only on the

supposition, that Christ is the true GOD. That the Scrip
tures are the word of JEHOVAH will not be questioned by

any man, who believes in a revelation ;
since they are called

by this title, and by others equivalent to it, in hundreds of

instances, from Genesis to the Revelation of St. John.

But the Scriptures are expressly declared to be the word

of Christ
;
Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all

wisdom teaching and admonishing one another in psalms,
and hymns, and spiritual songs. In this passage, the Old

Testament is, in so many terms, declared to be the word of
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Christ. Tlie gospel, every man knows, is appropriately en

titled, the gospel of Christ.

St. Mark prefaces his account of the gospel with these

words : The beginning of the gospel ofJesus Christ, the Son

ofGOD.
St. Paul informs us, that he received the gospel imme

diately by revelation fr/&amp;gt;m Christ; and accordingly he every
\vhere styles it the gospel of Christ

;
the greatness of the

authority, which it derived from this source, he teaches us

in the strongest manner, when he says, Though we, or an

angel from heaven, or any one whatever, preach another

gospel, let him be accursed. Gal. i. 8, 9. This gospel, he

also says, is Christ the power and wisdom of GOD unto sal

vation.

St. Peter teaches the same truth, in a manner equally

forcible, when he says, Ofwhich salvation the prophets have

inquired, searching what, and what manner of time, the

Spirit of Christ which was in them did signify. Here the

Spirit, which inspired the prophets, is styled the Spirit of

Christ; and this Spirit, the same apostle says, is the Holy
Ghost. For prophecy, saith he, came not in old time by the

ivill ofman ; but holy men ofGo D spake, as they were moved

by the Holy Ghost. The Old Testament therefore was re

vealed to the prophets by the Spirit of Christ.

Concerning the New, Christ himself teaches us the same

doctrine, in the same decisive manner. Howbeit, when he,

the Spirit of truth, is come ; he ivill guide you into all the

truth; for he shall not speak ofhimself ; but whatsoever he

shall hear, that shall he speak. He shall glorify me ; for
he shall receive of mine, and shall shew it unto you. He shall

teach you all things, and shall bring all things to your re

membrance, whatsoever I have said unto you.
All things therefore which Christ had said to the apostles,

the Spirit of truth brought to their remembrance. He

taught them all things, and guided them into all the truth.

Yet he spoke not of himself, but that which he heard, which

he received from Christ, and that only he declared unto

them. The gospel therefore is originally, and only, derived

from Christ. Yet it is repeatedly styled by St. Paul, the

gospel of GOD.
This character of the revcaler of the will of GOD, St.
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John declares repeatedly in the introduction of his Gospel.
After having declared, that the Word was in the beginning,

or eternal; was GOD ;
and was co-eternal with GOD; and

that all things were made by him; he goes on to say, In him

was life, and the life was the light of men. And the light

shineth in darkness ; and the darkness comprehended it not.

He then informs us, that John the Baptist came to bear wit

ness of the Light : that he was not that Light: but was sent to

bear witness of that Light. Then he adds, That was the true

Light which lighteth every man tliat cometh into the world-

To all this he adds farther the testimony of John the Bap
tist

;
the very witness which he bore concerning Christ as

the Light. No one, said this harbinger of the Redeemer,
who was sent for the very purpose of declaring his true

character, No one hath seen GOD at any time ; the only-be

gotten Son of GOD, who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath

declared him. To declare the character and designs of

GOD is plainly impossible, unless for him, who knows these

things intuitively ;
or for him, to whom GOD is pleased to

make them known. But no other person, beside the Son
and the Spirit, knows the things of GOD intuitively. This

we know certainly, without inspiration; but, the Scriptures
have determined the point, if it were otherwise uncertain.

No one, saith our Saviour, knoweth the Father, but the Son;
and he, to whomsoever the Son will reveal him. The things

of GOD, saith St. Paul, knoweth no one, but the Spirit of
GOD : and the Spirit searcheth all things, even the deep

things of GOD. From all these passages it is, I apprehend,
certain, that Christ is the sole author of revelation

;
and

that the Spirit has not, as the Spirit of inspiration, spoken
of himself; but has received from Christ his mind or plea

sure, and declared it to the men whom he inspired. Ac
cordingly, St. Paul says, speaking of his own inspiration,

and that of the other apostles, We have the mind of Christ.

It is therefore true to this day, that no one knoweth the Fa
ther, but the Son, and those to whom the Son hath revealed

him. This knowledge, thus revealed, was not revealed to

Christ, but was possessed by him, because he dwells in the

bosom of the Father, and has dwelt there from eternity ;
be

ing daily his delight, and rejoicing alway before him.

Should itbe objected, thatmankind know something ojGoo
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by their reason, independently of revelation, and therefore

possess a knowledge ofGOD, which is not derivedfrom Christ:

I answer, that with some qualifications I admit the pre

mises, but deny the consequence. The very reason of man
was formed by Christ, as was man himself; as were, also,

all those materials, from which reason derives whatever

knowledge of this nature it possesses. It has, I trust,

been proved beyond reasonable debate, that Christ created,

preserves, and governs, all things ; and, therefore, is the au
thor of those works of creation and providence, whence rea

son obtains all its knowledge of this subject. Of course, in

this sense also, Christ is the Light that lighteth every man,
that cometh into the world. Thus all the knowledge, which
exists of GOD, is derived from Christ

;
and since he is the

same yesterday, to-day, andfor ever : and dwells in the bo

som of the FatJier: this knowledge was his originally, in

tuitively and eternally. I need not say, that these things
cannot be true of any mind but the omniscient.

Secondly, Christ is the author of spiritual light to man
kind.

The communication of spiritual light is spoken of in the

Scriptures as a work peculiar to GOD. 2 Cor. iv. 6, For GOD,
who commanded the light to shine out ofdarkness, hathshined

into our hearts, to give us the light of the knowledge of the

glory of GOD in theface, or person, of Jesus Christ. John
vi. 45, And they shallall be taught of GOD : and thus in many
other places. But this office is also ascribed to Christ.

Simeon says, Luke ii. 30, For mine eyes have seen thy sal

vation, which thou hast prepared before the face of all peo
ple: a light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of thy peo

ple Israel. In him, says St. John, was life, and the life was
the light of men. I, said our Saviour, John viii. 12, am the

light of the world; he that followeth me shall not walk in

darkness, but shall have the light of life. Isa. xlix. 6,

quoted Acts xiii. 47, I will also give thee for a light to the

Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salvation to the ends ofthe

earth. In all passages, it is manifest, that spiritual or di

vine light is the light spoken of; and that it resides in Christ,

as its source
;
and is by him communicated to mankind.

All this, also, is completely expressed by the prophet Ma-
lachi in a word

;
when he calls Christ the Sun ofrighteous-
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ness; the orb, in which righteousness is originally inherent;

in which it dwells; and from which it emanates to mankind.

In the same manneritissaidby David, theLordGonis asun.

2dly. The things spoken of Christ as the Saviour of the

world, are consistent only on the supposition, that he is the

true GOD.
Psal. Ix. 16, I JEHOVAH am thy Saviour.

Hos. xiii.4, lam JEHOVAH thy GOD; thou shalt Jcnow

no GOD but me; for there is no Saviour beside me.

Isa. xliii. 11, /, even I, am JEHOVAH ;
and beside me

there is no Saviour; and thus in various other places in

the Old Testament.

The same thing is often declared in the New Testament.

1 Tim. i, 1, The commandment of GOD our Saviour, and

Titus ii. 10, Adorn the doctrine ofGOD our Saviour.

Yet in the same absolute sense Christ is declared to be

the Saviour of mankind. Who is this, saith the prophet
Isaiah, that cometh from Edom, with died garments from
Bozrah ; this, that is glorious in his apparel, travelling in

the greatness of his strength? I, saith Christ, that speak
in righteousness; mighty to save. John iv. 42, This is the

Christ, tJie Saviour of the world. Acts iv. 12, St. Peter,

speaking of Christ, saith, neither is there salvation in, or by
means of, any other ; for there is no other name under heaven

given among men, whereby we must be saved. And thus in

very many other places. The importance of the work of

saving mankind, and the glory derived from it to the divine

character, are strongly exhibited by GOD in Isa. Ixv. 17,

18, For behold I create new heavens, and a new earth ; and
theformer shall not be remembered nor come into mind: but

be ye glad, and rejoice for ever, in that which I create; for,

behold, I create Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her people a joy.
In this passage it is evident, that the new creation is, in the

view of GOD, so much more glorious than the original one,

that, compared with it, the original creation shall not be re

membered. But the new creation is no other than creating
Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her people a joy ; that is, reno

vating the souls of mankind, and thus making them holyy

lovely, a rejoicing, or foundation ofjoy, in the sight of GOD.
This work then is, in the sight of GOD, a far more glori

ous work, than the formation of the heavens and the earth.
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Such, also, it is in the eye of reason. One mind is of more

importance than any number of worlds, inanimate and un
conscious. The renovation of one mind to righteousness,
and its reinstatement in the divine favour, is the production
of eternal, and by us incomprehensible, worth and enjoy
ment in that mind. This work, repeated in a multitude of

minds, which no man cannumber, is the work, which is styled
the new creation. How immensely more glorious a work
than the production of ever so many masses of lifeless

matter.

When we consider the nature of this work, and the things
involved in it, we cannot hesitate to admit the peculiar im

portance attached to it in the Scriptures. In this work are

involved,

The creation of a new heart in man
;

The communication of divine knowledge ;

The adoption of man into the divine family;
A perpetual patience with the souls of all, who are cre

ated anew
;

A continual communication of strength, patience, forti

tude, peace, consolation, and hope ;

The preservation of the soul from the fatal influence of

temptations, lust, and all other spiritual enemies
;

The final justification of the soul at the judgment, and
its establishment in the possession of immortal life

;

Together with what will be the subject of the next head
of discourse, the accomplishment of such a propitiation, as

may be the proper source of all these wonderful conse

quences.

He, who admits these things to be included in the work
of saving man, must admit also that there can be no Sa
viour beside JEHOVAH.

Should it be said, that all these things, except the last, are

the work of the Holy Spirit ;
and that therefore they are here

erroneously attributed to Christ ; I answer, that they are

indeed the work of the Holy Spirit; but, notwithstanding

this, they are truly attributed to Christ; not only as he laid

the foundation for them all
;
but as the Spirit acts not of

himself, and only executes the pleasure of Christ under his

commission.

This work then, of saving man, is in the Scriptures attri-
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buted to Christ, in a manner so peculiar, that from it he de

rives his own appropriate name, JESUS CHRIST THE
ANOINTED SAVIOUR, and is considered by JEHOVAH as

being so much greater and more glorious than the work of

creating the heavens and the earth, that, in comparison with

it, that work shall not be remembered, nor come into mind.

3dly. As the propitiation for sin, the Deity of Christ is

the only ground of consistency in the scriptural exhibitions.

As I expect hereafter to discuss Christ s atonement for
sin, as one of the great parts of the Christian system ;

I

shall here omit every thing concerning this subject, which

is not necessary to the doctrine just now declared.

That Christ is in some sense a propitiation for the sins of
the world cannot be denied, unless by a direct denial of the

express words, as well as the unquestionable doctrines, of

the gospel. 1 John ii. 2, And he is the propitiationfor our

sins ; and not for ours only, but for the sins of the whole

world. 1 John iv. 10, He loved us, and sent his Son to be

the propitiation for our sins. See also Rom. iii. 25; Isa.

liii. 10, &c. The text, also, is a direct declaration of this

doctrine. GOD sending his own Son in the likeness of sin

ful flesh, and of a sin-offering, or an offering for sin, &c.

By Christ being a propitiation for sin it is here neces

sary to mean only, that something, which, being donefor the

sinner, the sinner may be forgiven and restored; but which,
not being done, he must be punished according to the sentence

of the law by which he is condemned. That so much, as is

here specified, is included in Christ s being the propitiation
for the sins of mankind is unquestionably evident,

First, From the name by which it is called in the Scrip
tures in many instances; viz. aTroAur/owo-fe ;

translated re

demption. When a person was taken captive in war, and
condemned to perpetual slavery or to death, a sum ofmoney
was not unfrequently paid and accepted for his ransom from
these evils : this sum was called \vrpov ;

and the redemp
tion of the captive from death or slavery was called 075-0-

XvrptiHTig. The redemption ofmankind from the slavery of

sin, and the everlasting death to which the sinner was ex

posed by it, is called by the same name. The \vrpov, or

price of redemption, was paid, not by the captive, but by
another person, The price of man s redemption, in like
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manner, was not paid by himself, but by Christ ; that is,

Christ accomplished something without which man would

not have been redeemed from the bondage of death and sin.

Secondly, This truth is evident from Isa. liii. 10. Yet

it pleased J EHOVAH to crush him with affliction. If his soul

shall make a propitiatory sacrifice, he shall see a seed, which

shall prolong their days, and the gracious purpose ofJEHO
VAH shall prosper in his hands. Of the travail of his soul

he shall see (the fruit) and be satisfied; by the knowledge

of him shall my righteous servant justify many ; for the

punishment of their iniquities he shall bear. Therefore I

will distribute to him the many for his portion ; and the

mighty people shall he sharefor his spoil; because hepoured
out his soul unto death ; was numbered with the transgres

sors ; and he bare the sin of many, and made intercession

for the transgressors.*
In this passage it is clear, that in the covenant of re

demption here recited, JEHOVAH promised to Christ, the

seed which shouldprolong their days, or be eternally blessed;

a promise here repeated in many forms ;
on the condition

that he made his soul a propitiatory sacrifice for sin. It is

therefore certain, that if he had not made this sacrifice, he

would not have received this reward
; or, in other words,

mankind would not have been saved.

Thirdly, The same truth is evident from Rom. iii. 25,

26, Christ Jesus, whom GOD hath set forth to be a propiti
ationfor sin, to declare his righteousness in the remission of
sins that are past ; that he might be just, and yet thejustifier

of him that believeth in Jesus.

From this passage it is evident, that if GOD had not set

forth Christ as a propitiation, his righteousness in the re

mission of sins that are past would not have been declared ;

and that he would not have been just in the act ofjustifying
believers ; in other words, if Christ had not become a pro

pitiation, the sins of mankind could not have been remitted,

nor themselves justified.

In a former discourse it has, I trust, been proved,-that,
in the literal sense, by works of law no flesh can be justified

before GOD ;
and that the future obedience, and the repent-

* Lowth.
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ance of the sinner are alike, and wholly unavailing to this

end. Independently of Christ s redemption therefore, or in

dependently of his being.thepropitiationfor the sins of men,

every sinner is condemned, lost, and without hope. The

Scriptures in multiplied instances teach us, that Christ

became a propitiation for sin, especially by his death.

Isa. liii. 5, He was wounded for our transgressions; he

was bruisedfor our iniquities; the chastisement of our peace

was upon him. Rom. v. 6, In due time Christ died for the

ungodly. 1 Cor. xv. 3, Christ diedfor our sins , according
to the Scriptures. 2 Cor. v. 14, One diedfor all. 1 Thess.

v. 10, Who died for us that we should live with him. Col.

i. 20, Having made peace through the blood of his cross.

1 John i. 7, The blood of Christ cleansethfrom all sin. 1 Pet.

i. 18, 19, Ye were not redeemed with corruptible things, but

with the precious blood of Christ. Rev. v. 9, Thou hast re

deemed us to GOD by thy blood. More proofs of this point
cannot be necessary. Let me now ask, if Christ be not in

the strictest sense God, how is it possible that he should

become, in this or any other manner a propitiation for the

sins of mankind? If Christ be merely a man, or in any
other sense a mere creature, how is it possible that he

should be able to perform any act, which would not be

absolutely necessary for his own justification before GOD?
The law, by which every creature is governed, requires him

to love GOD with all the heart, soul, strength, and under

standing! or, in other words, to consecrate all his powers

supremely and absolutely, so long as he exists, to the ser

vice of GOD. More than this he cannot do; and, if all this

be not done, he is a sinner ; and cannot be justified. How
then can it be possible for him to perform any thing, which

can be accepted on the behalf of another? It is impossible,
that any service should be accepted for another, which is

entirely due for one s self. It is impossible that the debt

due from another should be cancelled by my payment of

money due for a debt of my own. When I have paid my
own debts, if I can offer more money, I may then satisfy the

creditor for the debt of another. The obedience which a

law requires of me, as my obedience, will satisfy the de

mands of the law on me, and prove the means of my justi

fication, but cannot be transferred from me to another ?,ub-
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ject of the same law, so as to answer the demands of the law
on him. The law demands all his obedience of him, and
all mine of me

; but, mine only being rendered, the demands
of the law are not and cannot be satisfied.

Supererogatory service, or service not required by law,
is absolutely necessary to the very existence of all vicarious

interference. But no creature can possibly perform super

erogatory service, because all that he can do is required of

him by the law. Thus exceeding broad, in the scriptural

language, is the commandment ; and thus it is impossible
that any creature should become, in any sense, a propitia
tion for the sins of mankind.

To avoid this immoveable difficulty, Dr. Priestley, and
other Socinians, have denied wholly the doctrine of Christ s

atonement
;
and in this denial have, at least in my view,

acted in the only manner consistent with the main part of

their scheme
;

viz. that Christ is a mere man. But in this

denial they have, at the same time, contradicted the main
doctrine in the Christian system after that of the existence

of God. According to the scheme of these men, Christ

came into the world, or was born, merely to be aprophet and

example of righteousness ; or a teacher of the will of God to

mankind; and died only to bear witness to the truth of his

precepts. In the same manner Moses, and all the succeed

ing prophets, came into the world to be teachers and exam

ples of truth and righteousness ; and, in the same manner,
Peter and Paul, both the Jameses, and almost all the other

apostles, together with Stephen, and a host of martyrs who
followed him, bore witness to the truth of the precepts
which they taught by voluntarily yielding themselves to

death. All these persons taught the truth of God and prac
tised righteousness, and a multitude of them sealed their

testimony with their blood. The only difference, according
to the Socinian scheme, between Christ and them, is, that he

was wiser and better than they. Paul, however, taught
more of the gospel than Christ himself; and both Paul and
Peter sealed the truth of their testimony on the cross. Of
what consequence then was the death ofChrist to mankind,
any more than that of Zechariah, Jeremiah, James, Peter,
or Paul? Each of these men died as a witness

&amp;gt;to the truth.

Christ, according to Dr. Priestley, appeared in no other

VOL. 11. K
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character in his death. All these men, also, taught the

truth; according to Dr. Priestley, Christ did no more.

Each of these men was an eminent example of righteous

ness
; according to Dr. Priestley, Christ was only a brighter

example. With what meaning then can it be said, that

God hath set forth Christ as a propitiation for the remission

of sins ; that Christ is said to be the propitiationfor the sins

of the world; that his soul is said to make a propitiatory

sacrifice for sin; that he bare the sin of many ; that we are

justified and redeemed by his blood; that by himselfhepurged
our sins; that he made peace through the blood of the cross;

that he reconciled both Jews and Gentiles unto God in one

body by the cross ; that by his stripes we are healed ; that

the chastisement of our peace was laid upon him ; and that

we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness

of sins ; together with many other things of the same im

port ; so many, as to constitute no small part of the Scrip
tures ? And why did Christ say, he came to give his life a

ransomfor many? and why did Paul say, Christ gave him

self a ransomfor all? Could these things be said of Moses,
or Jeremiah, or Peter, or James, or Paul ? Are we justi

fied by the grace of God through the redemption which is

in Moses? Did Paul make peace by the blood of his cross?

Was Peter a propitiation ;
an tXao-juoc ; the means of ap

peasing the anger of God, of reconciling him to us, and

rendering him propitiatory to sinners ?

Farther, in what sense was the death of Christ necessary,
as a testimony to the truth of his precepts? Were not his

miracles, and the unspotted excellency of his life, ample

proofs of the sincerity of his declarations, and the reality of
his missionfrom God? Are they not now appealed to by
Dr. Priestley, and most if not all other divines, as the chief

proofs ? Is not his death rarely appealed to for this pur

pose ? And is it not manifest from this fact, that it is a

testimony plainly inferior to his life and miracles?

If, then, this was the end and amount of Christ s death, is

it not evident, on the one hand, that the end was in a great

measure useless, and very imperfectly accomplished ; and,

on the other, that the amount of Christ s death was no more
than the amount of the death of Paul and Peter ;

that they,

as truly as Christ, were a propitiation for the sins of the
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world
;
and that we are as truly justified by faith in them

as in him, and by their blood as by his ?

I shall now proceed,
III. To shew, That the Jews, according to the Unitarian

doctrine, are unjustly charged with guilt in putting Christ

to death.

The law of God, as given by Moses, required the bias*

phemer to be stoned. Christ, in his conversation with the

Jews, recorded John v. declared himself to be the Son of
God. By this phrase the Jews, as I mentioned in a former

discourse, understood him to declare that himselfwas God,
or equal with God. Their own construction they declared

to him, For a good work we stone thee not; but because

thou, being a man, makest thyself God, John x. 33. St
John also, as I then observed, understood the phrase in the

same manner. Therefore, he says, the Jews sought the more

to kill him, because he not only had broken the sabbath, but

said also that God was his Father, making himselfequal with

God. This is the apostle s own construction of Christ s

averment, and is plainly alleged by him as being that of the

Jews also.

When Christ was brought before the sanhedrin, after

several vain attempts to convict him of any crime, the

high-priest adjured him, that is, put him upon oath, to tell

him whether he was the Christ, the Son of the blessed God.

In answer to this question, thus solemnly put, Christ said,

I am: and as a proof that he said this truly, added, and ye
shall see the Son ofman sitting on the right hand of power,
and coming in the clouds of heaven. In reply to this de

claration the high-priest rent his clothes, and declaring all

farther testimony needless, pronounced him guilty of blas

phemy for this saying ;
in consequence of which, the evan

gelists inform us, they all condemned him to death.

Now, it is evident, that Christ was understood by the

Jews to declare that he was equal to God, and was God, by

asserting himself to be the Son of God. Of this there cannot

be a doubt, because it is asserted both by the Jews them

selves and by the evangelist. If, then, Christ was a man

merely, he was, for aught that I can see, truly a blas

phemer. For when he declared himself to be God, or

K 2
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equal with God, he plainly declared God to be neither

greater, wiser, nor better, than himself. But to assert in

any form of words, that the infinite JEHOVAH is of the same
character with a man, and possessed of no more greatness,

excellency, or glory, than that which is human, would be

acknowledged in any other case to be blasphemy, because

it would be a denial of all the perfections of God, and an

ascription to him of all the frailties of man. If this be not

blasphemy, what can be ?

But if Christ was a blasphemer, he was justly put to death.

The law which he, as well as the Jews, acknowledged to

have been given by God himself, required the blasphemer
to be stoned : as a blasphemer, therefore, he was, accord

ing to the requisitions of a divine, and therefore a just law,

deservedly condemned to death.

Thus, according to this scheme, the Jews, instead of

being guilty in putting Christ to death, acted meritoriously,

for they only obeyed the divine law.

But it will be said, Christ did not intend by this declara

tion to assert that he was God, nor that he was equal with

God. This indeed is said, and must be said, by the abet

tors of the Unitarian schemes. I answer, it is clear that

the Jews thus understood him, and that he knew them thus

to understand him. They had formerly attempted to stone

him for using the same language, and had then told him, in

express terms, the manner in which they construed the

phrase. The sanhedrin, also, sufficiently explained to

him their own views of it by pronouncing it blasphemy.
In consequence of this mode of understanding the phrase,
he saw them now about to imbrue their hands in his blood.

If it was a mistake on their part he was bound to remove
it. He was bound not to suffer his own character to be

stained, in their view, with the crime of blasphemy. He
was bound to use language as he knew it would be under

stood. He was bound not to lose his own life, nor suffer

them to incur the guilt of taking it away, merely through a

mistake of theirs. If, then, they are supposed in this case

to have sinned at all, they sinned only through a mistake,
which Christ himself voluntarily created, and voluntarily
declined to remove. The sin, therefore, so far as I can

see, lies, on this supposition, primarily at his door. What,
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then, shall we say of the solemn and awful charge brought

against the Jews by St. Peter ? Him ye have taken, and by
wicked hands have crucified and slain ? What shall we say

of the whole body of scriptural representations on this sub

ject? What shall we say of the terrible destruction of their

nation, of their judicial blindness, and of all the calamities

which have befallen them as monuments of the divine in

dignation, for more than seventeen hundred years ?

IV. The prophets and apostles, according to the same

doctrine, cannot be vindicated from leading mankind into

the sin of idolatry.

The prophets and apostles have, in a great variety of

places, called Christ GOD, the true GOD, the great GOD,
the mighty GOD, JEHOVAH, and I AM. They have declared

him to be eternal, self-existent, incomprehensible, almighty,

omnipresent, omniscient, and immutable. They have attri

buted to him the creation, preservation, and government,
of all things ;

and the acts of giving life, forgiving sin,

judging the world, and rewarding both the righteous and

the wicked. They have ascribed to him the infinite rela

tions of Creator, Preserver, Possessor, Ruler, and Final

Cause, of all things. Beyond this, they have on many oc

casions worshipped him themselves
;
and have taught us

that GOD requires him to be worshipped, and that he is in

fact worshipped by saints and angels in earth and heaven.

They have also exhibited Christ, when on earth, as chal

lenging these things to himself, and as receiving them from

others without reprobation or censure. They have farther

declared him to be the only Saviour of the world; a cha

racter evidently demanding infinite attributes
; and, accord

ing to their own account, challenged by JEHOVAH as ex

clusively his own.

Beyond all this, they have informed us that he was con

demned to death for declaring, under the sanction of an

oath, that he was the Son ofGOD : a phrase, which he knew
was understood by them to be no other than a declaration

that he was GOD. Yet, though knowing this, and though

directly charged with blasphemy, although on two occa
sions they attempted to stone him, and on a third pro
nounced him guilty of death

;
instead of explaining, soften-
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ing, or at all modifying, the declaration, he proceeded di

rectly, in two of the instances, to allege proofs that he used

this declaration with exact truth and propriety; proofs,
which in themselves are a direct arrogation of the divine

character. The Scriptures of truth they also declare to be

his word ; and inform us, that the Holy Ghost who inspired

them, received them from him; and that Christ himself,

when promising them the gift of inspiration, personally told

them this wonderful truth. In this account they have taught
us that the Scriptures, which they every where style the

word of GOD, are no other than the law of Christ himself;

partly uttered by his own mouth, and partly taught by the

HOLY SPIRIT in conformity to his pleasure; and accord

ingly in his own name, and by his own authority, explained,

altered, and annulled by him, as he thought proper. And
that the HOLY SPIRIT, whom, as we shall see hereafter,

they pronounce to be a divine person, was commissioned,
and sent by him into the world, to execute his purposes ;

an act of authority on the part of Christ to which there is

no parallel in the universe, except his own mission from
the Father. Finally, in the view which is given us of the

heavenly system in the Revelation of St. John, we find the

same exalted character completely recognised. In that

world we behold him sitting on the throne of infinite domi

nion, styled the throne of GOD and the Lamb ; unfolding,
and declared by the heavenly host to be worthy to unfold,

the book of GOD S counsels
;
which they also declare no

being in the universe to be worthy or oble to do
; being,

together with the Father, the everlasting temple of heaven;

controlling all the affairs of this world, of heaven, and of

hell
;
the light and glory of heaven

;
and the bestower of

future and everlasting happiness. In all these wonderful

characters he is also worshipped in that glorious world,
with the highest ascriptions which were ever made or which
can be made to JEHOVAH. Worthy, they cry, is the Lamb
that was slain, to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and

strength, and honour, and glory, and blessing. Every crea

ture^ says St. John, which is in heaven, and on the earth, and
under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in

them, heard I saying, Blessing, and honour, and glory, and

power, be unto him that sitteth on the throne, and unto the
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Lambfor ever and ever. Of all these things it is to be re

marked, that they are expressed on every occasion which
admits them, and in every form of phraseology which lan

guage can easily be supposed to allow ; commence with

the first chapter in the Bible, and terminate only with

the last.

Now let me ask, whether all these things are not a com

plete exhibition of Christ as the proper object of religious

worship ? But the apostles have directly and fully declared

all these things. If, then, Christ is not GOD, have they not

clearly so represented him, as to persuade mankind that he

is GOD, and that he is to be worshipped ?

How is it possible that their readers, and especially the

plain men who constitute ninety-nine hundredths of them,
how is it possible that any men, acknowledging the apostles
to have used language as other men use it, and so as to be

understood by those for whom they wrote (an admission

absolutely necessary to exculpate them from plain fraud),

should distinguish between a person thus described, and

the Being who alone is the proper object of worship? What
can their minds, what can any mind, add to this exhibition,

to make such a Being more great, awful, lovely, glorious,

and godlike 1 Do not these things include all which we can

conceive to be included in infinite perfection ? Has any

thing superior to these been ever published to mankind ?

Has any thing been published in any other instance which

can be compared with these ?

But if Christ be not truly GOD, he cannot be worshipped
without idolatry. He himself says, and recites it as the

command of GOD, Thou shalt worship JEHOVAH thy God,
and him only shalt thou serve. Can inspired men then wri

ting a revelation, the great end of which was to inculcate the

unity of GOD, the existence of but one GOD, and the supreme

obligation incumbent on all men to worship him only ; can

such men have been directed by the Spirit of GOD so to

write as they have actually written ? Could they, being

Jews, with the Old Testament in their hands, have so

written, even of themselves, as naturally, not to say ne

cessarily, to lead all theirfollowers into the sin of idolatry ?

That they have so written as naturally to produce this con

sequence, if Christ be not GOD, is unquestionable ; because
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the great body of their followers have actually understood

them to assert the Deity of Christ, and have actually wor

shipped him. The Scriptures, therefore, written for the

professed purpose of preventing idolatry, have, according

to the scheme of my opponents, been the direct cause of

promoting and establishing it among almost all those who

have believed them to be the word of God. Mr. Belsham

accordingly pronounces the system, of which the worship
of Christ is a leading principle,

&quot; a pernicious system ; a

mischievous compound- of impiety and idolatry&quot;
Lest it

should be supposed, however, that those who adopt this

worship have really been impious, let it be remarked that

Dr. Priestley himself expressly says,
&quot; he considers the

principles of Calvinism as generallyfavourable to that lead

ing virtue devotion, even an habitual and animated devotion.&quot;

Another writer * also, no way favourable to these princi

ples, says, in the British Encyclopedia,t
&quot; If we consider

the character of the Calvinists&quot; (whom he mentions toge
ther with several others),

&quot; when compared with that of

their antagonists, we shall find that they have excelled in

no small degree in the practice of the most rigid and re

spectable virtues, and have been the highest honour of their

own ages, and the best model for imitation to every age

succeeding.&quot; But Calvinists, to a man, have been wor

shippers of Christ : as have also been almost all othermem
bers of the church universal

; and to this idolatry, if it be

just, the Scriptures have led them. Of course the guilt of

leading mankind into that gross sin is, on this scheme,

chargeable to the prophets and apostles. But can the pro

phets and apostles have led mankind into the abominable
sin of idolatry ? Can the principles which lead to idolatry
be favourable to habitual and animated devotion ? Can
the men who have excelled in the practice of the most rigid
and respectable virtues, who have been the highest honour
to their own age, and the best models for imitation to suc

ceeding ages, have been regularly guilty of this sin ? Can
the system which asserts or involves these things be truth ?

Can all or any of the things which I have asserted con

cerning Christ from the Scriptures be true ofa man, or of

* Robert Forsylhe, Esq. f Article Predestination.
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any created being ? Can a man, can an angel, be the first

cause, or last end, the preserver, proprietor, possessor, and

ruler, of all things? Can a creature be the brightness of the

Fathers glory, and the express image ofhis person ; the light

ofthe ivorld, thepropitiationfor sin, the Saviour ofmankind,
or the object ofreligious worship ? Can any religious man on

a death-bed say,
&quot;

Gabriel, receive my spirit ?&quot; or,
&quot;

Lay not

the sin of my murderers to their charge? Can Gabriel give

life, raise the dead, or bestow immortal life ? Can he judge
the world, reward the righteous and the wicked, or be the

glory, light, and temple, of heaven ? What would be the im

pression, were a minister of the gospel to say, I baptize
thee in the name of the Father, and of Gabriel, and of the

Holy Ghost ? or, The grace of Gabriel, the love ofGOD the

Father, and the communion of the Holy Ghost, be with you
all. Amen ! Would not these things beyond measure shock

the minds of a Christian assembly, as the most palpable

blasphemy ? Was there ever a minister, even an Arian, or

a Socinian, who could bring himself thus to speak in such

an assembly ? Would not this be, not merely comparing or

likening one of the angels to JEHOVAH, but placing him on

the same level? Yet these things are said of Christ.

Why are they said of him, if his nature be like that of

Gabriel ? Why are they seemingly said ? Was it not per

fectly easy for the omniscient GOD to have said, if he chose

to say it, that Christ was a mere man, or a mere creature ?

and so to have said this, that it would not have been mis

understood even by the plainest man ? Did he not under

stand the language sufficiently ? Has it not been said in

such a manner, as to be intelligible to all men, by Arius,

Socinus, Zuicker, Price, Priestley, Belsham, and many
others ? Did any man ever mistrust, that they have not said

it? Was not JEHOVAH more interested to say it, if it is

true, than they were ? and so to say it, as to be easily,

generally, and certainly, understood ? Was he not more
able ? Did he not foresee all the doubts, difficulties, errors,

misconstructions, and consequent sins and idolatries, if

they have indeed been misconstructions and idolatries, aris

ing from unhappy language used in the Scriptures ? Have
not the prophets, who spake as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost : have not the apostles, who spake the things freely
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given to them of God, not in the words which man s wisdom

taught, but which the Holy Ghost taught ; expressed the

mind of God on this subject, and every other, in the very
manner chosen by God himself? Has not his infinite faith

fulness and mercy then sufficiently guarded every honest

mind against this erroneous sin ?

But if Christ be not the true GOD, the great body of

Christians have, in every age of the church, wholly misun

derstood the Scriptures concerning this most important doc

trine, and mistaken infinitely the real character of their Sa

viour. Of course the Scriptures have been so written, as

that the natural interpretation of them is a source of total

and dreadful error; even of that, which they themselves

denounce in terms of the highest reprobation ; viz. idolatry.

For the interpretation which has been given them by the

great body of Christians, in every age and country in which

they have existed, is beyond a controversy the natural in

terpretation. That men, who first make a philosophical

system ofreligion, and then endeavour to reconcile the Scrip
tures to it, should understand them falsely, cannot be won
dered at

;
but that they should be falsely understood by the

great body of mankind, whofor their religion come to them

only : and yet the way of holiness be still a highway, in

which wayfaring men, though fools, shall not err; is a po
sition which is yet to be explained.

SERMON XXXIX.

DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

The Lord knoweth the thoughts of the wise that they are

vain. 1 COR. in. 20.

IN the eighteenth verse of this chapter, St. Paul says, Let

no man deceive himself. If any man among you seemeth to

be wise in this world, let him become a fool, that he may be
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wise. For the wisdom of this world isfoolishness with God.

For it is written, He taketh the wise in their own craftiness.

These words, together with the text, are paraphrased by

Doddridge in the following manner :
&quot; I know there are

those among you whose pride and self-conceit may lead

them to despise this admonition, especially as coming from

me; but let no man deceive himself with vain speculations
of his own worth and abilities. If any one of you seem to

be wise in this world, if he value himself on what is com

monly called wisdom among Jews or Gentiles ;
let him be

come a fool, that he may be wise indeed. Let him humbly

acknowledge his own natural ignorance and folly ;
and em

brace that gospel, which the wisdom of the world proudly
and vainly derides as foolishness, if he desire to approve
himself really and substantially wise, and to reap at last the

honours and rewards of those who are truly so in the sight

of God. For all the boasted wisdom of this world isfool
ishness with God: who with one glance sees through all its

vanity ; as it is written, Job v. 13, He entangleth the wise

in their own crafty artifice ; often ruining them by those de

signs, which they had formed with the utmost efforts of hu

man policy, and were most intent upon executing. And

again it is said elsewhere, Psal. xciv. 11, The Lord know-

eth the thoughts of the wise, that they are vain. He sees how
they insnare themselves in their own subtilties ; and, when

they think themselves most sagacious, are only amused
with their own sophistry and deceit.&quot;

This paraphrase expresses exactly my own views con

cerning these declarations of St. Paul : declarations which

appear to me to be continually and abundantly verified by
experience. No man is in the way to true wisdom, who
does not first become, in the apostle s sense, afool; that is,

who has not a just and affecting consciousness of his own
ignorance and weakness, his utter inability to devise a sys
tem of religion, or to amend that which God has taught,
and who is not altogether willing to submit his own opi
nions to the dictates of inspiration.

Concerning the text it will be only necessary to observe,
that the word SiaXoyurfiovg, translated thoughts, is properly
rendered reasonings ; and that the word, translated the wise,
is ao^uv ; denoting the learned men of Greece, and ulti-
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mately of other countries, most usually called philosophers.
The reasonings of these men, as the apostle proves from the

Scriptures of the Old Testament, are in the sight of God
vain ; or utterly incapable of accomplishing the end to

which they were then chiefly directed
;
viz. the formation

and establishment of a sound theological system.
What was true of these men in ancient times is equally

true of men of the same sort in every age. Modern wise

men are no more able to perform this work than ancient

ones. Hence the proposition in the text is written in the

absolute or universal form, and extends this character to the

reasonings of all men, employed either in making systems
of theology, or in amending that which is revealed by God.
Of the truth of this declaration, experience has furnished

the most abundant evidence. The great body of such sys

tems, including all which have been originally devised by
man, and which have existed long enough to be thoroughly
examined, have been successively exploded ; and, as ob

jects of belief, forgotten. Those which have been devised

for the purpose of amending the scriptural system, have
been generally of the same frail and perishing character.

Some of them, however, under the wing of that divine au

thority, which by their abettors was supposed to shelter them
;

and under the garb of sacredness which was lent them by
their inventors, have lasted longer, and been more frequently
revived. New forms have in the latter case been given to

them; new arguments suggested in their behalf; and the

splendour ofnew and respectable names has been employed
to recommend them to mankind. After all, their existence

and their influence have been generally limited by bounds

comparatively narrow.

From the nature of the subject the same truth is com

pletely evident. THEOLOGY is the science of the willofGod

concerning the duty and destination of man. What the

will of God is concerning these subjects cannot possibly be

known, unless he is pleased to disclose it. That it is dis

closed by him in the works of creation and providence in a

very imperfect degree, and that it cannot be discovered by
man beyond that degree, must be admitted by every one,

who would make even a plausible pretension to good sense

or candour. All that remains undiscovered in this way
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must be unknown, unless revealed by the good pleasure of

God. When thus revealed, it can never be safely added to,

diminished, nor otherwise in any manner altered, by man.

To him, whatever God is pleased to withhold must be un

known. By him, whatever God is pleased to reveal must

be unalterable, either as to form or substance
;
for no au

thority less than infinite can change that, which infinite au

thority has been pleased to establish. As, therefore, the

scriptural system of theology could not have been invented

by man ;
so neither can it possibly be amended by man. In

the strong, but accurately just, language of St. Paul on this

subject, Let God be acknowledged to be true; but let every

man, who denies or opposes what he has revealed, be ac

counted a liar. Or in the still stronger language of the

same apostle, Though an angel from heaven preach any
other gospel, let him be anathema.

Among the various denominations of men, denoted in the

text by the wise, whose reasonings are vain, are included, so

far as I can discern, the Arians and Socinians; or, as both

sometimes choose to term themselves, Unitarians. I feel

myself obliged to warn my audience, that this name, how
ever, contains in itself an error; and appears to have been

formed with a design to deceive. It was professedly as

sumed for the purpose of challenging to those, who assumed

it, the exclusive character, among Christians, of believing
in the unity of God

;
and of denying, particularly, that Trini

tarians entertain this belief: whereas Trinitarians believe

in the unity of God as entirely and absolutely as their op-

posers. That every Trinitarian asserts this ofhimself, every

Unitarian, possessing a very moderate share of information,

knows: and he knows also, that the charge of admitting
more gods than one cannot be fastened upon the Trinita

rian
; except by consequences, professedly derived from his

doctrine, which he utterly disclaims. To prove, that such

consequences do indeed follow from it is, if it can be done,

altogether fair and unobjectionable; but to charge him with

admitting them, while he utterly disclaims them, is unwor

thy of a disputant assuming the character of a Christian.

For the assertion which I have made above concerning
the Unitarians, generally, I am bound to give my reasons.

This I intend to do without disguise or softening; but at
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the same time with moderation and candour. My observa-*

tions I shall distribute under two heads : Answers to the ob

jections ofthe Unitarians against the doctrine of the Trinity;
and objections to the doctrine of Unitarians, and to their

conduct in managing the controversy. It will not be sup

posed, that under either of these heads very numerous or

very minute articles can find a place in such a system of

discourses. All that can be attempted is to exhibit a sum

mary view of such particulars, as are plainly of serious

importance.
In the present discourse, it is my design to answer the

principal objections of Unitarians against the doctrine of
the Trinity. Of these the

1st. And, as I conceive, the fundamental one, on which

their chief reliance is placed, is, That the doctrine of the

Trinity, or of three persons in one God, is self-contradictory.

This objection, therefore, merits a particular answer.

Those who make this objection to the public, express
themselves in such language as the following : The Father,

according to the Trinitarian doctrine, is God; the Son is God;
and the Holy Ghost is God. Here are three, each ofwhom
is God. Three cannot be one, three units cannot be one unit.

Were this objection made professedly, as it is actually,

against the inconsistency ofTritheism with the unity ofGod,
it would be valid and unanswerable. Equally valid would
it be against the Trinitarians, if they admitted the existence

of three Gods
;
or if their doctrine involved this as a con

sequence. But the former of these is not true; and the

latter has not been, and, it is presumed, cannot be shewn.

Until it shall be shewn, every Trinitarian must necessarily

feel, that this objection is altogether inapplicable to his own
case ; and, although intended against his faith is really
aimed against another, and very distant object : until this

be shewn, this objection will, I apprehend, be completely
avoided in the following manner.

1st. The admission of three infinitely perfect beings does

not at all imply the existence of more Gods than one.

This proposition may, perhaps, startle such persons, on
both sides of the question, as have not turned their attention

to the subject ; but can, I apprehend, be nevertheless shewn
to be true. It is clearly certain that the nature, the attri-
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butes, the views, the volitions, and the agency, of three be

ings infinitely perfect must be exactly the same. They
would alike be self-existent, eternal, omniscient, omnipo
tent, and possessed ofthe same boundless moral excellence.

Of course, they would think exactly the same things, choose

the same things, and do the same things. There would,

therefore, be a perfect oneness of character and conduct in

the three ; and to the universe of creatures they would sus

tain but one and the same relation
;
and be absolutely but

one Creator, preserver, benefactor, ruler, and final cause.

In other words they would be absolutely one God. This

radical objection, therefore, is, even in this sense, of no va

lidity.

2dly. The doctrine of the Trinity does not involve the ex

istence of three infinite beings : and therefore this objection

does not affect it.

The scriptural account ofJEHOVAH, as received by every

Trinitarian, is, that he is one perfect existence, underived

and unlimited : and that this one perfect existence is in the

Scriptures declared to be, the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost. These, in the usual language of Trinitarians, are

styled persons, because, in the Scriptures, the three personal

pronouns, I, Thou, and He, are on every proper occasion

applied to them. As this is done by the Father and the

Son, speaking to each other, and of the Holy Ghost; and

by the Holy Ghost, speaking of the Father and the Son ;

we are perfectly assured, that this language is in the strict

est sense proper. Still, no Trinitarian supposes, that the

word person conveys an adequate idea of the thing here in

tended : much less that, when it is applied to God, it de

notes the same thing, as when applied to created beings.
As the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, are distinguished ;

some term, generally expressing this distinction, seems ne

cessary to those who would mark it, when speaking of the

three together. This term, therefore, warranted in the man
ner above mentioned, has been chosen by Trinitarians, as

answering this purpose, so far as it can be answered by
human language.

If I am asked, as I probably shall be, what is the exact

meaning of the word person in this case ; I answer, that I

do not know. Here the Unitarian usually triumphs over
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his antagonist. But the triumph is without foundation or

reason. If I ask in return, &quot;What is the human soul?&quot; or,

&quot;the human body?&quot; he is obliged to answer, that he does

not know. If he says, that the soul is organized matter,

endowed with the powers of thinking and acting, I ask

again, What is that organization ? and, What is that mat
ter ? To these questions he is utterly unable to furnish any
answer.

Should he ask again, To what purpose is the admission of

the term, if its signification is unknown ? I answer
;
To what

purpose is the admission of the word matter, if its signifi

cation is unknown ? I farther answer, that the term in dis

pute serves to convey, briefly and conveniently, the things
intended by the doctrine, viz. that the Father is God, the

Son is God, and the Holy Ghost is God : that these are

three in one sense, and one in another. The sense, in which

they are three, and yet one, we do not, and cannot, under

stand. Still we understand the fact; and on this fact de

pends the truth and meaning of the whole scriptural sys
tem. If Christ be God, he is also a Saviour; if not, there

is no intelligible sense in which he can sustain this title, or

the character which it denotes.

In addition to this, he is asserted in the Scriptures to be

God, in every form of expression and implication ;
from

the beginning to the end
;
as plainly as language can admit ;

and so fully and variously, that, if we deny these assertions

their proper force, by denying that he is God, we must, by
the same mode of construction, deny any thing, and every

thing, which the Scriptures contain. If the declaration, In

the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God ; and Christ, who is over all things,

God, blessedfor ever; do not prove Christ to be God : the

declaration, In the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth, does not prove, that there was a creation : or that

the Creator is God. The declaration, All things were made

by him, and without him was not any thing made which is

made, is as full a proof, that Christ is the Creator, as that,

just quoted from Genesis is, that the Creator is God. An
admission or denial of the one ought, therefore, if we would
treat the several parts of the Bible alike, and preserve any

consistency of construction, to be accompanied by a simi-
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Jar admission or denial of the other. Here, then, is a rea

son for acknowledging Christ to be God, of the highest

kind ; viz. that God has declared this truth in the most ex

plicit manner.

The mysteriousness of the truth thus declared furnishes

not even a shadow of reason for either denial or doubt.

That God can be one in one sense, and three in another, is

unquestionable. Whatever that sense is, if the declaration

be true
;
and one, which God has thought it proper to make

in the Scriptures ;
and one, therefore, to which he has re

quired our belief; it is, of course, a declaration, incalcula

bly important to mankind, and worthy of all acceptation.
The futility and emptiness of this fundamental objection

of Unitarians, as applied to the doctrine of the Trinity, is

susceptible of an absolute and easy demonstration ;
not

withstanding, the objection itself claims the character of in

tuitive certainty. It is intuitively certain, or in other lan

guage, self-evident, that no proposition can be seen to be

either true or false, unless the mind possess the ideas, out

of which it is formed, so far as to discern whether they

agree or disagree. The proposition, asserted by Trinita

rians, and denied by Unitarians, is, that God is tri-personal.

The ideas, intended by the words God, here denoting the

infinite existence, and tri-personal; are not, and cannot be,

possessed by any man. Neither Trinitarians nor Unita

rians, therefore, can, by any possible effort of the under

standing, discern whether this proposition be true or false;
or whether the ideas, denoted by the words God and tri-

personal, agree or isagree. Until this can be done, it is

perfectly nugatory, either to assert or deny this proposi
tion, as an object of intellectual discernment or philoso

phical inquiry. Where the mind has not ideas, it cannot

compare them
;
where it cannot compare them, it cannot

discern their agreement or disagreement ;
and of course it

can form out of them no proposition, whose truth or false

hood it can at all perceive. Thus this boasted objection
is so far from being conclusive, or even formidable

; that
it is wholly without force or application.

After all that has been said, it may still be asked
;

&quot;

Why,
if this proposition be thus unintelligible, do Trinitarians

adopt it as an essential part of their creed ?&quot; I answer,
VOL. n. L
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&quot;Because God has declared it.&quot; Should it be asked,
&quot; Of what use is a proposition thus unintelligible?&quot; I an

swer,
&quot; Of inestimable use:&quot; and this answer I explain in

the following manner. The unintelligibleness of this doc

trine lies in the nature of the thing which it declares, and
not in the fact declared. The nature of the thing declared

is absolutely unintelligible; but the fact is in a certain de

gree understood without difficulty. What God is as one,

or as three in one, is perfectly undiscernible by us. Of
the existence thus described we have no conception. But

the assertions that he is one, and that he is three in one,

are easily comprehended. The propositions that the Fa
ther is God, that the Son is God, that the Holy Ghost is God ;

and that these three are one God ; are equally intelligible

with the proposition, that there is one God. On these pro

positions, understood as facts, and received on the credit

of the divine witness, and not as discerned by mental spe

culation, is dependant the whole system of Christianity.

The importance of the doctrine is therefore supreme.
The utmost amount X&amp;gt;f all that can be said against the

doctrine of the Trinity is, that it is mysterious or inex

plicable. A mystery, and a mystery as to its nature

wholly inexplicable, it is cheerfully acknowledged to be

by every Trinitarian : but no Trinitarian will on that ac

count admit that it ought to be less an object of his be

lief. Were the faith or even the knowledge of man usu

ally conversant about objects which are not mysterious :

mysteriousness might with a better lace be objected against

the doctrine of the Trinity. But mystery envelopes almost

all the objects of both. We believe, nay we know, the ex

istence of one God; and are able to prove him self-exis

tent, omnipresent, omniscient, almighty, unchangeable, and

eternal. But no more absolute mysteries exist than in the

being, nature, and attributes, of God. The soul of man,
the body of man, a vegetable, an atom, are all subjects

filled with mysteries ;
and about them all a child may ask

questions, which no philosopher can answer. That God
therefore should in his existence involve many mysteries,

inexplicable by us, is so far from violating or stumbling a

rational faith, that it ought to be presumed. The contrary
doctrine would be still more mysterious, and far more
shock a rational mind.
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&quot; As to the doctrine of the Trinity,&quot; says a writer* of

distinguished abilities and eloquence, &quot;it is even more

amazing than that of the incarnation : yet, prodigious and

amazing as it is, such is the incomprehensible nature of

God, that I believe it will be extremely difficult to prove
from thence, that it cannot possibly be true. The point
seems to be above the reach of reason, and too wide for

the grasp of human understanding. However, I have of

ten observed, in thinking of the eternity and immensity of

God
;
of his remaining from eternity to the production of

the first creature, without a world to govern, or a single

being to manifest his goodness to
;
of the motives that de

termined him to call his creatures into being ; why they

operated when they did, and not before ; of his raising up
intelligent beings, whose wickedness and misery he fore

saw; of the state in which his relative attributes, justice,

bounty, and mercy, remained through an immense space
of duration, before he had produced any creatures to ex
ercise them towards

;
in thinking, I say, of these unfathom

able matters, and of his raising so many myriads of spi

rits, and such prodigious masses of matter out of nothing;
I am lost and astonished as much as in the contemplation
of the Trinity. There is but a small distance in the scale

of being between a mite and me : although that which is

food to me is a world to him, we mess notwithstanding on
the same cheese, breathe the same air, and are generated
much in the same manner

; yet how incomprehensible must

my nature and actions be to him ! He can take but a small

part of me with his eye at once
;
and it would be the work

of his life to make the tour of my arm ;
I can eat up his

world, immense as it seems to him, at a few meals : he,

poor reptile, cannot tell but there may be a thousand dis

tinct beings or persons, such as mites can conceive, in so

great a being. By this comparison I find myself vastly

capacious and comprehensive ; and begin tp swell still

bigger with pride and high thoughts ; but the moment I lift

up my mind to God, between whom and me there is an in

finite distance, then I myself become a mite, or something
infinitely less

;
I shrink almost into nothing. I can follow

* Skelton. Deism Revealed, Dial. 6.

L 2
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him but one or two steps in the lowest and plainest works,

till all becomes mystery and matter of amazement to me.

How then shall I comprehend myself? How shall I under

stand his nature, or account for his actions? In these

he plans for a boundless scheme of things, whereas I can

see but an inch before me. In that he contains what is

infinitely more inconceivable than all the wonders of his

creation put together ;
and I am plunged in astonishment

and blindness when I attempt to stretch my wretched inch

of line among the immensity of his nature. Were my body
so large that I could sweep all the fixed stars, visible from

this world in a clear night, and grasp them in the hollow

of my hand
;
and were my soul capacious in proportion to

so vast a body ;
I should, notwithstanding, be infinitely too

narrow-minded to conceive his wisdom when he forms a

fly: and how then should I think of conceiving of himself?

No, this is the highest of all impossibilities. His very
lowest work checks and represses my vain contemplations ;

and holds them down at an infinite distance from him.

When we think of God in ihis light, we can easily con

ceive it possible that there may be a trinity of persons in

his nature.&quot;

II. If is asserted by Unitarians, that the doctrine of the

Trinity is anti-scriptural.

It has undoubtedly been observed, that in this discourse

I have considered objections against the Deity of Christ,

and the Trinity, as being commensurate. The reason is,

that so far as my knowledge extends, those who deny one

of these doctrines, deny also the other. Although it is not

strictly true, therefore, that every objection against the Tri

nity must of course be an objection against the Deity of

Christ ; yet, as this is the ultimate aim of almost all such

objections actually made, I have not thought any distinc

tion concerning- them necessary in this discourse.

As this objection is designed to be extensive, and is ca-

p able of being indefinitely diversified ; it will not be pos
sible for me to take notice of all the forms in which it may
appear. It will be my intention, however, to dwell upon
those particular applications of it, on which the authors of

the objection seem to have laid the greatest stress.
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The general import ofthis objection is, that Christ is ex

hibited in the Scriptures as inferior to the Father. All the

alleged exhibitions of this nature may be advantageously

ranged under two heads :

Those made by himself; and,

Those made by the prophets and apostles.

An answer to the principal of these will, it is believed,

be an answer to the rest.

1st. Christ, as the Unitarians assert, exhibits himself as

inferior to the Father, and therefore declares, in unequivocal

language, that he is not truly God.

Particularly (1st), He declares that he is not omnipotent.
John v. 19, Then Jesus answered and said unto them,

Verily^ verily, I say unto you, the Son can do nothing ofhim

self. And again in the thirtieth verse, I can of mine own

self do nothing. And again, John viii. 28, Then said Jesus

unto them, When ye have lifted up the Son of man, then shall

ye know that I am he, and that I do nothing of myself;

but, as my Father hath taught me, I speak these things.

It will not, I presume, be pretended, that these words in

either of the passages are used in the strict and absolute

sense. That Christ would literally do nothing of himself
will not be asserted in the sense that he had no power at

all, and could not act to any purpose whatever. Whoever
Christ was, he doubtless possessed some degree of inhe

rent power, or power which was his own ; and by it could

do at least some such things as are done by men generally.
What then is intended ? Undoubtedly, either that Christ

could do nothing compared with what the Father can do ;

or that Christ could do nothing except what was directed by
the Father, according to the commission given to him by the

Father, to act in the mediatorial character.

That the latter is the true interpretation is, in my view,

unanswerably evident from the following considerations.

1st. The subject of a comparison between the power of
Christ and that of the Father is not even alluded to in any
preceding part of the chapter, either by himself or by the

Jews.

The only debate between Christ and the Jews, was con

cerning the rectitude or lawfulness of his conduct. As the

Jews were about to kill him for having acted unlawfully,
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both in healing a man on the sabbath day, and in saying, that

God was his Father; it is incredible (because it is imput

ing to him a gross absurdity), that Christ should here, in

stead of replying to the accusation of the Jews, and justify

ing his conduct as lawful, enter on a comparison between

his ability and that of the Father. This would have been a

total desertion of the important subject in controversy ;and

could not have been of the least use, either for the purpose
of justifying himself, or of repressing the violence of the

Jews. On the contrary, itwouldhave been the assumption of

a subject totally foreign; totally unconnected with the case

in hand; without any thing to lead to it; incapable of being
understood by those to whom it was addressed, and a spe
cies of conduct which, so far as I can see, would have been

irreconcilable with common sense.

2dly. This interpretation is refuted, sofar as the objection
is concerned, by the discourse, ofwhich it is a part.
The whole drift of this discourse is to shew the extent of

that authority which Christ possessed as the Mediator. In

displaying this authority, he also displays necessarily the

power which he possesses. In chap. v. 19, from which the

first of the objected declarations is taken, is this remarkable

assertion. WJiat things soever he, that is, the Father, doeth;

these, also, doeth the Son likewise. It is presumed, that not

even a Unitarian will imagine, that in a verse in which
this declaration is contained, Christ could intend, by any
phraseology whatever, to exhibit a limitation of his own

power.
With this complete refutation ofthe meaning now in ques

tion in our hands, it can scarce be necessary to observe,

that, in many subsequent parts of this discourse of Christ,

it is also overthrown in the same complete manner.

This interpretation being thus shewn to be false; the

other, the only remaining one, might be fairly assumed as

the true interpretation. At the same time, it may be easily
evinced to be the true one by other considerations.

1st. It is perfectly applicable to the case specified.

That the proposition containing it expresses what is true,

viz. that Christ, as the Mediator, could do nothing of him

self; that is, that while acting under a commission from his

Father, he could do nothing of his own authority, but must
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do all things by the authority, and agreeably to the com
mission, which he had received

; will, I suppose, be ad
mitted by every man. But this proposition is not more

clearly true, than it is applicable to the case in hand. If

Christ in those things, of which he was accused by the Jews,
acted by the authority, and agreeably to the commission,
which he had received from the Father

; then, plainly, that

which he did was right. Of course the objections and the

animosities of the Jews were without cause, and wholly re

prehensible. In this sense, the answer of Christ was per*

fectly pertinent, and the only valid answer which could be

given.

2dly. That this is the true meaning is evident from John
viii. 28 (the last of the passages quoted above); Then said

Jesus unto them. When ye have liftedup theSon of man, then

shall ye know that I am he, and that I do nothing of myself;
but as my Father hath taught me, I speak these things. In

this passage Christ informs the Jews, that after they had
lifted him up on the cross, they should know that he was
the MESSIAH ;

and that he did nothing of himself: not that

he did nothing by his own power ;
but nothing by his own

authority. The former having nothing to do with the sub

ject: the latter being perfectly applicable to it.

Therefore he adds, As my Father hath taught me, or, as

we say in modern English, according to the instructions

which I have received from my Father, / speak these things.

It will hardly be questioned, that Christ here speaks of his

authority only, and not at all of his power.

3dly . We find the same language, used in the same manner,
in various other passages of Scripture. In Gen. xix. 22,

Christ himself, acting in the same mediatorial character,

says to Lot, beseeching him to permit himself and his fa

mily to escape to Zoar
; Haste thee ; escape thither ; for I

cannot do any thing, tillthou be come thither. It will not be

pretended, that so far as his power only was concerned,
Christ could not as easily have begun the work ofdestroying
the cities of the plain, before Lot had escaped, as afterward.

But as it was a part of the divine determination to preserve
Lot and his family ;

so the authority of Christ did not in

this case extend to any thing, nor permit him to do any
thing, which involved the destruction of Lot.
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Num. xxii. 18, Balaam says, If Balak would give me his

house full of silver and gold, I cannot go beyond the word

of the Lord my God, to do less or more. This declaration

of Balaam, I consider as expressing fully and completely
the very thing, which, in the objected passages, Christ ex

pressed elliptically. And again, chap. xxiv. 12, 13, And
Balaam said unto Balak, Spake I not also to thy messengers,
which thou sentest unto me, saying, If Balak ivould give me
his housefull of silver and gold, I cannot go beyond the com
mandment of the Lord, to do either good or bad, of mine
own mind; but what the Lord saith, that will I speak ?

I shall only add to these observations the obvious, one
;

that persons, acting under a commission/ now use similar

language, in similar circumstances.

Should any one question, whether Christ acted under a
commission

; he himself has answered the question in his

intercessory prayers ;
John xvii. 4, I have glorified thee on

the earth ; I have finished the work which thou gavest me
to do.

From these observations, it is, if I am not deceived, clear,

that the declarations of Christ, here objected to, do not in

any sense refer to his power ;
but only to his authority as

Mediator
; and are therefore utterly irrelevant to the pur

pose for which they are alleged.

(2dly.) The Unitarians object, that Christ exhibits himself
as inferior to the Father in knowledge.
The passage quoted to prove this assertion, is, especially,

Mark iii. 31
;
But of that day, and that hour, knoweth no

man, no, not the angels ivhich are in heaven, neither the

Son, but the Father.

Here, it is said, Christ confesses himself to be ignorant
of the day and hour specified.

On this objection I observe,

1st. That the subject, of which Christ is here declared to

be ignorant, is a subject, which demanded no greater extent

of knowledge ; or rather, which demanded knowledge in a

less extent, than many subjects, disclosed by him, in the same

prophecy. The subject is the time of the destruction of Je

rusalem. In this very prophecy, as well as in various

others, he had uttered many things which appear to demand

as great a measure of prescience, as this can be supposed
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to have done. Such were, the arising of false Christs and

false prophets ;
the preaching of the gospel through the

world
;
the earthquakes, famines, and pestilences ;

the fear

ful sights, and great signs, which should precede the de

struction of Jerusalem ;
the hatred and treachery of parents

and others to his disciples, and the protraction of the ruin

ous state of Jerusalem until the times of the Gentiles should

be fulfilled. The foreknowledge of the particular period of

its destruction was, certainly, no very material addition to

the foreknowledge of these things ;
and would imply no very

material enlargement of the mind, by which they were fore

known. Several of the prophets, it is to be remembered,
were furnished with a foreknowledge of dates, not differing

from this in theirimportance : thus Isaiah foreknew the date

of the destruction of Ephraim ; Jeremiah, that of the Baby
lonish captivity ;

and Daniel, that of the death of Christ;

and no reason can be imagined, why the foreknowledge of

this particular date should be withholden from Christ, even

if we admit that he was a mere man ;
when so many other

things relating to the same event, of so much more impor

tance, were revealed to him.

There is therefore no small reason to believe, that the

Greek word oi$thas here the signification of yvw/QtSw, accord

ing to the comment of Dr. Macknight ;
and denotes, not to

know; but, to cause to know ; a signification which it some
times has, as he has sufficiently shewn; particularly in

1 Cor. ii. 2 ; For I determined to know nothing among you,
save Jesus Christ, and him crucified: that is, I determined TO
MAKE KNOWN nothing among you, &c. If this sense of the

word be admitted, the meaning of the passage will be, of
that day no one causeth men to know, but the Father : that

is, when in his providence he shall bring the event to pass.
In other words, The time of the destruction of Jerusalem

shall not be disclosed by prophecy; but shall be made
known only by the providence of God bringing it to pass.
I need not say that was literally the fact.

2dly. Christ himself informs us, that no one knows the Son
but the Father, and that no man knows the Father but the

Son, and he to whomsoever the Son shall reveal him.*

* Matt. xi. 27.
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In this declaration Christ asserts, that he possesses an

exclusive knowledge of the Father, in which no being what

ever shares with him: a knowledge totally distinct from

that which is required by revelation, and therefore imme
diate and underived.

He also declares, John v. 20, that the Father sheweth him

all things, that himself doeth ; that he searcheth the reins

and the heart, Rev. ii. 23 ;
and that he is ivith his disciples

alway to the end of the world, and therefore omnipresent,

Matt, xxviii. 20. Peter also says to him, John xxi. 17,

Lord, thou knowest all things : an ascription, which, if not

true, Christ could not have received without the grossest

impiety ;
and which he yet did receive, because he did not

reject nor reprove it.

But he, of whom these things are said, certainly foreknew

the time of the destruction of Jerusalem. If then the ob

jected text denotes, that Christ did not know that time, the

declaration cannot be true, except by being made concern

ing Christ considered in a totally-different character and

sense from those in which the same book teaches us that

he knows the Father, and knows all things. It is therefore

not a shift, nor fetch, nor evasion, in the Trinitarians to as

sert, that this passage, if thus understood, is spoken of

Christ in his human nature only, and not in the nature ex

hibited in the passages with which it has been compared.
On the contrary, it is a deduction from the Scriptures, irre

sistibly flowing from what they say ;
and the only means by

which they can be either consistent or true.

(3dly.) It is objected by the. Unitarians, that Christ has

denied himself to be originally and supremely good.
The passage chosen to support this objection, is the an

swer of Christ to the young ruler, Matt. xix. 17
; Wliy call-

est thou me good ? There is none good but one: that is, God.

Here Christ is supposed to disclaim original and supreme

goodness as belonging to himself; and to distinguish be*

tween his own goodness and that of God.
What the real reason was for which Christ gave this an

swer, I shall not here examine. If Christ is not God, then

he certainly would disclaim, and ought to disclaim, this

character. Ifhe is, then this assertion does not at all declare

that he is not possessed of this goodness. The decision of
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this question will therefore determine the? true application

of this answer.

It has heretofore been proved in these discourses, that

Christ was the person who proclaimed on mount Sinai his

own name to Moses. This name he declared to be, the

LORD, the LORD God, merciful and gracious, long-suffering,

slow to anger, abundant in goodness and truth. It will not

be contested, that the person who made this proclamation
was good in the original or absolute sense. Until this per

son is proved not to have been Christ, the objection founded

on this text is a mere begging of the question.

But it is farther to be remembered that Christ was also a

man. According to the doctrines of the Trinitarians, there

fore, as entirely as to that of their opposers, Christ used

this declaration in the very sense in which they allege it

with the most perfect propriety.

(4thly.) Christ, as the Unitarians allege, exhibits his in

feriority to the Father by praying to him.

How, if it be admitted, as Trinitarians universally admit,
that he was a man, could he with propriety do otherwise ?

He was placed under the same law, and required generally
to perform the same duties demanded of other men.

(5thly.) Christ declares himself to be inferior to the Father,
in express terms ; My Father is greater than I ; and, my
Father is greater than alt.

These declarations are perfectly consistent with the doc
trine of the Trinity, in two ways. First, as Christ was a
man ; secondly, as in the character ofMediator, he acted un
der a commissionfrom the Father. He who acts under a

commission from another, is, while thus acting, inferior to

him from whom he received the commission.

But it isfarther objected, that Christ is exhibited as inferior
to the Father by the prophets and apostles.

It will be unnecessary under this head to mention more
than a single instance. I shall select that instance, which
seems to be the favourite one among Unitarians. It is con
tained in the following words, taken from the twenty-fourth
and twenty-eighth verses of 1 Cor. xv. Then cometh the end,
when he shall have delivered up the kingdom to God, even the

Fathtr : and, When all things shall be subdued unto him, then
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shall the Son also himself be subject unto him that put all

things under him, that God may be all in all.

To comprehend the apostle s meaning in these declara

tions, it is necessary to remember that Christ, as sustaining

the office of Mediator, received from the Father a kingdom,

according to the Scriptures ;
and that when his mediatorial

office ceases, because the purposes of it are accomplished,
that kingdom, as we should naturally expect, is exhibited

in the Scriptures as ceasing also ; there being no end for

which it should be any longer retained. Christ will there

fore deliver it up to the Father, when, at the consummation of

all things, hepresents to him the church as a glorious church,

without spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing ; and makes

his final triumphant entry into the heavens.

Concerning the latter article, here objected ;
That the

Son shall then be subject to the Father, it can scarcely be

proper, that I should attempt to determine the exact import.

It is perfectly evident, however, that this must be true of

the human nature of Christ. It is also evident, that the act

of rendering up the kingdom, which he had received, is an

act of subjection to the Father
;
nor does the passage de

mand any other interpretation.

That these declarations do not intend what the objectors

allege we certainly know. For unto the Son the Father

saith (Heb. i, 8), Thy throne, O God! isfor ever and ever.

His dominion (says Daniel) is an everlasting dominion, which

shall not pass away ; and his kingdom that which shall not

be destroyed. He shall reign (said Gabriel to Mary) over

the house ofJacob for ever, and of his kingdom there shall be

no end. The throne of God and the Lamb is, as we are in

formed by St. John, the throne of eternal dominion in the

heavens
;
out of which proceeds the river ofthe water of life,

or the endless felicity and glory of all the happy inhabit

ants. To God and the Lamb also are equally addressed

those sublime ascriptions of praise, which constitute the pe
culiar and everlasting worship of saints and angels. In

this superior sense, therefore, the kingdom of Christ will

literally endure for ever.

It ought here to be added, that the same apostle who
here says, that the Father put all things under Christ, in

forms us in the same paragraph, that Christ himselfput all
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things under his feet: and elsewhere, that Christ is able to

subdue all things unto himself, and that he is head over all

things. Phil.
; Eph. i. How plain is it that he who is able

to subdue all things unto himself, is able to do any thing !

that he who puts all things under his ownfeet, does it by his

own agency ;
and that he who is now head over all things, is

of course qualified to be head over all things for ever !

SERMON XL.

DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

OBJECTIONS TO THE DOCTRINE OF UNITARIANS.

The Lord knoweth the thoughts of the wise, that they are

vain. 1 COR. in. 20.

IN the preceding discourse from these words, after obser

ving that the reasonings of mankind when employed in de

vising and establishing a scheme of theology, or attempting
to amend that which is taught by God, are vain ; I men
tioned, that in my own view, the Arians and Socinians,

were fairly included within this declaration of Scripture.
For this assertion I considered myself bound to give my
reasons, and proposed to do it under two heads.

I. Answers to their objections against the doctrine of the

Trinity ; and,

II. Objections to the doctrines which they hold concern

ing Christy and their conduct in the management of the

controversy. The former of these was the subject of the

preceding discourse; the first part of the latter shall fur

nish the materials of the present.

To the doctrines of the Unitarians, I make the following

objections :

I. The Arians hold that Christ is a superangelic being so

much greater than all other creatures, as to be styled a God;
and to perform the various divine offices ascribed to him in

the Scriptures by delegated power and authority.
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To my own mind this doctrine is utterly inconsistent

both with the Scriptures and reason.

The only argument which, so far as I know, is derived

directly from the Scriptures to support this opinion, is, that

angels are sometimes called Aleim, and that magistrates have

once this name given to them. That neither of these facts

will warrant the doctrine in question will, I trust, be evi

dent from the following reasons.

1st. Angels and magistrates are called by this name only
in the aggregate, gods ; no angel or magistrate being ever

called God. It is wellknown to my audience, that the same

name is also given to the idols of the heathen ; to animals,

vegetables, the souls of departed men, or demons; and to

all the other objects of heathen worship. The term gods
is here evidently used in a figurative sense : natural and

obvious, because the beings to whom it is applied, sus

tained, or were supposed to sustain, some attribute or cha

racter resembling those which belong to the true God.

Thus God says to Moses (Exod vii. 1), See, I have made
thee a god to Pharaoh : that is,

&quot;

J have given thqe au

thority over him, and armed thee with power to control and

punish him.&quot; In the same manner magistrates are called

lords and kings, because they rule with subordinate power
and authority.

But the term God, in the absolute, is never given to any
created being, unless Christ can be proved to be a creature:

a thing, which it is apprehended, cannot be done. To him,

however, it is applied in many instances without any quali

fication ;
or any notice whatever, that it is not applied in

the highest sense. At the same time, it is when applied to

him connected with other objects, attributable only to the

Deity. Thus in Rom ix. 5, when Christ is said by the app-
stle to be God, he is also said to be over all things, and

blessedfor ever. Thus when St. John informs us, that the

Word was God, lie informs us also, that the Word was in

the beginning, or eternal
;
was in the beginning with God, or

coeternal with God ;
and that all things were made by him,

or that he was the Creator of all things. The attribution

therefore ofthese things to Christ, when he is called God, viz.

that he exists from eternity, is coeternal with God, or the

Father
; and is the Creator and Ruler of all things ; marks
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in the most definite, as well as decisive, manner, the meanr

ing of the word God, when applied to him ; and proves thai

it is applied in the highest sense. Nothing parallel to this,

or distinctly resembling it, is found in any application of

.this term to any other being except God.

$dly. Christ ds called by all the other names of God,

-except one, viz. the Father.

& Jias been shewn in a former discourse, that Christ is

called the true God, the great God, the mighty God9 JEHO

VAH, &c. The application of these names to Christ is clear

evidence, that, when he is called God, this appellation is

given to him in the same sense in which it is given to the

Father ; to whom and the Holy Spirit, exclusively, these

other names are also given.

3dly. The attributes and actions universally of God are

ascribed to Christ. It is plain then, that the Scriptures,
which give this name to Christ, connect with it all the other

appellations, together with all the attributes and actions

which make up the scriptural character of God.
In all these respects, the application of the term gods to

-angels and magistrates differs totally, and I apprehend in

finitely, from that of GOD to Christ. The application of

the term gods to angels and magistrates, therefore, furnishes

not the least reason to believe, that Christ is called God
an the sense alleged, or that Christ is a delegated God.

Having removed the only scriptural argument on which
I suppose any serious reliance to be placed, as a proof ,that

-Christ is a delegated God ;
I proceed to observe, that this

scheme is utterly inconsistent with the things which are

said of him in the Scriptures. It is utterly inconsistent

with the ascription to .him of the names, attributes, and

.actions, which have beenjust now mentioned : particularly
it is .inconsistent with the declarations, that he made #H
things, and that he upholds all things by the word of Ins

.power. In the account given us by St. John and St. Paul
of the creation of all things by Christ, both apostles use

iphtaseolpgy, ^hicli, with an exactness scarcely paralleled,
denotes #n absolute universality. Ey him, says St. Paul,
were all things created that am in heaven and that are in

earth) visible and invisible, whether tliey be thrones, or do

minions, orprincipalities, or powers : all things wqre created
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by him andfor him. All things, says St. John, were made

by him ; and without him was not one thing made which

hath been made. If these two passages do not denote an

absolute universality, language cannot express it. Every

possible as well as actual thing is either visible or invisible.

Every actual thing, which is either visible or invisible, it is

here expressly said Christ created. Without him, it is ex

pressly said, was not one thing made which hath been made.

Unless therefore something has been created, that is neither

visible nor invisible ; unless there is something existing in

the creation, which has not been made; there is nothing
which was not created by Christ.

The interpretation of these passages by the Unitarians,

which makes them mean no more than, that Christ published
the gospel and constituted the church, is a violation of com
mon sense and common decency. Let us try the same
mode of construction with another passage, to which it

must be acknowledged to be equally applicable. In the

passage quoted from St. Paul, it is said, that Christ created

all things that are in heaven, and that are in earth. This

the Unitarians say, means no more, than that Christ pub
lished the gospel and constituted the church. In the first

verse in Genesis, it is said, In the beginning God created

the heavens and the earth. This I say, and upon their plan
of construction am certainly warranted to say it, means no
more than that in the beginning God published the gospel
and constituted the church. Ought not any man to be deeply
ashamed of the prejudice, and strongly to censure the con

fidence, which has led him to use such licentious freedom
with language in any case

; especially with words which

were taught not by mans wisdom, but by the Holy Ghost ?

Dr. Price and other Arians attempt to evade the force of

these and the like passages, by introducing a distinction be

tweenformation and creation. In this however they must
be acknowledged to be unhappy. The words, used by St.

John are c-ycvtro and ytyovcv; the proper English of which
is existed. Ttvopai, of which they are derivatives, signifies

also to be born, to spring up, to be brought into being, and
to be caused to exist. No word therefore more comprehen
sive or more appropriate to the object in view, can be
found either in the Greek, or, so far as I can see, in any
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other language. The word used by St. Paul is tKTiaOri, from

KTiZcj ;
the appropriate meaning of which, as you well know,

is to create. As therefore the act of creating all things in

the most absolute sense is, in the most express and une

quivocal language, ascribed to Christ by these apostles ;

by what authority, or with what decency, can it be denied

by any man ?

The work of creating all things Christ performed by his

command. All things also he upholds by the same word of
his power. If these acts and this manner of performing
them are not proofs of infinite power, such proofs have ne

ver existed. It is to be remarked, that the apostle asserts

directly, that Christ upholds all things by the word of his

ownpower, TM p^arl ri\q SUVCIJUEWC avTov. This act therefore

is not performed by delegated power ; and neither of these

acts could possibly be performed by any being, except one,

whose power is without limitation.

Among the numerous other things ascribed to Christ,

which are utterly inconsistent with the supposition of his

being a delegated GOD, I shall mention only two ; as the

mention of more would demand a longer time than can now
be devoted to this part of the subject. The first is, that

divine worship was rendered to him by inspired persons on

earth, and is also rendered to him in heaven. This, it is pre

sumed, has been proved beyond controversy. Stephen

prayed to him. Paul prayed to him : and the whole Christ

ian church was, at its commencement, distinguished by
the appellation of those who invoked the name of Christ in

prayer. The anthems of praise in the heavens, sung by
saints and angels, ascribe to him, both separately and jointly
with the Father, that peculiar glory and honour which are ex

pressive of the highest worship of the heavenly inhabitants.

But Christ himself says, quoting Deut. vi. 13,; x. 20, Thou
shalt worship the Lord thy GOD, and him only shalt thou

serve. No creature therefore can be lawfully worshipped :

but Christ is lawfully worshipped ;
for he is worshipped by

apostles, angels, and glorified saints.

The second and last thing of this nature is, that Christ is

immutable. Jesus Christ the same yesterday, to-day, and

for ever. If Christ were only the exalted creature&amp;gt; the su

per-angelic being, the delegated God, whom the Arians de-

VOL. II. M
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clare him to be, he would of all virtuous beings be the most

changeable ;
because with his superior faculties and advan

tages he would advance more rapidly in knowledge and

virtue, and in power also
;
for the increase of knowledge is

in itself the increase of power. Such a being cannot pos

sibly therefore be the Jesus Christ, who is the same yester

day, to-day, andfor ever. At the same time it is farther to

be remarked, that a wonderful instance of change is assert

ed of Christ, if he be this super -angelic being, in the Scrip

tures themselves. St. Luke declares, that when he was

twelve years old, he increased in wisdom and stature, and

in favour with GOD and man. According to the Arians,

this super-angelic being, the greatest of all created minds,

brought into existence antecedently to every other creature,

was united to the body of an infant, and born of the Virgin

Mary, and thus constituted the person named Jesus Christ

in the Scriptures. This infant differed so little from other

infants as to intelligence, that the first time he was regarded
as extraordinary, appears plainly to have been the time

when he conversed with the Jewish doctors in the temple;
as recorded in the second chapter of St. Luke. At this

time he was observed to increase in wisdom, so as to in

crease in favour with mankind. He also actually increased

in wisdom, and actually increased in favour with GOD. He
therefore changed, not only really, but obviously. If then

we admit that Christ was this super-angelic being, we must

also admit that he was not the Christ, who was the same

yesterday, to-day, and for ever. But we cannot admit

Christ to be this being. From infancy to twelve years of

age he had unceasingly changed also. What then was his

mind when he was born
;
or when he had arrived at one or

two years of age ? Doubtless, as much inferior to what it

was at twelve years of age, as other infants are to what

they become at the same period. But how evident is it,

that such an infantine mind could not be a super-angelic
mind. The change, it is to be remembered, is declared by
the evangelist to be real, and not merely apparent. And
it is presumed no Arian will admit that his infantine cha

racter was merely assumed and hypocritical. Arians will

undoubtedly agree, that he was then equally sincere, as

ever afterward. But a super-angelic mind must have lost
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all its peculiar powers and characteristics to have become
such a mind, as that of Christ in his infancy or his child

hood. Such a mind, originally formed with these sublime

faculties, existing in a singular proximity to JEHOVAH,
and expanded and exalted by his peculiar advantages for

improving in knowledge and virtue, throughout four thou

sand years, must have risen to so transcendent a height of

intellectual and moral attainments, as, ifit were not entirely

changed in its whole character, must have excited the at

tention, the amazement, and probably, if it had not forbid

den it, the worship of every spectator. At the same time,

such powers and attainments must have been so utterly in

comprehensible by mankind, that, however rapidly they
had increased, the change could never have been percepti
ble by such eyes as theirs. It is therefore certain, that if

the Christ born at Bethlehem was this super-angelic being,
he ceased to be super-angelic when united to the body
of an infant; and differed in no other respect from the

minds of other infants, except that he was perfectly holy,
and possessed a superior susceptibility of wisdom. In

other words, he was changed into a human being ; perfect
indeed as such

;
but still a human being ;

and shorn wholly
of his super-angelic greatness. If Arians will put these

things together, it is believed that themselves will acknow

ledge mysteries of an inexplicable kind to be contained! n

this part of their system.
Nor is this idea of a delegated God a whit more consist

ent with reason. Nothing is more repugnant to reason,
than that a finite being should have made the universe

;

should uphold it ; should possess it ; should govern it ;

should judge and reward its intelligent inhabitants ; should

forgive their sins
; should be the source of life

;
should

communicate endless life; and should be the ultimate end
for which they and all things else were created. Every
one of these things is not only utterly aside from the dic

tates of reason on this subject; a mystery utterly inexpli
cable

;
but is directly repugnant to common sense. No

thing is more strongly realized by reason, than that he who
built all things is very GOD ;

that he who made the uni

verse can alone uphold, possess, or govern it
;
or be the

ultimate end for which it was created ; or do all or any of

M 2
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the things just now recited. If this being be not GOD, in

the absolute sense, reason has no knowledge and no evi

dence that there is a GOD.

Accordingly, Dr, Priestley has, if I mistake not, observed,

and justly, that no doctrine is more preposterous, than the

doctrine that Christ created the world, and that yet he is

not God. Still the Scriptures assert in terms as compre
hensive, as precise, as appropriate, and as unambiguous,
as human language can furnish, that Christ created every
individual thing that hath been made. Yet in spite of this

language, chosen by God himself to express his views on

the subject, Dr. Priestley asserts, that Christ is not God.

The manner in which he satisfies himself concerning this

declaration will be examined hereafter.

IT. If these things are preposterously and irreconcilably

asserted, concerning a super-angelic being a delegated
God ; what shall we say concerning their compatability with

the Socinian doctrine, that Christ is a mere man ? If the

fact had not already taken place, would it not be absolutely

incredible, that any sober man living should believe such

assertions as these ? Let me, however, before I make them,
instead of the name of a man substitute that of Gabriel: a

being, in holiness, wisdom, and power, originally superior
to any man ;

and in a still higher degree superior by the im

provements made in them all through the four thousand

years which preceded the work of redemption. This I do

that the repetition of the name of a man may not shock the

ears of my audience, while I am making a simple and

perfectly-equitable statement, in that very form in which
it must be made by every conscientious man before he can

feel himself warranted to receive it. In the beginning was

Gabriel, and Gabriel was with God, and Gabriel was God.
The same was in the beginning with God. By him ivere all

things made; and without him ivas not one thing made
tvhich hath been made. And Gabriel became flesh, and
dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of
the only-begotten of the Father), full of grace and truth.*

For by Gabriel were all things created, that are in heaveny

* John i. 13. 14.
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and that are in earth, visible and invisible : alt things were

created by him, andfor him : and by him all things consist ;*

and he is head over all things unto his church.^- Of whom,
as concerning the flesh, Gabriel came, who is over all things,

God, blessedfor ever.% Gabriel, who, being in the form of

God, thought it no robbery to be equal with God ; but made

himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a

servant, and was made in the likeness of men : and being

found in fashion as a man, he became obedient unto death,

even the death of the cross. Wherefore God hath highly ex

alted him, and given him a name which is above every name :

that at the name of Gabriel every knee should bow, of things
in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the earth;

and that every tongue should confess that he is Lord, to the

glory of God the Father. Hearken unto me, O Jacob my
servant, and Israel whom I have called. I am he : I am the

first, and I am the last. Mine hand also hath laid thefounda
tion ofthe earth, andmy right hand hathspanned the heavens :

I call unto them, they stand up together. Come ye near unto

me, hear ye this. I have not spoken in secretfrom the begin

ning;from the time that it was, there lam : and now the Lord
Jehovah and his Spirit hath sent me.\\ God, who at sundry
times and in divers manners spake unto the fathers by the

prophets hath in these last days spoken unto us by Gabriel:

who being the brightness of his glory, and the express image
of his person, and upholding all things by the word of his

power.*& The throne of God and Gabriel.** And Gabriel

hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, King of

kings, and Lord of fords.ff Every creature which is in hea

ven, and in earth, and under the earth, and in the sea, heard

I saying, Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power, be

unto him that sitteth on the throne,and unto Gabriel,for ever

and ever.yf.

Is there a person present who is not shocked with these

declarations ? Would not the insertion of them in the sa-

* Col. i. 16, 17. + Eph.i. 22.

t Rom. ix. 5. Phil. ii. 61 1.

||
Isa. xlviii. 12, 13. 16. IT Heb. i. 1.3.

* Rev. xxii. 1. 3. tt Rev. xlx. 16.

Rev. v. 13.
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cred canon stumble irrecoverably every sober man, who

now believes it to be the word of God ? Is it possible for

the mind to ascribe the things declared in them to any be

ing less than infinite 1 Is not this favoured angel infinitely

too humble in his nature and station to claim or receive

them ? Who could bring himself to pray to Gabriql for the

forgiveness of his enemies, for the acceptance of his soul,

when expiring;* or for the removal of his distresses; or

for any thing ? Who could be baptized in his name ;f or

receive a blessing from him united with the Father and the

Holy] Ghost ?J But if these things are monstrous when

applied to Gabriel, one of the highest created intelligences,

how must they appear when applied to a man, one of the

lowest? How would they appear, for example, were we to

substitute the name of Moses, or the name of Paul, for that

of Gabriel? Is it not plain, that the incongruity would be

so excessive, as to appear to have been written not in seri

ous earnest, but in blasphemous sport ;
with a direct design

to entail impiety and contempt upon the book in which they
Were found ? and would they not, instead of being read

with sobriety and reverence, fill a light mind with ludicrous

emotions, and a serious mind with horror ? Yet such, so

far as I can see, is substantially the very alteration which
must be made, according to the Socinian doctrine concern

ing Christ. It is true that Socinians regard Christ as a

wiser and better man than Moses or Paul; but in no other

respect do they suppose him to differ from either.

III. I object to, the doctrine of the Unitarians, that it

has compelled them to renounce successively many other im

portant doctrines of the gospel beside that of the Trinity.

The Deity of Christ must be acknowledged by all men, if

it be real, to affect materially every thing which is said of

him in the Scriptures. The difference between his charac

ter, according to this scheme, and according to the scheme
which makes him a creature, is infinite. Every thing there

fore which is recorded of him, and consequently every view

which is formed of him, must be exceedingly diverse, in

* Acts vii. 59, 60. t Malt, xxviii. 19.

2 Cur. xiii. 14.
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the mind of a Trinitarian and the mind of a Unitarian.

In the view of a Trinitarian, he is JEHOVAH, the Alpha and

Omega, the first cause and the last end of all things. In

that of an Arian, he is a being infinitely different
;
a creature

somewhat higher than the angels, brought into being some
what before them : and in that of a Socinian still different

from this : a man, bora about eighteen hundred years since

in Judea
;
somewhat better than Moses, Isaiah, or Paul.

Now nothing is more evident, than that every thing be

longing to the first of these beings, his existence, actions,

and attributes, together with the relations which he sustains

to creatures, must be infinitely different from those which

belong to either of the others. Those who adopt one of

these opinions, naturally and necessarily fall into very dif

ferent systems of thought concerning Christ
; concerning

the station which he holds in the universe, and the part
which he acts in the work of redemption ;

and concerning

many highly-important doctrines of the Christian faith.

Accordingly, the whole scheme of Christianity adopted by
Trinitarians is widely different from those adopted by
Arians and Socinians. That this is true is well known to

all who are conversant with the schemes of doctrine em
braced severally by these classes of men

;
and is abun

dantly confessed and boasted by the Unitarians themselves.
Some very important doctrines, constituting and illustrat

ing this difference, I shall now mention. If the doctrines
of the Trinitarians are really contained in the Scriptures, if

they are clearly and abundantly declared, and if they are
accordant only with the divinity of Christ, then it will fol

low, by unavoidable consequence, that the Unitarians have
been compelled to renounce them, in consequence of having
renounced the divinity of Christ.

If, at the same time, the doctrines thus renounced are of
high importance to the Christian system, and those which
distinguish it from all philosophical systems of theology,
then it will appear, that the renunciation of these doctrines
is an error of dangerous influence, and deeply to be regret
ted; and as it grows necessarily out of the renunciation of
the divinity of Christ, that that is an error also of the same
unhappy nature.
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The first of these doctrines which I shall mention, is the

doctrine of human depravity.
This doctrine, it is believed, has been fully evinced in

these discourses to be a doctrine of the Scriptures. If it

has not, it must have arisen either from the weakness or the

inattention of the preacher; for no truth is more clearly de

clared in any book, than this doctrine in the Scriptures ;

and none is more amply supported by the evidence of fact.

In the Scriptures we are taught, in the most unequivocal

language, that all men have sinned, and come short of the

glory of God ; that all are concluded under sin ; that all are

by nature children ofivrath, being children of disobedience ;

that all are shapen in iniquity, and conceived in sin. These

declarations, to which the whole history of man gives the

fullest attestation, and to which there is not even one soli

tary contradiction in fact, certainly stand with the Unita

rians for nothing, or for nothing like what the words them
selves customarily mean. In their view, we are not by na

ture children of wrath, as not being children of disobedi

ence
;
we are not shapen in iniquity, nor conceived in sin

;

we are not concluded or shut up together under sin ; and

every imagination of our hearts, as they believe, is not evil

from our youth.

2dly. The impossibility of justification by our own righ
teousness is another of these doctrines.

To justify is to declare a being placed under a law to be

just or righteous; or, in other words, to have done that which

the law required. Mankind are placed as subjects under
the law of God. They have not done what the law re

quired ; and therefore cannot, with truth, be declared to

have done it; or, in other words, they cannot be justified.

Accordingly, St. Paul, after having proved at length that

all men, both Jews and Gentiles, are sinners, says, There

fore by deeds of law there shall no flesh be justified in his

sight. And again, If there had been a law which could have

given life, verily, righteousness should have come by law ;

but if righteousness come by law, then Christ died in vain.

But the Unitarians, in a vast multitude of instances (for it

is not true of them all), utterly deny this doctrine, and hold

that w,e are justified by our own repentance and obedience ;
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both of which they teach are accepted for their own sake.

GOD, therefore, is exhibited by them as justifying us in di

rect opposition to the express language of his law : Cursed

is every one that continueth not in all things written in the

book of the law to do them. He that doeth these things shall

live by them ; but the soul that sinneth shall die. In direct

contradiction to these declarations of GOD himself, they

hold, that the soul that sinneth shall not die
;
and that he is

not cursed who does not continue in all things written in

the law, to do them: while he who doeth not these things

shall yet, according to their scheme, live. Thus, although

GOD has declared, that heaven and earth shall pass away,
sooner than one jot or tittle of the law shallfail; their doc

trine teaches us, that the whole law, so far as its penalty is

concerned, shall fail, with respect to every person who re

pents. Not even an entire, unmingled repentance is de

manded; nor a pure, uncontaminated future obedience.

Both are professedly left imperfect. All the former sins

are imperfectly repented of; and all the future obedience is

mixed with sin. On the ground of this repentance and this

obedience, GOD is expected to justify man, still placed
under a legal dispensation.

3dly. Another doctrine of the same nature is the doctrine

of Christ s atonement.

The Unitarians, to whom I referred under the last head

as not holding the doctrines opposed to it, are those who
admit the doctrine of Christ s atonement. This I suppose
to be true of some of the Socinians, and some of the Ari-

ans. Some of the Socinians hold, that the fulness of the

Godhead dwells, and will through eternity dwell, in Christ,

bodily. What is supposed by them to be the proper im

port of this declaration I know not that they have ex

plained ;
and therefore may probably be unable to divine.

So far as I can conjecture their intention, I should believe,

with Dr. Price, that they really make Christ GOD
;
and

therefore may not unnaturally suppose, that he accom

plished an expiation for the sins of men. If this conjec
ture be just, they harmonize substantially with Praxeas,
because, as they deny a distinction of persons in the God
head, they must suppose the Father, by a mysterious union,
to have dwelt in the man Christ Jesus

; and, thus influ-
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encing and directing all his conduct, to have accomplished
through him an atonement for himself : a doctrine on ac

count of which Praxeas and his followers were called Pa-

tripassians; as believing, that the Father himself suffered.

Some of the Arians also have acknowledged that Christ

made atonement for the sins of men. In what manner this

was done, or can be done, by a creature, a subject of law

and government, all whose obedience is due to the utmost

extent of his powers and circumstances, and through every
moment of his existence for himself; for his own justifica

tion
;
I know not that they have attempted to explain. I

rather suppose, that though professed enemies to mystery,

they choose to leave this as a mystery which allows of no

investigation. How an atonement can be made by such a

being, and how it can be accepted by GOD, in accordance

with the doctrines taught in the Scriptures, I confess my
self unable to discern. Still it is but just to observe, that

an atonement is believed by a number of both Socinians

and Arians to have been made by Christ. Dr. Priestley,
and most if not all the modern Socinians, and many of the

Arians, though I am not able to say how many, utterly

deny, so far as my knowledge extends, any atonement at

all
;
and thus take away from the Christian system what the

great body of the church has in every age esteemed the ca

pital doctrine in the scheme of redemption, and from man
kind every rational hope of escape from future punishment.
The only encouraging declaration to sinners, exclusive of

those which are founded on it, which I can find in the gos

pel, is this ; that Christ has redeemed us from under the

curse of the law by being made a curse for us. Accord

ingly, this declaration, repeated in very numerous forms, is

every where insisted on in the gospel, as the commanding
theme, and as the only consolation to apostate men. If

the doctrine contained in this declaration be taken out of

the gospel, mankind are left wholly under the dominion of

law ; and must necessarily suffer its penalty.
In my own view, Dr. Priestley, and those who accord

with him in denying an atonement, are more consistent with

themselves, or with the other parts of their system, than

the rest of the Unitarians. He who denies the Deity of

Christ, appears to me to cut off the possibility of any vica-
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rious interference in the behalf of sinners. At the same

time, the atonement of Christ is so plainly, so frequently,

and so unequivocally, asserted in the Scriptures ;
and the

whole system of divine dispensations is made to depend

upon it so extensively and essentially ;
that to deny it ap

pears to me to be the same thing- as to deny the Scriptures
themselves. So necessary also, and so consolatory, is the

doctrine of an atonement for sin to such beings as we are,

as well as so abundantly asserted in the Scriptures, that I

can scarcely suppose any man willingly to deny it, unless

compelled by something entirely different from the Scrip
tures themselves, and from the nature of the doctrine. One
error infers another. The error of denying the Deity of

Christ has, I apprehend, compelled those who have adopt
ed it, to deny also, all the doctrines which have been here

mentioned
;
and particularly the atonement ; notwithstand

ing they were opposed in this denial by so many express
declarations of the sacred volume.

4thly. The doctrine of justification by faith in Christ is

also of the same nature.

As mankind cannot be justified by their own righteous

ness
;
it is absolutely necessary, if they are justified at all,

that they should be justified by the righteousness of ano

ther. Accordingly the Scriptures assert, in the most direct

and abundant manner, that we are justified by mere grace
or favour, on account of the righteousness of Christ,

through that faith in him, in the exercise of which we give

up ourselves to him, to be his here and for ever. As this

doctrine is not only asserted in very many instances, and

in the most express manner, but is also repeatedly proved
in form, especially in the Epistles to the Romans and the

Galatians
;

it would seem incredible, that it should be de

nied by any man who believed in divine revelation. Still

it is abundantly denied by Unitarians Nor do they only

deny the doctrine generally, but all the particulars also of

which it is made up. Beside rejecting the atonement of

Christ, and the justification supposed to be accomplished

by means of it, and the influence which faith is supposed
to have in securing such justification to us, they deny al

so the very nature of the faith to which this influence is

ascribed. The faith of the gospel is an affection of the
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heart, being no other than trust or confidence. With the

heart, says St. Paul, man believeth unto righteousness. In

direct opposition to this and many other passages of the

Scriptures, the Unitarians, generally at least, consider

faith as a mere assent of the understanding to probable evi

dence : the same which is called a speculative or historical

faith. By this opinion they strip faith of the moral nature

every where attributed to it in the gospel. Abraham be

lieved God, and it was counted to him for righteousness.

But surely no exercise of the understanding was ever

counted for righteousness to any man ;
or can possess any

moral nature whatever. Thou believest, that there is one

God, says St. James, thou dost well. The devils also be

lieve, and tremble. Certainly that affection of the mind, of

which devils are the subjects, cannot possess moral excel

lence. Without faith it is impossible to please God. But

surely the faith which pleases God, must be essentially

different from the faith of devils.

5thly. Another doctrine, of the same nature, is the rege
neration of the human soul, by the SPIRIT of GOD.
That without holiness or moral excellence no man shall

see the Lord, is, I think, the irresistible dictate of reason
;
as

well as the express declaration of the Scriptures : for it can

not be supposed that the infinitely-holy God can be pleased
with creatures who are wholly destitute of such excellence ;

and who, being wholly sinful, have nothing in them which
he can approve, or with which he can be pleased. That inus,

that is, in ourflesh, or original nature, dwelleth no good thing;
no holiness, no moral excellence, is, as you well know, a

declaration contained in the Scriptures. From these two

doctrines, thus declared, arises indispensably the necessity
of such a change in our character as will make us the sub

jects of holiness. This change is in the Scriptures termed

regeneration ; being born again ; being created anew ; be

coming new creatures ; being renewed ; and is expressed by
other similar phraseology, and declared to be indispensable
to our entrance into the divine kingdom. Except a man be

born again, said our Saviour to Nicodemus, he cannot see

the kingdom of God. The production of this change is in

the Scriptures ascribed, as his peculiar work, to the Spirit
of God. Except a man t says our Saviour, Except a man be
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born of water, and of the Spirit, lie cannot enter into the

kingdom of God: that is, except a man have his mind pu
rified by the Spirit of God, as the body is purified by water,

he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. Not by works

of righteousness, which ice have done, says St. Paul, but ac

cording to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regenera

tion, and renewing of the Holy Ghost. Accordingly those

persons who experience this change of character are said

to be born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the

will ofman, but of God ; that is, they derive this change of

character not from their parents, nor from their own efforts,

nor from the efforts of any man, but from God.
But this change the Unitarians deny, and the agency of

the Holy Spirit in effectuating it in the mind of man. Nay,
they deny the existence of the Holy Spirit as a person or

agent. As a substitute for regeneration they declare man
kind to become better in a gradual manner, by their own
will or efforts, and the efforts or will of their fellow-men, to

such a degree, that God will accept them. In this manner

they make the immense splendour of apparatus for our re

demption and sanctification, and all the magnificent exhibi

tions of Christ and the Holy Spirit, terminate in this
;
that

Christ came to declare divine truth to mankind, and to prove
it to be divine truth

;
and that men, assenting to it with the

understanding, change themselves by the ordinary efforts

of a sinful mind into such a character, as is denoted in the

Scriptures by being born again, and created anew. Such
it would seem was not, however, the opinion of St. Paul,
when he said, The natural man receiveth not the things of
the Spirit ; for they arefoolishness unto him ; neither can he

know them ; for they are spiritually discerned.

The present occasion will not permit me particularly to

follow this subject any farther. It will be sufficient to men
tion summarily several other doctrines which have been

denied by Dr. Priestley and his followers.

Our Saviour says, A spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye
see me have. Dr. Priestley, on the contrary, informs us,

that the human spirit is constituted only of organized mat

ter; that is, of flesh and bones. St. Paul tells us, that

when he is absent from the body, he shall be present with

the Lord. Dr. Priestley holds, that Paul was nothing but
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body ;
and therefore could not be absent from the body, un

less the body could be absent from itself. When the body
dies, the soul, according to Dr. Priestley, terminates both

its operations and its being until the resurrection, then to be

created again ;
and therefore is not, and cannot be, present

with the Lord, until after that period. The Scriptures as

sert the existence of angels, of various orders, both good
and evil

;
and delineate their characters, stations, actions,

and enjoyments. Dr. Priestley utterly denies, and even ri

dicules, the doctrine, that evil angels exist; and labours

very hard to disprove the existence of good angels. I do

not remember that he expressly denies it; and am not in

possession of the volume in which his opinions on this sub

ject are expressed, but he says all that is short of such an

explicit denial
;
and plainly indicates, that he does not be

lieve them to exist.

Beyond all this, he denies the plenary inspiration of the

apostles ;
and declares, that we are to acknowledge them

inspired only when they say they are inspired : and this, he

says, we are to do, because the apostles were honest men ;

and are to be believed in this, and all their other declara

tions. Dr, Priestley says expressly, that he does not con

sider the books of Scripture as inspired, but as authentic

records of the dispensations of God to mankind ;
with every

particular of which we cannot be too well acquainted. The
writers of the books of Scripture, he says, were men, and
therefore fallible. But all that we have to do with them is

in the character of historians and witnesses, of what they
heard and saw : like all other historians, they were liable to

mistakes. &quot; Neither
I,&quot; says he to Dr. Price,

&quot; nor I presume
yourself, believe implicitly every thing which is advanced by
any writer in the Old orNew Testament. I believe them,&quot; that

is, the writers,
&quot; to have been men, and therefore fallible.&quot;

And again,
&quot; that the books of Scripture were written by

particular divine inspiration is a thing to which the writers

themselves make no pretensions. It is a notion destitute of

all proof, and that has done great injury to the evidence of

Christianity.&quot; The reasonings of the divine writers, he de

clares, we are fully at liberty to judge of, as we are those

of other men. Accordingly, he asserts St. Paul in a parti
cular instance to have reasoned fallaciously; and main-
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tains that Christ was both fallible and peccable. Other Eng
lish Socinians unite with Dr.Priestley in these sentiments:

while Socinians of other nations proceed so far, as to treat

the writers themselves, and their books, with marked con

tempt. In these several things there is plainly an utter de

nial, that the Scriptures are a revelation from God. To all

these opinions Dr. Priestley was once directly opposed : for

he was once a Trinitarian, and a Calvinist. The inference

seems therefore to be necessary, that he was led to them all

by his denial of the Deity of Christ. A similar transforma

tion appears to have been undergone by many other Soci

nians ;
and something very like it by no small number of

Arians. The observation of Mr. Wilberforce, therefore,

seems to be but too well founded, when he says,
&quot; In the

course which we lately traced from nominal orthodoxy to

absolute infidelity, Unitarianism is indeed a sort of half-wr

ay

house, if the expression may be pardoned ; a stage on the

journey, where sometimes a person indeed finally stops ;

but where, not unfrequently, he only pauses for a while ;

and then pursues his progress.&quot;

IV. The last objection which I shall make at the present
time against the doctrine of the Unitarians, is its immoral

influence.

Mr. Belsham says,
* Rational Christians are often repre

sented as indifferent to practical religion.&quot; Dr. Priestley

says,
&quot; A great number of the Unitarians, of the present

age, are only men of good sense, and without much prac
tical religion : and there is a greater apparent conformity
to the world in them, than is observable in others.&quot; He
also says, that he hopes they have more of a real principle
of religion than they seem to have. He farther allows, that

Unitarians are peculiarly wanting in zeal for religion.

At the same time, Dr. Priestley acknowledges, that Cal-

vinists have less apparent conformity to the world
; and

that they seem to have more of a real principle of religion

than Socinians. He also acknowledges, that those who
from a principle of religion, ascribe more to God, and less

to man, than other persons, are men of the greatest elevation

of piety. Wilberforce declares it to be an unquestionable

fact, that Unitarians are not, in general, distinguished for
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superior purity of life
;
and that Unitarianism seems to be

resorted to by those who seek a refuge from the strictness

of the practical precepts contained in the Bible.

That these representations are just, I consider as com

pletely proved by Dr. Fuller in his letters
; and no less

completely the immoral tendency of the Socinian system.
It is also a well-known truth, that Unitarian churches are

in general moderately frequented on the sabbath; that the

sermons of their preachers are generally cold
; especially

on the peculiar duties of religion ;
that they have never

formed, nor united with others in forming, missions for the

propagation of the gospel among the Heathens and Moham
medans

;
nor distinguished themselves by any discernible

earnestness in the cause of practical Christianity. On the

contrary, their own declarations, too numerous to be here

recited, teach us abundantly, that in the view of a great part
of them, almost all the seriousness, fervour, and self-denial,

that deep sense of sin, and that prayerful, watchful, and

strenuous opposition to temptation, which their opponents
esteem indispensable to salvation, are mere enthusiasm,

superstition, or melancholy. Christianity with them seems

to be an easy, pleasant kind of religion ; unincumbered by
any peculiar restraints ; admitting without difficulty of what
are usually called the pleasures and amusements of the

world ;
and only confining them within the bounds of deli

cacy and politeness. Can this, let me ask, be taking up
the cross, denying ourselves, and following after Christ?
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SERMON XLI.

DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

OBJECTIONS TO THE MODE IN WHICH THE UNITARIANS
CONDUCT THE CONTROVERSY.

The Lord knoweth the thoughts of the wise, that they
are vain. 1 COR. in. 20.

IN my last discourse I proposed several objections against
the doctrine ofthe Unitarians. I shall now allege some ob

jections against their conduct in the management of the con

troversy.

Before I proceed to the execution of this design, I shall

premise the following general doctrines concerning the

Scriptures.

That the Old and New Testament were revealed to the

several writers of them by the Spirit ofGod.

That, although the several writers were left to use their

own characteristical style or manner of writing, yet they
have always written such words as the Holy Ghost taught,
and not such as are taught by the wisdom ofman.

That these Scriptures contain all things pertaining to life

and to godliness.

That they were written for the use of mankind ;
the

learned and unlearned alike : and therefore, were written in

the usual language of men, with the usual signification of

that language ;
as being that only which such men can un

derstand.

That therefore, they express true ideas of God, of Christ,

of human nature, of human duty, and of the way of salva

tion, in such a manner, that unlearned men, as are ninety-nine
hundredths of those for whom they were written, can, and,
if sincerely disposed, will, understand them, so far as is ne

cessary to enable them to perform their duty, and obtain

their salvation.

VOL. II. N
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Every one of these doctrines I believe not only to be

strictly true, but capable of the most satisfactory proof;

and proof, of which I feel myself satisfactorily possessed.

Occasional remarks I shall make on this subject in the pre

sent discourse ;
but a fuller discussion of it must be left to

a future time. I have mentioned these doctrines here, be

cause they are in my view just, important, and necessary,

to enable those who hear me to understand the real import

of the following observations.

1st. The Unitarians, to a great extent, have interpreted

the Scriptures according to preconceived opinions of their

own, and not according to the obvious meaning of the pas

sages themselves.

That I may not be thought to charge this upon the Uni

tarians without ground, I will recite some of the opinions
which they themselveshave expressed concerning the Scrip
tures. You may remember, that in my last discourse I

mentioned, that Dr. Priestley pronounces Christ to be fal

lible
;
the Scriptures not to be written by particular inspi

ration ;
and the writers to make no pretensions to such in

spiration. The contrary notion also he asserts to be des

titute of all proofs, and to have done great injury to the evi

dence of Christianity. He declares the writers of the New
Testament to have improperly quoted some texts from the

Old, and to have been sometimes misled by Jewish preju
dices. Another Unitarian writer says,

&quot;

It is not the nature

and design of the Scriptures to decide upon speculative,
controverted questions, even in religion and morality ;

not

to solve the doubts, but rather to make us obey the dictates

of our consciences.&quot; Mr. Belsham says,
&quot; The Be*eans

are commended for not taking the word even of an apostle ;&quot;

and pleads this as an example for us. Steinbart, a foreign

Unitarian, speaking of the narrations in the New Testa

ment, says, &quot;These narrations, true or false, are only suited

to ignorant, uncultivated minds.&quot; Semler, another, says,
that &quot; Peter speaks according to the conception of the

Jews, when he says, Prophecy came not in old time by
the will of man ; but holy men of God spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost

;&quot;
and adds, that &quot;

the prophets
may have delivered the offspring of their own brains as di-
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vine revelation.&quot; Concerning the reasoning of the apo
stles, Dr. Priestley says,

&quot; We are to judge of it as of

that of other men, by a due consideration of the proposi
tions they advance, and the arguments they allege/ That

men who entertain such views concerning the Scriptures,
will not, and according to their own opinions ought not, to

receive the declarations of the Scriptures in any other man
ner than that in which they receive the declarations con

tained in every other book, is obvious to the least consider

ation. If the Scriptures were not written, and the writers do

not pretend that they wrote, by particular divine inspira
tion

;
then they certainly stand on the same footing with all

other books
;
and the writers are undoubtedly to be regard

ed, as Dr. Priestley says, merely in the character of his

torians and witnesses.

If Christ and the apostles were fallible men, and St. Paul

has actually reasoned fallaciously, then undoubtedly thoir

reasonings, and all their doctrines, are to be examined in the

same manner as those of other men. If the Scriptures were

not designed to settle speculative opinions or doctrines,

even in morality and religion ;
then it is plain, that they must

be settled, if settled at all, by some other tribunal, and there

is no other tribunal but our own reason. If the doubts ofcon

science were not intended to be solved by the Scriptures,

then certainly the mind must solve them, so far as it can, for

itself. These gentlemen have therefore prescribed a rule for

themselves, which every man may certainly know before

hand, even without reading their works, they could not fail

to follow : forno man ever believed the Scriptures not to be an

infallible rule of direction in these things, who did not also

make his own reason his directory ; unless he indeed im

plicitly submitted to the dictates of his fellow-men. In

truth it would be difficult to find a man, who does not dis

tinctly perceive, that there is no other directory.

Accordingly, every reader of Unitarian books must have

observed, that the writers evidently refer the interpretation
of the Scriptures to their own preconceived opinions, or

the previous decisions of their own reason. That is, they
form their system of theology, and then make use of the

Scriptures to support or countenance it. Wherever they
find passages, whose obvious meaning will countenance

w 2
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their own opinions, they make the most of them by admit

ting this meaning. Wherever the obvious meaning, that

is, the meaning derived from the language, according to

customary use, or according to the tenor of the discourse

of which it is a part, will riot countenance their opinions,

they contrive for it some other meaning, which will better

suit those opinions.
That the Unitarians have actually conducted in this man

ner, can be made abundantly evident by an appeal to their

writings. One strong proof of this conduct is found in the

Arian notion, that Christ is a delegated God. The present

occasion will permit me to exhibit but one, out of several

modes, in which the truth of this declaration may be evin

ced. Christ is undeniably many times asserted in the Scrip
tures to be God. These assertions are as unqualified and

absolute as those in which the Father is declared to be

GOD. They are also accompanied with a great variety of

declarations, in which are ascribed to him, without any

qualification, all the attributes, actions, and relations, attri

butable to GOD, exclusively of those which belong to the

Father as such
;
and are also followed by the very same

worship unconditionally required and actually rendered to

him by inspired men, and by the host of heaven. Now
from all these assertions I will withdraw the name of Christ,

and substitute that of the Father. Let me ask, Would any
of the Arians have ever thought of denying, that the name

GOD, in any one of these passages, did not mean the true

and real GOD, but only a God by delegation? To this

question there can be no answer but a negative. Whence
then do they refuse to acknowledge the same passages to

mean the same thing as they now stand ? Plainly for this

undeniable reason, that they have beforehand determined
that God is not, and cannot be, tri-personal, or triune. In
this determination however they are unhappy, as being un

warranted, not only by the Scriptures, but also by that very
reason to which they make so confident an appeal : for

nothing is more opposed to both than that a finite, de

pendant being can have these things ascribed to him with
truth.

On the same grounds do the Socinians declare Christ to

be a mere man; not because he is not abundantly declared
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to be God in the Scriptures ; but because they predeter

mine by their reason, that a person cannot exist by the

union of GOD with man; and that God cannot be triune.

Let any man read their comments on the Scriptures rela

tive to Christ
;
and he will see this to be abundantly shewn

by the nature of the comments, and the words in which they

are uttered.

I have observed, that the Arians are unhappy in choosing
this position as the basis of their distinguishing doctrine ;

because it is unwarranted either by reason or revelation.

Both they and the Socinians are unhappy on other ac

counts. They know not, and cannot know, by any dictates

of reason, that God is not triune. The nature and manner

of his existence, so far as this subject is concerned, lie

wholly beyond their reach, and beyond that of all other men.

We cannot even begin to form ideas concerning them. It

is therefore idle and fruitless to form propositions about

them; still more idle to reason and conclude; and still

more idle to make such conclusions the basis of our faith

in a case of such magnitude. All that we know, or can

know, is just that, and that only, which God has been

pleased immediately to reveal.

The same observations are, with the same force, appli

cable to the doctrine of the union of the^ divine and human
nature in the person of Christ. Of this subject we literally

know nothing beside what is revealed.

That a mere man also can have these names, attributes,

actions, and relations, and this worship, ascribed to him,

with truth, is not only unaccordant with reason, but com
mon sobriety or decency. A few more instances of this

nature; which, because 1 have not the means of multi

plying examples, nor time for such a purpose; I shall

select wholly from Dr. Priestley s Notes on the Books of

Scripture.
In his Notes on the first chapter of John, Dr. Priestley in

forms us, that the word Aoyoc, which, you know, is translated

the Word, is nothing more than the power of God, by which

all things were made ; and therefore, he says, it was no dis

tinct, inferior principle, but God himself. On this explana
tion I shall make but one general remark; viz. that this is

the only known instance, in which an attribute of God, ei-
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ther in sacred or profane writings, has been asserted to be

God. If St. John therefore had this meaning, he has used

language to express it, which was probably never used by
any other human being.* Having premised this remark, I

shall proceed to examine the soundness of the explanation,

by the most unobjectionable of all methods
;

viz. the substi

tution of the explanationfor the thing explained ; power and

God, for the Word, or Aoyo^, as being the two things which

the term Aoyog, is, successively, declared to denote. This

experiment, to which no Socinian can object, shall be first

made with power. In the beginning was the power of God,
and this power was with God, and this power was God.

The same was in the beginning with GOD. All things were

made by it, and without it was not any thing made that was
made. In it was life, and the life was the light ofmen. And
the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness comprehended
it not. It was in the world, and the world was made by ity

and the world knew it not. It came unto its own, and its

own received it not. But as many as received it, to them

gave it power to become the sons of God; even to them that

believe on its name. And the power was made flesh, and
dwelt among us (and we beheld its glory, the glory as of the

only-begotten ofthe FATHER), full ofgrace and truth. John
bare witness of it, and cried, saying, This was it of which I

spake: it that cometh after me is preferred before me, for it

was before me. And of itsfulness have we all received, and

gracefor grace. For the law was given by Moses, but grace
and truth came by Jesus Christ.

Dr. Priestley says, the power was God ; St. John says,
itwas made flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth.

According to his comment, therefore, God became flesh, and
dwelt among us. According to his comment, also, this

power was Christ
;
for he says it dwelt among us, full of

grace and truth : but St. John immediately subjoins, grace
and truth came (that is, into this world) by Jesus Christ.

Therefore Jesus Christ is God.
This passage, formed in the very manner prescribed by

Dr. Priestley himself in his explanation, certainly can need
no comment from me. I shall only say, that if there is a

Socinian in the world who can make the parts of it taken
*

1 John iv. l(j, to bo hereafter explained.
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together mean any intelligible thing, I think I may safely

yield him the point in controversy.
Let us now make the trial with the other term, God. In

the beginning was God, and God was with God, and God
was God. Two verses more will suffice. And God was

made flesh, and dwelt among us, and we beheld his glory (the

glory as of the only-begotten of the Father), full of grace
and truth. No one hath seen God at any time, but the only-

begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath de

clared him.

Once more, let us try the same experiment with the su

per-angelic being of the Arians. In the beginning was a su

per-angelic creature, named (he Word, and this super-an

gelic creature was with God, and this super-angelic creature

was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All

things were made by this super-angelic creature, and without

him ivas not any thing made that was made. I presume, I

need proceed no farther. That interpretation of a passage
can need nothing added to it, which makes God himself say,

that a creature was in the beginning with God, and was God;
and that, although he was himself created, or made ; yet he

made every thing that was made ; and of course made him

self. I had designed to subjoin two or three more speci
mens ; but the time will not permit me to recite them. That

which I have recited will serve to shew to what lengths the

interpretation of the Scriptures, according to our precon
ceived opinions, will lead men of superior learning and abi

lities. At the reading of this only, how can we avoid ex

claiming, Who is this, that darkeneth counsel by words with

out knowledge ?

On this plan of interpretation at large i ask, Can it, in

any respect, consist with what the Scriptures say of them

selves? The prophet Isaiah (chap. viii. 29) says, To the

law, and to the testimony : if they speak not according to this

word, it is because there is no light in them.

All Scripture, says St. Paul, & given by inspiration of

God; and is profitablefor doctrine, for reproof,for correc

tion, and for instruction in righteousness ; that the man of
God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto every good
work. No prophecy, says St. Peter, is ofprivate interpre

tation : for never at any time was prophecy brought by the
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will ofman ; but the holy men of God spake, being moved by
the Holy Ghost.* We, says St. Paul, speaking of himself

and his fellow-apostles, have the mind of Christ. And again,

For God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness,

hath slimed in our heart, to give us the light of the knowledge

of the glory of God in theface of Jesus Christ. And again,

/ certify you, brethren, that the gospel, ivhich was preached

of me, was not after man ; for I neither received it of man,
neither was I taught it, but by the revelation of Jesus Christ.

In perfect harmony with these and the like declarations,

Moses, the first of the inspired writers, says, Ye shall not

add unto the word which I command you ; neither shall ye
diminish aughtfrom it. St. John, the last of them, says at

the close of his writings, For I testify unto every man that

heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, if any man
shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the

plagues that are written in this book. And if any man shall

take away from the words of this prophecy, God shall take

away his part out of the book of life. From these passages
it is evident, that the character which the Scriptures attri

bute to themselves is altogether opposite to that which has

been mentioned in the former part of this discourse, as given
to them by Unitarian writers : that they are in fact revealed

by God, by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost : that no man,

therefore, can add to them, or diminish aught from them,

without exposing himself to the plagues which they de

nounce, and to the loss of his part in the book of life. If
ive speak not according to them it is declared that there is no

light in us. In our interpretations of them we are directed

in the most solemn manner to receive the things which they
declare. Let God be true, says the apostle, but every man
a liar. See, says Agur, that thou add not to his words, lest

h& reprove thee, and thou be found a liar. If we, says St.

Paul, or an angelfrom heaven, preach any other gospel than

that which we have preached, let him be accursed. Who,
with these solemn commands and awful denunciations be

fore him, can think for a moment of rejecting the obvious

meaning of the Scriptures, and substituting a meaning not

contained in the words, but contrived by himself?

*Mackuight.
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Nor are these gentlemen less unfortunate in another im

portant particular. The Scriptures were written for man
kind at large. Of these, ninety-nine hundredths, to say the

least, are plain, uninformed men, incapable of understand

ing language in any other manner than the known customary
one. If then the obvious meaning is not the true one, they

are absolutely unable ever to find the true one, and so far

the Scriptures were written in vain. But it cannot be sup

posed, that God would do any thing in vain
;
and still less,

that he would disregard the salvation and the souls of ninety-

nine hundredths of his creatures, when publishing his word;
and cause it to be so written, that this great number could

not, if ever so sincerely disposed, possibly find out its mean

ing, nor of course the way to eternal life : while, at the same

time, he made provision for the remaining owe-hundredth.

It will not, I suppose, be pretended, that the soul of a

learned man is of more value in the sight of God than that

of an unlearned man. But if the meaning of the Scriptures

is to be discovered, not by the words, but by a contrived

accordance with preconceived philosophical opinions, no

unlearned man can find out this meaning at all.

But the Scriptures themselves have decided this point.

In Prov. viii. 8, 9, Christ says, All the words of my mouth

are in righteousness ; there is nothingfroward or perverse in

them. They are all plain to him that understandeth (that

is, to him that hath understanding ; or, in other.words, to

him that departeth from evil); and right to them that find

knowledge. In John vii. 16, 17, the same glorious person

says, My doctrine (that is, the scheme of doctrine which I

teach) is not mine, but his that sent me. If any man willdo

his will, he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God.
Now it will not be pretended, that plain men do not depart
from evil, as truly and as often in proportion to their num
ber as learned men. Of course, it must be confessed, that

plain men find a plain meaning in the words of Christ, or of

the Scriptures. It will be acknowledged, that unlearned

men, in many instances at least, do the will of God; and

therefore, unless Christ has erred in this point, know of his

doctrine, whether it is of God.
One more passage will be amply sufficient to cut off even

cavilling on this point. The prophet Isaiah, chap. xxxv. 8,
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says, A highway shall be there, and it shall be called the

way of holiness ; and the wayfaring men, though fools, shall

not err therein. It will hardly be necessary to observe, that

this highway, this way of holiness, is no other than the gos

pel. But it is evidently impossible, that plain men should

ever find the meaning, attached by Unitarians to the nume
rous passages, which speak of Christ as God. No such

man would ever mistrust, that a super-angelic creature was
called Wonderful, Counsellor, the mighty God, the Father

of the everlasting age, the Prince of peace: that of the in-

crease of his government and peace there should be no end:

Isa. ix. 6, that his goingsforth werefrom of old, from ever

lasting : or, as in the original, from the days of eternity : or

that this creature was in the beginning with God, and was
God. That all things were made by him, and that without

him was not any thing made that was made. Or that he was
over all things, God, blessed for evermore. No such man
would ever have thought of reading, In the beginning ivas

divine power, and this power was with God, and this power
ivas God. That it was in the world,- that the world was
made by it ; and the world knew it not. That as many as

received it, to them gave itpower to become the sons of God,
even to them that believe on its name. That this power be

came flesh, and dwelt among us (and we beheld its glory, the

glory as of the only-begotten of the Father), full of grace
and truth. John bare witness of it, and cried, saying, This

was it of which I spake. It that cometh after me ispreferred

before me, for it was before me. No plain man would ever

have thought of reading, In the beginning was God, and God
was with God, and God was God.
Should it be said, in opposition to the observations which

I have made concerning the intelligibleness of the Scrip

tures, that my antagonists will grant that the Scriptures are

thus plain in points of essential importance to our duty and

salvation, but need not be supposed to be so in mere spe
culative opinions ;

I answer, that no doctrine is ofmore im

portance, whether speculative or practical, than that which

teaches the character of Christ, except that which teaches the

existence and perfections of God. If Christ be a creature,
all the worship and all other regard, rendered to him as the

Creator, is unquestionably mere idolatry : the sin, which of
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all sins is the most strongly threatened and reproved in the

Scriptures. If Christ is God, then a denial that he is God
is all that is meant by impiety. It is a denial of his primary
and essential character; of the attributes which in this

character belong to him ;
of the relations which he sustains

to the universe, and will for ever sustain
;
of the actions

which he has performed, and will perform throughout eter

nity ;
and of the essential glory which he had with the Fa

ther before ever the world was. Man is a being made up
of an animal body and a rational mind. Should I deny that

a particular person possessed a rational mind, would it not

be justly said that I denied him to be a man, and refused

to acknowledge his primary and most essential character?

If Christ is God-man, and I deny him to be God, do I not,

at least as entirely, deny his primary and most essential

character ? In other words, do I not plainly deny the Lord
that bought me? It is evidently impossible for him who
makes this denial to render to Christ those regards, that

confidence, love, reverence, and obedience, which a man
who believed Christ to be God would feel himself indis

pensably bound to render. Indeed, were it possible, he

would necessarily, and in the very act of rendering them,

condemn himself as guilty of idolatry. On the other hand,

he who believes Christ to be God cannot refuse to render

them without condemning himself as guilty, and without

being actually guilty, of the plainest and grossest impiety ;

because he withholds from the true GOD the homage and

obedience due to his character. The Unitarians censure

the system of the Trinitarians as being idolatrous, and them

as being idolaters. If the Unitarian scheme is true the cen

sure is just. We, on the other hand, and with equal justice,

if our scheme is true, declare them to be guilty of direct

and gross impiety; because they worship not the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Ghost ; the JEHOVAH of the Scrip

tures; the JEHOVAH ALEIM, who w one JEHOVAH; but

another and very different God.
The admission of the Deity of Christ, therefore, if he be

really GOD, is a fundamental doctrine of Christianity, mis

takes about which are altogether dangerous and dreadful.

This is plainly felt to be the case by the plain people, even

among the Socinians. For Mrs. Barbauld informs us, that
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although the errors of the Trinitarians
&quot; are losing ground

among thinking people, yet there is in that class (among the

Socinians) who are called serious Christians, a sort of

leaning towards them
;
an idea that they are, if not true, at

least good to be believed
;
and that a salutary error is better

than a dangerous truth.&quot;

Can it then be believed, that God can have directed the

Scriptures to be so written, that the true meaning of them

in a case of this fundamental importance, a case in which

mankind are in so imminent danger of becoming either im

pious or idolatrous, is so obscure as to make plain men

utterly unable to find it out, however honestly disposed ;

and that the great body of religious men should, in all ages
of the church, have totally and infinitely mistaken their

real intention? Can that mode of interpretation, which

leads of course to this conclusion, be the true one ?

II. The Unitarians reject the doctrine that Christ is GOD,
and the obvious meaning of all those passages which teach

it, because the doctrine is mysterious.

This I object to as a totally-irrational ground of such re

jection. There are two reasons which will effectually prove
this irrationality.

1st. All mankind readily admit, and, if they believe any

thing, must every moment admit, mysteries as the objects of
theirfaith. This world is made up of atoms. What are

they ? Dr. Priestley informs us that they are centres of at

traction and repulsion. This definition, translated out of

Latin-English into Saxon-English, is, that atoms are centres

of drawing to and driving from : a definition, which, I bq-

lieve, it would puzzle Dr. Priestley himself to unriddle,

and at least as applicable to points of space as to atoms.

They are also defined to be solid extended somethings. What
is the something thus solid and extended? Here our in

quiries are stopped, and an atom is found to be an absolute

mystery. The world is made up of atoms. What binds

them together, so as to constitute a world ? Attraction, it

is answered. What is attraction? To this there is no
answer. The world, then, on which we tread, in which
we live, and about which we think we have extensive

knowledge, is wholly formed out of particles, absolutely
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mysterious, bound together by a power equally myste
rious.

These atoms constitute vegetables. What is a vegetable ?

&quot; An organized body,&quot;
it is answered,

&quot; the subject of ve

getable life.&quot; What is vegetable life ? To this question
there is no satisfactory answer. In the same manner are

we conducted to a speedy end in all our inquiries concern

ing the mineral, vegetable, and rational worlds.

Mystery meets us at every step, and lies at the bottom

of the whole. The power by which this discourse was

thought, or written, or spoken, defies all human investi

gation.

If mysteries, then, are found every where in the works of

God, can it be supposed that they are not found in the cha

racter and being of the same God ? There is nothing more

mysterious, more absolutely inexplicable, in the doctrine

of the Trinity, than in the power by which, and the manner
in which, mind acts upon matter.

2dly. The Unitarians themselves, though professedly re

jecting mysteries, admit them into their creed without num
ber. That a creature created all things, upholds all things,

possesses all things, rules all things, and is the final cause

of their existence
;
that a creature should be the same yes

terday, to-day, and for ever ; that he should be the final

Judge and Rewarder of the just and the unjust; that he

should sit on the throne of the heavens, and receive the

prayers of inspired men in this world, and the everlasting

praises of the heavenly host in the world to come
;
or that

God, if these things are not so, should have caused or per
mitted them to be written in his word, are, to say the least,

mysteries as entire, and as inexplicable, as any which have
ever entered the thoughts of man. It ill becomes those who
admit these things, therefore, to reject any thing merely on
account of its being mysterious.

III. The Unitarians take an unwarrantable licence with

the language of the Scriptures.

I know not that I can express my own views of this sub

ject, within the same compass, better than in the following
words of a respectable writer, which are a part of some ob

servations concerning Dr. Priestley s Notes on the Scrip-
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tures. &quot;

It is a leading and determined purpose of Dr.

Priestley s Notes to serve the cause of what is arrogantly
termed Unitarianism

;
and he has certainly kept this pur

pose in view. To say the least, he is a zealous and reso

lute advocate. His maxim seems to have been, to main
tain his cause at all events. Seldom is he at a loss for a

gloss, or an evasion, in aiming at the accomplishment of

his object. If he meets with a passage whose indubitable

reading, and whose obvious plain meaning, are such as

every unbiassed man would pronounce favourable to the

Deity and atonement of Christ, the Doctor is ready with

ample stores ofmetaphorical, enigmatical, and idiomatical,

forms of interpretation; and stubborn must be that text

which will not bend under one or other of his modes of

treatment. In some cases a various reading, though none

of the best, is called in to his assistance. Should this aid

fail, some learned critic or other is at hand with a conjec
tural alteration. Or if none of these means appear advisa

ble, the philosophical commentator has in reserve a kind

of logical alkali, which will at least neutralize a pungent

passage ;
for example, the sage observation, About the in

terpretation of it critics differ much.
&quot;

And, lastly, in very desperate instances, a method is

resorted to, the most simple and compendious imaginable ;

and that is, to say nothing at all about them /&quot;

One of the modes in which the Unitarians take unwar
rantable licence with the language of the Scriptures, is to

pronounce passages to be interpolated which are abundantly
evidenced by manuscripts, ancient versions, and quotations
in writings of the fathers, to be genuine parts of the Scrip
tures.

Another is, to declare, without warrant, words, and

phrases, to be wanting, and then to supply them, where they
are supplied by no authority but their own. Thus Grotius
and Dr. Clark supply the word EOTW in that remarkable text,
Rom. ix. 5; and then translate it, Of whom, as concerning
the flesh, Christ came, who is over all God BE blessed for
evermore.

This, it will be observed, does not aid them at all, be
cause he, who is over all things, is of course God.

Another mode is, to annex a meaning to some particular
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word or phrase which suits their own purpose, but which is

entirely aside from all customary use. Thus Pierce inter

prets OVK apiraynov qyrjaaTO TO ttvai tora 0&amp;lt;o ; he thought it no

robbery to be equal with God ; to mean, he was not eager
or tenacious to retain that likeness to God : a translation

which no criticism can justify or satisfactorily explain.

Another mode, of the same nature, is to suggest the con

jectural opinion of some other critic, or some learnedfriend,
which is introduced with so much gravity, as to give a kind

of weight and speciousness to the peculiar interpretation

proposed. Thus Dr. Priestley,* commenting on Johnxiv.

2, In my Father s house are many mansions, says,
&quot; Per

haps, with a learned friend of mine, we may understand the

mansions in his Father s house, of which Jesus here speaks,
to signify, not places of rest and happiness in heaven, but

stations of trust and usefulness upon earth, such as he was
then about to

quit,&quot;
&c. Here the house of God is made to

mean earth, and mansions, stations ; and Christ of course

was going away, to prepare a place for his apostles here,

where he and they then were
; and was to come again, to

receive them in the place whither he himself was going,
that they might be with him there by continuing here.

Another mode, of the same nature, is an unbounded li

cence in making the scriptural languagefigurative.
That the language of the Scriptures is to a great extent,

and in a high degree figurative, is unquestionably true.

But certainly, there are limits to this character, not only in

scriptural but all other language. It must I think be ad

mitted, that we are to consider the language of the Scrip
tures especially, and of all other good writings generally,
as figurative, only in accordance with the following rules.

1st. That the figure be agreeable to the state of the mind
ofhim who uses it; that is, to his views and feelings.

2dly. That it be founded on some analogy or relation to

the subject.

3dly. That it accord with the discourse, so far as to make
sense.

4thly. That in the Scriptures it violate no doctrine de

clared at least by the writer.

* Eclectic Review, no. 2. vol. 2.
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5thly. That it be so obvious, as not to demand invention

or contrivance in the reader.

Gthly. That it be explicable according to the opinions or

other circumstances of those for whom it was written, so

as to be capable of being understood by them.

7thly. That it suit the occasion and other circumstances

of the discourse.

But how, according to these or any other rules of con

struing language, are we to interpret the declaration, For

by him were created all things, that are in heaven, and that

are in earth, visible and invisible^ whether they be thrones, or

dominions, or principalities, orpowers, to mean, that Christ

published the gospel and constituted the Christian church?

Is it the same thing to publish the gospel as to create ? Is it

the same thing 10 constitute the church as to create?

Are the gospel and the church all things that are in heaven

and that are in earth ? Are they all things visible and invi

sible? Who are the thrones, the dominions, the principali

ties, and ihepowers ? Are they bishops, elders, and deacons ?

the only officers ever supposed to belong to the church !

. The HOLY GHOST is by Unitarians denied to be a person,
and is commonly asserted to be no other than the power of
God: the name spirit being, in their view, always figura

tive. According to what rules of construction are we, on

this plan, to interpret the following passages ;
in which I

shall substitute the word power for ghost, or spirit ; al

ways intending by it, however, the divine power ?

All manner of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto

men ; but the blasphemy against the Holy Power shall not

be forgiven unto men. Matt. xii. 31. Baptizing them in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Power,
Matt, xxviii. 19. Why has Satan filled thy heart to lie

unto the Holy Power? Acts v. 3. God anointed Jesus

with the Holy Power and with power. Acts x. 38
;
Rom. xv.

13. That ye may abound in hope through the power of the

Holy Power. Rom. xv. 19, Through mighty signs and

wonders, by thepower of the Power of God. In demonstra

tion of the Power, and of Power. John xvi. 13, Howbeit,
when he, the power oftruth has come, he will guide you into

all truth; for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever

he shall hear, that shall he speak, &c. &c.
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More instances cannot I think be necessary to elucidate

this part of the subject.
The last mode which I shall mention, a mode adopted

when a passage is too stubborn to bend to any of the pre

ceding, is to leave it with such an observation as this :
&quot; Cri

tics are very much divided about the meaning of thispassage;&quot;

insinuating to the reader, that the passage is so obscure and

perplexed that he is to despair of any explanation.
In this manner, it seems to me, the Scriptures must soon

become such as the prophet Isaiah declared they would
become to the Jews, at a certain future period. The vision

of all, says that prophet, chap. xxix. 11, is become unto

you as the words of a book that is sealed; which men de
liver to one that is learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee;
and he saith, I cannot, for it is sealed, and the book is de
livered to him that is not learned, saying, Read this, I pray
thee ; and he saith, I am not learned.

IV. I object to the Unitarians direct unfairness in their

conduct towards Trinitarians.

The unfairness here intended respects two particulars.

1st. They treat the Trinitarians, as if they were Trithe-

ists, or held the existence of three Gods.

This they do in several methods, particularly the name

Unitarian, as I formerly observed, is designed to denote,

that they, among Christians, exclusively hold the existence of
one God. The very name itself, therefore, is intended to

declare that Trinitarians hold the existence of more Gods

than one. An imputation which they well know every Tri

nitarian rejects with abhorrence.

Again, in arguing with Trinitarians, they customarily un

dertake to prove, that the Scriptures, in a great variety of

passages, assert that there is but one God; as if this were

the very point, or at least one point, in debate between them

and Trinitarians. Accordingly, when they have proved
this point, which a child can easily do, they commonly tri

umph, and appear to consider the dispute as ended, and
their antagonists overthrown. In this way they insinuate

to their readers, that Trinitarians hold the existence of

more Gods than one
;
and that all their arguments are in

tended to support this doctrine. Whereas every Unitarian

VOL. II. O
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knows perfectly well, that the unity of God is as entirely

and as professedly holden by Trinitarians as himself; that

none of their arguments are directed against it
;
and that

this point has never been, and never can be, in debate be

tween him and them. That the doctrine of the Trinity in

volves or infers the existence ofmore Gods than one, every

Unitarian has a right to prove ;
and may with perfect

fairness prove if he can. But to insinuate, that Trinitari

ans believe the existence of more Gods than one, and to

treat them as if they thus believed, when it is perfectly well

known that every Trinitarian disclaims such belief with

indignation, is conduct which, in my view, admits of no

justification.

2dly. The Unitarians customarily undertake to prove
that Christ is a man ; and thence triumph also, as ifthey had

refuted the doctrine oftheir opposers. Now it is well known
to every Unitarian, that the Trinitarians with one voice ac

knowledge Christ to be a man ; and that this point, there

fore, is not in controversy between him and them.

It is wholly disingenuous, therefore, to insinuate, that

it is in debate; or to attempt to make it a part of the con

troversy, when they know that Trinitarians as uniformly
hold it as themselves. Of these facts, however, they usu

ally take not the least notice, but appear to consider both

points as the principal topics in debate. Such conduct in

their antagonists the Unitarians would censure with severity.

I shall conclude this discussion with two observations.

The first is, that the Unitarians are extensively disagreed

concerning the person of Christ. The Arians consider him
as a super-angelic being: the Socinians partly as a man, in

whom dwelt all the fulness of the Godhead bodily, and

partly as a man, differing from other men only by being
wiser and better : the Sabellians, as God manifested in one
manner. The Patripassians; as the Father living and suf

fering in the man Jesus Christ. Some of the Unitarians

hold, that he created the universe
; some, that he made an

atonement for sin ; some that he ought to be worshipped ;

and some deny all these doctrines. This difference is de
rived from two sources : one is, that their reason, or philo

sophy, dictates nothing concerning Christ in which they
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can harmonize. The other is, that the Scriptures in no

very satisfactory manner support either of their opinions-
But it ought to be observed, that this very difference is of

such a nature, as strongly to indicate that the Scriptures
exhibit Christ as God.
The second observation is, that Unitarianism has an evi

dent tendency to infidelity.

This is strongly evident in the manner in which the Uni
tarians speak of the Scriptures ;

the insufficiency \vhich

they attribute to them for settling religious doctrines
;
and

the superior sufficiency, which they attribute to reason. It

is evident also, in the laxness of their ideas concerning
what genuine religion is, their want of veneration for the

sabbath
;
their want of attendance on the public worship

of God
;
and their devotion to the pleasures and amuse

ments of life.

Dr. Priestley acknowledges, that &quot; the Unitarian societies

do notflourish ; that their members have but a slight attach-

ment to them, and easily desert them&quot;

Voltaire also says,
&quot; that down to his own time, only a

very small number of those, called Unitarians, had held any

religious meetings.&quot;

Dr. Priestley also says, that &quot;

many Unitarians have

become more indifferent to religion in general, than they

were before; and to all the modes and doctrines of religion.&quot;

Concerning himself, he says,
&quot; that he was once a Calvinistt

and that of the straitest sect ; then a high Arian ; next a low

Arian ; then a Socinian ; and in a little time a Socinian of

the lowest kind, in which Jesus Christ is considered as a mere

man, the son ofJoseph and Mary, and naturally as fallible

and peccable as Moses, or any other prophet.&quot; He also

says,
&quot; he does not know when his creed will be

fixed.&quot;
This

I consider as the true progress, nature, and tendency, of

Unitarianism. The end of this progress in most men is

easily foreseen. Let him therefore who finds himself in

clined to think favourably of these opinions consider well,

before he embraces them, what will probably be the final

termination of his religious system.

o 2
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SERMON XLII.

INCARNATION OF CHRIST.

God sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh.

ROM. vin. 3.

I HAVE, in several preceding discourses, endeavoured to

settle the meaning of the phrase, God s own Son, used in

this passage of the Scriptures. This was indispensably

necessary, at the opening of all the observations intended

to be made concerning the doctrines ofthe Christian system.
As these doctrines are truths partly unfolding to us the cha

racter and conduct of this wonderful person, and partly dis

closing to us the consequences of his interference in the

behalf of mankind ; as his character, in a greater or less

degree, affects every doctrine of what is appropriately call

ed the Christian religion ;
and as those, who set out with

different views of his character, proceed farther and farther

asunder, so as to form in the end entirely-different systems
of religious doctrine; it became indispensable, that this

great point should, as far as possible, be fixed at the be

ginning. If the attempt to do this has been successful

in the degree which I have hoped, it will contribute not a

little to settle on a firm foundation most of the doctrines

which remain to be investigated. My own views concern

ing them it will at least contribute to explain.
In this passage we are informed, that God sent his Son

in the likeness of sinful flesh. The meaning of this phrase

(the likeness of sinful flesh) will be obvious from similar

phrases in Phil. ii. 7, 8, He was made, or, as it is in the

original, He existed in the likeness ofmen ; and beingfound
infashion as a man. In the first of these phrases, the ori

ginal word, ofjioiwfjiaTi, is the same with that translated like

ness, in the text. In the second, it is a^^an, a term of a

kindred signification, denoting form or fashion. In the

passage in Philippians, the phrases, He existed in the like-
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ness of men, and, He wasfound infashion as a man, denote,

that he was a real man. In the text, the phrase, the like

ness of sinful flesh, denotes that he was sent in real flesh;

here figuratively called sinful, because it is in all other in

stances, except that of Christ, the flesh, or body, of sinful

beings.

The doctrine contained in this passage is therefore the

following.

THAT CHRIST, WHEN HE APPEARED IN THIS WORLD,
WAS A REAL MAN.
This doctrine, like that of the Deity of Christ, has been

extensively disputed,
The heretics generally, who embraced the Gnostic phi

losophy, denied Christ to have been a man. Some indivi

duals, and some classes, held, that he was clothed in a

body of air; that he suffered only in appearance ;
and that

Judas Iscariot suffered in his stead.

To all these and the like doctrines they were led by phi

losophizing on this subject. It is a just observation of

Lardner, that &quot;heretics were, in the general, men of a cu

rious and inquisitive turn of mind, and greatly indulged this

disposition, which led them to speculate on many points
of doctrine, concerning which the Scriptures had afforded

little or no light. When the Scriptures were in some cases

inconsistent with their notions, they were for making them

yield to their philosophical opinions. Thus the simplicity
of truth was banished, and endless divisions arose.&quot; Ter-

tullian also says, that &quot; heresies are derived from philoso

phy ; and that secular wisdom is a rash (or fool-hardy) in

terpreter of the divine nature and disposition.

These observations are, with equal force and justice, ap

plicable to heresies of modern days, and those of the an

cients
;
and few of either will be found to have arisen from

any other source, beside a philosophy too proud or too

knowing to submit implicitly to the testimony of God.

There are two modes of conduct with respect to religion
in which the mind may be justly said to act rationally. One

is, to determine, antecedently to our knowledge of a revela

tion, as well as we can, what is religious truth by our rea

son ; the other, to find out and embrace, when we have be

come acquainted with revelation, what it declares to fye reli-
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gious truth. In the former of these situations, reason is

our only guide. In the latter, its only business is to disco

ver whether the professed revelation is a real one
; and,

after this point is settled affirmatively, to discover and re

ceive whatever it declares. God has now become our guide;

and, as he can neither deceive, nor be deceived, our duty

is to receive his testimony implicitly. Had this plain and

equitable rule been uniformly followed, Christianity would

never have been thus distorted ;
nor the church rent asun

der by such lamentable divisions.

The reason why the Docetae, one class of the ancient

Unitarians, denied Christ to be a man, was the general

principle of the Gnostics that moral evil has its seat in

matter. Hence they held, that the human soul, which they

believed to have been originally pure, derived its contami

nation solely from its union with the body. It was no un

natural consequence for those who embraced this doctririe

to adopt the impossibility of a union between God and the

human body ;
since such a union was, of course, supposed

to be capable of contaminating even the divine purity.

Their philosophy, therefore, seems necessarily to have
led them into the conclusion, that Christ, whom they be

lieved to be God, was never united to a human body. In

the same manner has the philosophy of other sects led

them also to embrace doctrines directly opposed to the ex

press declarations of the Scriptures.

That Christ was a man in the absolute sense, is easily

made evident by many kinds of proofa n d by almost num
berless passages of Scripture.

1st. He is called a man, and the Son of man, in a very

great multitude ofinstances.

The number of instances in which he has this latter ap

pellation is no less than seventy-one. In sixty-seven of

these instances it is given to him by himself: once by Da

niel; once by St. Stephen; and twice by St. John in the

Revelation. In giving this appellation to himself, it will,

I suppose, be acknowledged, that he disclosed his real

character, and was, what he calls himself, the Son ofman.

When he is styled a man, also, he is described with just

such characteristics, those excepted which involve error

or sin, as belong to other men.
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He is exhibited as meek, lowly, and dutiful to his pa
rents

;
as hungry, thirsty, and weary ;

as sustained and re

freshed by food, drink, and sleep; as the subject of na
tural affection

;
as weeping with tenderness and sorrow ;

as the subject of temptations, infirmities, and afflictions
;

and generally as having all the innocent characteristics

which belong to our nature.

2dly. The history of his birth, life, and death, is unan
swerable proof that Christ was a man.

Christ was born, lived, and died, essentially in the same
manner as other men. He increased in wisdom as well as

in stature; wrought with his hands; ate; drank; slept;

suffered on the cross
; gave up the ghost ;

and was buried
;

in the same manner as other men.

3dly. Tliis point is argued at large, and proved by St.

Paul in the second chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

In the passage containing this argument are the follow

ing declarations ; Forasmuch then as the children are par
takers offlesh and blood, he also himself took part of the

same : and Wherefore in all things it behoved him to be made
like unto his brethren.

The proofs which I have alleged, will, it is presumed,
be considered as abundantly sufficient. That Christ had a

human body cannot be questioned. It is equally unques
tionable, that to increase in wisdom, to be tempted, to be

sorrowful, to be dutiful to human parents, together with

other things of a similar nature, are attributable neither to

God nor to the human body, but are appropriate character

istics of the human soul. Christ therefore had a human
soul as well as a human body ; and was in the absolute

sense a man.
But he was not a man only.

This also is evident from numerous scriptural declara

tions. St. Paul says, Phil. ii. 6, He who was in theform of
God, and thought it no robbery to be equal with God, ne

vertheless made himself of no reputation (cKtvaxre, emptied

himself, or divested himself, of this form of God ; the glory
and greatness which he before possessed) ; and, taking upon
himself theform of a servant, was born (or existed) in the

likeness ofmen. It is not my intention, in quoting this pas
sage, to insist on the Deity of Christ, so unequivocally dc-
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clared in it; but only to observe, that he who was thus a man

was, antecedently to his appearance in this human charac

ter, a person, entirely distinct from what he was as a man.

Antecedently to his being born in the likeness of men, he

existed; and existed in theform of God; and thought it no

robbery to be equal with God, nevertheless tavrov CKEVCIKTE, he

emptied himself. He existed therefore previously to his ap

pearance as a man ; and emptied himself voluntarily, when
he (voluntarily also) took upon himself the form of a ser

vant, and was born in the likeness of men. In other words,
the person here spoken of, as being in theform of God, be

came incarnate. This person, I have attempted to shew,
was divine

;
and no other than the Word, or Son, of God.

The great objection to the doctrine of the incarnation of

Christ is an objection of philosophy only ;
and in my view

a very philosophical objection.
&quot; It is a doctrine,&quot; say

the objectors,
&quot;

wholly mysterious and inexplicable.&quot;

After what was urged in the preceding discourse, on the

subject of mysteries, very little can be thought necessary
to be added here. Let it however be observed, that the

truth of the objection is cheerfully acknowledged by me;
and, so far as I know, by all who hold this doctrine. At
the same time, it is an objection without force

;
and is idly

urged, to say the least, by Unitarians. When the Arians

will explain how their super-angelic being became the in

fant, and ultimately the man, Jesus Christ; and did, and

suffered, and accomplished, the things asserted of Christ ;

when the Socinians will explain how he, who was created

by the Holy Ghost, was born of Joseph and Mary ;
how

organized matter thinks
;
how he, who began to exist at his

birth, existed antecedently in theform of God ; emptied him

self; and was then born in the likeness of men ; and when

both, or either, of them will explain how the things, said

in the Scriptures concerning Christ, are true, and at the

same time consistent with their respective schemes ; or how
God could say them, if they were not true : I think I may
venture upon an attempt to explain the mystery of the in

carnation. Until we know the nature of the divine exist

ence, and the nature of the human soul
;
we shall never

be able to determine how far God may unite himself with

such a soul, or whether such a union is impossible.
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On this and every other question, concerning the nature

of the divine existence, and of the existence of finite minds,

we cannot even begin to form ideas
;
but must be indebted

for whatever facts we either know or believe, to the testi

mony of God.
For aught that we are able to determine, a finite mind

may be so far united to the infinite mind, as that all the

views, affections, purposes, ends, and agency, of both,

which are not discordant in their very nature, may exactly

coincide
; and, independently of their character as finite or

infinite, constitute but a single character, and a single

agency. But, as I have before said, for all our just con

ceptions on this subject, we are, and must be, indebted to

the testimony of God only; and beyond this testimony, as

well as without it, we literally know nothing.
This testimony, as it relates to the doctrine under consi

deration, is in my view complete. That Christ is truly and

essentially GOD has, if I mistake not, been sufficiently

evinced
;
and also, that he appeared in this world a man in

the absolute and perfect sense. This account of his cha

racter will be advantageously elucidated by a summary
comparison of the representations made of him in both

these characters.

As God it is said, As Man it is said,

That he is God, the true That he was an infant, a

God, the mighty God, the child, a man, a carpenter,

great God, Jehovah, I am, the son of Joseph and Mary,
and Emanuel, &c. That his and the brother, or cousin-

goings forth were from of german, of James and Joses.

old, from everlasting; that he That he was born in the

was in the beginning ;
set up reign of Herod the Great,

from everlasting, or ever the and of the Roman emperor
earth was, &c. That he was Augustus Caesar,

in the beginning with God
; That he was born in Ju-

rejoicing alway before him; dea
;
in Bethlehem, the city

present when he prepared of David; in the stable of an

the heavens, and laid the inn; and was cradled in a

foundations of the earth; manger,
and possessed of glory with That he was refused a
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him before ever the world

was.

With reference to his

greatness as God, united to

man, it is said, that Gabriel

predicted his birth, an angel
declared to the shepherds of

Bethlehem, that he was born,

and a choir of the heavenly
host sung together his natal

hymn.
That he is the same yes

terday, to-day, and for ever.

That all things are his
;

that he upholds them by the

word of his power, and that

they were made for him, and

by him.

That he is Lord of all

things, of angels, principali

ties, and powers; and will

subdue, and is able to sub

due, all things unto himself,

and put all opposition under

his feet
;
and that his throne

and dominion are for ever

and ever.

That he was originally rich

in the possession of all

things; and the continual de

light of his Father in the hea
vens : where the angels un

ceasingly worshipped him.

That at the close of this

world, he will come in the

clouds of heaven with power
and great glory, and with all

his holy angels; will sum
mon the dead from their

graves; will gather all na-

place in the inn, forgotten in

the stable, and unfurnished

even with the ordinary com
forts provided for the chil

dren of peasants.
That he grew, while a

child, really and perceptibly,
in wisdom and stature, and

in favour with God and man
;

and therefore changed, day

by day ; and that through his

life.

That he had not where to

lay his head, and was sus

tained, without any property
of his own, by the bounty of

his disciples, and at times

of others.

That he was subject to the

Jewish and Roman govern

ment, paid tribute, and per
formed all the usual duties

of a child to his parents, and

of a subject to his ruler
;
and

was exposed to the direct

assaults and temptations of

the devil.

That, for our sakes, he

became poor, afflicted, de

spised, and rejected of men;
a man of sorrows and ac

quainted with grief; lightly

esteemed, hated, and perse

cuted.

That he was betrayed by

Judas; seized by the Ro
man soldiers, brought before

the sanhedrin ; judged, con

demned to death; again

brought before Pilate, judg-
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tions before the throne of his ed, and condemned, buffet-

glory; will judge both an- ed, crowned with thorns,

gels and men according to mocked, spit upon, scour-

their works ; will punish the ged, nailed to the cross, and

wicked with an everlasting carried to the tomb,

destruction from the glory of But that having emptied
his power ;

will conduct the himself, and taken upon him

righteous into heaven ;
and the form ofa servant, he was

will cause them to live and bom in the likeness of men ;

reign with him for ever and and being found in fashion

ever. as a man, he became obe-

Finally, in his divine cha- dient unto death, even the

racter, it is said, that he was death of the cross,

in the form of God, and

thought it no robbery to be

equal with God.

At the close of this wonderful career he was raised from

the dead. He himself informs us, that he laid down his own

life voluntarily, and that no one was able to take it out of
his hands. He also informs us, that he himself took it up

again. Accordingly, he rose from the grave on the third

day; and, after conversing familiarly with his disciples,

concerning the things pertaining to the kingdom of God,

forty days, he ascended to heaven in a cloud of glory, at

tended by the heavenly host
;
entered the world of glory in

triumph ;
and sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on

high ; or as it is elsewhere expressed, This man, after he

had offered one sacrifice for sins, sat down for ever on the

right hand of God. At his name, henceforth, every knee is

required to bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth,

and things under the earth: and every tongue to confess,

that he is the Lord, or sovereign of all things, to the glory

of God the Father. The throne of infinite dominion is ac

cordingly and appropriately styled, the throne of God and
the Lamb. Before this throne, the four living ones cry,

Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, who wast, and who

art, and who art to come. Thefour-and-twenty elders cast

their crowns at hisfeet, and say, Thou art worthy, O Lord!
to receive glory, and honour, and power, for thou hast cre

ated all things, andfor thy pleasure they are, and were ere-
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ated. And the multitude of angels round about the throne,

and the living ones, and the elders, say with a loud voice,

Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and

riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour, and glory,

and blessing ; and every creature, which is in heaven, on the

earth, under the earth, and in the sea, is heard, saying,

Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power, be unto him

that sitteth on the throne, and unto the Lamb, for ever and
ever. To this divine ascription, the four living ones sub

join their solemn Amen.
On this comparative view of the wonderful subject, un

der consideration, I make the following remarks.

1st. It is evident to the least consideration, that the

things which are here said of Christ, are exceedingly unlike

each other.

So unlike are they, that, if we suppose two beings to be

the subjects of holiness
;
their characters cannot be more

different from each other, than the things are, which are

here declared concerning Christ.

Let any man attempt to describe two, the most distant

characters of two, the most distant holy beings ; and he

will find himself unable to place them farther asunder, than

these two characters of Christ are placed. Therefore,

2dly. These two characters cannot be given to any being,

possessed ofa simple nature.

That they are all truly said will not be here called in

question. If we suppose the person, of whom they are

said, to be only God; we shall be obliged either to say with

the Sabellians, that Christ was no other than God manifest

ing himself in one particular form
; or, with the Patripas-

sians, that the Father lived here, suffered, and died, as a

man
;
or with the Docetae, that Christ was God only ;

that

his appearance as a man was an illusion ; that he had a vi

sionary body; and suffered only in appearance and pre

tence; while Judas Iscariot, or some other culprit, was cru

cified in his stead.

It is plainly impossible, that the same simple being
should be set upfrom everlasting, be the Alpha and Omega,
the beginning and the ending ; and yet be born in Judea, in
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the reign of Herod the Great : be the same yesterday, to

day, and for ever ; and yet increase in wisdom, and in fa
vour with God and man : create all things visible and invi

sible ; and yet be made of a woman: be the lawgiver to the

universe ; and yet be made under the law : uphold all things

by the word of his power; and yet be a petitioner for the

daily supplies of his wants, and the protection of his per
son : possess all things ;

and yet have not where to lay his

head: know all things, and yet not know as, if we adopt the

common interpretation, we must suppose he did not know
the time of the destruction of Jerusalem : be the final judge
and rewarder of the quick and the dead ;

and yet be tried,

condemned, and executed, by men : and be in the form of

God, and justly think it no robbery to be equal with God;
and yet be a servant, a man, and a frail and dying man.

But all these things, and innumerable others, substan

tially of the same nature, in both respects are declared

concerning Christ. All, also, are declared by God him

self. They are, therefore, true
;
and true, in the natural,

obvious sense. Of course they are worthy of all accep

tation.

It follows then, that Christ is, notwithstanding the sneers

of Unitarians, God and Man. In the language of the

Scriptures, the Word became flesh, and dwelt among us.

Yet, humble as were the station and circumstances in

which he appeared, we are able still to behold his glory,

the glory as of the only-begotten of the FATHER.

3dly. There are three importantfacts, recorded concern

ing Christ, in which he differs whollyfrom all created beings,

and which merit the attentive consideration of every serious

man.

1. He always taught in his own name, even when alter

ing and annulling the acknowledged word of God.

Christ came to change the Mosaic system into the Chris

tian ; and accordingly substituted the latter for the former.

In every part of this employment he taught in his own name.

The preceding prophets had uniformly introduced their in

structions with, Thus saith the Lord; Thus saith Jehovah.

Christ, immediately after addressing his consolations to his

disciples by way of preface, introduces his sermon on the
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mount in the following manner. Think not that Iam come

to destroy the law or the prophets : that is, the system of re

ligion in the Old Testament : I am not come to destroy, but

to fulfil. For verily I say unto you, &c. This phraseology
he repeats every where thoughout this sermon, and through
out the gospel. Not once does he say, Thus saith the Lord,

during his ministry ;
nor teach with any authority except

his own. Now it is evident, that the authority, which he ac

tually assumed, was equal in his view and in the view of the

Scriptures, to that, which sanctioned the declaration of the

Old Testament ; because he changes and annuls both the

doctrines and the precepts of the Old Testament, at his

pleasure.
In the same manner, when he appeared unto St. Paul in

the way to Damascus, after informing Paul, that he was
Jesus whom he persecuted, he commissioned him to preach
the gospel to the Gentiles, and sent him as his apostle to

them by his own authority, without appealing to any other.

As therefore the authority assumed in these cases, is

equivalent to that by which the Old Testament was re

vealed
; he, who rightfully assumed it, was God.

The same authority also Christ assumed and exhibited,

generally when he wrought miracles ; and he never makes
mention of any other.

2. The apostles uniformly appeal to the authority of Christ

in their preaching and miracles.

In the name of Jesus Christy says St. Peter to the impo
tent man, rise up, and walk.

By what power, said the sanhedrin to Peter and his com

panions, or by what name, have you done this? that is,

healed the impotent man ? Be it known unto you all, an

swered the apostle, and to all the people of Israel, that by
the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye crucified,

whom God raisedfrom the dead, even by him doth this man
stand here before you whole. j*Eneas, said Peter, Jesus Christ

maketh thee whole. All authority, says our Saviour, is deli

vered to me in heaven and in earth. As my Father hath sent

me, so send I you.
Under this commission the apostles preached and acted ;

and in multiplied instances have declared to us, that it was
the authority of God.
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A single declaration of this sort will suffice for them all.

Mark xvi. 20, And they went forth, and preached every

where, the Lord working with them, and confirming the word
ivith signsfollowing. Amen.

3. In the Revelation of St. John, it is to be observed,

Christ receives the praises of the heavenly host, both singly
and in conjunction with the Father, but never unites in them.

Neither Christ nor the Holy Spirit is ever called upon to

perform the great duty of all creatures to praise God, or to

pray to him. Both these duties Christ performed as a man,
when here on earth, but he is never exhibited as perform

ing the duty of praise in heaven. All other virtuous beings
ate exhibited as making this their constant worship, and

a prime part of their duty. But, amid all their ascriptions

of praise to God, Christ is no where exhibited as uniting

with them in this duty, in itself so delightful to a virtuous

mind, and so naturally and obviously obligatory on every
rational being. The whole multitude of saints and angels,

with the four living ones at their head, join without excep

tion, in the heavenly song ; Blessing, and honour, and glory,
and power, be unto him that sitteth on the throne. But the

only part ever attributed to Christ is to be united, in re

ceiving the ascription, together with him that sitteth on the

throne : for the ascription is made to him that sitteth on the

throne, and to the Lamb,for ever and ever.*

I have now finished the observations which I intended to

make concerning this interesting subject, and exhibited

what appears to me to be the true meaning of the remark

able phraseology in the text. God sending his own Son in

the likeness of sinful flesh, and of other similar passages
found in the Scriptures: such as, The Wordwas madeflesh;
The seed of David according to the flesh ; Of whom, as con

cerning theflesh, Christ came ; Christ is come in theflesh, &LC.

I shall now conclude the discourse with the following

REMARKS.

1st. This doctrine teaches us, in the strongest manner, the

condescension of Christ.

* Rev. v. 13.
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In this light it is considered by St. Paul, in that memora
ble passage, Phil. ii. 5, &c. Let this mind be in you which

was also in Christ Jesus : who being in the form of God

thought it not robbery to be equal with God; but made

himself ofno reputation, and took upon him the form of a

servant, and was made in the likeness of men.

No subject presents to us so wonderful an example of

condescension as the incarnation of Christ
; nor could any

fact fill our minds with the same astonishment, were it not

that we have been accustomed to hear it repeated from the

cradle, and, like the state of the weather, rendered an ob

ject of perpetual familiarity ;
a thing, almost of course, in

the ordinary current of our thoughts ; by unceasing incul

cation.

From these causes, we pass it without serious attention,

and even when we dwell upon it, scarcely realize its nature.

The impressions, which it makes on the mind, resemble

those made on the eye of such as have been long accus

tomed to them, by a delightful landscape, a stupendous ca

taract, or a mountain which loses its summit in the clouds.

At the view of these, a stranger is fixed in exquisite delight ;

and has all his thoughts engrossed, and his emotions ab

sorbed, by the wonderful scene. No language will in his

view serve to describe, and no picture to image, on the one

hand, the beauty, or on the other the sublimity, of these il

lustrious objects. To do them justice in his representa

tions, and to spread fairly before others the views formed

of them by his own mind, he will labour in thought, select

and refuse, alternately, the language which offers itself, and

will at last sit down discouraged, without a hope of being-

able to render his conceptions visible to other eyes, or to

do any thing like justice to what was so magnificent in the

view of his own. Those, in the mean time, who have long
lived in the neighbourhood of the same objects, will, in

many, though not indeed in all instances, survey them with

out emotion, and even without attention
; apparently as

insensible to the beauty and grandeur, as the horses which

they ride, or the oxen which they drive.

Such seem, but too commonly, to be the views formed

by most men concerning the incarnation of Christ : and
such the insensibility with which it is but too generally re-
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garded. Even Christians, like their predecessors men
tioned in the gospel, are, in innumerable instances, fools
in this respect, and slow of heart to believe, or even to

realize.

But let us, for a moment at least, lay aside these obtuse

views, these eyes which are dull of seeing, these hearts too

gross to understand. Let us shake off the torpor which be

numbs our frame, and rouse ourselves to perception and

feeling. Let us regard this wonderful subject with com
mon justice, and common candour.

The glorious person who in the Scriptures is designated

by the appellation, 6 Aojog row Gfou, or the Word of God,
in the beginning created the heavens and the earth ; and said,

Let there be light, and there was light ; Let there be afirma
ment, and there was a firmament. His hand also lighted

up the flame of the sun, and kindled the stars. He upholds
the universe by the word ofhis power ; and preserves order

and regularity throughout all the parts of this amazing

system.
In the heavens he shines with inexpressible splendour.

On the earth he lives and works, provides and sustains,

and satisfies the wants of every living thing. Throughout

immensity, he quickens into life, action, and enjoyment,
the innumerable multitudes of intelligent beings. The uni

verse which he made, he also governs. The worlds, of

which it is composed, he rolls through the infinite expanse
with an almighty and unwearied hand ; and preserves them

in their respective places and motions with unerring har

mony. From the vast storehouse of his bounty he feeds

and clothes the endless millions whom his hand has made ;

and from the riches of his own unchangeable mind informs

the innumerable host of intelligent creatures with ever-im

proving virtue, dignity, and glory. To all these he allots

the respective parts which they are qualified to act in the

boundless system of good, which his wisdom contrived, and

his power has begun to execute
; furnishes them with the

means of being useful in his eternal kingdom ;
and thus

prepares them to be amiable and excellent in his sight, and

instruments of perpetually-increasing good to each other.

At the head of this great kingdom he sits upon a throne high
and lifted up, far exalted above all heavens ; surveys with

VOL. u. p
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an intuitive view, and with divine complacency, the ama

zing work which his voice has called into being ;
and be

holds it increasing without intermission in happiness, wis

dom, and virtue, and advancing, with a regular progress,

towards consummate glory and perfection.

Although he is not worshipped, as though he needed any

thing, seeing he giveth unto all life, and breath, and all

things; yet before him angels bow and veil their faces.

Thefour living ones rest notday nor night, crying, Holy, holy,

holy, Lord God Almighty, who wast, and who art, and who

art to come. And the whole multitude of the heavenly host,

the number of whom is ten thousand times ten thousand, and

thousands of thousands, unite in the everlasting song, Bless

ing, and honour, and glory, and power, be unto him that

sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb,for ever and ever.

From this stupendous height of greatness and enjoyment,
this divine person, passing all the bounds between GOD
and man, between the infinite mind and lifeless matter,

united himself to man who is but a worm ; assumed to him
self a human soul and a human body ; and in a manner, in

comprehensible by us, and not improbably by all other

creatures, became thenceforth God-man, inseparably united

in one most wonderful and mysterious person.
Of this singular act the end was not less glorious than

the act itself was amazing. It was to save a race of rebel

lious creatures, whom he needed not, from misery and ruin;
of creatures, whom with a word he could have returned to

their original nothing, and whose places with another word
he could have filled with equal or greater numbers, at his

pleasure ; all obedient, faithful, and happy. I shall not,

however, dwell on this subject at the present time ; occa

sions still more appropriate will hereafter bring it up to

view. The single point, on which I would now insist, is

the infinite condescension of Christ. This glorious person
humbles himself to behold the things which are done under
the sun.

How much more when he came from his high and holy

place to dwell beneath the sun, and take up his residence on
his footstool ! All this, however, he was pleased to do. He
emptied himself, took upon himself theform ofa servant, and
was born in the likeness of men.
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&quot;What were the views which angels formed of this new
and astonishing event? Easily may we imagine, that all

heaven was lost in wonder, and buried in silence, to behold

this transition from infinite glory to supreme humiliation,

from the throne of the universe to a tenement of clay. How
instinctively ought we, uniting with angels in the same

views and the same emotions, to behold,wonder, and adore !

2dly. What a pattern of condescension is here set before

us for our imitation! St. Paul makes this practical use of

the doctrine under consideration. Let the same mind be in

you, says he to the Philippians, which was also in Christ.

Condescension is here enforced on the race of man with

an authority and example literally infinite. The divine

wisdom dictated the condescension of Christ
;
and the di

vine goodness carried it into execution. In it we see the

manner in which the infinite mind is pleased to act
;
and

which boundless excellence approves and loves. This

then is a character and conduct to which we are urged by
the highest of all considerations, the approbation and ex

ample of God. Would we, then, be like God
;
would we

^perfect as he isperfect ; would we obtain his approbation ;

would we inherit the blessings which he confers on those

who are approved by him
;
would we become really ex

cellent and lovely ;
we shall give all diligence, that the same

mind may be in us which was also in Christ. We shall con

descend to men of low degree ; be meek and lowly of heart ;

be satisfied with humble stations, offices, and employments ;

and feel that no human interest is beneath our notice, and no

human business unfit for us to perform, when we are called

to perform it, and when others by the performance can be

relieved, disposed to virtue, or made happy.
But how different is the usual conduct and the prevailing

character of man ! All men sigh to be rich
;
and none are

contented with humble circumstances. All men pant to

be great ;
and none are satisfied with a lowly condition.

The rich despise the poor ;
the great trample on the small.

When we become rich, we sigh for additional riches.

When we become great, we toil, and watch, and weary our

selves through life, to become greater. All beneath us in

v 2
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these mere accidents we overlook, contemn, insult, and

style the dirt and scum of the earth.

Christ, on the contrary, became voluntarily not only a

man, but a poor man; a lowly man ;
the son of a carpen

ter; humble in his station
;
without place, or power, or

wealth ;
and perfectly satisfied to be without them all.

His friends, his disciples, his apostles, were selected from

the poor and lowly ;
and he alleged it as one unanswerable

proof of his Messiahship, that by him the poor had the

gospel preached unto them. This was the character of him
whom angels worship, and whom the universe obeys.

Christ descended to these lowly men, and to these hum
ble circumstances, from the throne of the heavens. Shall

not we then be willing to let ourselves down from the side,

or even the summit, of our molehill, to visit our fellow-em

mets at the bottom ? How small the descent at the utmost !

How silly, how base, how contradictory to common sense,

the pride which refuses to make it !

Often, very often, the men whom we despise as greatly
beneath us, are better, wiser, and more excellent, in the sight
ofGod, than ourselves. Always we are odious to him, and

contemptible in the eye of reason for this very pride. Let

everyproud man then feel, that for this very character, which
he so fondly cherishes, he is hateful in the sight of God, and

justly contemptible in that of men; that the character

which he despises, is the very character in which Christ

chose to appear; and that the men whom he treats with

abuse and insolence, are of that very class out of which

Christ selected his friends and apostles.
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SERMON XLIII.

COVENANT OF REDEMPTION.

When thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin, he shall

see his seed, he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of
the Lord shall prosper in his hand. He shall see of the

travail ofhis soul, and shall be satisfied : by his knowledge
shall my righteous servant justify many;for he shall bear

their iniquities. Therefore will I divide him a portion
with the great, and he shall divide the spoil with the

strong ; because he hath poured out his soul unto death:

and he was numbered with the transgressors ; and he bare

the sin ofmany, and made intercession for the transgres

sors. ISA. LIII. 1012.

If his soul shall make a propitiatory sacrifice, he shall see a

seed which shall prolong their days ; and the gracious

purpose of Jehovah shall prosper in his hands. Of the

travail of his soul he shall see (the fruit) and be satisfied:

by the knowledge of him shall my servant justify many ;

for the punishment of their iniquities he shall bear. There

fore will I distribute to him the many for his portion ;

and the mighty people shall he share for his spoil; because

he poured out his soul unto death, and was numbered with

the transgressors ; and he bare the sin ofmany, and made

intercessionfor the transgressors.&quot; LOWTH.

IN the first chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians, St. Paul

declares, that God hath chosen us in Christ, before the

foundation of the world ; having predestinated us to the

adoption of children, by Jesus Christ, to himself ; accord

ing to the good pleasure of his will ; to the praise and glory

of his grace, wherein he hath made us accepted in the be

loved.

The manner in which this transaction took place, and in

which the purposes of it were accomplished, is recorded

in the text. The person who speaks in the text is unques-
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tionably GOD the Father
;
as is evident from the fact that

he calls Christ in the eleventh verse my servant. The con

text, as you well know, is an eminent and remarkable pro

phecy concerning the birth, life, and sufferings, of Christ;

and has been acknowledged as such, so far as my infor

mation extends, by both the Jewish and Christian churches

universally, in every age since it was written. Almost the

whole of it is occupied by an account of his humiliation

and sufferings, described with such a degree of minuteness

and exactness, as to wear the appearance rather of a his

tory than of a prophecy.
In the text, a covenant ismade on thepart of the speaker,

with the person of whom he speaks ;
or on the part of GOD

the Father, with the Son. In the tenth verse, the first of

the text, it is proposed conditionally in the following terms.

When thou shall make his soul an offering for sin, he shall

see his seed ; he shall prolong his days ; and the pleasure of
the LORD shall prosper in his hand. In the translation of

bishop Lowth, which differs from the common one only by
being more correct and explicit, it is,

&quot;

If his soul shall

make a propitiatory sacrifice, he shall see a seed which

shall prolong their days ; and the gracious purpose of Je

hovah shall prosper in his hands! The difference lies

principally in the second clause,
&quot; He shall see a seed9

which shall prolong their days/* It could not, I think,

with propriety be promised, as a reward to Christ for his

sufferings, that in any sense he shouldprolong his own days;
but with the most perfect propriety, that he should see a

seed, which, in a sense hereafter to be explained, should

prolong THEIR days. The days of him, who is the same

yesterday, to-day, andfor ever; the Alpha and the Omega,
the beginning and the ending, could not in any sense be

prolonged in consequence of his sufferings, or of any other

possible event. The word his, supplied by the translators,

is supplied erroneously ; since in the present translation

it presents a meaning which plainly cannot be admitted.

The justice of these remarks will be farther evident from
the repetition of the same covenant in the eleventh verse.

He shall see of the travail of his soul ; that is, as explained
by Lowth,

&quot;

Of the travail of his soul he shall see thefruit
and be satisfied ;&quot; by his knowledge, or as Lowth more cor-
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rectly renders it,
&quot;

by the knowledge of him, shall my ser

vant justify many&quot; The justification of the many here

spoken of, connected with its consequences, is the very re

ward promised in the preceding verse, in the words, he

shall see a seed which shallprolong their days : and here the

reward promised, is no other than thejustification and con

sequent eternal life of those who shall become interested in

his death.

Still farther is this interpretation evinced to bejust by the

repetition of the promise in the twelfth verse, or third of

the text
; Therefore I will divide him a portion with the

great, and he shall divide the spoil with the strong ; because

he hath poured out his soul unto death ; or, as more happily
rendered by bishop Lowth, therefore I will distribute to him

the many for his portion ; and the mighty people shall he

share for his spoil, because he poured out his soul unto death.

It is not true that Christ has a portion divided to him with

the great, or a spoil divided to him with the strong. He trod

the winepress alone, and of the people there was none with

him. Nor is there any one to share with him the reward

of his sufferings ;
but he was alone in the sufferings and the

reward alike. Accordingly in the Septuagint this passage
is rendered, &quot;for

this cause shall he receive many for his in

heritance, and shall share spoils of the
strong&quot;

Finally, the same thing is abundantly evinced in Psalm
Ixxxix. where also the same covenant is recorded. Once

have I sworn by my holiness, that I will not lie unto David.

His seed shall endurefor ever, and his throne as the sun be

fore me. And again, his seed also will I make to endurefor

ever, and his throne as the days of heaven. It is to be ob

served, that in all these passages the reward promised to

Christ, consists in giving persons to him ; as seed ; the many ;

the mighty people. These are undoubtedly no other than

the general assembly and church of the first-born ; styled

elsewhere the children of GOD ; little children ; sons and

daughters. They are his own people ;
those in whom he

has a peculiar property ; persons justified in this manner

have become his portion; his spoil; his seed. The reward

of his sufferings here promised is to consist of these.

It is not, however, to consist in the persons only, but in

their circumstances also. It is not promised, merely, that
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they shall be given to him as a possession, but that they
shall be given to him in a peculiar manner; attended with

one circumstance at least, which in the eye of the promiser,
was considered as materially important to the nature of the

gift. He shall see a seed, which shall prolong their days : or,

as in the corresponding passage, shall endurefor ever. The

meaning of this phraseology is to be sought in the use of it

in parallel passages found in the Scriptures. In Psalm
xv. David inquires, LORD, who shall abide in thy taber

nacle? who shall dwell in thy holy hill? and immediately

answers, He that walketh uprightly, and worketh righteous

ness. In Psalm xlix. 12, he says of the wicked, that, being
in honour, they abide not, but are like the beasts that perish.

In Psalm cxxv. 1, he says, they that trust in the LORD shall

be as mount Zion, which cannot be removed, but abideth/or
ever. In John i. 15, our Saviour saith to his disciples, If

ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my love, even

as I have keept my Father s commandments, and abide in his

love. In 1 John ii. 17, it is said, And the world passeth

away, and the lust thereof; but he that doeth the will of
GOD abidethfor ever. In Psalm cii. 18, it is said, the chil

dren of thy servants shall continue, and their seed shall be

established before thee.

We are now prepared to settle the meaning of the phrase
under consideration : to prolong their days, to endure for
ever, is to abide in the tabernacle of GOD, in his holy hill, in

the heavens ; to abide in the love of Christ, as he abides in

his Father s love, for ever: to abide, when the world has

passed away, and the lusts thereof: to be established before

GOD, or in his presence. In a word, it is to dwellfor ever

in heaven, amid the enjoyments of a happy immortality.
This is what the Scriptures consider as abiding, enduring,
and being established; whenever this language is applied to

men. In opposition to this, the wicked are said to be cut

off, and to perish ; to be as the grass, to be destroyed, to be

no more ; and their candle is said to go out. This part of

the promise, then, is no other than that the seed of Christ

shall enjoy a blessed eternity.
In the passages quoted from Psalm Ixxxix. an addi

tional promise is made in the same covenant. It is there

said, that his seed shall endure for ever, and his throne, that
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is, his dominion over them particularly, as the days of hea

ven. The same thing is also covenanted, in different phrase

ology, in Isaiah ix. 6, 7; For unto us a child is born, unto

us a son is given ; and the government shall be upon his shoul

der ; and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor,

the mighty GOD, the Father of the everlasting age, and the

Prince ofpeace. And of the increase of his government and

peace there shall be no end. Here we are taught, that of the

increase of the government of Christ, that is, of its splendour
and glory, and of the peace, or prosperity, of his subjects,

accomplished by it, there shall be no end: in other words,
that the glory of his government, and the happiness of his

church, shall increase for ever.

The condition on his part, to which these rewards are pro

mised, is, that he shall make his soul an offeringfor sin; or

a propitiatory sacrifice. Another condition is also speci

fied, as the procuring cause of the reward, in the last verse :

and therefore was undoubtedly included, although not ex

pressed, in the two former verses. This is, that he made
intercessionfor the transgressors.

In this passage then we have the substance of the mediation

of Christ drawn out in the essential particulars, his humilia

tion, atonement, and intercession. The reward also, that is,

the great object which was his inducement to undertake

this mediation, is distinctly expressed : viz. that he should

see a seed which should prolong their days, and that the gra
cious purpose o/ JEHOvAH shall prosper in his hands. This

in the Epistle to the Hebrews is by St. Paul styled the joy
set before him ; that is, set before him in this promise or co

venant
;
for which, he informs us, Christ endured the cross,

and despised the shame.

In the text, also, we are taught the means by which, on

their part, mankind become his seed, expressed in the fol

lowing declaration : by the knowledge of him shall my ser

vant justify many. By the knowledge of Christ here we
are unquestionably to understand, that knowledge of GOD
the Father, and Jesus Christ whom he hath sent, which in

John xvii. 3 he declares to be life eternal; and which in the

eighth verse he speaks of as being the same with evangeli
cal faith. They have known surely that Ihave come outfrom
thee, and they have believed that thou didst send me. By
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this faith, as you well know, we are abundantly declared in

the Scriptures to be justified. The declaration of Paul or

Peter, when at Antioch, he separated himselffrom the Gen

tiles, throughfearofthem that were of the circumcision, and
was therefore to be blamed, may stand in the place of all other

passages on this point. We, who are Jews, and not sinners

of the Gentiles, knowing that a man is not justified by the

works of the law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ, even WE
have believed in Jesus Christ, that we might be justified by
the faith of Christ, and not by the works of the law ; for by
the works ofthe law noflesh shall bejustified. Thefaith ofthe

gospel is, therefore, the knowledge by which, it is said in the

text, Christ shalljustify many. The reason why it is called

knowledge here and elsewhere, is, that it involves views so

just, extensive, and firmly established, concerning this glo

rious person: whereas, in the same mind no such views

existed antecedently to the exercise of his faith. For

Christ, like every other spiritual object, can only be spiri

tually discerned.

All these things, also, are exhibited to us in the form of
a covenant. To this covenant, as to every other, there are

two parties ; GOD, who promises ;
and his servant, who was

to justify many. A condition is specified to which is an

nexed a promise of reward. The condition is, that Christ

shouldmake his soul an offeringfor sin, and make intercession

for the transgressors ; or in other words, execute the whole

office ofa priest for mankind. The reward is, that he should

receive the many for his portion, and that they should pro

long their days, or endure for ever. It is remarkable that

this covenant, on the part of GOD the Father, like that made
with Noah, and that made with Abraham, and various

others recorded in the Scriptures, is in Psalm Ixxxix. exhi

bited as a promissory oath, Once Jiave I sworn by my holi

ness, I will not lie unto David ; his seed shall endure for

ever, and his throne as long as the sun.

I have dwelt minutely on the explanation of this passage
of Scripture, because I have not seen it discussed in this

manner; or with a reference to what is the main subject of

it
; and because I believed, that a minute examination was

necessary to a distinct and satisfactory knowledge of what

is contained in it,
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If this explanation be admitted, the text contains the fol

lowing doctrine. That GOD the Father entered into a cove

nant with Christ, in which he promised him, on condition that

he should become a propitiation and intercessor for sinners,

as a reward of his labours and sufferings, the future posses

sion of a church, which under his government should be glo

rious and happyfor ever.

Concerning this covenant, usually called the covenant of

redemption, I make the following observations.

1st. This covenant was madefrom eternity.

In the first chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians, St.

Paul, speaking of himself and his fellow-Christians, says,
Blessed be the GOD and Father of our LORD Jesus Christ,

who hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly

places, in, or through, Christ, according as he hath chosen us

in him before thefoundation of the world, that we should be

holy, and without blame before him in love ; having predes
tinated us unto the adoption of children, by Jesus Christ, to

himself, according to the good pleasure of his will. In this

passage St. Paul teaches us, that GOD blesses his church,
or Christians, with all spiritual blessings ;

or as in the ori

ginal, with every spiritual blessing ; through Christ, accord

ing as he hath chosen us in him before the foundation of the

world
; and that he has predestinated us, particularly, unto

the adoption of children unto himself through Christ also.

This choice of his church, then, this predestination of it

to the adoption of children through Christ, existed before

the foundation of the world. But this choice, this predes
tination of the church to the adoption of children, unto him
self through Christ, is the very same thing which in another

form is declared in the text. The covenant, mentioned in

the text, was therefore a transaction existing before the

foundation of the world, or as this phraseology uniformly
means in the Scriptures, from eternity.

The text itself was written seven hundred years before

Christ. It will not be supposed that the transaction re

corded in it, was then first admitted into the counsels of

GOD
;
or that he, with whom is no variableness, nor shadow

of turning, changed his mind in the days of Isaiah concern

ing this mighty object. JJf any person should be at a loss
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concerning this fact, let him remember that this covenant

contains the very same promises which were made to David,

Abraham, and our first parents ;
to all of whom the same

wonderful transaction was, in terms less explicit, disclosed.

The transaction itself, and the objects which it involved,

were unquestionably the most important parts of the provi
dence of GOD towards this world. It cannot, therefore, be

believed, that it was left unprovided for when the system
was originally formed. Undoubtedly it was the object
which was chiefly in view in the providence of GOD, and

was an original part of the system. Accordingly, St. Peter

says, concerning Christ, that he wasforeordained before the

foundation of the world ; and St. John calls him the Lamb
slainfrom thefoundation of the world; and Christ himself,

at the day ofjudgment, styles the state of glory and happi
ness destined for the righteous, the kingdom preparedfrom
thefoundation of the world Come, ye blessed ofmy Father,
inherit the kingdom preparedfor you from the foundation

of the world. But this kingdom, and the church which in

herits it, is the very subject of the covenant contained in

the text.

2dly. This covenant was the basis on which was founded
the ivhole system of providential dispensations towards the

church.

Out of this covenant arose the mediation of Christ
;
his

incarnation, life, preaching, miracles, humiliation, suffer

ings, and glorification. Out of this covenant arose the mis

sion of the Spirit of grace, who came into the world to exe

cute the purposes of Christ s redemption. Out of this co

venant arose the gospel, or the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament, which that Spirit taught to the prophets
and apostles, and which communicates to us all the know

ledge which we possess of the will of GOD concerning the

salvation of mankind. Out of this covenant arise the reno

vation and purification of the human soul; the light, com
fort, peace, hope, and joy, which it receives in the present

world; and, in the end, its admission into the heavens.

Finally, out of this covenant will arise the glory, peace,
and happiness, which will be found in that pure and exalted

world by the whole assembly of the first-born. All these,
and all things pertaining to them, result obviously from the

wonderful transaction recorded in the text.
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3dly. The church, thus promised to Christ as the reward

of his mediation, isformed of a great multitude of mankind.
It will not be necessary for me to inquire, at the present

time, either in what manner this multitude will be gathered,
or of whom it will be composed. It is sufficient for the

present purpose, that the assertion which I have made is

expressly contained in the text : by the knowledge of him

shall my servant justify many. I will distribute the many
to himfor his portion, and the mighty people, that is a great

multitude, shall he share for his spoil. Accordingly, St.

John informs us, that he saw in the heavens a great multi

tude, which no man could number, of all nations, and kin

dreds, and people, and tongues, standing before the throne,
and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in

their hands ; crying with a loud voice, and saying, Salvation

to our GOD, who sitteth on the throne, and unto the Lamb.

4thly. In this covenant a reward was promised to Christ,

sufficiently great to induce him to undergo all the humiliation

and sufferings ofhis mediatorial character.

This we know by the fact. In accordance with this co

venant he actually assumed this character, and voluntarily
underwent all its sufferings. But, were we at a loss con

cerning this subject otherwise, we are directly assured by
St. Paul, that Christ, for thejoy set before him, endured the

cross, and despised the shame. What the joy of Christ was,
he himself has, I apprehend, expressly declared to us in

the eighth chapter of Proverbs. His words are, When he

appointed thefoundations of the earth, then was I by him, as

one brought up with him ; I was daily his delight, rejoicing

alway before him ; rejoicing in the habitablepart ofhis earth,

and my delights were with the sons of men : that is, with his

church
;
the glorious reward which was promised to him

from the beginning.
From these summary observations concerning the cove

nant of redemption, I derive, by way of inference, the fol

lowing ,

REMARKS.
In the first place, the salvation of the church of GQV, that

is, of all righteous men, was an original part of the system

ofGOD S providence towards the inhabitants of this world.
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If the observations made in the progress of this dis

course are just, then it follows, by irresistible consequence,

that the salvation of the righteous, or of all who will be ul

timately saved, was contemplated and resolved on by GOD
from the beginning, or from everlasting. It was also made
the subject of a solemn covenant between the Father and

the Son. It was not, therefore, in any sense, a thing which

grew out of a contingency ; according to the scheme of Dr.

Price and others, a remedy provided for evils unforeseen ;

a thing grafted upon the fall of man, which they consider

as an accident, springing out of that liberty of contingency
which they suppose indispensable to the free volitions of a

moral being. St. Paul teaches us, that GOD the Father

created all things by Jesus Christ ; to the intent , that now
unto principalities and powers in heavenly places might be

known by the churchy the manifold wisdom of GOD: accord

ing to the eternalpurpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus

our LORD. Here it is declared to be a part of the eternal

purpose ofGOD in Jesus Christ, to create all things by him,
to the intent that principalities and powers might know, by
means of the church, that is, by means of his dispensations
to the church, the manifold wisdom of GOD. Of course the

existence of the church was an essential part of this eternal

purpose. Of course also the existence of the church was

foreknown, and resolved on, as a part of this purpose. Its

existence, therefore, was in no sense contingent; in no

sense accidental
;
in no sense dependant on any thing, by

which it could be prevented. In accordance with this de

claration, St. Paul says, 2 Tim. i. 9, Who hath saved us,

and called us with a holy calling, not according to our

works, but according to his own purpose and grace, which
was given us before the world began. In this passage
Christians are said to be saved according to the purpose and

grace of GOD, given to them, in the strong figurative lan

guage of the apostle, before the world began; that is, in sim

pler language, resolved on, established for them, given in

the counsels of GOD
;
so as to be indefeasible by any sub

sequent event. Thus in this passage explained in the cor

responding one of Titus i. 2, In hope of eternal life, which

GOD, that cannot lie,promised before the world began. Here
the grace and salvation, said in the passage last quoted to
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be given, is called eternal life, and is declared to be PRO
MISED before the world began. The existence of the church,

the eternal life of its members, and the grace by which that

life is attained, were all promised before the world began :

promised, I apprehend, in the covenant which we have

been contemplating ;
and plainly an essential part of the

providential system relating immediately to the inhabitants

of this world.

2dly. The salvation of the righteous is certain.

If the salvation of the righteous was an original and es

sential part of the providential system ;
if it was contem

plated, purposed, and resolved on ;
if it was promised to

Christ as the reward of his labours and sufferings ;
if it was

the condition on the part of the Father in a covenant with

the Son; then it is perfectly evident that it cannot fail, but

will certainly be accomplished. The language of GOD on

this subject is, My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my
pleasure,

As the salvation of the church is thus certain, the salva

tion of every righteous man is for the same reason equally
certain : every righteous man is a part of the church, one of

the many thus promised to Christ in the covenant of re

demption, and assured of the certain attainment of eternal

life by the unchangeable promise of GOD. Let no such man

indulge a moment s apprehension that he shall be forgotten

of GOD, either in this life, or in death, or at the resurrection,

or at the judgment, or at the final entrance of the church

into heaven. He who has given a cup of cold water to a

disciple, in the name ofa disciple; he who has consecrated

two mites to the service of GOD ;
he who has willingly be

friended the least of Christ s brethren, is absolutely certain

of his reward.

3dly. We are taught by this doctrine, that the mediation

of Christfurnishes a complete foundationfor our acceptance
with GOD.
The mediation of Christ was the condition of our accept

ance, which GOD himself proposed, and proceeding from

his own good pleasure. It was, therefore, originally and

absolutely pleasing to him. He is the same yesterday, to

day, andfor ever. It will of course be always and equally
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pleasing. We are not, therefore, left to the necessity of

debating, or even inquiring, whether the satisfaction of

Christ is sufficient for all men ; that is, whether there is a

quantum ofmerit, mathematically estimated, on which every
man may rely, because it is so great as to rise to any defi

nite or supposed limit. Independently of all discussions of

this nature, every man is assured, that if he is interested in

this covenant by becoming one of the seed, or followers, of

Christ, by possessing that knowledge or faith, which is the

condition of justification; he will certainly, also, be ac

cepted of GOD, as being one of those whom this promise
included.

The number and the greatness of the sins committed by

any man, and the degree of guilt which he has accumulated,
however discouraging or overwhelming it may prove in the

hour of deep contrition, ought in nowise to persuade the

penitent to doubt, even for a moment, of the sufficiency of

Christ as an expiation for him. One sin only is mentioned

in the Scriptures as admitting of no atonement; viz. blas

phemy against the Holy Ghost. Others are indeed exhi

bited as peculiarly dangerous ; because, acquiring peculiar

strength by habit, they conduct men, with few exceptions,
to final impenitence and immoveable hardness of heart.

But none of these is declared to be in itself beyond the

reach of forgiveness. For the sin against the Holy Ghost,

repentance never existed. He, therefore, who has good
reason to believe that he is the subject of faith in the Re

deemer, and repentance towards GOD, has equal reason to

believe that his sins are blotted out, and his soul accepted,

through the atonement of Christ ; sufficient for him, and for

all others who are like him.

With the same confidence may the anxious, trembling
sinner rely on the same righteousness as the ground of his

own future acceptance with GOD. The language of GOD
on this subject is, Him that cometh unto me, that is, in this

manner, will I in nowise cast out. The sole concern of

every sinner ought, therefore, to be the attainment of this

evangelical character
;
the very thing which is intended by

coming to GOD; and not curious inquiries, nor anxious

doubts, concerning a point so easily settled in this manner,
and so clearly decided by the Scriptures.
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4thly. The salvation of the church is here shewn to be an

object of inestimable greatness and importance.
It has, I trust, been proved, that this event was a primary

part of the providential system of GOD towards mankind,
and the subject of a solemn covenant between the Father

and the Son in the ages of eternity. For the accomplish
ment of it, as one primary object, this world was created ;

and a mysterious and most wonderful system of providence
carried into execution. For the accomplishment of it the

Son of GOD condescended to be born, to lead a life of hu

miliation and suffering, to die on the cross, and to be buried

in the tomb. For the accomplishment of it he rose again
from the dead on the third day, ascended into heaven, sat

down on the right hand of the Majesty on high, and makes
an unceasing and effectual intercession. For the same end

the Spirit of truth came into the world on a divine and be

nevolent mission, and here renews and purifies the souls of

men, and conducts them to the heavenly world. For the

same end the world itself will be consumed with fire
;
the

visible heavens pass away with a great noise ; they that are

in the graves hear the voice of the Son of God, and come

forth; the judgment be set; angels and men be tried, and

sentenced to their respective rewards
;
new heavens and a

new earth be created, wherein righteousness shall dwell for
ever : while, at the same time, the ransomed of the Lord shall

return, and come to Zion with songs, and everlasting joy
upon their heads : they shall obtain joy and gladness, and
sorrow and sighing shall flee away.
Each of these things declares in a forcible manner the im

portance of this mighty object in the sight of GOD. In his

providence the means are never greater, more numerous, or

more splendid, than the nature of the end will amply justify.

The means which I have recited, are the most magnificent
and awful events of which w7e have any knowledge. The

greatness of the end is proportional. Accordingly, St.

Paul, in a most sublime exhibition of this subject, in the

eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, declares that

the earnest expectation of the creature (in the Greek crea

tion) waitethfor the manifestation of the sons of God ; and
that the whole creation groaneth, and travaileth together in

pain, with this divine and most wonderful birth.

VOL. II. Q
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If then the salvation of the church holds this high place
in the divine estimation, it ought unquestionably to hold the

same place in ours. By each of us it ought to be regarded
as an event of incomprehensible magnitude, of transcendent

glory, and of an importance, sufficient to reward with pro

priety the labours and sufferings of the Son of God.

Of proportional importance is the salvation of each of

the individuals of which this assembly of the righteous is

composed. Lord Shaftesbury has decided, that no con

duct, in which future good to one s self is the motive of

action, can be virtuous. Proofs of the soundness of this

decision his lordship has not however furnished, and plainly
was not able to furnish

;
for it is a decision, contradicting

alike the voice of common sense and the voice of GOD.

GOD, by commanding us to flee from the wrath to come, and

to lay hold on eternal life, has assured us of the rectitude

of this conduct. In the observations contained in this dis

course, we have seen ample reason for this command, and

ample proof of the rectitude of the conduct which it re

quires. If the salvation of the church was so great and

glorious a thing in the sight of GOD, the salvation of each

individual which it contains is proportionally important ;

a thing in itself great and good, incomprehensibly great
and good ; deserving our supreme attention, most anxious

labours, and most fervent prayers. The attainment of it,

in every instance, is pleasing to our Creator
;
makes man

lovely in his sight; and diffuses a peculiar joy over that

happy world, where all the virtuous are assembled together.
Let every one of us, therefore, with all humility of mind,
with strong crying, and many tears, begin and carry on this

prime business of life, unseduced by sophistry, unwarped
by temptation, unbroken by discouragement; and, by a

patient continuance in all well-doing, seek so faithfullyfor

glory, honour, and immortality, as to obtain in the end

everlasting life.
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SERMON XLIV.

CHRIST A PROPHET.

HIS PERSONAL PREACHING.

And he said unto them, What things ? And they said unto

him, Concerning Jesus of Nazareth, who was a prophet

mighty in deed and word before God and all the people.

LUKE xxiv. 19.

IN the preceding discourse I considered, at some length,

the covenant of redemption. In the terms of this covenant,
I observed, was contained the substance of Christ s employ

ment, as the Mediator between God and man, and the re

ward which he was to receive in this character. By the

substance of his employment I intend the things which he

did and suffered, alike, while in the execution of the media

torial office. These things naturally follow the covenant

of redemption in a system of theology, and, therefore, na

turally demand our next examination.

In the Scriptures, Christ is frequently spoken of as the

Prophet, Priest, and King, of mankind. This distribution

of his mediatorial character into three great and distin

guishing parts is, undoubtedly, the most proper which can

be made, and is amply authorized by the Spirit of God. It

will, therefore, be followed in these discourses.

The first, and at the same time the most remarkable, de

signation of the Redeemer as a Prophet, is found in the

eighteenth chapter of Deuteronomy. In the fifteenth verse,

Moses says to the Israelites, The Lord thy God will raise up
unto thee a prophet from the midst of thee, of thy brethren,

like unto me ; unto him ye shall hearken. This promise, we
learn from the verses immediately following, was given to

the Israelites, in answer to their petition, at the foot of

mount Horeb, Let us not hear again the voice of the Lord
our God, neither let us see this great fire any more, that we

Q 2
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die not. In answer to this petition, the Lord said unto

Hoses, They have well spoken that which they have spoken.

I will raise them up a prophet from among their brethren,

like unto thee ; and will put my words in his mouth, and he

shall speak unto them all that I shall command him. And
it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not hearken unto

my words, which he shall speak in my name, I will require

it of him.

In this very remarkable prediction we are taught,

1st. That a prophet should, at some subsequent period, be

raised up in the Jewish church, and of that nation, who

should be like unto Moses; that is, one who, like Moses, in

troduced a new dispensation, to stand in the place of the

Mosaic ; as that, at the time of this prophecy, was intro

duced into the place ofthe patriarchal dispensation. In the

last chapter of Deuteronomy, written not improbably by
several hands, and closed perhaps by Ezra, it is said,

There arose not a prophet since in Israel like unto Moses.

If this was really written by Ezra, it is a direct testimony

that the prophet, marked out in this prediction, did not

arise until after the captivity. In John i. 19 21, we are

informed that the Jews, to wit, the sanhedrin, to whom

belonged the right of inquiring into the authority and com
missions of prophets, sent a solemn delegation to John the

Baptist, to demand of him an account of his character.

They first asked him, particularly, Art thou Elias? and,

upon his answering in the negative, asked him again, Art

thou that prophet?b TT^O^TI^ ;
THE prophet, by way of

eminence. In John vi. 14, the five thousand Jews whom
Christ fed with five loaves and two fishes, under the strong

impression of that wonderful miracle, said concerning

Christ, This is of a truth that prophet that should come into

the world. In John vii. 40, we are told, that the multitude

of the Jews in the temple, after hearing the discourses of

Christ, recorded in this chapter, said, Of a truth, this is

THE prophet.
The first of these passages assures us, that in the judg

ment of the sanhedrin, the prophet foretold by Moses, who
was to be like unto him, had not arisen when John the Bap
tist began to preach ;

and the two last assure us of the same

fact, according to the judgment of the people at large. Of
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course, it is fairly presumed to have been the belief of

every preceding age. The two last passages also teach us

that Christ appeared in a character so like that of the ex

pected prophet, as to be repeatedly acknowledged in this

character by the Jewish people.

2dly. This prophet was to appear with a divine commis

sion, as an inspired teacherfrom GOD. / will put my ivords

in his mouth, and he shall speak unto them all that I com
mand him.

3dly. His appearance was to be such, as not to alarm or

terrify the people of the Jews.

This is evident from the fact, that he was promised in

answer to a petition of that people, in which they requested
that they might no more hear the awful voice of GOD, nor

see the fire by which mount Sinai was surrounded GOD,

approving of the request, answers that he will raise them

up a prophet from the midst of them ; one, who should be

of their brethren
; one, of course, who was to be like them

selves
;
a man, conversing with them as friend with friend

;

who should not cry, nor lift up, nor cause his voice to be

heard in the streets;* but who should be anointed by the

Spirit of the Lord to preach good tidings to the meek, and

to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lordrf with the still

small voice of wisdom, truth, and righteousness.

From these things it is evident that no other prophet sus

tained all these characteristics but Christ, even his enemies

themselves being the judges. That Christ sustains them all

is unanswerably certain; particularly, that he wrought

mighty signs and wonders, and that he was known of God

face to face. St. Peter, in his sermon to the Jews, Acts iii.

has, by directly applying this prophecy to Christ, assured

us that he was the prophet intended
; and, therefore, pre

cluded the necessity of any farther inquiry.

In the text, the same character is attributed to him by

Cleophas, as he himself decisively informs us, by adding
in a following verse, We trusted that it had been he who
should have redeemed Israel. At the same time the text

furnishes us with a summary account of the manner in

which the Redeemer discharged his prophetical office, by

* Isa. xlii. 2. f Isa. Ixi. 2.
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declaring that he was a prophet mighty in deed and word,

before God and all the people. To discuss this subject is

the design of the following discourse.

Prophecy may naturally be divided into two parts ; the

communication of the will of GOD to mankind, concerning
their duty and salvation ; and the prediction of future
events.

The power by which both these were done was no other

than inspiration, for man is as unable to divine the will of

God, as to foresee future events. Both these parts of the

prophetical character Christ sustained in the most perfect

degree : but the revelation of the will of GOD to mankind,
the original and far the most important part of the business

of a prophet, and that which is alike pointed out in the

text, and in the prediction of Moses, is the characteristic

of the Redeemer, especially intended to be, at this time,

the subject of consideration.

In Newton s Dissertations on the Prophecies may be

found an ample illustration of the nature and extent of

Christ s predictions.

The prophetical instruction or preaching of Christ, is in

the Scriptures distributed into that which he communi
cated in his own person, and that which he communicated

by his apostles. The former of these shall be first con

sidered.

In an examination of the personal preaching of Christ

the following things demand our attention.

I. The necessity of his executing the office of a preacher.
II. The things which he taught.
III. The manner in which he taught; and,
IV. The consequence of his preaching .

I. I shall now consider the necessity of Christ s assuming
the office of a preacher.

It is obvious to every man, that Christ might have ap
peared in the world in the humble character in which he

actually appeared ; have wrought the miracles recorded of

him; suffered the death of the cross; and generally have
done every thing recorded ofhim either as an act or a suf

fering : and then, instead of teaching mankind the way of

life and salvation with his own mouth, might have taught
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it to his apostles by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost, and

commissioned them to publish it to mankind.

This course however he did not pursue. On the con

trary, he has chosen to teach it extensively in his own per
son. For this conduct of his there were, doubtless, very
substantial reasons. Some of them were probably with-

holden from mankind. Others are discernible with suffi

cient clearness. Even these are not, indeed, very often

called up to view ; and by most men are probably unknown
and unthought of. Yet so far as they can be known, they
are capable of being highly useful, and means of no small

satisfaction to a serious mind. Among them the following

may, I think, be mentioned, as possessing a real and suffi

ciently obvious importance.
1. Christ may befairly believed to have assumed the office

ofa preacher (or that branch of the prophetical office which
I have specified as the subject of discourse), that the gospel

might appearplainly and undeniably to be his.

Christ is, and from everlasting was designed to be, the

great and visible agent in all things pertaining to the pre
sent world. In Col. i. 14, &c. we have the following account

of his character
;
In whom we have redemption through his

blood, even the forgiveness of sins. Who is the image of the

invisible God; thefirst-born of every creature. For by him

were all things created that are in heaven and that are in

earthy visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or do

minions, orprincipalities, or powers : all things were created

by him andfor him. And he is before all things; and by
him all things consist. And he is the head of the body, the

church: who is the beginning, the first-bornfrom the dead;
that in all things he might have the pre-eminence. For it

pleased the Father, that in him should all fulness dwell.

In this passage Christ is declared to be the image, or mani
fest representative, of the invisible God

;
and the first-born

or head of the whole creation
;
the creator of all things,

existing before all things ;
the upholder of all things ; and

the first-born from the dead ;
a character which he is said

to hold, that in all things he might have the pre-eminence :

because, as the apostle adds, it was wellpleasing* to the FA-
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THER, that in him all fulness shall dwell. Now it is evi

dent, that it was a necessary as well as proper part of this

great design, not only that he should be the author of the

gospel ;
but that this fact should be completely proved, and

perfectly known. The publication of the gospel to man
kind is evidently one of the chief dispensations of divine

providence in the present world. As therefore it was the

goodpleasure of the Father, that in all things he should have

thepre-eminence ; so it was peculiarly proper, that he should

be pre-eminent in a thing so important and glorious as the

publication of the gospel.

St. James, in the fourth chapter and tenth verse of his

Epistle, informs, that in the church ofGod there is one law

giver who is able to save and to destroy ; that is, Christ.

Christ, then, being the only lawgiver in his church, it seems

to be indispensable that the gospel, which contains his laws,

should be seen to be his : that all who read it may know
his pleasure with certainty : and never be left to doubt whe
ther any given doctrine or precept was given by him, or was
derived from the comments of others. The difference be

tween these two cases cannot I suppose need any expla
nation.

But if Christ, instead of preaching the gospel in person,
had left it to be published by the apostles only ;

the ques

tion, whether it was his gospel, would have been instantly

raised up against its acceptance by mankind. Infidels

would have boldly denied it to be his; and Christians would
have been perplexed, not only concerning the proper an

swer to this denial, but also concerning their own faith and

duty. Even now, Unitarians, as well as infidels, hold out

a distinction between the Gospel ; that is, as they intend, the

personal instructions ofChrist
;
and the Epistles, which they

consider as the mere comments ofChrist s followers. Thus
lord Bolingbroke declares the system of religion, both na
tural and revealed, to be excellent and plainly taught ;

as

it was taught by Christ, and recorded by his evangelists,
&quot; a complete system to all the purposes of religion.&quot;* Nay,
he speaks of it directly, as revealed by God himself.*^
&quot;

Christianity, genuine Christianity,
&quot;

he says again,
&quot;

is con-

* Leland. vol. 2. p. 163, 1.64. t Ibid. p. 160.
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tained in the gospel, it is the word of God.&quot;* At the same

time lord Bolingbroke declares that St. Paul has preached
another gospel ;

and that the New Testament contains two

gospels. In the same manner, Mr. Chubb declares, that

St, Paul preached another gospel, which was contradictory

to that of Christ. Unitarians, also, are plainly unwilling

to allow the same respect and confidence to be due to the

apostolic writings, which they appear to consider as due to

the words of Christ; and like the infidels above mentioned,

admit, that the Gospels possess a higher character than the

Epistles.

To what a length this scheme of thought would have

been carried, had Christ never preached at all, and how far

the character of the New Testament, as an undoubted re

velation, would have been acknowledged, if the doctrines

and precepts which it contains had been declared by the

apostles only, it is difficult to divine. From the nature of

the subject, the facts just recited, and others like them, it

may be easily believed, that the character of the New Tes

tament, as inspired, would have been seriously affected ;

and with respect to multitudes, who now admit it uncon

ditionally, overthrown ;
and that the character of Christ, as

the lawgiver of the church, would have been pbscured. In

some instances it would have been doubted, and in others

denied
;
and his pre-eminence, in this important particu

lar, would, to a great extent, have been unseen, and unre

garded.
2. It was necessary that Christ should preach the gospel,

that he might sanction its doctrines, precepts, and ordinan

ces, with his own authority.
The doctrines, precepts, and ordinances, of the gospel,

are rules of the faith, practice, and worship, of all to whom
it is made known. Whenever a rule of this nature is pub
lished to any man, the great question naturally asked by him,
is always,

&quot;

By what authority am I required to conform to

this rule ?&quot; In matters of conscience, even an ignorant man
knows that no being except GOD has any right to prescribe
to him rules of obedience. When God prescribes to him,
the prescription is a law

;
when man prescribes to him, it

* Ibid.
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is only advice. But between law and advice the difference

in this case is infinite.

Christ, as has been remarked, is the only and the rightful

lawgiver to his church. Had he not declared the gospel in

his own person, the question whether it was his gospel,
would have arisen, not only against its claims to be a re

velation, but also against its authority and consequent ob

ligation. The authority of the apostles as men is certainly

less than that of Christ as a man
;
for he was a wiser and

better man than they.

According to every scheme of Christianity, even accord

ing to that of the Socinians, the authority of the gospel ter

minates in Christ, as the original publisher of it to mankind;
and in this view is of more import, and higher obligation,

that if it had terminated in the apostles. The apostles

might, indeed, have been admitted as upright and unexcep
tionable witnesses offacts; and full credit might have been

given to their testimony. But when they prescribed the

rules offaith and practice, their authority would easily have

been questioned, for in this case they would have needed

not only an unexceptionable character, but a divine com
mission. Had the apostles told us (as, if Christ had not

personally preached the gospel, they must have told us)

only, that Christ was born, lived, and died, at such a time,

and in such a manner; it is not easy to conceive how they
would have proved, satisfactorily to mankind, their recep
tion of such a commission from him. The mind would in

stinctively, fondly, and anxiously, have asked,
&quot; whether

this distinguished person did not, while in the world, teach

those around him the superior wisdom which he possessed?
If he did not, why he did not? If he did, why were not his

instructions recorded ?&quot;

The absolute want of an answer to these questions

would, I think, have left this subject in a state of obscurity,
not only distressing, but perplexing and dangerous.
Of this obscurity infidels would not have failed to avail

themselves; as they now do of every seeming difficulty

and disadvantage under which they suppose Christianity to

labour. They would have asked triumphantly,
&quot; How

does it appear, that these doctrines, precepts, or ordi

nances, are Christ s ; and not merely the dictates of his fol -
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lowers ? Ill many instances we acknowledge them to be

true doctrines, sound and useful precepts, and harmless

ordinances
;
such as may be believed and obeyed reason

ably enough ;
but where is the proof, that they were intend

ed to be laws of faith and conduct binding the consciences

of men ? If this had been their character, would not Christ,

the source of this system, have declared it during his resi

dence on earth ? The fact that he did not, to say the least,

renders the point doubtful
; and, of course, releases man

kind from any obligation to obey.&quot;

What infidels would thus have boldly advanced, Socini-

ans would probably have readily admitted
;
and multitudes

of cold and timid believers would as probably have follow

ed in their train. In this manner, the whole system might

have assumed a new face, and the whole church a different

character.

All these things would also have acquired peculiar

strength and consistency from the fact, that the apostles at

tribute the gospel wholly to Christ ; as being originally and

exclusively his.
&quot;

Where,&quot; it would be asked,
&quot;

is the proof
of this great fact ? No record is left of the instructions of

Christ himself to indicate his pleasure. This certainly is

strange ; and, if it was really his will that we should obey
these precepts and receive these doctrines, unaccountable.

In a case of such importance he cannot be believed to have

left us in any doubt, much less in so serious a perplexity.

His absolute silence therefore, in a matter of this magnitude,
furnishes no small reason to believe, that he intended and re

quired no conformity orobedience ofthis nature on our
part.&quot;

From these objections, and others like them, the church,

and those individually and successively of whom in every

period it was to be formed, would undoubtedly have expe
rienced many difficulties and perplexities in the way of

their faith and obedience. Nor would the powerful argu

ments, derived from the lives and the miracles of the apos

tles, be able to remove these difficulties. In spite of these

arguments difficulties even now exist sufficiently perplexing
to stumble the weak and insnare the unguarded. It is hard

ly necessary to add, that by the supposed silence of Christ

all these would be mightily enhanced.

The gospel is probably reverenced by those, who reve-
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fence it at all, in a degree generally proportioned to their

views concerning its Author. Trinitarians regard it with

the highest veneration
;
Arians with a less degree ;

and

Socinians, particularly the followers of doctor Priestley,

with the least. Even these, however, regard Christ with

more respect than they render to the apostles. Had the

gospel been preached by the apostles only, there is reason

to fear, that by every one of these classes of men it would

have been regarded with a still lower degree of veneration.

To believe its doctrines, to obey its precepts, and to cele

brate its ordinances, would have been felt to be a duty,

less powerfully incumbent on mankind, less obligatory, and

less necessary to the attainment of salvation.

It ought here to be remarked, that the Scriptures them

selves furnish a solid foundation for this distinction. St.

Paul, Heb. ii. 1 3, says, Therefore (that is on account of

the exalted character of Christ, displayed in the preceding

chapter) we ought to give the more earnest heed to the

things which we have heard, lest at any time we should let

them slip. For, if the word spoken by angels was steadfast,

and every transgression and disobedience received a just re

compense of reward ; how shall we escape, if we neglect so

great salvation ; which at the first began to be spoken by the

Lord, and was confirmed unto us by those that heard him ?

In the preceding chapter, the apostle had proved the entire

and infinite superiority of Christ to angels. From this cha

racter of the Saviour he derives the inference just read, viz.

the utter hopelessness of escape to such, as neglect the sal

vation which he published with his own mouth. The jus
tice of the inference he proves by the fact, that even those,

who disobeyed the word spoken by angels, were uniformly
and equitably punished. Those, therefore, he says, cannot

possibly escape punishment, who neglect the word spoken

by Christ, a person so much greater and better than angels.

Again, chap. x. 28, 29, he says, He that despised Moses

law died without mercy. Of how much sorer punishment,

suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy, who hath trodden

under foot the Son of God? In both these instances the

apostle evidently considers the guilt of disobeying Christ

as greater than that of disobeying other publishers of the

word of God; and of course attributes to Christ, as a
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preacher of the gospel, an authority, superior to that of any
other person. These very passages, had they been writ

ten as substantially as they might have been, would per

haps have been quoted against the apostles themselves, if

Christ had not preached the gospel in person.
3. It was necessary that Christ should preach the gospel,

that he might appear in the world as a preacher of truth

and righteousness.

The importance of Christ s assumption of this character

will be evident from the following particulars.

(1st.) The importance of the character itself.

No intellectual character is so great, or so important, as

this. The highest wisdom and authority are here united

and exhibited with unrivalled lustre. The subjects un

folded are the most interesting in the universe : the charac

ter, pleasure, and works, of GOD
;
the nature and destiny of

man
;

the nature of holiness and sin
;
the laws by which

our duty is prescribed and regulated ; the means by which

eternal life is obtained
;
the termination of this earthly sys

tem ; and the introduction of another, wholly new, immor

tal, and divine.

In the assumption of this character, Christ became the

lawgiver and teacher of a world, and indeed of the uni

verse
; unfolded all the wisdom, and all the holiness, at

tainable by mankind, throughout endless duration ;
and

disclosed the perfect attributes and immeasurable glories

of JEHOVAH. Angels in his instructions, saw what all the

splendours of the heavenly system had never illuminated ;

and found a wisdom, displayed on the footstool of the Cre

ator, which their own exalted world, notwithstanding the

perfection with which it is arrayed, had never ushered into

light. In this character, then, it was suitable to the glory
of Christ, that he should have the pre-eminence.

(2dly.) The lustre which it shed upon his life.

Christ is the only teacher, ever found in this world,

whose life exactly and perfectly accorded with his instruc

tions. No object is so edifying as this accordance. The

perfect holiness of the Redeemer would have been less

clearly seen, and less deeply felt, if we could not have

compared his actions with the perfect rules of life uttered

by his own month. This truth needs no other evidence,
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except the continual appeal to the fact, made by all Chris

tians in their conversation and writings ;
an appeal shewing

more forcibly than arguments can do, the strong impressions
made by this fact on their minds. The peculiar excellence

and dignity of Christ is here seen with the highest advan

tage, as being seen in the strongest light, and seen alone.

(3dly.) The proof which it furnished, that all hisprecepts

are capable of being obeyed, with a suitable disposition, by
a human being.

Christ was a man, as well as God
; differing from other men

only in wisdom and excellence. In this character he per

fectly observed every precept which he uttered so far as it

was applicable to himself. In this manner he taught, unan

swerably, that other teachers and all other men would do the

same, if they possessed, and so far as they possessed, the

same disposition. The precepts therefore are reasonable in

themselves; and all the difficulty found by us in obeying them

arises from our disinclination. Had Christ left the gospel to

be preached by the apostles only, this trait in his character

would, at the best, have been dimly seen, and feebly regarded .

(4thly.) The example which he hasfurnished to all future

preachers of the gospel.

The example of Christ in this respect is perfect. A par
ticular display of its excellences will, however, be more

advantageously made hereafter. Suffice it now to observe,

that it was an example indispensably necessary for men in

every period of time, and peculiarly at the time when it was
furnished. The gospel then began to be preached; and

the manner in which it ought to be preached, all future

preachers needed to know, for their direction ;
the gentle

ness, meekness, candour, patience, clearness, simplicity,

firmness, boldness, and unwavering integrity, which every

preacher ought to display; which Christ alone has per

fectly displayed ; but which thousands of preachers have

exhibited in far higher degrees than they would ever have

reached if they had not been presented with this glorious

example to direct and animate them in this great duty.
The examples of this nature, actually existing at that

time in the world, were such as only to mislead and corrupt
those who followed them. The pride of both Jewish and

Heathen teachers; the dissoluteness of their lives; their
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covetonsncss
;
their sickly love of human applause ; the

blind devotion of the former to the silly and immoral tradi

tions of the elders
;
and the theoretical spirit, the sophistry,

and the empty declamation, of the latter; rendered a new

example, free from all these deplorable defects, indispen
sable to all future teachers who wished to benefit their

fellow-men.

4. It was necessary that Christ should preach the gospel,
in order to the authoritative abolition of the peculiarities of
the Mosaic system.
These peculiarities are called by St. Peter, Acts xv. 10,

a yoke, which neither our fathers nor we (that is the Jews)
were able to bear. For the Gentiles at large, it would have

been not only an insupportable yoke, but a system of rites

and duties with which their accordance would, in many
cases, have been impossible. Still all these were sanc

tioned by an authority confessedly diyine. Equal authority
was necessary to abrogate them. Yet this abrogation was

absolutely necessary to the success of the gospel. The au

thority of the apostles would not, I think, in this case, have

been submitted to by the Jews; nor easily have been

placed in their estimation above nor in an even balance with

that of Moses
;
but would probably have been classed with

that of the prophets, who succeeded Moses, and who were

universally and justly considered as possessing an autho

rity inferior to his.

The Jews were taught to expect the only material change,
which would ever exist in the Mosaic system, from that

prophet whom the Lord their God was to raise up unto them,
like unto Moses. This prophet, not one of the apostles
could claim to be. Not one of them therefore could arro

gate to himself the authority by which that system was to

be changed. This belonged exclusively to Christ, the pro

phet thus foretold
;
the prophet from whom the Scriptures

themselves taught the Jews to expect material alterations

in their religion.

Had Christ then been silent on this subject, it is not easy
to conceive how the Jews could have been persuaded, that

the system was to be changed at all
; nor, if they had not

been persuaded, how the Gentiles could either have real

ized or maintained this important fact.
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5. It was necessary that Christ should preach the gospel,

to furnish an opportunity offaith and conversion to the

Jews who lived at that time.

Although Christ as a preacher was less successful than

his apostles, yet we learn from the Scriptures, that several

hundreds, and if I mistake not, that in all probability thou

sands, believed his word. The importance of this event

needs no explanation, so far as the salvation of these be

lievers only is considered. But there is another point of

view in which this subject demands an explanation at the

present time. The persons converted by the preaching of

Christ were themselves the only preachers of the gospel
whom at his ascension he left behind him in the wrorld.

From his preaching they derived their own conversion, and

their qualifications for the business of converting others.

The existence of these preachers, since all Christians be

come converts by means of the truths contained in the gos

pel, was absolutely necessary to the conversion of their fel

low -men
;
and the preaching of Christ was equally neces

sary to the conversion of themselves.

When we remember that in the number of the preacherg
of the gospel the apostles are included, the importance of

this article will appear in its proper light. To them the

whole Christian world, throughout the past, present, and fu

ture, ages of time, confessedly owes its redemption from

spiritual darkness, and its introduction into the marvellous

light of Christ s kingdom.
But it is only indebted to them in the immediate sense.

Ultimately, this immense blessing is owing to the preach

ing of the Redeemer himself. The importance of his

preaching, therefore, may be fairly estimated from the great

ness of the blessing.

6. It was necessary that Christ should preach the gospel,

for the purpose offurnishing important evidence of its

divine origin.

Interesting evidence of the divine origin of the gospel is

derived from the fact, that it was preached by Christ; and

that in two ways.

(1st.) It cannot be rationally supposed, that a mere man,
educated as he was without any advantages beside those

enjoyed by the poor people of the Jewish nation generally,
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could have devised the gospel by the strength of his own
mind.

The Jews asked, with the utmost good sense, this ques
tion concerning our Saviour : How knoweth this man letters,

having never learned? John vii. 15. The only rational an

swer to this inquiry is, that what they meant by letters, viz.

the wisdom which he taught, he received immediately from

God. It is plainly impossible, that he should have devised

this wisdom, had he been ever so advantageously educated,

either from the frivolous and superstitious doctrines of his

countrymen, or from the vain, gross, erring, and self-con

tradictory philosophy of the Heathen. Scarcely any thing

can be imagined more unlike the gospel of Christ, than

the instructions given by both these classes of men. But

Christ was not thus educated. On the contrary, he was in

the proper sense an unlearned man. That which he taught

sprang up, therefore, originally in his own mind. But no

other such mind ever appeared in this world. Nor was
such wisdom ever taught here by any man, whether learned

or unlearned. That it should be taught by a man unlearned

as he was, from the mere force of his own mind, is a far more

improbable counteraction of those laws which regulate and

limit the nature ofman, than a revelation from God can be,

of any supposable laws of nature.

(2dly.) Christ proved the gospel to befrom God by his life

and miracles.

Christ asserted his doctrine to be derived immediately
from God. To prove the truth of this assertion he wrought
a multitude of wonderful miracles

;
and appealed to them

as decisive evidence that it was true. A miracle can be

wrought by none but God
;
for no other being can suspend

or counteract that infinite power, which is unceasingly em

ployed in bringing events to pass, according to those which

are called the laws of nature. But God cannot work a mi

racle to support a falsehood : for this would be no other

than a declaration that the falsehood was true. The mira

cles of Christ therefore were an unquestionable proof that

his gospel is a revelation from God.
The holiness of his life is another proof of the divine ori

gin of the gospel : a proof not less solid, although perhaps
VOL. II. R
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less frequently allowed its full force. No miracle is a more

palpable contradiction to the laws, which respect the nature

of man in this world, than the perfect holiness of Christ.

At the same time, this character forbids, as absurd and con

temptible, the supposition that he was capable of uttering

a known falsehood.

But Christ declared, that his gospel was from God.

Coming from such a person, the assertion cannot, without

perfect irrationality, be called into question.
Had not these proofs of the divine origin of the gospel

been furnished by Christ; the evidence on this subject
would undoubtedly stand on very different ground, and

want not a little of its present strength and completeness.
7. It was necessary that Christ should preach the gospel,

in order to the fulfilment of numerous prophecies whichfore
told this part of his character.

One of these, contained in Isaiah Ixi. and applied by
Christ to himself, Luke iv. 18, 19, may stand in the place
of all others. The Spirit ofthe Lord is upon me, because he

hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor ; he hath

sent me to heal the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to

the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind; to set at

liberty them that are bruised; to preach the acceptable year

of the Lord.

The predictions of the Scriptures were not written,

merely that they might be fulfilled; but when they were

written, it became indispensable that they should be ful

filled. The prophetical character of Christ was predicted,
because it was an event determined on by infinite wisdom;
because of its own intrinsic importance and utility to the

universe; and because the prediction itself also was in

many respects useful and important. After it was once

written, those who hear me will, without the aid of an ex

planation, discern with a glance, that its fulfilment became

indispensable.
For all these reasons, and some others which we can com

prehend, and undoubtedly for others which lie beyond our

reach, it was necessary that Christ should assume and exe

cute the office of a preacher of the gospel. It is hoped,
that this attempt to elucidate a subject so interesting in it-
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self, of such magnitude in the scheme of redemption, and

yet so rarely an object of investigation, or even of atten

tion, will not be unedifying to those persons who regard
the mediation of Christ with reverence and complacency.

SERMON XLV.

CHRIST A PROPHET.

HIS PERSONAL PREACHING. THE THINGS WHICH
HE TAUGHT.

The officers answered, Never man spake like this man.

JOHN vn. 46.

IN the last discourse I proposed to consider the character

of Christ as a prophet : or as the great preacher of truth

and righteousness; under the following heads.

I. The necessity of his preaching the gospel;
II. The things which he taught;
III. The manner of his preaching ; and,

IV. The consequences of his preaching.
The first of these subjects I discussed at that time. I

shall now proceed to an examination of

II. TJie things which he taught.

In the context we are informed, that the sanhedrin sent

officers to take Christ, as he was preaching in the temple,
and bring him before them. When they returned without

him, they were asked by the sanhedrin, why they had not

brought him. They answered in the words of the text^

Never man spake like this man ; that is,
&quot; The things which

he said, and the manner in which he said them, were such
as never before were exhibited by any human

being.&quot;

These words were uttered by Jews, his enemies
; by offi

cers and dependants of the sanhedrin, his most bitter eqe
R 2
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mies
; by those officers, when commissioned to seize him

for trial and punishment ; by those officers, therefore, when
under the strongest motives to take him, as being exposed
to danger and punishment if they did not take him

;
and

finally, are uttered, as containing the only reason why they
did not take him. All these facts teach us, that the things
which Christ spoke, and the manner in which he spoke

them, were singularly excellent and impressive; so excel

lent and impressive, as to induce these Jews to allege it as

the only reason why they had not performed their official

duty. It is not easy to conceive, how a more convincing

testimony could have been given to the unrivalled excel

lency of Christ s preaching. Particularly will this appear,
if we remember that the doctrines and precepts of Christ

violated all the prejudices of the human heart : especially
of Jews

; and that there was nothing in his manner of the

kind which is usually called popular ; or calculated to catch

for the moment the applause of his audience, and produce
a favourable bias towards the speaker. In the considera

tion of this and the following heads we shall have oppor

tunity to examine, in some measure, how far the things re

corded of Christ will warrant us to entertain the same

opinion.

Among other things taught by Christ, I shall mention,
1. The abolition of the peculiarities of the Mosaic system.
The Mosaic system consisted of three great parts ;

the

moral, the judicial or political, and the ceremonial. All

the peculiarities of this system belong to the two last ; the

first being in its own nature applicable to mankind gene

rally in all circumstances. That these peculiarities were

one day to be abolished was often indicated by the prophets
of the Old Testament, from the days of Moses down to

those of Malachi. This seems to be sufficiently indicated

by our Saviour himself in his discourse to the disciples

going to Emniaus. Luke xxiv. 25, &c. Then he said unto

them, O fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the pro

phets have spoken. Ought not Christ to have suffered these

things, and to enter into his glory ? And, beginning at

Moses and all the prophets, he expounded unto them in all

the Scriptures the things concerning himself. The things

concerning Christ are here asserted to have been spoken
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by Moses and all the prophets: viz. his life, death, and ex

altation. But with these, we know, was interwoven a

change in the Mosaic system ; a change, therefore, more or

less exhibited by Moses, and by all the succeeding pro

phets ; by some of them expressly ; by others only in hint,

allusion, or inference.

St. Paul, who informs us that Christ hath blotted out this

hand-writing of ordinances which was against us and con

trary to us ; taken it out of the way, and nailed it to his

cross, who declares, that Christ hath made both Jews and

Gentiles one; and broken down the middle wall ofparti

tion; abolished in his flesh the enmity between them, even the

law ofcommandments contained in ordinances; argues this

fact also at length, as declared by the prophet Jeremiah.

For, saith he, if that first covenant had been faultless, then

should no place have been soughtfor the second. But find

ing fault, he saith, Behold the days come, saith the Lord,
when I will complete a new covenant with the house ofIsrael

and the house of Judah, &c. By saying, a new covenant,

he hath made theformer old. Now chat which decayeth and

waxeth old is ready to vanish.* See Jer. xxxi. 31, &c.

Heb. viii. 7, &c.

The Mosaic system therefore was originally designed in

part (viz. that part of it which consisted of the command
ments contained in ordinances) to be abolished at some fu

ture period. It was also to be abolished when the new co

venant was to be completed ; the covenant originally pub
lished to Abraham, but completed under the Christian dis

pensation.
That it was to be abolished by Christ is indicated in the

prophecy concerning him dwelt on so largely in the preced

ing discourse. Iivillraiseup unto them a prophet like unto

thee, that is, a prophet who, like thee, shall bring into the

church a new dispensation, and change whatever needs al

teration in the old
;
even as thou hast done with respect to

the patriarchal dispensation.

The same truth is also abundantly declared by preceding

prophets, especially Isaiah; who describes at large the

very changes actually made by Christ in this dispensation,

*
Macknight.
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almost as distinctly as the apostles ; at least in several par
ticulars.

Christ published this abolition of the peculiarities of the

Mosaic system.
In the first place, by teaching that the Gentiles, as well

as the Jews, were henceforth to be the people of God.

And I, saith he, ifI be lifted up, will draw all men unto

me. John xii. 32. Again; And other sheep I have, which

are not of thisfold ; them also must I bring, and they shall

hear my voice ; and there shall be onefold, and one shep
herd.

The Jews, under the dispensation of Moses, were the

only people of God. All others who became members of

the church, became such by being proselyted to the Jewish

religion, and obeying the Jewish laws throughout; in other

words, by becoming Jews in every thing except blood.

But Christ here declares, that the Gentiles, as such, shall

become members of his church, and belong to his fold
;

hear and follow him; and thus constitute a part of the

people of God.

Secondly. By teaching the uselessness ofexternal rites.

Christ exhibited in many ways the emptiness of external

rites; particularly by declaring, that meats and washings,
and other things of the like nature, neither purified on the

one hand, nor on the other defiled the man : and universally

by shewing, that internal purity and integrity constituted

the only object of the divine approbation, and the only title

to the kingdom of God.

Thirdly. By instituting a new ministry in the church.

This he did by commissioning the apostles and all other

ministers. Matt, xxviii. 18, &c. to go into all the world,

preaching the gospel, and discipling all nations, and bap

tizing them in, or into, the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost. In this commission he in

vested a new set of men, in the place of Jewish priests and

Levites, with all the authority and offices of ministers in the

future church of God. The Jewish ministry was, there

fore, henceforth done away.

Fourthly. By substituting baptism and the Lord s sup

per for the Jewish sacraments of Circumcision and the

Passover.
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Christ made baptism the initiatory ordinance of the

Christian church, and the Lord s supper the confirmatory
one. Circumcision, therefore, and the Passover, ceased of

course. Besides the death of Christ, the antitype of the

Passover having taken place ;
the Passover which typified

it, ceased of course.

Fifthly. By substituting a new, simple, and spiritual

worshipfor the ceremonial worship of the Jews. In his dis

course \vith the Samaritan woman, Christ said, The hour

cometh, and now is, when the true worshippers shall wor

ship the Father in spirit and in truth; for the Father

seeketh such to worship him. God is a spirit ; and they that

worship him, must worship him in spirit and in truth.

In the parable of the sower also, he declares, that they
who received the seed in good ground, are such as receive the

word in an honest and good heart ; and that these only are

either fruitful or accepted.

Sixthly. By teaching that God was to be worshipped ac

ceptably, wherever he was sincerely worshipped, and not in

the temple at Jerusalem only.

In the above-mentioned conversation with the Samaritan

woman, Christ said, Woman, believe me, the hour cometh,

when ye shall neither in this mountain, nor yet at Jerusa

lem, worship the Father. He also, as you well know, pre
dicted the destruction of Jerusalem, the temple, and its

services ; declaring that not one stone of the temple should

be left upon another, which should not be thrown down ;

that Jerusalem should be trodden down of the Gentiles, until

the times of the Gentiles should be fulfilled ; and that all

these things should come topass during the continuance of the

then-existing generation. In the mean time, he declared

to his disciples, that wherever two or three of them should

be met together in his name, there he would be in the midst

of them.

It needs no proof, that in these declarations he caused

the sacrifice and the oblation to cease ; and put a final end

to the peculiarities of the Mosaic system.
2. Christ taught the same system of religion which was

taught by Moses.

The system of religion, taught in the Old and New Tes

tament, is one and the same. This Christ has himself suf-
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ficiently declared in his sermon on the mount. One of the

first declarations in it is this : Think not, I am come to de

stroy the law and the prophets ; I am not come to destroy,
but to fulfil.

The system of natural religion taught in the Scriptures,
is one, and unchangeable. Sooner shall heaven and earth

pass away than one jot or one tittle of the law on which it

is founded, and by which the duties of it are required. As
the law is unchangeable, so the duties which it requires
are unchangeable also. The relations on which this law
is founded, and whence these duties arise, are eternal and

immutable. Of course the law itself, the duties which
it requires, and the conditions of acceptance and rejection,

together with all the truths or doctrines, which in natural

religion, or the religion founded on mere law, are the pro

per obligatory objects of faith, must for ever be the same.

Accordingly, our Saviour, when the lawyer asked him,
Which is the first and great commandment of the law? de

clared, after reciting the two great commands, that on these

two hang all the law and the prophets ; or the system of re

ligion contained in the Old Testament. At the same time

he recited these commands, as- being those on which was
also suspended his own religion ;

which were still in full

force, and the foundation of all virtue or moral excellence.

Nor is the Christian system substantially different in the

New Testament from what it is in the Old. By the Christian

system, I intend the system of doctrines and duties, by
means of which apostate creatures are restored to obedience

and favour. The gospel, says St. Paul, was preached to

Abraham. It was also disclosed to our first parents.

Christ, says St. Peter, preached (that is, by the voice of

Noah) to the spirits in prison; viz. the rebellious world,

imprisoned under the divine sentence, during one hundred

and twenty years preceding the deluge. Yourfather Abra

ham, says our Saviour to the Jews, rejoiced to see my day ;

and he saw it, and was glad. All these, says St. Paul,

speaking of the Old-Testament witnesses, from Abel to Da
niel and his companions, died infaith; that is, the faith of

the gospel. Now, therefore, says the same apostle again
to the Ephesian Christians, Ye are no more strangers and

foreigners, but fellow- citizens with- the saints, and of the
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household of God: and are built upon the foundation of the

apostles and prophets : Jesus Christ himself being the chief

corner-stone. It would be useless to recite more passages
to this purpose, although many more might easily be re

cited. These prove in the most decisive manner that there

is one system of religion only taught in the Old and the New
Testament; one law on which the whole is ultimately

founded ; one system of doctrines and duties of what is

called natural religion ; one system of doctrines and duties

of the Christian system, appropriately so called : that the

gospel was preached not only to Abraham, but to the Jewish

and patriarchal churches in every age ;
that good men

have always died in the faith of the gospel ;
that the foun

dation of the prophets and apostles is the same ;
and that

of both Jesus Christ is the chief corner-stone.

3. Christ taught all the fundamental doctrines of this

system.

By the fundamental doctrines of the Christian system, I

intend those, which are necessary to be believed and

obeyed in order to the attainment of salvation. Such, for

example, are the existence and perfections of the one God,
the law of God ; its righteous and reasonable character;

the rebellion, apostacy, and corruption, of man; the im

possibility of justification by the works of the law
;
Christ s

own divine character as the Son of God, and the Saviour

of men; justification by faith in him; the nature and ne

cessity of regeneration, faith, repentance, and holiness of

heart and life; a future state; a judgment; and a recom

pense of reward to the righteous and the wicked, beyond
the grave.

I will not say that the belief of every one of these is in

dispensable to salvation, but they are all essential parts of

one system; and within this list is found whatever is thus

necessary to be believed. That Christ taught all these

things will not, I suppose, be questioned by any man who
admits that they are at all taught in the Scriptures.

4. Christ taught the religion of the Scriptures more

plainly and perfectly than those who went before him.

In a former discourse, I considered the character of the

Redeemer as the light of the world ; and observed, that he

is exhibited in the Scriptures, as the source of all know-
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ledge natural, revealed, and spiritual, concerning moral

subjects. Agreeably to this general character he ap

peared with peculiar splendour as the great luminary of

the world, while executing the office of a preacher of truth

and righteousness. Every subject which he discussed he

illustrated
;
and every duty enjoined by him, he inculca

ted, with a force, distinctness, and impression, utterly un

rivalled by any preceding instructor.

Particularly, he explained the nature and extent of the

divine law far more perfectly than Moses and the prophets.
Of this truth his sermon on the mount is the most illustrious

instance of which we are able to form a conception. In

this wonderful discourse he inverted some, and subverted

others, of the Jewish opinions, established a long time be

fore he commenced his ministry, concerning the substance

of the Mosaic religious system : explained the extent and

comprehensiveness of the law
;
and taught the wonderfully

various, minute, and exact manner, in which its precepts
are applicable to the moral concerns of mankind. David
had formerly said, while addressing himself to the Most

High, Thy commandment is exceeding broad. But Christ first

unfolded the extension of the divine law to every thought
and affection, as well as to every word and action, of man
kind. At the same time, he exhibited the nature of genuine
obedience in a light new, and altogether nobler than had be

fore been imagined ; presenting to the eyes of mankind this

obedience, otherwise termed holiness, or virtue, as more ex

panded, more dignified, more refined, and formed for a des

tination superior to what was found in the instructions

given by the wisest men under the Mosaic dispensation.
Whatever was limited, and merely Jewish, he took away ;

cleansing the intellect from every film which had bedimmed
or narrowed its views

;
and releasing the heart from every

clog which had checked the progress of its affections. The
soul therefore freed in this manner from its former corporeal

encumbrances, was prepared by his instructions to renew

its strength, to mount up with wings as an eagle, to run in

the Christian course and not be weary, to walk and notfaint.
In the same perfect manner, and to a considerable ex

tent in this very discourse, as well as more fully in his

discourses at large, he explained the gospel to mankind.
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The scheme of salvation to apostates through a Redeemer
was very imperfectly taught by Moses, and was left in no

small degree of obscurity even by David and Isaiah. It

was reserved for Christ, by whom came grace and truth,

to make the way ofholiness a highway, in which wayfaring

men, though fools, were by no necessity compelled to err.

So fully, so distinctly, so completely, has Christ pointed
out the way to eternal life, that we often see Heathens, sa

vages, slaves, aed even little children, as well as unlettered

men in Christian countries, entering into it, and walking

safely onward to the end.

Among the things which Christ has thus clearly ex

plained to mankind, I have selected the following.

(1st.) He taught mankind that the heart is the seat of all

virtue and vice, or, in scriptural language, ofholiness and sin.

Matt. xv. 16, Jesus said to his disciples, Are ye also yet
without understanding? Do not ye yet understand, that

whatsoever entereth in at the mouth goeth into the belly &amp;gt;

and

is cast out into the draught. But those things which pro
ceed out of the mouth come forthfrom the heart ; and they

defile the man. For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts,

murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness, blas

phemies. These are the things which defile a man ; but to

eat with unwashen hands defileth not a man. And again,
Matt. xii. 34, He said to the Pharisees, O generation of vi

pers ! how can ye, being evil, speak good things? for out of
the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. A good
man out of the good treasure of the heart bringeth forth

good things ; and an evil man out of the evil treasure bring
ethforth evil things.

By declaring that the heart was the only seat of good
and evil, Christ taught us several lessons of great im

portance to our safety and well-being.

He taught us particularly how to distinguish with accu

racy between moral good and evil.

So long as men supposed moral good and evil to lie either

wholly or partially in their external actions, it was impos
sible that they should make this distinction with any de

gree of accuracy : for the very same external actions, so

entirely the same as to be distinguished by no human eye,

proceed from principles directly opposite, and are intended
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to promote directly opposite ends. ,In the actions them

selves, therefore, there is no difference
;
and of course, no

foundation for any distinction in their moral character.

But when the good and evil are referred to the heart, the

intention, the accordance with different motives, we can

not fail, unless through an unnecessary and therefore crimi

nal negligence, to discern whether we form good or bad in

tentions, and whether we accord with good or evil motives.

In this manner our duty and our disobedience also are, in

ordinary cases, to say the least, made plain and obvious
;

and we are saved from that perplexity and suspense, whose

only influence it is to delay, bewilder, and distress the mind.

In this manner also Christ has taught us, where our prin

cipal safety lies; viz. in carefully watching our thoughts.

David, in those golden precepts recited by Solomon in

the fourth chapter ofProverbs, had,longbefore ourSaviour s

incarnation, said, Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out

of it are the issues of life. But this precept seems to have

been imperfectly understood, and little insisted on, and its

importance imperfectly realized, by those who preceded
the Redeemer. He, on the contrary, by shewing that the

heart was the only seat of good and evil, and teaching that

the nature of the streams was derived solely from the foun

tain, taught also, in a manner which could not be misappre

hended, that the supreme duty and interest of man, lay in

guarding the fountain itself from every impurity. As all

good and all evil commence here
;
to watch the state of the

thoughts and affections becomes a duty of immeasurable

importance. Proportionally important is the lesson, by
which this duty is taught and enjoined.

In the same manner also Christ taught the emptiness of
external and ceremonial performances.

Many of the Jews and all the Heathen placed the whole

of their religion in such performances. Christ struck at

the root of this fruitful stem of falsehood ;
a production, not

unnaturally, cherished by the splendid ceremonies of the

Mosaic ritual.

Although the religion of the heart was actually taught,

and taught with great force and propriety, in the Mosaic

system ; yet the splendour of the worship which it enjoined,

and the strong impressions made on the imagination by
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the nature and multitude of its rites, easily drew off the at

tention of gross and careless minds from the thing typified

to the type, from spiritual worship and real duty to a mere

external observance.

For several ages before Christ appeared, the Jews, and

among them the teachers of their law, had leaned more and

more towards an unqualified approbation of mere external

rites, and a general substitution of mere external conduct

for the duties enjoined by religion. To the opinions of

these men Christ, on many occasions, opposed himself in

form, and with irresistible efficacy. Whatever stress may
be laid upon them by others, it is impossible for his disci

ples to regard them as being virtuous, even in the r-e-

motest sense
;
or as being of any moral use, except as oc

casional aids and means of virtue.

(2dly.) Christ taught mankind, that virtue consists solely

in loving God with all our heart , and our neighbour as

ourselves.

On these two commands, said he to the Scribe, hang all the

law and the prophets. Out of these commands arise all

the precepts taught by Moses and the prophets; precepts,
which have no other nature nor end, but to explain and en

join this universal law of God. He who keeps these there

fore, keeps them all. Of course, he is the subject of that

obedience wrhich God has required ;
of moral excellence

;

of real amiableness in the sight of his Maker.

The distinction between virtue and vice, exhibited under

the first head as so successfully made by the doctrine there

specified, was here completed. When virtue is made to

consist wholly in love, and love itself is at the same time

so exactly defiled
;

all the facility is given which can be

desired for the purpose of discriminating between virtue

and sin.

(3dly.) Christ taught that the meek and lowly virtues, as

they are called, or in other words exercises of virtue, are su

perior in their excellency to any others.

Mankind have universally admired magnanimity, active

courage, contempt of danger and death, and other exercises

of a bold and vigorous spirit. Nay, so greatly have they ad

mired them, not only as to regard with a forgiving eye those

who have exhibited them, even in the midst of crimes and
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excesses, but to yield to them, when guilty of every enormity,

their universal and unqualified applause. I do not deny,
that these may be indications and exercises of virtue. There

are undoubtedly occasions on which we are required to be

strong and of a good courage ; and when we assume this

character from a sense of duty, and for just and benevolent

purposes, we are really and may be eminently virtuous.

On the other hand, the meek and lowly exercises of this

spirit ;
such as meekness, humility, patience, submission,

gentleness, placability, moderation, and forgiveness; al

though, perhaps, by most persons allowed to be virtuous,

are yet by almost all unadmired and unesteemed. Still our

Saviour has unquestionably exhibited these, both in his in

structions and in his example, as wholly superior to the

others. He descants on them oftener
;
he dwells on them

more : he presents them more frequently to us in his life ;

or rather his whole life is an uninterrupted exhibition of

them. He plainly attaches to them a higher importance,
as they are in themselves : and he makes them more es

sential to the character of a Christian, and to the attainment

of salvation. This, it must be acknowledged, is a current

of instruction running directly counter to that of poets, his

torians, and philosophers, in all ages ;
and to the general

ceurse of human feelings relating to this subject. It can

not but be useful to examine, for a moment, how far this

conduct of the Redeemer accords with the decisions of ex

perience and common sense.

It is evident beyond a debate, that the meek and lowly
virtues have in themselves no tendency to produce any part
of those miseries with which mankind have afflicted each

other. If we were humble, we should never become the au

thors of those evils which have regularly sprung from pride.

If we were meek; we should not impatiently feel injuries,

nor give pain in those numerous instances in which it is

created by wrath. If we were gentle ;
we should not do in

juries to others. If we were forgiving ;
we should not re

venge them on others. If we were moderate; we should

prevent the evil effects which alway spring from ungo-
verned passions; particularly from envy, wrath, and the

passion for pleasure. If we were placable ;
we should cut

off the mass of calamities which is found in alienation of
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heart, unrelenting aversion, and irreconcilable estrangement
of affection

;
and instate in its place that serene and self-

approved enjoyment which springs from the cordial recon

cilement of minds, previously the seats of real, though im

perfect good-will. If we were patient ;
we should neither

murmur at GOD, nor at each other
;
and should at the same

time lessen half the evils which we felt, by a quiet submis

sion to the hand of our Creator. Who does not see, that,

if these virtues had their full and proper influence on human
hearts and human affairs, man would assume a new cha

racter, and the world a new face ? Who does not see, that

a great part of the guilt and misery now suffered would
vanish ; and that in its place would be found peace and

happiness, transcending all easy estimation ?

Equally evident is it also from experience, that those in

whom these virtues presided have never in fact produced
these miseries. Often have they been among the principal

sufferers, but never numbered among the actors of this tra

gedy. As this position cannot, and will not, be denied ;

to insist on it any farther would be useless.

On the other hand, to that characteristic of man, which

is styled heroism, have been owing a great part, and that

usually the most dreadful part, of human sufferings. Ac
tive courage has, in every age, filled the world with tumult,

contention, and bloodshed
; destroyed the labours and en

joyments, the peace and hopes, ofmen; overturned temples;
consumed cities with fire

;
and converted kingdoms into de

serts. All these are causes of misery only. At the same

time, it has rarely done good, except by accident; and,

however admired and applauded by the silly mind of man,
has undoubtedly been one of the chief curses which GOD
has permitted to visit this unhappy world.

I have already said, that I do not deny these exercises

of heroism to be capable in certain circumstances of being

virtuous; and even eminently virtuous. Still, it ought to

be remarked, that if the other class of virtues were to have

their proper influence on mankind, these would not exist; be

cause there would be no occasion for them. Were no in

juries done, there could be no occasion for resisting them
;

and, of course, no demand for active courage. The exer

cises of this spirit therefore are at the most of a secondary
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importance, and can be called forth only by preceding
crimes. The meek and lowly virtues are, on the other hand,

original and essential ingredients of happiness in every

world; are indispensable to all private and public enjoy

ment; and are therefore of primary and inestimable value.

The preference given by our Saviour to these virtues, is, of

course, a proof of real and divine wisdom.

(4thly.) Christ in the same complete manner taught the

way in whichfallen beings may again become virtuous and

happy.
He explained his own character, as the propitiation for

sin and the Saviour of sinners : the willingness of GOD to

pardon, justify, and accept, them on account of his righte

ousness, through faith in him; accompanied by repentance,
and followed by holiness of heart and life. He taught man
kind that their character by nature is sinful and odious to

GOD
;
and that their own obedience can never be accepted

as an expiation for their sin, or a ground of their justifica

tion
; that, unless they are born again of the Spirit of GOD,

and possess a new and spiritual character, they cannot see

the kingdom of GOD; and that in requiring this character

they become his disciples indeed, and prove themselves to

be such by doing whatsoever he hath commanded. All these

things united constitute that character, which being as

sumed, those who before were apostates return to GOD,
and to their obedience of his will ; and may evangelically
claim through his promise a title of eternal life.

(5thly.) Christ established his church in a new form, ap
pointed in it new ministers, constituted a new discipline,

and directed anew the peculiar duties of both its officers and
members.

The church, under the Mosaic dispensation, was properly
a national one

; consisting, with the exception of such as

became proselytes and thus in a sense Israelites, of those

only, and of all those, who were descended from Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. Christ constituted the church of the

spiritual children of Abraham, who were Jews inwardly,

though not according to the flesh; and whose praise was not

of man, but of God. Instead of the priests, who were mi
nisters of the Jewish church, he appointed ministers of the

gospel to be officers in the Christian church. Its discipline
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also ceased to be the severe and dreadful system of pro

ceedings enjoined under the Mosaic dispensation ; and be

came a course of advice, reproof, and, in cases of irreclaim

able obstinacy, a solemn separation from the offender ; all

administered with the most prudent care, the tendercst

good-will, and the most exemplary moderation. The pe
culiar duties of Christians towards each other were sum

marily directed by the new commandment ; which to the

common benevolence, required by the moral law towards all

men&amp;gt; superadds brotherly love; or the exercise of compla

cency towards the evangelical character of their fellow-

Christians. The peculiar duties of ministers, as enjoined

by Christ, are, generally, to preside over the worship and

discipline of the church
;
to preach the gospel ;

to dis

pense, and together with their fellow-Christians whose duty
it is also to receive, the sacraments of the New Testa

ment.

(Gthly.) Christ taught also the great doctrines concerning
a future state of being.

These are the separate existence of the soul after death ;
the

resurrection from the dead
;
the final judgment ;

the misery
of the wicked, and the happiness of the righteous, through
out eternity. Concerning these great subjects the Heathen

only formed conjectures, supported by very imperfect ar

guments. The Jewish Scriptures also, although really con

taining these doctrines in substance, exhibited them in dim

and distant view. Life and immortality were brought to

light, that is, were clearly shewn and fully proved by Christ

alone. To him the world is indebted for its certain know

ledge and extensive views of things beyond the grave ;

things, in comparison with which all that exists in the pre
sent life is nothing, less than nothing, and vanity.
From this summary view of the instructions of Christ, it

is evident, that he has taught every thing necessary for the

knowledge of our duty, the attainment of holiness, and the

best conduct of a virtuous life
;
has established his church

on a new and happier foundation ;
instituted a simpler and

purer worship ;
suited its whole economy to the circum

stances of all nations
; prepared it to extend easily and hap

pily throughout the world
;
furnished mankind with the best

VQ.L. II. S
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means of obtaining salvation ;
and engaged them by the

most cogent motives, placed before their eyes, to seek effec

tually a glorious and blessed immortality.

SERMON XLVI.

CHRIST A PROPHET.

THE MANNER OF HIS PREACHING.

Never man spake like this man. JOHN vn.46.

IN my last discourse I considered the second division of

the proposed examination of Christ s prophetical charac

ter, viz. the things which he taught. I shall now proceed
to consider,

III. The manner ofhis preaching .

Concerning this subject I observe, that Christ preached,
1st. Withperfect plainness and simplicity.

By the plainness of Christ s preaching, I intend gene

rally, that he preached in such a manner as to be easily un

derstood by all who were willing to understand him.

Particularly, he used the plain, common language ofman
kind ; and on no occasion the technical language custom

arily used by men of science, and extensively used at that

period by all the votaries of the fashionable philosophy.

That he has never used this language will undoubtedly be

admitted by those who read his instructions ;
there being

not even a solitary instance of it in all his discourses.

That Christ acted with entire wisdom, in this particular,

is manifest from many considerations. The common lan

guage of men is the only language which men generally

can understand. If Christ had used any other language,

particularly technical language, scarcely one of a hundred

of those who have heard him, or of those who read his dis

courses, would have been able to know what he meant.
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To all these the book, containing his instructions, would
have been a sealed book ; and almost every man \-\ho read

it would have been obliged to say, I cannot understand it,

for / am unlearned.

Nor would technical language have been of much real

use to learned men. In natural and mathematical science

this language has, I acknowledge, been employed with suc

cess
;
and that to a considerable extent. But in moral

science, which involves all the instructions of Christ, the

same thing cannot be said without many abatements. The

subjects of moral science are generally less distinctly and

definitely conceived of, than those of natural, particularly
of mathematical, science ; and on this account, and because

we have no sensible exact standard to which we may re

fer them, the terms of moral science are to a great extent

used at first indefinitely ;
and are afterward rendered still

more indefinite by the looseness and imperfection of think

ing in succeeding writers.

At the same time, moral subjects are so important, so

deeply interest the feelings, and awaken so many biasses

and prejudices, that where our discernment, left to itself,

might enable us to fasten on definite ideas, and to choose

proper terms to express them, our biasses still lead us into

error
,
and prevent us partly from perceiving the true im

port of the language used by others, and partly from a will

ingness to accord with it when perceived.
From these causes, and others like them, the technical

language of moral science has generally been loose and in

definite to a greater degree than the common language of

men : and such must have been the language used by our

Saviour, if he had adopted the technical language of his

time. This language also, originally difficult to be under

stood, would have been rendered still more obscure by
every attempt to translate it into the languages of other na

tions. Terms of this kind have often no customary use

which can be appealed to to fix their signification ; and,

being used only by some individual author, or in a peculiar
sense by that author, it must be left to criticism, and often

to conjecture, to determine their meaning. When used by
several authors, they are commonly used with some varia

tion of sense, either slight or serious. In this case their

s 2
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signification becomes more doubtful, and the discourses in

which they are found more perplexed. If I mistake not,

no terms in ancient authors are so doubtful as those ap

propriated to philosophy ; many of which seem to ha\7e

their meaning scarcely settled even at the present time.

With these sources of doubt before them, translators would
have been extremely perplexed, and would have perplexed
their readers still more by their own terms, chosen, often

erroneously, to express the doubtful meaning of their ori

ginals, lut the language used by our Saviour was suit

ed to all men
;
the best language for philosophers them

selves
;
the only language for other men. All men can un

derstand it better than any other; most men can understand

no other.

The plainness of our Saviour s manner is conspicuous
also in the obvious nature of his allusions and illustrations.

These were all derived from objects familiar to the appre
hension of mankind at large; according to the rule of elo

quence, in this respect, laid down by Cicero. Every reader

of our Saviour s discourses must have observed this fact.

The city set on a hill; the salt of the earth ; the candle,

which is not to be set under a bushel, but on a candlestick ;

the vine, and the branches ; the shepherd, and the sheep ;

are instances which cannot be forgotten. These, and others

of the like nature, are the happiest of all allusions, and the

best of all illustrations. They are natural but forcible ;

every where offering themselves, and every where beauti

ful
; familiar, but possessed of sufficient dignity ;

and at

tended always with this high recommendation, that they
are easily understood by men in every situation of life.

The plainness of our Saviour s manner is remarkably evi

dent also in his parables. Instruction appears to have been

communicated in allegorical discourses, generally resem

bling these from the earliest ages. But no instructor ever

formed them so happily as Christ. The subjects alluded

to are chosen with supreme felicity; and the allusions are

conducted with the utmost skill and success. The allego

rical part of the story is always just and impressive ;
com

monly beautiful
;
not unfrequently sublime

;
and in seve

ral instances eminently pathetic. The meaning, which it

is intended to convey, is at the same time definite, clear,
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and obvious. The parable, instead of shading the thought
illumines it; and instead of leaving the reader in doubt,
contributes not a. little to the satisfaction of his inquiries.

When we consider the perplexed, enigmatical manner in

which both Jewish and Gentile teachers, at that time, con

veyed many of their most important instructions; we shall,

on the one hand, see this characteristic of our Saviours

discourses in a stronger light ; and, on the other, shall be

led to admire suitably the wisdom with which, in this res

pect, he taught mankind.

Nearly allied to the plainness of our Saviour s instruc

tions is their .simplicity. By simplicity, in this case, I mean
that general characteristic of discourse, in which both the

thoughts and words appear to have been adopted without

the effort of selecting, and merely because they offered

themselves ; and to follow each other in the order in which

they offered themselves without contrivance, and in the

manner most remote from either study or affectation. Of
this important characteristic, as critics universally agree,

the ancient writers furnish more numerous and more perfect

examples than the moderns. Among ancient writers, those

who penned the Scriptures hold by general acknowledg
ment also the first place. But amid these, as well as all

other instructors of mankind, Christ, as a pattern of per
fect simplicity, stands unrivalled. His discourses, though

fraught with doctrines of the most profound and wonderful

wisdom, and sentiments of the highest sublimity and beauty,

appear still, as if neither the words nor the thoughts were

the result of the least study; but sprang up spontaneously
in his mind, and flowred from his tongue in a sense ii -

stinctively ;
in a manner strongly resembling that of chil

dren. The impression made by the manner in which they

are delivered, is, that they are the result of mere unadulte

rated nature, prompting the speaker with an unresisted im

pulse ;
as if he knew how to speak in no other manner.

The effect of this manner of discoursing is undoubtedly in

an eminent degree happy ;
whatever may be the subject or

the drift of the discourse. When this is didactic, simplicity

gives the teacher the most desirable aspect of artlessness,

candour, and sincerity. When it is historical, beside pre

senting the speaker as invested with these important cha-
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racteristics, it lends the utmost beauty and impressiveness
to his narration. &quot;When it is sublime, or pathetic, it pre
sents the objects which excite these emotions in the strong
est light; and excites the emotions themselves in the high
est degree which is possible. As examples, illustrating in

the most perfect manner the truth of all these observations, I

allege, particularly, Christ s sermon on the mount; his pa
rabolic sermon, recorded Matt, xiii.; several ofhis discourses

with the Jews, recorded by St. John
; those addressed to

his disciples, commencing with the fourteenth chapter; his

intercessory prayer in the seventeenth of that evangelist; the

Lord s prayer; the parables of the prodigal son, the rich

man and Lazarus, and the good Samaritan; and his dis

courses concerning the destruction of Jerusalem, and the

final judgment, in the twenty-fourth and twenty -fifth of

Matthew. The parable of the prodigal son, particularly,

may be alleged as the first example of beautiful and pathe
tic simplicity which has been ever given to mankind

;
as

without a rival, and without a second.

2dly. Christ exhibited in his manner of instructing the

most perfect modesty and delicacy.

Both Jewish and Heathen teachers, before the time of

Christ, were remarkable for pride, vanity, and of course for

boasting. Pharisaical and Stoical pride, have been pro
verbial for near two thousand years. The Grecian philo

sophers exhibited to the world their true character, in this

respect, by calling themselves
ao&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ot,

or wise men. Those
of the east assumed denominations equally arrogant and

contemptible. The pride and vanity which they exhibit

ed in this manner, they manifested also in every other form,

and on every convenient occasion. Like a disagreeable

odour, this unbecoming character eludes every attempt
to conceal it; and forces itself upon the mind wherever the

writer becomes the subject of his own thoughts.

In direct and perfect opposition to them all, Christ, though

teaching with a wisdom and greatness of character altoge

ther unrivalled, has not suffered, I need not say a proud or

vain thought, but even the most distant appearance of such

a thought, to escape from his lips. Though more frequently
than any other teacher compelled by the nature of his me
diatorial office, the tenor of his discourses, and the disputes
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in which he was engaged with the Jews, to become the sub

ject of his instructions to them ;
and although doing and

saying that which, far more than any thing ever done or said,

must awaken the conviction of personal greatness and su

periority; yet he has never, even in the most remote hint or

allusion, intimated a single indulgence of either pride or va

nity in his own mind. No resemblance of boasting can be

found in all his discourses. Himself, as an object of ad

miration or applause, is for ever out of sight, and out of re

membrance.

Delicacy is the kindred, the ally, of modesty; and an at

tribute of instruction, as well as an excellency of character,

which appears to have been very imperfectly known to the

teachers, both Jewish and Heathen, who lived at or before

the time of our Saviour. From them all he is perfectly dis

tinguished by the most complete exhibition of this excel

lence. Not a sentiment, not a word, has fallen from his lips,

which can give pain, in this respect, to a mind of the most

finished refinement and virtue
;
not a word, not a sentiment,

fitted to awaken one improper thought, or to allure in the

least degree to any unbecoming action.

3db/. Christ taught with entire boldness and integrity.

These highly honourable characteristics of our Saviour s

instruction are every where visible, and, so far as I know,

universally acknowledged. Particularly are they conspi
cuous in his open, intrepid attacks on the Pharisees and

Sadducees; the men who at that time held the whole power
of the Jewish government, and the whole influence over the

Jewish nation. These sects also were the leaders of that

nation in all their bigotry, their miserable superstition, and

their deplorable devotion, to a mere outside morality and

worship. They corrupted them in their moral and religious

principles, and introduced a sensual, loose, and nearly athe

istical, system of doctrine and practice. To these men

Christ, with no defence but his own wisdom, innocence, and

purity, opposed himself with uniformity, vigour, and im-

moveable firmness: exposing the unsoundness of their

wretched doctrines, the futility of their arguments, the hy

pocrisy of their professions, and the enormous turpitude of

their lives. All this he did with such clearness of evidence,

and such pungency of reproof, that they themselves often
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shrunk from the detection, and trembled for the very exist

ence of their principles and their power.
At the same time, and in the same manner, he reproved

and exposed all the popular prejudices of his country.

Gentle, modest, and humble, beyond example, he united

with this character an unyielding fixedness of principle and

deportment, and a perfect destitution of that love of popu
larity and that desire of applause which are such prominent
traits in the character of most of those who have attempted
the instruction of mankind . There is not in his instructions

a single instance of the least concession to any religious,

civil, or personal, prejudice of his countrymen. On the

contrary, he treated them all openly, uniformly, and alike.

Even their favourite doctrine, that they were, and were ever

to be, the peculiar people of GOD, together with all the mis

chievous consequences which they derived from it, he re

sisted on many occasions, and in many forms; declaring
that they were not, in the true and scriptural sense, the

children of x\braham ; and shewing them, that their natu

ral descent from this patriarch would not by itself be the

least advantage to them; while the abuse of their privi

leges would only increase their guilt, and enhance their

final condemnation.
Nor was Christ less direct and sincere in reproving his

friends. In them, notwithstanding all the gentleness and
tenderness with which he taught them, he allowed no varia

tion from truth or duty; and reproved them on every occa

sion for their prejudices, bigotry, unbelief, contentions,

faults, and follies, of every kind. Exact truth and unwarp-
ing holiness appear evidently to have been the objects which
he made the standard of all his instructions, as well as of

Li &amp;gt; life. No tenderness, friendship, or gentleness of dispo
sition

;
no fear of the populace, or the powerful; prevented

him from reaching this standard on every occasion. No
zeal transported him beyond it. He, and he alone among
those who have taught mankind, knew how to make all the

affections of man perfectly accordant with truth and duty,
and perfectly subservient to the establishment of them in

the world.

4thly. Christ taught mankind ivith an authority peculiar
to himself.
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This characteristic of Christ s teaching was twofold.

First. The authority derivedfrom the weight of his pre

cepts, and the manner in which they were inculcated. This

I take to be especially what is intended by St. Matthew in

the following passage : And it came to pass, when Jems had

ended these sayings (that is, the sayings contained in his

sermon on the mount), the people were astonished at his doer

trine ; for he taught them as one having authority, and not

as the Scribes. In the authority of this kind, Christ far ex

celled every other instructor. No precepts are so important
as his ;

no manner of teaching is so dignified and so com

manding. When we remember, that he appeared as a poor
man, without friends or influence, without power or splen
dour

;
that he proposed a new system of religion and mo

rals
;
that he attacked, in many respects, the former system,

the bigotry with which it was regarded, the prejudices of the

multitude, and the enormous wickedness of the great : when
we farther remember, that in the minds ofmany he overset

them all, and in the minds of many more shook them to

their foundations : we cannot hesitate to acknowledge, with

the Jewish officers, that, in this particular, never man spake
like this man.

Secondly. Christ taught mankind with a singular official

authority.
This is conspicuous in two things.
The first is, that he uttered neither opinions nor advice.

All the dictates of Christ s teaching are of the kind which
the Greeks call dogmas, that is, positions peremptorily as

serted, without any doubt expressed, any wavering, any un

certainty, any suggestion, of the possibility of error.

Every doctrine is exhibited as an absolute law of faith ;

and every precept as a positive rule of practice. Every
thing which he uttered carries with it evidently the assurance,
that his doctrines are true and certain

;
that his precepts are

just and reasonable; and that himself is invested with full

authority to prescribe both as obligatory rules of faith and

practice.

The second is, that Christ taught in his own name, and
without appealing to any authority but his own.

This fact was mentioned in a former discourse; but it

be proper briefly to consider it also at the present time.
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AH the prophets of the Old Testament prefaced their in

structions with, Thus sailh the Lord. Christ commenced
his ministry with explaining, altering, and annulling, many
things, said by them under this authority, and acknowledged
by him to be thus said. His own instructions, however, he

never prefaced in this manner
; but merely said, I say unto

you; or, on solemn occasions, Amen; Verily; I say unto

you. The authority here assumed by him was such as to

warrant him in repealing that which had been spoken by
prophets in the name and by the authority of God

;
and was

therefore an authority equal to that under which these pro
phets had spoken.

In this exercise of authority Christ stands alone ; being

wholly distinguished from all other teachers, both sacred

and profane. The apostles, it will be remembered, taught

only in the name of Christ.

5thly. Christ taught with uniform and singularpatience,

gentleness, and kindness.

I have grouped these excellences of our Saviour s man
ner of teaching, as I have several of those already men

tioned, on account of the intimate relation which they
bear to each other.

To dwell on this subject with minuteness cannot be ne

cessary. All readers of the gospel know how often Christ

bore with the dulness, prejudices, and unbelief, of his dis

ciples ; how often he reiterated the same instructions ;
how

patiently he removed their prejudices ;
how frequently he

had occasion to pronounce them of little faith ; and how

universally, and how often without reproving them, he bore

with their numerous infirmities. There is not an instance

in his life of an impatient, petulant word ;
not a single ex

pression of the kind, which we term passionate ;
not an oc

casion, on which he lost, in the least degree, that absolute

self-control, by which he was elevated above all the children

of Adam. When the ambitious sons of Zebedee, through

their more-ambitious mother, asked of him the privilege of

sitting, the one on his right hand, and the other on his left;

he calmly replied, It is not mine to give. When the body
of his disciples strove, which of them should be greatest; he

took a little child, and set him in the midst of them, and when

fie had taken him in his arms, he said mtfo them, Whosoever
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shall receive one of such children in my name, receiveth me;
and whosoever shall receive me receiveth not me, but him that

sent me. When Peter denied him in so shameful and bitter

a manner, the only reproof which he gave him is recorded

in these words, And the Lord turned, and looked upon Peter.

Over Jerusalem, the seat of so much guilt, the scene of the

messages and of the slaughter of so many prophets, and

speedily about to be the scene of his own sufferings, he

wept with inexpressible tenderness, and said, How often

would I have gathered thy children, as a hen gathereth her

chickens under her wings ; but ye would not !

6thly. Christ taught by his example.
It is a proverbial observation, that example is far more

instructive than precept: an observation verified by the ex

perience of mankind every day and in every place. No
precepts are indeed seriously influential on the mind of the

pupil, unless they are believed to have some good degree
of influence upon the life of his instructor. On the contrary,

where the instructor is supposed to speak with sincerity and

from the heart, and to be himself governed in his conduct

by the very principles which he recommends to others ; very

plain instructions have commonly very great power. Ex

ample, therefore, may be safely pronounced to be the best

of all instructions, and the only mode of consummating the

instruction of the voice.

In this kind of teaching Christ stands alone. The pro

phets and apostles are here left out of comparison, and out

of sight. As for the Heathen philosophers, their example
was a mere contrast to their instruction

;
I mean, to such

parts of it as were just and commendable. What they taught
of this nature, they refuted in the daily conduct of their

lives. But Christ s life was a perfect practical comment
on all that he taught, and a perfect illustration of the nature

and efficacy of his precepts. Hence his instructions have

been unrivalled in their influence on mankind
;
and have

produced effects, to which there has been in the history of

tho world no parallel.

I have here mentioned several primary characteristics of
the manner in which Christ taught mankind. To form a
more complete estimate of its excellence, it will, however,,
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be necessary to consider what lie did not do, as well as what
he did. The superlative wisdom of the Redeemer was ma
nifested as truly in what he avoided, as in what he accom

plished.

On this subject I observe,
1st. That he utterly declined to gratify the mere curiosity

of man.

Many questions were proposed to him by the Jews, of

such a nature as to demand answers which could only gra

tify curiosity. Several more of the same kind were ad^

dressed to him by his disciples. To all these he declined

the answers which were solicited. There are also very

many subjects concerning which curiosity has ever been

awake
;
and which not only are intimately connected with

the scriptural system of religion, but are mentioned by Christ

in many forms, and in some particulars extensively dis

cussed. But such parts of these subjects as excite mere

curiosity, he has invariably left in silence: and never

tempted, nor satisfied at all, this roving, restless propensity.
Over all objects of this kind, he has drawn the curtain of

absolute concealment, and hidden them entirely from hu

man eyes.

Among these subjects, it will be sufficient to mention

one. The circumstances which attend a future state of

happiness, awaken perhaps as extensively and as natu

rally, the wishes of the mind to be minutely informed as

any thing belonging to the destiny of man. On this im

mense subject, Christ has however taught nothing except
what we plainly needed to know

;
and has withheld every

thing else from our investigation. Others have often in

dulged a wandering fancy, and in the wildest excursions

concerning a future state, have attempted to explore the

regions of future being, as travellers search distant coun

tries in the present world. But Christ has chosen baiely
to inform us of the existence and general nature of these

regions; things which we are deeply interested to know;
and left these outlines to be filled up by our own actual

experience, when we shall become possessed of that hap

py state of being. When we remember how many uncer

tainties would have arisen out of such a disclosure had it

been made; how many questions of difficult solution, or
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incapable of being solved, and in a word how greatly, and

how often, the mind would have been perplexed concern

ing- subjects unconnected with its real good; we cannot

hesitate to acknowledge the perfect wisdom manifested in

this concealment.

2dly. Christ taught ivithout sophistry.
The integrity displayed in the reasonings of our Saviour,

is equally exact and perfect, with that exhibited in his de

claration offacts. In the age in which he lived, both the

Jewish and Heathen teachers were distinguished for false

reasoning, as a species of art. The doctrines which they

taught needed this defence. Accordingly we find it em
ployed by them on almost every occasion. Many speci
mens of the subtilties of the Sadducees and Pharisees are

recited to us in the New Testament ; particularly in the

Gospels. Quibbles, paradoxes, and fetches, were the

custom of the time
;
and were shamelessly employed to

defend every favourite opinion, and attack every adversary.
But false reasoning is as real a violation of integrity as

false declarations
; is often as mischievous

;
and is always

a proof of gross depravity, or gross inattention to our duty.
Christ therefore, the perfect pattern in this as in all other

conduct, has alleged no argument but a real one ; has

given no argument any more force than it really possesses ;

and has expressed no more confidence in any argument
than he really felt. The glorious contrast which he exhi

bited in the exact simplicity and sincerity with wrhich he

reasoned on every occasion, to the subtilty and sophistry
of all with whom he reasoned, and of a vast multitude of

other teachers, is a pattern for all succeeding reasoners
;

which if universally followed, would free the world from a

great part of its doubts and errors, and the deplorable guilt

and misery by which they are followed.

3dly. Christ has authorized no intolerance.

It is well known, that the Jews who were so distinguished

for their spiritual pride and bigotry, and who regarded
other nations with an almost absolute intolerance, were

never more strongly marked by these characteristics than

at the time when our Saviour appeared. Even the apo
stles were not exempted from a share of this character.

Master, said John, we saw one casting out devils in thy
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name, and weforbade him, because he followed not with us.

And Jesus said unto him, Forbid him not ; for he that is not

against us is for us. Again, John and James moved with

indignation against the inhabitants of a Samaritan village,

because they declined to receive their Master, said to him,

Lord, wilt thou that we command fire to come downfrom
heaven, and consume them as Elias did? But he turned and

rebuked them, and said, Ye know not what manner of spirit

ye are of. For the Son ofman is not come to destroy men s

lives, but to save them. So intolerant was the spirit even

of the beloved disciple ;
and so benevolent, it ought to be

added, was that of Christ.

In this nation, and at this period, was Christ born and

educated. But, instead of imbibing, countenancing, or

warranting, intolerance and bigotry, he taught in all in

stances their odiousness and guilt; and enjoined, with re

spect to every subject and person, the most absolute mo
deration, liberality, and candour; not indeed the fashion

able liberality of licentious men in modern times; a pro
fessed indifference to truth and holiness

;
but a benevolent

and catholic spirit towards every man, and a candid and

just one towards every argument and opinion. Distinc

tions of nations, sect, or party, as such, were to him no

thing; distinctions of truth and falsehood, right and wrong,
were to him every thing. According to this scheme he

framed both his instructions and his life.

4thly. Christ taught without enthusiasm.

All the language and all the sentiments of our Saviour,

were the language and sentiments of a person perfectly sa

tisfied of the goodness of the cause which he had espoused,

immoveably attached to it, and earnestly engaged to pro
mote it among mankind. Still this earnestness, this fixed

ness of character, differed greatly from that of most per

sons who have undertaken the reformation of their fellow-

men. In our own, as in all preceding ages, those who have

assumed the character of reformers, almost of course make
a parade of their piety, and a merit of their peculiar devo

tion to the cause in which they have embarked : and aim

at gaining proselytes by a nice scrupulosity concerning

things commonly esteemed innocent, animosity against

those whose opinions they censure, and impassioned ad-
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dresses to such as listen to their instructions. Christ was
the opposite of all these. Little things always in his in

structions appeared little. Harmless things he regarded
as harmless. Great and important things only has he

taught us to regard as great and important. In his life

there was no ostentation of any thing. He came eating and

drinking like other men
;
and in his human nature and ap

pearance, differed from them in nothing but superior wis

dom and purity of character. In his discourses every

thing is serious, solemn, and earnest
;
but every thing at

the same time is uttered without moderation, without pas
sion, without declamation.

No discourses in the world are more distant from fana
tical declamation, and no character is more unlike that of
an enthusiast, than the discourses and character of Christ.

A spirit of serenity, of self-possession, of impassioned
sweetness, of principled excellence, reigns throughout all

his instructions, and throughout all his life, of which else

where there is no example.

5thly. Our Saviour sought in his instructions for no ap
plause.

In this characteristic also he was equally singular and

perfect. The love of applause is the most universal, and

probably the most seductive, of all human passions ; parti

cularly in minds raised by intelligence above the common
level. So seductive is it, that Cicero pronounced it to be

true virtue. But of this passion not a single trace appears
rn the whole history of Christ ! The good or ill opinion,
the applause or censure, of his fellow-men, whether friends

or enemies, seem as if they had been thought of by him,
and as if no capacity of being influenced by them had been
an original attribute of his mind. With a magnetic con

stancy, his thoughts and discourses were pointed alway
to truth and rectitude

;
and the world had no power of

producing in them a momentary variation.

Such was the manner in which Christ taught mankind ;

a manner all his own; copied from none who preceded
him, and imperfectly imitated by the best and \visest of

those who came after him
; a manner perfectly suited to

the supreme excellence of his character, to the divine com
mission which he bore

;
to the illustrious system of truth
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which he taught ;
to the glorious errand on which he was

sent; and to the perfect nature of that Being whose repre
sentative he was to the children of men.

SERMON XLVIL

C II R 1 S T A PROPHET.

CONSEQUENCES OF HIS PREACHING,

And the officers answered, saying, Never man spake tike

this man. JOHN vn. 46.

IN the three preceding discourses, I have considered the

prophetical character of Christ under these three heads:

1st. The necessity of his assuming the office of a prophet ;

2dly. The things which he taught ; and 3dly. The manner in

which he taught them.

I shall now proceed to the consideration of the fourth

head, originally proposed concerning this subject, viz. The

consequences of his preaching ; and, after a brief examina
tion of these, shall conclude my observations on the per
sonal preaching of Christ with afew remarks.

The preaching of Christ produced,
1st. A general astonishment in those who heard himt

And it came to pass, says St. Matthew, that when Jesus

had ended all these sayings, the people were astonished at

his doctrine: for he taught them as one having authority,
and not as the Scribes. Two things are here mentioned as

causes of the astonishment, occasioned by Christ s sermon
on the mount : The things which he taught, and the manner
of teaching. The people were astonished at his doctrine :

for he taught them as one having authority, and not as the

Scribes. It cannot be thought strange, that a scheme of

doctrine so new, so solemn, so simple, so pure, so amply
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fraught with inherent evidence of its truth
;
and in all these

respects, so opposite to that which they \\ere accustomed
to hear from their own teachers

;
should produce an un

usual degree of wonder in the minds of this people. Nor
is it any more strange, that such a manner of teaching as

that employed by Christ, should have its share in producing
this effect, and enhance the surprise occasioned by his in

structions. We who hear these instructions from the cra

dle, to whom they are presented weekly from the desk,
. and daily by the Bible, cannot easily conceive the degree
in which they could not fail to impress the minds of men
when they were first published in the world. They were

then new and strange ;
and both in the matter and the man

ner were in a great measure singular. They were employ
ed on the most important of all subjects ;

the sin and ho

liness, the ruin and recovery of mankind. They professed
to contain and communicate the will of GOD concerning
these subjects, and of course to be a message from heaven.

At the same time they censured, both implicitly and ex

plicitly, most of the doctrines taught by the Pharisees and

Sadducees, most of their precepts and the general tenor

of their lives. The doctrines they shewed to be false
;
the

precepts unsound and immoral; and the conduct of those

who taught them to be unworthy of the profession which

they made, and contrary to the Scriptures, which in pre

tence at least they believed. These men, either alternately

or conjointly, had for a long period held an entire and

commanding influence over the Jewish nation. Highly
venerated for their wisdom, and in many instances for their

apparent sanctity, their countrymen scarcely called in

question their claims to this influence, or to the character

on which it was founded. But when Christ entered on his

ministry, he stripped off the mask by which they had been

so long concealed
;
and left both their folly and their

wickedness naked to every eye. The system which they

had so long taught without opposition, he shewed irresist

ibly to be a strange compound of truths derived from the

Scriptures ;
of falsehood and weakness, of superstitious

scrupulosity and fanatical zeal, professedly drawn from the

traditions of the elders ;
and of gross immorality and

glaring hypocrisy, generated by their own minds. Their

VOL. 11. T
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pretended sanctity both of doctrine and deportment he

proved to be a mere veil, assumed to conceal their enor

mous avarice and ambition, pride and cruelty. As the

means of future acceptance with GOD, he shewed that they
could never avail; and that therefore they could only de

lude and destroy their credulous disciples. That such in

structions as these, delivered by a person whose whole

life was a direct contrast to that of those whom he thus

censured and refuted
;
who evidently appeared to be

under the influence of no selfish passion, and no sinis

ter motive
;
whose precepts required, and whose conduct

exemplified, piety and benevolence without a mixture ;

delivered too in a manner so clear, so direct and so

lemn, so universally convincing and impressive, should

astonish all who heard them, cannot be thought strange

even by us. Such was indeed their effect : and to such a

degree, as to induce those who heard them, to pronounce
the teacher, on different occasions, a Prophet, a great Pro

phet, the Prophet foretold by Moses, and the Messiah.

When we remember that this teacher appeared in the cha

racter and circumstances of a Jewish peasant ;
without a

name
;
without education

;
without friends ;

we cannot but

perceive that the effect of his teaching was in this respect

very great.

2dly. Thepreaching of Christ produced great opposition,

both to himself, and to his doctrines.

I have already recited many causes of this opposition.

There were many more. But all of them may with pro

priety be reduced under these general heads. The novelty
and excellency of his doctrines

;
the strictness and purity

of his precepts; his birth; his character; the justice and

pungency of his reproofs ;
the disappointment of the ex

pectations of the Jews concerning the glory and splendour
of his Messiahship ;

and the fears of the Pharisees and

Sadducees, that he would destroy their influence and pow
er. All these things thwarted some selfish passion of his

hearers
;
and many of them thwarted every such passion.

It is not therefore to be wondered at, that they should op

pose one who taught and lived so as uniformly to reprove
them for their whole moral character and daily conduct.

This opposition commenced almost with his ministry, and
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was carried onto its termination. It was however carried

on with different degrees of vehemence by the different

classes ofJews. The great, that is the Pharisees and Sad-

ducees, hated Christ with far more uniformity and rancour

than the common people. The reasons are obvious. He

exposed their systems of doctrine, and modes of teaching;

refuted their arguments; reproved their abominable con

duct
; displayed to the people at large their folly and wick

edness ;
and threatened them with the total ruin of their

reputation and authority. These were offences not to be

forgiven by proud, bigoted, unprincipled, and malignant

men. They were not in fact forgiven. Throughout his

whole public life, they exercised the most furious resent

ment against him, and hesitated not to adopt every measure

to compass his destruction. All that sagacity could de

vise or art execute, was employed to insnare and entrap

the Redeemer in his words and actions. When these mea
sures failed as they always did, resort was had to violence

and power. These at length succeeded; and the most

perfect human malignity was finally gratified by seeing

the Saviour nailed to the cross.

The people at large regarded him with far less bitterness

than their leaders. It is several times mentioned, that the

efforts of the Sadducees and Pharisees to destroy Christ

were prevented of success by the fear of the people. It is

frequently testified, in substance, that the common people

heard him gladly. It is also evident, that had not appeals

been made to their doubts, fears, and prejudices, with

great art and perseverance, and on many occasions, their

attachment both to him and his doctrines would have risen

still higher, and much more nearly accorded with their in

terest and duty.

On a number of occasions, however, they indulged the

most violent animosity against him. Almost at the com
mencement of his preaching, the inhabitants of Nazareth

attempted to put him to a violent death, by forcing him down
the precipice of the hill on which their city was built.

Several times afterward their countrymen endeavoured

to stone him
;
and in the end united, at the instigation of

their rulers, in accomplishing his death, with a fury ap

proximating to madness.

T 2
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3dly. The preaching of Christ produced the conversion of

a considerable number of his hearers.

The number of those who were converted by the preach

ing of Christ, cannot be estimated with any exactness. The

eleven apostles, the seventy, the more than five hundred

brethren, to whom at one time Christ appeared in Galilee

after his resurrection, are numbers mentioned in the Scrip

tures. The last not improbably included the two first.

To these we ought, I think, to add a considerable number

more, since it is often said, that some of the people, and many
of thepeople believed in him. No reason occurs to me why
we should not, generally at least, consider the faith here

spoken of as evangelical. If this be admitted, the num
ber of converts, made by the preaching of Christ, must

the have greatly exceeded the largest number, specified in

gospel.
Still it is, I suppose, generally believed, that the success

with which Christ preached the gospel, was small compared
with that of the apostles, and compared with that which we
should naturally expect to follow preaching of such sin

gular excellence ; especially when the perfection of his life

and the glory of his miracles are connected with the nature

of his preaching. The success, however, was upon the

whole such as to enable the gospel to take effectual root in

this sinful world, and to provide the means of supplying

preachers throughout all succeeding ages, and of spreading
the gospel, within a moderate period, over a great part of

the earth.

I have now finished the observations, which I propo
sed to make concerning the personal preaching of Christ ;

and shall conclude this discourse with a few remarks, na

turally flowing from the considerations suggested on this

subject.

1st. These considerations call up to our view, in an in

teresting manner, the glory and excellency of Christ as a

teacher.

From the things which have been said in these discourses,

it is, if I mistake not, clearly manifest, that both the matter

and manner of Christ s preaching were singularly impor
tant and excellent. The errand on which he came into the

world, was the greatest which ever entered into the con-
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ception of rational beings, of which was ever proposed in

the providence of God. Of this vast and sublime purpose,
the preaching of the gospel was a primary and indispensable

part. To this part he appeared perfectly equal. The will

of GOD the Father, concerning the duty and salvation of

men, he entirely understood
; and, together with it, the cha

racter, the sins, errors, ignorance, and wants ofthose, to whom
he was sent

;
their hatred of truth, their opposition to their

duty, and their reluctance to be saved. The same perfect

acquaintance he also possessed with the nature and import
of the preceding revelation

;
its types, prophecies, and pre

cepts ; the false glosses made on its various contents by
the teachers who went before him ; and the miserable pre

judices imbibed by those whom he taught. These errors

he detected and exposed ;
these sins he powerfully reproved ;

and the truth and duty opposed to them he enjoined with

a force and evidence wholly irresistible. In this manner
he taught the way of life with such clearness, that he who
ran might read, and th&t wayfaring men, thoughfools, could

not necessarily err therein.

At the same time he adorned these instructions with a

candour, frankness, gentleness, and sweetness of demean

our, with a sincerity, boldness, and energy of character,

immensely honourable to himself, and supremely great and

lovely in the view ofevery just and discerning mind. Over

all, his daily example, as a moral being, cast a glorious
lustre at once transcendently beautiful in itself, and illumi

nating, in the strongest manner, the nature and excellence

of all that he said.

If Christ had not come into the world, if he had not

preached the gospel, what would now have been the con

dition of mankind ? The Mosaic system, of necessity con

fined almost entirely to the Jewish nation, had, before the

advent of our Saviour, degenerated chiefly into a mere mass
of externities. The moral part of this system was in a

great measure neglected or forgotten ; the ceremonial had
almost wholly occupied its place.
Even this, also, had lost its proper designation and in

fluence. The sacrifices, instead of being regarded as mere

symbols of that real and great atonement which taketh away
the sins of the world, and to typify which they were origi-
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nally instituted, seem to have been, at this time, considered

as expiations in themselves. The ablutions, which were

intended only to direct the eye to the cleansing of the soul

by the blood of Christ, and the affusion of the Spirit of

grace, appear to have lost their typical character, and to

have been exalted by a gross imagination into means of

washing away the stains of the soul, and making it pure in

the sight of GOD. The oblation of incense was apparently

supposed by the suppliant to ascend with his prayers to the

heavens, and to accompany them with a sweet odour to the

throne of GOD. To wear long clothing, to make broad their

phylacteries, to pray in the corners of the streets, to fast

twice a week, to bow down the head like a bulrush, to sit in

sackcloth and ashes, and to tithe mint, annise, and cummin,
were considered as the price paid for heaven

;
the price

with which salvation might assuredly be purchased. In

the mean time, piety to God, justice, judgment, and mercy,
towards men, and that government of our passions and ap

petites, without which neither can exist, were kept out of

sight and out of remembrance. Pride and avarice, cruelty

and lust, reigned without control and without opposition.
Scarce an effort seems to have been made, or even thought

of, to check the tide of declension. The progress was rapid
and unimpeded till the measure of iniquity became full.

About forty years after the crucifixion the crimes of the

Jewish nation, according to the testimony of Josephus,
himself a Jew, rose to such a height as to forbid the longer
continuance of any civilized state or social union among
this people. Furious animosity, unexampled pollution,

civil war raging with singular violence, unparalleled trea

chery, and murder without bounds, then became the pro
minent and almost the only features of the Jewish cha

racter.

The rest of the world was absolutely overspread with

polytheism, and all the debasement and all the miseries to

which it so frequently gives birth.

Had not Christ then come into the world, and preached
the gospel to mankind, the Jews would perhaps have been

substantially what, since the destruction of their nation,

they have been in fact
; reprobates ;

outcasts from God ;

possessing hearts harder than the nether millstone ; imper-
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vious to truth ; impenetrable by argument ; shorn from the

side of virtue
; vagabonds in the moral as well as in the

natural world ; roaming now in quest of gain or prey to

satisfy immediate lust; now wandering in a benighted wil

derness, through every by-path, to find eternal life, and

mistaking the glimmerings of every ignis fatuus, by which

they are misled, for the light of heaven.

We, in the mean time, together with all the present off

spring of the Gentile world, should have been prostrating

ourselves before calves and crocodiles, dogs and cats, an

image of brass, or the stock of a tree. Instead of the

churches which on a thousand hills now stand open for the

worship of JEHOVAH, we should, with the Heathen of the

old world, have consecrated to a multitude of brutal gods
the dark groves, and still darker caves, of our mountains ;

or erected, with immense expense and suffering, splendid

temples to the honour ofthieves, strumpets, and murderers,
or for the inhabitation of blocks and statues. Instead of

the hymns, which here daily ascend to heaven, perfumed
with the incense of redemption, our ears would have been

stunned with the outcries of the priests of Baal, or the yells

of the priestesses of Bacchus. Instead of the communion

table, which now holds out the bread of life, and invites us

to eat and live, altars would here have smoked with the

offerings of pollution, or streamed with the blood of human
victims. Instead of listening to the invitations to renounce

iniquity, to believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and to lay
hold on a glorious immortality, given by GOD himself, and

announced weekly from this desk, the youths who are be

fore me might, in some instances at least, have been trem

bling beneath the frown of a Druid, prepared to plunge his

knife into their bosoms, as an offering to the gods of super
stition

;
no uncommon fate of bright and promising young

men, in ancient times, throughout that island from which

our ancestors emigrated to this country.
From all these evils, and from that perfect dissolution of

the moral character, of which they are either the cause or

the substance, Christ has delivered those who receive and

obey his instructions. The darkness, in which men groped,

and stumbled, and fell, in the pursuit of eternal life, he has

.scattered by the sunshine of the gospel. The objects of
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our faith and the rules of our duty he has written in living
colours. To ignorant, sorrowful, and despairing man, de

spairing of future enjoyment and future being, he has pro
claimed the glad tidings of life eternal. To rebels and ene

mies he has published everlasting peace. To Zion he has

announced that the God who reigns over heaven and earth

is her God. How beautiful on the mountains are the feet
of this divine Messenger, descended from the regions of

immortality to proclaim grace, mercy, and peace, to this

ruined world !

2dly. Christ, as a preacher, is a perfect pattern to every
minister of the gospel.

That he is such a pattern, in the substance of his preach-

ing, is a truth which can need no comment. Every minis

ter, whatever may be his opinions in other respects, will

admit, unconditionally, that what Christ has said is the

guide and the substance of all which he is to say. Nor are

many words necessary to shew, that he is a pattern equally

perfect and equally obligatory as to his manner. It is not

here intended, that the characteristical manner of Christ,

by which he was distinguished from every other preacher,
is demanded of any minister of the gospel. In this respect
Christ cannot be copied by any man. The style in which
the inhabitants of the east spoke their discourses, differs

materially from that which has been adopted in Europe and
this country, and each is suited to the taste of the respective
inhabitants. The characteristical style of each individual

also differs usually from that of other individuals, and that

of each will ever be the best for himself, and that which he

will most advantageously employ in discoursing with his

fellow-men. The manner of Christ, in this respect, is not

here intentionally required of any preacher. It is wholly

peculiar to him, and inimitable by others. At the same

time, although every preacher may learn the best lessons

from the plainness and simplicity with which the Redeemer

taught, and is bound ever to keep him in view, as in this

respect the proper object of a general imitation; yet it

ought also to be observed, that no preacher is warranted
to assume the authority with which Christ taught, enjoined,
and reproved ;

or the peremploriness with which he threat-
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ened and promised. These are characteristics peculiar to

himself, which nothing but direct inspiration will authorize

any man seriously to imitate
;
and which, accordingly, no

Christian, except the apostles, has ventured to assume.

The spirit, discovered by the Redeemer in his manner of

instruction, is the object which it is designed here to urge

upon preachers of the gospel for their imitation
; particu

larly the candour, patience, gentleness, and tenderness, dis

played by him on every proper occasion. These are cha

racteristics which cannot fail to adorn every discourse,

addressed by a preacher of the gospel to his fellow-men.

If a preacher has any sense of his own guilt, dangers,

wants, hopes, or blessings, he cannot fail to feel in a cor

responding manner those of others. If he have just views

of the worth of his own soul, and the importance of his own

salvation, he cannot but tenderly regard the souls and the

salvation of others. If he comprehend at all his own infir

mities, and the unceasing need which he has of tenderness

and patience from his fellow-men ;
if he remember at all

how persuasive and efficacious candour and gentleness

have heretofore been in influencing his own mind, he can

not but discern the importance of exercising them towards

his flock.

Nor is it less indispensable that the preacher should

possess and exhibit the same openness, boldness, and inte

grity. The possession of these things is absolutely neces

sary, in order to the appearance of them in his discourses

and in his life. All counterfeits will at the best be suspi

cious, and chiefly fail of their intended effect after a little

period. But a full conviction of the preacher s unmingled

integrity, which if it exist can scarcely fail of being dis

tinctly perceived, will more powerfully persuade his hearers

than all the arts ofreasoning and eloquence attainable by the

human mind. At the same time, this characteristic will aim

at doing them good in ten thousand ways unthought of by
the insincere preacher. Beyond this, it will accomplish
the good where all skill and contrivance will fail. To an

honest, open, undaunted preacher, thoroughly believed to

be such, all men will listen who will listen at all. By such

a preacher all men will be moved, who, in the same cir

cumstances, will be moved at all. His discourses will, of
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course, appear to be delivered in earnest; not perhaps
with animation or eloquence, properly so called

;
with re

spect to these his constitutional character may be unfa

vourable and his habits unhappy ; but with seriousness,

solemnity, and the appearance of a realizing conviction that

he is uttering the message of God. Such a message, so

uttered, can scarcely fail of making some useful impression
on the mind. If not, it will be because the mind is not in

a state fitted to receive useful impressions.

3dly. The preaching of Christ is a forcible reproof to

ministers.

Ministers, if we may judge from the sermons which they

publish, are, in some instances at least, guilty of sophistry.

Every preacher, who indulges himself in this mode of rea

soning, has failed to propose or to remember Christ as his

pattern ;
and whenever he solemnly reviews this part of his

conduct, must feel himself powerfully reproved by the open,

sincere, and exact argumentation of his Redeemer, his fair

and candid statements of the opinions of his adversaries,

and his solid answers to their cavils.

Ministers, at times, are petulant, angry, and contentious,

notfor truth, butfor victory. Let him who indulges any

part of this spirit look to the example of his Saviour, arid

be ashamed of his neglect to walk as Christ also walked.

Let him lay aside the spirit of a disputant and a champion,
and resume that of a disciple of his glorious Lord.

Not a small number of preachers, in one country and an

other, affect a strongly-impassioned, fervid, and enthusiastic

manner of writing and uttering their discourses. Their lan

guage is always intended to be vehement, bold, and highly

figurative ;
their tones loud and violent; and their gestures

accordant with both. No part of this character can be

found in the preaching of Christ. Not the most distant

resemblance to enthusiasm can be found in any thing which

he said, or in the manner in which it was said
;
not an at

tempt to appear impassioned ;
not an effort to display what

is customarily called eloquence. When the subjects which

he canvassed inspired warmth, prompted imagination, and

led to the adoption of figurative language, he indulged them

just as mere nature led. But he never summoned them to
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his assistance as a part of his scheme ; nor, what is more
to the present purpose, did he ever form the scheme, with

an intention to give himself opportunity of calling in these

auxiliaries to his discourse. A temperate manner, solemn

indeed and plainly earnest, far distant from that cold and

uninterested mode sometimes seen in the desk, but still

temperate on all ordinary occasions, and raised only on ex

traordinary ones, was the characteristical manner of the

Redeemer. His voice was pre-eminently the still small

voice of truth and piety ;
and he did not strive, nor lift up,

nor cause it to be heard in the streets.

How different this pattern from the efforts of separatical

preachers, and indeed of many others, in our own times !

There is no small reason to fear, that by many men of mo
dern days Christ, ifnow on earth, would be thought a very

imperfect example of the best mode of preaching.

Ministers, in some instances, employ their discourses in

minute, wire-drawn disquisitions. Such disquisitions can

rarely be necessary in the desk, and wherever they are not

necessary they are mischievous. No example of this na
ture can be found in the preaching of the Redeemer. The
minds of hearers are lost in such disquisitions ; their feel

ings blunted
;
and the truth and duty recommended, are

forgotten in the labour of following the ingenious discus

sions of the preacher.
The timidity of ministers is also forcibly reproved by

that undaunted firmness which Christ displayed in the midst
of his bitter enemies; men, from whom he could expect
nothing but hatred and violence. It is to be always remem
bered, that there are occasions on which some subjects
cannot be urged with any hope of success, and only with a

prospect of disadvantage. It will, therefore, not only be

justifiable but commendable to withhold the communica
tion of certain truths, and the injunction of certain duties,

in peculiar seasons, because those who should hear, cannot

(in the language of Christ) bear them now. But the preacher
is bound to withhold them, only because he is fairly con

vinced that the communication will do evil and not good.
Even here great caution is to be used, lest the preacher s

own timidity and not the performance of his duty be the

governing motive. In all cases where this duty docs not
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forbid (and these instances are of course few), he is bound
to speak the truth boldly and plainly, whether they will

hear or whether they willforbear. Let every timid preacher,
who shuns to declare the whole counsel of God, under the

influence of his timidity, fix his eyes on the example of his

Saviour, and he will see himself most aifectingly reproved,
and most solemnly reminded that the fear of man only

bringeth a snare.

The love of applause may be said to be instinctive in the

mind ofman; and has of course a seat in that of preachers
as well as of other men. Against this seductive passion,

always ready to operate, and operating almost of course

with an unhappy influence, every preacher will find the

strongest guard in the example of the Redeemer. No in

stance can be produced in which this passion appeared in

him. To teach truth, and enforce duty on his hearers, was

plainly the whole end proposed by him in all his instruc

tions : such ought to be the only end aimed at in the dis

courses of every minister of the gospel.

Finally, all persons who assemble to hear the gospel, are

here taught the manner in which they are bound to receive

the truth. They are bound to receive it in its purity and

simplicity, just as it was taught by Christ. They are bound
to hear it with a reverential, ready, and obedient mind, as

the law of life and the only means of salvation. The Jews,
who would not thus receive it, perished. Those who at

the present time will not receive it in this manner, will,

unless they assume a new character, perish also.
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SERMON XLVIII.

CHRIST A PROPHET.

PREACHING OF THE APOSTLES.

And he saith unto them, Go ye into all the world, andpreach
the gospel unto every creature. He that believeth and is

baptized, shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be

damned. And they wentforth, andpreached every where ;

the Lord working with them, and confirming the word
with signsfollowing. Amen. MARK xvi. 15, 16. 20.

IN a former discourse, I proposed to consider the prophe
tical character of Christ, as displayed

1st. In his personal preaching, and

2dly. In his preaching by his apostles.
The former of these subjects I have accordingly consi

dered at large : the latter I shall now examine with some at

tention. In the text we are presented, among other things,

with a commission given to his apostles and others to go
into all the world, andpreach the gospel to every creature ;

and with an account of the fact that under this commission

they wentforth andpreached every where. Their preaching
therefore was a business of mere delegation, and a mere

performance of a duty enjoined by Christ. In other words,
Christ preached the gospel by their instrumentality.
In the consideration of this subject it will be proper to

shew,
I. The fact, that the apostles actually preached the gospel

of Christ, or were inspired;
II. The necessity of their preaching the gospel ;

III. The things which they preached ; and,
IV. The consequences oftheir preaching.

1. 1 shall endeavour to shew that the apostles actually

preached the gospel of Christ, or were inspired.
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Many Unitarians, who have admitted that Christ himself

was inspired, have, nevertheless, both questioned and de

nied the inspiration of his apostles. As this is a subject of

vast importance in the Christian scheme, it cannot but be

necessary in a system of theology to settle, as far as may
be, just opinions concerning this subject. I shall therefore

consider it at some length. It will be remembered here,

that we are not at issue with infidels. The persons with

whom we contend, however unfavourable to the Scriptures
their opinions on this or any other subject may seem, are

yet professed believers in divine revelation. We are there

fore at full liberty to bring whatever arguments we please
from the Scriptures themselves. Nay, the Scriptures are,

in the present case, peculiarly proper sources of evidence ;

sources to which our antagonists can make no objection.
When Dr. Priestley denies what he calls the particular in

spiration of the several books of the Bible, he alleges as

his warrant for this denial that they do not pretend to any
such inspiration. Whether this doctrine is true, I shall now

proceed to examine.

I. The commission and the fact, recorded in the text,prove
that the apostles were inspired.

In the text the apostles are commissioned to preach the

gospel, or good news of salvation. In other words, they
were commissioned to declare the terms on which God will

forgive sin, and restore sinners to his favour and blessing.

These terms it was impossible for them to know except by
means of immediate revelation to themselves, or informa

tion from a person to whom they were revealed. The

gospel, it is agreed by all who believe it, discloses the will

of God concerning this subject. But this will cannot be

known except by direct communication from God. The

knowledge of it therefore must terminate, of course, in ulti

mate revelation. If then it was not revealed immediately
to the apostles, it was communicated to them verbally by
Christ. But no power of human memory could enable

them to retain such a mass of communications for any

length of time, much less for such a length of time as inter

vened between their reception of them and the publication
of those writings in which they were conveyed to the world.

If we consider the numerous events in the life of Christ
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which they have recorded, and still more the numerous di s-

courses which they have professed to recount, we must ei

ther admit that these records are very imperfectly true, be

cause necessarily not exact ;
or that the apostles had such

supernatural assistance as to make them exact, and in this

manner true. This assistance can be no other than in

spiration. The Gospel of St. Matthew was written, ac

cording to the earliest calculation, eight years after the

death of Christ
;
that of Mark, and that of Luke, about the

year 64, more than twenty years after the death of Christ ;

and that of John, to say the least, at a much later period.

Nothing can be more evident than that these writers could

not, for such a length of time, retain, by the mere natural

force of memory, the things which they have recorded.

Particularly is this impossibility manifest with respect to

the numerous discourses recorded by St. John, of which in

so great a proportion his Gospel consists
;
discourses differ

ing from all others ever known in the present world ; strong

ly characteristical, and therefore fairly presumed to be ge

nuine
; discourses, raised up by events distinctly recorded

and perfectly suited to those events
; composed ofquestions

and answers, arguments and objections, so minutely speci

fied, as to wear the appearance of having been taken down
on the spot, and at the moment, with uncommon skill and

felicity. He who believes that St. John could have remem
bered these things in his old age, by the mere natural force

ofmemory, certainly can find no difficulty in admitting any

proposition, because it asserts something miraculous ;
for

no miracle involves a more absolute counteraction of the

known laws of nature, than that which is involved in this

supposition. Instead of being thus tenaciously retained at

the end of so many years, it is scarcely credible that they

could have been remembered in the same manner for one

day.
But if the evangelists, when professedly recording these

discourses, did not record them exactly, they did not re

cord them truly. If Christ did not say the very things

which they have asserted, their assertions are so far false ;

and they cannot sustain even the character, which Dr.

Priestley concedes to them, of deserving the confidence of
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mankind as witnesses
;
for their testimony plainly cannot

be true.

Beyond this, we know beforehand that it is untrue
;
for

according- to this scheme, it is not possible that it should be

true. The utmost that can be said of it, according to this

scheme, is, that it may be a well-meant, but must be a loose,

general, and unsatisfactory account, in many, and those of

ten important particulars. Necessarily untrue ; and every

where, unless in some few prominent particulars, necessa

rily uncertain.

But can it be supposed that Christdirected the apostles to

preach the gospel in this manner ? Can he be supposed to

have directed them to preach it at all, if they were necessi

tated to preach it in this manner only? Can he who came
to publish the will of God to mankind concerning this im

mensely important subject, have left it to be chiefly pub
lished under his authority, by the mere force ofhuman me

mory ;
and mixed with human frailties and human opinions ;

and thus necessarily to have become a mass of truth and

falsehood, so blended, that those who read their writings,

or heard their discourses, could never be able to sepa
rate the falsehood from the truth ? Does any human le

gislature suffer its own laws to be published in such a man
ner ? Was Christ possessed of less wisdom, or less integ

rity, or less benevolence, than human legislators ? Did God

give him a commission thus to act ? Or did he fail to dis

charge the duties of the commission, which he really re

ceived? *

Farther, the evangelists have left all their declarations in

the form of unqualified peremptory assertions. If then the

assertions are not true, the authors of them are false wit

nesses concerning Christ ; they have boldly and roundly
declared that to have been said and done, which they did

not know to have been said or done : this is no other than

direct dishonesty, such as nothing can justify or palliate.

He who directly asserts that for truth, which he does not

know, or believe himself to know to be true, is a liar. The

apostles therefore, instead of deserving credit as witnesses,
must in this case be branded as liars, even with regard to

the facts, in relating which, Dr. Priestley assures us, they
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are wholly to be trusted. To deserve credit in this, and to

discharge the duties even of common honesty, they ought to

have told us originally, that the facts and conversations

which they were about to relate, were recorded by them in

as faithful and exact a manner as was in their power ;
but

that as they wrote from mere memory they could give only

qualified assertions ; of which, although as correct as they
could make them, they could not however be certain. In

this case they would have discharged their duty and deser

ved credit. Their writings would have then claimed the title

of a revelation just as much as any other piece of honest

biography, and no more
;
but the writers would have acted

the part of honest men.

2dly. Tliis doctrine is evident from a part of the same

commission recorded by St. John.

Then said Jesus unto them, Peace be unto you : as my Fa
ther hath sent me, even so send I you. And when he had said

this, he breathed on them, and said unto them, Receive ye the

Holy Ghost : whose soever sins ye remit, they are remitted

unto them ; and whose soever sins ye retain, they are retained.

John xx. 21 23. In this passage of Scripture, Christ tells

his disciples, that he gives them generally the same mission

which the Father had given him
;
so that they were now to

stand in his place as ambassadors from God to this sinful

world. That they might be qualified to discharge the du
ties of this mission, he gave, or as I conceive it ought to be

understood, he promised, them the Holy Ghost
;
even as

he had been anointed with the Holy Ghost and with power,
to qualify him for the duties of the same mission.

That the reception of the Holy Ghost was indispensable
to their entrance on their mission is evident from Luke xxiv.

49, where Christ, referring to this mission, says, Behold 1

send the promise of my Father upon you. But tarry ye in

Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power from on high.
And again from Acts i. 4, where St. Luke informs us, that,

being assembled together with them, he commanded them that

they should not departfrom Jerusalem, but waitfor thepro-
mise ofthe Father, which, saith he, ye have heardofme. That
the Holy Ghost was the promise of the Father, or the ob

ject here promised, will not I suppose be questioned. If

it should be, the point is unanswerably proved by the fact,

VOL. ii. u
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that the apostles waited in Jerusalem with scrupulous obe

dience to this command, and did not begin to preach the

gospel at all, till, on the day of Pentecost, they actually re

ceived the Holy Ghost in the wonderful manner described

at the beginning of the following chapter. On this occa

sion they became in the strict sense inspired, as I shall

have opportunity to evince in the sequel.
In the last verse of this quotation, Christ declares to

them, Whose soever sins ye remit, they are remitted to them;
and whose soever sins ye retain, they are retained : that is,

Ye shallprescribe and publish the terms on which the sins of
the whole human race shall be remitted or retained. Now
let me ask any sober man, whether he can possibly believe

that God placed this stupendous and amazing power in the

hands of these men, and left them to exercise it, merely ac

cording to the dictates of their own discretion and the

strength of their own memory ? Was their understanding,
or the understanding of any created being, sufficient to en

able them to prescribe and publish the terms, obedience to

which should be followed by the forgiveness of sin, and dis

obedience to which should prevent sin from being forgiven ?

Our Saviour declares expressly in this passage, that whose
soever sins they remitted, GOD would remit; and whose
soever sins they retained, GOD would retain. In other

words, the very terms which they should prescribe, as the

proper foundations for the remission or retention of sin,

would be the terms according to which God would remit or

retain them. That this was intended in the most absolute,

unqualified sense to be fulfilled, is rendered certain by the

second verse of the text : He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved ; but he that believeth not shall be damned.

Here our Saviour declares that he who cordially believes the

gospel, preached by the apostles, shall have eternal life
;
and

that he who does not thus believe this gospel, shall not have

eternal life. It will be remembered that the apostles alone

published the gospel to mankind. The gospel as published

by them, therefore, is that which is the object of belief here

referred to by Christ ; for by this gospel only do we be

come acquainted with the character, mission, doctrines,

precepts, or even the existence, of a Saviour. Of course

the only belief of which Christ can be supposed to speak
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in this passage, is the belief of the gospel which they have

published.
On the belief of this gospel then Christ has made the sal

vation of the whole human race absolutely to depend ; that

is, so far as it should be published to them. Can it be sup

posed that the infinitely wise and just God, who is per

fectly acquainted with the weakness of the human mind
;

who perfectly knows that many, very many, errors exist of

course in the best and wisest men; who perfectly knew
that very many errors must in this very case be published by
these men, if left to themselves

;
and that any number, even

one, of those errors, would prove fatal, not to one only but

to hundreds, and thousands, and millions,nay, to the whole

body of the human race
;
unless he himself should ultimately

forgive sinon terms not his own, and not accordant with the

dictates of his own wisdom and righteousness ? Can it be

supposed that the infinitely wise and just God committed to

these frail, erring beings the incomprehensibly important
business of publishing, from their own judgment and me
mory, the terms on which the sins of that and every suc

ceeding age should be forgiven or retained ? Can he have

said, that after they had published such terms as to them
selves appeared the proper ones, he who believed them

should be saved, and he who believed tliem not should be

damned ?

To this conclusion, however, the scheme of those, with

whom I am contending, irresistibly conducts us
; for the

only alternative is, that Christ has here uttered an untruth.

If those who believe the apostles in this case will not be saved,
and those who believe not will not be damned ; if the sins which
THEY remit in the gospel published by them will not be re

mitted by God, and the sins which TH EY retain, will not be

retained by him ;
then Christ has here declared an absolute

falsehood in the most solemn and important of all cases.

Of course he may be fairly presumed to deceive in every
other case, and cannot deserve the confidence of mankind
in any thing. This conclusion, together with the doctrine

on which it is founded, is I suppose too horrid to be admit
ted by any man, who does not regard the Scriptures with

absolute contempt.

3dly. The same truth is evident from the promise, given
u 2
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to the apostles by our Saviour in the last discourses, of the

descent of the Holy Ghost upon them.

The several parts of this promise, so far as they refer par

ticularly to the point in question, are contained in the fol

lowing passages.:
But the Comforter, who is the Holy Ghost&amp;gt;

whom the Fa
ther will send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and

bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said

unto you. John xiv. 26.

But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto

youfrom the Father, even the Spirit of truth, which proceed-

ethfrom the Father, he shall testify of me: and ye also shall

bear witness, because ye have been with me from the begin

ning. John xv. 26, 27.

Howbeit when he, the Spirit oftruth, is come, he shall guide

you into all the truth ; and he shall shew you things to come.

He shall glorify me ; for he shall receive of mine, and shall

shew it unto you. John xvi. 13, 14.

In this promise are included the following things :

(1.) That the Spirit would certainly come to the apostles
after the ascension of Christ :

(2.) That he would testify to them concerning Christ
;

He shall testify ofme.

(3.) That this testimony would be accompanied by the

coincident testimony of the apostles; and ye also shall bear

witness, &c.

(4.) That the Spirit of truth should receive from Christ

that which was his; viz. his truth, pleasure, or gospel;
and should declare it to the apostles ; He shall receive of
mine (ofthe things which are mine, Greek), and shall declare

it unto you :

(5.) That he should glorify Christ in this communica

tion:

(6.) That he should shew to the apostles things to come,

or future things ; or, in other words, should endue them with

the gift of prophecy :

H (7.) That he should guide the apostles into all (the, Greek)
truth that is into all evangelical truth; the truth, by way
of eminence:

(8.) That he should teach them all things, that is, all

things which they needed to be taught originally ;
or which
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Christ had not already taught them : He shall teach you all

things :

(9.) That he should bring up to the full view of their me
mory the things which Christ had taught them : And shall

bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said

unto you.
It will be evident to the slightest attention, that the things

here promised, contain whatever is involved in the plenary

inspiration of the apostles. The testimony given by them,
was a testimony concerning Christ : it glorified Christ in the

highest manner conceivable. All the parts of it were ex
hibited by them as parts of Christ s own gospel ; and, united

together, they are declared by them often to be the gospel
of Christ. This testimony contains also a wonderful exhi

bition of their remembrance of the things which Christ said

and did
;
such as must plainly be impossible unless they

had been divinely assisted. Farther, it contains all the

truth; that is, all evangelical truth, or the whole will of God

concerning the salvation of men. Finally, it contains

many wonderful predictions concerning future things, of

which many have been already fulfilled in a marvellous

manner.

Concerning all these things, except one, there cannot be

even a debate ;
and that one is, That the apostles were

guided by the Holy Spirit into all evangelical truth. On
this I shall have occasion to say more hereafter

;
at present

T shall confine my remarks to the promise itself. Concern

ing this I observe, that it either was fulfilled, or it was not

fulfilled. If it was not fulfilled, then the apostles wrote and

preached the gospel under the plenary inspiration ofthe Holy
Ghost; because the promise assures them of such inspira

tion in the amplest terms conceivable. If it was not ful

filled, then Christ was a false prophet, because he promised
that which he did not fulfil.

4thly. The same truth is evidentfrom the testimony of the

apostles themselves.

Dr. Priestley, in his letters to the philosophers and poli

ticians of France, makes the following observation ;

&quot; That

the books of Scripture were written by particular divine in-

spiration is a thing, to which the writers themselves make no

pretensions&quot;
I have often been astonished at this declara-
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tion, especially as coming from a minister of the gospel :

whether there be any foundation for it, or not, will farther

appear.

(1.) They testify, tliat the Holy Ghost descended on them,

in the same manner, and with the same effects, which Christ

had promised.
This testimony is thus summarily given ;

&quot; On the day of

Pentecost, while the apostles and their companions were

together waiting for the promise of the Father, or the de

scent of the Holy Ghost, a sound camefrom heaven, as ofa

rushing, mighty wind; and itfilled the room where they were

sitting. And there appeared unto them cloven tongues, as of

fire, and sate upon each of them ; and they were all filled

with the Holy Ghost, and they began to speak with other

tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.&quot; The things

which they spoke are testified by those who heard them in

these words ; We hear them speak in our tongues the won

derful works of God. In this story we have a direct ac

count of the descent of the Holy Ghost upon the apostles
and their companions, exactly according to the promise of

Christ. We are informed that the Holy Ghost became to

them the Spirit of inspiration ; endowing them with the su

pernatural power of speaking with tongues, or languages,
which they had never learned

;
and of speaking in those lan

guages the wonderful works of God. Accordingly we find

St. Peter on this very occasion, addressing the assembly,
whom this wonderful miracle had called together, with a

new spirit, with views of the mission of Christ altogether

new, and with an equally extraordinary knowledge of the

Jewish Scriptures. Nothing was more unlike his former

character in all respects, except that he was before, as well

as now, a good man. Before, he had spoken, and acted as

a child; he had now become a man, and put away childish

things.

Besides, we find him and the other apostles immediately
afterward employed, not only in preaching in the same man

ner, but also in performing wonderful miracles, to prove
that what they preached was the truth of God.

(3,) They testify directly, that the gospel which they

preached was revealed to them by GOD.
A few proofs of this nature, out of a great multitude
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which can be directly alleged from the New Testament are

all which the time will allow me to recite. In the gospel,

says St. Paul, the righteousness of God is revealedfromfaith
to faith. The gospel is the power of God to salvation.

Rom. i. 16, 17. Can either of these things be possibly said

with truth, concerning mere uninspired opinions ? We speak
the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom,
which God ordained before the world unto our glory. Eye
hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the

heart of man, the things which God hath preparedfor them

that love him : but God hath revealed them unto us by his

Spirit. Now we have received, not tJie spirit which is of the

world, but the Spirit which is of God, that we might know the

things which arefreely given us of God. Which things also

we speak, not in words which man s wisdom teacheth, but

which the Holy Ghost teacheth ; comparing spiritual things
with spiritual. Or, as the last phrase is rendered by Dr.

Macknight, explaining spiritual things in spiritual words.

In this passage the things contained in the gospel, are di

rectly asserted to be revealed to the apostles by the Spirit

of God ; to be the wisdom, even the hidden wisdom, of

God
;
and to be freely given unto them of God. It is also

asserted, that they had received the Spirit of God for this

very end, viz. that they might know these things. Finally,

it is declared that Paul and his companions spoke these

things to others, not in the words devised by human wisdom,
but in words directly taught by the Holy Ghost; and that

they thus explained spiritual things in words which were

also spiritual ; or if the common translation be preferred,

comparing the spiritual things thus revealed with other spi

ritual things revealed in the Old Testament.

Again, Let a man so account of us, as of the ministers of

Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God. 1 Cor. iii. 1.

Ministers of Christ, here denote those commissioned by
Christ to preach the gospel of Chiist: stewards of the mys
teries of God, those who are intrusted by God with his own

will, revealed by him, and otherwise hidden from mankind.

Again, I certify you brethren, that the gospel which was

preached by me was not after man (that is, devised by human

reason) ; for I neither received it ofman, neither was I taught
it, but by the revelation of Jesus Christ.
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Itpleased God to reveal his Son in me, that I mightpreach
him among the heathen, or Gentiles. Gal. i. 11, 12. 15, 16.

Once more, Ifany man think himself to be spiritual (that

is, a spiritual man, possessing the miraculous power of dis

cerning spirits or doctrines), or a prophet, let him acknow

ledge that the things which I write unto you are the com

mandments of the Lord. One would think, that such as

now stand, in the place of these spiritual men in the church,

viz. ministers of the gospel, would feel themselves bound

to make the same acknowledgment.
These may serve instead of near two hundred different

passages, in which, in one manner and another, St. Paul

asserts explicitly, the inspiration of himself and his com

panions in the gospel ; for these decide the point, if any de

clarations can.

I intended to have recited declarations to the same pur

pose from the other writers of the New Testament
;
but as

the time is so far elapsed I shall omit them.

(3.) They declared the same thing by styling the gospel
which they preached, the gospel of God, and of Christ.

Quotations to prove this fact cannot be necessary for

such as read the New Testament. I shall therefore only

observe, it proves directly that this gospel was revealed by
God ;

otherwise any other human production on the same

subject might be called the gospel of God.

(4.) The importance attached by them to the gospel is a

full declaration that it was revealed to them.

They declare that it is the power of God unto salvation to

every one that believeth ; a savour of life unto life ; able to

make men wise to salvation ; quick, or living, andpowerful,
&c. piercing, &c. a discerner, &c.

They declare that Christ will punish with an everlasting

destruction them that obey not this gospel.

St. Paul says, Woe is me, if Ipreach not the gospel.

He farther says, If any man, or if any angel, preach an

other gospel (that is, another than this which he preached to

mankind), let him be accursed.

He also says, God shall judge the secrets of men at the

final day, according to this gospel.

He says also, that God shall send upon a portion of man
kind strong delusion, that they should believe a lie, that they
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might all be damned, because they believed not the truth,

(that is, this very gospel), but had pleasure in unrighteous
ness.

St. Peter also styles it the word ofGod, incorruptible seed;

pronounces it the means of regeneration and eternal life
;

declares that it lives and enduresfor ever ; and asserts that

the angels, stooping down, desire to look into it.

Let me now ask, whether all or any one of these things

can possibly be said concerning the mere opinions of men.

(5.) The apostles wrought innumerable miracles to prove
the truth of the gospel.

God only can work a miracle, and therefore he wrought
these miracles. If the gospel was not revealed to the apo
stles, then it is a mere collection of human testimonies and

opinions ;
and of course, to a considerable extent at least,

is false. According to this supposition then, God wrought
miracles to prove a mixture of false and true human opi

nions, incapable of being separated by man, to be true. The

supposition that God wrought miracles to prove the truth

of even just human opinions, is absurd. The supposition
that he wrought miracles to support any falsehood, is blas

phemy.
To this evidence the apostles appeal with full confi

dence. The third verse of the text is such an appeal ;
And

they went forth, and preached every where; the Lord work

ing with them, and confirming the ivords with signsfollow

ing. Amen. In the same manner, St. Paul, Heb. ii. 3, 4.

says, How shall we escape, ifwe neglect so great salvation ;

which at the first began to be spoken by the Lord, and was

confirmed unto us by those that heard him ? God also bear

ing them witness, both with signs and wonders, and divers

miracles and gifts of the Holy Ghost* according to his own
will. In these two passages, the sacred writers plainly
consider the miracles wrought by the apostles, as the testi

mony of the Father, and the Son, to the fact, that the gos
pel preached by them, was dictated by God, and commu
nicated by inspiration.

(6.) The apostles spent their livesfor the gospel.
It is not here my intention to dwell on what the apostles

either did or suffered. It is sufficient to observe, that they
gave up voluntarily all earthly comforts and hopes, and
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underwent cheerfully all the evils which can betide human
life, for the sake of the gospel. All these things they en

countered solely from confidence in Christ, his promises,

doctrines, and precepts, as the source and the means of

eternal life. All these things they terminated also by
quietly yielding their lives to a violent and untimely death

;

a death which, together with their other sufferings, was
foretold to them by their Master. Thus they esteemed all

things but loss,for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ;

for whom they suffered the loss of all things : accounting not

even their lives dear to them, so that they might finish their

course with joy, and the ministry which they had received of
the Lord Jesus, to testify the gospel of the grace of God.

Now the apostles knew whether Christ was what he pro
fessed himself to be, so far as his character was an object
of human observation. Particularly they knew whether his

promises to them concerning their life, their supernatural

endowments, their inspiration, and the power of working
miracles, were fulfilled or not. If they were not fulfilled,

they could not but know, that Christ was an impostor ;
and

could not have failed to give up a cause from which no&amp;lt;-

thing but evil had sprung, or could ever spring. Their per
severance is therefore complete proof, that these promises
were all fulfilled : that the Holy Ghost descended on them

;

guided them into all the truth ; taught them all things, per

taining to this subject; or, in the language of St. Peter,

pertaining to life and godliness; brought to their remem

brance all things whatsoever Christ had said unto them;
and shewed them things to come. They have therefore in

this manner proved that they were inspired ;
so inspired as

to become authoritative teachers of the will of God con

cerning our salvation ; and as to assure us, that whatever

they have taught is true, and even in so momentous a case

is to be believed and obeyed with final safety to our well-

being.
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SERMON XLIX.

CHRIST A PROPHET.

PREACHING OF THE APOSTLES.

And he saith unto them, Go ye into all the world, andpreach
the gospel unto every creature. He that believeth and is

baptized, shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall

be damned. And they went forth, and preached every
wheref the Lord working with them, and confirming the

word with signs following. Amen. MARK xvi. 15,
16. 20.

IN the preceding discourse, I proposed from these words
to consider the following subjects.

I. The fact, that the apostles actually preached the gos

pel of Christ ; or were inspired.

II. The necessity of their preaching the gospel.

III. The things which they preached; and,

IV. The consequences of their preaching*
The first of these heads I examined largely in that dis

course. I shall now proceed to the consideration of the

three last.

On the second, viz. The necessity of their preaching the

gospel, I make the following observations.

Christ, in his discourse to the apostles, recorded John
xvi. says, But when the Comforter is come, he shall testify

ofme. And ye also shall bear witness. This testimony they

accordingly gave to the Messiahship and universal charac

ter of their Master, in their oral preaching, their writings,

their miracles, and their lives. All these they uniformly at

tributed to him. Their doctrines and precepts they de^

clared to be derived from his instructions and the inspira
tion of his Spirit ; their miracles from his power ; and their

holiness from his grace ;
all communicated by the same di-
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vine agent. In his name, and under the authority of a com
mission given by him, they preached, wrote, and acted, as

the propagators of the gospel, and the builders of the

church. Thus every thing which they said or did was a

testimony borne to Christ.

That this testimony should be thus borne by the apostles
was necessary in the divine economy of redemption.

1st. Because the apostles had been with Christ from the

beginning.
It has doubtless been observed by those who hear me,

that I have all along mentioned the apostles, as if alone

concerned in this business. It is hardly necessary to re

mark, that under this name I mean here to include their in

spired coadjutors also.

The reason which I have now alleged, is given by Christ

himself; and is recited in his own words, John xvi. 27,

And ye shall bear witness also, because ye have been with me

from the beginning.
The importance of this reason will be manifest, if we

consider the nature of a great part of the testimony which

the apostles have given concerning the Redeemer. This is

composed partly of facts, and partly of discourses ; at both

of which they were present, and to which they were of

course eye and ear witnesses. The only decisive human
evidence concerning facts is the evidence of our senses,

customarily called experience. This, wherever it exists in

its perfection, is universally acknowledged to be decisive.

In it all other human evidence concerning facts is supposed
to terminate, and, whenever it is valid, actually terminates.

If then human testimony were to be given to the mission,

character, and doctrines of Christ
; it must be indispensa

ble, that it should rest on this kind of evidence. No other

persons could be valid witnesses of the life and miracles

of Christ, but those who saw them
;
nor of his discourses,

but those who heard them. Accordingly, St. Paul, though
an incontrovertible witness to the divine origin of the gos

pel in many respects, was not employed to write a history

of the Redeemer ; while Luke and Mark, though not apo

stles, were made his historians by the Spirit of God, be

cause, as St. Luke says of himself, they had perfect under

standing of all thingsfrom the very first.
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It is true, that God could, if it had pleased him, have
disclosed every one of the things recorded in his gospels
to any other person, by an original revelation. It is not

however the way, established in the divine proceedings, to

furnish miraculous communications where they are not

plainly necessary, or miraculous evidence where evidence

derived from other sources is sufficient. Besides, there

would have been a serious imperfection attending any such

revelation, if the facts revealed had been unattested by
those in whose presence they took place. The mind would

instinctively have asked, why none of those who were pre
sent had testified their existence

;
and why no record, no

valid trace, of them, had been conveyed down from the be

ginning. It must, I think, have been impossible, or at least

very difficult, to answer these questions in such a manner,
as to satisfy the mind by which they were proposed.
The importance of this evidence in the case before us

cannot but be manifest to every one accustomed to inves

tigations of this nature; and peculiarly to such as have
been conversant with debates concerning the divine origin
of the gospel. Every such person knows, that, among the

arguments on this subject, that which is derived from the

impossibility of the apostles being deceived with respect
to the great facts, which are the basis of the gospel, as

having been eye and ear witnesses, and witnesses compe
tent and unexceptionable, has ever holden a primary place.

Every man versed in this subject knows this to be an argu
ment which infidels have never been able to obviate, and

which after the efforts of two centuries, as well as all those

made in ancient times, remains immoveable, and beaten in

vain by the billows of opposition.

2dly. Because the apostles survived the ascension of
Christ.

From this circumstance many advantages were derived

of very great importance. Had Christ written the whole

gospel, that is, all which he can be supposed to have

written, and written it at the only time when he can rea

sonably be imagined to have written it
;
not a small or un

important part of the things pertaining to his own history
and discourses, as we now find them in the Gospels, properly
so called, must have been lost to the world. The account
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must, I think, have been closed, antecedently to the insti

tution of the Lord s supper : for, from the commencement
of the celebration of the Passover preceding it, he does not

appear to have had any opportunity of writing at all. Of
course, the celebration of this passover ; the institution of

the eucharist
;
his washing the disciples feet, and his in

structions on that occasion; his consolatory discourses;
his intercessory prayer; his agony in the garden ; the trea

chery of Judas
;
his trial, condemnation, death, and burial;

his resurrection
;
his subsequent appearances to his disci

ples ; and his final ascension to the heavens
; together with

all the things connected with them, could have found no

place in the gospel. But these constitute a large part of

the objects of our faith, the means of our instruction, and
the rules of our duty. I need not observe, that these also

are objects of the utmost consequence to every man who
reads the gospel; essential parts of the dispensation; with

out which the system would be broken and lame
;
without

which the most important inquiries of the mind could never

be satisfied
;
and without which the chief wants of the pro

bationer for eternal life could never be supplied.

Farther, Christ uttered a number of predictions which

were not fulfilled during his life, nor intended to be ; but

which, according to the nature of his declarations, were to

be fulfilled soon after his ascension. Among these wrere his

prophecies concerning the descent of the Holy Ghost at

the day of Pentecost
;
the success of the apostles in preach

ing the gospel; the miracles which they were to accom

plish ;
the sufferings which they were to undergo ;

and the

extensive establishment of the church, by their preaching

among the nations of men. All these prophecies are of

such a nature, that the mind of every reader would un

avoidably demand an account of their fulfilment. Had no

such account been given ; as, if the gospel had been finish

ed by Christ, must have been the fact ; the omission would

have been perceived by every reader to be an unhappy
chasm in the history of the church, which nothing could

successfully fill up, and about which there would have

arisen many doubts, perplexities, and distresses.

The Christian sabbath was adopted as a commemoration

of the resurrection of Christfrom the dead. The only hint
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concerning it, which we find given by Christ, is contained in

his answer to the Pharisees ; when they asked him, why his

disciples did not fast, as did their own disciples, and those

of John the Baptist : The children of the bridechamber can

not fast while the Bridegroom is with them: but the days

come, when the Bridegroom shall be taken away : then shall

they fast. Christ was taken away on the evening preced

ing the seventh day, or Jewish sabbath
;
and during the

whole of that day lay buried in the tomb. On this day,

then, he declares they should fast
;
and in this declaration

indicates, that the Jewish sabbath should then come to an

end
;
so far as the day was concerned on which it was ce

lebrated. The sabbath is a festival; not a fast: a day of

joy only, and not of sorrow. When therefore Christ de

clared, that the seventh day should be a day of fasting to

his immediate disciples, he may fairly be considered as in

dicating that this day should no longer be a sabbath to

them.

In conformity to this indication, the apostles introduced

the first day to Christians for their future observance as the

sabbath, by their own adoption of it in their religious prac
tice. In this manner, principally, is it announced to us in

their writings, as the proper sabbath for all the followers

of the Redeemer. On the wisdom displayed in this man
ner of introducing the Christian sabbath, I design to dis

course more particularly hereafter. It is sufficient to ob

serve, at the present time, that, had Christ completed the

gospel, it is not easy to see how this manner of introducing
the sabbath could have taken place ;

and it is evident, that

this account of it could not have been given.

Finally, The whole history of the church, contained in

the Acts of the Apostles, would, in this case, have been

loist to the Christian world. No part of the word of God

is, in many respects, more filled with instruction OP conso

lation than this book. The doctrines which it contains are

of the highest importance, for their wisdom
;
the precepts,

for their plainness and excellence
;
the examples, for their

number, their variety, and their adaptation to the different

circumstances and characters of Christians. The history
of this book also is of the greatest value, for its edifying
and instructive nature, for the satisfaction which it furnishes
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concerning the state of the church at that interesting pe

riod, for the life, sufferings, and deliverances, the preaching
and success of the apostles, the opposition which they met,
and the causes which produced it

;
the sufferings, patience,

and perseverance, the errors and faults of the first converts ;

the progress of Christianity, and the extension of the church,

together with a multitude of other things interwoven with

these. How useful, how necessary, these things are, to in

struct, edify, and comfort, every Christian, particularly every

minister, I need not explain; nor need I observe, that in a

gospel written by our Saviour they could have had no place,

3dly. Because it was necessary, that the immediate fol
lowers of Christ in the propagation of Christianity should be

clearly seen to be commissioned of God.

It will be readily acknowledged, that a body of men, so

small, so uneducated, so humble, so unfriended, as the apo
stles and their companions were, must have wholly failed

of spreading the gospel through the world by any efforts

which they could have made, independently of peculiar as

sistance from Heaven. Let us inquire, then, What was the

assistance which they needed? Was it the gift of speaking
with tongues ? What purpose would this have answered,

if their minds had been ignorant concerning what they were

to speak ;
or whether that, which they were about to

speak, was the will of God, and justly demanded the faith

and obedience of their hearers. Was it the power of work

ing miracles ? For what purpose were their miracles to be

wrought? For what purpose could they be wrought?
Plainly for no other, but to prove, that that which was

spoken by those who wrought them was true. But if they
were not inspired, that which they uttered was, and could

at the best be, no other than the opinions and the remem
brance of honest men. Of course, it must necessarily be

partially false. Their miracles therefore would be wrought
to prove the truth of falsehood

;
and God, if they actually

wrought miracles, would set his seal to this falsehood, and

employ his power to deceive their hearers. To refute this

blasphemous opinion certainly cannot be necessary.
It is plain, then, that no assistance could be given to

them, short of inspiration, which would at all qualify them
for the diffusion of the gospel and the creation of Christ s
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kingdom in the world. The sole end of all other miracu
lous powers, so far as their commission and their employ
ment were concerned, was evidently to prove them inspired
with a knowledge of the divine will concerning the salva

tion of men, and sent to declare it to their fellow-men.

Independently of this great purpose, their supernatural

powers were of no other use, except to amuse and asto

nish mankind.

In exact accordance with this scheme, St. Paul, in 1

Cor. xii. asserts directly the inspiration of himself and his

companions in the ministry ;
and in the fourteenth chapter

declares the superiority of it to all other supernatural en

dowments for the edification of the church. To one, he

says, is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom ; to another,

the word of knowledge, by the same Spirit. To another,

faith; to another, gifts ofhealing; to another, the working of
miracles ; to another, the discerning ofspirits, or doctrines.

In the thirty-first verse he directs them to covet earnestly
the best gifts. In the thirty-ninth verse of the fourteenth

chapter, he says, Wherefore, brethren, covet to prophesy,
that is, to declare the will of God by inspiration, and for
bid not to speak with tongues. Greater, he says, is he that

prophesieth, than he that speaketh with tongues. And again,

Now, brethren, if I come unto you speaking with tongues,
what shall 1 profit you, except I shall speak to you either by
revelation, or by knowledge, or by prophesying, or by doc

trine ? All these are only different words to express that in

spiration by which they either originally received, or uner

ringly understood, proposed, explained, or enforced, divine

truth. Without this, he declares expressly, that he should

not profit the church in its spiritual concerns at all. Accord

ingly, after having directed them to covet earnestly the best

gifts, he farther directs them to covet the gift ofprophesying,
and not forbid speaking with tongues: as much as to say,
&quot; Covet to receive from God, by revelation, divine truth;

and the gifts of unerringly explaining, declaring, and en

forcing, it to others; as being things ofsupreme importance
and usefulness

;
at the same time, forbid not to speak with

tongues ; as being an endowment, really, though very sub-

ordinately, useful.&quot;

From these passages I think it. is unanswerably evident,

\ OL. ii. x
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that a revelation, such as Dr. Priestley, without meaning,
calls particular, existed in a standing manner in the minds
of the apostles and their companions ; in the latter, to direct

them in their preaching ;
in the former for the same pur

pose, and the still more important one, of committing the

word ofGod to writing for the instruction of all succeeding

generations. So extensive and common was this revelation,

as to be made the proper subject of a system of directions

from St. Paul to the Corinthian church ; a thing wholly in

explicable, if this fact had not existed.

From these observations it is plain, that without inspira
tion all the other supernatural endowments of the apostles

must, if given, have been given to no valuable end ; that,

on the contrary, they would only have served to establish

falsehood and delusion; and that, unless they were in

spired, it may certainly be concluded, that they were in no

other respect supernaturally endowed. Their inspiration,

therefore, was absolutely necessary to prove their commis
sion to be from God.

If it had not been made evident, that the apostles were

commissioned from God, this fact must, I think, have been

fatal to the cause of Christianity. In this case, although
we might have acknowledged Christ to be a divine mission

ary ; yet we should have naturally and unanswerably have

said,
&quot; What authority did these men possess to transmit

his instructions and precepts to us? What proof have we
that they understood them, remembered them, or expressed
them with correctness and certainty ? Why are we bound
to regard what they have said, any more than the numerous

gospels written by others ? Christ wrote nothing. Had he

intended to require our faith and obedience to his precepts,
he would undoubtedly have taken effectual care, that we
should receive them in such a manner, and from such per

sons, as would assure us that they were his, and only his.

To us, it ought to be observed, the inspiration of the

apostles furnishes a proof that they were commissioned

from God, which is additional to the proofs given to those

who heard them preach. In their writings they have left

on record a number of important prophecies. Several of

these have been remarkably fulfilled ;
and others are daily

receiving their fulfilment, In the fulfilment of these pro-
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phecies we have a direct proofof their inspiration, and con

sequently of their divine commission, which is immoveable,
and which could not, in the same degree, be discerned by
their contemporaries.

4thly. Because, many preachers were necessary for such

an extensive establishment of the church, as that which ac

tually took place ; the great body of whom needed) for a

tirne t to sustain the same character.

On this subject it will not be necessary to dwell. If the

preceding arguments be allowed to prove the point, for

which they were alleged, it will undoubtedly be also con

ceded, that inspiration was as necessary for some, at least,

of those who preached in one place, as for any who preach
ed in another. It may perhaps be objected, that this is

proving too much ; and alleging inspiration in a wider ex

tent than has hitherto been pretended.
To prevent any misconceptions on this point, I will state

my own views of this subject a little more particularly than

I have hitherto done. The inspiration of the apostles I

suppose to have consisted in the following things :

(1.) That they received immediatelyfrom God every part

of the Christian dispensation, which they did not know by
other means.

(2.) That in the same manner they were furnished with a

foreknowledge offuture events.

(3.) That in things which they did otherwise know par

tially, the deficiencies of their knowledge were in the same

manner supplied.

(4.) That those things which they had once known, and
which were parts of the Christian dispensation, were by
divine power brought distinctly and fully to their remem
brance.

(5.) That they were directed by the Holy Spirit to the

selection ofjust such things, and such only, and to precisely

such a manner of exhibiting them, as should be true, just,

most useful to mankind, and most agreeable to the divine

wisdom.

(6.) That each one was left so far to his own manner of

writing or speaking, as that the style was strictly his own;
and yet that the phraseology, used by him in this very style,

tvas so directed and controlled by the Holy Spirit, as to

x 2
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lead Mm to the most exact and useful exhibition of divine

truth : his own words being, in this important sense, words

not devised by human wisdom, but taught by the Holy
Ghost ; and,

(7.) That each inspired man was, as to his preaching or

his writing, absolutely preservedfrom error.

All these particulars cannot be applied in the same de

gree, and some of them cannot be applied at all, to all the

inspired preachers. But, in my own view, every such

preacher enjoyed the benefits of inspiration so far, as he

needed them to enable him to preach the gospel truly and

usefully to mankind
;

so far, as to preserve him from false

narratives, erroneous doctrines, and unsound or useless

precepts. That this was equally necessary for every

preacher, before the written canon furnished mankind with

an unerring standard, with which they might compare the

things which were preached to them, so as to determine

their soundness or unsoundness, will, I suppose, be granted

by all those who acknowledge the necessity of inspiration
to any preacher.

5thly. Because it ivas necessary that Christ should ap
pear to act, and to control the affairs of his church, after his

ascension.

The apostles preached, wrought miracles, spoke with

tongues, and executed all the parts of their ministry, under

the authority, in the name, and by the power, of Christ.

In the name ofJesus Christ of Nazareth I command thee to

arise and walk. JJLneas, Jesus Christ maketh thee whole.

Christ having received the promise of the Father, hath shed

forth this, which we see and hear. If Christ be not risen,

then is our preaching vain, and your faith is also vain. I
can do all things through Christ strengthening me. Paul,

an apostle of Jesus Christ. This is the language which in

substance the apostles use on every occasion, when the

subject comes into view. At the same time, they inform us,

that their commission was given them by Christ
;
.and that

in his name, and by his mission, and in no sense of them

selves, they went forth to preach the gospel and to evince

its divine origin by miracles. The power by which they

acted in all their wonderful works, the wisdom which they

preached, and the grace by which they were sanctified and
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sustained, they ascribed wholly to him. Beyond this, they

declare, that, while he resided in this world he promised
them all these things ;

and thathe continually and exactly ful

filled his promise. His presence with them on various oc-

csions whenever it was demanded by their circumstances,

and his interference on their behalf whenever it was neces

sary, they testify in the amplest and most decisive manner.

Thus, in every thing which they taught or did he is the

fountain whence every stream proceeded. He, according

to their own declarations, is the agent; and they are

merely instruments in his hand.

But this agency of Christ on earth, after he had ascended

to the heavens, is a most important, indispensable, and

glorious, part of his character
; important and indispensa

ble to mankind, and glorious to himself. Evidence is fur

nished by it to prove that he is in all places, and beholds

all things ;
that he is faithful to perform every thing which

he has promised, and able to do every thing which Chris

tians need
;
which no Unitarian hitherto has had sufficient

ingenuity to answer or avoid. We see him actually exem

plifying in his conduct all these things to his early fol

lowers ; and are therefore certainly assured, that so far as

our necessities require, he will substantially exhibit them to

us. Christians in all ages, succeeding that of the apostles,

are here furnished with the strongest proofs that lie pos
sesses all those attributes on which their hope may most

securely repose, and the most lively incitements to centre

in him their evangelical confidence.

6thly. Because the gospel in its presentform isfar more

useful to mankind, than if it had been written by one person,
on one occasion, and in one manner. By the Gospel here I

mean the whole New Testament. Christ, I acknowledge,
could have written it, if he had pleased, in the very form,

nay, in the very words, in which it is now written. But it

would have been a plain and gross absurdity for Christ to

have written a history, such as the Acts of the Apostles, or

such as that of the events immediately preceding and suc

ceeding his own death, concerning facts which had not yet

happened ;
or epistles to churches not yet in being, con

cerning business, duties, and dangers, of which no vestige
had hitherto appeared to have existed. It is not therefore
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irreverent or improper to say, that Christ could not, so far

as we can conceive, have written the New Testament in its

present form, without palpable improprieties inwoven in

the very nature of the work.

In its present form, the gospel is far mote useful than it

would have been, if written in the manner which I have

supposed, in many respects. It is in a much greater de

gree composed offacts; unless, indeed, the same facts had

been communicated in prediction. In the historical form,

in which they now appear, they are much more easily and

strongly realized
;
more readily believed ;

more capable
of being substantiated by evidence ; and more powerfully
felt

;
than if they had been only predicted. The Epistles

are also, in a great proportion of instances, written on sub

jects of real business
;
and for that reason are more easily

proved to be genuine ;
are far more interesting and far

more instructive, than would otherwise have been possible.

Their different dates continue the indubitable history of the

church through a considerable period ;
and furnish us with

a number ofvery important facts which we could not other

wise obtain. Their direction to churches in different coun

tries presents us also with the extension and state of the

church, in different parts of the world at that time. The

business, concerning which they were written, occasions a

display of the difficulties, doubts, errors, temptations, con

troversies, and backslidings ;
the faith, comforts, hopes,

repentance, brotherly love, piety, and general excellence; of

the Christians to whom they were addressed. These are the

peculiarly interesting circumstances of all other Christians.

The instructions, therefore, the exhortations, commands,

reproofs, encouragements, and consolations, addressed to

these churches, are to all other Christians, as to them, the

very best means of reformation, improvement, and comfort.

The examples of the apostles, which in a gospel com

pleted by Christ could not have been recorded, are among
the most edifying, as well as most interesting, parts of the

sacred canon.

The variety ofform and manner, now introduced into the

New Testament, is attended with peculiar advantages. It

renders the Scriptures far more pleasing. A greater num
ber of persons will read them. All who read them will read
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them oftener and will more deeply feel their contents. It ren

ders them farmore instructive. Inconsequence ofthe various

application ofthe doctrines and precepts to so many different

concerns ofmankind, clearer views are given of their extent

and comprehensiveness. By a comparison also of the differ

ent passages thus written with each other, as they are thus

written with a various reference and application, new truths

are obviously as well as certainly inferred from them, almost

without any limitation oftheirnumber. The truths also which
are thus inferred are always important and frequently ofvery

great importance. By this variety ofmanner, application, and

inference, the Scriptures are always new, improving, and

delightful ; and exhibit incontrovertible evidence of divine

wisdom in the manner in which God has directed them to

be written, as well as in the wonderful and glorious things
which they contain.

I have now finished this interesting head ofmy discourse ;

and shall proceed to the consideration of the two remaining
ones

; which, respecting subjects generally understood will

demand our attention but a few moments.

The third subjectproposed, was the things which the apos
tlespreached.

On this I observe

1st. The apostles have written the whole New Testament;
both the things which were said and done by Christ, and the

things which were said and done by themselves.

2dly. They have either originally communicated or ma

terially explained many doctrines and precepts, which were

either omitted or partially communicated by Christ.

Among these I select the following.

The connexion which runs through the whole system of

redemption ;
the patriarchal, Mosaic, and Christian dis

pensations ; their mutual dependance ;
the absolute depen-

dance of all on Christ
;
and the sameness of the manner

and principles of salvation in all
;
the extent of the curse,

and the unhappy efficacy of the apostacy of our first pa
rents ; the parallelism between the first and second Adam,
and between the ruin and recovery of mankind ; the imper
fection of the Sinaitic covenant; the superior glory and

blessings of the covenant of grace ; the priesthood ofChrist,
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formed after the order of Melchisedek; his government of

the world, for the benefit of the church
;
his intercession in

behalf of his followers, before the throne of God
;
the

preachieg of the gospel to Abraham and to the Israelites
;

justification by the grace of God through faith in the righ

teousness of Christ, founded on that righteousness as its

meritorious cause ; the sameness of Abraham s justifica

tion with that of all other saints, both before and after the

coming of Christ
;
the sameness of the religion of the Old

and New Testament; the extension of the mediation of

Christ, not only to the Jews but to all mankind ;
the nature

of evangelical faith ; the nature of evangelical love
;

the

progressive sanctification of Christians by the Holy Ghost
;

the difficulties of the Christian warfare, and the struggle

between sin and holiness in the sanctified mind ;
the nature

and circumstances of the resurrection ; the process of the

final judgment; the conflagration of the earth and visible

heavens
;
the worship rendered to Christ in the heavenly

world
;
and his peculiar agency in administering to his fol

lowers the happiness of a glorious immortality. These to

gether with a train of important prophecies concerning the

affairs of the church throughout every age of the Christian

dispensation, the apostles have added to the other contents

of the Scriptures, or more perfectly explained them to

mankind.

IV. The consequences of their preaching.

1st. The apostles and their converts werefuriously per

secuted, soon after they had begun to preach the gospel;

particularly by the Jews, and not long after by the Gen

tiles also.

This subject is too well known to need a discussion from

me. It is extensively recorded in the New Testament, and

largely insisted on in ecclesiastical history.

2dly. The apostles preacJied the gospel with wonderful
success.

Beside the many thousand converts whom they made

among the Jews, they spread the gospel from Hindoostan
to Gaul

;
and planted churches throughout a great part of

the Roman empire, in Persia, Hindoostan, and several

other countries. The number of their disciples in these
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extensive regions was immensely great ;
and this vast wil

derness was made to blossom as the garden of God.

Exclusively of the residence of Christ in the world, no

thing has ever taken place among mankind so wonderful

and glorious as this event ; nothing more unlike the ordi

nary progress of things ; nothing more declarative of the

presence and agency of God
; nothing more evincive of

the reality of revelation. Whether we consider the reli

gion to which mankind were converted
;
the difficulty of

producing a real reformation in the human heart
;
the ori

ginal character of the converts
;
the bigotry of the Jews

;

the ignorance and wickedness of the Gentiles; the vast-

ness, uniformity, and enduring nature, of the change ;
or

the seeming insignificance of the instruments by which it

was brought : fishermen, publicans, and tent-makers
; few,

feeble, friendless, despised, persecuted, and in many in

stances put to a violent death ; we are astonished and lost.

A thorough discussion of the importance of this fact
; the

success of the gospel ; might easily and usefully fill a vo

lume, but cannot be pursued at the present time. It has

been a theme of exultation and joy to all succeeding

ages of the church ;
and as we have the best reason to

conclude, of peculiar wonder and transport in the world

above.

The evidence which it furnishes to the divine origin of

the gospel is immoveable ; and has accordingly been al

ways insisted on by Christians with superiority and tri

umph. Infidels have laboured to diminish and obscure it

with extreme earnestness and assiduity ;
but they have la

boured in vain. Gibbon particularly, with much art, a

malignant hostility to the Christian cause, and the most

strenuous exertion of his talents, has struggled hard to ac

count for this event by assigning it to other causes than

the true one. The real effect of his labours has however

been to leave the evidence of the inspiration of the apos
tles more clear, more convincing, and more unexception

able, than it was before.
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SERMON L.

THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

ORIGIN, OFFICE, AND CHARACTER, OF THE PRIESTHOOD.
PROOFS OF THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRJST.

The Lord hath sworn, and will not repent : thou art a priest

for ever after the order of Melchisedek. PSALM ex. 4.

IN a series of discourses I have considered the prophetical
character of Christ. I shall now proceed, according to

the plan originally proposed for the investigation of his

office as Mediator between God and man, to consider his

priesthood.
In order to a proper examination of this subject, it will

be useful to examine summarily,
1st. The origin,

2dly. The office, and

3dly. The character, of a priest ; and,

Afterward, to inquire in what manner the office and cha

racter ofa priest may be said to belong to Christ.

I. The office of a priest undoubtedly had its origin in the

first ages of the world. The earliest mention made of this

subject in form, is found in Gen. xiv. 18 ; And Melchise-

dek king of Salem broughtforth bread and wine ; and he

was the priest of the most high God. The office was how
ever in being long before this period. Cain and Abel per
formed the public duties of it for themselves ;

and there is

no reason to doubt, that it was regularly continued from

their time through every succeeding period to the coming
of Christ.

So soon as mankind became distributed into farniHes, it

appears highly probable, that the Father of the family ex

ercised this office in all instances in behalf of himself and
his household. Several instances of this nature are re

corded. Noah was plainly the priest of his own family,
and Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Job, of theirs. It is pro-
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bable that heads of families generally held the office in the

same manner.

When mankind became settled in tribes and nations, the

prince, or chief ruler, and at times some other ruler of

great distinction, became the priest of the nation. Thus

Melchisedek was at the same time the king and priest of

the people of Salem
;
and thus, as we know from profane

history, many other princes held the same office among the

people over whom they presided.
Under the Mosaic economy, the office was by divine in

stitution appropriated to a peculiar class of men. All

these, except one, were originally ordinary priests ;
over

whom that one presided in the character of high-priest.

To this officer peculiar duties and privileges were attached.

His weight and influence were almost invariably second

only to those of the prince, and not unfrequently paramount
even to them. Similar establishments were early made

among the Gentiles. In the time of Joseph we find the

priests a separate class of men in the land of Egypt. An
institution, essentially of the same nature, appears to have

existed in many other nations at a very early date
;
and a

priesthood, in one form or another, has been found in al

most all the nations of men in every age of the world.

This fact proves unanswerably that the priesthood had its

origin either in a divine appointment, handed down by uni

versal tradition, or in such a sense, felt by the human mind,
of its utility and importance, as to persuade all nations

for this reason, not only to institute, but to maintain it with

great expense and self-denial. As we find the office com

mencing with the very first age of the world
;
we are fur

nished by this fact with a. strong presumptive argument to

prove that it was derived originally from a divine institu

tion. This argument receives no small strength from the

consideration, that the office, however corrupted and mu
tilated, was in substance every where the same ; and was

professedly directed to the same objects.

II. TJie office of a priest involved thefollowiny things.

1st. Intercession.

This is so universally acknowledged to have been al

ways a part of the duties of a priest, as to need neither
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proof nor explanation. In conformity to it Aaron and his

sons were commanded to bless the children of Israel by

praying for them in this remarkable language. JEHOVAH
bless thee and keep thee. JEHOVAH make his face to shine

upon thee, and be gracious unto thee! JEHOVAH lift up his

countenance upon thee, and give thee peace ! In the same

manner also, in the days of the prophet Joel, the priests,

the ministers of the Lord, were commanded to weep between

the porch and the altar, and to say, Spare thy people, O
Lord! and give not thine heritage to reproach! that the

Heathen should rule over them ! Wherefore shall they say

among the people, Where is their God?

Among the Gentiles also, priests customarily prayed for

the people.

2dly. Another branch of the priest s office ivas the offering

of sacrifices and other oblations.

Every high-priest takenfrom among men, says St. Paul,

is ordained for men in things pertaining to God, that he

may offer both gifts and sacrifices for sin. Intercession

seems to be a duty of natural religion, and may be easily

supposed to be a service properly performed by beings who
have not fallen from their obedience. But in such a state,

the offering of sacrifices could evidently have no propriety

nor foundation. Sacrifices are, in my view, beyond all

doubt of divine appointment, and have their foundation

in the&amp;gt;apostacy of man. Of this the proof seems to me

complete, both from reason and revelation. It cannot be

supposed, as it cannot be proper, that on this occasion I

should enter upon a detailed account of this proof. It will

be sufficient to observe, that sacrifices existed among all

the ancient nations, and that therefore they are derived

from one common source
;
that no nation beside the Jews

can give any account of the origin of this rite, or any rea

son for which it was founded; nor shew, unless loosely and

unsatisfactorily, any purpose which it could rationally be

expected to answer: that all nations still hoped by means
of their sacrifices to become acceptable, though they could

not tell how or why, to their gods ;
and accordingly made

the offering of sacrifices the principal rite of their respec
tive religions : that to a great extent they offered the same
sacrifices

;
and those chiefly such as are styled clean in the
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Scriptures. These sacrifices were also esteemed in some
sense or other, though none of the Heathen could explain
that sense, expiations for sin. At the same time it ought
to be observed, that there is to the eye of reason, no per

ceptible connexion between sacrifices and religion ;
and

that there is nothing in this rite particularly which can lead

the understanding to suppose it in any sense expiatory.
The true dictate of reason on this subject is, that the cause

less destruction of the life of an animal must be in itself

an evil
; an act of inhumanity ;

a provocation to God
;

only increasing the list of crimes in the suppliant : while,
on the contrary, the supposition that God can be appeased
or reconciled by the death of an animal burnt upon an al

tar, is an obvious and monstrous absurdity. Well might
Balak doubt, when he asked so anxiously under the strong
influence of traditionary custom, Will the Lord be pleased
with thousands of rams, or with ten thousands of rivers of
oil ? Shall I give my first-born for my transgression ; the

fruit ofmy bodyfor the sin of my soul? The only sacrifices

of God ; that is, the only sacrifices which God will accept,
if he will accept any from man, are in the eye of common
sense, as well as in that of David, a broken spirit and a
contrite heart : a disposition, as specified by Balaam in his

answer to Balak, to do justly, to love mercy, and to walk

humbly with our God. From these observations taken in

their connexion, it is, I think, fairly evident, that sacrifices

were not, and cannot have been, devised by mankind.

In the Scriptures the same doctrine is, I apprehend, ren

dered unquestionably certain. Abel offered a sacrifice to

God and was accepted. By St. Paul we are informed that

he offered this sacrifice in faith. While it is incredible that

he should have devised this rite as an act of religion, it is

antiscriptural, and therefore incredible, that he should have

been accepted in any act beside an act ofobedience to God.

But such an act his sacrifice could not have been, unless it

had been commanded of God. Nor is it possible to con

ceive in what manner his faith could have been exerted, or

to what object it could have been directed, unless it was
directed to some divine promise. But no divine promise

is, in the Scriptures, exhibited as made to mankind, except

through the Redeemer. Abel, therefore, must have believed
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in the future existence and efficacious interference of that

seed of the woman, which was one day to bruise the head of
the serpent. With the eye of faith he saw that through this

glorious person there was forgiveness with God, and there

fore feared or reverenced him. He hoped in the divine

promise, that through him there was plenteous redemption
for the children ofmen

;
and in the exercise of this hope he

performed such acts of worship as God had enjoined. Had
he, on the contrary, like Nadab and Abihu, brought an

offering which the Lord had not commanded, we are war
ranted from analogy to conclude, that he would have been

rejected as they were.

After the deluge, Noah, as we are told, builded an attar

unto the Lord ; and took of every clean beast, and of every
clean fowl, and offered burnt-offerings on the altar. On this

occasion also the offering was accepted. To this fact the

same reasoning is. applicable with the same force. But it

is farther evident from this story, that bothfowls and beasts

were, at that time, known and designated as clean and un

clean. That this designation existed in the time of Noah,
and was customary language, known to him and others at

that time, is certain from the fact that he selected only such

as were clean
;
and is still farther illustrated by the fact,

that God directed him to take ofevery clean beast and every
clean fowl, by sevens, into the ark ; and that Noah exactly

obeyed this command, and therefore perfectly knew what
it imported. Beasts and fowls were, of course, distin

guished as clean and unclean
; or, in other words, as those

which might and those which might not be offered to God.
But beasts, in themselves, are all equally clean and equally
unclean

; nor can common sense discern a reason why one

should be offered rather than another, any more than why
any of them should be offered at all. The distinction of

clean and unclean, or acceptable and unacceptable, cannot

have been founded in any thing but the divine appointment.
But this distinction we find thus early made; and as Abel

offered clean beasts also, and the firstlings of his flock,

the very sacrifice commanded afterward to the Israelites,

there is ample reason to conclude that the same distinction

was made from the beginning.
The sacrifices of the Scriptures involve a plain, and at
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the same time a most important, meaning. All of them
were typical merely; and declared in the most striking
manner the faith of the worshipper in the great propitiatory
sacrifice of the Redeemer, and in the blessings promised

by God through his mediation. Considered in this light,

sacrifices are highly significant acts of worship ; worthy of

being divinely instituted ; deeply affecting the heart of the

suppliant; naturally and strongly edifying him in faith,

hope, and obedience ; and well deserving a place among
the most important religious rites of all who lived before

the oblation of the great Sacrifice made for mankind.

From this view of the subject it is, I think, clearly evi

dent that sacrifices were divinely instituted
;
and that this

institution was founded in the future propitiatory sacrifice

for sin made by the Redeemer. It is, of course, evident

also, that this part of the priest s office is derived from the

apostacy of mankind, and can have a place only among
beings who need an expiation.

3dly. Another part of the priest s office was to deliver the

oracles or answers of God to the people.
This was done, partly by the now-inexplicable mode of

Urim and Thummim, and partly by declarations made in

the common manner.

The Heathen priesthood, in imitation of that which was
instituted by God, gave the pretended answers of their ora

cular divinities to such as came to consult them.

4thly. Another part of the priest s office was deciding the

legal controversies of individuals, or judging between man
and man.

For the institution of this duty of the priests, see Deut
xvii. 9, 10. Accordingly, several of the priests are men
tioned in succeeding ages as judges of the people.

5thly. Another part of the priest s office was to instruct

the people in the knowledge of the divine law.

The priests lips, says Malachi, should keep knowledge;
and they should seek the law at his mouth ; for he is the mes

senger of the Lord of hosts.

Of all the parts of this office the offering of sacrifices and

other oblations is undoubtedly the most prominent and im

portant. It was originally enjoined in the authoritative

separation of Aaron and his sons to the priesthood. It is
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every where more insisted on as the great business of the

priests, throughout the law of Moses, and throughout the

whole history of the Jewish economy. It is accordingly
mentioned alone by St. Paul in his Epistle to the Hebrews,

chapter v. verse 1, as the sum of the duty of the high-priest.

Every high-priest is ordained that he may offer both gifts

and sacrificesfor sins. This, then, is the peculiar office or

duty of the priesthood, while the others are only appendages
In the performance of this duty the priest was every

where considered, in the law of Moses, as making an atone

ment for the sins of the person or persons by whom the

offerings were presented ;
sometimes for individuals, some

times for the whole nation. This great object, the only
rational means of explaining the institution of sacrifices, is

abundantly inculcated in the formal institution itself, and
in all the precepts by which the duties of it are regulated ;

so abundantly that I know not how it can be misconstrued.

Accordingly, the Scriptures have been understood in this

manner only by the great body of Christians from the be

ginning.

But nothing is more evident, than that it is impossiblefor
the blood of bulls and of goats to take away sins. These

sacrifices, therefore, were never designed to purify those by
whom they were offered. They were plainly and certainly
mere types, holding forth to the suppliant the great and real

sacrifice, by which the author of it hath perfected for ever

them that are sanctified. In burnt-offerings and sacrifices

for sin, God said by David, Psal. xl. he had no pleasure.

They were not, therefore, ordained for their own sake
;
but

^to point the eyes of worshippers to the Son of God, who
came to do his will; for whom a body was prepared; and

who, having offered, in that body, one sacrificefor sins, sate

down for ever at the right hand of God.

The scheme of atonement, then, appears evidently to

have been a part, and a chief part, of the divine economy
in the present world, in all ages, or from the beginning.

Accordingly, when Christ had performed this great duty
of his own priesthood, the priesthood of men ceased. The
Jewish priesthood was terminated within a few years after

his ascension. The office, except as holden by Christ, has
no place in the Christian church; and, unless in a figura-
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live sense, cannot be applied to Christian ministers without
a solecism.

III. The character of a priest, as disclosed in the Scrip
tures, consisted principally of thefollowing things:

1st. A priest must be called of God.

No man, says St. Paul, taketh this honour unto himself,

but he that is called of God, as was Aaron. So also Christ

glorified not himself to be made a high-priest, but he that

said unto him, Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten
thee. Nothing is more plain, than that he who ministers

to God in divine things ought to be approved of God
; and

it is clearly evident, that he who is not called cannot expect
to be approved. To thrust one s self into an office of this

nature must be the result of mere impudence and impiety ;

a spirit which cannot meet the divine acceptance.

2dly. A priest must be holy.
Aaron and his sons were originally sanctified, externally,

by a series of most solemn offerings and ceremonies. The

garments of the high-priest were also pronounced holy, and

styled holy garments. The oil with which he was anointed

was styled holy, and was forbidden to all other persons on
a severe and dreadful penalty. HOLINESS TO THE LORD
was engraved on a plate which he was directed to wear

upon his mitre.

Such a high-priest, says St. Paul, became us, who is holy,

harmless, undefiled&amp;gt;
and separate from sinners.

No absurdity can be more obvious, or more gross, than

an unholy, polluted character in a man whose professional
business it is (o minister to God. The very Heathen were
so sensible of this, that their priests claimed generally, and
laboured to preserve, that character which they esteemed

sanctity.

3dly. A priest must be learned in the Scriptures.
As the priests were to teach, so they were to keep, know-

ledge. Ezra, accordingly, is declared to have been aready
scribe in the law of Moses, and to have prepared his heart

to seek the law of the Lord, and to do it, and to teach in

Israel statutes and judgments. Artaxerxes, also, in his

decree, testifies that the ivisdom of God was in the hand of
T OL. ii. Y
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Ezra. Every priest was implicitly required to possess
these three great characteristics of the priesthood.

I have discussed the preceding subjects, viz. the origin,

the office, and the character, of the priesthood, that, the va

rious observations which I shall have occasion to make, in

the farther examination of the priesthood of Christ, may be

the more distinctly understood.

/ shall now inquire in what manner the office and charac

ter of a priest may with propriety be said to belong to him.

In the text, God the Father is exhibited as having sworn

with a solemn and unchangeable decree to the Son, Thou
art a priestfor ever after the order of Melchisedek. As the

person, to whom this oath was addressed, is expressly de

clared both by Christ and St. Paul to be Christ, there can

be no debate concerning this part of the subject.

Farther, as Christ is here declared by God the Father to

be a priest, it cannot be questioned that he sustained this

office. It may, however, be proper to remind those who
hear me, and who wish to examine the scriptural account

of this subject, that the establishment and explanation of

the priesthood of Christ occupies a great part of the Epistle
to the Hebrews.

But, although this fact cannot be questioned, it cannot

easily fail to be a useful employment in a Christian assem

bly, to shew that Christ actually sustained the whole cha

racter and performed all the duties of a priest of God.
This purpose I shall endeavour to accomplish in the re

mainder of the present discourse.

1st. Christ sustained the whole character of a priest of
God.

He was called of God to this office. Of this the proof is

complete in the passage already quoted from Heb. v. 4, 5,

No man taketh this honour unto himself, but he that is called

of God as was Aaron. So also Christ glorified not himself
to be made a high-priest, but he that said unto him, Thou
art my Son, to-day have I begotten thee. In the following

verse, the apostle, with unanswerable force, alleges the

text as complete proof of the same point. As he saith also

in another place, Thou art a priest for ever after the order
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of Melchisedek. In the ninth and tenth verses, also, he re

news the declaration in a different form from the same
words. Andf being made perfect, he became the author of
eternal salvation unto all them that obey him; called of God
a high-priest after the order of Melchisedek. In conse

quence of this divine call to the priesthood, he was anointed
to this office, not with the holy anointing oil employed in

the solemn consecration of the Aaronic priesthood, but with

the antitype of that oil, the Spirit of grace poured upon him
without measure by the hand of God.
He was holy. Such a high-priest, says St. Paul, became

us, who was holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate from
sinners. Who did no sin, says St. Peter, neither was guile

found in his mouth. The prince of this world cometh, says
our Saviour, and has nothing in me: that is, nothing on
which he canfound an accusation against me.

He was perfectly acquainted with the law of God. This
is abundantly declared by Christ himself in many forms ;

particularly when he says, For the Father loveth the Son,
and sheweth him all things whatsoever he doeth. And again,
No one knoweth the Father but the Son, and he to whomso
ever the Son will reveal him.* And again, lam the light of
the world.^ And again, Thy law is within my heart.% Of
this acquaintance with the divine law he gave the most
abundant proofs while he resided in this world, in his dis

courses generally. But in his sermon on the mount, he

gave a more clear, minute, and comprehensive explanation
of its nature and extent than was ever furnished elsewhere

to the children of men.

2dly. He performed all the duties of a priest of God ex

cept one ; to wit, determiningjudicially the controversies be

tween men ; a thing irreconcilable to his office as a priest.

He taught the law or will of God to his people, and ulti

mately to mankind, in a manner far more extensive, per

spicuous, forcible, and every way perfect, than all the priests

and all the prophets who preceded him had been able to do.

On this subject I have dwelt, while considering his charac

ter as a prophet, with so much minuteness, as to preclude
all necessity of farther discussion.

* Matt. xi. 2.8. t John ix. 5. } Psal. xl. 8,

Y2
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In this instruction he has included all things pertaining
to life and to godliness, necessary to be known by man; and,

therefore, has involved in them every oracular answer, or

answer of God to the inquiries of mankind after their inte

rest and duty, which they can never need on this side of the

grave.
He hasperformed, and still performs,for this sinful world,

the great office of an intercessor.

But this man, says St. Paul, because he continueth ever,

hath an unchangeable priesthood. Wherefore he is able,

also, to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by
him; seeing he ever liveth to make intercession for them. If

any man sin, says St. John, we have an advocate with the

Father, Jesus Christ the righteous. Of this intercession his

prayer, in the seventeenth chapter of John, has been con

sidered as an example.

Finally. He performed the great duty of offering sacrifice.

Who needeth not daily, as those high-priests, to offer up sa

crifice, firstfor his own sins, and then for the people s: for
this he did once, when he offered up himself. And again,

Now, once in the end of the world, hath he appeared, to put

away sin, by the sacrifice of himself. And, as it is appointed
unto men once to die, but after this thejudgment ; so Christ

was once offered, to bear the sins of many. It will be unne

cessary farther to multiply proofs of this point.
It may, however, be useful to obviate a difficulty, which

may not very unnaturally arise in the mind when contem

plating this subject. It is this :

How can Christ be said to have offered himself, when he

was apprehended, condemned, and crucified, by others? This

difficulty will be easily removed if we remember the follow

ing things :

(1st.) That Christ could not, without incurring the guilt

of suicide, have put himself to death. And therefore could

not be virtuously offered, on his own part, unless put to death

by the hand of others :

(2dly.) That he voluntarily came into the world to diefor
sinners:

(3dly,) That he predicted his own death, and therefore

certainly foreknew it: and,

(4thly.) That he could with perfect ease have resisted and
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overcome his enemies, as he proved unanswerably by his mi
racles ; and particularly by compelling, through the awe of
his presence, those very enemies to fall backward to the

ground, at the time when they first attempted to take him.

From these things it is evident, beyond a debate, that he

himself made his soul an offering for sin ; and of himself

laid down his life, and took it up again, when none could

take it out of his hand.

From these considerations it is evident that Christ was,
in the most proper sense, a priest of God

;
and that he sus

tained all the characteristics, and performed all the duties,

belonging to the priesthood : particularly, that he was called

of God, consecrated and anointed to this office
;
and that

he performed the great duty of offering sacrifice, for which
the office was especially instituted.

Let me now ask, whether these things so strongly and

abundantly declared in the Scriptures, can be made in any
sense to accord with the Unitarian doctrine ; that Christ

died merely as a witness to the truth of his declarations.

Every Christian martyr, as his name sufficiently indicates,

yielded his life as a testimony to the truth. But was every
Christian martyr therefore a priest of God ? Did every mar

tyr offer sacrifice ? Was St. Paul a priest, or St. Peter?

They were both witnesses to the truth, and voluntarily gave

up their lives as a testimony to the truth. But did they
therefore offer sacrifice? Were they therefore priests? Did

any man ever think of applying to them language of this

nature ?

But farther, Christ is expressly and often declared to have

offered himself a sacrifice for SINS.

For whose sins did he offer this sacrifice ? Not for his

own, for he did not sin, neither was guilefound in his mouth.

For the sins of others then was this offering made. Ac
cording to the declaration of St. Peter, He bore OUR sins

in his own body on the tree. His sacrifice of himself was
therefore an atonement, an expiation, of the sins of man
kind.

Thus from the nature, origin, and institution, ofthe priest s

office it is evident that Christ, the great high-priest of our

profession, became, by the execution of his official duties

(if 1 may call them such), a propitiation for the sins of the
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world. So far is the Unitarian doctrine on this subject from

being countenanced by the scriptural representations, that

it is a direct contradiction of every thing said in the Scrip
tures concerning the priesthood, and particularly that of

Christ.

On this subject I propose to insist more at large here

after
;
but I thought it useful to shew, at the introduction

of it into a system of theology, that it was essential to the

very nature of the priest s office. Nor can I fail to wonder

how any man, reading the accounts given of it in the Bible,

should adopt any other opinion concerning this part of the

mediation of the Redeemer.

SERMON LI.

THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST,

HIS HOLINESS OF CHARACTER.

For such a high-priest became us, who is holy, harmless,

undefiled, separatefrom sinners, and made higher than the

heavens. HEB. vn. 26.

IN the preceding discourse I considered the origin, office,

and character, of the priesthood, and shewed that this office,

in the strictest sense, belonged to Christ ; and that the end

of its establishment in the world was no other, than to

hold out to the view of the ancients the priesthood of the

Redeemer.

Among the characteristics of a priest, I mentioned it as

an indispensable one that he should be holy. This charac

teristic of the Redeemer I shall now make the subject of

consideration
;
and in discussing it shall,

I. Mention several particulars in which this attribute ivas

exemplified; and,
II. Explain its importance.
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I. I shall mention several particulars in which this attri

bute of Christ was exemplified.

In the text the apostle declares, that Christ was holy,

harmless, undefiled, and separate from sinners. The word

holy, in this passage, naturally denotes the positive excel

lence of Christ s character: the word harmless, an absolute

freedomfrom the guilt of injuring and corrupting others :

the word undefiled, hisfreedomfrom allpersonal corruption :

and the phrase separate or separated from sinners, the en

tire distinction between him and all beings who are, in any
sense or degree, the subjects ofsin. The character here given

of Christ by the apostle, includes therefore all the perfec

tion, of which, as an intelligent being, the Saviour was ca

pable. It ought to be remarked that this character is given

ofhim as a priest, and of course belongs especially to him

as exercising this part of his mediatorial office.

It will be obvious to a person examining this subject with

a very moderate degree of attention, that Christ, in order to

sustain this character, must have fulfilled all the duties en

joined on him by the positive precepts of the divine law,

and have abstained from every transgression of the nega
tive ones ; that in thought, word, and action, alike, he must

have been uniformly obedient to the commands of God :

that his obedience must have been rendered in that exact

and perfect degree in which it was required by those com
mands

;
and that it must have included in the same perfect

manner all the duties, which he owed immediately to God,
to mankind, and to himself; in other words, that his virtue

or moral excellence must have been consummate.
That such was in fact the character of Christ we have the

most abundant testimony.
The Scriptures declare every part of this character. St.

Peter asserts directly that he did not sin : that guile was

notfound in his mouth; and styles him a Lamb without ble

mish and without spot. He calls him the Holy One, and the

Just ; and declares, that he ivent about doing good. St.

Paul declares that he knew no sin. St. John declares that

in him was no sin. David styles him the Holy One of God.

Isaiah, or rather God speaking by Isaiah, calls him his own

righteous Servant; his Elect; his Beloved, in whom his

soul delighted. Jeremiah styles him the Lord our righteous-
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ness. Christ himself declares in his intercessory prayer to

the Father, I have glorified thee on earth, I havefinished the

work which thou gavcst me to do; and asserts, that the Fa
ther and himselfare one ; and that he who hath seen him, hath
seen the Father. He also says, the prince of this world

cometh, and hath nothing in me. At his baptism also, and

during his transfiguration, God the Father himself declared
his character in these memorable words, This ismy beloved

Son, in whom I am well pleased. A similar testimony was

given by the Spirit of truth, when he descended upon Christ

in a bodily shape, like a dove.

To these and the like declarations which might be easily

multiplied to a great extent, various other kinds of testi

mony are added in the Scriptures.
The Jews who lived on the borders of the sea of Galilee,

when assembled to behold the cure of the deaf man who
had an impediment in his speech, exclaimed, amid their

astonishment at the miracle, He hath done all things well.

During his life, his enemies laboured hard to fix some im

putation upon his character
;
but their efforts terminated

in the groundless and senseless calumnies that he cast out

devils by Beelzebub, the prince of devils ; and that he was
a man gluttonous, and a wine-bibber ; afriend ofpublicans
and sinners: calumnies, daily and completely refuted by
the testimony of those among whom he continually spent
his time, and even by the demons which he cast out, and

the maniacs whom they possessed. Even these felt them

selves constrained to say, I know thee, who thou art, the

Holy One of God.
In his trial before the sanhedrin, and afterward before

Pilate, every art which cunning could devise, fraud sanc

tion, or malice execute, was practised, in order to fasten

upon him at least some species of criminality. B ut in spite

of all the subornation and perjury to which they had re

course, they were unable to prove him guilty of a single

fault. Pilate s repeated examinations of him terminated

with this public declaration, Ifind nofault in this man.

Judas, after he was called as a disciple, lived with him

through all his public ministry, and was a witness of his

most private conduct; a companion of his most retired

hours; a partner in his most undisguised conversation.
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At these seasons, if ever, the man is brought out to view.

At these seasons, hypocrisy and imposture icel the burden

of concealment too strongly not to throw oft* the mask ;

uncover themselves to obtain a necessary relief from the

pressure of constraint, and cease awhile to force nature

that they may be refreshed for new imposition.
But Judas never saw a single act, and never heard a sin

gle word, which, even in his own biassed judgment, left the

smallest stain upon the character of his Master. This ho

directly declared to the chief-priests in that remarkable as

sertion, I have sinned, in that I have betrayed innocent

blood. Far beyond this, when the least fault in the con

duct of Christ, could he have recollected it, would have re

lieved the agonies of his conscience, and justified, or at

least palliated, his treason
;
he put an end to his own life,

because he could not endure the misery springing from a

sense of his guilt. In this gross and dreadful act he gave
therefore the strongest testimony which is possible to the

perfect innocence of the Redeemer.

Correspondent with this testimony is that of all antiquity.

Neither the Misna or the Tulrnud, which contain the whole

substance of the Jewish testimony on this subject ;
neither

Celsus, Porphyry, nor Julian,who may be fairly considered as

having given us the whole of Heathen testimony ;
have fixed

upon Christ the minutest charge of either sin or folly. To
the time of Origen, we have his declaration (which is evi

dence of the most satisfactory nature), that within the vast

compass of his information nothing of this nature had ever

appeared. In modern times, the enemies of Christianity
have laboured with great industry and ingenuity to fasten

upon him some species of accusation : but they have la

boured in vain. Unlike, in this respect, that glorious orb,

to which he is compared in the Scriptures, nothing has ever

eclipsed his splendour ;
no spot has ever been found on his

aspect.

That we may form just and affecting views of this part
of our Saviour s character, it will be useful, without dwell

ing any longer on a general survey of his holiness, to pro
ceed to the consideration of those particulars in which it

was especially exemplified.
1st. The PIETY of Christ was uniform and complete.
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His supreme love to God was divinely manifested in the

cheerfulness with which he undertook the most arduous,

and at the same time the most benevolent, of all employ
ments, and of course that which was most pleasing to him,

and most honourable to his name. His faith was equally

conspicuous in the unshaken constancy with which he en

countered the innumerable difficulties in his progress ;
Ms

patience, in the quietness of his spirit with which he bore

every affliction; and his submission in his ready acqui
escence in his Father s will, while requiring him to pass

through the deepest humiliation, pain, and sorrow. How
ever humbling, however distressing, his allotments were,
even in his agony in the garden, and in the succeeding ago
nies of the cross, he never uttered a complaint. But though
afflicted beyond example, he never exhibited a more perfect
submission than is manifested by the most pious men under

small and ordinary trials. No inhabitant of this world ever

shewed such an entire reverence for God on any occasion,

as he discovered on all occasions. Pie gave his Father at

all times the glory of his mission, his doctrines, and his mi
racles

; seized every proper opportunity to set forth in terms

pre-eminently pure and sublime, the excellence ofthe divine

character; and spoke uniformly in the most reverential man
ner of the word, the law, and the ordinances, of God.
At the same time he was constant and fervent in the wor

ship of God
;
in prayer, in praise, and in a cheerful compli

ance with all the requisitions of the Mosaic system ; civil,

ceremonial, and moral
;
celebrated the fasts, feasts, and sa

crifices, of his nation : and thus, according with his own lan

guage, fulfilled in this respect all righteousness. Such, in

a word, was his whole life
;
so unspotted ; so uniform

;
so

exalted
; that all persons, who have succeeded him, both

inspired and uninspired, have found themselves obliged,

whenever they wished to exhibit a perfect pattern of piety,

to appeal to the example of Christ.

2dly. His performance of the duties which he owed to man-

lewd was equally perfect.
This part of our Saviour s character cannot be properly

understood without descending to particulars. I observe

therefore in the

First place, that his filial piety ivas of this remarkable

nature.
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Notwithstanding he was so magnificently introduced into

the world by along train of types and predictions, and by
illustrious instances of the immediate ministration of an

gels ; he was entirely obedient throughout almost all his life

to the commands of his parents. No person was ever so

ushered into life, or marked out by Providence for so ex

traordinary purposes : no person so early engrossed the at

tention and admiration of the great and wise by his mental

endowments. Whatever could awaken in his mind the lof

tiest views of ambition, enkindle a strong sense of per
sonal superiority, or produce feelings of absolute indepen

dence, he could recount among the incidents which either

attended him at his birth, or followed him in his childhood.

Still no child, no youth, no man of riper years, was ever

so respectful and dutiful to his parents, To them, in the lan

guage of St. Luke, he was subject evidently till he began to

be about thirty years of age. To this period he lived con

tentedly an humble, retired, and unobserved life ; following

quietly the occupation of his father with such industry and

regularity, as to be known familiarly by the appellation of

the Carpenter.
Civilized men have united with a single voice to applaud

and extol Peter the Great emperor of Russia, for his mode
ration and condescension displayed in labouring at the em

ployment of a ship-carpenter in the Saardam. Unquestion

ably this conduct was the result of sound wisdom and un

usual self-government on the part of this great man, and

fairly claimed the admiration which it received. What
then shall be said when we behold him, whose title was the

Son of God ;
whose birth angels proclaimed, predicted,

and sung; to whom angels ministered at his pleasure; who
commanded wind, and waves, and life, and death; who tri

umphed over the grave and ascended to heaven
; working

at an employment equally humble, not a few days only, but

the principal part of his life : and all this not to subserve

the purposes of ambition, but from a sense of duty and in

the exercise of filial piety?

The same character was gloriously manifested by Christ

during his public ministry. Particularly while he hung

upon the cross, suffered the agonies of that excruciating

death, and bore the sins of mankind in his body on the ac-
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cursed tree; when he saw his unhappy mother pierced with

anguish by his side he forgot his own woes, commended
her to the care of his beloved disciple John, as his future

mother, and that disciple to her as her future son; and thus

made provision for her maintenance and comfort through
life. Thus he began and thus he ended.

Secondly, Of the same perfect nature were his candour

and liberality.

The spirit which is denoted by these two names is sub

stantially the same, and differs chiefly by being exercised

towards different objects. That this spirit should exist at

all in Christ will naturally seem strange, when we remem
ber that he was born of an humble family, in the most bi

goted nation in the wr

orld, and in the most bigoted age of

that nation
;
and was educated in that humble manner which

naturally leads the mind to imbibe with reverence the bi

goted sentiments of the great, and to add to them the nu

merous and peculiar prejudices springing from ignorance :

but from all this influence he escaped without the least con

tamination. There is not an instance recorded in his life

in which he was more attached to any person or tiring, or

more opposed to either than truth and wisdom must entirely

justify. There is no instance in which he ever censured or

commended, those of his own nation, or of any other, either

more or less than plain justice demanded. On the con

trary, he commended every thing approved by wisdom and

piety; and reproved every thing bigoted, partial, preju

diced, and faulty in man.
A great part of the people of his nation were his enemies;

and among the most bitter of these were the Pharisees. Yet
he said to his disciples, The Scribes and the Pharisees sit in

Moses seat : all therefore that they say unto you do. But
do ye not after their works; for they say and do not. No
commendation of the precepts of these men could easily
have been conveyed in more expressive language than this.

By directing his disciples to follow their precepts, he de

clared them in forcible terms to be true and right ; that is,

with such exceptions as he has elsewhere made, and as the

same exact regard to truth demanded.
The same disposition he manifested in the case of the

Syrophenician woman ; and in that of the Roman centurion.
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The Jews considered all the Heathen nations as deserving

nothing but contempt and detestation, and called them

dogs. But Christ preferred the faith of the centurion, al

though a Roman, to that of all other persons with whom he

conversed ;
even to that of his own apostles.

In the same generous manner he treated the publicans,

regarded by their countrymen as the vilest of sinners. In

the same manner also he treated the Samaritans
; against

whom the Jews exercised the most furious hatred, and with

whom they refused to have any dealings ; even those of the

most indifferent and necessary kind.

The same disposition he shewed with respect to doctrines,

opinions, and customs. No specimen can be produced from

the history of his life of bigoted attachment to his own doc

trines, or those of his nation, or those of his friends; ofpreju
dice against those of strangers or enemies

;
of favouritism

or party spirit; of contracted regard to any custom because

sanctioned by public usage or general respect ;
of reluc^

tance to conform to any innocent practice, by whomso
ever adopted ;

or of any narrowness of mind whatever.

When invited to a marriage, he cheerfully went
;
when

bidden to a feast, he readily consented to become a guest.

Nor did it make any difference because the host was on the

one hand Matthew or Zaccheus, a publican ; or on the

other Simon, a Pharisee. In a word he adopted and com
mended nothing, except what was true and right : and nei

ther refused nor condemned any thing, except that which

was false and evil. Nor did it make the least difference

with him whether that which was approved or censured,

was adopted by friends or enemies.

Thirdly. Hisprudence was consummate on all occasions*

Particularly was it manifested in avoiding the wiles and

open assaults of the Jews. Notwithstanding the invincible

firmness of mind universally displayed by our Saviour ;

notwithstanding he lost no opportunity of doing good ; yet
he never wantonly exposed himself to any suffering ; dis

covering clearly, on every occasion, a total opposition to

that vain and idle fool-hardiness which rushes into danger
merely to gain the reputation of being courageous.
The same prudence is strongly evinced in teaching Iris

disciples ar.d others, as their minds were able (o receive
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his instructions; giving milk to babes, and strong meat to

men
; opening new doctrines and duties by degrees ;

and
never pouring new wine into old bottles. At the same time

he commended his precepts, both to the heart and the un

derstanding, by theirform. At one time he communicated
them in short aphorisms, easily understood, deeply felt, long

remembered, and readily applied to practice. At another

he conveyed them in parables, simple, beautiful, natural,

and atFecting; catching the imagination and feelings, as

well as convincing the understanding. At another he en

tered into plain, but profound, curious, and unanswerable,

reasonings ; shewing, both from the works and the word of

God, that his precepts were just and his doctrines true.

Thus he charmed by variety and novelty, as well as proved

by argument and evidence; and became, innocently, all

things to all men ; that at least he might gain some.

The same character he discovered, in a manner not less

remarkable, in answering the questions and resolving the

cases proposed to him by the Pharisees and Sadducees. In

every instance of this nature he refuted their arguments, ex

ploded their opinions, defeated their crafty designs against

him, and publicly put them to shame and to silence. Thus
he beautifully illustrated the truth of that memorable de

claration which he had anciently made concerning himself,

J, wisdom, dwell with prudence.

The same truth he still more strikingly illustrated by the

uniform tenor of his life. This was such as to defeat all the

malicious accusations of his numerous and bitter enemies,

and to place his character beyond a doubt of his innocence

and uprightness. To this end it was not sufficient that he

was really innocent and upright. It was additionally ne

cessary that he should be consummately prudent. In pro

portion to their want of prudence, all men are endangered

in this respect; and most become sufferers. But Christ

was regularly considered as an innocent man by all persons,

even of moderate candour; had a high reputation for worth

in the eyes of the public ;
and when tried on the accusation

of enemies and villains, before a malignant and unprin

cipled tribunal, was pronounced clear of every imputation.

Equal proof of prudence, as well as innocence, was never

furnished in the present world.
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Fourthly. His integrity was equally perfect.

This dignified characteristic is strongly visible in several

of the things already recited as proofs of his candour ; can

dour itself being no other than a particular mode of exer

cising integrity. Of this nature are his impartial censures

and commendations of his friends arid his enemies. The
same spirit is conspicuous in his reproofs, which on the one

hand, were bold, open, and sincere, and on the other, were

perfectly free from selfishness and ill-nature. It is also

strikingly evident in the perfect simplicity of his instructions

and conversation. In them all there cannot be found a sin

gle instance of flattery, sarcasm, ambiguity, affectation, va

nity, arrogance, or ill-will. Nay, nothing is enhanced be

yond the strictest bounds of propriety. Nothing is so

coloured as to deceive
; nothing left so defective as to mis

lead. The strongest specimen ever given of integrity in the

manner of communication is found in the instructions of

Christ.

Many persons have been distinguished for their integrity ;

and so distinguished as to leave behind them in their his

tory little or no stain upon their reputation in this respect.
But Christ differs evidently from them all, in the degree in

which he manifested this attribute
;
and so differs from them,

as that simplicity and openness of communication forms a

remarkable characteristic ofthe style in which he spoke, and

constitutes eminently what may be called his own original
manner. As this runs through all his discourses, as recited

by the several evangelists, it is evident from this fact that it

was his own manner, and not theirs.

The same illustrious attribute was in the same manner
evinced in all his conduct. By applause he was never al

lured : by obloquy he was never driven. Popular favour

he never coveted: popular odium he never dreaded. To
friends and enemies, to the populace and the sanhedrin, he

declared truth, and proclaimed their duty without favour or

fear. When he stood before the sanhedrin, and was on

trial for his life, being adjured by the high-priest to declare

whether he was the Son of God; he boldly said, though he

knew that death would be the consequence, I am. And
to place the declaration beyond all reasonable doubt, sub

joined, And ye shall see the Son of man sitting on the right
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hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven. In a

word, he treated all men while he was teaching, exhorting,

and reproving them, as being merely rational and immortal

beinjrs; and not as friends or enemies; nor as members of

any sect, party, or nation. In this manner he left a noble

example to every succeeding teacher of mankind.

Fifthly. His benevolence also was without an example.

Many of the observations already made strongly illustrate

this glorious attribute of the Redeemer. It will, however,
be useful to mention other things more particularly as ex

emplifications of this disposition. Among the numerous

miracles wrought by Christ, there is not one which was not

performed for the direct purpose of lessening distress or

clanger, or producing safety, comfort, and happiness, to

mankind. Many of these miracles also were wrought for

those whom heknew to be his enemies; with the full convic

tion, on his part, that they would continue to be his ene

mies. While his life was filled up with that peculiarly bit

ter provocation which arises from ingratitude, daily re

pealed, never wearied, and even increased by the very

kindness which should have melted the heart
;
even this

provocation never slackened his hand, nor moved his re

sentment. When he came in sight of that ungrateful city,

Jerusalem, where so many prophets had been killed, where

.so many of his benevolent offices, and so many of his won

derful miracles, had been performed in vain ;
notwithstand

ing all the injuries which he had received from the inhabit

ants ; notwithstanding they were now employed in devis

ing means to take away his life
;
he wept over the guilty,

abandoned spot ;
and cried with inexpressible tenderness,

O Jerusalem! Jerusalem! that killest the prophets, and

stonest them who are sent unto thee, hoiu often would I have

gathered thy children together, even as a hen galhereth her

chickens under her wings ; and ye would not. On the cross

he forgave, and prayed, and secured eternal life, for mur

derers, while they were imbruing their hands in his blood,

and rendering a most bitter death still more bitter by add

ing &quot;insult to agony. At the same time, he communicated

faith, and peace, and hope, the forgiveness of sin, and an

earnest of immortal glory,to the miserable malefactor, who,

by his side, hung over the burnings of devouring fire.
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Sixthly. Equally wonderful was his disinterestedness.

This attribute, though often considered as the same with

benevolence, is really a qualification of benevolence
;
as is

evident from the mere phraseology, so customarily adopted,
of disinterested benevolence. But it is the crown, the glory,
the finishing, of this character.

There is not an instance in which Christ appears to have

proposed his own private, separate good, as the end either

of his actions or sufferings. He came to live and die for

others, and those, enemies and sinners. From them he
needed and could receive nothing. From him they needed

every thing; and from him alone could they receive that

which they needed. For such beings all his labours, in

structions, and sorrows, were planned and completed. The

objects which he had in view were the most disinterested,

public, and honourable, which the universe has ever known
;

the deliverance of mankind from sin and misery, their ele

vation to virtue and happiness, and the supreme glory of

God in this divine and most wonderful work. These ob

jects he accomplished with extreme difficulty and self-de

nial, and with immense expense on his own part. This ar

duous work he began with a fixed purpose ; pursued with

unshaken constancy ;
and triumphantly completed, in spite

of every discouragement, difficulty, and danger. On all his

progress Heaven looked with wonder and gratulation , and
at his return to that happy world, the ransomed of the Lord

exclaimed, and will for ever exclaim, Worthy is the Lamb,
that was slain, to receive power, and riches, and wisdomf

and strength, and honour, and glory, and blessing.

VOL. II,
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SERMON LII.

THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

HOLINESS OF CHARACTER. HIS SELF-GOVERNMENT.

For such a high-priest became us, who is holy, harmless^

ttndefiled, separatefrom sinners, and made higher than the

heavens. HEB. vii. 26.

IN the preceding discourse, I considered the holiness of
Christ as one great branch of his priestly character. In the

course of this consideration I stated, summarily, my views

concerning the manner in which Christ performed the duties

owed by him immediately to God and to mankind. I shall

now make a few observations concerning those which he

owed more immediately to himself. The two former classes

are generally denoted by the names piety and benevolence;

the latter is usually denominated temperance, or self-go

vernment.

It ought here to be observed, that our Saviour s life was

regulated by the rules of perfect virtue in all those ordinary
and less delicate cases in which mankind so commonly
transgress, and in which we usually look for the proofs of

a gross and guilty character. The truth is, imputations of

the kind here referred to, are not made on the Redeemer
even by the worst of men

;
and have ceased, notwithstand

ing the groundless and brutal calumnies ofhis contemporary
enemies, who accused him as a man gluttonous and a wine-

bibber, a friend ofpublicans and sinners, to have any place
in the belief, or even in the obloquy, of mankind. To say
that our Saviour was chaste and temperate, is so far from

seeming like a commendation of his character, that it rather

wears the aspect of that cold approbation which is consi

dered as grudged ;
and is yielded, merely because it cannot

with decency be refused. Nay, it may with strict propriety
be said, that the very approach to this subject savours in a
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degree rather of impropriety and indelicacy; and wears more
the appearance of an anxious and sedulous disposition to

shield a doubtful reputation, by watchful efforts to say every

thing which can be said in its favour, than of a sober de

termination to utter the sincere approbation of the under

standing, and the just applause of the heart.

With these observations premised, I observe

That the industry of Christ was wonderful.
St. Peter describes the character of the Redeemer in these

memorable words, Who went about doing good. Acts x. 38.

This emphatical description exhibits the active part, or side,

of his life just as it really was ;
and though extremely sum

mary, it is complete. Doing good was his only proper,

professional employment ;
in this employment he did not,

like other beneficent persons, stay at home, where he might
meet with solitary and casual objects of his kindness, but

went unceasingly from place to place to find the greatest

number, and those on whom his kindness might be most

advantageously employed.
The whole life of Christ was a perfect comment on this

text. He himself has often told us his own views concern

ing the great duty of industry in the service of God. When
his mother gently reproved him for the anxiety which he

had occasioned to his parents, when at twelve years of age
he stayed behind at Jerusalem, while they went forwards
three days journey towards Nazareth; he replied, How is

it that ye have sought me? Wist ye not that I must be about

my Father s business? This honourable scheme of life, so

early adopted, and so forcibly expressed, was the uniform
rule of his conduct at every succeeding period ;

and is often

mentioned by him as such during the progress of his public

ministry. Thus, in his reply to the disciples, asking him a

question concerning the man who was born blind, he said, I
must work the works of him that sent me while it is day.
The night cometh when no man can work. John ix. 4. Thus,
when the Pharisees informed him that Herod would kill him,
and urged him therefore to get him out and depart thence,
he said unto them, Go ye, and tell thatfox, Behold, I cast

out devils, and I do cures, to-day and to-morrow ; and the

third day I shall be perfected. Nevertheless, I must ivork

z 2
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to-day, and to-morrow, and the day following. Thus also

he declared universally the character of his life in those

memorable words, The Son ofman came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister. Who could claim with so much pro

priety to be ministered unto as Christ ? From whom ought
not ministering to be expected, rather than from him ? Fi

nally, when he was conversing with the woman of Sychar,
and his disciples solicited him to eat, he answered, My
meat is to do the will of him that sent me, and to finish his

work.

In exact accordance with the spirit of these declarations

we find him, immediately after his baptism, going into the

wilderness to suffer, and to overcome, in his temptation.
As soon as this was ended, he journeyed unceasingly

throughout Judea, Galilee, and Pera3a, and occasionally in

the neighbouring countries
; instructing, healing, comfort

ing, and befriending, all whom he found willing to hear his

words, or fitted to receive his assistance. His early life

was a life of industrious labour, literally so called. His

public life was also an uninterrupted course of laborious

exertions, made in a different manner
;
a period, filled up

with duty and usefulness. With an unwearied hand he

scattered blessings wherever he went. The manner in

which, and the object to whom, the good was to be done,
were to him things indifferent, if it was really done. Whe
ther they were friends or enemies, Jews or Heathens, dis

ciples or strangers ; whether they were to be taught, healed,

restored to sight, hearing, or life
;
he was always prepared

to bestow the blessing, wherever there was necessity to de

mand, or faith to receive it. So wonderfully numerous were

the labours of Christ, as to furnish a solid foundation of

propriety for that hyperbolical and singular declaration of

St. John, with which he concludes his Gospel ;
And there

are also many other things which Jesus did, the which, if they

should be written every one, I suppose that even the world

itself could not contain the books that should be written.

Amen.
A stronger instance of this disposition can hardly be given,

than one of those to which I have already alluded. Hun

gry, weary, and faint, in his journey through the country of

Samaria, he came to the neighbourhood of the city Sychar,
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and seated himself on Jacob s well. A woman, a miserable

inhabitant of that city, came out to draw water, and pre
sented him with an object to whom good might be done,

and who infinitely needed it. Forgetting all his own suf

ferings, our Saviour applied himself with the utmost dili

gence to accomplish the conversion of this sinful woman
and that of her countrymen. After he had conversed a con

siderable time with her, she left him to call the people of the

city. His disciples then prayed him, saying. Master, eat.

But he said unto them,! have meat to eat that ye know not

of. Therefore said the disciples one to another, Hath any
man brought him aught to eat ? Jesus saith unto them, My
meat is to do the will of him that sent me, and to finish his

work. The sentiments here expressed, and on this occasion

gloriously exemplified in the diligence with which he de

voted himself to the business of converting this poor woman
and her neighbours, were the rules by which he governed
his whole life.

As he drew near to the close of his ministry he appears
to have been even more industrious, if possible, and to have

taught and done more than during any former period of the

same length ;
as if he thought the remaining time valuable

in proportion to its shortness.

Thus he was able to say with perfect confidence and ex

act truth, after he had ended his ministry, Father, I have

glorified thee on earth; I have finished the work which thou

gavest me to do.

2dly. Hisfortitude was not less remarkable.

This characteristic of Christ is every where discovered,
and with the highest advantage. To form just views of it

we ought to remember that he was alone, poor, and friend

less ; that he was more opposed than any other person ever

was
;
and that he was opposed by the government and na

tion of the Jews, especially by the learned, wise, and great.

We ought to remember that wherever he was, he found ene

mies
;
enemies to his person, and to his mission ; subtle,

watchful, persevering, base, and malignant. All his strength

in the mean time, was, under God, in himself; in his mind
;

in his wisdom and virtue. Yet he met every danger with

unshaken firmness, with immoveable constancy. He bore,

not only without despondency, without shrinking, and with-
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out a murmur, but with serenity and triumph, all the evils

of life; and except the hiding of his Father s face, and the

manifestations of his anger against sin, all the evils of death.

At the same time all this was done by him, while these evils

were suffered by continual anticipation.

They were in a sense always in his view. He foretold

them daily ;
and yet encountered them with invincible con

stancy. Other men, however boldly and firmly they en

counter actual calamities, are yet prone to sink under such

as are expected. The distresses of a foreboding heart who
can bear?

When, during his agony in the garden, the sweat flowed

from him in the form of great drops of blood ; he coolly met
the guard which approached to seize him, reproved Peter

for his violence, healed the wounded ear of Malchus, se

cured the escape of his disciples, and delivered himself up
to those very soldiers whom his presence had awed into

statues.

With the same invincible spirit he endured the miseries

and injuries of the crucifixion. All the insults which were

mingled with his agonies on the cross, were insufficient to

remove his self-possession, or disturb his serenity, for a

moment. Amidst them all he was able to forget himself, to

pity and admonish the daughters of Jerusalem, to provide
for the future comfort of his mother, and to pray for the

forgiveness and salvation of his murderers.

3dly. Not less wonderful was his meekness.

Meekness is a voluntary and serene quietness of mind
under provocations, perceived and felt, but of choice un-

resented.

No person was ever so abused or provoked as Christ ;

nor in circumstances which so greatly aggravated the pro

vocation. He came from heaven, lived and died only to

do good to his enemies, and received all his abuses while

occupied in this divine employment. Ingratitude therefore,

and that of the blackest kind, was mingled with every in

jury, and added keenness to its edge. At the same time,

every abuse was causeless and wanton ;
without even an

imaginary wrong done by him to excite ill-will in his per
secutors.

But no person ever bore any provocation with such meek-
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ness as he exhibited in every instance of this nature. Nei
ther revenge nor wrath, as this word is usually understood,
ever found a place in his breast. His character was ma
ligned; his actions were perverted by the worst miscon

struction
;
himself was insulted often, and always, and all

the amiableness and worth of his most benevolent conduct

insolently denied
; yet when reviled, he reviled not again;

when he suffered, he threatened not ; but committed himself
to him that judgeth righteously. In his trial particularly,
and at his crucifixion, he was mocked and insulted beyond

example. Yet though beaten, buffeted, pierced with thorns,

spit upon, derided with mock-worship, and wounded with

every other insult which the ingenuity of his enemies could

devise, he quietly submitted to them all.

The nature of all these also he perfectly understood ; and

the sting which each conveyed he deeply felt. The tender

ness of Christ s affections, the exquisiteness of his sensi

bility, are strongly evident, not only in the history of his

life, but also in those remarkable predictions, contained in

the twenty-second, fortieth, sixty-ninth, and eighty-eighth,

psalms. Here, in prophetical language, Christ utters the

very feelings which he experienced both wrhile he lived and

when he died. No picture of sorrow is drawn in stronger

colours, or formed ofmore vivid images ;
or can more forci

bly exhibit exquisite tenderness and sensibility. In this

picture the injuries and insults which Christ received while

on earth, hold a distinguished place; particularly those

which surrounded him at his trial and crucifixion.

The manner in which he felt them all, he himself has ex

plained to us in these psalms, and has taught us to consi

der them as filling his heart with anguish and agony. Still

he quietly yielded himself to them all, without a moment

ary resentment
;
without a single reproachful or unkind ob

servation. No cloud of passion appears to have arisen in

his breast, or obscured for a moment the steady sunshine

of his soul. Calm, and clear, and bright, amid the rage of

the tempest beneath, he pursued his celestial course with

an undisturbed progress, with a divine serenity.

4thly. Equally extraordinary was his humility.

No person ever had the same reason to entertain a high

opinion of himself; or would have been so naturally justi-
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fied, or so far excusable, in indulging lofty thoughts of his

own character, and in wearing a deportment of superiority

to his fellow-men. No person was ever so ushered into

the world. Think for a moment what it is for a person to

be prophesied of during four thousand years before he was

born
; to be announced to the world repeatedly in the songs

and predictions of angels; to be the antitype of a long

train of august institutions, and a glorious succession of

the most distinguished personages numbered among man
kind. No person ever did so great and wonderful things :

think what a splendour of character is displayed in healing

the sick
; cleansing the leper ; restoring soundness to the

lame, hearing to the deaf, sight to the blind, and speech to

the dumb
;
in calling the dead from the grave; silencing the

winds and the waves, and casting out demons from the pos
session of man; and all this by a command. Think what

it is to receive the homage and obedience of angels ; to be

proclaimed by a voice from heaven the beloved Son ofGod;
to have the Spirit of God descend upon him in a visible

form
;
and to see all nature, animated and unanimated, obey

his voice and execute his pleasure ;
and thus to stand alone

among the race of Adam, exempted from the common cha

racter of men by marks the most clear, certain, and glo
rious.

His situation at the same time was such, as most to ex
cite vain glory, and flatter ambition. To these wonderful

things he rose from the most humble condition of life; a

condition, heightening by contrast the splendour of all the

great things which he did and received. Persons rising from
such a condition into the admiration ofmankind, are usually
much more strongly affected, than those who have lived

always in superior circumstances, and been from the begin

ning objects of distinguished applause.
Christ also possessed far more wisdom than any other

person ever possessed ; wisdom respecting the most noble

and sublime subjects, such as the character of God, the in

visible world, divine providence, and the nature, duties,

and everlasting concerns, of man. On all these subjects,
the wisdom contained in his instructions, totally excels all

the wisdom of the greatest and wisest men of every age.
This wisdom also he possessed without the aid of educa-
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tion. His precepts and doctrines were his own, and unde-
fived from any preceding instruction. But nothing more
inflates the pride of wise men, than to be indebted for their

wisdom to themselves alone
;
to native genius, to original

thought, invention, and research
;
and thus to have become

the authors of discoveries which have eluded the inge

nuity, and escaped the invention, of all who went before

them.

These things his countrymen saw, heard, and acknow

ledged ;
and that in a manner experienced by no other in

habitant of this world. They saw him often engaged in

disputes with the greatest men of his age and country, con

cerning subjects of the highest importance. They saw him

uniformly and completely victorious, and them always put
to silence and to flight. His triumph they not only beheld,
but frequently enjoyed ;

and on account of it publicly gave

glory to God. They declared him to be a prophet ; the

peculiar prophet promised by Moses ;
and the Messiah ;

rang his praises throughout Judea and the surrounding

countries; attempted to make him their king; and, spread

ing their garments where he was to pass, sung hosannas be

fore him, to glorify his character.

But, fitted as these motives were to kindle every latent

spark of pride in the human heart, and to blow up a flame

of ambition which should reach to heaven, he was superior
to them all; and that from the beginning. At twelve

years of age he astonished the wise and great among his

countrymen with his wisdom. Yet he obeyed the first call

of his parents, and returned with them from the scene of

applause to their humble cottage. When his countrymen

sought him, that they might place him on a throne, he re

tired into the desert. When greeted with hosannas by the

enraptured multitude, he changed neither his demeanour

nor his daily employments ;
but forgot the splendour, the

applause, and himself, to weep over Jerusalem, and de

plore the approaching ruin of that ungrateful city.

He chose the humblest life, the humblest associates, the

humblest food, the humblest dress, and the humblest man

ners, and voluntarily yielded himself to the most humilia

ting death. Nor was his character more distinguished by

greatness, wisdom, and moral dignity, than by his humility
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of mind and life. He himself has alleged it, as one proof
of his Messiahship, that the poor had the gospel preached
to tJiem by his mouth.

REMARKS.
I have now finished the observations which I proposed

to make under the first general head, mentioned in the pre

ceding discourse
;
and have given an account, so far as I

thought necessary, of several things in which the holiness of
the Redeemer was exemplified. The second, viz. the im

portance of this attribute to his priesthood, I shall reserve

for future discussion ; and shall proceed to make two or

three remarks, naturally arising from what has been already
said.

1st. We have here seen ample proof that Christ was what

he declared himself to be.

The precepts of Christ required mankind to be abso

lutely holy or perfect; and allowed no defect of obedience,
as well as no degree of transgression ; declaring this cha

racter to be the only one which for its own sake could be

accepted of God. In what has been said, we have the

fullest proof that he was exactly such as he taught others

to be; a complete example of the character which he re

quired. Of all the things attempted by man on this side of

the grave, none is more difficult, or more transcends human

efforts, than the attainment of this perfection. The world

has never seen a second specimen of this character. How
remote then must it be, when the best of mankind have

fallen so far short of it, from the possible attainment of hy

pocrites, impostors, and pretenders? How distant from

every counterfeit ? How absolutely unattainable, hither

to, by the least-blemished integrity, and the most exalted

piety, which has been merely human. A single act, or a

few actions, may, to the eye of spectators, seem great,

spotless, and exalted. A retired life, little seen and scarcely

observed, may not disclose its defects. But a life spent
in the midst of mankind, and daily exposed to the view of

multitudes, and filled up with actions of every kind, cannot

fail to discover, even in the best of men, continual and nu

merous imperfections. Perfect rectitude of heart, there-
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fore, can alone have produced perfect rectitude of life in

our Saviour. Of course, he was what he declared himself,

and what he is every where declared to be, in the Scrip
tures. Of course, he was the Messiah ; the Son of God ;

the Saviour of mankind. His doctrines and precepts were

from God
; and require, with divine authority, the faith and

obedience of all men. His life was given fts a ransomfor

many, and his flesh for the life of the world. He did not

therefore die, to bear witness to the truth of his doctrines ;

but as a propitiationfor sin, and a ransom for sinners. As
such, therefore, we are required to believe on him, if we
wish to be saved.

A strong additional proof of the truth, now under consi

deration, is furnished by the circumstances in which Christ

ivas born and lived. He was born and educated, as has
been observed before, in the humblest circumstances, and
continued in them throughout his life. With plain and ig
norant men only did he spend almost the whole of his days;
men whom he instructed, but from whom he could never

receive instruction. At the same time, the learned men of

his age and country had wandered in their doctrines far

from truth and righteousness. Their opinions, grounded
partly on a perverted revelation, and partly on a wretched
and debasing collection of traditions, were, to a great ex

tent, false, foolish, and stupid, beyond all easy conception.
Their worship was a vain and miserable round of external

rites. Their morals also were licentious, and polluted by
all the dictates of lust, pride, and avarice

;
and their whole

character was a gross and dreadful mixture of bigotry, hy
pocrisy, oppression, violence, and impurity.

In such an age, in such circumstances, among such men,
and in the midst of such errors and sins, Christ was born

and educated, lived and died. Let every honest, every
sober man now say whence it arose, that he was an excep
tion to the character of all his countrymen, and to that of

mankind; that his wisdom transcended that of all other

men
;
and that his life left that of every child of Adam out

of comparison, and out of sight; a sun of righteousness, at

whose presence every star disappears from the firmament.

2dly. These observations strongly evince the inspiration

of the apostles.
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This perfect character of Christ they have left on record.

It is perfectly delineated ; not by general description, or

loose, unmeaning panegyric ;
but by rilling up a plain, sim

ple, natural history with characteristical actions and dis

courses
; and tracing features distinct in themselves, and

yet harmonious
; blending into one complete whole, totally

distinguished from every other character, hitherto drawn

by man : as unlike, nay, much more unlike, any other per

son, ever seen or heard of, in this world, than that of Ham
let, Lear, Achilles, or Hector.

Attempts to form such a character as should be ac

knowledged to be perfect have been often made; but

they have invariably failed of success. The efforts of the

Heathen philosophers and poets, to paint their wise and

perfect men, are well known to be miserably imperfect.

The ^Eneas of Virgil is a picture of this kind, but, notwith

standing the genius of the writer, is so far from perfection,
as not to be even amiable

;
but gross, vicious, and hateful.

The wise man of philosophy is little better : for he is impi

ous, proud, impure, false, and unfeeling. Infidels have

succeeded no better ; and even Christians have been com

pelled to derive all that is good and commendable in the

characters drawn by them from the very record left by the

apostles ;
the life, precepts, and doctrines, of Christ.

Whence then were these men able to perform a task, too

hard for all the rest of their fellow-men ? Plainly not from

learning ;
for they had none : not from genius ;

for in this

most of them were evidently excelled by many others : not

from the examples furnished to them in their own Scrip
tures. Abraham, the most perfect example of this nature

exhibited at length, is wonderfully inferior to the character

of Christ
; although wonderfully superior to the best men

of Heathen antiquity. All the saints of the Old Testament

could not, were their excellences united, supply the most

ingenious mind with materials, out of which the life of

Christ could be formed even by such a mind. Nor could

all the doctrines contained in that invaluable book enablo

such a mind to originate, by its own powers, the instruc

tions of Christ. The character is not only superior but sin

gular. The wisdom is not only greater, more various, and

more satisfactory; but it is wrought into forms, communi-
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cated in discourses, and started by incidents, all of which
are too particular, too natural, and too appropriate, to ad

mit not the belief merely, but the possibility of their having
been compiled. The character is perfectly new and origi

nal ; like nothing which preceded, and nothing which had

succeeded it. At the same time it is all of a piece ; every

part being suited exactly to every other part, and all the

parts to the whole. As this character could not have been

formed by the apostles, without an actual example; it was

equally impossible that it should have been formed at the

time when they wrote, with the aid of such an example.
The Gospel of St. Matthew was, according to the earliest

computation, written, as I formerly observed, eight years
after the death of Christ. How plainly impossible was it,

that he should have remembered Christ s sermon on the

mount ; his parabolical sermons ; or his discourses concern

ing the destruction of Jerusalem and the final judgment !

How evidently impossible is it, that he should have made
them ! Who could make them now? Compare them with

the noblest efforts of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero.

Who now, what peasant, what beggar, what child of twelve

years of age, would take their discourses as his creed
;
as

the directory of his conscience
;
as the law of his life? But

the discourses of Christ were the creed, the wisdom, the

boast, the glory, of Bacon, Locke, Newton, Butler, Boyle,

Berkeley, Addison, and Johnson. Can it beimagined, that

this Jewish publican possessed a mind sufficiently sublime

and capacious, sufficiently discerning and pure, to com
mand the admiration, belief, and obedience, of these great

men ? Can it be believed, that, with all the wisdom of the

world before them, and their own superior understanding
to direct their choice, they, and ten thousand other enlight

ened men, should bow, with a single heart and voice, to

precepts and instructions devised by the mere native abili

ties of this uneducated inhabitant of Judea ?

But if Matthew could not have devised nor remembered
the life and discourses of Christ what shall be said of

John? His Gospel was written about fifty years after the

death of the Saviour
;
and contains more and more won

derful discourses of this glorious person. All these, also,

are exhibited as springing out of appropriate occasions
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minutely specified, and are exactly fitted to each occasion.

The writer, it is to be remembered, was a fisherman on the

lake Gennesaret; and followed this business some time

after he arrived at manhood. A mere fisherman, therefore,

wrote the Gospel of St. John. Suppose the experiment
were now to be made. Suppose an American fisherman,

who had read the Bible from his childhood, were to be em

ployed to form a new gospel, and to delineate anew, as

particularly as John has done, the life and discourses of

such a person as Christ
;
both of them to be drawn wholly

from the stores of his own mind
;
what must we, what

must all men, be obliged to believe, would be the result of

bis efforts ? Undoubtedly, the same narrow-minded, gross,

and contemptible compound, which we now and then be

hold in a pamphlet, written by an ignorant man
;
which

scarcely any person reads through, unless for the sake of

seeing what such a man can write
;
a production, devoid of

understanding, wisdom, incident, character, entertainment,

and thought: a trial of patience, a provocative of contempt
and pity. Such, all analogy compels us to believe, must
have been the Gospel of St. John, had it been devised by
the mere force of his own mind.

That he could have remembered the incidents and dis

courses contained in it, after the lapse of fifty years, I need

not attempt to disprove : since it was never believed, and
will never be believed by any man.

But the Gospel of John was written by a fisherman. The
writer himself declares it

;
and the declaration is confirmed

by the testimony of all antiquity. Read this book
;
con

sider the sublime and glorious wisdom which it contains,

and the wonderful life which it records
;
and then tell me,

whether the supposition that it was revealed or that it was
written without revelation, involves the greater miracle.
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SERMON LIII.

THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

JHOLINESS OF HIS CHARACTER. IMPORTANCE OF
THIS ATTRIBUTE TO THE DISTINCTION

OF HIS CHARACTER, &C.

For such a high-priest became us, who is holy, harmless, un-

defiled, separate from sinners, and made higher than the

heavens. HEB. vn. 26.

IN the two preceding discourses, I have considered the

personal holiness of Christ in its three great divisions of

piety, benevolence, and self-government. I shall now pro
ceed to a discussion of the second head of discourse, origi

nally proposed concerning- this subject, and endeavour to

Explain the importance of this attribute to Christ, as the

high-priest of mankind.
I wish it to be distinctly remembered, that I am not in

quiring why personal holiness or inherent moral excellence

was necessary to Christ. Personal holiness is indispen
sable to every rational being, in order to his acceptance
with God; being no other than the performance ofhis duty
in whatever situation he is placed. My inquiries respect

solely the necessity of Christ s manifesting to the world his

holiness of character in a life of perfect obedience ;
such

as he actually exhibited. Christ might have become in

carnate, and died immediately ;
and yet have been a per

fectly holy being. I ask here why it was necessary for him
as the high-priest of men, to exhibit such a life as he actu

ally lived.

The pre-eminent holiness of Christ was, in this character,

necessary to him,

I. To give him that distinction which was indispensable.
We are so accustomed to regard Christ as an extraordi-
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nary person, as hardly to ask for any reason, why this pecu
liarity of character was necessary to him

;
or what influence

it had, or was intended to have, on his priesthood. I shall

not be able to do justice to this subject; yet I will suggest
a few considerations, which have occurred to me, at the

present time.

It will be readily believed by all persons, who admit the

priesthood of Christ, that his office was the most important
ever assumed in the present world. He who has expiated
the sins of mankind, and opened the way for their reconci

liation to God, their restoration to holiness, and their in

troduction to heaven, has undoubtedly sustained the most

important character, and performed the most important

acts, which have been ever known to the human race.

That a person, of whom these things can be truly said, must
be rationally supposed to be separated from the rest ofman
kind by many marks, both of personal and official distinc

tion, is an assertion which needs no proof. All men are

by the very nature of the case prepared to admit before

hand, that he, who is destined to so extraordinary an office,

must also possess an extraordinary character.

The Jews, led by the several predictions given in their

Scriptures concerning the Messiah, and perhaps in some

degree also by the nature of the case, formed concerning
him apprehensions generally of this nature. They mistook,

indeed, the things by which his personal character was to

be distinguished, but were perfectly correct in their belief,

that his character was to be singular as well as his office.

His life, in their view, was to find its peculiar distinction

in external splendour, conquest and dominion over all na

tions, who were to be subjugated by his arm. He was to

reign with a glory utterly obscuring that of every preceding

conqueror ; and was to divide among them, his favourite

people, the pomp, wealth, and power, of this lower world.

To them, as the people of the saints of the Most High, was,

in a literal sense, to be given the kingdom and dominion, and

the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven. To a

people, conquered as they were, impatient of their yoke,

panting for liberty and independence, proud of their pre

eminence as the chosen people of God, gross in their con

ceptions of divine truth, and confining, with an animal re-
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lish, all real good to the gratifications of sense, it can

scarcely seem strange that this should appear a rational

interpretation of the prophecies concerning the Redeemer,

particularly of some which are couched in terms highly

figurative. From such a people, in such a state, we could

hardly expect juster apprehensions concerning those sub-

limer glories of the MESSIAH, which lay in excellence of

rnind and excellence of life
;
obtained the unmingled com

placency of the Father; and called forth the admiration,

love, and homage, of all the virtuous among mankind.

Still, even the expectations of the Jews accord with the

general truth, that he, who sustains such an office, must also

possess a character suited to that office.

The necessity of this character to give distinction to

CHRIST as the High-Priest of mankind, appears in a stri

king manner from several considerations. Particularly, it

was indispensable to the accomplishment of the end of his

priesthood, and therefore of his whole mediatorial office, that

he should engage to a great extent the attention ofmankind.

On this, in a great measure, depended the importance and

success of his public ministry, both among his contempo
raries and among men of all succeeding ages. Had he not

been an object of public curiosity and inquiry in his own

time, his instructions^ if uttered at all, must have been ut

tered to the rocks and the winds ; and his character, unre

garded in that age, would have been forgotten in the next.

Or, if we suppose a record to have been made of his in

structions, they would have been the instructions of an

individual, obscure, not only on account of his parentage
and the humble circumstances of his life, but on account

of every thing else. Whatever they were
;
however wise,

pure, and unexceptionable, they would have failed to arrest

the attention and command the regard of future times, be

cause they were not enforced by a distinguished character

in their author. For extraordinary sentiments the mind

instinctively looks to an extraordinary man. If Christ had

not been separated from the rest of the children of Adam
by singular characteristics, it would have been boldly ques
tioned whether these instructions ever came from him

;
and

the record, which asserted them to be his, could scarcely
have been furnished with such proofs of authenticity as to

VOL. II. 2 A
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place the question beyond rational doubt. If this point
had been admitted, new and equally perplexing inquiries
would have arisen concerning the authority of the teacher;

concerning the strangeness of the fact, that GOD had des

tined such a man to the office of giving such precepts to

the world ; and concerning the irreconcilableness of so in

significant an appearance with a character distinguished

by such wonderful wisdom. Strong objections are even

now made by infidels to the humble character in which

CHRIST appeared. What would they not have objected if

he had been marked by nothing extraordinary ?

These observations respect CHRIST in all his offices.

Had he not possessed this distinction in some clear, ac

knowledged manner, and in a degree unquestioned, he

would never, in any sense, have become the object of any

peculiar regard ;
and would, of course, have failed of the

end of his mission. The arguments already alleged are,

therefore, applicable to every part of his character as Me
diator. But they are, in some respects, peculiarly appli
cable to his priesthood. A great part of the truths which

he taught respected himselfas the High-Priest of the human
race. These were truths indispensable to the salvation of

mankind. The atonement, made by him in this office for

the sins of men, is the only foundation, even for the hope
of eternal life. The belief of men in this great fact is the

basis of all our confidence in CHRIST as our SAVIOUR
;

and this confidence is the only mean of our justification.

But in this fact few men, to say the most, can be supposed
to have believed, had not CHRIST been distinguished from

other persons by peculiar and very honourable character
istics. There is something so repugnant to all our most

rational and satisfactory thoughts in the supposition, that

a person, ranking in all things with such beings as we are,

should sustain this glorious office and accomplish this mar
vellous end, that it can hardly be imagined to have gained
admission into the mind of any sober man.

Should it be answered, that a distinction ofsome kind or

other, in the degree specified, was indeed necessary to the

character of CHRIST, in order to render him the object of

the confidence or even the attention of mankind, but that

this distinction was sufficiently established by his power of
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working miracles, so often and so illustriously exemplified
while he was in the world : I answer, that this power dis

tinguished CHRIST from other inhabitants of the earth very
honourably, but could not distinguish him sufficiently for

the purpose in view. For, to say nothing of the fact, that

in this respect he was not sufficiently unlike Moses and

Elijah, who also wrought many and great miracles, or his

apostles, who did greater works than his own
; to say no

thing of the contrariety to all rational thinking, in the sup
position that a man, invested with no other proofs of an

extraordinary character, should work such stupendous mi
racles or any miracles at all; it is perfectly evident, that

he could never be the object of any moral regard, unless in

his moral character he had appeared sufficiently important
to claim it

;
much less of that supreme moral regard, evan

gelicalfaith. In the exercise of this faith, the soul surren

ders itself absolutely into the hands of CHRIST. But such
a surrender cannot be made, unless to a being of such con

sequence, as to make the act rational and warrantable, in

the view of the understanding. But the understanding can
never be persuaded, that a person undistinguished by pre
eminent holiness, however superior might be his natural or

supernatural endowments, could be regarded by God as an

acceptable propitiation for its sins. Nor could it by any
means, of which I am able to conceive, feel itself warranted
to exercise this confidence towards any being, unpossessed
of that consummate rectitude, particularly of that sincerity
and good-will, upon which it is ultimately founded. If

CHRIST had not in this respect been superior to other men,
the faith placed in him would, I think, have been the same
with that which is placed in other men, and have differed

from that neither in kind nor degree.
Holiness is the supreme distinction of moral beings, and

the supreme object ofmoral regard ; especially in all cases

where the approbation and acceptance of God, or the con
fidence of intelligent creatures, are concerned. Is this the

object on which our thoughts ultimately rest, in comparison
with which all others are of little importance ?

II. To enable him to magnify the law of God and make it

honourable.

2 A 2
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CHRIST performed this important office, an office pre
dicted by the prophet Isaiah, and also by himself, many
ages before his incarnation, in a manner absolutely perfect.
The following particulars will, if I mistake not, illustrate

this subject with advantage.
1st. Christ in his own obedience shewed that the law was

capable of being perfectly obeyed by mankind.

By this I mean, that beings, possessing exactly such

natural powers as we possess, are, if properly disposed,

proved by the obedience of CHRIST to be capable of per

fectly obeying the law of GOD.
There is no reason to believe that CHRIST possessed any

other natural powers than those which are possessed by
mankind generally. The difference between him and them

lay, radically, in the disposition ; his being that of a dutiful

child, and theirs being froward and rebellious. With these

powers Christ perfectly obeyed the law of God ;
and thus

proved, that it might be perfectly obeyed by any other per
son possessing the same powers. No difference of intel

lect can be pleaded here ; because CHRIST thus obeyed in

every stage of his life, with the intelligence of an infant,

of a child, of a youth, and of a man. The least degree of

intelligence which he possessed, after he became a moral

agent, is, therefore, sufficient to enable any other moral

agent thus to obey. The difficulty of obeying, experienced

by us, does not therefore lie in the want of understanding.
The importance of this article will be easily realized if

we call to mind how prone we are to justify ourselves in

sin, and to feel secure from the danger of punishment, from

the consideration that we have not, naturally, sufficient

power to obey ;
and if, at the same time, we remember, that

even to the present day, not only ordinary men and plain

Christians, but even philosophers and divines, hold this

doctrine, and insist on it as a part of their customary in

struction. The proof here furnished, that the doctrine is

wholly erroneous, is complete ;
for it can never be said that

the mind of CHRIST, at its entrance upon moral agency,

possessed more intelligence and more natural ability to

obey than that of a mature man. Christ obeyed through
out his infancy and childhood. Bacon, Newton, and Locke,
were sinful beings. The reason why they were sinful beings
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was not a defect of intelligence. The difference between

them as moral beings, and CHRIST, while an infant or a

child, was a moral difference; involved moral turpitude
on their part, and rendered them deserving of blame and

punishment.
In this manner CHRIST proved the practicability of obe

dience, and the reasonableness of the law. If he, with the

same natural powers which we possess, could obey the

law, obedience is naturally and certainly practicable to us.

If CHRIST obeyed while an infant or a little child, the re

quisitions of the law cannot be unreasonable. The im

portance of his glorifying the law in this respect needs no

illustration.

2dly. CHRIST, in obeying, furnished mankind an exten

sive and most useful comment on the law of God.

A moment s recollection will shew us, if we need to be

shewn, that the nature of all precepts is more perfectly seen

in those actions which are conformed to them, than it can be

in the abstract contemplation of the precepts themselves. The
life of CHRIST was exactly conformed to the precepts of

the divine law ; and was, therefore, a more perfect exhibi

tion of their true nature than any other of which they were

capable. It was, particularly, a perfect exhibition of the

nature and extent of every requirement, so far as it was ap

plicable to him. In seeing what he did, we learn exactly
what we are required to do ; more exactly than we could

possibly learn from the precept itself.

It exhibited also the beauty and excellency of obedience.

This is discerned very imperfectly in the mere contempla
tion of the precept by which it is required. That applica
tion of the precept, through wljich alone its proper influence

can be discerned by mere contemplation, is made so im

perfectly and seen so obscurely by the mind, that the proper

efficacy of the precept cannot in this way be ever realized.

In example, in actions, on the contrary, the true nature, the

beauty, the desirableness, of the wise and good precepts

by which such actions are governed are distinctly perceived
and comprehended. The example of CHRIST is, beyond
debate, far the most amiable and glorious of all the moral

objects ever exhibited to mankind. At the same time it is

an exact display of the nature and influence of the precepts
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of the divine law, as being no other than a course of mere
obedience to them.

Thus Christ has taught us what it is to obey the law of

God
;
what conduct is obedience in every situation in which

he was placed ;
in what respects, within what limits, and

to what degree, obedience is to be exhibited
;
what words

we are to use
; what actions to perform; what affections to

indulge and to discover ;
and when or how far we are to

withhold, to restrain, and to deny, them all. These several

things also he has taught us with a distinctness and perfec
tion of which all other instruction is incapable. At the

same time he has shewn us the beauty and loveliness of

obedience in the strongest colours ; divinely fair, divinely
amiable ; beheld by GOD the Father with infinite compla
cency ;

and admired, loved, and adorned, with supreme
regard, by angels and good men.

3dly. Christ in his obedience has made the law honour

able^ because it was the obedience of a person possessed of

infinite dignity.
I have formerly, and, as I flatter myself, with success,

attempted to shew that CHRIST was GOD as well as man.

In these united natures he was one person ;
and all his ac

tions were the result, not only of human views and affec

tions, but of a divine approbation and choice ; of a created

mind, voluntarily devoted to perfect rectitude and to perfect

truth, and thus coinciding in the most exact manner with

the will of GOD; and of the divine wisdom, complacently

regarding all the dictates and conduct of this mind, and con

curring with it in every affection and effort. The obedience

of CHRIST is the obedience of this glorious person.
As CHRIST is a person of infinite knowledge, it is impos

sible that he should not discern with entire exactness the

propriety or impropriety of becoming a subject to the law of

God, in the character of Mediator. In conformity to this

perfect discernment he became such a subject. In this

character he discerned with the same exactness the pro

priety or impropriety of all the conduct, presented by the

circumstances in which he was placed to his view
;
and of

course the propriety or impropriety of his absolute obe

dience to the divine law. But in this manner he actually

obeyed.
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The infinite rectitude of CHRIST prompted him to that

conduct, and that only, which in all respects was right.

But under the influence of this rectitude he became sub

ject to the law; and, when he had become a subject, con

formed his whole life, in every minute, as well as every

important, particular to the precepts of that law. In this

manner he shewed with the most decisive evidence, the

evidence of life and conduct, that infinite knowledge and

rectitude dictated to him to assume the office of Mediator,

to become a subject of the divine law, and in that cha

racter to yield to its precepts a universal and perfect obe

dience.

CHRIST is a person of infinite dignity. By this I mean,
not only the splendour of moral and intellectual greatness
with which his character is invested, but the dignity also

which is conferred by omnipotence, eternity, and immuta

bility, and by supremacy of station and dominion. With
this transcendent exaltation over all things in heaven and

in earth, he still chose to become subject to the divine law;
and as a subject to obey every one of its precepts which

at any time respected either his character or his conduct.

Thus he taught, in a manner which cannot be questioned,
and with a decisiveness allowing of no doubt, that infinite

knowledge and rectitude regarded the divine law as pos

sessing such infinite excellence and glory, that it was not

unbecoming a divine person to conform his own actions to

its dictates, even in the minutest particulars; that it was
not unsuitable to a divine person to become subject to its

control, and in this state of subjection to obey its precepts
in an absolute manner.

These considerations exhibit my own views of that active

obedience or righteousness of CHRIST, by which ive are said

in the Scriptures to be justified. CHRIST, as a mere man,
was of necessity subject to the law of God, equally with all

other moral creatures. His obedience in this character,

therefore, was necessary to his own justification, and could

not be the means of ours. As a divine person, he was sub

ject to no law, and needed and could need no justification.

By the union of his divine and human natures he became
one person, as Mediator between God and man

;
in such a

sense one, that all his actions and sufferings became the
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actions and sufferings of this one Mediator. The value

which was inherent in his conduct, as a divine person, was
in consequence of this union extended to all the conduct of

the Mediator, JESUS CHRIST. When, therefore, this glo
rious person voluntarily yielded himself as a subject of the

divine law, the act was the result of infinite knowledge and
rectitude

;
and was instamped with the worth necessarily

belonging to all the determinations and conduct to which
these perfections give birth. The same moral excellence

and glory are attached to all the acts of Christ s obedience,

subsequent to his assumption of the character of a subject.

Every one of them is an act of the Mediator, and derives

its true worth and importance from the greatness and ex

cellency of his personal character.

As Christ assumed the office of a Mediator, and the con*

dition of a subject voluntarily; as he was originally sub

ject to no law, and could be required to yield no act of

obedience
; he could, if he pleased, become with propriety

a substitutefor others; and perform in their behalfvicarious

services, which, if possessing a nature and value suited to

the case, might be reckoned to their benefit and accepted
in their stead. Had these services been due on his own

account, and necessary to his own justification, as all the

services of intelligent creatures are throughout every mo
ment of their existence, they could never have assumed a

vicarious character, nor have availed to the benefit of any

person at his final trial beside himself. Now the services

of the real Mediator were all gratuitous, demanded by no

law, and in no sense necessary to the justification of him

self. All, therefore, that could in this case be required to

render them the means of justification to others must be

these two things only, that they should be of such a kind

as to suit the nature of the case, and that they should be

of sufficient value.

That the actual services of the Mediator were suited to

the real nature of the case we know, because they were pre

scribed and accepted by the FATHER. We may also be

satisfied of this truth by the manner in which the subject is

exhibited by the Scriptures. The law of God is there de

clared, as it is also by the nature of the fact itself, to be

dishonoured by the transgressions of men. This dishonour,
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as is evident from both these sources of information, is

equally done to the character and government of the LAW
GIVER. To pardon the transgressors in this case would
be to consent to the dishonour, and to acknowledge prac

tically, that the law which they had transgressed, the cha

racter of the LAWGIVER who prescribed it, and the govern
ment founded on it^ were unreasonable and unjust. It

would be to declare, and that in the most solemn manner,
that such obedience, as was enjoined by the law, could not

be demanded nor expected by a righteous and benevolent

Lawgiver. But this declaration would be false
;
and could

therefore never be made on the part of GOD.
But when CHRIST offered himself as the substitute for

sinners, lie restored, to use his own language, that which he

took not away. He restored that honour to the divine law,

character, and government, which men had refused to ren

der, and removed the dishonour done to them all by their

disobedience. Nay, he did much more: in obeying the

precepts of the law, he testified that they were such as in

finite perfection was pleased to obey ;
that the government

founded on them, and the character of him who published
them to the universe, as the rule by which he intended to

govern it for ever, were of the same glorious and perfect

nature. This testimony none but Christ could give. A
testimony of equal weight the universe could not furnish.

Thus, in a manner which nothing else could rival, he mag
nified the law and made it honourable, according to the pre

diction of God by the prophet Isaiah, in the sight of angels
and men.
The influence of this conduct of Christ upon the future

obedience of virtuous beings could not fail to be supreme.
What creature, however exalted, can refuse to be subject
to that law, to which the Son of God voluntarily became

subject ? Who can deny those precepts to be reasonable,

all of which he exactly and cheerfully obeyed ? Who can

hesitate to believe that law to be holy, just, and good ; who
can doubt that it is infinitely honourable to its Author, and

supremely beneficial to the universe, when he knows and

remembers that a person of infinite knowledge, rectitude,

and dignity, of his own accord submitted both his affections

and his conduct to its absolute control ? So far as I can
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see, higher glory was reflected on this great rule of righte
ousness by the obedience of Christ, than couldhave resulted

from the united obedience of the whole intelligent creation.

It is hardly necessary to observe, that the obedience of

Christ and his holiness are convertible terms, and that all

the importance of the things, mentioned under these three

heads, is no other than the importance of this attribute to

his priestly character.

III. To give the necessary efficacy to his sufferingsfor
mankind.

The sufferings of Christ were of no value as mere suf

ferings : there is no worth or excellence in the mere en

durance of evil. The real merit of the sufferings of Christ,

as of all other meritorious sufferings, lay in these two

things, that they were undergone for a valuable end
;
and

that they were borne by a good mind with the spirit of be

nevolence and piety. The end for which Christ endured

the cross, and all the other evils of his humiliation, was
the best of all ends the glory of God and the salvation of

men. The mind of Christ is the best of all minds ; and the

spirit with which he encountered and sustained his suffer^

ings, was that of supreme benevolence and supreme piety.

In undertaking the office of a mediator between God
and man, he gave the most solemn and glorious testimony
to the equity of the divine law in all its precepts, and in

all its penalties. In enduring the sufferings which he un

derwent as the substitute for sinners, he completed this tes

timony by cheerfully consenting in this character to obey
and to suffer. If he had not been perfectly holy, he would,

instead of becoming a substitute for others, have needed a

substitute for himself to expiate his sins. No supposition

can be more absurd than that CHRIST should make an

atonement for the sins of others, when he needed an atone

ment for his own sins ;
or that God should accept him as

a mediator for sinners, when he himself was a sinner ; or

that he should become the means of delivering mankind

from the penalty of the law, when he himself deserved to

suffer that penalty.
Thus it is evident, that without consummate holiness

Christ would not only have utterly failed to execute, to the
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divine acceptance, the office of a priest; but that he could
not have entered upon that office.

IV. To qualify himfor executing the office of intercessor.

Absolute holiness seems entirely necessary to render the

prayers of any being, even when offered up for himself, if

offered in his own name, acceptable to God. The same
holiness seems even more indispensable to render interces

sion for others accepted, and especially for a world of sin

ners. Such intercession also appears plainly to demand,
as a previous and essential qualification on the part of the

intercessor, that he should acknowledge in the amplest
manner the perfect rectitude of the divine government in

condemning sinners to that punishment, for their deliver

ance from which his intercession is undertaken. It cannot

I think be supposed, even for a moment, that God would

accept of any person in this office, who denied, doubted,
or did not in the most open and complete manner acknow

ledge, the equity and propriety of his administrations. It

seems farther necessary that he who made this acknow

ledgment should be a competent judge of the nature of the

divine government, so that the acknowledgment should be
made with intelligence and certainty, and not be merely a

profession of faith.

The holiness of CHRIST, manifested in his obedience

both to the perceptive and penal parts of the divine law,
was the most direct and complete acknowledgment of the

rectitude of the divine law and the divine government
which was possible, because it was voluntarily undertaken

and perfectly accomplished. It was, at the same time, the

obedience of a person who was a finished judge of the na

ture of both, from the entire rectitude of his disposition and

the unlimited greatness of his understanding. It was also

the acknowledgment of a person possessed of infinite dig

nity, in the nature of all his attributes, in the supremacy of

his station, and in the eternal and immeasurable extent of

his dominion.

As an intercessor therefore CHRIST comes before his

FATHER, both in the most amiable and the most exalted

character
; having confirmed beyond all future debate the

rectitude of his law and government, and supremely glori-
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fied his name in the sight of the universe
;
and pleading

with divine efficacy both his obedience and his sufferings,
on the behalf ofthose for whom he intercedes. What must
not such an intercessor be able to obtain ? From such an
intercession what may not penitent sinners hope ? How
plain is it that such a high-priest became us; was fitted to

expiate all our sins, and to secure to us an inheritance un-

defiled and unfailing in the everlasting love of God ; a high-

priest ivho was holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sin

ners, and made higher than the heavens !

SERMON LIV.

THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

HOLINESS OF HIS CHARACTER. IMPORTANCE OF THIS
ATTRIBUTE. HIS EXAMPLE.

He that saith he abideth in him, ought himself also so to walk

even as he walked. 1 JOHN H. 5.

IN my last discourse, I considered the importance of the

holiness of Christ in his character of high-priest, as being

necessary to give him that distinction, without which the at

tention and confidence of men could not have been excited

towards him; as necessary to enable him to magnify the

law of God ; and to become a propitiation and an inter

cessorfor the children ofAdam.
The subject which naturally offers itself next for our

consideration, is the importance of this attribute to Christ,

as an example to mankind.

That Christ was intended to be an example of righteous

ness to the human race, is completely evident from the

passage of Scripture which I have chosen for the theme of

this discourse. He that saith he abideth in him, that is,

he who professes himself a Christian, ought himself also to

walk even as he walked. Every Christian is here required

to follow the example of Christ. But every man is bound

to become a Christian. Therefore every man is required
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to follow the same example. I have given you an example,

said our Saviour when he washed his disciples feet, that

ye should do as I have done to you. John xiii. 15. And

again, If any man will serve me, let him follow me. John

xii. 26. Be ye followers of me, says St. Paul, even as I also

am of Christ. 1 Cor. xi. 1. Let this mind be in you ivhich

was also in Christ Jesus, says the same apostle, urging upon
the Philippians the duty of humility, and arguing at length

their obligation to be humble from our Saviour s example.
Phil. ii. 5, &c. In the like manner he urges upon the Ro
mans the character of benevolence, from the same source

of argument; Rom. xv. 1, &c. and the Hebrews to pa
tience and fortitude in the Christian race

;
Heb. xi. 1, &c.

It will be useless to multiply passages any farther to this

purpose ; even these will probably be thought to have been

unnecessarily alleged.

The example of Christ is formed of his holiness, directed

by his wisdom, or more properly by his understanding.
Of all its parts, holiness is the substance and the soul.

Without this attribute he would only have been a more

sagacious sinner, and therefore a more malignant example
than other men. A proper exhibition of the example of

Christ, in which its nature and usefulness are sufficiently

displayed for the present purpose, will of course be a pro

per exhibition of the importance of this attribute to Christ,

in this character.

The excellence of Christ as an example to mankind I

shall attempt to exhibit under the following heads :

I. He was an example of all virtue.

By this I intend that he was an example of piety, bene

volence, and self-government, alike. This truth has been

sufficiently illustrated in the two first sermons on this sub

ject. To add any thing therefore to what has been so lately

said must be unnecessary.

By the example of Christ, considered in this light, we are

decisively taught that virtue is no partial character. The

apprehension not unfrequently entertained, that a man may
love God and not love his neighbour, and yet be a virtuous

man, that is, in the evangelical sense; the contrary appre

hension, much more frequently entertained, that a man may
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love his neighbour and not love God
;
and the opinion still

more generally adopted, that a man may love both God and
his neighbour and thus be virtuous, while he yet does not

confine his passions and appetites within scriptural bounds,
are completely done away by the example of Christ. He
that saith he abideth in him, is in the text required to walk
as he walked: and in Rom. viii. 9, St. Paul declares that

if any man hath not the spirit of Christ, he is none of his.

But if any man has the spirit of Christ, it will dictate the

same conduct which it dictated to Christ. If he is Christ s

therefore, in other words, if he is a virtuous man, the sub

ject of that holiness of which Christ was the subject, and

besides which there is no virtue, he will walk as Christ also

ivalked. This is one of those commands of our Saviour

which he himself has made the test of our discipleship, and

of our love to him. If therefore we are his disciples in

deed, ifwe love him, we shall keep this command; and be,

as he was, pious, benevolent, and self-governed, alike.

Farther, Christ performed all the duties of life prompted
by these three great divisions ofvirtue. This conduct of our

Saviour teaches us irresistibly, that he who does not carry
the virtue which he professes into practice, or who does not

perform those acts or external duties which are the proper
effusions of such a spirit as that of Christ, is not a disciple

of Christ. Christ habitually prayed to God . He who does

not thus pray, is therefore not a disciple of Christ. Christ

praised God; blessed, and gave thanks for, his food
;
wor

shipped God in his house
;
and celebrated all the institu

tions of the sanctuary. He therefore who does not these

things, since he walks not as Christ also walked, has not the

spirit of Christ, and is none of his. Christ also universally

befriended, in all the ways of justice and charity, his fellow-

men, by furnishing that relief to their wants and distresses

which they needed. In vain will thatman pretend to be his

disciple who is unjust in treatment of others, or who does

not readily open his heart and his hand to relieve his fellow-

creatures in their wants and distresses ;
or who does not,

like the Redeemer also, administer to them advice, reproof,

and consolation, as they need; and employ with sincere

and tender affection all the proper means in his power to

promote their salvation. Christ spoke the truth at all times
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with perfect exactness. No liar, no prevaricator, no so

phist, can be his disciple. Christ abstained from every

fraud, and from every hard bargain ;
from gaming ; from

reproaches; from obloquy; from obscenity; from jesting

with sacred things ;
from loose and irreverent observations

concerning God, his works, word, and institutions
;
from

all idle words; and from wrath, bitterness, and revenge.
He who indulges himself in these, or any of these, is not

Christ s disciple.

At the same time, the example of Christ in this respect,
teaches us in the most decisive manner, that he who per
forms one class of these external duties and neglects the

others, or who abstains from one class of sins and commits

another, is not a disciple of Christ. For example, a man
may pay his debts, speak truth, and give alms to the poor,

yet if he does not pray to God in his closet, his family, and
the church, he is not a disciple of Christ.

Generally, the example of Christ teaches us, beyond a de

bate, what may indeed be clearly proved from the nature

of the subject, that virtue has not and cannot have a partial
existence. No man can love God without loving his neigh
bour ; or his neighbour without loving God ;

or both, with

out restraining his passions and appetites. He who sup
poses himself to do one of these things, when he does not

the others, is guilty of a gross self-deception ; and is em
ployed in preventing his own attainment of eternal life.

II. Christ was an example to all classes of men.

It ought I think rationally to be expected, as plainly it

ought to be most earnestly desired, that the person intended

by God to be the great pattern of righteousness to mankind,
should so appear^ and live, and act, in the world, as to be

come such a pattern to men of every description. Such a

pattern Christ has in fact become, a fact derived in a great
measure from the lowly circumstances in which he was born,

lived, and died.

Had our Saviour appeared, as the Je\vs expected him to

appear, in the character of a prince and conqueror, reign

ing with unprecedented splendour, perpetual triumph, and
universal dominion

;
he would as an example have been

useful to but few ofmankind ; and to them in comparatively
few respects. The great and splendid only would have
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been materially benefited, and even they in but a small part
of the truly excellent human characteristics. In the seat

of splendour and dominion, certain exercises of virtue may
be exhibited with peculiar advantage, such for instance as
are attendant on the just and wise administrations of go
vernment, and the honourable distributions of princely fa

vour. But these are chiefly such as few of mankind have
it in their power to imitate. Men in exalted stations;

princes, nobles, and statesmen
; may indeed learn wisdom,

worth, and dignity of character, from these attributes, when

displayed in a superior manner by persons occupying

places of superior distinction. Howfew persons derive mo
ral advantages from reading the actions of kings and con

querors, recorded in general history, compared with the

multitudes who are seriously profited by a single instance

of well-conducted biography ?

In the humble station which Christ actually occupied, all

his excellences were, and are plainly seen to have been,

merelypersonal; springing from nothing accidental; blend

ed with nothing adventitious ; the inherent excellences and

the natural emanations of his own goodness of character
;

neither enhanced nor obscured by the dazzling glare of of

fice ;
nor liable to any misapprehensions of ours from that

prejudiced awe, that imposing veneration, with which we
are prone to regard the great. The virtues of Christ were,
in the strictest sense, all his own

;
the excellences of an in

telligent being merely ;
of a man unencumbered with office,

place, or power ,
or any other of those gaudy trappings, in

our attention to which just views of the real character are

apt to be perplexed or lost. These excellences constitute

an example for man as such, and are therefore fitted to in

struct and improve every child of Adam.
To the great he became a glorious pattern of that conde

scension, meekness, and humility, which they ordinarily

need in a peculiar manner to learn
;
and which when learned

is their prime ornament and glory. When kings and nobles

behold him who was declared by a voice from heaven to be

the beloved Son of God; and who on earth commanded the

winds and the waves, and raised the dead to life
;
charac

terizing himself as meek and lowly of heart, and retiring

into a desert to avoid the offer of a throne
;

it is impossible
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that they should not feel, unless lost to rational sentiments,
their own pride, haughtiness, and irritability, strongly re

proved. If they have hearts open to rational conviction,
and not dead to virtuous impressions, it is impossible for

them not to feel that the meekness and lowliness of mind,
which in the Redeemer were so excellent and exalted, must
of course constitute the highest amiableness and exaltation

of their own characters.

To men of inferior classes, down to the peasant and the

beggar, the slave and the child, Christ is a universal ex

ample. In all the excellences of which they are capable,
or which are compatible with their circumstances, Christ

has gone before them, as a glorious original which they
are required unceasingly to copy. The pattern is distinct;

it can therefore be clearly seen. It is exactly suited to

their circumstances, with a suitable disposition it can there

fore be easily followed. It is faultless, and can therefore

conduct them to no sin. It is sublime and lovely, and al

lures therefore irresistibly to virtue.

When we remember that men of these classes constitute

almost all the human race
;
when we remember that among

them are found almost all those who are willing to follow

any virtuous example ;
when we remember that Christ by

appearing and living in humble circumstances, has furnished

a perfect pattern of righteousness to this part of mankind,
and consulted in this efficacious manner their highest good ;

whenwe remember, that he has, at the same time, with equal

efficacy, pursued the best interest of the remaining class;
those in exalted stations

; by recommending to them the

virtues which they most need to be taught: we shall see in

the clearest manner, the perfect wisdom of the Redeemer
in condescending to appear in so humble a character. To
the Jews this was a stumbling-block ; to infidels it has been

foolishness. But the foolishness of God is in this, as in all

other respects, wiser than men.

To ministers of the gospel the example of Christ com*

mends itself with peculiar energy. Christ himself was
a minister of the gospel ;

sent by his Father in the same
manner in which he has sent them. As a ruler in his church ;

as a preacher and pattern of righteousness ;
he is the great

archetype, of which they are bound to be as exact copies
VOL. if. 2 B
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as it shall be in their power to become. It ought here to

be observed, that Christ, not improbably to render his ex

ample more useful to them by adapting it more to their cir

cumstances and their capacity of imitation, has, in this

respect, acted almost only in the character of a mere man,
and not as the searcher of hearts, nor as the lawgiver of his

church. Where he has acted otherwise, the distinction is

so clearly and successfully made, that it may usually be un^

derstood without difficulty. His example in this, as in all

his private conduct, is that of a mere, though perfect man ;

and is, of course, easily transferred to the practical concerns

of every minister, and is both understood and followed with

out perplexity. Ministers therefore are peculiarly without

excuse if they are not followers of Christ.

I shall only add, on this part ofthe subject, that the ex

ample of Christ is to all men authoritative. It is not merely
a bright and beautiful pattern which we are invited to copy,
because this conduct will be pleasing, honourable, and use

ful, to us
;
but it is a law also ; requiring of us, with divine

authority, to go, and do likewise. Our obligation to obey is

indispensable. Nor can any man be excused for a mo
ment, who does not labour faithfully to resemble Christ in

all the merely personal and moral parts of his character.

III. The, example of Christ was perfect.

By this I intend, that in all cases hehad exactly that, and

that only, which was right. The truth of this observation I

have sufficiently illustrated in a former discourse. Nothing
more therefore will be necessary on this subject, at the pre
sent time, than to shew its application and usefulness to the

concerns of mankind. Regarded in this light Christ is to

us a finished standard of moral excellence
;
and as such

has taught us,

1st. What we ought to be.

In the progress of these discourses, I have endeavoured

to shew the manner in which Christ walked; in which he

glorified God, and did good to men. The two great com
mands of the moral law which regulate, or should regulate,

the conduct of all intelligent creatures, are, Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God with all thy heart; and thy neighbour as

thyselfi
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In conformity with the first of these commands, GOD
held the supreme place in his views and affections. He
came into the world to accomplish a work which his Father
had appointed him. This work, in all its parts, he steadily
pursued while he was in the world

;
and when he left the

world his work was done
; so that he was able to say at the

close of life, Father, I have glorified thee on earth; I have

finished the work which thou gavest me to do. But he did

nothing else. When he left the world, he left nothing unfi

nished, and nothing superadded. The end of all, which he

did, or said, or thought, was the glory of his Father. This
end he accomplished : and in the pursuit left himself out of

consideration
; cheerfully subordinating to it his own con

venience, pleasure, and comfort
; and cheerfully under

going every trouble, difficulty, and danger. The whole lan

guage of his heart, on which the whole language of his life

was a glorious comment, was, Not my will, but thine be done!

This is the pattern which we should set always before us;
this the piety, at which we should unceasingly aim.

To mankind also he yielded himself, to promote their

comfort, lelieve their distresses, and secure their salvation.

God is always glorified, when good is voluntarily done to

mankind; and was in this manner singularly glorified by
Christ. He taughtmen truth and righteousness. He taught
them all the doctrines which they needed to know, and all

the duties which they w
rere required to perform, for the at

tainment of eternal life. At all times he prayed for them,
even while he was agonizing on the cross ; and wrought for

them, with extreme self- denial, many wonderful and benefi

cent miracles. In a word, he lived in such a manner, that

even his hard-hearted, unbelieving, and malignant, coun

trymen were compelled to say, He hath done all things well.

In the mean time, he did nothing ill. He never omitted

a duty, nor committed a sin. He was neither idle nor vain.

He neither flattered nor slandered, neither deceived nor

defrauded, neither corrupted nor neglected, his fellow-men.

By their favour he was not enticed; by their resentment he

was not awed. His mind indulged no wrath ;
his bosom

harboured no revenge. Boldly and uniformly, without fear

and without fondness, he told the truth, and did that which

was kind, jast, and right.

2 B 2
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To friends he was never partial ;
to enemies he was

never resentful. In his virtues he was not rigid ;
in his

doctrines not severe; in his worship not superstitious ;
but

in all was rational, gentle, meek, faithful, self-possessed,

and sublimely excellent.

He was born in an age in which pure, undefiled religion

had wonderfully decayed, and given place to an almost ab

solute round of superstitious and vain externities. When
ever men rely on these observances for acceptance with God,

they resign of course all ideas of internalpurity. He who

expects that washing his hands will give him a title to hea

ven, will never concern himself with cleansing his heart.

In such a state of things, wickedness of every kind will tri

umph ; all the doctrines of religion will be modelled to the

views and feelings of those who practise it; and the whole

system of faith will become a complication of folly, false

hood, authoritative dogmas, and implicit submissions of

credulity. But in an age and country distinguished by these

evils more than perhaps any other, Christ uniformly and

victoriously resisted them all. He received no doctrine,

he required his hearers to receive none, except when
known and proved by unanswerable evidence to be from

heaven. All his own instructions he proved in this man
ner. Not an instance can be produced in which he used

the argumentfrom authority. In his conduct there is not

an example of superstition, enthusiasm, or bigotry. Harm
less enjoyments he never refused

; sinful ones he never in

dulged. No man was the better or the worse treated by
him on account of the sect, party, or nation, to which he

belonged.
In his beneficence he was a glorious example to all men.

His affections were literally universal; and his beneficence

was an exact expression of his affections. As it was dic

tated by no idle dreams of philosophy, by no cobweb sys
tem of abstraction, but by plain practical truth

;
it was real,

useful, uniformly honourable to himself, and invariably pro
fitable to mankind. He never spent his time in sending his

thoughts abroad to distant countries, to inquire what errors,

abuses, or sufferings, existed there, which demanded cor

rection, reformation, or relief. He did not sit down in the

exercise of vain philanthropy^to employ life in unavailing;
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sighs and tears for the sufferings of distant countries and

ages ;
nor give himself up to the useless despair of doing

any good to mankind, because he could not do all which

their circumstances required. He did not satisfy him

self with lamenting the distresses of his fellow-men, and

teaching others to relieve them. In a manner, directly op

posed to this visionary, useless philosophy, he made his

whole life a life of the most active beneficence. Instead of

seeking for objects of charity in Persia or at Rome, he

found them in his own country ;
on the spot where he wras

;

among the sufferers daily presented to his eyes. During
his private life, he contributed by his daily efforts to sup

port and befriend the family of his father. Throughout
his ministry, he took an effectual and daily charge of his

own family of disciples ;
and travelled unceasingly from

one place to another, to find new objects on whom his kind

ness might be successfully employed. Thus he loved man

kind, not in word, neither in tongue, but in deed, and in

truth. The weight of his example is, in this respect, singu

lar ;
because the great purposes of his mission were more

extensive, more absolutely general, than any which ever

entered into the human mind. Like his views, his benevo

lence also was in the absolute sense universal. Yet he

spent his life in doing good within the sphere in which he

lived, and to the objects within his reach. Thus he has taught
us irresistibly, that, instead of consuming our time in wishes

to do good where we cannot, the true dictate of universal

good-will is to do it where we can.

At the same time, he denied all ungodliness and worldly
lusts. No avaricious, ambitious, proud, or sensual desire

found a place in his mind. Every selfish aim was excluded

from his heart
; every unworthy act from his life. Omni

science itself, looking into his soul with a perfect survey,
saw nothing but pure excellence, supreme beauty, and di

vine loveliness : a sun without a spot : a splendour formed
of mere diversities of light and glory.

The perfection of this wonderful example we cannot ex

pect, nor hope to attain : but a character of the same nature

we may, and, if we would be interested in the favour of God,
we must, acquire. Like him, we must consecrate ourselves

absolutely to the glorification of God, Like him, we must
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willingly and alway do good. Like him, we must steadily

resist temptation and overcome iniquity.

Obedience, and not pleasure, must be the commanding

object of our purposes. The pleasure at which we su

premely aim, must be not the pleasure of sense ;
but the

peace which passeth all understanding; the joy which nd

stranger meddles withal; a self-approving mind ; the con

sciousness of personal worth; the enjoyment of virtuous

excellence; accompanied and cherished by a glorious hope
of the final approbation of God, and an eternal residence

in his house in the heavens.

2dly. The example of Christ teaches us howfar the cha

racter of mankind isfrom what it ought to be.

We are often told very flattering things concerning the

dignity and worth of man
;
the number and splendour of his

virtues
; and the high moral elevation to which he has at

tained. The errors into which we fall in forming this esti

mate of the human character are, together with many others

respecting our own character, the consequence of referring
the conduct of ourselves and our fellow-men to a false stan

dard of moral excellence. No man ever intends to rise

above the standard which he prescribes for himself: all men
expect to fall below it. If the standard then be too low,
their character will be lower still. If it be imperfect, their

life will be more imperfect. If it be erroneous, their con
duct under its influence will err still more extensively. The
true aim of every man ought to be pointed at perfection.
Of perfection he will indeed fall short; but his life will be

more excellent, than if he aimed at any inferior mark. For
this reason, probably, among others, the Scriptures have
directed us to make the attainment of perfection our daily,
as well as ultimate, aim.

The formation of a defective standard of excellence was
one of the predominant errors and mischiefs of the ancient

philosophy. The wise man of the Stoics, Platonists, and

Peripatetics, felt himself to be all that he ought to be, be

cause he so grossly misconceived of what he ought to be.

Proud; vain; impious to the gods; a liar; an adulterer;
and even a sodomite; he still boasted of his morality and

piety, just as the Stoic boasted of his happiness while

writhing under the pangs of the cholic, or the gout. The
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reason plainly was, he believed all these enormities to be
consistent with the characterofa wise man. Cicero thought
war (that is, the butchery of mankind and the devastation
ofhuman happiness), when undertaken for the love of glory,
and unstained with peculiar cruelty, justifiable. Why ? Be
cause he had previously determined the love of glory to be

virtue, or the real excellence of man
;
and therefore con

clude^ that the means of indulging and gratifying this pas
sion must be, at least, consistent with virtue. In the same

manner, men of all descriptions, when they have formed to

themselves a false standard of excellence, arc satisfied, if

they only embrace the errors and commit the sins which
that standard allows

;
and will in fact embrace more errors,

and commit more sins.

He, who will compare himself with the perfect standard

of virtue, furnished by the life of Christ, will see at once,
and without a doubt, how far his character falls below what
God has required. The best man living will, in this case,

cordially unite with Paul in exclaiming, O wretched man
that I am! who shall deliver mefrom the body of this death?

and with Job, humbled by the immediate presence of God,
in the kindred exclamation, Wherefore I abhor myself, and

repent in dust and ashes. &quot; How different (will he say) is

my life from that of the Redeemer ! How different the heart,

from which it has been derived ! To me belongeth shame and

confusion offace, because I have sinned, and done this great
ivickedness. But to thee, O divine Saviour of men, be

blessing, and honour, and glory, for ever and ever. Amen&quot;

If such be the state of the best, in the light of this com
parison, what must be the state of others ? What of men,
who feel themselves to be not only decent, but in a good
degree virtuous and safe ? What shall be said of him, who

neglects the worship of God in his family or closet ; who
attends in the sanctuary occasionally only, and is inattentive

to the worship, when present ; who neglects the relief of the

poor and distressed
; who justifies lying, in certain circum

stances; who uses sophistry; who makes hard bargains;
who preaches moral essays, effusions of genius, and meta

physical disquisitions, instead of the,gospel; and himself,
his resentments, or his flattery, instead of Christ; who wastes
his time in light and fanciful reading; or devotes life to
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amusement, instead of duty ? All these, and ali other similar

persons, are contrasts to the character of Christ, and not re

semblances. They walk net as Christ walked. The same

mind is not in them which was in Christ.

The meek and lowly virtues were peculiarly the virtues

of the Redeemer. By this I mean, that he exhibited them

most frequently, urged them most extensively and forcibly,

and described his own character as being formed of them in

a peculiar degree. The proud, therefore, the vain, the in

solent, the wrathful, and the revengeful, are irresistibly

compelled, when they read his character, to know that they
are none of his.

IV. The example of Christ was highly edifying.

By this I intend, that it was of such a nature, as strongly
to induce and persuade mankind to follow him. On this

part of the subject, interesting as it is, I can make but a few

observations.

The example of Christ was singular. No other, corre

sponding with it, has ever appeared in the present world.

The best of men are only faint and distant copies of his ex

cellence. When exhibited by him, it was a novelty; and
has since been always new, as well as always delightful.

In this view, it is formed to engage attention and command
a peculiar regard.

It was the example of an extraordinary person; who
taughtwonderful wisdom,lived a wonderful life, and wrought
wonderful miracles. Such a person naturally compels, be

yond any other, our admiration and respect ;
an admiration,

mightily enhanced by a consideration of the circumstances
in which he was born and lived ; the humble education
which he received

; the lowly condition and character of

those with whom he consorted
; the superiority of his pre

cepts and life to those of all who went before him ; and their

total opposition to those of his own contemporaries. All
these considerations lead us to a full and atfecting convic

tion, that his wisdom was self-derived, and his life the mere
result of his own unrivalled virtue. Accordingly, all these

facts astonished those who lived around him; and have
filled with wonder men of every succeeding age.

The example of Christ was an example ofbenevolence only.
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All his employments were directed to no other earthly end,
than the promotion of human happiness. His miracles

were directed only to such objects, as feeding the hungry,

healing the sick, giving sight to the blind, and restoring life

to the dead. His precepts and his life terminated in illu

minating the soul, diminishing the power of sin, invigorating

virtue, and securing the salvation of men.
It was the example also of a person struggling with suffer

ing and sorrow, unceasing obloquy and bitter persecution.
The Heathen could say,

&quot; The GODS themselves behold not

a nobler spectacle, than a good man firmly enduring adver

sity.&quot;
Christ was supremely good ;

and encountered ex
treme adversity. The patience with which he submitted,
and the firmness with which he endured, invest his charac

ter with a greatness to which there is no parallel. The fire

of persecution, instead of consuming him, merely lent its

gloomy lustre, to shew the splendour of the object which it

surrounded.

It was the example of a person employed in accomplishing
the greatest work which was ever done, and introducing into

the universe the most extensive good which it ever beheld.

There is a moral grandeur, a divine sublimity, in this em
ployment of Christ, at which the mind gazes with wonder,
and is lost; which angels behold with amazement and rap

ture; and which eternity itself will hardly be able to unfold

to a created understanding.
It was the example of a person devoting all his labours,

and undergoing all his sufferings, for the benefit of others,

and proffering with an open hand the immense good, which

he procured at an immense price, to strangers, sinners, apos
tates, enemies to himself, and children ofperdition. Not for

himself, but for guilty, ruined men, he was born, lived, la

boured, suffered through life, and expired on the cross. To
every one, who is willing to be like him, he shut the prison
of woe, and opened the gotes of heaven.

It is an example in itselfpre-eminently beautiful and lovely.

His meekness, gentleness, humility, compassion, and uni

versal sweetness of disposition, are not less distinguished,
than his greatness and glory. Solomon, beholding his cha

racter in distant vision, exclaimed, He is the chief among
ten thousand, and altogether lovely! David, in prophetic
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view of the excellence of his life, exclaimed, Thou art

fairer than the sons ofmen. GOD THE FATHER, beholding
him with infinite complacency, announced his character to

the world with a voice from heaven, This is my beloved Son,

in whom I am well pleased. To these divine declarations

all virtuous beings have subjoined their Amen.

Finally, it is an example, in which divine wisdom and ex

cellence united with the most perfect human mind ; coinciding

with all its designs, and guiding it to unmingled excellence.

To the amiableness and beauty of the most finished created

virtue were superadded and united the authority and great

ness of the Divinity, by which that mind was inhabited.

The combination, therefore, was a combination of all that

is lovely with all that is awful, exalted, and divine. What
mind, that can be persuaded from sin, must not this example
persuade ? What mind, that can be allured to holiness, must
not this example allure ?

SERMON LV.

THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

HIS ATONEMENT.

Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption
that is in Jesus Christ : whom God hath set forth to be a

propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his

righteousness for the remission of sins that are past,

through the forbearance of God ; to declare, I say, at
this time his righteousness; that he might be just, and the

justifier ofhim which believeth in Jesus. Ro M . 1 1 1 . 2426.

IN a former discourse, I proposed to consider, as parts of
the priesthood of Christ,

The holiness of his character ;

The sacrifice ivhich he offeredfor sin ; and,
The, intercession which he makesfor sinners..
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The first of these subjects has been examined at length.

The present discourse shall be occupied b}^ the second.

THE SACRIFICE OF CHRIST FOR THE SINKS OF MEN.

In considering this subject I shall endeavour to shew,

I. The nature ;

II. The necessity ; and,
III. The existence9 ofan atonement for sin;

IV. The manner in which it was performed ; and,

V. Its extent.

I. I shall attempt to shew the nature of an atonement.

The word atonement, in its original sense, always denotes

some amends or satisfaction for the neglect of some duty,
or the commission of someiault; a satisfaction with which,

when supposed to be complete, the person injured ought

reasonably to be contented, and to demand of the offender

nothing more on account of his transgression. This satis

faction may, in certain cases, be made by the offender him

self. Whenever he has owed some piece of service, and

this was all he has owed, he may, if he have failed to per
form this duty, atone for the fault by a future service which

he did not owe ; and which is equivalent to that which he

neglected, and to the damage occasioned by his neglect.

A servant, who owes an estimated day s work to his master,

every day may, if he have neglected to work half a day,

atone thus for his fault by such future labour, as shall be

equivalent to the extent of his neglect, and to the injury

occasioned by it to his master. In this case it will be seen

that the atonement respects only the fault which has been

committed. The servant owed his master so much labour.

The payment ofso much labour would be a discharge there

fore of the debt. But we do not say, that the debt in this

case is atoned. The fault only which has been committed

in neglecting or refusing to pay in the proper season and

manner, demands or admits of an atonement. In every
other case where an atonement exists, it is in the same
manner a satisfaction for an injury or fault.

In some cases, the party offending cannot atone for his

offence, but the atonement, if made at all, must be made

vicariously, that is, by the intervention of a thirdperson, be-
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tween the offender and the offended. Of this nature is every
case in which the offender owes, as absolutely every duty
which he could afterward perform as he owed that, (he non-

performance of which constituted his fault. In this case, all

his future efforts are necessarily due for the time being ;
and

can therefore never become a satisfaction for faults which

are past Amends for an injury can never be made by ser

vices which are due to the injured person on other grounds,
and the refusal of which would constitute a new injury :

in other words, they must be services rendered only on ac

count of the injury already received. He therefore who
owes to another all his services for himself, can never be

come the means of atoning to him for the faults of another.

In all cases of vicarious atonement, the substitute must be

under no personal obligation to render the services which

are to be accepted as a satisfaction of the principal ; or in

other words the offender. Nothing is more plain, than that

what is due for himself cannot be transferred to the account
of another.

In every case of personal or vicarious atonement, the

services rendered must be of such value, as to become a rea

sonable and full satis/action for the injury done; all that

justice can fairly demand or render; such as will place the

person injured in as good a situation as that which preceded
the injury. Where the injury has been great therefore, or

multiplied, the services must also be proportionally great.
An atonement for a crime committed against a govern

ment of any kind, supposes the offender, ifhe is to receive the

benefit of it, to be pardoned. In this case it must be such
as to leave the government in as good a state, as firm, as ho

nourable, as easily and surely efficacious in its future ope
rations, after the offender is pardoned, as it would have been
if he had been punished with exact justice. In no other

manner can it become a satisfaction for the injury. If all

the services of the offender in this case were due to the go
vernment, after his crime was committed, it would be im

possible for the atonement to be made, unless by another

person.
Sin is a crime committed against the government of God.

All the services of sinners are owed to God for the time

being. No future services of any sinner therefore can be
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any satisfaction for his past sins. If an atonement be made
in this case, then it must be made by a substitute, and this

substitute must be able to render services of sufficient va
lue to repair the injury done. In the performance of these

services he must leave the divine government as firm, as

honourable, as efficacious in its operations, after the atone

ment is made, as it was before the crime was committed.

It will perhaps be objected here, that the divine govern
ment cannot become less firm, or less honourable, than it

originally was ;
because it is supported in its full strength

by infinitepower and wisdom. To this objection I answer,
that the government of God over his moral creatures is a

moral government ; that is, a government of rules and mo
tives, or of laws, rewards, and punishments. Such a go-

Ternment, even in the hand of Omnipotence, may become
weak and inefficacious in the view of its subjects. A law,
which after it has been violated, is not vindicated by pu
nishing the violator, loses, of course, a part of its authority.
A moral governor will cease to be regarded with veneration,

if, when he is insulted by his subjects, he does not inflict

on them the proper punishment. A government of mere

power may be upheld in its full strength by the exercise of

power only. But a moral government cannot be thus pre

served, unless the motives to obedience are continued, to

the view of its subjects, in their full force. An atonement for

sin therefore, that is, a complete atonement, must be such

as to leave these motives wholly unimpaired. It must con

sist of such services, as whatever else may be their nature,

will, after the sinners are pardoned, leave the government
of God in no degree less venerable, less efficacious, or less

likely to be punctually obeyed, than before the sins were

committed. As these sins have been numerous and very

great, it is farther evident that the services rendered as a

satisfaction for them must be of great value.

II. I shall endeavour to shew the necessity ofan atonement.

In order to understand this part of the subject, and I

forewarn my hearers that it is a part of high importance
to the subject itself,, and to all just views of the Christian

system, it will be necessary to bring up to view the state of

man as a transgressor of the divine law.
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The language of this law, and its only language was, He
thai doeth these things shall live by them. This do and thou

shalt live. Cursed is every one that continueth not in all

things written in the book of the law to do them. This law

God published as the rule by which his own infinite wisdom

and rectitude determined to govern the world. Of course

it is a right and just rule. Ofcourse also it is a rule which

the same wisdom and rectitude are pledged to maintain in

its full force. The very reasons for which it was enacted

require with their full strength that it should be also main

tained. If it was wise and right to enact it, it was equally

wise and right to maintain it. If to enact it was the dic

tate of infinite wisdom and rectitude, to maintain it must

equally be the dictate of the same attributes.

If these observations be admitted, and it is believed that

they cannot be refused an admission, it follows of neces

sity that no sinner can be forgiven, consistently with this

law, or the honour of the Lawgiver, unless on the ground of

an atonement. In the law he had declared, that the soul

which sinneth shall die. To pardon the sinner without any

change from that state of things which existed when the law

was published, would be to declare, by declining to carry

the sentence of the law into execution, that infinite wisdom
and rectitude had formed new views concerning the sen

tence of the law, and the demerit of the sinner
; views, con

trary to those with which the law was published. When
the law was published, God declared that the sinner should

die. Now he must declare, by pardoning the sinner, that he

should not die. Yet no change in the state of things had
taken place, nor is any supposed to have taken place, to

occasion this change in the divine conduct. No reason is

even supposed why the conduct of God should be thus

changed. The change itself must of course be wanton,

causeless, and disgraceful to the divine character. If the

law was originally just, it was now just. Justice therefore

required the execution of its penalty upon every trans

gressor. In pardoning the transgressor, God would de

clare that the law was not just: in direct contradiction to

the declaration which he made of its justice, when he pub
lished it, as the rule by which he intended to govern the

world. If the law was originally wise, it must now be wise
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to execute it. But in pardoning the sinner God must de

clare that the execution of the law was not consistent with

wisdom. If the law was originally good, that is, formed by
a benevolent mind, so as to promote benevolent purposes,
it was now equally good. But in pardoning the sinner God
must declare that the execution of the law was inconsistent

with the dictates of benevolence. The change therefore

manifested in the divine character and conduct by pardon

ing the sinner, where no change of circumstances existed

to justify it, would, on the one hand, be great and essential,

no less than God s denying himself; and, on the other,

would be causeless, weak, and contemptible. Can such a

change be attributed, even in thought, to the immutable

and perfect JEHOVAH ?

In the law God had manifested an infinite love to holiness

and an infinite hatred to sin; or if the language should be

preferred, a supreme love to the one, and a supreme hatred

to the other. But to pardon the sinner without any change
in the state of things, would be to treat the sinner and the

faithful subject exactly in the same manner; or to treat the

sinner in the same manner as if he had faithfully obeyed.
Declarations made by conduct are altogether the most so

lemn and efficacious of all declarations. In this conduct
therefore God would in the most solemn manner declare,

that he regarded holiness and sin alike, because he treated

the sinner and the saint alike
;
and that neither of them was

an object of his serious regard. The views of a lawgiver
are always expressed in the whole of his government taken

together, and from this cannot but be distinctly understood :

if his laws are unwise, he will be pronounced to be unwise :

if his administration be unwise, he will be considered as

sustaining the same character: if either of them be unjust,

he will be pronounced to be unjust: if they be inconsistent,

inconsistency will necessarily be attributed to his character.

How perfect a violation would this conduct be of the attri

butes of justice, wisdom, and immutability!
At the same time, all subjects of the divine government

would be encouraged to disobedience by these proofs of a

changeable, weak, and consistent character. Angels we
know can disobey. This is complete proof that all inferior

creatures are capable of the same disobedience. Angels
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have disobeyed ;
when at least they supposed the law to

mean exactly what it threatens
;
and without the least hope

founded on any declaration of God, of any possible ex

emption from the penalty actually denounced. Man also

disobeyed in the same circumstances. Both also revolted,

when antecedently they had been only and perfectly holy.

In these facts we have complete evidence that no class of

holy beings is secure from disobedience, even under a law

which gives not a single encouragement of escape to those

who disobey. Should each encouragement then beholden

out by the actual forgiveness, much more by the universal

forgiveness, of the penitent, without an atonement, who

might not be expected to rebel? Who, when temptation

powerfully assailed and the wish to sin was strongly ex

cited, would not feel assured of his own future repentance,
and his consequent safety from punishment ?

Of such beings as men now are, it ought to be observed

that they themselves furnish ample proof of what might be

rationally expected under such a dispensation. This will

appear if we consider,

1st. That the atonement of Christ has completely opened
the door for the exemption of all penitents from the punish
ment threatened by the law

;
and yet, that the number of

those who really repent, is ordinarily very small, compared
with the number of those who transgress.

2dly. That not even one of these becomes a penitent of

his own accord, as the Scriptures abundantly assure us
;

but assumes this character only in consequence of the im

mediate influence of the divine Spirit upon his heart.

3dly. That ofthis number, few, very few, are ever awaken
ed or convinced by the encouragements and promises of the

gospel, but almost all by the denunciations of the law. The

blessings of immortality, the glories of heaven, are usually,
to say the least, preached with little efficacy to an assem

bly of sinners. I have been surprised to see how dull, in

attentive, and sleepy, such an assembly has been amidst

the strongest representations of these divine subjects, com

bining the most vivid images with a vigorous style and an

impressive elocution.

4thly. That those persons who disbelieve a future pu
nishment, are distinguished by a licentiousness of charac-
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ter, even beyond other licentious men. Repentance and

religion are certainly never seen by the common eye among
infidels or universalists ; and no revival of religion, no con

siderable prevalence of religion, has, so far as I know, been

the consequence of preaching Unitarian doctrines.

All these are direct proofs that men who now sin so ex

tensively and perseveringly, would, if the denunciations of

the law were proved to be false, by the extension of forgive

ness to sinners without an atonement, sin with a harder

heart, with a bolder hand, and throughout a more uniformly

guilty life.

Restraint is a necessary part of every law and every go
vernment

; Hitherto shalt thou come, but no farther, being

invariably the language of both. All restraint is a hin-

derance of inclination
;
a prohibition of the indulgence of

desire. In itself it is always regarded as an evil, and is

really such, whenever it does not prevent some other evil,

or accomplish some good. Adam, in a state of innocence,
in the end considered the prohibition of the forbidden tree

as an evil. We, with sinful propensities only, should un

doubtedly regard, and naturally do in fact regard, every re

straint in the same manner. If then God were not to exe

cute the sentence of the law upon us for our transgressions,
but were to forgive the sinner without an atonement, we
should undoubtedly sin, not only invariably, but with a

boldness, constancy, and extent, not often seen even in

this guilty world.

If any person should think this conclusion harsh and

severe, let him remember how soon after the apostacy
mankind, in the possession of long life and abundant en

joyments, forgot the loss of their immortality ; and cor

rupted themselves to such a degree, that the infinitely be

nevolent Author of their being thought it necessary to

sweep away the whole human race, except one family,
with the besom of destruction. Let him remember how
little reformation followed the overthrow of Sodom and

Gomorrah, or the terrible plagues of Egypt. Let him re

member that the Israelites worshipped a calf at the foot of

mount Sinai, and sunk into all the abominations of the Ca-

naanites, as soon as the generation which destroyed them
had gone to the grave. Let him remember, that amid all

VOL. ii. 2 c
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the judgments and mercies which they received they aposta
tized from God at the end of every little period, and were

finally given up as hopeless to captivity and ruin. Let him

remember, that their descendants crucified Christ
;
and that

after the sufferings of eighteen hundred years, and those ex

treme, they are still unbelieving, impenitent, and harder than

the nether milstone. Let him remember finally, how soon

the Christian world itselfdegenerated into idolatry, impurity,

persecution, forgetfulness of God, a general corruption of

Christianity, and a general dissolution of morals. With
these things in his view it will be impossible for him to

think the conclusion which I have drawn, either unwarrant

able or unkind.

But it may be said, that although all these evils might in

deed take place if God shouldpardon sinners without repent

ance, still the forgiveness of penitents involves no such con

sequence. To this allegation, which I believe to be made

by almost every human heart, I answer,
1st. The threatening of the law against transgression is

absolute. The soul that sinneth shall die. In this threat

ening there is no mention, and plainly no admission, of re

pentance, as the foundation of escape to the transgressor.

If an exception was intended to be made in favour of the

penitent, why was it not expressed or at least hinted by the

law? There is not, that I know, a single intimation of this

nature in any of the expressions which it contains. Should

it be said, that although the exception is not made in the

words of the law itself, yet it is sufficiently declared in the

comments on the law, given us by Moses and the succeed

ing prophets ;
I answer, that wherever these commentators

speak of repentance as connected with our escape from the

curse of the law, they speak of it either as connected with

the atonement of Christ or not. If they mention it as con

nected with this atonement, then the objector will be obliged
to admit that the atonement itself is the foundation of the

penitent s escape. If they do not speak of it as connected

with the atonement, then it follows that the penitent is par
doned under the law, or legal dispensation. An act of par
don is an act of grace, and no act is more eminently gra
cious or free. To this grace the gospel can add, and does

in fact add, nothing material. Grace therefore came ac-
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cording to this supposition, originally by Moses and not

by CHRIST, and the gospel is not the good news, or the glad

tidings ofthe grace of God, as it is often styled by the writers

of it ; because the tidings which it professes to bring were

long before published by the law.

Farther, it will not be in this case true, that heaven and

earth shall sooner pass away, than one jot or one tittle of
the law shall pass, until all be fulfilled. Not only one jot,

or one tittle, but the whole penal sentence, of the law is,

according to this scheme, left, and will for ever be left, un

fulfilled
;
without any other reason to forbid its fulfilment,

besides what existed, and was known to exist, at the time

when it was published to the world.

2dly. The absolute threatening of the law was denounced

by God in the exercise of his infinite perfections. When he

denounced it therefore in this manner, that is, uncondition

ally, he acted wisely and justly. The denunciation he in

tended either to execute or not. If he did not intend to ex

ecute it, he acted, so far as I am able to discern, insin

cerely ; because in publishing it he declared that he would

do what he intended not to do. If he intended to execute

it, he will certainly execute it
;
because no reason exists, in

the case supposed, to forbid the execution, which did not

exist in this view when he published the threatening. It

will not be denied, that he foresaw every instance of re

pentance which would afterward be exhibited by mankind.

As God is immutable, it must at the least be conceded that

he cannot be supposed to change his determinations in any
case, especially a case of such importance, where no rea

son whatever exists for the change, beside those which ex
isted when the determination wras made.

3dly. The repentance of the sinner cannoi be an atone

mentfor his crime. Repentance consists in sorrow for sin
;

confession of it; an acknowledgment of the justice of God
in punishing it; resolutions of future obedience; and actual

reformation. These things undoubtedly constitute an im

portant change in the character of the sinner, but they alter

not the nature or degree of the guilt which he has already
incurred. For this he is condemned

; and for this, even ac

cording to his own penitential viewr

s, he has merited pu
nishment. In wrhat manner does his present penitence af-

2 c 2
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feet this guilt ? Certainly in no such sense as to lessen its

degree or desert of punishment. In what manner then can

it prevent him from being punished ? Plainly in none, ex

cept that which will make amends for the evils which he

has committed, the dishonour which he has done to the law

and government of God. But what is there in his repent
ance which can make these amends? In what manner will

it discover that the character of God, in threatening pu
nishment to his sins, and declining on account of a repent
ance originally foreseen to inflict that punishment, was the

same character
;
or that God, when he threatened the pu

nishment, and when he refused to execute it, regarded ho

liness and sin in one unchangeable manner? Will his sor

row for sin make it cease to be sin ? Will the confession

of his guilt make him cease to be guilty ? Will his acknow

ledgment of the justice of the punishment which he has de

served make it cease to be just? Will his resolutions of

amendment, or his actual reformation, efface or lessen the

guilt of his past life ? None of these things will I suppose
be pretended. How then can the repentance of a sinner

become a proper ground for his forgiveness and accept
ance? If he is actually forgiven on this ground, it cannot

but be seen, and will with truth be said, that God in the

formation and the administration of his law has acted in

consistently ;
and that either the law was unjust and unrea

sonable, or that his failure to execute it was unwise and

dishonourable to himself. For this evil, which for aught
that appears may be great beyond any assignable limit,

this scheme furnishes, so far as I can see
5
no remedy.

But it may be farther asked, Would it not be more ho

nourable to God, or at least equally honourable, to forgive
the penitent without an atonement ? Whence is it that suf

fering or punishment becomes necessary to the establishment

of his glory in the government of the universe ?

To these questions I answer, that it ill becomes a crea

ture of yesterday to employ himself in contriving a govern
ment for the universe, or a system of regulations by which

the Author of the universe may direct his immense and

eternal administration. Even to understand that stale of

things which really exists is, in a few instances only, pos
sible for us

;
and in almost all, utterly transcends the extent
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of our faculties. A little child would be very absurdly em

ployed in contriving a system of government for a kingdom,
or in forming decisions concerning the wisdom or folly, the

justice or injustice, by which it was governed. The uni

verse is more disproportioned to the powers of a man, than

a kingdom to those of a child ; and the government of

God as absolutely transcends the comprehension of an

angel, as that of a prince exceeds the understanding of a

child. An attempt to answer these questions therefore,

must be, and from the nature of the case be seen to be,

lame, imperfect, and in many respects unsatisfactory. No
thing more can be expected on this subject by a sober man,
than a removal or diminution of some of the most obvious

doubts, and even this, perhaps, may be attempted in vain.

Let it be remembered, however, that the difficulties attend

ant upon our inquiries in the present case, arise, not from

any perceptible absurdity of what we know, but from the

mere inexplicableness of what we do not know
;
from the

nature of the subject, in itself free from all absurdity, but

incomprehensible by such minds as ours.

With these things premised, I will suggest as a direct

but partial answer to these inquiries, the following obser

vations,

1st. We are prejudiced judges of this subject. Our own

case, and that a case immensely interesting to us, is con

cerned. Where we have interests depending of very mo
derate importance, our judgments usually are partial.

Here they must of course be extremely partial.

2dly. No government of the universe can become the cha

racter of the Creator, except a moral government. A go
vernment offorce would be obviously destitute of any mo
ral excellence, or any intellectual glory. The ruler, so far

as he was obeyed, would be obeyed only from fear, and
never from confidence or love. This is the obedience of a
slave

;
as the government would be that of a tyrant. It is

unnecessary to multiply words to prove, that in this case

the ruler could never be reverenced nor loved by his sub

jects ;
or that his subjects could never be virtuous and ami

able in themselves, or Icved and approved by him

3dly. The law of God is, and must of necessity be, a rule

of action for an immense multitude of beings, that is, for the
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whole intelligent universe, throughout eternity. The wise

and perfect regulation of this vast kingdom cannot but re

quire a course of administration, in many respects different

from that by which a little part of this kingdom might, per

haps, be effectually governed. Regulations also, which

are to extend their influence through eternity, must of

course differ from those whose influence is confined to a

little period of time. Particularly,

4thly. The motives to obedience must be great, uniform,

always present, and always operative. We well know by
familiar experience, that a little state can be kept in order

by what is commonly called a very gentle administration :

that is, the government may consist of mild laws, holding
out motives to obedience of moderate efficacy, and an ad

ministration of those laws, presenting by its gentleness si

milar motives. Whereas a great empire, containing vast

multitudes of people, can be successfully controlled, only

by what is called a more vigorous or energetic government;

inducing obedience by more powerful motives, addressed

unceasingly to every subject, both in the laws and in the

administration. The degree to which these motives need

to be extended in the government of the universe, can be

comprehended only by an unlimited understanding.

5thly. All motives to obedience are comprised in natural

good and natural evil ; that is, in enjoyment and suffering.

As a moral government influences only by motives, and

only in this way preserves the peace and ensures the hap

piness of those who obey ;
it is plain, that these motives,

found in enjoyment and suffering, must in such a kingdom
as this possess, if its peace and happiness are to be se

cured, very great power; power sufficient to accomplish
the end. How great the suffering or the enjoyment pro

posed by the law, and produced by the administration as

motives to obedience and disobedience, must be, God only
can determine.

6thly. A great part of all the motives to obedience, in

such a government, is presented by the uniformity and exact

ness of the administration. No state, in the present world,

is ever well governed ;
is ever orderly, peaceful, and happy ;

under an administration inconsistent with itself ;
an admi

nistration at one time rigid, at another lax; at one time se-
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vere, at another indulgent. This is proverbially acknow

ledged. Such a government of the universe would, not im

probably within a little time, throw its affairs into contu

sion, and involve its inhabitants in very extensive evil, if

not in absolute ruin. If the law of God then were not to

be executed, unless occasionally ;
if its penalties were not

inflicted on penitents ;
this inconsistency would be seen in

all its extent, and be productive of all its evil consequences.
But this could not be honourable to God

; nor, as it would

seem, useful to his intelligent kingdom.

7thly. The law of God is formed in such a manner, as to

ensure, if obeyed, the supreme glory of his character, and
the highest happiness of his subjects. Nothing can be so

honourable to God, as to sit at the head of an immense
and an eternal kingdom, composed of subjects who love

him with all the heart, and each other as themselves; a king

dom, therefore, of perfect order, harmony, and rectitude.

But these immense blessings are secured, as well as gene
rated by this law. A law of such importance can neither

be given up nor changed in any manner consistently with

the honour of God.

Sthly. The advent of Christ is every where exhibited, as

fraught with peculiar blessings to mankind. It was pub
lished by the angel to the Bethlehem shepherds as an event,

the news of which were good tidings of great joy. It was

sung by his heavenly companions, as the foundation and
source of glory to God in the highest, peace on earth, and

good-will towards men. But if Christ did not make an
atonement for sin, it will be difficult, I presume ft will be

impossible, to point out, or to conceive, in what respect
his advent was of such importance, either to the glory of

God or to the good of mankind. On this ground, he cer

tainly was not the means of pardon to men
;
because they

are pardoned without his interference. He was not the

means even of publishing this pardon ; for it had been pub
lished long before, and amply, by the prophets of the Old
Testament. A broken heart, and a contrite spirit, says

David, thou wilt not despise. Let the wicked forsake his

way, says Isaiah, and the unrighteous man his thoughts ;

and let him turn to the Lord, for he will have mercy on himf

and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon.
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If Christ made an atonement for the sins of mankind
; all

the magnificent expressions concerning his mission and

character, the declarations that he is the only Saviour of

mankind, and that there is salvation in no other, are easily
understood

;
if not, I am unable to see how they can be ex

plained. Particularly, I am unable to discern how God is

so solemnly said to be peculiarly glorified by the mission

of Christ : for, according to this scheme, he was sent for no

purpose, which had not been accomplished before; and
which might not, for aught that appears, have been accom

plished afterward, without his appearance in the world.

SERMON LVI.

THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

HIS ATONEMENT. ITS EXISTENCE! THE MANNER IN

WHICH IT is PERFORMED: ITS EXTENT.

Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption
that is in Christ Jesus: whom God hath set forth to be a

propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his

righteousness for the remission of sins that are past,

through the forbearance of God. To declare, I say, at

this time his righteousness ; that he might be just, and the

justifier of him which believeth in Jesus. ROM. in.

2426.

IN the last sermon I proposed to discourse on the atone

ment of Christ, under the following heads :

I. The nature,

II. The necessity, and

III. The existence, of an atonementfor sin;

IV. The manner in which it was performed; and,

V. Its extent.

The two first of these I considered sufficiently in that dis-
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course. The three last I propose to examine at the present
time

;
and shall proceed, without any preliminary remarks,

to shew,

III. The existence of an atonementfor sin.

It is hardly necessary to observe here, that as all our

knowledge of this subject is revealed, all proofs of the fact

in question must be derived from revelation. The proofs,
which I shall allege, I shall arrange under the following
heads :

1st. Those passages ofScripture which speak of Christ as

a propitiation for sin.

These are the text, 1 John ii. 2, and 1 John iv. 10. Of
these, the text first claims our consideration. In the text

it is declared, that God has set forth Christ to be a propi
tiation.

The word, here rendered propitiation, is
tAa&amp;lt;rrrjptov.

This

word is used only twice in the Greek Testament
;
viz. in

the text and Heb. ix. 5. Its proper meaning is the propi

tiatory or mercy-seat, as it is rendered in the latter passage.
The mercy-seat, in the tabernacle and temple, was the

place where God manifested himself peculiarly by the

schechinah, or visible symbol of his presence ;
heard the

prayers and accepted the offerings of his people, and dis

pensed to them his mercy in answer to their supplications.
The mercy-seat, we are taught in the text, was a type, of

which Christ, the true *Xaorr/piov, was the antitype. In him
God hears our prayers, and dispenses his own mercy to us.

The mercy-seat, the place where God exhibited himself as

thus propitious to mankind, was itself a mere shadow or

symbol denoting Christ, the means by which he is rendered

propitious. Although the word differs, therefore, from that

used in the other passages mentioned, the meaning is the

same. It is accordingly rendered in the same manner by
the translators.

A propitiation for sin is the means by which God is ren

dered merciful to sinners. Christ is here declared to be

the propitiation. But the only possible sense, in which
Christ can have become the means of rendering God mer
ciful to sinners, is by making an atonement for them. This

atonement I have explained to consist in making sufficient
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amends for the faults which they have committed, and

placing the law and government ofGod in such a situation,

that when sinners are pardoned, both shall be equally ho

nourable and efficacious as before. The motives to obe

dience, also, must in no degree be lessened. Farther, the

character of God, when pardoning sinners, most appeal-

perfectly consistent with itself and exactly expressed by
the law. Finally, God must be seen to be no less opposed
to sin, and no less delighted with holiness, than when the

law was formed.

The doctrine is completely established by the text. God
is here said to have set forth Christ to declare his righteous

ness, or, as it is better rendered by Macknight,/or a proof

of his own righteousness in passing by the sins which were

before committed, through the forbearance of God; for a

proof also of his righteousness ,
at the present time, in order

that he may be just, ivhen justifying him who believeth in

Jesus. In this passage, the end for which Christ was set

forth to be a propitiation, is asserted to be, that Christ

might declare, or be a proof of, the righteousness of God, in

passing jby, or remitting, sins which were past ; and of his

righteousness also, at the present time, when justifying be

lievers. In these assertions we are taught in the most un

ambiguous manner, that unless Christ had been set forth as

a propitiation, the righteousness of God, in remitting past
and present sins, would not have been manifested. It is

also declared in the same decisive manner, that, if Christ

had not been set forth as a propitiation, God would not have

been just when justifying believers. Christ, therefore, in

the character of a propitiation, and only in this character,

has made the pardoning or justification ofsinners consistent

with the justice of God. To pardon sinners, therefore,

without a propitiation, would have been inconsistent with

divine justice, and of course impossible.
The same doctrine is farther confirmed by St. John, who

in his First Epistle, ii. 2, and iv. 10, declares, that Christ is

a propitiationfor our sins. The word used in both these

passages is tXao/ioc; the proper English of which is a pro
pitiation^ a propitiatory sacrifice, or sin-offering. This
word is often used by the LXX. and appropriately signi

fies, in their use of it, a sacrifice of atonement. Thus
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is a ram for a sin-offering, and Trpoafaptiv l\aa-

is to offer a sin-offering. The same signification it

has, and can only have, as used by St. John.

2dly. Those passages of Scripture ivhich speak of Christ

as a ransom for mankind. These are Matt. xx. 28, the

corresponding passage in Mark x. 45, and 1 Tim. ii. 6.

The passage in Matthew is, Even as the Son of man came

not to be ministered unto but to minister, and to give his life

a ransom for many. That in Mark is a repetition of this.

That in Timothy is, Who gave himself a ransom for all, to

be testified in due time. The word, translated ransom in

the two first of these passages, is Aurpov; which signifies

the price paidfor the deliverance of a captivefrom the sla

very or death to which, among the ancients, a captive was,

or might be, regularly condemned. The word in Timothy
is avriXvTpov, which, according to Estius, denoted the ran-

som paid for the life of a captive, by giving up the life of

another person. The \vrpov might be a sum of money.
But the signification in all these passages is unquestion

ably the same in substance; because exactly the same

thing is referred to in them all. This, in the passage from

Timothy, is declared to be giving up his own lifefor the life

of sinners; or, in other words, dying, that sinners might
live. I know not how the fact, that Christ made an atone

ment, could have been declared in more explicit or more
forcible language.
Of the same nature are all those passages which declare

that we are REDEEM ED by Christ. The Greek word, which

signifies to redeem, is \vrpow : as that which signifies re

demption is aTroXvTjowtTtc : both derivatives from Xurpov,
ransom. Every one who has read his Bible knows, that

Christ is there appropriately styled our Redeemer; and that

we are often said to be redeemed, and to have redemption,

by him. For example, Eph. i. 7, In whom we have redemp
tion through his blood. Rev. v. 9, Thou hast redeemed us

to God by thy blood. Gal. iii. 13, Christ redeemed usfrom
the curse of the law, being made a cursefor us. In all these,

and various other passages of the New Testament, it is de-

* Ezek. xliv. 27. Parkhurst, Macknight.

f Lev. vi. 6, 1. Numb. v. 8.
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clared that Christ redeemed us; that is, he brought us out

from the bondage and condemnation ofsin by his blood, and

by being made a curse for us, in that he died upon the ac

cursed tree. It will be unnecessary to multiply words, to

shew that exactly the same thing is here taught as in those

passages where Christ is declared to have given himself as

a ransom.

3dly. Those passages in which Christ is spoken of as a

substitute for mankind.

These are very numerous, and of many forms. A few of

them only can be recited at the present time. Surely, says

Isaiah, he has borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows.

But he ivas woundedfor our transgressions, he was bruised

for our iniquities ; the chastisement of our peace ivas upon

him, and with his stripes we are healed. The Lord has laid

upon him the iniquity of us all; for the transgression ofmy
people was he stricken. By his knowledge shall my righteous

servant justify many ; when thou shalt make his soul an

offeringfor sin; for he shall bear their iniquities. And he

bare the sin ofmany
* These passages can need no ex

planation. Language cannot more clearly or more strongly

assert, that Christ was a substitute for sinners
;
that he bore

their sins, and suffered for their iniquities; or, in other

words, that he became an atonement for them.

Daniel, in his ninth chapter, recites from the mouth of

Gabriel the following words : Seventy weeks are determined

upon thy people ; to finish the transgression, and to make
an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and
to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to anoint the

Most Holy. In the following verse he farther informs us,

that at the end of the seventy weeks, the MESSIAH should be

cut off, but notfor himself. Accordingly, at the end of se

venty weeks, or four hundred and ninety years, from the

going forth of the commandment to rebuild Jerusalem, pub
lished by Artaxerxes Longimanus, the MESSIAH was cut

off, but notfor himself; that is, within four years after he

had been anointed by the Holy Ghost, according to the

same prediction. The effect of his being cut off was to

make an end of sin, and to make reconciliation for iniquity,

* Isa. liii.
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1 Cor. xv. 3, Christ died for our sins, according to the

Scriptures. Here it is not only asserted that Christ died

for our sins, but this fact is said to have taken place, ac

cording to the general tenor of the Scriptures. The same

doctrine is taught by Christ himself, first to Cleophas and

his companion, and next to the eleven, Luke xxiv. 25, 26.

45, 46. Then he said unto them, Ofools, and sloiv ofheart

to believe all that the prophets have spoken ! Ought riot

Christ to have suffered these things, and to have entered into

his glory ? Then opened he their understanding that they

might understand the Scriptures ; and said unto them, Thus

it is written ; and thus it behoved Christ to suffer, and to

risefrom the dead the third day. In both these passages
our Saviour asserts his death to have been due or necessary,
because it had been before declared by the prophets, and
in the Scriptures ; reproves the two disciples for not thus

understanding and believing the prophets ;
and teaches

them (hat this is the substance of all which the prophets
had spoken ;

and the eleven, that to understand this great
fact in a proper manner, is to understand the Scriptures
themselves at large.

Gal. i. 4, Who gave himself for our sins, that he might
deliver usfrom this evil world. Heb. i. 3, When he had by
himself purged our sins. 1 Pet. ii. 24, Who his ownself
bare our sins in his own body on the tree ; that we, being
dead to sins, should live unto righteousness; by whose stripes

ye were healed. 1 John iii. 5, He was manifested to take

away our sins. Rev. i. 5, Unto him that loved us, and washed

usfrom our sins in his own blood, and hath made us kings
and priests unto God.

In every one of these passages, as well as many others,

it is evident beyond all debate, that Christ stood in the

place of mankind
; bore their sins

; and healed them by the

stripes which he suffered ;
that our iniquities were laid on

him
;
that he washed our sins away ;

became a curse for

us
; was wounded for our transgressions ;

made reconcilia

tion for iniquity ;
and was cut off, not for himself, but for

mankind. The same doctrine is taught with equal preci
sion in many other forms of expression ; but, I presume,
it is unnecessary to add any thing farther on this part of

the subject.
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4thly. I argue the same doctrine from those passages in

which we are said to beforgiven, or saved,for his sake, or in

his name.

Acts iv. 12, Neither is there salvation in any other ; for
there is none other name under heaven, given among men,

whereby we must be saved. Acts xiii. 38, Be it known unto

you, therefore, men and brethren, that through this man is

preached unto you the forgiveness of sins. 1 John ii. 12, J
write unto you, little children, because your sins are forgiven

you for his names sake. 1 Cor. vi. 11, But ye are washed,

but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified, in the name of the

Lord Jesus. Eph. iv. 32, Even as God, for Christ s sake,

hath forgiven you.
Now it is plain that we cannot be forgiven, washed, jus

tified, or saved,for the sake of Christ, unless Christ was, in

some sense or otl\er,a.substituteforus; stood in ourplace ;

did something which ive had failed to do ; made amendsfor
faults which we had committed ; or, in other words, made
that atonement for sin which God was pleased to accept.
Of the very same import are those passages of the Old

Testament, in which sin is said to be forgiven, and bless

ings to be bestowed, upon mankind by God, for his name s

sake, orfor his own sake. In Exod. xxiii. 21, God, speak

ing of his own angel, saya, Beware of him, and obey his

voice, and provoke him not ; for he will not pardon your

transgressions ; for my name is in him. The Jews, of an-

eient times, considered the name of God, mentioned in a

great number of passages in the Old Testament, as being
no other than one appellation of the MESSIAH; and con

strued those passages, in which the forgiveness of sin was

promised for the sake of the name of God, in some, and

probably in all instances, as intending, and really, though

figuratively, expressing forgiveness for the sake of the Mes
siah. Thus, when in Isa. xlviii. 9, God says, For my name s

sake will I defer mine anger ; and in the eleventh verse,

For mine own sake will I do it ; when the Psalmist says,
Psal. xxv. 11, For thy name s sake pardon mine iniquity ;

and Psal. cix. 21, Do thoufor me, O God the Lord, for thy
name s sake; and Psal. cxliii. 11, Quicken me for thy name s

sake ; and when the church says, Psal. Ixxix. 9, Help us,

O God of our salvation, for the glory of thy name, and deli-
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ver us, andpurge away our sins,for thy name s sake, the phra

seology is exactly equivalent to what it would be, iffor the

sake of Christ had been substituted in each of these cases.

This, however, is not mentioned as being necessary to the

proof of the doctrine in hand, but as evidence that the same
viewrs of it are given us in both Testaments.

On the same ground we are required to offer up our

prayers to God in the name of Christ. In John xvi. 23,

our Saviour says, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Whatsoever

ye shall ask the Father in my name, he will give it you. Hi
therto have ye asked nothing in my name : ask, and ye shall

receive: that your joy may befall: and again, At that day

ye shall ask in my name : and in John xiv. 13, 14-, And
whatsoever ye shall ask in my name&amp;gt;

that will I do, that the

Father may be glorified in the Son. If ye shall ask any

thing in my name, I will do it. See also John xv. 16. St.

Paul also (Colos. iii. 17), And whatsoever ye do in word
or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus; giving
thanks to God and the Father by him. The direction given
to us to offer up our prayers and thanksgivings in the name
of Christ, and the promise that in this case, and in this

only, we shall be heard, teaches us in the strongest man
ner that our prayers are acceptable to Godjor his sake and
not our own; and that in offering them we are to rely

wholly for acceptance, and for blessings of every kind, on

what he has done, and not on what we have ourselves done.

Of course the audience and acceptance which are granted,

and the blessings which are given to us, are granted and

given for the sake of Christ, and not for our own sakes.

But no reason can be alleged why blessings should be given
to us for the sake of Christ, unless he has interfered in some
manner or other in our behalf, and done something for us

which has made it pleasing and proper in the sight of God
to give us blessings on this account, which otherwise he

would not have thought it proper to give. If God will not

give us blessings on our own account, it is undoubtedly
because we have done something which renders it improper
for him thus to give them. Otherwise the same benevo

lence which feeds the sparrow and the raven would cer

tainly be ready to bless us. We therefore by our sins have
forfeited our title to all blessings, and even to the privilege
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of asking for them. If God will give us blessings on ac

count of Christ, it is certain that Christ has done some

thing for us which has removed this impropriety, and which
God accepts on our behalf, notwithstanding the forfeiture.

In other words, he has made it consistent with the honour
of the divine character and government, that the benevo

lence which we had forfeited should be renewedly exer

cised towards us.

5thly. I argue the same doctrinefrom the sacrifices under

the law of Moses.

St. Paul tells us, that the ancient tabernacle was a FIGURE

for the time present. In the service performed in it, vic

tims were continually offered under the name of sin-offer-

ings, and by them an atonement was made for the sins and
for the souls of the people. On this subject, the passages
which declare the doctrine here specified, are found almost

every where in Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers, and can

not need to be repeated at this time. But we know from

the same apostle, that it is not possiblefor the blood of bulls

and of goats to take away sin. Yet this blood is said, in

thirty or forty passages, to be the means of making an
atonement for those who offered it. In what manner was
this true ? St. Paul himself has taught us, that it was true

in the typical or figurative sense only. All these sacrifices,

as he has taught us expressly in the ninth and tenth chap
ters of the Epistle to the Hebrews, were only types of the

sacrifice of Christ; and the atonement professedly made by
them was only a type of the real atonement made by him.

Particularly the ceremonial of the sacrifice on the great

day of expiation, when the high-priest made an atonement
for himself, his family, the priests, and the whole congre

gation of Israel, was a remarkable and most lively type of

the death and resurrection of Christ. On this day, the tenth

day of the seventh month annually, two goats were selected

for an offering to God. One of these was killed, and his

blood sprinkled upon the mercy-seat, and before the mer

cy-seat, and upon the horns of the altar. This was called

making an atonement for the holy place, and reconciling
the holy place, the tabernacle, and the altar, unto God; as

having been polluted during the preceding year by the im

perfect and impure services of sinful beings. On the head
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of the living goat the high-priest laid both his hands, and

confessed over him all the iniquities of the children of Israel ;

and sent him away by a fit man into the wilderness. Of
this goat it was said, that/*e should bear upon him all their

iniquities unto a land not inhabited. This religious service

cannot I think need any explanation.
I shall now proceed to consider

IV. The manner in which the atonement was performed.
On this subject I observe,
1st. That in my own view, all the. sufferings of Christ

were included in the atonement which he madefor sin.

Christ was perfectly holy: no part of his sufferings there

fore can have been inflicted or undergone for his own sake.

He was always beloved of God ; and whatever he thought,

spoke, or did, was ever well-pleasing in his sight. \Y hen

therefore we arc told that it pleased Jehovah to bruise him,

it was not as a punishment, for he never merited punish

ment; not a wanton, causeless infliction, for God cannot

be the author of such an infliction. It was only as a sub

stitute for mankind, that he was afflicted in any case, or in

any degree ;
or because he had laid on him the iniquities of

us all. I understand all such general expressions as these,

Ought not Christ to have suffered? It behoved Christ to suf

fer ; Christ must needs have suffered ; Christ suffered for
us; Who being rich, became poor, that ye through him

might become rich ; as directly indicating that all his suffer

ings were parts of his atonement.

2dly. The death of Christ, together with its preceding and
attendant agonies, especially constituted his atonement.

This must I think have been already made evident from

many passages, quoted under the third head of discourse,
as proofs of the existence of an atonement for sin. I shall

however add to these several others, which must, it would

seem, place the point now in question beyond a doubt.

In the text it is said that Christ is set forth as a propi
tiation through faith in his blood. But if the blood of

Christ was not the means of his becoming a propitiation, it

is difficult to conceive in what sense his blood can be the

object of our faith any more than the blood of Jeremiah,

Peter, Paul, or any other martyr to the truth of God. But

if we walk in the light) says St. John, the blood of his Son
VOL. II. 2 D
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Jesus Christ cleanseih usfrom all sin. Ephcs. i. 7, In whom
we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of

sins, according to the riches of his grace. Ephes. ii. 13, But

now in Christ Jesus ye, who sometimes were afar off, are

made nigh by the blood of Christ. 1 Pet. i. 18, 19, Ye were

not redeemed with corruptible things, but with the precious
blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish, and without

spot. Rev. i. 5, Who washed us from our sins in his blood.

Rev. v. 9, Thou hast redeemed us to God by thy blood. Rom.
v. 9, Being justified by his blood. In these passages it is

directly asserted, that mankind are ivashed, cleansed, justi

fied, forgiven, redeemed, and made nigh unto God by the

blood of Christ. Pie who admits the existence of an atone

ment, cannot, ivith these declarations in view, hesitate to

admit also that it was accomplished by his blood, that is,

by his death and its connected sufferings. The views of

Christ himself concerning this subject cannot easily be

mistaken, if we remember that he said that he came to give
his life a ransom for many ; that the good shepherd giveth
his life for the sheep. I am the living bread, which came
down from heaven ; if any man eat of this bread, he shall

livefor ever. And the bread that I will give is my flesh,

which I will givefor the life of the world. John vi. 51.

3dly. The peculiar agonies which preceded and attended

the death of Christ, and in which the atonement made by
him for sin peculiarly consisted, were chiefly distresses of
mind and not of body. This I think evident from many
considerations :

(1st.) There is no reason, so far as I can see, to suppose
that the bodily sufferings of Christ ivere more severe, or even

so severe, as those which have been experienced by many
others.

The death of the cross was undoubtedly a very distress

ing death ;
but it was probably less distressing than that

experienced by many of the martyrs : some of these were

roasted by a slow fire : some were dislocated on the rack,

and suffered to expire under long-continued tortures : some
had their flesh taken oft , piece by piece, in a very gradual
manner with red-hot pincers : others expired under various

other kinds of exquisite sufferings, devised by the utmost

ingenuity of man, and protracted with the utmost cruelty.
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Multitudes of these martyrs, however, have sustained all

their distresses without a complaint, and expired without

a groan.
Multitudes also, both of martyrs and others, have died on

the cross itself; and, for aught that appears, with bodily

anguish not inferior to that which Christ endured. Yet of

these, it would seem, numbers have died in the same peace
ful manner. Even the thieves who were crucified together
&quot;with our Saviour, seem to have died without any complaint.
Yet Christ uttered a very bitter complaint on the cross,

and complained also in a similar manner in the garden of

Gethsemane. Whence arose these complaints? Not from

his want of resignation to the will of God, for no other per
son was ever so resigned ;

not from the want of fortitude,

for no other person ever possessed it in an equal degree.
The very complaints which he utters, do not appear to

have any respect to his bodily sufferings, but to have ori

ginated entirely from a different cause ;
and that cause

purely mental, as I shall have occasion farther onward to

explain.

(2dly.) Christ is expressly said to have made his soul an

offering for sin.

Isa. liii. 10, When thou shalt make his soul an offeringfor
sin. In the margin, When his soul shall make an offering

for sin. In Lowth, If his soul shall make a propitiatory sa

crifice. But if his soul was indeed the sin-offering, then the

sufferings which he underwent as an atonement for sin,

were peculiarly the sufferings of his soul, or mental suffer

ings. Accordingly, they are called the travail of his soul.*

(3dly.) The complaints of Christ in the twenty-second, for

tieth, sixty-ninth, and eighty-eighth Psalms, appear to in

dicate, that his sufferings were chiefly sufferings of mind.

Such at least is the impression made on my mind by
reading these passages of Scripture : an impression, result

ing not so much from detached parts, as from the whole

strain of the composition. To this mode of examining the

subject I shall refer those who hear me for their own sa

tisfaction.

* He shall see of the travail of his soul, and be satisfied. Isa,

liii, 11.

2 D 2
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4thiy. The agony which Christ underwent in the garden

of Gethsemane exhibits the same truth.

Christ in this garden had his sufferings in full view : (he

prospect was so terrible that it forced from him sweat, as

it were great drops of blood falling to tlie ground. At the

same time he prayed earnestly thrice, that if it were possi

ble, this cup might pass from him. It cannot I think be

imagined, even with decency, and certainly not in any con

sistency with the character of Christ as manifested else

where, that the mere prospect of death, even of a most
cruel and bitter death, was so overwhelming to his mind, as

to convulse his constitution in this manner, or to force from
him such a prayer. Perhaps no person under the mere

apprehension of death was ever agitated in an equal de

gree. Had it not pleased JEHOVAH to bruise Mm, there is

no reason to believe that he would have been anxiously so

licitous concerning the utmost evils which he could surfer

from the hands of men. He had directed even his disci

ples, notwithstanding their frailty, not to fear them who
could kill the body, and after that could do no more. It

cannot be supposed that his own conduct was not exactly
conformed to this precept. A

(5thly.) Christ himself appears to Juwe decided this point
in the manner already specified.

In his exclamation on the cross, he said, My God, my
God, why hast thou forsaken me? As this was his only

complaint, it must I think be believed to refer to his prin

cipal suffering. But the evil here complained of, is being

forsaken by God. In the language of the Psalmist, God
hid his facefrom him ; that is, if I mistake not, withdrew

from him wholly those manifestations of supreme compla

cency in his character and conduct, ivhich he had always
before made. As this was in itself a most distressing tes

timony of the divine anger against sin, so it is naturally,

imagined, and I think when we are informed that itpleased
JEHOVAH tobruise him, directly declared in the Scriptures,
that this manifestation was accompanied by other disclo

sures of the anger of God against sin, and against him as

the substitute for sinners.

The views and feelings of one mind towards another can

produce the highest sense of suffering of which we are ca-
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pable. The esteem and love ofintelligent beings are, when

united, the most exquisite of all enjoyment; and are na

turally, and in all probability necessarily, coveted more
than any other, except the approbation of our own minds.

Their mere indifference towards us, when they have oppor
tunity of being so far acquainted with us, as to give room
for being esteemed and loved by them, is ordinarily the

source of severe mortification. In proportion as they are

more intelligent and worthy, their love and esteem are more

important to us, and more coveted by us; and the refusal

of it creates in us more intense distress.

The complacency of God, whose mind is infinite, and

whose disposition is perfect, is undoubtedly the tirst of all

possible enjoyments. The loss of it therefore and the con

sequent suffering of his hatred and contempt, are undoubt

edly the greatest evils which a created mind can sulTer;

evils which will in all probability constitute the primary

anguish experienced in the world of woe. Omniscience
and omnipotence are certainly able to communicate, du

ring even a short time, to a finite mind such views of the

hatred and contempt of God towards sin and sinners, and
of course towards a substitute for sinners, as would not

only fill its capacity of suffering, but probably put an end
to its existence. In this manner I apprehend the chiefdis

tresses of Christ were produced. In this manner princi

pally was that testimony of God against disobedience ex

hibited to the Redeemer, and ultimately to the universe,
which so solemnly supported the sanctions of the/ divine

law, and so illustriously honoured the divine government,
as to prevent the pardon of sinners from being regarded by
intelligent creatures as the mere indulgence of a weak and

changeable disposition in the infinite ruler.

(Gthly.) The active obedience of Christ was, in my appre
hension, essentially concerned in his atonement.

This position 1 shall illustrate under the following par
ticulars :

(1st.) If Christ had not obeyed the law perfectly, he

could not have atonedfor the sins of mankind at all.

It was as a lamb without blemish and without spot, that

he became a propsr acceptable offering ; and in this cha

racter only. Had he been stained with iniquity, his suf
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fcrings would have been, and would have been regarded as,

the mere punishment of his own sins; and not as an expia
tion for the sins of others. Had he been of a neutral, cha

racter, his sufferings would have been ofno apparent value.

On the contrary, they would have been considered as

strange, inexplicable, and resembling those accidents,

which being unconnected with any thing preceding or sue-

cecding, are fitted only to excite a momentary attention and

wonder. The excellency of Christ gave all the real value

and efficacy to his sufferings. But can it be said, that that

which gave all the real value to his sufferings, constituted

no part of the atonement which he made by them ? The
atonement of Christ certainly did not consist in mere suf

fering, but in such sufferings of such a person. But Christ

could not have been such a person without his active obe

dience, nor could his sufferings have been ofsuch a nature if

he had not been such a person. If he had not suffered, he

could not have atoned for sin at all. Ifhe had not obeyed,
his sufferings would have been of no value.

(2dly.) It was indispensable to the existence ofthe atone

ment of Christ, that he should magnify the law and make it

honoirable.

This I consider as having been done by his obedience in

the first instance, and in the second by his sufferings. The
former was as truly indispensable as the latter, and was

indispensable to the existence of the latter. In the pre
dictions of the Old Testament, and the declarations of the

New, similar stress is laid on both these great articles.

As I have expressed my views on this subject in a late dis

course I will not repeat them here, but will only add, thatthe

obedience of Christ as truly honoured the preceptive part
of the law, as his sufferings the penal. The doctrine which

has been taught by somewise and good men, that if the

law is not discerned by itself to be holy,just, and good, the

obedience of Christ cannot make it appear so
;
but only

shew that it was a law, which he was so desirous to sup

port as to be willing to obey it; is, I am bound to say, con

trary to my own conviction. The character of Christ, as ex

cellent, is certainly capable ofbeing seen and realized inde

pendently of the divine law. Christ, as all those withwhom
I am now contending will acknowledge, is a divine person.
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Surely we are not obliged to have recourse to the law of

God, as the only means of proving the excellency of his

character. Independently of this, we are able to prove
that the infinite mind is possessed of infinite excellence ;

and of course cannot but discern that a law, which this excel

lence is disposed, to obey as well as to promulgate, mustbe

of the most glorious kind possible. The mere promulgation
of the law consists in declarations only. But who docs

not know that actions carry with them an evidence far more

convincing, and especially far more impressive, than any
declarations whatever? At the same time, the transcen

dent dignity of the Son of God lends the same lustre to his

obedience as to his sufferings; and renders the former of

the same influence in recommending the precepts of the law,
which the latter possess in vindicating its penalty. Besides,
the same objection may be made against the proof derived

from the sufferings of Christ, that the penalty of the law is

just. For it may with the same propriety be alleged, that

if the penalty of the law does not appear just in itself, the

sufferings ofChrist can never make it appear so ; since they-

prove no more than that Christ was so desirous to support
the law, as to be willing, for this end, to undergo such suf

ferings. Should it be said, that the sufferings of Christ in

volved self-denial, and. that thus they exhibited the sincerity

ofhis regard for the law, because self-denial is the strongest

proof of sincerity: I answer, that his consent to become a

subject, and all the parts ofhis obedience, involved self-de

nial also
; less, apparently at least, in degree, but the same

in kind. Should it be said, that the sufferings of Christ

were a testimony of Gods displeasure against sin, and ofthe

righteousness ofthepenalty denounced against it ; I answer,

so is his obedience equally a testimony of God s compla

cency in the precepts of the law, and the righteousness of re-

quiring his intelligent creatures to obey them. Should it be

said, that his sufferings were inflictionsfrom the hand ofGod;
I answer, that his obedience was required by God, and was

therefore equally a testimony of his pleasure. Finally,

should it be said that Christ s obedience was voluntary ; I

answer, that his sufferings were equally voluntary ; other

wise, they would never have existed, or if we suppose them

to have existed, would hare had no efficacy.
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Upon the whole, the attempts made to discriminate be

tween these parts of Christ s mediation, and to assign to

each its exact proportion of influence in the economy of

redemption, seem to me to have been very partially suc-

cesssful.

V. I shall now, in a few ivords, consider the extent of
Chrisfs atonement.

On this subject I observe,

1st. The atonement of Christ was complete.

By this I mean, that it was such as to vindicate the law,

government, and character, of God. This we know, be

cause Christ repeatedly declared that his work was finished
;

because it was appointed and accepted of God, as we are

assured by the many testimonies of his approbation given
to Christ

;
and because the SPIRIT OF GRACE descended in

a glorious manner on the day of Pentecost, to carry the

design of it into execution.

2dly. The degree of suffering which Christ underwent in

making this atonement, was far inferior to that which ivill

be experienced by an individual sufferer beyond the grave.

It will not be supposed, as plainly it cannot, that Christ

suffered in his divine nature. Nor will it be believed, that

any created nature could, in that short space of time, suffer

what would be equivalent to even a slight distress extended

through eternity.

3dly. The atonement of Christ was still of infinite value.

The atonement of Christ, great as his distresses were, did

not derive its value principally from the degree in which he

experienced them, but from the infinite greatness and ex

cellency of his character. Although the divine nature is

necessarily unsufFering ; yet, in this case, it exactly coin

cided in its dictates with all the conduct of the created

mind of Christ, and lent to that conduct its own infinite

weight and worth.

4thly . The atonement of Christ was sufficient in its extent

to open the doorfor the pardon of all human sinners.

This doctrine is so often and so plainly declared in the

Scriptures, that I am surprised to find a doubt concerning
it entertained by any man. Who gave himself, says St.

Paul, a ransomfor all, to be testified in due time ; arid again,

Wlio is the Saviour of all menf especially of them that be-
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lieve. He is the propitiation for our sins, says St. John,
and not for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole
ii-orld. It is needless any farther to multiply passages to

this effect.

When this discourse was first written, disputes concern

ing the extent of the atonement had not openly appeared
in this country, and I did not suppose it to be necessary to

canvas the question with any particularity. The length
of the present discourse forbids me to dwell upon the sub

ject now : yet I will very briefly suggest two or three argu
ments for the consideration of my audience.

1st. If the atonement of Christ consisted in making such
amends for the disobedience of man as should place the

law, government, and character, of God in such a light,

that he could forgive sinners of the human race without

any inconsistency ; then these amends, or this atonement,
were all absolutely necessary, in order to render such for

giveness proper, or consistent with the law and character of

God in a single instance. The forgiveness of one sinner,

without these amends, would be just as much a contradic

tion to the declarations of the law, as the forgiveness of a

million. If then the amends actually made, were such that

God could consistently forgive one sinner, he might with

equal consistency and propriety forgive any number, unless

prevented by some other reason. The atonement, in other

words, which was necessary for a world, was equally ne

cessary, and in just the same manner and degree, for an
individual sinner.

2dly. The atonement was by the infinite dignity and ex

cellence of the Redeemer rendered infinitely meritorious :

but it cannot be denied, that an infinitely meritorious atone

ment is sufficient for all the apostate children of Adam.

3dly. If the atonement of Christ consisted in suffering

what those, for whose sins he atoned, deserved to suffer,

his mediation did not lessen the evils of the apostacy. All

the difference which it made in the state of things was, that

he suffered in the stead of those whom he came to redeem
;

and suffered the same miseries which they were condemned
to suffer. In other words, an innocent being suffered the

very misery which the guilty should have suffered. Of
course there is jn the divine kingdom just as much misery,
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with the mediation of Christ, as there would have been

ivithout it
;
and nothing is gained by this wonderful work,

but the transfer of this misery from the guilty to the in

nocent.

4thly. If Christ has not made a sufficient atonement for

others besides the elect, then his salvation is not offered to

them at all, and they are not guilty for not receiving it.

But this is contrary to the whole tenor of the gospel, which

every where exhibits sinners as greatly guilty for rejecting

Christ. Yet if Christ be not olfered to them, they cannot

be guilty of rejecting him.

5thly. The gospel, or glad tidings published by Christ,

is said to be good tidings unto all people. But if there be

no atonement made for the sins of all people, the gospel,

instead of being good news to them, is not addressed to

them at all.

Cthly. Ministers are required to preach faith as well as

repentance, to all sinners as their duty. But if no atone

ment has been made for their sins, they cannot believe ;
for

to them Christ is in no sense a Saviour
; and, therefore, not

even a possible object of their faith.

Should it be asked, Why then are not all men pardoned?
I answer, Because all mankind do not evangelically believe

in this atonement and its author. No man is pardoned

merely because of the atonement made by Christ, but be

cause of his own acceptance also of that atonement by
faith. The way is open, and equally open, to all, although

all may not be equally inclined to walk in it.

The proffers of pardon on the very same conditions are

made with equal sincerity and kindness to every man. He
who does not accept them therefore ought to remember,

that nothing stands in his way but his own impenitence
and unbelief.
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SERMON LVII.

. THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

HIS ATONEMENT. OBJECTIONS ANSWERED,
APPLICATION.

Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption
that is in Christ Jesus : whom God hath set forth to be a

propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his

righteousness for the remission of sins that are past,

through the forbearance of God ; to declare, I say, at

this time, his righteousness ; that he might bejust, and the

justifier ofhim which believeth in Jesus. ROM. in.24 26.

HAVING finished the observations which I intended con

cerning the atonement of Christ, as proofs of its existence

and explanations of its nature, I shall now proceed to con

sider some objections to this doctrine, and to suggest several

practical remarks to which it naturally gives birth.

Among the objections alleged against this doctrine I

select the following, as particularly deserving attention.

1st. It is objected, that a vicarious atonementfor sin is

not consistent with the dictates ofreason.
&quot; The sin, it is observed, is ours, and cannot belong to

another : whatever atonement is to be made ought there

fore to be made by us: particularly such an atonement as

is here insisted on, viz. such a one as is to be made by suf

fering. The sufferings which are necessary to expiate our

guilt, are due from the sinner only, and cannot be justly
inflicted on any other person.&quot;

I cheerfully agree with the objector, that the sinner can
not claim such an interference on his behalf, as is made by
the atonement of Christ. Strict justice demands the pu
nishment of the sinner only, and can in nowise require
the punishment of another in his stead. But 1 still deny
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the consequence which the objector derives from these

premises.
No person \vho has observed the affairs of the present

world with attention, can hesitate to admit, that vicarious

interference to a great extent, producing in great numbers
both good and evil consequences, is a prominent feature of

the providential system by which the affairs of this \vorld

are regulated. Children thus become rich, well educated,

intelligent, religious, and everlastingly happy, by the agency
of their parents : while other children owe, in a great mea
sure, to the same agency the contrary evils of poverty,

ignorance, vice, and final ruin. Friends by their interfer

ence become the means of wealth, reputation, advancement,
holiness, and everlasting life, to their friends

;
and rescue

them from poverty, bondage, disgrace, profligacy, and per
dition. Enemies accomplish all the contrary evils for their

enemies
; and by temptation, slander, fraud, and treachery,

effectuate for those whom they hate every kind of destruc

tion. A great part of the business of human life, both

public and private, is in the strict sense vicarious : the

benefits or the injuries rarely terminating in the personal

good of the agent only, but almost of course extending to

others. The agency of Washington has beneficially af

fected every inhabitant of the United States. That of

Moses extended blessings to the Israelitish nation through
fifteen hundred years. That of St. Paul and his compa
nions has spread holiness through the Christian world for

seventeen centuries, and added many millions to the gene
ral assembly of the first-born. Nay, this very agency will

hereafter become the means of converting the whole human
race to Christianity ; people heaven with a great multitude,

which no man can number, of all nations, kindreds, and

tongues; and diffuse glory, honour, and immortal life,

throughout never-ending ages.

From these observations it is evident, that vicarious

agency is so far from being an unreasonable thing in itself,

as in one form and another to constitute an important part

of the present system of things, and to have a very exten

sive and very efficacious influence on the most interesting

concerns of mankind. The whole analogy of human affairs

in the present world furnishes us therefore with every rea-
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son to expect, that vicarious agency would be adopted
more or less, in every part of the providential system.

What the state of the world thus naturally teaches us to

look for, revelation countenances in the strongest manner.

A single instance will be sufficient to place this truth in the

clearest light : every one, who is at all acquainted with the

Scriptures, perfectly well knows that they require of all

men intercession for their fellow-men ; and that to this in^

tercession blessings are both promised and declared to be

given. Is any sick among you ? says St. James, let him call

for the elders of the church, and let them pray over him

and the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the Lord
sliall raise him up; and, if he have committed sins, they
shall be forgiven him. If restoration from disease and the

forgiveness of sins, blessings of the greatest temporal and

spiritual magnitude, are promised and given in consequence
of the intercession of others, our minds can set no limits to

the propriety or the efficacy of vicarious interference ex
hibited in other forms.

In the present case (the case objected to), the propriety
of admitting vicarious interference is complete. Mankind
were all sinners ;

were all condemned by the unalterable

law of God
;
and were all therefore destined to final ruin.

In themselves there was no power to expiate their sins, or

to prevent their destruction. When it is remembered that

their number was incalculable, and that each of them was

immortal, the case must be admitted to have been great
and interesting beyond any finite comprehension. Both

the magnitude of the case therefore, and its desperate na

ture, demanded of a benevolent being every effort capable
of being demanded. Whatever could with propriety be

done was plainly and loudly called for by circumstances

so deplorable; a wretchedness so vast; a doom extending-

to a collection of intelligent creatures so plainly incompre
hensible. But vicarious efforts could here be made, and

made with propriety and success. The law and govern
ment here dishonoured could, and I hope it has been proved
that they could, be supported in their full strength and effi

cacy ;
the sin could be expiated ; the sinners restored to

holiness, the favour of God, and immortal life
; and the

character of God appear, not only with the same, but in-
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creased, glory. Thus from the nature of the case, as well

as from the analogy of things, a vicarious interference is so

far from being, in the present instance, improbable or im

proper, that it is strongly recommended to our belief by
the very best presumptive evidence.

2dly. It is objected, that the punishment of an innocent

person, such as Christ was, is inconsistent with the plain
dictates of justice.

To punish an innocent person for a fault not his own,
\vill not be denied to be unjust. Nor will an inquiry now
be instituted concerning the question, whether it would be

consistent with justice to require, in any possible case, a

being perfectly holy to suffer for the sake of other beings
of a different character, in order to relieve them from greater

sufferings. Neither of these will be necessary at the pre
sent time. The objection may be completely answered in

another manner. For,

(1st.) That Christ actually suffered, while yet he was per

fectly holy, the objector cannot deny. He therefore suffer

ed for himself, or for mankind. If he suffered for mankind

the existence of an atonement is admitted, If he suffered

for himself, then the objector must admit that he was pu
nished while yet he was perfectly holy ;

and of course that

God can inflict suffering, not only on holy beings, but for

their own sake
;
or in other words, can retribute punish

ment to obedience. I leave the objector to choose which

part of this alternative he pleases.

(2dly.) Christ was not required to suffer. This is taught
in the Scriptures in a great multitude of passages, and in

many forms, too well known to be specified here. Christ

voluntarily assumed the office of a Redeemer ; voluntarily

became a substitute for man
;
and of his own accord gave

his life as a ransomfor many. It is true, that in all this he

obeyed the will of his Father
;
but it is not true, that he

did not voluntarily enter upon every part of this course of

obedience. When he wa an theform of God, and thought

it no robbery to be equal with God, he took upon himself

theform of a servant ; and laid down his own life, when

none could take it out oj his hand. But it is evident, that

there can be no injustice in requiring a being, perfectly holy,

to fulfil his own engagements,, and to do, what he has co
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venanted to do
; although by this covenant he has engaged

to yield himself to personal suffering. To consent to suf

fer may be on his part right, when by his suffering he can
redeem others from greater suffering, or accomplish in any
way \vhat will, on the whole, be superior go od. On the

part of God also, it may, and, if nothing extraneous pre

vent, must, be right to accept of his sufferings in such a

case, if voluntarily proffered. The objection, therefore, is

destitute of weight.

3dly. It is farther objected, that, if Christ expiated the

st7is ofmankind, God is obliged by justice to bestow on them

salvation.

This objection is derived from misapprehensions con

cerning the nature of the atonement. The Scriptures in

speaking on this subject very frequently, as well as very

naturally, speak in figurative language. Particularly, they
exhibit us as bought with a price ; as purchased; as- re

deemed
;
that is, literally understood, ^s bought from a

state of bondage and condemnation by the blood of Christ;

as ransomed by the \vrpov, or price of redemption. This

language, derived from that fact in human affairs, which,

among the customary actions of men, approaches nearest

in resemblance to the atonement of Christ, seems unwarily
to have been considered as describing literally this atone

ment. But this mode of considering it is plainly errone

ous. \Ve are not, in the literal sense, bought or purchased
at all. Nor has Christ, in the literal sense, paid any price
to purchase mankind from slavery and death.

The error into which the objector has fallen, has, I ac

knowledge, been countenanced by many Christians who
have held the doctrine of the atonement. These have sup

posed the satisfaction for sin made by the Redeemer, es

sentially to resemble the satisfaction made for a debtor by
paying the debt which he owed. In this case it is evi

dent, that if the creditor accept the payment from a third

person, he is bound in justice to release the debtor.

As the two cases have been supposed to be similar, it

has been concluded, that since Christ has made such

a satisfaction for sinners, God is in justice also bound

to release them.

This, however, is an unfounded and unscriptural view of
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the subject* There is no substantial resemblance between
the payment of a debt for an insolvent debtor, and the sa

tisfaction rendered to distributive justice for a criminal.

The debtor owes money, and this is all he owes. If then

all the money which he owes is paid and accepted, jus
tice is completely satisfied, and the creditor can demand

nothing more. To demand more, either from the debtor or

from any other person, would be plainly unjust. When
therefore the debt is paid by a third person, the debtor is

discharged by justice merely. But when a criminal has

failed of doing his duty, as a subject to lawful government,
and violated laws which he was bound to obey, he has conir

mitted a fault for which he has merited punishment. In

this case, justice, not in the commutative but the distri*

butive sense, the only sense in which it can be concerned

with this subject, demands, not the future obedience, nor

an equivalent for the omitted obedience, but merely the pu
nishment of the of^nder. The only reparation for the wrong
which he has done required by strictjustice, is this punish

ment; a reparation necessarily and always required. There

are cases however in which an atonement, such as was de

scribed in the first of these discourses, may be accepted ;

an atonement, by which the honour and efficacy of the go
vernment may be preserved, and yet the offender pardoned.
In such a case, however, the personal character of the of

fender is unaltered. Before the atonement was made, he

was a criminal : after the atonement is made, he is not less

a criminal. As a criminal, he before merited punishment :

as a criminal, he no less merits it now. The turpitude of

his character remains the same
;
and while it remains he

cannot fail to deserve exactly the same punishment. After

the atonement is made, it cannot be truly said therefore,

any more than before, that he does not deserve punishment.
But if the atonement be accepted, it may be truly said, that,

consistently with the honour of the government and the

public good, he may be pardoned. This act of grace is

all that he can hope for
; and this he cannot claim on ac

count of any thing in himself, or any thing to which he is

entitled, but only may hope from the mere grace or free-

gift of the ruler. Before the atonement was made, the ruler,

however benevolently inclined, could not pardon him con-
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sistently with his own character, the honour of his govern

ment, or the public good. After it is made, he can par

don him in consistency with them all
;
and if the offender

discover a penitent and becoming disposition, undoubtedly

will if he be a benevolent ruler.

From these observations it is manifest that the atone

ment of Christ in no sense makes it necessary that God
should accept the sinner, on the ground of justice ;

but only

renders his forgiveness not inconsistent with the divine cha

racter. Before the atonement, he could not have been for

given ;
after the atonement, this impossibility ceases. The

sinner can now be forgiven, notwithstanding the turpitude

of his character and the greatness of his offences. But for

giveness is an act of grace only ;
and to the same grace

must the penitent be indebted for all the future blessings

connected with forgiveness.

I have now considered all the objections against the doc

trine of the atonement, which I consider as-claiming an an

swer; and shall therefore proceed, as I proposed at the

commencement of this discourse, to make some practical

remarks, arising from the preceding observations, on this

important subject.

REMARKS.
From these observations it is evident,

1st. That those who trust in the expiation of Christy will

certainly inherit thefavour of God.

In the text it is said that God setforth Christ as a propi
tiationfor sin, throughfaith in his bloody to declare his righte
ousness ; that he may be just, when justifying him that belie-

veth in Jesus. The end for which Christ was set forth as a

propitiation is, that God, consistently with justice, may jus

tify those who believe in Christ. The peculiar and essen

tial nature of the faith of such as believe in Jesus, is in one

important particular exactly defined also in the text, when
it is styled faith in his blood; the faith through which alone

he is exhibited in the text as becoming a propitiation to

men. This faith, or, as I shall take the liberty to call it,

trust or confidence (for such I hope hereafter to shew it to

be), is not indeed, nor is it here asserted to be, faith in the

atonement only ; but it is faith in the atonement pre-emi-
VOL. n, 2 E
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nently. We are required to believe in the whole charac
ter and in all the offices of Christ

;
but we are required pe

culiarly to believe in him, as the great propitiatory sacrifice

for sin. Every one who is the subject of this faith, the real

and only means by which we become interested in this

propitiation, is amply exhibited in the text as entitled to

justification.

That every such believer will certainly inherit the favour
of God cannot be rationally doubted. While he was yet a

sinner, condemned and ruined, God, moved by his infinite

benevolence, sent into this world his beloved Son, to be

come incarnate ; to become a subject of his law, and a sub
stitute for mankind

; to lead a life of humiliation ;
and to

die the accursed death of the cross, that he might redeem
such sinners from the curse of the law

;
from a guilty cha

racter, and the endless miseries of devouring fire. The
condition proposed by himself, on whichwe become entitled

to the blessings of this redemption, are all summed up in

this single phrase, faith in Christ, and pre-eminently in his

atonement. This condition the believer has performed, and
is therefore entitled to fhese blessings. His title is secured

to him by the covenant of redemption, by the immutable

promise of God to him, by the glory and excellency of

Christ s mediation, and by that amazing and immense pur

pose of infinite love, which proposed and accomplished
all the parts of this wonderful work. Who can doubt for

a moment, that he who proposed, he who accomplished, this

astonishing design, will go on to accomplish every thing
which it draws in its train ? He that spared not his own Son,
but delivered him up for us alt, how shall he not, With him

also, freely give us all things ? Can any thing be too dear to

be given to those for whom Christ was given ? Can any

thing be too great to be expected by those who are united

to the Son of God as members of his body, of his flesh, and

of his bones ; who are became his seed in the everlasting co

venant ; and to whom, unasked, he has from his own over

flowing goodness given the glory which he had with the Fa
ther before ever the world was?
Let every believer then be completely assured that his

cause is safe in the hands of God. He has chosen the good

part, and it shall never be takenfrom him. He who has be-
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gun to befriend him in this infinite concern, will never leave

him nor forsake him. All the steps of a good man are or

dered by the Lord. Though he fall, yet shall he rise again;
and his mercy God will not utterly take from him. In the

seed sown in his heart there is a blessing, the beginning of

immortal life. Cold and wintry as is the climate, beneath

which it has sprung ;
unkind and barren as is the soil in

which it grows ; doubtful and fading as we often see its

progress ; it cannot die, The hand that planted it, will cul

tivate it with unceasing care
;
and will speedily remove it

to a happier region, where it will flourish, and blossom, and
bear fruit, for ever. I am persuaded, says St. Paul, that nei

ther death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor pow
ers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor

depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us

from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

2dly. It is equally evident that those who reject the atone

ment of Christ, are without any hope of the divinefavour.
The favour of God is proffered to the inhabitants of this

world through Christ alone, and those only are promised an

interest in it, who cordially believe in him as the expiation
of sin. Had there been any other condition upon which
this glorious blessing could be communicated, the same be

nevolence which planned and accomplished our redemp
tion, would undoubtedly have communicated it to us. No
such communication has however been made. On the con

trary, it is often declared in the most explicit language that

he who believeth not shall be damned.

Even if the Scriptures had been silent, and no such awful

declarations had been found in them, the nature of the sub

ject holds out the strongest discouragement to every pre

sumption of this kind. After such amazing efforts made on

the part of God, to bring mankind back from a state of rebel

lion, and to restore them to virtue and happiness, it cannot

but be believed that their obstinate continuance in sin must
be regarded by him with supreme abhorrence. His law con

demned them for their original apostacy to final ruin: to the

guilt of this apostacy, unatoned, unrepented of, and there

fore remaining in all its enormity, they in this case add the

peculiar guilt of rejecting the singular, the eminently divine,

goodness of God
;
manifested in this wonderful provision for

2 E 2
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their recovery. In what manner they could more contemp^
tuously despise the divine character, in what manner they
could more insolently affront the divine mercy, it is beyond
my power to conceive. No other offer can be so kind; no
other blessing so great; no other display of the divine cha

racter, of which we can form a conception, so lovely. The

ingratitude therefore is wonderful
; the insolence amazing ;

the guilt incomprehensible. If ihen the righteous scarcely
be saved, where shall these unbelieving, ungodly sinners ap
pear ? If it be afearful thing for all men, for Heathens and
for Mohammedans, to fall into the hands of the living God;
what must it be for these men to whom Christ is offered

freely, daily, and always; who sit, from the cradle to the

grave, under the noon-day light of the gospel, and bask

through life in the beams of the Sun of righteousness ?

Whence do these persons derive hope ? From their cha

racter ? That could not save them under the law. It is the

very guilt for which they are condemned. From their re

pentance ? They exercise none. Even if they did, it could

never be accepted. A perfect repentance, as has been here

tofore proved, cannot become an expiation for sin : but such

repentance was never exhibited by men : their repentance
is not even a sorrow for sin. On the contrary, it is the

mere dread of danger ;
a mere terrified expectation of pu

nishment. Who, however abandoned, does not at times

experience such repentance as this? Whoever dreamed

that the dread of death ought to excuse the felon from the

gibbet ?

Let every unbeliever then tremble at the approach of the

judgment : let him no longer say to himself, Peace, peace,

when sudden destruction is coming upon him : let him turn

to the strong hold, while he is yet a prisoner of hope: let him

turn to the Lord with all the heart, withfasting, with weep

ing, and with mourning : for he is gracious and merciful, slow

to anger, and of great kindness, and repenteth him of the

evil. Who knowelh, if he will turn, and repent, and leave a

blessing behind him.

3dly. It is evident from these observations made in these

discourses, that mankind are infinitely indebted to Christfor

expiating their sins.

Christ by his atonement has redeemed mankind from
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under the curse of the law. The sufferings to which they
were doomed by this curse were endless sufferings. With
out an expiation, a deliverance from these sufferings wag
impossible. Equally impossible was it for any other per
son, besides Christ, to make an expiation. From mere

compassion to our ruined world he undertook the arduous
labour of delivering us from these stupendous sufferings,
and accomplished it at the expense of his own blood. In

finitely rich,for our sakes he became poor, that we through
him might become rich. For him we had done nothing, and
were disposed to do nothing : for us, influenced by his own
overflowing goodness, he did all things. He taught us, as

our prophet, all things partaining to life and godliness; he
lived before us as our example ;

he died for us as our pro

pitiation ;
he rose from the dead as the earnest of our re

surrection to endless life
;
he entered heaven as our fore

runner; he assumed the throne of the universe as our ruler,

protector, and benefactor. At the end of the world he will

appear as our judge and rewarder, and will conduct to the

mansions of eternal life all those who have cordially ac

cepted of his mediation
;
and will there, throughout inter

minable ages,/eed them with living bread, and lead them to

fountains of living waters. To the obligations, conferred

by such a benefactor, what limits can be set? Our deliver

ance from sin and sorrow is a boundless good ;
our intro

duction to endless virtue and happiness is a boundless

good. But of all this good the atonement of Christ is the

foundation, the procuring cause, the commencement, and

the security. Worthy is the Lamb, that was slain, to receive

power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour,

and glory, and blessing. Such is the everlasting song to

which thefour living creatures in the heavens subjoin their

unceasing Amen.
With this glorious subject in our view, can we fail to be

astonished at the manner in which the Saviour of the world

is treated by multitudes of those whom he came to redeem?

By what multitudes is he regarded with cold-hearted unbe

lief and stupid indifference ! By what multitudes with open

opposition and avowed hostility! By what multitudes

with shameless contempt, insolent sneers, and impudent ri

dicule! How often is his glorious name profaned and
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blasphemed by those whom he died to saved from endless

perdition ! liow many miserable wretches, tottering on

the brink of eternal ruin, while in the house of God, while

in this house, and while his agonies endured for them are

resounding in their ears, quietly compose themselves to

sleep, or busily employ themselves in whispering, amuse

ment, and mirth
; forgetful that they have souls to be saved

or lost; and destitute of a wish to be interested in the Sa
viour ! Had Christ been as regardless of these miserable

beings as they are of him, nay, as they are of themselves,
what would have become of them in the day of wrath?

What will become of them in that dreadful day if they con

tinue to treat Christ as they have treated him hitherto ?

4thly. It is evidentfrom these observations that the gospel
alone furnishes a consistent scheme of salvation to mankind.

The gospel takes man, where it finds him, in a state of

sin and ruin, condemned by the law of God to final perdi

tion, and incapable of justification by his own righteous
ness. In this situation it announces to him a Saviour, di

vinely great and glorious, divinely excellent and lovely,

assuming his nature, to become an expiation for his sins;

revealing to him the way of reconciliation to God ;
and in

viting him to enter it and be saved. The acceptance of

this expiation it announces from the mouth of God himself.

The terms on which we may be reconciled, it discloses with

exact precision and perfect clearness, so that he who runs

may read; so that beggars and children may understand

and accept them. Faith in the Redeemer, repentance to

wards God, and holiness of character, involve them all.

They are terms, reasonable in themselves, easy to us, and

productive of incomprehensible good to all who embrace

them. To overcome the stubbornness of our hearts, Christ

has commissioned the SPIRIT or GRACK to sanctify us for

himself; to draw us with the cords of his love, to guide us

with his wisdom
;
to uphold us with his power ; and to con

duct us under his kind providence to the heavens. In this

scheme is contained all that we need, and all that \ve can

rationally desire. The way of salvation is here become a

highway, and wayfaring men, though fools, need not err

therein.

The religion of the gospel is a religion designed for sin-
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the expiation of Christ il opens the bia/.cn door,

which was lor ever bancd against their return. I lore the

supreme, and otherwise immovcablc obstacle lo the accept
ance of sinners is taken away. It sinners \vere (o be ac

cepted, it. \\as not ftossihle that this cuo should pass from
C hrist. The next rcat obstacle in (lie way of their accept
anee is found in their unholy, disobedient hearts, propeuse
1o (i il only, and continually ; and the next, their perpetual

exposure to backsliding, and to falling finally away. These

obstacles, inunoveable also
b&amp;gt; any means on t!^is sid&amp;lt;
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heaven, the Spirit of i^raee by his most inereilnl inteile

ivnee in our behalf entirely removes. Man therefore in

the t;ospel finds his return from ;.postae\ made possible,
inadc^ easy, made certain, actually be;;nn. stealily i arried

on in the present world, and linally completed in the \\orld

to come.

.Hut no other . of religion presiMits to us even

plausible means of removing these ilillieullies. \atura!

trtuiuw, to which infidel:; persuade us to betake ourscKcs
lor safety, does not e\en promise us a return to (iod. \a
tural rclitjhw is tin 1

rclitjioii oflaw ; of that law which in the

only I(\-al lan^iia^e declares to us, Do them th uujs, and thon

shalt lire : but the soul dial si/nielli shall die. T/tese tliiin/s,

the tilings specified in the requisitions of the law. we have

Jiot done; and therelore canno! li\e. \\ e have sinned, and
therefore must die. It has been fonncily .shewn, (hat the

Jaw knows no condition of acceptance 01 jnstilication but,

obedience. Cone -crning repentance, faith, for;i\ eness, and

reconciliation, &amp;lt; one crnini; tlu- sinner s return to (iod, and

Ills admission to immortal life, the law is sdcnt. Its only

sentence, pronounced on those who disobey, is a sentence

of linal condemnation.

Whatever we may suppose the law to he, we have dis

obeyed its precepts. Nothing has ever ncen devised or

received by man as a law of (.
1

od, \vliicli all men have not

disobeyed. Infidels cannot devise such a law, as they will

dare to call a law of (Jod, and publish lo men under this

title, Avhich they themselves, and all other men, have not

often disobeyed. J Yom tin* very nature of law, a nature

inseparable from its existence as a law, disobedience to its

precepts must be condemned: and if nothing interfere to
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preserve the offender from punishment he must of neces

sity suffer. To what degree, in what modes, through what

extent, these sufferings will reach, the infidel cannot con

jecture. To his anguish no end appears. Of such an end
no arguments can be furnished by his mind; no tidings have

reached his ear ; and no hopes can rationally arise in his

heart. Death, with all the gloomy scenes attendant upon
a dying bed, is to him merely the commencement of doubt,

fear, and sorrow. The grave to him is the entrance into a

world of absolute and eternal darkness. That world hung
round with fear, amazement^ and despair, overcast with

midnight, melancholy with solitude, desolate of every hope
of real good, opens to him through the dreary passage of

the grave. Beyond this entrance he sees nothing, he

knows nothing, he can conjecture nothing, but what must
fill his heart with alarm, and make his death-bed a couch

of thorns. With a suspense, scarcely less terrible than the

miseries of damnation itself, his soul lingers over the vast

and desolate abyss ;
when compelled by an unseen and ir

resistible hand it plunges into this uncertain and irreversi

ble doom, to learn by experience what is the measure of

woe destined to reward those who obey not God, and reject

the salvation proffered by his Son.

In such a situation what man, not yet lost to sense and

thought, not yet convinced that he has committed the sin

which cannot be forgiven, would not hail with transport the

dawn of the gospel ; the clear rising of the Sun of righteous

ness, to illumine his path through this melancholy world ;

to dispel the darkness of the grave ;
to shed a benevolent

light upon the entrance into eternity, and brighten his pas

sage to the heavens?
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SERMON LVIIL

THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

HIS INTERCESSION.

But this man, because he continueth ever, hath an unchange
able priesthood. Wherefore he is able also to save them

to the uttermost that come unto God by him, seeing he

ever liveth to make intercession for them. HEB. vn.

24, 25.

HAVING in a series of discourses examined, as far as I

thought it necessary, the personal holiness of Christ, and

his atonement for sin ; 1 shall now proceed, in the order

originally proposed, to consider his intercession.

In the first verse of the text, St. Paul declares that Christ,

in contradistinction to earthly high-priests, has an un

changeable priesthood ; or, as the original more exactly sig

nifies, a priesthood which passelh notfrom one hand to an

other. In the last verse, he infers from this fact that he is

able to save his followers to the uttermost, because he ever

lives to make intercession for them. The intercession of

.Christ therefore is here declared to be real; to be madefor
his followers ; and to be effectual to their salvation. Of
course it claims in a high degree our serious attention.

To intercede, denotes originally, to go between one person
and another. In its secondary or figurative sense, the only
one in which it seems now to be used, it denotes offering

petitions in behalf of another ; and in the Scriptures, offer

ing such petitions to God. On this subject we have St.

John, as a commentator to direct us. If any man sin, says
the apostle, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus

Christ the righteous. The original word here translated

advocate is TrapaKXrjroc. It denotes either a person who in

the Roman courts under the appellation of patronus at-
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tended a client, and in countenancing, advising, and inter

ceding, for him, took an efficacious care of his interest: or

an agent of one of the states, either allied or tributary to

Rome, who took a similar care of the interests of that state

before the Roman government, and interceded from time
to time with the emperor on its behalf, as those interests

demanded. Such is one of the offices assumed by Christ

in the heavens.

It will be seen at a glance that this subject is merely a

Scriptural one. All our knowledge concerning it is derived
from revelation only. Reason can add nothing but con

jecture to what the Scriptures have taught ;
and you are

not now to learn that additions of this nature are of very
little value. The observations which I propose to make

concerning it I shall arrange under the following heads.

I. The character and circumstances of those for whom
Christ intercedes.

II. The manner in which his intercession is performed.

Under the former of these heads I observe,

1st. That they are the children of God.
In proof of this position I cite the following passages.

(1st.) The text. Wherefore he is able to save to the ut

termost them that come unto God by him: seeing he ever

liveth to make intercession for them. It cannot but be seen,

that St. Paul speaks here of no other intercession, than

that which is made for such as come unto God by Christ.

2dly. The passage already quotedfrom 1 John ii. 1, My
little children, these things write I unto you, that ye sin not.

And ifany man sin, we have an advocate with the Father,

Jesus Christ the righteous. The persons who are here said

to have an advocate with the Father, are the persons de

noted by the word we : that is, St. John, and those towhom
he writes ; or whom he here styles little children ; in other

words, the children of God.

3dly. Rom. viii.34, Who is he that condemneth? It is

Christ that died: yea rather, that is risen again: who is

even at the right hand of God; who also maketh intercession

for us. The persons for whom Christ is here said to inter

cede, are those included in the word us; those, who in the

preceding verse are called God s vlect ; and of whom it is
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said, that none shall hereafter be able to lay any thing to

their charge ;
and of whom in the verses following it is de

clared, that nothing whether present or future, shall be able

to separate them from the love of God which is in Christ

Jesus our Lord.

I know of no passage in the Scriptures which even seems

to teach an} other doctrine, except Isa. liii. 12, And he

made intercessionfor the transgressors. Of this passage, I

observe, first, that saints may be, and with the utmost pro

priety are, considered as designed by the word transgressors
in this place. Saints, both before and after their regenera

tion, are transgressors ;
and in this character only need the

intercession of Christ.

Secondly. The murderers of Christ are very naturally

designated in this place by transgressors ; and the passage

may be considered as a prophecy of the intercession, which

he made for them on the cross.

In the same verse it is said, He was numbered ivith the

transgressors ; that is, with the thieves between whom he

was crucified
;
and with all the other capital criminals con

demned to the same death. All these were eminently trans

gressors; and with them he was numbered or reckoned

when he was pronounced to have the same character, and

sentenced to the same infamy and suffering. As the word

transgressors denotes malefactors or murderers in theformer
of these clauses, it is very naturally understood to denote

persons of the same character in the latter. In the former

clause also the prophet speaks of one fact which took place

on the day of Christ s crucifixion ;
it is very naturally sup

posed therefore that he pursues the same subject through

the verse, and that the intercession mentioned by him was

made on the same day. If these remarks are just, the pro

phet may be fairly considered as predicting in this passage
the prayer of Christ for his murderers ; Father, forgive

them ; for they know not what they do! This was a real

and wonderful instance of intercession; and was gloriously

answered in the conversion of several thousands of these

persons to the faith and obedience of the gospel.

2dly. The children of God are still the subjects of back

sliding and sin, in greater or less degrees, while they live.

In every child of God there still exists a law in his mem-
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bers, which wars against the law in his mind, and often

brings him into captivity to the law of sin, which is in his

members. It is to be remembered that all such sins are

committed not only against the law, but against the grace
of God; and are aggravated by this high consideration.

Originally they were apostates, but afterward they were

reconciled to God by faith in the blood of his Son. For
this unspeakable blessing their obligations to obedience

are increased beyond measure. Against these obligations,
and against their own solemn covenant, recognising and

enhancing them, they still have sinned. Their ingratitude
therefore is peculiar, and all their transgressions are height
ened by the amazing consideration that they have been re

deemed, sanctified, and forgiven.

3dly. Notwithstanding their backslidings they are not

utterly cast off.

My mercy, saith God, will I keep for him for evermore,

and my covenant shall standfast with him. His seed also

will I make to endure for ever, and his throne as the days of
heaven. If his children forsake my law, and walk not in

my judgments ; if they break my statutes, and keep not my
commandments ; then will I visit their transgression with the

rod, and their iniquity with stripes. Nevertheless my loving
kindness I will not utterly take from him, nor suffer my
faithfulness to fail. Ps. Ixxxix. 28-33. This is the uni

versal language of the Scriptures concerning this subject.

Persecuted, but notforsaken ; cast down, but not destroyed;

perplexed, but not in despair ; chastened, but not killed.

Such is the language of the apostles ;
and such was their

condition. Such also, in various respects, is that of all

their followers.

For the obliteration of the sins of persons so circum

stanced, it cannot be irrational to suppose, that some pro
vision would be made by him who sent his Son to die for

them
;
and who had promised, in the covenant of redemp

tion, that they should endure for ever.

II. I shall consider the manner in which the intercession of
Christ is performed.

On this subject I observe,

1st Some of the ancients were of opinion, that Christ ex-
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ecutes this office by presenting continually his human nature

before the throne of his Father. Aquinas also, a more mo
dern writer, says,

&quot; Christ intercedes for us by exhibiting,
with a desire of our salvation, to the view of the Father

the human nature assumed for us, and the mysteries cele

brated or accomplished in it.&quot;

It will be admitted on all hands, that Christ does thus ex

hibit his human nature in the heavens
;
nor can it be denied,

that this is a continual exhibition of what he has done and

suffered for the glory of his Father, and the salvation of his

church. All this was done by him in the human nature
;

which is therefore an unceasing and affecting symbol of his

wonderful labours for these great ends. The same exhibi

tion is also a strong and constant memorial of his own love

to his followers, and his earnest desires that they may be

forgiven and saved. These desires therefore, together with

these labours and sufferings, being all forcibly exhibited in

this presentation of his human nature before the throne of
the Majesty in the heavens; it is, I think, a well-founded

opinion, that in this manner, the intercession of Christ is,

partially at least, performed. In support of this opinion
we are to remember, that the high-priest, whose interces

sion was a type of that of Christ, made this intercession,

not by offering prayersfor the people in the most holy place,
but by sprinkling the blood ofsacrijices on the mercy-seat.

As the blood of the sacrifice was here presented before God

by way of intercession ;
so Christ is considered as present

ing the memorials of his sacrifice before God in the hea

vens : and as the high-priest by this act opened to the Is

raelites the earthly holy places; so Christ is considered as

in the like manner opening the heavenly holy places to his

own followers for ever.

2dly. Christ pleads substantiallyfor theforgiveness of the

sins of hisfollowers, their preservation in holiness, and their

final acceptance into heaven.

Intercession in its very nature involves petition. The

manner in which it is performed may vary, but the substance

is always the same. In whatever manner therefore Christ

may be supposed to intercede for his children, he must sub

stantially offer up petitions on their behalf. That they need

this intercession cannot be rationally doubted. The bless&quot;
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ings to \vhich they are conducted, are the greatest of all

blessings ;
their final forgiveness, acceptance, purification,

and eternal life. Of these and all other blessings they are

wholly unworthy. That much is necessary to be done for

such persons, in order to save them from punishment and

secure to them immortal happiness, is a doctrine accordant

with the dictates of common sense. In this world great

evils are remitted, and great blessings procured, to the un

deserving by the intercession of the worthy and honourable.

Analogy therefore leads us to look to similar means for the

accomplishment of similar purposes in the universal provi
dence of God. Especially will this seem natural and ne

cessary, where the greater blessings are to be obtained for

those who are unworthy of the least of all blessings.

3dly. In John xvii. we have, ifI mistake not, an example

of this very intercession.

This chapter is the last communication of Christ to his

apostles before his death. In it he recites briefly his won
derful labours for the glory of his Father, and for the good
of his children declares, that he had finished the work al

lotted to him
;
and announces, that he was bidding adieu

to the scene of his humiliation, and preparing to enter into

his glory.

On these grounds, he prays his Father to sanctify and

perfect his children
;
to keep them, while they were in the

world, from the evil
;
to make them one in their spirit, their

character, and their pursuits ;
and to cause the love which

he exercised towards Christ to rest upon them. At the

same time he declares, that he had given to them his own

glory ;
and that it was his will, that they should be where

he was, and behold his glory for ever. All these illustrious

things also he solicits, on the ground of his Father s love

to him, and his own labours and sufferings in obedience to

his will.

In this prayer of Christ we have probably a fair speci

men of his intercession in the heavens. The same things

are recited, and the same things requested here, which we

are taught to expect there
;
and all is asked of God, which

can contribute to their safety or their happiness.
If these observations be allowed to be just, it will be

seen, that the great ends of Christ s intercession are to pre-
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serve his followers from final backsliding ; an evil to which,
if left to themselves, they would certainly be exposed, not

withstanding all the virtuous principles which they possess,
to obtain the forgiveness of those sins which they commit
after their regeneration; and to secure their reception inlo

the world of glory. These ends are of the highest import
ance to them, and in the highest degree declarative of the

goodness of God.
This method of proceeding, on the part of God, is wholly

accordant with the common dictates of the human mind.

Similar means, as I have observed, are used, and effica

ciously used, to procure the remission of punishment and
the enjoyment of good for unworthy men in the present
world. That which is done here therefore, and has ever

been done with the plainest propriety and the most deci

sive efficacy, strongly illustrates the reasonableness and

propriety of what is thus done in the heavens.

From these observations I infer,

1st. The perfect safety of the children of God.

Christ the Son of God, and the infinitely meritorious Re
deemer of men, intercedes for their preservation in holiness,

the forgiveness of their backslidings, and their final ac

ceptance into heaven. The Father always heareth the Son.

It is impossible that his intercession should fail, or that the

purposes of it should not be accomplished. His followers

therefore, though exposed to ten thousand dangers, and to

numberless temptations, enemies, and backslidings; though

always in a state of peril, and living only a doubtful and

scarcely perceptible life, will pass safely through all these

hazards, and finally arrive at the possession of perfect holi

ness and everlasting joy.
In the preceding discourse I evinced the truth of this dec-

trine by arguments drawn from the atonement of Christ.

It is equally evident from his intercession. Christ, in his

prayer at the tomb of Lazarus, says to the Father, I knew

that thou hearest me always. In his intercessory prayer, in

the sevententh of John, he declares, that he intercedes not

only for his apostles and their fellow-disciples then existing,

but also for them who should believe on him through their

word; that is, the gospel. Those then who believe on him

through the gospel, are universally interested in that inter-
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cession of Christ which the Father heareth always. Of
course their safety is complete, their interest in the divine

favour indefeasible, and their title to endless life unalter

ably secure.

2dly. We have here a strong proof that Christ is un

changeable.
In Prov. viii. after giving a variety of testimonies of his

compassion for sinners, he informs us, that before the moun
tains were settled, or the earth was made, he rejoiced in the

habitable parts of the earth, in a glorious foresight of the

good which he intended to accomplish ;
and that his de~

lights were from eternity with the sons of men. In the in

dulgence of this divine benignity, though infinitely rich in

the possession of all good, yetfor our sakes he became poor,
that we through him might become rich. The Word, who
was in the beginning with God, and by whom all things were

made, became flesh and dwelt among us; and we beheld his

glory (the glory as of the only-begotten of the Father), full

of grace and truth. AVhile he dwelt in this apostate world,
he underwent a course of extreme humiliation, labours,

and sufferings, for the sake of mankind
; and, in the end,

purchased for them the regeneration of the soul, and a title

to everlasting life, with the agonies of the cross.

To the heavens he has gone before, to prepare a place for
them&amp;gt; and to receive them to himself. In that glorious world,

amid all the splendours of his exaltation, he forgets not for

a moment those worms of the dust whom he came to re

deem ; those backsliding, frail, sinning apostates, for whom
he poured out his blood on the accursed tree ; but, in the

strong language of the apostle, ever lives to make intercession

for them. By his intercession, as well as by his government,
he secures their continuance in holiness

;
cleanses themfrom

secretfaults ; restrains them from presumptuous sins ; and

thus keeps them innocent of the great transgression. Thus
his love is. from everlasting to everlasting, the same bound
less love ;

to himself, divinely glorious ;
to them great be

yond example, beneficial beyond degree.

3dly. The intercession of Christ most affectingly teaches

us the grace of God in the salvation of sinners.

Sinners are originally redeemed, forgiven, and sanctified,

by the mere, sovereign goodness of God. After all these
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mighty works are accomplished, they are still guilty and

undeserving ; they need the intercession, as well as the

atonement, of Christ; and without it could not, so far as
we are informed, be with propriety blessed in the heavens.
In consequence of this intercession, they are preserved from
fatal declension

; their sins, committed after their regenera
tion, are forgiven ;

and themselves admitted to the presence
of God.

In heaven this intercession is continued for ever, Through
out eternity the children of God are thus furnished with the

strongest evidence, that their everlasting happiness is the

result of mere, sovereign goodness and mercy; and that all

the glory of devising, accomplishing, and bestowing, this

happiness, is to be ascribed to him. The praises of the

heavenly world, and the gratitude whence they spring, will

from this source derive a more exquisite rapture ;
their

sense of dependance on God be more humble, intense, and

lovely; and their perseverance in holiness find the most de

lightful, as well as the most powerful, motives.

4thly. How wonderful is the love of Christ to sinners!

It is beyond measure wonderful, that he should love them
at all. What are they ? Guilty, rebellious, odious creatures ;

opposed to his will, designs, and character ; requiting his

love with ingratitude, hatred, and contempt; crucifying him

afresh by their unbelief ; and accounting the blood of the co

venant, wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing. Why
did he love them ? Not because they were rational beings.

With a word he could have created millions of such beings
for one of them

;
and all more rational and more exalted

than themselves. Not because of their moral excellence ;

for they had none. Not because he needed them
; for he

cannot need any thing ;
and they possessed nothing, which

they did not receive from him.

On the contrary, all his conduct towards them sprang from

his own boundless good-will ;
his disinterested love. They

were not deserving ;
but he was pitiful ; they were not va

luable
;
but he was bountiful : they were not necessary to

him
;
but he was infinitely necessary to them. Herein is

love ; not that we loved God, but that he loved us, and gave
his Son to die for us. It was because Christ was superla

tively good ; and because we were poor, and wretched, and

VOL. n. 2 F
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miserable, and blind, and naked, and in want of all things,
that this glorious person had compassion on us in our apos-

tacy and ruin. He lived arid died, he reigns and intercedes,
that we might live, and not die. This great work he began
to execute here

;
and he carries it on in the heavens through

out eternity.

In that world of glory, although elevated to the throne of

the universe, and beholding all things beneath his feet ; al

though loved, obeyed, and worshipped, with supreme at

tachment and homage by the great kingdom of virtuous be

ings; he assumes and executes the office of an intercessor

for the fallen children of Adam. In that world he is not

ashamed to call them, however degraded by their apostacy,
and however odious by their guilt, by the endearing names
offriends and brethren. He is the universal ruler ; but he

is not ashamed to appear as the elder brother, the first-born,

of this human assembly; nay, as a suppliant for those whom
he rules. He is a person of infinite dignity and perfection;
but he is not ashamed to appear as a companion to those

who could originally say to corruption, Thou art ourfather ;

and to the worm, Thou art our mother and our sister. Thus
the character which he exhibited on earth he sustains in

heaven. He is still in the same manner meek and lowly of

heart; and still feeds his disciples, and leads them to foun
tains of living waters. To him they have been indebted for

the atonement of their sins and the salvation of their souls
;

and to him they will be infinitely indebted for the commu
nication of knowledge, holiness, and enjoyment, throughout
the endless ages of their being.

What character can be compared with this ? Before it,

how does all other excellence fade ! In it what exaltation

and condescension are blended ! What greatness and be

nignity united ! What must be the mind in which these ma

jestic, and these sweet and lovely characteristics thus un

changeably and for ever harmonize : a mind supremely

great and glorious in the lowly station of a man
;
a child ;

a servant to an humble artisan
;
and divinely meek and con

descending in the infinite splendour of universal dominion.

What dishonour is here reflected on the pride of men and

fallen angels! Pride, unsatisfied with all present attain

ments, and making the greatest communications from God,
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of distinction and glory the mere foundations of claiming
more, and of murmuring because they are not elevated to

higher honours, and replenished with more extensive en

joyments! How poor, how debased, how odious, how guilty,
is that pride ! How contemptible does it appear, when com
pared with the Redeemer s condescension ! In heaven there

is no pride ;
on earth and in hell it is the prevailing cha

racter. Men are proud ;
fallen angels are proud. Christ

is meek and lowly of heart. What would become of the

universe, were pride to find a place in the infinite mind ?

5thly. How differently are Christians regarded by Christ

and by evil men !

Christ descended from heaven, and left the glory which

he had with the Father before ever the world was, to befriend

Christians. He became a man
;
he lived

;
he laboured

through life
;
he hung upon the cross, and was buried in

the tomb ; to redeem them from sin and death. He arose

from the dead
;
ascended to heaven ;

sat down on the right
hand of the Majesty on high ; became head over all things,

governs all things ;
and intercedes with his Father for ever;

for the benefit of Christians. To save and bless them is, in

a sense, his professional employment throughout eternity.

How different is the conduct of evil men towards the very
same persons ! In the eyes of these men, Christians are

objects of contempt and hatred; and in their customary

language are styled superstitious, enthusiasts, hypocrites,

fanatics, and bigots. Men of the same character mocked
and crucified Christ : their followers have ever since exhi

bited the same spirit ;
at times in the same, at other times

in different, manners : but in all its exhibitions the spirit has

been the same.

Reason would naturally ask, when contemplating this

subject, What evil have Christians done to merit this treat

ment? Have they injured these enemies? Have they in

jured the public? Are they not as industrious, as peace

able, as just, as sincere, as kind, as useful, as other men ?

Do they not, as parents, children, friends, neighbours, ma

gistrates, and citizens, perform the duties of life as faithfully

as those who are not Christians ? Do they transgress the

laws, oppose the government, or disturb the peace, of so

ciety, more than their enemies themselves? If they are

2 F 2
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guilty of such crimes, it can undoubtedly be proved; it

ought to be proved ;
and they ought, accordingly, to be

condemned and punished. To this no fair objection can be

made even by Christians themselves.

But how far from these dictates of reason has been all the

conduct of their adversaries ! Have they even attempted

any proof of this nature ? Have not their accusations been

general and indefinite, like the outcry raised against Paul

and his companions ? These that have turned the world up
side down, have come hither also : the mere exclamations of

undiscriminating malevolence; not the specific charges of

sober conviction.

To this malevolence what an endless train of men, women,
and children

;
of men, covered with the hoary locks of age ;

of children, scarcely escaped from the cradle
;
have been

offered up on the altar of persecution J What multitudes by
the ancient Heathen

;
what multitudes by the idolatrous

apostates from Christianity ;
what multitudes by the infidels

of modern times I

Where law and government have prevented these atro

cities, how many private and personal injuries, how many
sneers and taunts, how many stings of gall and bitterness,

has Christianity been obliged to endure ! How many as

persions have been cast on their doctrines, designs, and

characters, merely to load them with shame ! How fre

quently are their best intentions misconstrued, and their

most benevolent labours perverted, in this very land, ori

ginally peopled by Christians, and consecrated to religion :

this land converted by Christians from a wilderness into a

habitation of industry, peace, civilization, and happiness :

to change which from a howling wilderness into an asylum
of persecuted piety, Christians encountered the perils of the

ocean and the sufferings of the desert
;
sustained all the hor

rors of savage war, and all the evils of famine, disease, and

death. In this very land, how many enemies have risen up
to the church of God among the descendants of these very

Christians, and among the brethren of those who are perse
cuted! They know not, perhaps, that their curses are di

rected to the fathers who begat them, or that their eye is evil

towards the mothers who bore them ; nor mistrust that their

scorn is pointed against the source whence, under God, they

have derived every enjoyment and every hope.
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Against this source of blessings, the religion of Christians,

they are more malignant, than even against Christians them
selves. The Bible is hated more than those who believe

it
;
the doctrines and duties of Christianity more than its

professors. What are those duties? They are all summed

up in those two great precepts, Thou shall love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart, and thy neighbour as thyself;

and in the means ofproducing obedience to these precepts in

the soul of man. What is there in these precepts which can

be the object of vindicable hatred ? Who will stand up and

say, who will say in the recesses of his own heart,
&quot;

It is an

odious and contemptible thing to love God ; to obey his

voice
;
to believe in his Son ; to shun the anger of God ; to

escape from endless sin and misery ;
and to attain everlast

ing virtue and happiness ?&quot; Or is it, in the view of common
sense, wise to choose the anger of God rather than his fa

vour, a depraved character rather than a virtuous one, the

company of apostates and fiends rather than of saints and

angels, and hell rather than heaven ?

Is it odious, is it contemptible, is it ridiculous, does it

deserve obloquy and persecution, to love our neighbour as

ourselves; to exhibit universal kindness; to deal justly; to

speak truth
; to fulfil promises ;

to relieve the distressed ;

to obey laws; to reverence magistrates; to resist tempta
tion ;

to be sober, chaste, and temperate ;
and to follow all

things which are honest, pure, lovely, and of good report?

Is it, on the contrary, honourable; is it praiseworthy;
does it merit esteem and reward ;

to be impious, profane,

and blasphemous; to be infidels; to have a seared con

science ;
to possess a hard heart

;
to be unjust, unkind, and

unfaithful ;
to be false, perjured, and seditious

;
to be light-

minded, lewd, and gluttonous?
Is not the true reason of all this hostility to Christians,

the plain superiority of their character to that of their ene

mies ! Does not the hatred arise from their consciousness

of this superiority; from the impatience which they feel

whenever they behold it
;
from the wounds which neigh

bouring excellence always inflicts? Do they not feel, that

good men cast a shade upon their character; reprove them,

at least by the silent and powerful voice of their own virtue;

serve as a second conscience, to hold out their sin before
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their eyes ;
and alarm their hearts with a secret and irre

sistible sense of future danger? Do not wicked men say in

their hearts, as they said at the time when the wisdom of

Solomon was written, Therefore let us lie in wait for the

righteous, because he is notfor our turn ; and he is clean con

trary to our doings. He upbraideth us with our offending
the law ; and objecteth to our infamy the transgressings of
our education. He professeth to have the knowledge of God,
and calleth himself the child of the Lord. He was made to

reprove our thoughts. He is grievous unto us, even to behold:

for his life is not like other mens ; his ways are of another

fashion. We are esteemed of him as counterfeits; he ab

staineth from our ways as from filthiness ; he pronounceth
the end of the just to be blessed ; and maketh his boast, that

God is his father. Let us see if his words be true ; and let

us prove what shall happen in the end of him. Let us exa

mine him with despitefulness and torture, that we may know
his meekness, and prove his patience. Let us condemn him

with a shameful death ; for by his own saying he shall be re

spected. Apply this description, and you will find it as ex
act and just as if it had been written yesterday, and in

tended to mark out, in the most definite manner, the loose

and profligate of our own land.

But let Christians remember, that these things will not

always be. The time will come, it will soon come, when
their enemies, however numerous, proud, and prosperous,

willy like sheep, be laid in the grave. Death shall feed on

them; and the worm shall cover them. Their beauty shall

consume away ; and the upright shall have dominion over

them in the morning. Then shall all the just be far from
oppression, for they shall notfear ; andfrom terror, for it

shall not come near them. God shall redeem themfrom the

power of the grave, and shall wipe away all tearsfrom their

eyes. Then shall it be seen, that their light affliction, in the

present world, was but for a moment, and that its real and

happy efficacy was no other, than to work for them a far
more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.
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SERMON LIX.

CHARACTER OF CHRIST.

Which he wrought in Christ, when heraised himfrom the dead,
and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places ;

far above all principality, andpower ,
and might, and do

minion, and every name that is named, not only in this

ivorld, but also in that which is to come. And hathput all

things under hisfeet ; and gave Jiim to be the head over all

things to the church. EPH. i. 20 22.

I HAVE now in a series of sermons examined the character

of Christ, as the prophet and high-priest of mankind. Under
his prophetical character I have considered his preaching

by himself and by his apostles ; the things taught by both;
the manner in which they were taught; and their conse

quences. Under his priesthood I have considered his per
sonal holiness, his atonement, and his intercession.

I shall now, according to the original scheme mentioned

when I began to discuss the mediation of Christ, proceed to

consider his character as a king.
That this character is given to Christ in the Scriptures,

in instances almost literally innumerable, is perfectly well

known to every reader of the Bible. In the second psalm
there is a solemn annunciation of the kingly office of Christ

to the world. It is introduced with these words, I have set,

or, as in the Hebrew, have anointed, my king on my holy

hill ofZion. Unio us, says Isaiah, a child is born : unto us

a son is given ; and the government shall be upon his shoul

der ; and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor,

the mighty God, the Father of the everlasting age, the Prince

ofpeace : and of the increase of his government and of his

peace there shall be no end: upon the throne of David, and

upon his kingdom, to order it, and to establish it ivithjudg

ment, and withjustice,from henceforth, evenfor ever. The

Lord hath sworn, says David, and will not repent, Thou art
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a priestfor ever, after the order o/Melchisedek. Melchisedek
was both a king and a priest. The priesthood of Christ,

therefore, was a royal priesthood ; or the priesthood of a

person who was at the same time a king: like Melchisedek

a king ofrighteousness, and a king ofpeace. Thy throne, O
God, says David, isfor ever and ever ; and the sceptre of thy
kingdom is a sceptre of righteousness. He shall reign, says
Gabriel when predicting his birth to Mary, He shall reign
over the house of Jacobfor ever, and of his kingdom there

shall be no end. His name, says St. John, is called the Word
of God ; and he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name

written, King of kings and Lord of lords.

In the text we are presented with several interesting par
ticulars concerning the kingly office of Christ, which shall

now be the subject of our consideration.

We are taught in this passage,
I. That God hath exalted Christ to this dominion :

II. The extent of this dominion :

III. That this dominion was given and assumedfor the

benefit of the church.

I. We are taught that God hath exalted Christ to this

dominion.

This doctrine is repeatedly taught in the text, in the fol

lowing expressions. He set him at his own right hand in the

heavenly places. He hath put all things under his feet. He

gave him to be head over all things. In these expressions
the exaltation of Christ, to the dominion and dignity as

cribed to him in the text, is as unequivocally attributed to

the Father as it can be in human language, of course, their

plain import must be acknowledged by every Christian. I

insist on this doctrine of the text : I have insisted on it, par

ticularly, because it has been made by Unitarians an argu
ment against the divinity of Christ. &quot;

If/ they say,
&quot; Christ

is a divine person, whence is it that we hear so many things

said in the Scriptures concerning his exaltation, and par

ticularly of his exaltation by the Father? If Christ is God,
how is it possible that he should be in any sense exalted ?

But should we, contrary to plain probability, suppose him
to have undergone voluntarily an apparent humiliation

;

can he who is truly God, be indebted to any other than him-
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self for a restoration to his former dignity and greatness ?

To be exalted at all, necessarily involves a preceding state

of inferiority ; particularly to the state to which he is ex
alted

; and, certainly, of inferiority to the proper state and
character of JEHOVAH. He who has all power, knowledge,
wisdom, and greatness, cannot have more

;
and therefore

can in jio sense be exalted. To be exalted by anotherper
son, also, involves dependance on that person ;

and a de

pendant being cannot be God/
As this, in my view, is the most plausible argument

against the Divinity of Christ
;
and that which has had

more weight in my own mind than any other
; though, I be

lieve, less relied on, and less insisted on, by Unitarians

than some others
;

I shall consider it with particular at

tention.

As a preface to the answer which I intend to this objec

tion, I observe, that the argument contained in it is in my
owrn view conclusive ; and, if applied to the subject with

out any error, must be admitted in its full force. The error

of those who use it lies in the application made of it to

Christ. That exaltation involves a state of preceding infe

riority is, \ apprehend, intuitively certain ;
and that he who

is exalted by another must be a dependant being, depen
dant on him by whom he is exalted, cannot be denied. Let

us see how far this argument is applicable to Christ, and

how far it will conclude against his Deity.

It must be acknowledged by all Trinitarians, as well as

others, that if Christ be God, in the true and proper sense,

it is impossible for him to be exalted above the dignity and

greatness which he originally and alway possessed. He
cannot be more powerful, wise, or excellent. He originally

possessed all things, and therefore can have nothing given

to him. It cannot, of course, be in this sense, that the

scriptural writers speak of Christ as exalted.

But it is equally clear, and will be equally insisted on by

every Trinitarian, that Christ is man as well as God. In

this character it is evident that he can receive exaltation
;

and that to any degree less than infinite. It is farther

evident, according to the Trinitarian doctrine concerning

Christ, that the Messiah or Mediator, Jesus Christ, is dis

tinguishable from Christ considered as God, and from Christ
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considered as man : being constituted by the union of the

eternal Word with the man Christ Jesus : a union, as the

Westminster assembly express it, of two distinct natures in

onepersonfor ever. This Mediator, in his complete charac

ter, began to exist at the birth of the man Jesus Christ
; as

being a person then new to the universe. Of this Mediator,
then commencing his perfect existence, the predictions con

cerning the kingdom of Christ, and the accounts concerning
his assumption of that kingdom, are, I apprehend, all, or

nearly all, written. It is of the Mediator that it is said, /
set my King on the holy hill ofZion. It is ofthe Son who was

born, and whose name was called Wonderful, Counsellor,

the mighty God, on whose shoulder the government was to

be placed. Of the Mediator, Gabriel said, He shall reign
over the house of Jacob for ever, and of his kingdom there

shall be no end. Of the Mediator, St. Paul says, Wherefore
God hath highly exalted him, avid given him a name which is

above every name ; that at the name of Jesus every knee

should bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth. It is

of the Mediator that it is said in the text, God set him at

his own right hand in the heavenly places, far above every
name that is named in this world, and in that which is to

come : and that it is farther said, He hath put all things under

hisfeet ; and given him to be head over all things to his church.

As the Mediator, Jesus Christ, began to exist at the birth

of the man Jesus Christ
; so, until his resurrection, he ex

isted in a state of humiliation only. The Word, though ori

ginally in theform of God, andjustly thinking itno robbery
to be equal with God, yet voluntarily took upon himself the

form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men. In

this form of character, of a servant, he fulfilled all the seve

ral duties which he had engaged to perform ;
and in this

humble character he acted till he arose from the dead.

It will not be denied, that this person, allowing him to

have existed, was capable of exaltation
;
nor that, if he re

ceived it at all, he must receive it from him, under whose

commission he acted, and to whom he had voluntarily be

come a servant, when he was made in the likeness ofmen.

This person, it is plain, had received no kingdom until his

ascension to heaven; had not before been head overall

things to the cjturch ; nor been exalted above every name
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that is named in this world, and that to come. This king
dom is frequently spoken of as the reward of the labours

and sufferings of Christ, in the character of Mediator.

These labours and sufferings had never before existed
; and

therefore could not have been rewarded at an earlier period.

From these views of the subject it is clear, that although

Christ, as God, was incapable of exaltation, equally as of

suffering : yet as Mediator, he was capable of both ; and

that exaltation was with perfect propriety given him by the

glorious person, under whose authority he placed himself

by voluntarily assuming the form of a servant. In this

view of the subject the Trinitarians are so far from being in

consistent with themselves, that they merely accord with

the necessary consequences of their own doctrine.

II. We are taught in the text the extent of this kingdom.

The word kingdom sometimes denotes the rule which is

exercised by a king ; and sometimes the persons and re

gions which he rules. According to the former of these

senses, David says, Thou hast prepared, thy throne in the

heavens, and thy kingdom is over all. Of the latter sense,

It shall be given thee, to the half of the kingdom, is an ex

ample.

1st, then, The kingdom ofChrist is theuniverse.

In the text, the extent of Christ s kingdom is repeatedly
denoted by the phrase all things. The absolute univer

sality of this phrase is sufficiently manifest from the text

itself, when it is said, that he is set at the right hand of God,

far above all principality , and power, and might, and do

minion, and every name that is named in this world, and that

which is to come. But it is placed beyond all doubt in the

corresponding passage in Phil ii. 10, where it is said, that

every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things in

earth, and things under the earth, and that every tongue

should confess, that Jesus Christ is Lord. Heaven and earth

is the phrase by which the Jews denoted the universe. When

they meant to express this idea with emphasis, they some

times added the phrase, under the earth. Here we have the

most emphatical language ever used by a Jew to denote the

universe, and all things which it contains. Every knee in this

vast dominion we are assured wilt one day bow to Christ
;
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and every tongue found in it will confess, at a future period,
that Christ is Lord. In the same manner, in Col i. 16, All

things are said to be created by him, andfor him ; whether

they be visible or invisible, whether in heaven or in earth.

As in this absolutely universal sense they were made by
and for himself; so from this passage we cannot doubt,
that in the same sense they will be his absolute possession;
and that after, as well as before, he became mediator.

This world, therefore, the planetary system, the stellary

systems, the highest heavens above, and hell beneath, are

all included, and alike included, in the immense empire,
of which he is the head. Men are his subjects. Angels,
both fallen and virtuous, his subjects ;

and the inhabit

ants of the innumerable worlds which compose the uni

verse, confess that he is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.

2dly. His authority over this great kingdom is supreme.
The whole course of providence is under his immediate

control. He upholds all things by the word of his power,
and directs them with a universal and irresistible agency to

their proper ends. The affairs of this world, and all its in

habitants, are directed by his hand. He has the keys ofhell

and ofdeath, or of the world ofdeparted spirits. He openeth,
and no one shutteth ; andshutteth, and no one openeth. Into

that world none enter without his bidding; and out of it none

can come out but by his permission. The world of misery
beneath, is in the same manner under his absolute domi
nion

;
and the glorious system of happiness in the heavens

above, is the mere result of his wisdom, goodness, and

power.
In the exercise ofthis dominion he will, at the close ofthis

providential system, summon the dead from the grave, con
sume the world with fire, and judge both the righteous and
the wicked, both angels and men. In the exercise of the

same authority also, he will send the wicked down to the

regions of darkness, and punish them with an everlasting

destruction from his presence, and from the glory of his

power.

IIL We are taught in the text, that this kingdom was

given and assumedfor the benefit of the church.

This doctrine is directly asserted in the text, and will
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therefore not be questioned. In the exercise of his govern
ment over all things for the benefit of the church, he

1st. Defends itfrom all his enemies.

The enemies of Christians are their temptations, internal

and external; their sins, death, evil men, and evil angels.

Against their temptations he furnishes them with defence

by all the instructions, precepts, warnings, reproofs, threat-

enings, and promises, which are contained in his word.
These constitute a continual and efficacious protection
from the influence of the lusts within and the enemies with

out, by rectifying the views of the soul concerning its in

terest and duty ; awakening in it a solemn consideration ;

alarming it with affecting apprehensions ; encouraging it

with hope ; alluring it with love and gratitude ; stimulating
it with the prospect of a glorious reward ;

and thus prompt
ing it to suspend the dangerous purpose, to watch against

the rising sin, to oppose with vigour the intruding tempta
tion, and to pray unceasingly for that divine assistance,

which every one that asketh shall receive.

To the means of defence, furnished by his word, he adds

continually the peculiar influences of his Spirit. This

glorious agent, commissioned by Christ for this divine pur

pose, diffuses through the soul the spirit of resistance, the

hope of victory, the strength necessary to obtain it, and the

peace and joy which are its happy as well as unfailing con

sequences.
From their sins he began to deliver them by his atone

ment. This work he carries on by his intercession, and

completes by his providence. In the present world, where

all things are imperfect, this deliverance partakes, it must

be acknowledged, of the common nature; yet it is such, as

to secure them from every fatal evil
;
and such, as we know

to be one of those things which work togetherfor their good.

Their progress towards perfect holiness is slow, irregular,

and interrupted: yet it is real, and important; producing

hope, comfort, and perseverance, unto the end.

At the judgment this deliverance will be complete.

There the glorious effects of his atonement and intercession

will be all realized. Every one of his followers will find

himself entirely interested in them both ;
and will see, at

that trying period, all his sins washed away, and nothing
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left to be laid to his charge. These dreadful enemies, at

this dreadful season, will be powerless, and overthrown ;

and Christians will be more than conquerors through him

that hath loved them.

From death he has taken away its sting, and from the

grave its victory. Death, so terrible to the impenitent,
will be found by them to be no other than a rough, gloomy,
unwelcome messenger ; sent to summon them to the house
of their Father. Over all its dangerous power they will

triumph in a glorous manner
;
and be enabled to sing with

everlasting exultation, O death! where is thy sting? O
grave! where is thy victory ? All the preceding diseases, sor

rows, and trials, through which they have passed in this vale

of tears, they will distinctly perceive to have been scarcely
enemies at all. On the contrary, they will appear to have been

sent with infinite kindness to check them in the career of ini

quity, to warn them of approaching danger or existing sin,

and to recall them effectually to the path of life.

Against evil men and evil angels he furnishes them through
out their pilgrimage with a continual and sufficient protec

tion, not a protection indeed which will prevent them from

suffering and sorrow ;
but this is because suffering and sorrow

are necessary to their safety and improvement. Hence they
are maligned, calumniated, despised, persecuted, and at

times brought to a violent death. They are also at times

perplexed, insnared, allured and tempted to wander from

their duty, by art, sophistry, and falsehood. By the for
mer class of evils they are gradually weaned from that love

of the world, that desire of human favour, and that lust for

human applause, which so naturally charm the eyes and

fascinate the hearts even of Christians, and which are wholly
inconsistent with the love of God. By the latter they are

made sensible of their own weakness, taught their depen-
dance on God, driven to their closets and their knees, and

induced to walk humbly with God, all their days, in the in

timate and most profitable communion of faith and prayer.

The triumphing of the wicked is short ; and the upright
shall have dominion over them in the morning. When Chris

tians are redeemedfrom thepower of the grave , they shall see

all these enemies retiring behind them, and speedily vanish

ing, with the flightofages, to a distance immeasurable by the
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power of the imagination. All around them will then be
friends. God will then be their father; angels their bre
thren

; happiness their portion ;
and heaven their everlast

ing home.

2dly. In the exercise of this authority he bestows on them
all good, temporal and eternal.

Of temporal good he gives them all that is necessary or

useful for such beings, in such a state. The world may be,
and often is, a vale of tears

;
and life a solitary pilgrimage

through a weary land. Poverty may betide, afflictions be-

fal, diseases arrest, and death, at what they may think an

untimely period, summon them away. By enemies they may
be surrounded, and by friends forsaken. They may be ex

posed to hatred, contumely, and persecution. Their days
may be overcast with gloom, and their nights with sorrow.

But he has assured them, and they will find the assurance

verified, that these are light afflictions, which only workfor
them an eternal weight of glory ; and that these as truly as

all other things work togetherfor their good. Even these

therefore, however forbidding their aspect, will be found to

be good for them; good upon the whole; good in such a

sense, as to render their whole destiny brighter, better, and

more happy.
In the mean time, he furnishes them also, and furnishes

them abundantly, with spiritual good. He furnishes them

with the sanctification of the soul. He gives them light to

discover their own duty, and his glory, and excellency.
He gives them strength, to resist temptations; sorrow for

their sins
; patience, resignation, and fortitude, under af

flictions
; faith, to confide in him, and to overcome the

world
; hope to encourage their efforts, and to fix them

firmly in their obedience; peace to hush the tumults of the

mind, and to shed a cheerful serenity over all its affections
;

and joy, to assure them of its glorious presence, and to an

ticipate in their thoughts the everlastingjoy of his immortal

kingdom.
In the future world, wHen death shall have been swallowed

up in victory, and all tears shall be wiped awayfrom their

eyes, he will begin to bestow upon them eternal good. In

this fulness of joy, every thing will be only delightful.

Their bodies, raised from the grave in incorruption, power,
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and glory, will be spiritual, immortal, ever vigorous,
and ever young. Their souls purified from every stain, and
luminous with knowledge and virtue, will be images of his

own amiableness and consummate beauty. Their stations,

allotments, and employments, will be such, as become
those who are kings and priests in the heavenly world.

Their companions will be cherubim and seraphin ; and their

home will be the house of their Father and their God.
At the same time, in bestowing all this good he himself

is the dispenser, and the good dispensed. /, says Christ,
am the light of the world. The city, saith St. John, had no
need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it; for the

glory ofGod did lighten it, and the LAMB is the light thereof.

In other words, Christ is the medium through which all the

knowledge of God is conveyed to the intelligent universe,
his character discovered, and his pleasure made known.
Of the heavenly world particularly, he is here expressly
declared to be the light: the glory of God did lighten it, and
the Lamb is the light thereof. The Lamb is this glory of
God, which is said to be the light of heaven. Christ is not

only the dispenser of the good enjoyed in heaven, but the

very good which is dispensed ;
not only the dispenser of

knowledge, but the thing known; not only the communi
cation of enjoyment, but the thing enjoyed; the person

divinely seen, loved, worshipped, and praised, for ever. In

his presence, all his followers and all their happy com

panions, with open face beholding in him, as in a glass, the

glory of the Lord, will be changed into the same imagefrom
glory to glory, as by the Spirit of the Lord.

REMARKS.

From these observations may,
1st. Be conclusively argued the divinity of Christ.

From the text, and the comments here given on it, it is

evident, that Christ holds the sceptre of the universe, and

rules the great kingdom of JEHOVAH. Let me ask, who
but the infinitely perfect one, can possibly hold such a

sceptre, or control successfully, or even at all, such an em

pire ? Unless he be every where present, how can he every
where act, rule, and bring to pass such events as he
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chooses : such as are necessary to the divine glory, and the

universal good ? Unless thus present, acting, and ruling-,

how can he prevent the existence of such things, as will be

injurious to this good; or fail to be disappointed of his

own purposes, and ultimately of the supreme end of all his

labour ? How evident is it, even to our view, that inanimate

things must cease to operate, and to move in their des

tined course
;
that animated beings must wander out of it ;

and that rational beings must, if virtuous, go astray from

the defectiveness of their imperfect nature, and, if sinful,

from malignity and design. The evil designs of the latter,

particularly, must, if he be not present, multiply in their

numbers, and increase in their strength, until various parts
of this immense kingdom become disordered, and perhaps

destroyed. What an impression would it make on the

feelings, what a change in the affairs of this world, if man

kind, if evil spirits, were to know that the Ruler of all things

would be absent from it even a single year ! What courage
would sinners gather ! With what strength, and to what a

multitude, would sins accumulate ! What a tempest of

violence would ravage this globe ! To what a mountainous

height would be heaped up the mass of human misery !

Nor is his absolute knowledge of all things less indispen

sable than his universal presence. This knowledge is

completely necessary to enable him to discern the ends de

serving of his pursuit, and the proper means of their accom

plishment. When all these are resolved on, the same

knowledge only can direct the operations of these means;

prevent their disorder or their failure
; preclude successful

opposition, and avoid the consequent confusion, disturb

ance, and disappointment. Especially is this knowledge

indispensable to the efficacious government of rational or

moral agents. The powers of these agents are thought, vo

lition, and motivity: all invisible to. every eye except the

Omniscient; and if discovered at all, before their opera

tions exist, discovered by that eye only. But these agents

are beyond measure the most important instruments of the

divine designs in this great kingdom ;
and if not prevented,

the most able to disturb its order and happiness. It is

plain therefore, that he who rules the universe, must, in or

der to prevent the disturbance of this kingdom, understand

VOL, n. 2 G
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the thoughts afar off; or as in the translation formerly in

use, long before they are formed.

By the same knowledge only is the same exalted person

qualified to be the final judge and rewarder of the universe.

A great part of the sin and holiness of such beings, and of

the enhancements and diminutions of both, lies altogether
in their thoughts and volitions. To judge his creatures

justly, then, it is absolutely necessary, thathe should search

the heart and try the reins of every rational being.
With the same knowledge only can he determine, ap

portion, and execute, the unnumbered allotments of intelli

gent creatures. These united, form an immense and eter

nal system of providence ; compared with which, the pro
vidence exercised in this world is but a point : and this

vast system must indispensably be contrived aright, and

without any defect from the beginning. The parts, of

which it will be composed, will be literally infinite; and

can be devised only by an infinite mind.

Nor is omnipotence less necessary for all these vast and

innumerable purposes than omniscience and omnipresence.
No power, inferior to omnipotence, could produce or hold

together so many beings ;
or carry on to completion so

many and so various purposes. To the power actually ex

erted for these ends, every being must be completely sub

jected ;
and all created power entirely subordinate. An

absolute and irresistible dominion must be exercised un

ceasingly over every part of his kingdom ;
or the great de

signs of creation and providence must be in continual dan

ger of being finally frustrated.

Equally necessary is infinite rectitude for the just, bene

volent, and perfect administration of such a government.
The least defect, the least wrong, would here be fatal.

From the decision there can be no appeal; from the arm of

execution there canbbno escape. A creature, if wronged

here, is wronged hopelessly, and for ever. The ruling mind

must therefore be subject to no weakness, passion, or par

tiality. Without perfect rectitude there can be no ultimate

confidence
;
and without such confidence, voluntary or vir

tuous obedience cannot exist.

Thus when Christ is exalted to be head over all things,

and constituted the ruler, judge, and rewarder, of the uni-
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verse
;
he is plainly exalted to a station and character de

manding infinite attributes
; perfections literally divine.

Either then lie possesses these attributes
;
or he has been

exalted to a station, which, so far as reason can discern,he
is unqualified to iill. But he was exalted to this station

by unerring; and boundless wisdom. Of course he certain

ly possesses all the qualifications which it can demand.
In other words, he is a person literally divine.

2d!y. From the same observations we may discern how
greatly WE need such a friend as Christ.

That we are creatures wholly dependant, frail, ignorant,

exposed, and unable to protect ourselves or provide for

our interests, needs neither proof nor illustration. To us

futurity is all blank. Between our present existence, and
the approaching vast of being, hangs a dark and impene
trable cloud. What is beyond it no human eye is able to

discern, and no human foresight to conjecture. There
however all our great concerns lie

;
and arc every moment in

creasing in their number and importance. There we shall

enjoy the exquisite emotions, and the high dignity of im
mortal virtue

;
the pure pleasures of a serene, self-approv

ing mind ; the eternal interchange of esteem and affection

with the general assembly of the first-born; and the unin

terrupted favour of God in the world of joy: or we shall

suffer the unceasing anguish of a guilty, self-ruined soul;

the malignity of evil men and evil angels ; and the wrath

of our offended Creator, in the regions of woe. Between
these infinitely distant allotments there is no medium

; no

intervening state, to which those who fail of final appro
bation can betake themselves for refuge. When therefore

we bid adieu to this world, we shall meet with events,

whose importance nothing but omniscience can estimate ;

to us utterly uncertain, and utterly beyond our power.

Nay, the present moment, and every moment when pre

sent, is fraught with consequences, incapable of being es

timated by any finite understanding. On time eternity

hangs. As we live here, we shall live hereafter. If our

time be well employed, and our talents well used, it will

be well with us in the end. But if we abuse both here, it

will be ill with us hereafter. The present moment is im

portant, chiefly as it affects those which are future
; begins

2 G 2
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or strengthens an evil or virtuous habit
; depraves or

amends the soul
;
hardens or softens the heart ; and con

tributes in this way to advance us towards heaven or to

wards hell. There is no man who is not better or worse

to-day, by means of what he thought, designed, or did, yes

terday. The present day therefore is not only important
in itself as a season, for which we must give an account ;

but because of the influence which it will have on the

events of the morrow. Thus circumstanced, frail, irreso

lute, wandering, wicked, exposed to immense dangers, and

yet capable of immense enjoyments ; how infinitely desir

able is it that we should have such a friend as Christ. In

his mind are treasured up all the means of happiness which

we need
;
the immense power, knowledge, and goodness,

the unchangeable truth, faithfulness, and mercy, which,

and which only, can provide and secure for us immortal

blessings, or preserve us from evils which know no end.

In all places he is present ;
over all things he rules with an

irresistible dominion. No being, no event, can be hidden

from his eye. No enemy, however insidious, or however

powerful, can escape from his hand. His disposition is

written in letters of blood on the cross. He who died that

sinners might live ;
he who prayed for his murderers while

imbruing their hands in his blood
;
can need, can add, no

proofs of his compassion for men. This glorious Re
deemer is also the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever.

Such a friend to man as he was when he hung on the cross,

he will be throughout eternity ;
and to every one who sin

cerely desires an interest in his good-will, he will manifest

his friendship in an endless succession of blessings.

While we wander through the wilderness of life amid so

many wants, how desirable must it be to find a friend, able

and willing to furnish the needed supplies ! Amid so many
enemies and dangers, how desirable must it be to find a

friend able and willing to furnish the necessary protection !

Amid so many temptations, to watch over us ! Amid so

many sorrows, to relieve us
;
in solitude, to be our compa

nion ; in difficulties, our helper ;
in despondence, our sup

port ;
in disease, our physician ;

in death, our hope, resur

rection, and life ! In a word, how desirable must it be to

find a friend, who throughout all the strange, discouraging
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state of the present life, will give us peace, consolation,
and joy ;

and cause all things, even the most untoward and

perplexing, to work togetherfor our good !

On a dying bed especially, when our flesh and our hearts

mustfail of course
; our earthly friends yield us little con

solation, and no hope ; and the world itself retires from our

view; how delightful will such a friend be ! Then the soul,

uncertain, alone, hovering over the form which it has so

long inhabited, and stretching its wings for its flight into

the unknown vast, will sigh and pant for an arm on which
it may lean, and a bosom on which it may safely recline.

But there Christ is present with all his tenderness and all

his power. With one hand he holds the anchor of hope,
and with the other he points the way to heaven.

In the final resurrection, when the universe shall rend

asunder, and the elements of this great world shall rush to

gether with immense confusion and ruin, how supporting,

how ravishing, will it be, when we awake from our final

sleep, and ascend from the dust in which our bodies have

been so long buried, to find this glorious Redeemer re

fashioning our vile bodies like unto his glorious body, and

reuniting them to our minds, purified and immortal! With
what emotions shall we arise and stand and behold the

Judge descend in the glory of his Father, with all his holy

angels! With what emotions shall we see the same un

changeable and everlasting friend placing us on his right

hand in glory and honour, which kings will covet in vain,

and before which all earthly grandeur shall be forgotten !

With what melody will the voice of the Redeemer burst

on our ears, when he proclaims, Come ye blessed ofmy Fa

ther, inherit the kingdom preparedfor youfrom thefounda
tion of the world! How will the soul distend with transport,

when accompanied by the church of thefirst-born, and sur

rounded by thrones, principalities, and powers, it shall be

gin its flight towards the highest heavens, to meet his Father

and our Father, his God and our God! What an internal

heaven will dawn in the mind, when we shall be presented

before the throne of JEHOVAH, and settled amid our own

brethren in our immortal inheritance and our final home
;

and behold all our sins washed away, our trials ended, our

dangers escaped, our sorrows left behind us, and our re*
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ward begun, in that world where all things are ever new,
delightful, and divine!

At these solemn and amazing seasons how differently will

those unhappy beings feel, who on a death-bed find no such
friend

;
who rise to the resurrection of damnation; who are

left behind when the righteous ascend to meet their Re
deemer

;
who are placed on the left hand at the final trial

;

and to whom in the most awful language, which was ever

heard in the universe, he will say, Depart ye cursed into

everlasting fire, preparedfor the devil and his angels !

SERMON LX.

MIRACLES OF CHRIST.

Jesus of Nazareth, a man approved of God among you,

by miracles, and wonders, and signs^ which God did by
him in the midst of you, as ye yourselves also know.
ACTS ii. 22.

IN a series of discourses, I have considered at length the

character of Christ as a prophet, priest, and Icing. I shall

now proceed to investigate his character as a worker of
miracles.

In the text, Christ is styled Jesus of Nazareth, a man ap~

proved of God among the Jews. This approbation is de

clared to have been testified by miracles and wonders, and

signs, which God did by him in the midst of that people :

and of all this, it is asserted, the Jews themselves had been

witnesses. These subjects I propose to consider in the

following discourse, so far as I shall judge necessary to my
general design. I shall however neglect the order of the

text, and adopt one more suited to the present purpose.
I. I shall define a miracle :

II. Shall shew that Christ wrought miracles : and,

III. Shallpoint out thdr importance.
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I. I shall define a miracle.

A miracle is a suspension or counteraction of what are

called the laws of nature. By the laws of nature I intend

those regular courses of divine agency, which we discern in

the world around us. God, to enable us to understand his

works, and his character as displayed in them, and to ena

ble us also to direct with success our own conduct in the

various duties of lite, and probably for other purposes, has

been pleased to conform his own agency to certain rules

formed by his wisdom
;
called by philosophers laws ofna-

ture, and in the Scriptures ordinances of heaven. To these

laws all things with which we are acquainted by experience
are usually conformed. A miracle is either a suspension or

counteraction of these laws; or more definitely of the pro

gress of things according to these laws. I have chosen

both these words, because I would include all possible mi

racles; and because some events of this kind may more

obviously seem to be suspensions, and others counterac

tions of these laws.

II. / shall shew that Christ wrought miracles.

In this case I shall for the present assume the story as

true, which is told us by the evangelists concerning the

works of Christ ; and refer my observations on this subject
to another part of the discussion. Taking it then for grant

ed, that Christ really did the things ascribed to him in the

gospel; I assert, that a considerable number of these things

were real miracles. I say, a considerable number, because

it would be idle to extend the debate, on the present occa

sion, to any thing supposed to be of a dubious nature ;
and

because, after every deduction which can be asked, a suffi

cient number will remain to satisfy every wish of a Chris

tian, and to overthrow every cavil of an infidel. Among
other examples of this nature, I select the following.

The case of the man who was born blind : who observed

justly concerning it, Since the world began it was not heard,

that any man opened the eyes of one that was born blind..

No arguments are necessary to prove this to have been a

miracle in the perfect sense
;
for every individual knows,

that it is a total counteraction of the laws of nature, that

clay made of spittle and earth, and smeared upon the eyes,
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should restore sight to a person born blind. I select this

case the rather, because it was formally examined by the

Jewish sanhedrin, and evinced to have been real beyond
every doubt.

The case of Christ s walking upon the ivater in the lake of
Gennesaret is another equally unexceptionable.

The cures which he ivrouyht on lepers by his mere word
and pleasure; cures, which no other person has been able

to perform by any means whatever
;
are instances of the

same nature. Of the same nature, also, arc those cases in

which he raised the dead to life : viz. the daughter of Jairus,

the son of the widow of Nain, and Lazarus. That these

persons were all really dead, there is not the least room to

doubt : that they were all raised to life is certain.

I shall only add two instances more: one, in which hefed

four, and the other, in which hefed five, thousand men, be

sides women and children, with afew loaves of barley-breadt

and afew little fishes. In this miracle creating power was

immediately exerted, with a degree of evidence which no

thing could resist or rationally question.

That all these were miracles, according to the definition

given above, must, I think, be acknowledged without hesi

tation. Arguments to prove this point, therefore, would be

superfluous.
That these facts really took place, and that the narration

\vhich conveys the knowledge of them to us is true, has

been so often, so clearly, and so unanswerably proved, that

to attempt to argue this point here would seem a superero

gatory labour. All of you have, or easily can have, access

to a numerous train of books containing this proof, eluci

dated with high advantage. I shall therefore consider this

subject in a manner extremely summary, and calculated to

exhibit little more than a mere synopsis of evidence per

taining to the subject. For this end I observe,

1st. The facts were of such a nature, as to be obvious, in

the plainest manner, to the senses and understanding of all

men possessed of common sense.

2dly. The narrators were eye and ear witnesses of them.

3dly . They were performed in the most public manner ;

in the presence of multitudes, the greater part ofwhom were

opposers of Christ.
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4thly. They were generally believed, so generally as to

induce customarily the friends of the sick and distressed,
wherever Christ came, to apply to him with absolute con
fidence in his ability to relieve them : a fact which proves
the universal conviction of the Jewish people at that time,
that Christ certainly and continually wrought miracles.

But this conviction could not have existed to any considera

ble extent unless he had actually wrought miracles.

5thly. The apostles had no possible interest to deceive

theirfellow-men. They neither gained, could gain, nor at

tempted to gain, any advantage in the present world by pub
lishing this story. On the contrary, they suffered through
life the loss of all things while declaring it, and the religion
of which it was the foundation to mankind. In the future

world, as Jews, believing the Old Testament to be the word
of God, they could expect nothing but perdition as the re

ward of their useless imposture.

Gthly. They were men whose integrity has not only been un-

impeached, but is singular. This is evinced by the fact that

innumerable multitudes of their countrymen, and of many
other nations, embraced the religion which they taught ;

committed to their guidance their souls and their everlast

ing interests ;
hazarded and yielded all that they held dear

in this wr
orld, for the sake of this religion ;

and still esteem

ed these very men, through whose instrumentality they had

been brought into these distresses, the very best of man
kind. It is also proved by the farther fact that, in the ages

immediately succeeding, as well as in those which have fol

lowed, their character has in this respect stood higher than

that of any other men whatever.

7thly. Their narratives wear more marks of veracity than

any other which the world canfurnish.

Sthly. The existence of these miracles is acknowledged by
Jews and Heathen as well as Christians, and was wholly un-

contradictedby either forffteen hundred years.

9thly. These narratives were the genuine productions of
those to whom they are ascribed. That they were written

by these persons is unanswerably proved by the testimony
of their contemporaries and very early followers. That

they have come down to us uncorrupted and immutilated,

is certain from the age and coincidence of numerous manu-
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scripts ;
from the versions early made of them into various

languages ;
from the almost innumerable quotations from

them found in other books still extant; from the joint con

sent of orthodox Christians and heretics; from the impos

sibility of corrupting them with success, because of the

frequency and constancy with which they were read in pub
lic and in private; because of the numerous copies very

early diffused throughout all Christian countries ; because

of the profound religious veneration with which they were

regarded ;
and because of the eagle-eyed watchfulness with

which contending sects guarded every passage, which fur

nished any inducement to corruption or mutilation.

No other history can boast of these, or one half of these,

powerful proofs of its genuineness and authenticity. If then

we do not admit these narratives to be true, we must bid a

final farewell to the admission of all historical testimony.

Mr. Hume has written an essay to disprove the existence

of the miracles recorded in the gospel. In the introduction

to this essay, he says, he flatters himself he has discovered

an argument which will prove an everlasting check to all

kinds of supersiitioiLS delusion. &quot;When this essay first ap

peared it was received with universal triumph by infidels,

and with no small degree of alarm by timorous Christians.

Since that time, however, it has been repeatedly answered,
and triumphantly refuted, by Dr. Campbell, and completely

exposed as a mere mass of sophistry; ingenious indeed,

but shamefully disingenuous ;
and utterly destitute of solid

argument and real evidence.

After such ample refutation itwould be a useless employ
ment for me to enter upfln a formal examination of the

scheme contained in this essay. I shall therefore dismiss

it with a few observations.

The great doctrine of Mr. Hume is this; that according

to the experience ofman, all things uniformly exist agreeably

to the laws of nature: that every instance of our experience

is not only an evidence, that the thing experienced exists in

the manner which we perceive, but that all the following

events of the same kind will also exist in the same manner.

This evidence he comiders also as increased by every succeed

ing instance of the same experience. According to his

scheme therefore, the evidence that any thing which we per-
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ceive by our senses now exists, is made up by the present
testimony of our senses, united with all former testimonies
of the same nature, to facts of the same kind. The exist

ence of any fact therefore, instead of being completely
proved, is only partially proved, by the present testimony
of our senses to its existence. According to this scheme

therefore, we, who arc present in this house, know, that our

selves and others are present, partly by seeing each other

present at this time, and partly by remembering that we have
been present heretofore. Of course, the first time we were
thus present we had not the same assurance of this fact as

the second time. This assurance became still greater the

third time ; greater still the fourth ; and thus has gone on

accumulating strength in every succeeding instance. Every
person therefore who has been here one hundred times, has
a hundred times the evidence that he is now here, which he

had when he was here the first time that he was then present:
and I, who during twenty-four years have been present

many thousand times, know that I am now here, with a

thousand degrees of evidence more than is possessed con

cerning the like fact by any other person who is present.
A scheme of reasoning, which conducts to such a manifest

and gross absurdity, must, one would think, have been seen

to be false by a man much less sagacious than Mr. Hume.

Every man of common sense knows, and cannot avoid

knowing, even at a glance, that all the evidence which ive

possess or can possess, of the existence of any fact, is fur
nished by the present testimony of our senses to thatfact.

Of course, every such man knows equally well, that no tes

timony of the senses to any preceding fact can affect a pre
sent fact in any manner whatever. The person, who is now

present in this house for the first time, has all the evidence

that he is here, which is possessed by him who has been here

a thousand times before. The evidence of the senses to

any single fact is all the evidence of which that fact is ever

capable. Nor can it be increased, even in the minutest de

gree, by the same evidence, repeated concerning similar

facts, existing afterward in any supposable number of in

stances. He who has crossed a ferry safely, never thought

of crossing it a second time in order to know whether he

was safe or not.
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The influence which experience is intended by Mr. Hume
to have on our belief ofthe existence of future events, is of

the same nature. Past experience is, by his scheme, the

great criterion for determining on all that which is to come.

An event, which has already been witnessed a thousand

times, is, in his view, to be expected again, with a confi

dence exactly proportioned to this number. If an event,
on the contrary, has not taken place, it is not to be at all

expected, but regarded as incredible. Thus, if a ferry-boat
has crossed the ferry a thousand times without sinking, the

probability is, as one thousand to nothing, that it will never
sink hereafter.

The analogy here referred to is founded on the general

maxim, that the same causes produce in the same circum

stances the same effects. The instances in which causes
and circumstances, apparently the same, are really such, are

so few, that, in the actual state of things, it can answer Mr.
Hume s purpose in a very small number of cases only. Al
most always the causes themselves, or the circumstances

in which they operate, are in this mutable world so conti

nually changed, that analogies founded on this maxim are

rarely exact ; and are therefore rarely safe rules for form

ing conclusions. All men are so sensible of this truth, that

they easily and uniformly admit testimony, as a sufficient

proof of the fallacy of such conclusions. The smallest cre

dible testimony will induce any man to believe that a ferry
boat has sunk

; although it may before have crossed safely
and regularly for many years. Much more do we always
admit beforehand, that almost all events may come to pass
contrary in their nature and appearance to those which have

already happened.
Mr. Hume exhibits to me a full conviction in his own

mind that his scheme was unsound, by the recourse which he

was obliged to have to the disingenuous arts of controversy.
Thus he at first uses the word experience, which is all im

portant to this controversy to denote, what alone it truly de

notes, the actual evidence ofa man s own senses. In the pro
gress of his essay, he soon diverts it into a sense entirely

different, and means by it the experience of all ivho have

preceded us. But of their experience we know nothing, ex

cept by testimony ;
the very thing to which Mr. Hume
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professedly opposes what he calls experience. On this

testimony, styled by him experience, he founds an argument,
upon which he places great reliance, to overthrow the evi

dence of the same testimony. Thus he declares mira
cles to be contrary to all experience, meaning by it, the

experience of all mankind
; when he knew that a part of

mankind had testified that they in their own experience had
been witnesses of miracles, for this testimony was the very
thing against which he wrote his essay.
Miracles he defines to be violations and transgressions of

tiie laws of nature. These words being regularly used to

denote oppositions of moral beings to moral laws, and in

volving naturally the idea of turpitude or wrong, were I

presume used to attach to miracles an idea of some varia

tion from that perfect moral conduct which we attribute

to God.

Miracles, he also says, are CONTRARY to our experi
ence: in this declaration he is unhappy. They may be

truly said to be asidefrom our experience; but are in no sense

contrary to it. All that can be said is, that we have not wit

nessed miracles. No man can say that he has experienced
any thing contrary to them.

Having made these observations, I proceed to examine
Mr. Hume s capital doctrine, that testimony cannot evince

the reality of a miracle. His argument is this : the evi

dence that any thing exists in any given case, is exactly

proportioned to the number of instances in which it is

known to have happened before. If then an event have

happened a thousand times, and the contrary event should

afterward happen once, then there are one thousand degrees
of evidence against the existence of this contrary event, and
but one in its favour. We are therefore compelled by a ba

lance of nine hundred and ninety-nine degrees of evidence

against nothing, to believe that this event has not taken place.

&quot;We are here, as Mr. Hume teaches, to weigh experience

against experience, and to be governed in our decision by
the preponderating weight. In this manner he determines

that our experience has, in the number of instances, furnished

such a vast preponderation of evidence against the exist

ence of a miracle, that if we were to witness it, we could

not rationally believe it to have existed, until it had taken
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place as many times, and some more, than what he calls the

contrary event. For example ;
if we have known a thou

sand deceased persons to have been buried, and none of

them to have been raised from the grave, we cannot ra

tionally believe a man to have been raised from the grave,

although we saw him rise, conversed with him, and lived

with him ever so many years afterward. Before we begin
to believe that a person was raised from the dead, we must

have seen at least one more person thus raised, than the

whole number who have been buried and have not risen.

Then, and not till then, we shall become possessed of one

degree of evidence that a person has been raised from the

dead
;
the whole influence of all the preceding resurrections

being to diminish, successively, the previously existing evi

dence against the fact, that a person has been raised from

the dead. Our own experience of the existence of a mira

cle is thus not to be admitted as a proof of its existence :

but as testimony is founded on experience, and is evidence

of a less certain nature, it is clear that what experience
cannot prove can never be evinced by testimony.

This reasoning has a grave and specious appearance, but

is plainly destitute of all solidity. Every man knows by his

own experience, that the repetition of an event contributes

nothing to the proof or certainty of its existence. The

proof of the existence of any event lies wholly in the testi

mony of our senses. When the event is, as we customarily

say, repeated; that is, when another similar event takes

place, our senses in the same manner prove to us the exist

ence of this event. But the evidence which they give us of

the second, has no retrospective influence on the first; as

the evidence given of the first has no influence on the se

cond. In each instance the evidence is complete ;
nor can

it be affected by any thing which may precede it or succeed

it. What is once seen and known, is as perfectly seen and

known as it can be
;
and in the only manner in which it can

be ever seen and known. If we were to see a man raised

from the grave, we should know that he was thus raised as

perfectly as it could be known by us
;
nor would it make

the least difference in the evidence or certainty of this fact,

whether thousands or none were raised afterward.

In perfect accordance with these observations has been
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the conduct of mankind in every age and country. No tri

bunal of justice ever asked the question, whether a crime

had been twice committed, in order to determine with the

more certainty and better evidence that it had been commit
ted once. No evidence of this nature before any such tri

bunal, was ever adduced or considered as proper to be ad

duced, to evince the existence of any fact, or to disprove its

existence. No individual ever thought of recurring to the

testimony of his senses on a former occasion, to strengthen
their evidence on a present occasion.

The man born blind (to apply this scheme directly to mi

racles) could not possibly feel the necessity or advantage
of inquiring whether he had been restored to sight before,

in order to determine that he had received it from the hands
of Christ

;
or of asking the question, whether he saw at any

time before, to prove that he saw now. The leper who ac

quired his health by the command of Christ, was as per

fectly conscious of his restoration, as if he had been restored

on twenty former occasions. All around him also, when,

they saw the scales fall off with which he had been incrusted,

and the bloom of health retu:-n
;
when they beheld his ac

tivity renewed, and all the proofs of soundness exhibited to

their eyes ; perceived the cure as perfectly as if they had

been witnesses of one hundred preceding cures of the same

nature.

What is true of these is equally true of all similar cases.

Experience therefore is capable of completely proving the

existence of a miracle.

What we experience we can declare, and declare exactly

as it has happened. Were this always done, testimony
would have exactly the same strength of evidence which

experience is admitted to possess. It is not, however, al

ways done. Errors, both intentional and unintentional, and

thosq very numerous, accompany the declarations of men.

Still the weight of testimony is very great ;
so great that the

conduct of almost all the important concerns of mankind is

regulated entirely, as well as rationally, by the evidence

which it contains. Should twelve men, known and proved
to possess the uniform character ofunimpeachable veracity,

declare to one of us independently (no one of them being

acquainted with the fact that any other had made the same
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declaration), that they had seen, in the midst of a public

assembly, a leper cleansed, and the white, loathsome crust

of the leprosy fall oft*, and the bloom and vigour of health

return, at the command of a person publicly believed to

have wrought hundreds of such miracles, and to be distin

guished from all men by unexampled wisdom and holiness,

every one of us would believe the testimony to be true.

Especially should we receive their testimony if we saw
these very men endued with new and wonderful wisdom and

holiness, professedly derived from the same person ;
for

saking a religion for which they had felt a bigoted attach

ment
; embracing and teaching a religion wholly new ;

and
in confirmation of this new religion, professedly taught by
God himself, working many miracles ; forsaking all earthly

enjoyments; voluntarily undergoing all earthly distresses;

and finally yielding their lives to a violent death, A mira

cle therefore can be proved by testimony.
I have already pursued this subject farther than I intended

in this discourse. Some other considerations relative to it

I shall probably mention hereafter. At the present time I

will only remark farther, that Mr. Hume confidently, but

erroneously, supposes a presumption to lie strongly against
the existence of miracles. The presumption is wholly in

favour of their existence. We know that innumerable mi

racles have taken place. The creation of the world is one

immense complication of miraculous works
;
and the first

beings of every sort were miraculous existences. As mira

cles were wrought here, so the analogy of the divine works,
as well as the uniformity of the divine character, irresistibly

compels us to believe that they will be wrought, wherever

a sufficient occasion is presented. The illumination and

reformation ofmankind are a cause of this nature, existing

in the highest degree. That God should work miracles to

prove the truth and spread the influence of Christianity, is

therefore with the highest reason to be expected; especially
as miracles are the most proper, as well as most forcible,

of all proofs, that a religion is derived from him.

III. I shall now attempt to point out the importance of
miracles.

1st. The importance of the miracles of Christ is mani-
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fast in the immediate benefit of those for whom they were

wrought.
All the miracles of Christ were glorious acts of beneficence.

In his own words, The blind received their sight, and the

lame walked; the lepers were cleansed, and the deaf heard;
the dead were raised up, and thepoor had the gospelpreached
to them. That acts of this general nature were of high im

portance to those for whom they were done
; and that, mul

tiplied as we are told they were, particularly by St. Jojm,

they constituted a mass of beneficence, incalculably Inte

resting to the age and country in which they existed, will

not admit of a doubt.

2dly. The miracles of Christ were of great importance to

his character.

They were important, first, as proofs of power. Christ,
for the wisest and best reasons, appeared as the son of a

carpenter, and lived always in a state of general humiliation.

But it was necessary also that his character, even in this

world, should be distinguished by personal greatness. This

distinction nothing could so effectually produce, as the

power of controlling in this manner the laws of nature, and

suspending or counteracting in this manner the agency by
which the affairs of this world are carried on. As Christ

wrought miracles in his own name, he was thus proved to

possess this power in himself as an inherent energy. But
how superior is this power to all that can be boasted by the

greatest men who have ever lived ! What conqueror would
not cheerfully barter all the power in which he glories, for

the control of wounds and diseases, of winds and waves, of

life and death? This power exhibited Christ, in the midst

of all his humiliation, as greater than any, and than all, the

children of Adam ;
and surrounded his character with a

splendour becoming his mission. How important, how ne

cessary, this greatness was to Christ, as the mediator be

tween God and man, I need not illustrate.

2dly. The miracles of Christ were necessary as proofs of
his benevolence.

Benevolence is proved by action : but no actions were

ever equally proofs of benevolence with the miraculous ac

tions of Christ, except his condescension, atonement, and

intercession. It would not have been possible for Christ

VOL. II. 2 H
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in any other manner to exhibit the same character with the

same strength. No actions could have been equally bene

ficent. Tbe good done, was the most necessary and the

most useful to those for whom it was done. Those for whom
it was done, were persons to whom it is usually least done

;

who most need it
;
to whom it is of the highest consequence ;

and who therefore, as objects of Christ s beneficence, illus

trate more clearly than any others could do, this excellence

of his character. At the same time it was beneficence ac

complished by a person possessed ofstupendous power and

greatness, manifested in the very communication of the

good. Those who possess great power very rarely mani

fest, and therefore are justly believed very rarely to possess,
an eminent degree of good-will. Intoxicated with their

greatness, they are generally employed in displaying it to

mankind, and in thus engrossing admiration and applause.
From such persons Christ is gloriously distinguished, by
employing his own unexampled power solely in communi

cating kindness to those around him.

In both these great particulars the miracles of Christ in

vest him with greatness and glory, to which there has been

nothing parallel in the present world.

3dly. The miracles of Christ are of vast importance, as

proofs of the divinity of his mission.

A miracle is an act of infinite power only ;
and is, there

fore, a proof of the immediate agency of God. None but

he can withhold, suspend, or counteract, his agency, ex

erted according to the laws of nature.

A miracle becomes a proof of the character or doctrine of

him by whom it was wrought, by being professedly wrought
for the confirmation of either. A miracle is the testimony
of God. From the perfect veracity of God it irresistibly

results, that he can never give, nor rationally be supposed
to give, his testimony to any thing but truth. When, there

fore, a miracle is wrought in confirmation of any thing, or

as evidence of any thing, we know, that that thing is true,

because God has given to it his testimony. The miracles

of Christ were wrought, to prove, that the mission and doc

trine of Christ were from God. They were, therefore, cer

tainly from God.
To this it may be objected, that miracles are asserted by
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the Scriptures themselves to have been wrought in confirma
tion of falsehood: as, for example, by the magicians, the

witch of Endor, and by Satan in the time of Christ s temp
tation.

If the magicians ofEgypt wrought miracles, God wrought
them, with a view to make the final triumph of his own cause,
in the hands of Moses, more the objects of public attention,

and more striking to the view of mankind. This was done,
when the magicians themselves were put to silence, and
forced to confess that the works of Moses were accom

plished by the finger of God. But the truth is, the magi
cians wrought no miracles. All that they did was to busy
themselves with their enchantments; by which every man
now knows, that although the weak and credulous may be

deceived, miracles cannot possibly be accomplished. That
this is the real amount of the history given by Moses, any
sober man may, I think, be completely satisfied by reading
Farmar s Treatise on Miracles.

The ivitch of Endor neither wrought, nor expected to

work, any miracle. This is clearly evident from her asto

nishment and alarm at the appearance of Samuel. Saul,
who expected a miracle, beheld Samuel without any pecu
liar surprise : she, who expected none, with amazement and
terror.

Satan is said by the evangelists to have taken our Saviour

up into a very high mountain, and to have shewn him all the

kingdoms of the world in a moment of time. The Greek
word otKovjUEvije, here translated world, very frequently sig

nifies land or country, and ought to have been thus ren

dered here : the meaning being no other, than that Satan

shewed our Saviour thefour tetrarchies, or kingdoms, com

prised in the land of Judea. In this transaction it will not

be pretended that there was any thing miraculous.

The doctrine, that miracles have been, or may be, wrought
in support of falsehood, has been incautiously adopted by
several respectable divines ; and they have taught us, that

we are to try the evidence furnished by the miracle, by the

nature of the doctrine which it was wrought to prove. This,

I apprehend, is infinitely dishonourable to the character of

JEHOVAH; for it supposes, that he may not only counte

nance, but establish falsehood. At the same time, it is ar-

2 H 2
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guing in a circle. It is employing the doctrine to prove the

miracle, and then the miracle to prove the doctrine. That
the miracles of Christ were complete proof of his doctrine,

is clearly evident from the words of Christ himself; when
he declares concerning the Jews, that, if he had not done

among them such works as no other man did, they had not

had sin ; but that now they had no cloakfor their sin.

SERMON LXI.

RESURRECTION OF CHRIST.

and killed the Prince of life, whom God hath raised

from tfte dead: whereofwe are witnesses. ACTS in. 15.

IN the preceding discourse, I made a number of general

observations concerning the miracles of Christ. The sub

ject which next offers itself to our view concerning this

glorious person, is his resurrection. This interesting sub

ject I propose now to examine with particular attention.

Its importance, in a system of theology, can scarcely need

to be illustrated.

If Christ was raised from the dead, he was certainly the

Messiah ; or, in other words, whatever he declared himself

to be. His doctrines, precepts, and life, were all approved

by God; possess divine authority; and demand, with the

obligation of that authority, the faith and obedience of

mankind. To prove this fact, therefore, is to prove beyond
a reasonable debate the truth of the Christian system.
At the same time the arguments which prove the reality

of this miracle, lend their whole force to the oilier miracles

recorded in the gospel. For this reason, I have reserved

most of the direct arguments in behalf of miracles for the

present occasion.

In the context we are informed, that a certain man, lame

from his mothers womb, who was now more than forty years

old, and who had been carried and laid daily at the gate of
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the temple called Beautiful, to receive alms of them that
entered into the temple &amp;gt;

was cured of his lameness by the
command of St. Peter. So extraordinary an event asto
nished the Jews, assembled to worship in the temple ; and
collected them in great numbers around Peter and John.
Peter, observing their astonishment, addressed to them a

pertinent and very pungent discourse
; in which he informed

them, that the Lord Jesus Christ, whom they had killed, and
whom God had raised to life, had restored this lame man to

soundness and strength. This proof of Christ s Messiah-

ship he made the foundation of an earnest and persuasive
exhortation to them to repent of their sins and turn to God :

the efficacy of this discourse on those who heard it was
wonderful

;
about five thousand men received it with the

faith of the gospel, and were added unto the Lord.
In the text (the hinge on which all this discourse of St.

Peter turns), he declares to the Jews the three following

things :

1st. That they had killed the Prince of life:

2dly. That God had raised him from the dead: and,

3dly. That the apostle himself and his companions were

witnesses of this wonderful event.

The first of these assertions has very rarely been doubted :

I know of but a single instance in which it has been denied

in form. Volney has made a number of silly observations,
intended to persuade the world that Christ never existed ;

and that the history of him contained in the gospel is a

fiction, compiled with some variations and improvements
from the Hindoo tales concerning the god Creeshnoo. I

will not attempt a serious answer to such nonsense. Infi

delity must be pitied when it is driven to such fetches as

this, in order to support itself and maintain its contest with

Christianity.

The second assertion has been often disputed, as indeed

it must always be by every man who denies the revelation

of the Scriptures, or the mission of Christ. It is the design
of this discourse to state the evidence concerning the great

fact here declared with candour and fairness. It demands

no other manner ofstatement; as will, I trust, be sufficiently

evinced in the prosecution of this design. As the proof of

this fact is almost ail furnished by the apostles and their
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companions, the witnesses appointed by Christ himself,
the evidence alleged here will of course be principally
derived from them. It will be unnecessary therefore to

make the two last assertions of St. Peter the subjects of

distinct heads of discourse.

If the apostles have not given us a true account concern

ing the resurrection of Christ, it must be,

I. Because they were themselves deceived : or,

II. Because they intended to deceive others.

For if they were not themselves deceived, but knew the

truth, and have faithfully declared it in their writings, the

plainest and most ignorant man cannot fail to discern that

Christ was certainly raised from the dead. That neither of

these suppositions is just I shall now attempt to prove :

I. Then, the apostles were not themselves deceived with

regard to this fact.

In support of this assertion I observe,

1st. Thefact is of such a nature that they were competent

judges whether it existed or not.

In the nature of the case it is just as easy to determine

whether a person once dead is afterward alive, as to deter

mine whether any man is living who has not been dead. A
familiar instance will prove the justice of this assertion :

suppose a person who was an entire stranger to us should

come into the family in which we live : suppose he should

reside in this family, eat and drink, sleep and wake, con

verse and act, with them exactly in the manner in which

these things are done by us and the rest of mankind : sup

pose him, farther, to enter into business in the manner of

other men
;
to cultivate a farm ;

or manage causes at the

bar
;
or practise medicine

;
or assume the office of a minis

ter, and preach, visit, advise, and comfort, as is usually

done in discharging the duties of this function : every one

of us who witnessed these things would beyond a doubt

know this stranger to be a living man, in the same manner

and with the same certainty with which we know each other

to be alive.

The proofs of life in this and every other case are the

colour, the motions, the actions, and the speech, of a living,

man. These we discern perfectly by our senses under the
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general regulation of common sense. The proofs thus

furnished are complete; and when united, as in a living
man they always are, they have never deceived, they can
never deceive, any man who has the customary use of his

senses.

As these are complete proofs of the facts in question, so

they are always equally complete. The evidence which

they contain admits of no gradations ;
but is always entire;

always the same
; and in every supposable case perfectly

satisfactory. Nor is there an instance within our ex

perience, nor an instance in the records of history, which
has impaired this evidence at all

;
or rendered it capable of

being even remotely suspected.
Were this evidence not entire in every instance, con

sidered by itself; were it capable of being suspected in the

smallest degree; we should be obliged when we met, con

versed, or bargained with each other, to settle the question
whether we were mutually living beings. The fanner would
be obliged before he bought a piece of land of his neigh
bour, to settle by a formal investigation the question
whether he was about to buy it of a real man or a phan
tom of the imagination. The judge, when called upon to

try a prisoner, would in the same manner be compelled,
before he began the trial, to decide whether he had brought
to him for adjudication a living being or a spectre. The

religious assembly would be equally necessitated to ex

amine whether such an assembly was really gathered, and

whether a real and living preacher was in the desk
;
or

whether what seemed to be a preacher and a congregation,

were only the phantasms of a waking dream.

As these proofs are in every instance complete, so they

are the only evidence of the fact in question. If then they
can deceive us we are left wholly without a remedy ;

for we
have no other possible mode pf coming to the knowledge of

the fact.

To the case of the stranger, whom I have supposed, all

these proofs have obviously a perfect application. We
know as well as we can possibly know, we know beyond

any possible doubt, that he is a living man. But we do

not, and cannot know, that he has never been dead and

afterward brought to life. To prove this we must be sup-
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plied with totally new evidence, derived from totally other

sources than any hitherto supposed to be furnished by him.

The evidence therefore that he is a living man, is wholly

independent of the fact, that he has, or has not, been raised

from the dead
;
and is by itself absolutely complete. If

then we should be afterward informed, with evidence which
could not be questioned, that this stranger had been ac

tually dead and buried, and had been afterward raised to

life, the evidence which we had before received that he was
a living man, from the time when we first became acquainted
with him, could not in the least be affected by the fact that

he had before been dead. The story of his death and re

surrection we should undoubtedly admit, if we acted ratio

nally, only with extreme slowness and caution and upon
decisive evidence. But no one of us would or could he

sitate to believe the man circumstanced as above to be

alive. Otherwise, it is plain we could not know that any
man is alive : for all the proofs which can attend this sub

ject, actually attend it in the case supposed. If therefore

the evidence can be justly doubted in one case, it can with

equal propriety be doubted in all.

That the apostles possessed all the means ofjudging ac

curately concerning the existence and the nature of these

proofs cannot be denied. They were possessed of the com
mon sense, and had the usual senses, of man. No judges
could be better qualified for this purpose. Had Newton,
Bacon, or Aristotle, been employed in examining these

proofs, they must have used exactly the same means of ex

amination which were used by Peter and John. Had they
summoned philosophy to their assistance, it could only have

told them that it had no concern with cases of this nature.

2dly. The apostles were unprejudicedjudges.
In proof of this assertion I observe,

First, That the apostles were not enthusiasts.

Enthusiasm is a persuasion that certain religious doctrines

are true, derivedfrom a peculiar strength of imagination
and feeling, relying on internal suggestions supposed to

comefrom God, and not relying on facts or arguments. In

the whole history, preaching, and writings, of the apostles,

there is not the least appearance of this character. Ac

cording to their own accounts of themselves (which in this
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case we readily believe, because in their view they were
accounts of their defects), they were slow of belief, even to

weakness and criminality. For this conduct they were

often and justly reproved by their Master
;
and as we see

in their writings, received his declarations with difficulty,

when their evidence was complete. Nor were they finally

convinced, even when uninfluenced by this sceptical spirit,

except by evidence of the best kind
; to wit, that of facts.

These also existed before their eyes and ears in the pre
sence of multitudes and enemies, who were equally con

vinced with themselves. Nor were they witnesses of such

facts once, twice, or a few times only ;
but beheld them in

an uninterrupted succession for several years. Had they
not yielded to them in such circumstances, they must have

been either idiots or madmen.
Enthusiasts also appeal to their internal suggestions as

proof, which plainly ought in their view to satisfy others.

The apostles have never made such an appeal ;
nor de

manded belief on any other considerations, except those

which reason in the highest exercise perfectly approves.
Enthusiasts always boast of the leaders whom they pro

fessedlyfollow. The apostles, although following the most

extraordinary leader ever seen in the world, have written

the history of his life without a single panegyric, and re

corded the unparelleled injustice, abuse, and cruelty, which

he suffered from his enemies, both in his life and death,

with only a single direct censure of those enemies, con

tained in these words, for they loved the praise of men

rather than the praise of God.

Enthusiasts always boast of their own excellences and at-

tainments.

The apostles had higher reason for such boasting than

ever fell to the lot of men. They set up a new religion, and

to the belief and profession of it converted a greater part

of mankind. They wrought, or were certainly believed to

work, miracles of the most stupendous nature ; rose to an

influence which kings never possessed; and ruled more

human beings than most monarchs have been able to claim

as their subjects. To this height of influence they as

cended also from the humble employments of fishing, col

lecting taxes, and making tents. How few of the human
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race, nay, who besides these very men. would not have be

come giddy in the ascent from such a Jowly condition to

such distinguished eminence? Yet Matthew records no

thing of himself, except that he was a publican , that he

followed Christ
;
and that he once entertained him at his

table. Mark and Luke do not even mention their own
names. John says nothing of himself by way of commen
dation, unless that he was the disciple ivhom Jesus loved;
and this he expresses obscurely in the most modest manner
conceivable. Indeed the subject of self-commendation

seems never to have entered their thoughts,
There is, I acknowledge, one apparent exception to this

remark in the writings of the apostles. I mean St. Paul s

commendation of himself to the Corinthian church. This,

however, is prefaced with a quotation from the Old Testa

ment as the word of God ;
in which it is declared, that not

lie who commendeth himself is approved, but he whom the

Lord commendeth. He then pronounces boasting to be

folly ; and declares himself to be compelled to this folly by
the Corinthian church, because some of its members had

denied his apostleship ;
a denial fraught with the utmost

mischief to the Christian cause, and particularly in that

city. The things which he recites, are calculated in the

most perfect manner to establish his character as an apo
stle, and to refute the unworthy calumnies which they had
uttered against him. At the same time they are accompa
nied with such proofs of ingenuousness, truth, and modesty,
as leave irresistibly on the mind a stronger impression of

these attributes in St. Paul, than we could have felt if he

had not written this passage. Let it be remembered, that

this is the conduct of a person who had converted half the

civilized world.

In the mean time, the apostles in the most frank, artless,

and faithful manner possible, do that which enthusiasts

never do at all
;
that is, they record their own mistakes,

follies, and faults, and those of very serious magnitude; ac

knowledged to be such by themselves, and severely cen

sured as such by their Master. No example of this nature

can be found in the whole history of enthusiasm ;
and no

other such example in the whole history of man. Enthu

siasm is always a proud, vain, boasting spirit; founded in
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the belief, that the enthusiast is the subject of immediate
and extraordinary communications from heaven, and there

fore designated by God as his peculiar favourite; raised of

course above the human level
;
and irresistibly prompted

to publish on every occasion this peculiar testimony of

heaven to its pre-eminent worth
;
and to unfold to the view

of all around it a distinction too flattering to be concealed.

Enthusiasts also, in all their preaching and conversation

on religious subjects, pour out with eagerness the dictates

of passion and imagination; and never attempt to avail

themselves of the facts or arguments on which reason de

lights to rest. Strong pictures, vehement effusions of pas

sion, violent exclamations, loudly vociferated, and imperi

ously enjoined as objects of implicit faith and obedience,

constitute the substance and the sum of their addresses to

mankind. They themselves believe, because they believe :

and know, because they know. Their conviction, instead

of being, as it ought to be, the result of evidence, is the re

sult of feeling merely. If you attempt to persuade them

that they are in an error, by reasoning, facts, and proofs,

they regard you with a mixture of pity and contempt, for

.weakly opposing your twilight probabilities to their noon

day certainty, and for preposterously labouring to illumine

the sun with a taper.

How contrary is all this to the conduct of the apostles !

.When a proof of their mission or doctrine was demanded of

them, they appealed instantly and invariably to arguments,

facts, and miracles. These convinced mankind then; and

produce the same conviction now. The lapse of seventeen

centuries has detected in them no error, and in no degree

enfeebled their strength. Their discourses were then, and

are now, the most rational, noble, and satisfactory dis

courses on moral and religious subjects ever witnessed by
mankind. There is not an instance in them all, in which

belief is demanded on any other grounds than these ;
and

on these grounds it is always rightfully demanded. But on

these grounds it is never demanded by enthusiasts. There

is not in the world a stronger contrast to the preaching of

enthusiasts, than that of Christ and his apostles.

Secondly. The apostles were unprejudicedjudges ofttyis
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fact, because every thing respecting it contradicted theirfa
vourite prejudices.

In common with their countrymen they expected a con

quering, reigning, glorious Messiah
5
who was to subdue

and control all the nations of men. With him also they
themselves expected to conquer and reign together with the

rest of the Jews, as princes and nobles in the splendid

earthly court of this temporal Messiah. No expectation
ever flattered the predominant passions of man so power
fully as this. It was the source of almost all their follies

and faults
;
and in spite of Christ s instructions and their

piety, it broke out on every occasion, and clung to them
with immoveable adherence till the day of Pentecost. For

just at the moment of Christ s ascension, ten days only be

fore that festival, they asked him, Lord, wilt thou at this

time restore the kingdom to Israel?

They did not and could not believe that he would die.

After he had predicted his death at five or six difierent

times, in as plain language as can be used, St. John informs

us that they understood not that saying, and that it was hid^

denfrom them. Peter also, when Christ had uttered a pre
diction of this nature, understanding the meaning ofthe pre

diction, took upon himself the office of rebuking his Master,
and said, Be itfarfrom thee, Lord; this shall not be unto thee.

Nor do they appear to have believed that he would live

again. They plainly disbelieved all the testimonies ofhis re

surrection, except that of their own eyes and ears : and re

garded the accounts of their companions, whom on all other

occasions they esteemed persons of unstained varacity, as

idle tales. It may seem strange, that believing as they did

implicitly the declarations and Messiahship of their Master,

they should not believe that he would rise again after his

various prophecies concerning that event. But we are to

remember that his death had violated all their prejudices,

blasted all their fond hopes, and buried them in gloom and

despondency. The Jews customarily, whenever passages
of Scripture admitted of no interpretation accordant with

their established opinions, resolved the difficulty or rather

removed it, by pronouncing the passage to be mysterious.

The apostles in all probability had recourse to the same ex-
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pedient, to reconcile the predictions of Christ with that train

of facts, whose future existence they believed; and chose
rather not to understand the true import of his predictions,

plain as it was, than to admit an interpretation of them which

opposed all their rivetted opinions. At the same time, me
lancholy as were their circumstances and their feelings, they
were ill fitted for the business of commenting on the pre
dictions of Christ

; and seem not to have made even an at

tempt to gain the conviction which would so effectually
have relieved their distresses. When therefore they had
evidence of his resurrection, sufficient to convince any rea

sonable person, they still disbelieved; and were hardly

brought to admit the testimony of their own eyes and ears.

After various reports of his resurrection from those who had
seen him

; reports so satisfactory that Christ himself after

ward upbraided them with their unbelief and hardness of

heart, because they had not believed them, who had seen him

after lie was risen: Jesus himself stood in the midst ofthem,
and said, Peace be unto you. But they ivere terrified and

affrighted, and supposed that they had seen a spirit. He
then said unto them, Why are ye troubled, and why do

thoughts arise in your hearts ? Behold my hands, and my
feet ; that it is I myself. Handle me, and see : for a spirit

hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have. And when he

had thus spoken, he shewed them his hands and hisfeet. Yoa
are to remember that the print of the nails by which he was
fastened to the cross, was still perfectly visible, both in his

hands and feet. These were therefore appealed to by Christ

because they thus furnished evidence that it was he himself,

which no man would counterfeit. Still they belieied notfor

joy and wondered. To remove this doubt, which like most

that preceded it was the result of feeling and not ofjudg

ment, he farther said to them, Have ye here any meat ? In

answer to this inquiry they gave him a piece of broiledfish,

and of a honeycomb. And he took it, and did eat before

them. At the end of this process only did they entirely be

lieve that he was risen from the dead.

From this story, written after they had all in the fullest

manner realized his resurrection, and therefore intended se

verely to censure their own belief; from the story, written

in a manner so perfectly artless and natural, and with cir-
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cumstances of such nice discrimination as the writer could

not have invented ; and on both these accounts carrying
with it the clearest evidence of its truth, we have the strong
est proof that the apostles were slow of heart to believe the

resurrection of Christ. Their assent was reluctant and

gradual ;
such as is always yielded to evidence which con

tradicts prejudices strongly imbibed.

I have observed that the story of St. Luke is written in a

manner perfectly artless and natural, and with circumstan

ces of such nice discrimination as the writer could not have

devised. It is extremely natural to the human mind, in a

state of despondency, either not to believe at all, or to be

lieve with extreme difficulty, those things which would re

move its despondency. The good in question seems too

great to be realized, and therefore too improbable even to

be hoped . The apostles for this reason disbelieved at first ;

and for the same reason continued their disbelief after Christ

stood in the midst of them, and discovered himself to their

eyes and ears. A strong and mixed emotion ofpleasure and

surprise partially overwhelmed their reason, and prolonged
their doubts, in spite of the clearest evidence. Never
was the nature of man exhibited with more exactness, or

with nicer discrimination, than in this remarkable declara

tion, they believed notfor joy, and wondered.

From these observations it is, if I mistake not, unan

swerably evident, that the prejudices of the apostles were

all directed against the resurrection of Christ; and that

they were not inclined to admit this fact by any bias in its

favour.

3dly. The apostles had sufficient means and opportunities

ofjudging whether Christ was raisedfrom the dead.

He appeared to some or other of them or their compa
nions eleven times, distinctly recorded in the Scriptures.

He appeared to Mary Magdalene ;
to her companions with

her
;

to Peter
;

to the disciples going to Emmaus ; to

James ; to the ten apostles, Thomas not being present ;
to

the eleven, Thomas being present ;
to the apostles again

at the sea of Tiberius
;
to above five hundred brethren at

once
;
to the apostles before and during his ascension

;
and

finally to St. Paul in his way to Damascus. Besides these

instances he appeared several times afterward to St. Paul;
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and, as St. Luke informs us, shewed himself alive, after his

passion, by many infallibleproofs ; being seen of ihemforty

days, and speaking of the things pertaining to the kingdom
of God. It ought io be particularly remembered, that in

nine of the instances mentioned above, he appeared to the

apostles themselves
;
in several instances to many or all

of them
;
and once to more than five hundred disciples to

gether. Should we then admit such an illusion of the senses

as infidels sometimes contend for to be possible, and man
kind to be capable of being deceived by it in such degrees
as they urge ; still the improbability must, even according
to their own principles, be very great, that two persons
should at the same time experience exactly the same illu

sion concerning the same object, and concerning so many
circumstances attending it. Of a fact of this kind history
furnishes no record, and conversation no testimony. All

the extraordinary and inexplicable things actually testified,

in which such illusions may be supposed to have taken

place have invariably existed, if they existed at all, to the

view of one person only. No instance can be mentioned in

which two unexceptionable witnesses have testified to the

same illusion, at the same time, concerning the same things.

Far more improbable is it ; that three persons should thus

experience the same illusion. When we raise this number

to eleven, the improbability becomes incalculable
;
and

when to five hundred, it transcends all limit.

The improbability is also enhanced without measure, by
the repetition of this fact in so many instances to so many
persons, together with all the circumstances by which it was

attended. But when we remember that Christ not only

appeared, but ate, drank, walked, and conversed, with

them at so many different times, through forty days ;
and

declared, to them a great number of divine truths concern

ing the kingdom of God; the improbability ceases, and is

changed into an impossibility. The apostles and their

companions had here all the evidence that Christ was liv

ing which they had of the life of each other; all the evi

dence which we have that those around us, with whom we

have daily intercourse, are alive. If then the apostles

could be deceived, with respect to the fact that Christ was

living; they could, with the same ease, be equally deceived
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with respect to the life of each other. With the same ease,

can we be equally deceived in our belief, that menwhom we
see daily, withwhomwe converse, and with whom we act, are

living men. A stranger who has visited us, continued with

us forty days, conversed with us, and united with us in eat

ing, drinking, and the serious business of life, must on the

same grounds be denied or doubted to be a living man ;

and supposed to be a spectre, a phantom of the imagina

tion, an illusion of the senses, or an inhabitant of a dream.

To this length the principles carry us, on which alone we
can deny, that the apostles had perfect evidence, that Christ

was alive after his death. He who can admit these princi

ples, has renounced the evidence of his senses ;
and ought,

from motives of consistency, to believe a man to be a post
as readily as to believe him to be a man.

SERMON LXII.

RESURRECTION OF CHRIST.

and killed the Prince of life, whom God hath raised

from the dead: whereofwe are witnesses. ACTS in. 15.

IN the preceding discourse I observed, that in this passage
St. Peter declares to the Jews the three following things :

1st. That they had killed the Prince of life :

2dly. That God had raised himfrom the dead : and,

3dly. That the apostle himself and his companions were

witnesses of these facts.
The first of these assertions,! observed, hadbeen scarcely

controverted, and therefore needed no discussion from me.
To establish the second, I remarked, was indispensable to a

system of Christian theology ; as being the great point on
which such a system must depend : and therefore proposed
it as the immediate object of that discourse. The evidence

of its truth, I farther observed, was chiefly furnished by the
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apostles and their companions. This evidence therefore I

proposed to state
;
and to shew, that it was a proper and

unexceptionable object of reliance for the truth of the im
portant fact declared in the text.

In pursuance ofthis design I observed, that, if Christ was
not raisedfrom the dead, the apostles were either themselves

deceived, or have ofdesign deceived others. That they them
selves were not deceived I endeavoured to prove in that dis

course, and shall now attempt to shew,

II. That they have not deceived others.

By this you will understand, that they have not deceived
others of design : all other deception having been consi
dered under the former head.

In support of this assertion I observe,
1st. That the known probity of the apostles places them

beyond every reasonable suspicion ofintentional deception.
The probity of the apostles stands on higher ground, and

has been regarded with higher confidence by mankind, than
that of any other men whatever. This has been so often

evinced, and with arguments so plainly unanswerable, that

it would be probably thought tedious to expatiate on the sub

ject at the present time. Suffice it then to say, that the his

tories which they have given us ofour Saviour s life contain

more internal and decisive proofs of sincerity, than any
other human writings ;

that they recite facts and utter doc
trines with a simplicity and artlessness unequalled ; that

their story, both as to the subject and as to the manner, is

such, as no impostor could or would tell
; that the charac

ter of Christ is drawn with excellences so great, combined
with features so distinctive, as to prove it beyond the power
of human invention, and much more beyond the invention

of such humble, uneducated men
; that, greatly as they re

spected him, horrible as were the injuries which he received

from his enemies, gross and abominable as was the cha

racter of those enemies, and intensely as the apostles ab

horred both them and their conduct, they have recited his

whole story without a single panegyrical remark concern

ing him, and without a single testimony of resentment, un-

kindness, or prejudice, against them. Let it be remembered

also, that no impostor would have ever thought of termi-

VOL. II. 2 I
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nating his account concerning a favourite and splendid cha
racter with the history of his trial and crucifixion as a male
factor

; that no impostor, if we were to suppose him to have
done this, would have prefaced this history with a recital of

his own disbelief, that this favourite was to die ; especially
after he had predicted his death, many times, in the plain
est language ;

that no impostor would have recorded his

own ignorance and disbelief of the true character, mission,

and doctrines of the hero of his story; or his severe and

stinging reproofs of his follies and faults, and all this with

out disguise or palliation; that the doctrines and precepts
contained in the gospel, are beyond the description of any
men, particularly of such men ;

that if an impostor could

discover them, he could never have enjoined them on man
kind, because of their spotless purity and perfect excel

lence
;
that every impostor must, of course, have blended

with the better doctrines and precepts which he thought

proper to deliver, others, sufficiently licentious to counte

nance, or at least to palliate, his own crimes
;
that the end,

uniformly proposed and intensely pursued in the gospel,
viz. the amendment of the human character, is such as no

impostor would be willing to promote ;
that four impostors

writing independently, or without concert, could not pos

sibly have exhibited the same accordance of facts, nor the

same perfect harmony of doctrines; and that the character

of the apostles was in their own age not only unimpeached,
but considered as superior to that of all other virtuous men.

To these proofs of integrity ought to be added that decisive

one their cheerful relinquishment of all the pleasures of

this life, and their voluntary endurance of all its distresses
;

and, in the end, their voluntary surrender of life itself; for

the sake of the religion which they professed, and of the

Master whom they served.

That men, who gave so many efficacious and uniform

proofs of integrity, should conspire to palm upon man
kind this gross imposition, is too replete with absurdity to

be admitted by any sober man.

2dly . The apostles had no interest in attempting to deceive

mankind with respect to this event.

In order to render the imposition profitable to its authors,

it was necessary that it should be believed
; and to gain
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credit elsewhere, it must first gain credit where it was ori

ginally published. The story was first declared to the

Jewish nation
; and, without a single hope, or thought, of

spreading it among other nations. It was for twelve years
confined to Jews only. Now, let me ask, What inducement
had the apostles to believe, that a tale so incredible in itself

would be received by this people ? a tale concerning the re

surrection of a crucified malefactor : for such, if false, must
the story have been

; and such, although true, it was believed
to be by the Jews. By them Christ was regarded as an im

postor; as a blasphemer of God
;
as an impious pretender

to the Messiahship ;
and an impious opposer of a religion,

unquestionably derived from heaven. Yet with Jews this

publication was to begin, and, so far as they knew, to end ;

Jews beyond example bigoted to their own religion, and fu

rious in their hostility to every other
;
the bitter persecu

tors of Christ while he lived, and the accusers and witnesses

who caused his death. What hope could any but a madman
entertain, that, among such people, such a story could gain
even a solitary admission ? To give credit to this story

was, in a Jew, no other than to yield up his religion, his

bigotry, his connexion with the Jewish church, his interest

in the public opinion of his countrymen, and in the protec
tion of its government. It was to expose his possessions,
his family, a*ad his life

;
to become excommunicated, out

lawed, and an outcast from society; and to place himself

within the reach of all the dreadful threatenings contained in

the law of Moses. At the same time, it was to acknowledge
himself a murderer

;
a murderer of the Messiah

;
a mur

derer of the Son ofGod
;
to confess that he had found this

glorious person in the son of a carpenter ;
in a man, em

phatically styled by him and his countrymen, a friend of

publicans and sinners, a gluttonous man and a wine-bibber.

It was also to renounce all his bright and dawning hopes of

the deliverance of himself and his nation from Komau ser

vitude by that mighty Prince with whom they were all in

hourly expectation of triumphing and reigning over every

nation on earth. All this also was to be done without any

good to balance these mighty evils either in hand or in re

version. Never was there a field so unpromising to the

talents or the efforts of an impostor.
2 i 2
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At the same time, this tale was to be told by the follow

ers of the person professedly raised, and the enemies of

those to whom it was told
; by men poor, ignorant, and

despised ;
without friends, and without influence

; abhor
red by their countrymen, and regarded as apostates from
their religion. Never were persons so ill qualified for suc

cessful efforts at imposition. Suppose such a story were
now to be told. None of these embarrassments, it is evi

dent, would attend the recital, except those which arise

out of the story itself. The narrators would lie originally
under no public odium. The subject would be obnoxious
to no peculiar prejudice. The reception of it would be fol

lowed by no peculiar sacrifice
; by no civil or religious dis

qualifications; by no loss of property, reputation, safety,

or even quiet. How plain is it, that such a story, if false,

could not even here produce any other effect, but pity, con

tempt, and ridicule ! To persuade others to believe it, is in

the nature of the case a thing so hopeless and desperate,
that no impostor has been found weak, rash, or impudent

enough to think of making the attempt. But of all persons
on earth, none were ever more disadvantageously situated

to propagate such a story than the apostles. The Jews
were certainly less inclined to believe this story than the

apostles themselves. They refused to believe it, long after

very sufficient evidence had been furnished them of its truth.

The Jews would certainly require evidence still more am
ple. This the apostles could not but know; and therefore

must have been hopeless of persuading them to believe it,

unless themselves were able to support it by such evidence.

But this evidence could never be produced in support of a
falsehood.

If the story did not gain belief, the attempt to spread it

could be of no possible use to the apostles. As, then, they
could not entertain a single hope of inducing the Jews to

believe it ; they could have no possible inducement to at

tempt to palm it upon the Jews. But if the Jews did not

believe it, it could never be received by any other people.
Jews in great numbers were scattered over all the countries

in which the apostles could ever hope or wish to spread
the story. These Jews carried on a continual correspond
ence with those at Jerusalem : and in immense numbers
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visited that city every year. If then the story were not be

lieved at Jerusalem, this fact would be perfectly well known
wherever Jews resided. But the knowledge that the story

gained no credit at Jerusalem, the place where the event

had professedly existed, would effectually prevent it from

gaining the least credit in any other place. To the spot
where the event was said to exist, all thinking men would
have recourse to learn the true state of the evidence con

cerning it. If it were there found insufficient, it would at

once be pronounced to be insufficient by all men. The

gospel was probably directed by Christ to be preached

first at Jerusalem and in Judea, for this, as one great reason,

that the story of his resurrection, on which his whole scheme

depended, being established there in the immoveable be

lief of multitudes, might be successfully and irresistibly

published in other countries.

But whatever advantages the apostles could derive, or

expect to derive, from their imposture (if itwere one), must

be wholly derived from persuading mankind to believe this

story. They themselves perfectly understood, and frankly

declared to mankind, that their whole system turned on this

single hinge. If Christ be not risen, then is our preaching

vain, and yourfaith is also vain, is the constant language
of all which they said. For proof of this you need only ex

amine the sermons of St. Peter and St. Paul, recorded in

the Acts of the Apostles. Unless this fact were establish

ed therefore, they could not hope for a single follower, nor

for the smallest reward. But of the establishment of this

fact among either Jews or Gentiles, I flatter myself I have

shewn they could not, in the existing circumstances, form

even the remotest hope. They had not therefore the small

est interest in making the attempt.

3dly. They were assured, with absolute certainty, of suf

fering every imaginable disadvantage.

All the losses and injuries, mentioned under the preceding

head, must have stared them in the face at the beginning.

At every step of their progress new evils could not fail to

arise
;
and those of the most distressing kind. Had they

been blind enough not to have perceived their miserable

destiny, before they commenced this wretched work of de

ception ; the first attempt could not fail to produce the most
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ample conviction : and to this, every new attempt would
add fresh proof. The scourge, the prison, and the cross,

have always proved effectual antidotes to imposition. All

other dishonest men are, equally with Voltaire, no friends

to martyrdom. Had the apostles possessed the same cha

racter, they would have soon been wearied of the sufferings

which they every where underwent. Every where they
were hated, calumniated, despised, hunted from city to city,

thrust into prison, scourged, stoned, and crucified. For
what were all these excruciating sufferings endured? Gain,

honour, and pleasure, are the only gods to which impostors
bow. But of these the apostles acquired, and plainly la

boured to acquire, neither. What then was the end, for

which they suffered? Let the infidel answer this question.
As they gained nothing, and lost every thing, in the pre

sent world
;
so it is certain, that they must expect to gain

nothing, and suffer every thing, in the world to come. That
the Old Testament was the word of God, they certainly be

lieved without a single doubt. But, in this book, lying is

exhibited as a supreme object of the divine abhorrence and

the scriptural threatenings. From the invention and pro

pagation of this falsehood, therefore, they could expect

nothing hereafter, but the severest effusions of the anger
of God.

For what then was all this loss, danger, and suffering, in

curred ? For the privilege of telling an extravagant and in

credible story to mankind, and of founding on it a series of

exhortations to repentance, faith, and holiness ;
to the re

nunciation of sin, and the universal exercise of piety, jus

tice, truth, and kindness
;
to the practice of all that con

duct which common sense has ever pronounced to be the

duty, honour, and happiness, of man
;
and the avoidance

of all that, which it has ever declared to be his guilt, debase

ment, and misery. Such an end was never even wished,

much less seriously proposed, by an impostor.
At the same time, they lived as no impostors ever lived

;

and were able to say to their converts, with a full assurance

of finding a cordial belief of the declaration, Ye are wit

nesses, and God also, howholily, and justly, and unblania-

bly we behaved ourselves among you that believe. That this

was their (rue character is certain, from the concurrent tes-
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timony of all antiquity. Had they not nobly recorded their

own faults, there is not the least reason to believe that a

single stain would have ever rested upon their character.

If then the apostles invented this story, they invented it

without the remotest hope or prospect of making it be

lieved; a thing which was never done by an impostor;

propagated it without any interest
;
without any hope of

gain, honour, power, or pleasure ; the only objects by
which impostors were ever allured

;
and with losses and

sufferings which no impostor ever voluntarily underwent
;

proposed as their only end which has ever been discovered

to mankind, an object which no impostor ever pursued, or

even wished ; and, during their whole progress through life,

lived so as no impostor ever lived
;
and so as to be the

most perfect contrast ever exhibited by men to the whole

character of imposition.

III. The apostles were not deceived, and did not deceive

others, with regard to thisfact ; but the fact was real.

In support of this declaration I observe,

1st. That if Christ was not raisedfrom the dead, it could

certainly have been proved.
Christ was put to death by the Roman governor, at the

instigation of the government and nation of the Jews. His

body was in their hands, and entirely under their control.

They knew that he had predicted his resurrection. They
knew that if he should rise, or should be believed to have

risen, his cause would gain more by this fact, or by this be

lief, than by every thing which he had taught or done during

his life. All this they declared to Pilate in form, for the

express purpose of guarding against this dreadful evil.

Now the next day, that followed the day of the preparation,

says St. Matthew, the chiefpriests and Pharisees came toge

ther unto Pilate, saying, Sir, we remember, that that de

ceiver said, while he was yet alive, After three days I will

rise again. Command therefore that the sepulchre be made

fast until the third day ; lest his disciples come by night, and

steal him away; and say unto the people, He is risen from
the dead. So the last error shall be worse than the first.

Pilate said unto them. Ye have a watch: go your way ; make

it as sure as you can. So they went, andmade the sepulchre
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sure, sealing the stone, and setting a watch. In this remark
able passage we have a distinct account of their knowledge
of Christ s prediction, that he should rise on the third day ;

of their dread of the prevalence of a future belief, that he

had risen; of their conviction, that this belief would ad

vance his cause more than all his preaching, life, and mi
racles

; and their earnest request to the governor, that ef

fectual measures might be taken to prevent this peculiar
evil. We are farther informed, that the governor, in com

pliance with their fears and their wishes, after reminding
them that they had a watch or guard under their control,

directed them, with a communication of unlimited autho

rity, to make the sepulchre as sure as they could. Finally,
we are informed, that, with this power in their hands, they
went their wayt and made the sepulchre sure: that is, ac

cording to their own judgment: and we are completely as

sured, that such eagle-eyed and bitter enemies, under the

influence of such apprehensions, left no precaution untried,

to secure themselves against the danger which they dreaded.

Accordingly, the evangelist informs us, that they not only
set a guard at the sepulchre, which we may be certain was
more than sufficient, but also set a seal upon the stone which

was rolled to it for a door ; in order to produce complete
and universal conviction, that Christ was not raised, be

cause the seal was unbroken.

But, notwithstanding all these precautions, thus carefully

taken, the body was missing. In this great fact the san-

hedrin and the apostles perfectly agree : it cannot therefore

be questioned. The sanhedrin would otherwise have cer

tainly produced it; and thus detected the falsehood of the

apostles declaration, that he was risen from the dead, and

prevented it from gaining credit among the Jews.

There are but two ways in which it could be missing. It

was taken away ; or it was raised. If it was taken away,

ijt
was undoubtedly taken by the apostles. But this was

not true; because,

First, They had no interest in talcing it away.
Christ had declared, that he should rise from the dead.

The mere taking away of his body, instead of evincing the

truth of this prediction to the apostles themselves, would

have been an unanswerable proof of its falsehood ; and by
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consequence of the falsehood of him who uttered it. Ifthe

prediction were unfulfilled, of which the presence of his

dead body would have been the proper and complete proof,
Christ was a false prophet, an impostor. Of course, the

apostles could expect no possible advantage from follow

ing him
; and plainly saw themselves exposed to every dis

advantage. They had therefore no conceivable inducement
to take away his body, nor even to accept it, if it had been

offered to them freely. This, it is believed, has been suffi

ciently evinced under a former head.

To others they could never produce the body of Christ

as evidence, either of his sincerity or their own : for it

would have completely destroyed the character of both.

The only end therefore which the theft could answer, would

have been to gain some credit to the story of his resurrec

tion, from the fact that his body was missing. When we
consider, that the body was perfectly in the power of their

enemies, the Jewish sanhedrin
;
it must be acknowledged,

that an argument of some force might be drawn from this

fact in favour of Christ s resurrection. At the same time it

is evident, that this single fact would have been wholly in

sufficient to establish the point; and the apostles in attempt

ing to palm the story on the world would have engaged in

a cause wholly desperate. We demand very important ad

ditional proof, derived from other sources, to establish this

point in our own minds. The necessity of such proof the

apostles could not but have seen with at least as much cer

tainty as ourselves : they could, therefore, never have been

willing to take it away for this purpose.

Secondly, The apostles durst not take away the body of
Christ.

They knew that a guard was placed at the sepulchre ;
a

numerous and amply sufficient body of Roman soldiers.

They themselves were few, friendless, and discouraged ; in

hourly expectation of being arrested, and put to death, as

followers of Christ; and voluntarily confined to a solitary

chamber, for fear ofbeing either crucified orstoned . The time

was that of the Passover, when Jerusalem customarily con

tained more than a million of people. It was the time of the

full-moon. The sepulchre wasjust without the walls of the

city, and exposed therefore to continual inspection. Ho.w
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could a body of men, who had just before fled from a similar

guard, notwithstanding their master was present with them,
venture to attack this band of armed soldiers, for the pur

pose of removing the body of Christ from the sepulchre ?

How, especially, could they make this attempt, when they
had nothing to gain ;

and when they must become guilty of

rebelling against the Roman government; and, if they es

caped death from the hands of the soldiers, were exposed
to this evil in a much more terrible form ?

Thirdly, The apostates, with respect to this subject, had

formed no plan ; and entertained no expectations, and no

hopes.

They disbelieved the story of his resurrection, when as

serted by the most unsuspicious witnesses his female dis

ciples, and their own companions. Nay, they disbelieved it

after he had appeared several times
;
when they had seen

and known that his body was gone from the sepulchre; and

even when he had appeared to themselves. The truth is,

they were completely discouraged and broken-hearted. The
death of Christ had violated all their prejudices, destroyed
their fondest hopes, and sunk their spirits in the dust. Nor
was any expedient less fitted to revive their hopes, than the

wretched cheat imputed to them by their enemies.

Fourthly, The story told concerning this subject by the san-

hedrin, and thoughtlessly believed by the great body of the

Jews, even to the present time, is itself strong evidence of the

truth of the assertion which lam maintaining.
This story, as you well know is, that the disciples stole the

body of Christ whilst the guards were asleep. I will not

here insist on the ridiculousness of this story; but will only
consider it as the real account, given by the sanhedrin con

cerning the disappearing of the body from the sepulchre.

This sagacious collection of men, sharpened into extreme

cunning by the constant management of human affairs in

very difficult times, thought it proper to tell the world this

story, as the best account which they could give of the sub

ject. To what straits must their ingenuity have been

driven, when they were compelled to such a resort? Every
man knows, that the guards would of their own accord

have never ventured upon such a narration ;
for it would

have been the infallible cause of their condemnation to
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death. It is scarcely possible that a Roman sentinel
should acknowledge himself to have slept upon his post;
nor is it much more possible, that a Jewish senate should,
unless under extreme pressure of circumstances, publicly
accord with so contemptible a tale. Had that senate been
possessed of any truth, which would at all have favoured
their designs, they would have never disgraced their cha
racter by acknowledging their reliance, and persuading
their countrymen to rely, on the testimony of a Heathen
guard, nor of any other men, concerning what was done
when they were asleep. Had truth favoured their wishes
in any manner, neither the senate nor the people of the

Jews would have rested themselves, in a case of this con

sequence, nor indeed in any case, upon a story which car

ried with it its own refutation.

2dly. The Jews in great numbers believed the resurrection

of Christ.

The Jews most ardently hated Christ and his apostles.
Him they persecuted throughout his public ministry ;

and

at the end of it nailed him to the cross. The apostles di

rectly charged them with these enormous crimes ; particu

larly in this very sermon of St. Peter, from which I have
taken my text. On this ground they urged them to repen
tance ; asserting always before them, that he had risen from

the dead. Clear and unanswerable evidence, as I have al

ready remarked, is necessary to convince the most candid

man of so wonderful an event. But to convince Jews,
that the man whom they had hated and crucified was risen

from the dead ; Jews, so opposed to his character, mission,

and doctrines
; Jews, who, in admitting his resurrection,

acknowledged themselves to have sinned in a manner un

paralleled ; demanded singular evidence. Yet three thou

sand of these Jews believed the apostle s declaration of

this fact on the day of Pentecost
; fifty days only after the

crucifixion. Within a few days more, five thousand others

adopted the same belief; and, soon afterward, yery great

multitudes.

The evidence of their faith is complete. All these men

publicly professed it; and in spite of their former preju

dices and their furious hatred, submitted themselves to

Christ, as the MESSIAH. This crucified man they acknow-
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ledged in that glorious character
;
and yielded themselves

to him, as the Son of God. Judaism, to which they had
been attached with such bigotry, they now publicly re

nounced
;
and gave up their ceremonious worship, their

sabbath, temple, priests, and sacraments
; adopting in their

stead the Christian worship, sabbath, and sacraments; sub

mitting themselves to the ministers of the gospel, and em

bracing a new life
;
a life of real holiness ; to them in the

highest degree self-denying and difficult. A great number
of them also sold their possessions, and distributed the

avails of them in mere charity to their Christian brethren.

Beyond this, these converts voluntarily forsook their

friends, their interests, and their hopes ;
and underwent a

series of dreadful sufferings, terminating not unfrequently
in a violent death.

To persuade men to renounce their religion, especially bi

goted men, and to exchange a sinful life for a virtuous one,

is undoubtedly as hard a task as was ever assigned to the

human mind ; especially, when that religion contravenes all

the selfishness of man. Jews now exist in great numbers ;

and have existed ever since the crucifixion of Christ. They
hold the same character and the same religion. Christi

anity, the religion to which they are to be converted, is also

the same. But more Jews were made converts to the reli

gion of Christ by these two sermons of St. Peter, than have

embraced it within the last sixteen hundred years. It is

therefore certain, that the apostles possessed advantages
for this end, which their followers have not possessed ;

and
these advantages, independently of miracles, consisted, in a

great measure at least, in the peculiar circumstances of

their hearers. They knew and remembered the life, preach

ing, and miracles, of Christ; and the wonderful events

which attended his death. These, as is obvious from the

declaration of St. Luke, greatly affected their minds. And
all the people, says the evangelist, that came together to

that sight, beholding the things that were done, smote their

breasts, and returned. The guards also went into the city,

and told the story of the descent of the angel who rolled

away the stonefrom the sepulchre ; the awful circumstances

by which he was attended ;
and the resurrection of Christ.*

* Matthew xxviii. 11.
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When to these things were added the miraculous events of

the day of Pentecost, and the marvellous cure of the lame

man at the beautiful gate of the temple ;
these Jews yielded

up their prejudices, and submitted to truths which they
could no longer resist. The facts here specified were, in

the hands of the Spirit of grace, the means by which such

multitudes of enemies were converted to the faith of the

gospel.

3dly. The sanhedrin believed the resurrection of Christ.

In Acts iv. we are informed, that the sanhedrin had the

apostles brought before them for preaching, in the name of

Christ, the doctrines of Christianity ;
and for affirming, that

Christ was risen from the dead. Had they believed that

the apostles stole away the body of Christ, they would now

certainly have charged them with this gross fraud ;
this di

rect rebellion against the Roman and Jewish governments;

and, unless they could have cleared themselves ofthe crime,

would have punished them for it with at least due severity.

Such punishment would not only have been just ;
but it had

now become necessary for the sanhedrin to inflict it, in or

der to save their own reputation. They had originated the

story ;
and were now under the strongest inducements to

support it. Yet they did not even mention the subject ;

but contented themselves with commanding them to preach

no more in the name of Christ.

In Acts v. we are told, that the whole body of the apostles

were brought before them again, for continuing to preach in

opposition to this command. On this occasion also, they

kept a profound silence concerning the theft which they had

originally attributed to the apostles ;
but charged them with

disobedience to their former injunctions. In this charge are

contained the following remarkable words : Did we not

straitly command you, that ye should not teach in this name ?

and behold ye havefilled Jerusalem withyour doctrine, and in

tend to bring thismans blood upon us. To bring the blood of

onepersonuponanotheris phraseology frequently usedin the

Bible. In fifteen* differentinstances, in whichwe find it there,

*Lev. xx. 9. 11. 13. 16. 27. DeuUxix. JO; xxii.8. 2 Sam.

i. 16; xvi.8. 1 Kings ii. 37. Jer. li. 35. Ezek. xviii. 13;

xxxiii. 5. Matt, xxiii. 35. Acts xviii. 6.
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it has but a single meaning; viz. to bring the guilt ofcontri

buting to the death of a person, or the guilt of murder, upon
another person. When it is said, His blood shall be upon
his own head; it is clearly intended, that the guilt of his

death shall be upon himself. When therefore the sanhe-

drin accuse the apostles of attempting to bring the blood
of Christ upon them, they accuse them of an intention to

bring upon them the guilt of shedding his blood : this being
the only meaning of such phraseology in the Scriptures.
Should any doubt remain in the mind of any man con

cerning this interpretation, it may be settled, I think, beyond
all question, by recurring to another passage, to which
hitherto I have not alluded. In Matt, xxvii. 24, 25. we are

told, that when Pilate saw that he could prevail nothing to

wards releasing Christ, he took water, and washed his hands

before the multitude; saying, I am innocent of the blood of
this just person ; and see ye to it: that then all the peo

ple answered, and said, His blood be on us, and on our chil

dren. The meaning of the phraseologyin this passage can

not be mistaken
;
and it is altogether probable, that the de

claration of the sanhedrin being made so soon after this im

precation to the apostles, so deeply interested in the sub

ject, and on an occasion which so naturally called it up to

view, the sanhedrin referred to it directly.

But if Christ was not raised from the dead, he was a false

prophet ;
an impostor ; and, of course, a blasphemer : be

cause he asserted himself to be the Messiah, the Son ofGod.
Such a blasphemer the law of God condemned to death.

The sanhedrin were the very persons to whom the business

of trying and condemning him was committed by that law,
and whose duty it was to accomplish his death. If there

fore his body was not raised from the dead, there was no

guilt in shedding his blood, but the mere performance of a

plain duty. His blood, that is, the guilt of shedding it,

could not possibly rest on the sanhedrin ; nor, to use their

language, be brought upon them by the apostles, nor by any
others. All this the sanhedrin perfectly knew; and there

fore, had they not believed him to have risen from the dead,

they could never have used this phraseology.
It is farther to be observed,, that, on both these occasions,

the apostles boldly declared to the sanhedrin, in the most
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explicit terms, that Christ was raised from the dead. Yet
the sanhedrin not only did not charge them with the crime
of having stolen his body, but did not contradict nor even
comment on the declaration. This could not possibly have

happened through inattention. Both the sanhedrin and
the apostles completely knew, that the resurrection of

Christ was the point on which his cause and their opposi
tion to it entirely turned. It was the great and serious con

troversy between the contending parties ;
and yet though

directly asserted to their faces by the apostles, the sanhe

drin did not even utter a syllable on the subject.
Had they believed their own story, they would either

have punished the apostles with death, as rebels against
the Jewish and Roman governments, or confined them as

lunatics in a bedlam.

IV. Christ was raisedfrom the dead, because the apostles

converted mankind to his religion.

The apostles, from the beginning to the end, published
the story of Christ s resurrection as the proof ofhis mission

and doctrines
;
and as the foundation, on which rested their

own commission and the truth of the religion which they

taught. To prove the reality of his resurrection, they pub

licly declared, that he had invested them with the power
of working miracles on all occasions; and openly asserted

that they were possessed of this power. Here then the

cause was fairly at issue between them and mankind. If

they wrought miracles, in proof of this story, the story was

true of course ; because, as I observed in a preceding dis

course, none but God can work a miracle ;
and God can

not support a falsehood.

That this was the real profession of the apostles is

unitedly testified, without one dissenting voice, by all an

tiquity ; Heathen, Jewish, and Christian. It is therefore

certainly true.

If the apostles, after having made this profession, did not

work miracles ; they were convicted of falsehood in a mo
ment. Their cause fell at once : for they had rested it

wholly on this single fact. The weakest man would see at

a glance that they were cheats and liars, and could never
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place the least confidence in any of their declarations.

They could not therefore have made a single convert.

But they did convert a great part of- the civilized, and not

a small part of the savage world. They therefore certainly

wrought miracles in the manner which they professed, as

proof of the reality of Christ s resurrection. The resurrec

tion of Christ was of course real. God set to it his own

seal, and placed it beyond every reasonable doubt.

That the apostles wrought miracles, in great numbers, is

completely proved also by the united testimony of Heathen,

Jews, and Christians. All these classes of men were

deeply interested to deny this fact, if it could with any pre
tence be denied. The Heathen and Jews would certainly
have denied it

;
because they wished to prevent, as far as

possible, other Heathen and other Jews from embracing

Christianity; and because, ifthey could have supported the

denial, they would have stopped the growth of that religion

in its infancy. Christians would have denied it; that is,

such as became Christians in consequence of a belief in

these miracles under any illusion which could have been

practised on them, because they would certainly have de

tected the cheat
;
and must have strongly resented the vil-

lany, by which it had been played offupon themselves. I

say these things, admitting the supposition, that the impos
ture might succeed for a time ; but, to my own view, such

success must plainly have been impossible.
All these persons have however agreed in asserting, that

the apostles wrought miracles. The Jews and Heathen at

tributed them to magic. Christians, under the influence of
their conviction that miracles were thus wrought, hazarded

and yielded every enjoyment of life, and very often life it

self.

We have now, if I do not mistake, come to the clear and

certain conclusion, that Christ was raised from the dead by
the power ofGod. But, if Christ was raised from the dead,
it follows by irresistible consequence, that he was approved
of God ; and of course, that he was the Son of God, and the

promised Messiah
;
sent from heaven to communicate the

divine will to mankind concerning their duty and salvation.

The religion which he taught is in all its parts divine truth;
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the will of our Maker
;
and the sum and substance of all

our interest and duty. Of course, it cannot be rejected
without infinite hazard

; it cannot be embraced without

complete assurance of infinite gain ; the favour of God in

this world, and eternal life in the world to come.

SERMON LXIII.

AMIABLENESS OF CHRIST IN PUBLISHING THE
GOSPEL TO MANKIND.

Hoiv beautiful, on the mountains are the feet of him that

bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace ; that bring-
eth good tidings of good, that publisheth salvation ; that

saith unto Zion, Thy God reigneth.lsA. LII. 7.

IN a long series of discourses I have investigated minutely
the character and mediation of Christ

;
and have considered

his divine and human nature ; his offices as a prophet, priest,
and king; his miracles ; and his resurrection. I shall now
close this great and interesting subject of theology by at

tempting to exhibit, summarily, the excellency and amiable-

ness of Christ, as manifested in his interference on the behalf

of mankind,

In the text, the prophet Isaiah presents to us the advent

of a messenger of good tidings to mankind. This messen

ger is represented as announcing to the world good, or hap
piness, at large; as publishingpeace, salvation, and the glo
rious news, that the God who reigns universally is the God

of Zion. His appearance is exhibited by the prophet as

filling his own mind with astonishment and ecstacy. No
thing could more forcibly convey to us the prophet s rap
turous sense of the importance of these tidings, or his ex

alted views of the messenger who brought them, than the

manner in which he dwells on these subjects, in the repeated

and fervid exclamations of the text. When the soul be

comes the seat of strong emotions, and especially when it

VOL. n. 2 K
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is agitated by strong alternations of wonder and joy, it

usually finds language, in every form of phraseology, too

feeble to give full vent to its feelings, or to convey them to

others with such force, as to satisfy the demands either of

the imagination or the passions. When we ourselves feel,

we wish others to feel
;
and when our emotions become pe

culiarly ardent, we are prone to fear, that the corresponding
emotions of others will be less vivid than we desire. The
mind in this case seizes the most forcible language within

its reach ; and conscious that even this language halts be

hind its own fervours, naturally seeks to increase the im

pressions, by reiterating them in new and more animated

phraseology. From this source were derived the exclama

tions of the text ; peculiarly suited to the mind of Isaiah ;

whose imagination was not only more sublime, but on all

occasions more ready to glow, than that of any other writer.

St. Paul applies this text to the ministers of the gospel

generally, and perhaps more especially to the first ministers.

This application teaches us, decisively, that the gospel, the

meaning of which word you know is merely good tidings, is

the subject of the annunciation in the text ; and that minis

ters of the gospel at large are, in a loose and general sense,

included in the purport of these exclamations. The pro

phet, however, speaks of one messenger only, and this mes

senger is the person who publishes the gospel to mankind

The Lord Jesus Christ is undoubtedly the messenger here

intended ; by whose voice the gospel was originally commu
nicated to the world. The prophet, who beyond any other

writer embodies all his thoughts, and holds them out to the

view of the eye, exhibits this divine herald as advancing
over the mountains surrounding the city of Jerusalem, and

as proclaiming joyful news to its inhabitants. The reader

is transported to the spot ; sees this illustrious person ap

proach ;
hears him proclaim the tidings, which he comes to

announce ;
and unites with the prophet and his exulting

countrymen in their joyful exclamations.

The only characteristical circumstance on which the pro

phet rests in the text, is the beauty which adorned the person

of this glorious messenger. How beautiful on the mountains,

are tJiefeet of him that bringeth good tidings! To the con

sideration of this subject I propose to devote the following

discourse.
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In the discussion of it I shall consider,
I. The persons to whom these tidings were published:
II. The tidings themselves: and,
III. The messenger who published them.

I. The persons to whom these tidings were published, were
the children of apostate Adam.

It will be useful to the design which I have proposed, to

consider both their character and their circumstances.

Their character, like that of their progenitor, was formed
of apostacy. Every man who searches his own bosom, or

examines the conduct of his own life, is presented with irre

sistible evidence that he is a sinner. Let him form what
ever rule of life he is pleased to prescribe, by which his

duty to himself, to his fellow-men, and to God, ought even
in his own view to be regulated ;

and he will find himself,

in innumerable instances, a transgressor of that rule. The
Heathen philosophers anciently, and the infidels of modern

times, have formed such rules. Weigh them in their own
balances, and they will invariably befound wanting. Lax,

licentious, and even monstrous, as the laws are which they
have proposed for the regulation of their own moral conduct,

they still have not obeyed them
;
and will, if tried by them,

be certainly condemned. How much more defective do

they appear, when examined by the dictates of a sober and

enlightened conscience ! How far more defective, when
tried by the perfect law of God ! Searched by this law, it

will be uniformly found, and every man faithfully employed
in the search will be obliged to confess, that in our flesh

dwelleth no good thing.

Among the most affecting specimens of this evil character,

a conscientious investigator will be deeply afflicted with

those which constitute his own personal debasement. If he

open his eye on what he has been, and on what he has done,
he will find the most abundant reason to exclaim, with Job,
J abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes. He will find,

that he has, in the true and evangelical sense, neither loved

God nor man
;
that he has neither accepted of his Saviour,

nor repented of his sins ;
that he has neither laboured to be

a blessing, nor even endeavoured not to be a nuisance, to

the divine kingdom. Instead of worshipping God in spirit

2 K 2
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and in truth, according to the first dictates of his conscience
and of revelation, he will find, that he has in truth prostrated
himself to gold, to oflice, to fame, and to pleasure. Instead
of the exact justice, unwavering truth, and expansive be

nevolence, of the gospel, he will see, written in the volume
of his life with a pen of iron, a succession of melancholy
scenes and acts of unkindness, insincerity, and injustice ;

all contrived and finished by a mind shrunk with selfishness,
swollen with pride, heated with anger, debased with ava

rice, and steeled with insensibility. Page after page he will

see stained with the licentious wanderings of an impure
imagination, and deformed by the malignant purposes of an

envious, angry, and revengeful spirit. In vain will his eye,

pained with these narratives of shame and sin, wander from
one leaf to another with an anxious, inquisitive search, to

find the delightful records of filial confidence, submission,
and gratitude, to the Creator; or the sweet and cheering
remembrances of evangelical charity towards those around

him
;
or a portrait of himself, which shall be a fair counter

part to that of the good Samaritan. In vain will he watch

and explore the humiliating story, to glean from it refresh

ing recollections of self-purification, the refinement of his

mind, the amendment of his heart, or the cleansing of his

life. Over himself he will find the most distressing reasons

to mourn, as over a graceless and ruined child
; ruined, on

the one hand, by the gratification of pernicious appetites

and passions, and, on the other, by a senseless, thoughtless

indulgence, doting with a mixture of idiocy and madness.

The public exhibitions of the human character are still

more striking displays of human guilt. Almost the only

government of mankind has been tyranny. Almost all the

conduct of nations may be summed up in the rage of plun

der, the fury of war, and the frenzy of civil discord. Men
seem to have thought their blessings too numerous and too

great, and the duration of their life too long. Accordingly

they have robbed each other of the former, shortened the

latter, and struggled hard to reduce both to nothing. At

what time has human blood ceased to flow ? In what coun

try have rage and revenge ceased to desolate ? When and

where have the cries of mourning and misery ceased to re

sound? The groans of suffering have echoed from Califor-
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nia to Japan. The stream of sorrow has flowed without in

terruption for six thousand years. On all the public con
cerns of man; on every nation, on every age; have been

labelled, lamentation, mourning, and woe.

Such has been the conduct of man towards man. Not
less shameful, not less guilty, has been the conduct of man
towards his Maker. Instead of rendering to this glorious

being, whose we are, and whom we are bound to serve, the

direct, instinctive homage of the heart, and the cheerful

obedience of the hands
;
instead of acknowledging his right

ful government, rejoicing in his divine perfections, and vo

luntarily labouring to accomplish his exalted purposes ;
we

have said to him with one united voice, Depart from us ;

for we desire not the knowledge of thy ways. For JEHOvA H,
the only living and true God, mankind have substituted

deities, formed by the imagination, graven by art, and molten
in the furnace. The forest has been scoured, the ocean

swept, and the sky ransacked, for objects of worship. The
world has prostrated itself before men, deformed with vil-

lany, and putrid with pollution. The knee has bent to the

ox, the snake, the frog, and the fly. Nay, the heart has

yielded its homage, prayers, and oblations, to the stock of

a tree
;
and parents have sacrificed their children to the

great enemy of God and man. Look over the long page of

history ;
and you will be astonished to see how rarely a

country is mentioned, and how rarely a period occurs, in

which you would be willing to have lived.

But guilt is not the only ingredient of the human charac

ter. It is scarcely less humble and insignificant, than it is

guilty. We are born of the dust, allied to worms, and vic

tims to corruption. Weak, ignorant, frail, perishing, and

possessed only ofan ephemeral existence, we still are proud ;

proud of our reason with all its errors, and of our temper
with all its sins. We claim a kindred to angels ;

but by a

voluntary slavery to passion and appetite, assimilate our

selves to the beasts which perish. We boast loudly of the

dignity of our nature ;
and prostitute that nature daily on

objects of shame and remorse, and to purposes which we
would not for a world have known even to our nearest

friends. What a dreadful display of our character would

our thoughts, wishes, and designs, make to mankind, if they
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were all printed in a volume, and read even by such eyics

as ours! How few thoughts do we form, which we should

be willing to have an angel know ! How few purposes, over

which an angel would not weep !

In this character, at the same time, we are immoveably
fixed and perverse. No event in the immense providence
of God has contributed to prove, that there is in a sinful

mind a tendency to renovation. Arguments plead, reason

testifies, judgments warn, and mercies allure, in vain. The
sinful heart is incased in adamant, and is proof even to the

arrows of the Almighty. God calls earnestly and conti

nually ; but we refuse. He stretches out his hand, both to

smite and to heal, but we disregard.
In consequence of our character our circumstances have

become deplorable. The law of God, with an unalterable

sentence, has declared, that the soul which sinneth shall die.

As a prelude to the execution of this penalt] , thorns and

briers have overspread this melancholy world. Toil and

care, sorrow and suffering, disease and death, entered pa
radise, the moment it was polluted by sin

;
withered all its

bloom, and blasted its immortality. Death, the dreadful

offspring of this dreadful parent, has claimed the earth as

his empire, and mankind as his prey. All nations have pe
rished under his iron sceptre ;

the young man and maiden,

old men and children. Half mankind has he compelled to

the grave in the dawn of childhood
;
and converted the

world into one vast burying-ground. We walk on human
dust

;
and the remains of men, once living, are turned up

by the plough, and blown about by the wind.

From this deplorable lot, and the guilty character of

which it is the reward, there was, independently of Christ s

mediation, no escape ;
and to both there was no end. With

heaven our communication was cut off. No messenger ever

came from that delightful world to soothe the fears, or

awaken the hopes, of mankind, concerning a future exist

ence. If in the vast of being, or the boundless extent of

divine benevolence, good was laid up in store for them
, it

was unknown. No tidings of relief or hope, no intimations

of forgiveness or reconciliation, had ever reached this de

solate region. Eternity, solemn and awful in itself, and

more solemn and awful from its obscurity, became intensely
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dreadful to beings, who could make no claims to acceptance,
and find no solid ground of hope.
To such beings how delightful must be any tidings of

good ! How much more delightful, tidings ofextensive good !

How transporting, tidings of such good, which by their cer

tainty banished distrust and doubt from the Soul !

II. The nature of these tidings next demands our consi

deration.

This is exhibited in five forms of phraseology: That

bringeth good tidings ; that publisheth peace ; that bringeth

good tidings of good ; that publisheth salvation ; that saith

unto Zion, Thy God reigneth. The first and third of these

forms indicate, generally, that the tidings are good or joyful;
and tidings concerning good of great value. The remaining
forms teach us the nature of that good.

In the two first-mentionedforms of expression we are as

sured, that the subject of these tidings is real good, attain

able by us, reserved by Godfor our enjoyment, certain, fu
ture, and immortal. Good fitted for the enjoyment of such

minds as ours
;
such as God himself esteems real good ;

and such as it becomes his character to proffer and to be

stow. The tidings concerning this glorious allotment are

also in themselves pronounced to be good ; because they

are sincere and certain, and because they communicate easy
and effectual means of making it ours.

It is styled, in the second phrase, peace. Peace is the

cessation of war or contention; and in the present case, the

cessation ofour hostility with God, ourselves, and ourfellow-

men. The soul of man is at war with his Maker. The

great subject of controversy here is our obedience to his

will. This he requires, and we refuse. Nothing can ter

minate the contest, but our submission : for it cannot be

supposed, that the Creator will bend his own pleasure to

the rebellious spirit of his creatures. In announcing these

tidings to mankind, Christ first proclaims to them, that God

is willing to be reconciled- This is intelligence which,

before the mediation of Christ commenced, could never

have gained credit even in the world of benevolence itself.

Angels knew no reward for revolt from their Creator but

final rejection : the reward to which their own companions
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had been irrevocably condemned. AVith wonder and amaze
ment they saw a new system of dispensations commencing
in this apostate world, and heard forgiveness and recon

ciliation proclaimed to man. Humble as was our origin,

guilty and little as was our character, we were commanded,
invited, and entreated, to lay down the weapons of our

warfare ; to return to God, our duty, and our happiness ;

and to receive from his hands peace, commencing in this

world, and extending its benign and delightful influence

throughout eternity.

The soul reconciled to its God, becomes at once reconciled

to itself. With himself man is as truly at war as with his

Maker. A contention, real, unceasing, and violent, is car

ried on between the conscience and the passions. Con
science claims to control the man, as her original and

rightful province. Against this claim a mob of furious

passions revolt ;
and demand and wrest out of her hands

the controverted dominion. As in all cases where the

order established by God becomes inverted ; so here every
real interest is sacrificed. The soul is debased with guilt,

harassed by fear, tossed by a tempest of conflicting desires,

wounded with remorse, and hastened onward to final de

struction. Conscience, in the mean time, infixes all her

stings into the heart of this miserable subject of domestic

discord, and holds up her awful mirror before his eyes ;

presenting him with an exact and terrible portrait of him

self; pale, languid, sickly with mental diseases; his spi

ritual life already gone : and himself, both soul and body,
destined speedily to an eternal grave. But when the soul

submits to its Maker, and bows its own will to his, the man
becomes reconciled to himself. The control of conscience

is not only permitted, but chosen. The froward passions,

like stubborn children who have renounced their filial im

piety, bend with a gentleness and serenity before unknown,
to a dominion, now first discovered not only to be safe, but

easy, reasonable, and delightful. No longer a seat of con

fusion and discord, the soul becomes henceforth a mansion

of peace and harmony; where sweet affections rise and

operate, under the control and the approbation of con

science. The man is reconciled to himself; and, turning

rjis eyes inward, beholds henceforth a prospect beautiful
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and lovely; an image of heaven; a resemblance faint and
distant indeed, but still a real resemblance, to the character

of his Maker.

Peace with our fellow-men is the natural consequence of

peace with ourselves; not indeed necessarily, nor uniform

ly ; but always, so far as they are possessed of the same

blessing, and under the influence of the same disposition.
While the same internal hostility predominates in them,

they are unfitted to be at peace with God or man. But the

period is hastening, when this happy state of mind shall be
the state of all men, and peace shall prevail on earth, ac

cording to the full import of the hymn sung by angels at the

birth of the Saviour. The tidings of the text will then be

illustriously realized
;
and man, at peace with his Maker

and himself, will be at peace also with all his fellow-men.

The confused noise of the battle of the ivarrior will then be

heard no more
;
and garments be seen no more rolled in

blood. Violence shall, then, be no more heard in the world ;

wasting nor destruction within its borders. The earth, no

longer convulsed by human passions, no longer gloomy and

desolate with the miseries of human conflicts, will assume

the aspect of a delightful morning in the spring ;
where all

is verdant and blooming beneath, and all is bright and glo
rious above.

In the fourth of these forms of expression, this good is

styled salvation*

Salvation denotes a deliverancefrom evil, and an intro

duction to the enjoyment of good. In the present case, both

the evil and the good are immeasurable.

The evil is twofold, a compound ofsin and misery ; both

imperfect in this world, and both finished in the world to

come. From both in this world the deliverance announced

is partial ; beginning from nothing, and enlarging and as

cending with a constant though unequal progress towards

perfection. The soul, before a mass of deformity and cor

ruption, begins to be adorned with life, and grace, and

beauty. With it angels love to commune ;
on it God is

pleased to look with complacency.
From future sin and future misery the deliverance is com

plete. With death our last sins terminate, and our last

misery is undergone. Cast your eyes forward through the
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vast of duration, and think what it would be to sin and suf

fer for ever. How amazing the evil ! How astonishing the

deliverance !

The good announced is twofold also ; a glorious union of
virtue and enjoyment : like the evil, imperfect here and con
summate hereafter. The virtue of man in his present state

is infantine ; tottering with an unsettled step, and lisping
with half-formed accents. In the future state, the mind
advanced to perfect manhood is completely sanctified, and
cannot fail of being completely blessed. To enjoyment
and virtue that state is wholly destined. Every thing
found in it, as once in the earthly paradise, blossoms with

life and happiness, and, like Adam, all its inhabitants are

formed for immortality.
In the last phrase of the text, this good is disclosed to

us in the declaration, that saith unto Zion, TH-Y GOD
REIGNETH.

God, the author of all being, is the source of all good.

Every good gift, in this and all other worlds, and every

perfect gift, isfrom above; and cometh down from the FA
THER OF LIGHTS, with whom is no variableness, neither

shadow of turning. From him, the ocean, flow all those

streams of holiness, which water, enrich, and beautify, his

immeasurable kingdom. His character, his moral essence,
is love ; and wherever happiness is found, it may justly be

said, that the name of every blessing is like that of the city
seen in vision by Ezekiel, THE LORD is THERE.
With these tidings resounding in their ears, the children

of Zion may joyfully say, This God is our Godfor ever and
ever. To their present and everlasting good his boundless

power, wisdom, and goodness, are by himself graciously
consecrated. To renew, purify, preserve, protect, enlight

en, guide, quicken, and save, them in this world ;
and to

form them in his own perfect image, and exalt them to his

own perfect felicity, in the world to come ;
is declared to

be his constant and favourite employment. In that glo

rious and happy world, he will unveil his face to them ;

and give them to see as they are seen, and to know as

they are known. In the smiles of forgiving, redeeming,

and sanctifying, love, ] they will there rove, and bask,

and brighten, for ever.
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III. I shall consider the messenger who published these

tidings.

In the investigation of this subject I shall inquire,
Who he was ;

What he became ;

What he did; and,
WJiat he suffered.

1st. He was a person of supreme glory and dignity.
This divine person was, from everlasting, underived, in

dependent, all-sufficient, and unchangeable, in his being,

wisdom, goodness, and power. All things were the work
of his hand, and lay beneath his feet. At the head of a

kingdom, filling immensity and eternity, he was ; and in

comparison with him there was none else. All nations be

fore him were as nothing ; and were counted unto him as less

than nothing, and vanity. Angels in his presence veiled

their faces
;
and archangels durst not attempt to penetrate

the unapproachable light, with which he clothed himself as

with a garment. To obey him was their highest honour ;

to please him was their greatest happiness. In his service

they employed all their powers, and found all their trans

ports. Suns lighted up their fires at his bidding; systems
rolled, to fulfil his pleasure; and to accomplish his designs

immensity was stored with worlds and their inhabitants.

2dly. He was rich in all good.
All things were not only made by him, but/or him. They

were his property; they were destined to fulfil his pleasure.
When he looked on all the beauty, greatness, and glory,

conspicuous in the beings which compose and which inha

bit the universe ;
he beheld nothing but the works of his

own hands, reflecting the boundless beauty, greatness, and

glory, which, in forms and varieties infinite, were treasured

up from everlasting in his own incomprehensible mind. If

he chose to bring into existence any additional number of

creatures, to display new forms and varieties of power, wis

dom, and goodness, pre existent in his own perfect intel

lect, his choice would instantaneously give them being. To
the universe which he had made, he could with infinite ease

add another and another ;
and fill worlds, and suns, and

systems, those desolate wilds of immensity where the wing
of angels never ventured to rove, and whither no created
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niind ever sent out a solitary thought. Thus the universe

of possible things was his own.

He was rich in the veneration and good will, the compla

cencyand gratitude) ofall virtuous beings. Heaven, through
out her vast regions, had from the beginning echoed to his

praise. The morning stars had sung his perfections from

their birth, and the sons of God shouted his name for joy.
The everlasting hymn of that exalted and delightful world

had ever been, Blessin,g, and honour, and glory, and power,
be unto our God that sitteth on the throne, and unto the

Lambfor ever and ever: and to this divine ascription every
virtuous world had continually, as well as solemnly, an

swered, Amen.
He was rich in himself. His own mind was the mansion

of all things great, excellent, and delightful. Pure from

every stain, free from every error, serene without a cloud,

secure beyond a fear, and conscious of wisdom and holi

ness only, himself was an ocean of eternal and overflow

ing good.
He was rich in the complacency of his Father. He was

from everlasting his beloved Son, in whom he was ever well

pleased. From everlasting was he by him, as one brought

up with him. He was daily his delight, rejoicing alway be

fore him. In the transcendent communion of the ever-bless

ed Trinity he experienced enjoyment, which no created

eye hath seen, or can see ; and which no mind, less than in

finite, can conceive. On this subject beings of yesterday
must not presume to expatiate. With the deepest reverence

they can only exclaim, It is higher than heaven, what can

we know ?

2dly. This glorious person, to accomplish the good an

nounced in these tidings, became man.

Although he was originally in the form of God, and

thought it no robbery to be equal with God, yet he made him

self of no reputation, took upon Jiim theform of a servant,

and was made in the likeness of men. In this character of

immense humiliation, he lived in this sinful, melancholy
world. To man, who is a worm, and the son of man, who
w but a worm, he allied himself by birth, kindred, and cha

racter. All the infirmities of our nature, except sin, he vo

luntarily assumed ; sprang from an humble lineage ; lived
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in an humble employment ;
was united to humble compa

nions
; and was invariably in humble circumstances. So

depressed was he in all things that he himself has thought
proper lo say, lama worm and no man.

3dly. In this situation lie did all things well.

His lite was filled up with usefulness and duty ;
was la

borious beyond example ; and was wholly consecrated to

the glory of God and the good of mankind. In conformity
to this great purpose, he spent all the former part ofhis lite

in an illustrious discharge of the duties of filial piety. In

his public ministry he taught with unceasing diligence the

law of God, the ruin of man by his disobedience, and the

tidings of his recovery by his own mediation. The way of

life he marked out with an unerring hand
;
the means of life

he disclosed with a benevolent voice. The duties to which

man is summoned, he exemplified in his own perfect con

duct. The hopes which man was invited to cherish, he

pourtrayed in colours of light. The door of heaven, shut

before to this apostate world, he unbarred with his own

power ;
and love invited labouring and heavy laden sinners

to enter in, and find rest . Wandering prodigals, perishing

with want and nakedness, and lost to the universe of God,
he sought and found, and brought home to his Father s

house rejoicing. Wretches dead in trespasses and sins, he

raised to spiritual and immortal life. This vast earthly ca

tacomb he entered
;
and summoned together by his voice

the bones of the immense congregation in its gloomy re

cesses, bone to his bone. The host of skeletons he covered

with flesh; and, breathing upon them the breath of life, bade

them stand upon their feet as an exceeding great army for

multitude.

To accomplish this divine purpose, he underwent every

humiliation and every suffering. He was born in a stable,

and cradled in a manger. The greatest part of his life he

spent in the humble and laborious business of a mechanic;

and literally earned his bread with the sweat ofhis brow.

Poor beyond the common lot of poverty, he had not, while

ministering immortal blessings to a world, a place where to

lay his head. For all the suffering he wrought miraculous

works ofbeneficence; but the power with which they were

wrought, ready at the call of others, was rarely exerted for
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himself. At the same time, he was hated and persecuted
day by day. Wickedness employed all its hostility against
him

; its pride and cunning* ;
its malice and wrath

; calum
niated his name, invaded his peace, and hunted his life.

By his friends he was betrayed and forsaken. By his ene

mies he was accused of drunkenness and gluttony, of im

piety and blasphemy, of being the friend of sinners, and the

coadjutor of Satan. From the agonies of Gethsemane he

was conveyed successively to the iniquitous tribunal of the

sanhedrin ;
to the bloody hall of Pilate

;
to the cross

;
and

to the tomb. At the close of a life, spent in bitterness and

sorrow, he consummated all his sufferings, by undergoing
that last and greatest of all evils, the wrath ofGod, poured
out upon him as the substitute for sinners.

All these things he foresaw, when he brought these tidings
to mankind. They were always before him

;
and were in

dispensable parts ofthat mediation which he voluntarily as

sumed. They were undergone therefore in a continual an

ticipation. Every day he was literally a man of sorrows,

and acquainted with grief. In the full view of them all he

came to this world, to proclaimpeace and salvation to those

who despised, rejected, and persecuted him ; who nailed

him to the cross, and compelled him to the grave. To these

very men he announced all good; himself; his favour; his

kingdom; his house; his presence; his everlasting joy.

Think what tidings these are. Think to whom they are

published.

Thus, from a summary view of this subject, Christ, in

publishing these tidings to mankind, appears invested with

supreme amiableness and beauty. No attribute which

forms, no action which becomes, the perfect character, is

wanting in him. With all things in his hands, with all ex

cellence and enjoyment in his mind, he pitied us, miserable

worms ofthe dust; descended from heaven; became man;

lived, and died, and rose again ;
that he might live for ever.

With his own voice he proclaimed, in the tidings of the

text, the very things which he has done and suffered, and

the infinite blessings which in this mnnner he has purchased
for mankind. &quot;There is now,&quot; he cries, &quot;glory

to God in

the highest, while there is peace on earth and good-will to

wards men. In this ruined world, so long enveloped in
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darkness, so long deformed by sin, so long wasted by mi

sery ;
where guilt, and sorrow, and suffering, have spread

distress without control, and mourning without hope:
where war and oppression have ravaged without, and re

morse and despair consumed within
;
where Satan has ex

alted his throne above the stars of God, while its sottish

millions have bent before him in religious worship ;
in this

ruined world, where, since the apostacy, real good was ne

ver found, and where tidings of such good were never pro
claimed

;
even here I announce the tidings of expiated sin,

a pardoning God, a renewing spirit, an opening heaven,
and a dawning immortality. Here peace anew shall lift

her olive-branch over mankind. Here salvation from sin

and woe shall anew be found : and here God shall dwell

and reign the God of Zion. Come unto me, all ye that la

bour, and are heavy laden ; and I will give you rest. In

cline your ear, and hear, and your soul shall live ; and I

will make an everlasting covenant with you, even the sure

mercies of David. The spirit ofJEHOVAH is upon me, be

cause he hath anointed me to preach good tidings unto the

meek ; he hath sent me to bind up the broken-hearted, to pro
claim liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to

them that are bound. I will greatly rejoice in the Lord ;

my soul shall be joyful in my God ; for he hath clothed me

with garments of salvation ; he hath covered me with the

robe of righteousness ; as a bridegroom decketh himself with

ornaments; as a bride adorneth herself with jewels
&quot;

Every messenger of good news is of course desirable and

lovely in the eyes of those who are deeply interested
;
and

a part of that lustre belonging to the tidings themselves, is

by a natural association diffused around him by whom they

are borne : especially because he is regarded as voluntarily

announcing good to us, and as rejoicing in our joy. How

glorious, how lovely, then, does Christ appear, when coming

with all the inherent splendour and beauty of his character,

and the transcendent dignity of his station, to proclaim to

us tidings infinitely desirable, of good infinitely necessary

and infinitely great! Men to him were wholly unnecessary.

Had all their millions been blotted out of the kingdom of

God, they would not even have left a blank in the creation.

With aword he could have formed, ofthe stones ofthe street,
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other millions, wiser, better, and happier; more dutiful, and
more desirable. How divinely amiable does he appear,
when the tidings which he brings are tidings of his own ar

duous labours on our behalf, and of his own unexampled

sufferings: labours and sufferings without which good tidings

could never have reached us, and real good never been found

in this miserable world ! How divinely amiable does he ap

pear, when, notwithstanding the apostacy and guilt of the

race of Adam, he came of his own accord to publish these

tidings of immortal good to rebels and enemies; and while

proclaiming them, rejoiced in the habitableparts of the earthy

and found his delights with the sons of men.

What then must be the guilt, what the debasement, of

those who are regardless of the glorious declarations, hos

tile to the benevolent designs, and insensible to the perfect

character, of this divine herald ? How blind, and deaf, and

stupid, must they be to all that is beautiful, engaging, and

lovely ! How grovelling must be their moral taste ! How
wonderful their neglect of their own well-being ! How evi

dently is their ingratitude as the sin of witchcraft, and their

stubbornness as iniquity and idolatry ! Were these tidings

to be proclaimed in hell itself, one can scarcely fail to

imagine that all the malice, impiety, and blasphemy, in

that dreary world would be suspended ;
that fiends would

cease to conflict with fiends
;
that sorrow would dry the

stream of never-ending tears
;
that remorse would reverse

and blunt his stings ;
that despair would lift up his pale

front with a commencing smile
;
that the prisoners of wrath

(then prisoners of hope) would shake their chains with

transport; and that all the gloomy caverns would echo to

the sounds of gratitude and joy. In our own world, once

equally hopeless, these tidings are actually proclaimed.

What must be the spirit of those who refuse to hear ?

But O ye followers of the divine and compassionate

Saviour; infinitely different is the wisdom displayed by

you! When this divine messenger proclaims to you pence
and salvation; when he informs you that he has died, that

you may live ;
when he demands of you cordially to cm-

brace his atonement and accept his intercession, you cheer

fully hear, believe, and obey. Conscious of your own

guilty character and ruined condition, you have yielded
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yourselves to him, with all the heart, in the humble, ami

able, penitent, exercise of faith and love; and finally

chosen him as your own Saviour. On your minds his

image is instamped ; in your life his beauty shines with real

though feeble radiance : in your character his loveliness is

begun : in your souls his immortality is formed. On you
his Father smiles, a forgiving God. On you his Spirit de

scends with his sanctifying and dove-like influence. To you
his word unfolds all his promises; his daily favour ;

his ever

lasting love. To you hell is barred
;
and all its seducing

and destroying inhabitants confined in chains. Heaven for

you has already opened its everlasting doors ; and the King
ofglory has entered in to prepare a placefor you. The joy
of that happy world has been already renewed over your

repentance. The Spirit of truth conducts you daily onward
in your journey through life, and in your way towards your
final home. Death, your last enemy, is to you deprived of

his strength and sting ;
and the grave despoiled of its vic

tory. Your bodies will soon be sown in the corruption,

weakness, and dishonour, of your present perishable nature,

to be raised in the incorruption, power, and glory, of immor

tality. Your souls, cleansed from every sin, and stain, and

weakness, this divine messenger will present before the

throne of his Father, without spot, or ivrinkle, or any such

thing; to be acquitted, approved, and blessed. In the

world of light, and peace, and joy, enlarged with know

ledge, and refined with evangelical virtue, he will unite you
to the general assembly of the first-born, and to the innume

rable company of angels; will make you sons, and priests,

and kings, to God, and cause you to live and reign with him

for ever and ever. All things will then be yours; you will be

Christ s, and Christ will be God s. Anticipate, and by an

ticipation enjoy to the full, this divine assemblage of bless

ings ; they are your birthright. But while you enjoy them,

deeply pity, and fervently pray, for your foolish, guilty, and

miserable, companions.

VOL. u. 2 L
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SERMON LXIV.

CONSEQUENCES OF CHHIST/S MEDIATION.

JUSTIFICATION. JUSTIFICATION BY THE FREE
GRACE OF GOD.

Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption
which is in Christ Jesus. ROM. in. 24.

IN the series of sermons which I have preached hitherto as

part of a system of theology, I have considered the existence

and perfections of God ; the disobedience and apostacy of
man; and the impossibility of his justification by his own

righteousness; the covenant of redemption made between the

Father and the Son ; the character, mediation, and offices, of
Christ. Theformer class ofsubjects constitutes what is fre

quently called the religion of nature ; the latter, the first

branches of the Christian, or remedial system grafted upon
that religion. Perfect beings are justified by their own
obedience, since they fulfil all the demands ofthe divine law.

To them therefore the religion of nature is amply sufficient

to secure their duty, their acceptance with God, and their

final happiness. Sinful beings cannot thus be justified, be

cause they have not rendered that obedience which is the

only possible ground of justification by law. Of course

some other ground of justification is absolutely necessary
for them, if they are ever to be accepted or rewarded. For
this the religion of Christ professes to have made ample
provision. In my examination of the character and offices

of Christ, 1 have attempted to shew that he has taught all

which is necessary to be known, believed, or done, by us, in

order to our acceptance with God
;
and has accomplished

the expiation of our sins in such a manner, that God in jus

tifying us, may be just to himself and to the universe. Thus
far, it is hoped, the way to our return from our apostacy has
been made clear and satisfactory.
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The next great question to be asked, and a question of
infinite rnoment to every one ofus, is, In what manner do we
become interested in the mediation of Christ, and entitledto
the glorious blessings which he has purchasedfor man ? This

question is partially answered in the text: here we are said

to be justified freely by the grace of God, through the re

demption of Christ Jesus. In this declaration our justifica
tion is immediately connected with the redemption of Christ,
as its meritorious or procuring cause. The source of it

a!so&amp;gt;

on the part of God, is directly asserted
;
as is also the man

ner in which it was accomplished. We are said to be justi

fiedfreely ; and justified by his grace. All this is also said

to be done through, by means of, or on account of, the re

demption of Christ. These subjects are intended to oc

cupy the following discourse.

In the course ofmy investigation I shall consider,
I. In what sense mankind are justified under the gospel.
II. In what sense we arefreelyjustified by the grace ofGod.

I. Ishall consider in what sense mankind are justified un
der the gospel.

The word justify, as I observed in a former discourse, is

taken from the business of judicial courts
;
and denotes the

acquittal of a person tried by such a court upon an accusa

tion of a crime. The person accused being upon trial found

innocent of the charge, is declared to be just in the view of
the law ; and by an easy and natural figure, is said to be

justified; that is, made just. In this original forensic sense

of the term, it is obvious, from what has been said in a for

mer discourse, that no human being can be justified by the

law, or before the bar of God. As all mankind havg dis

obeyed this law, it is clear that he, ivhose judgment is inva

riably according to truth, must declare them guilty.

Still the Scriptures abundantly teach us, that what the law

could not do, in that it ivas weak through the flesh, God,

sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, andfor a

sin-offering, has, by thus condemning sin in the flesh, accom

plished for multitudes ofour sinful race. It ishowever certain

thatjustification, when extended to returning sinners, must,

in some respects, be of course a thing widely different from

justification under the law. A subject of law is justified

2 L 2
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only when he is in the full and strict sense just ; that is, when
he has completely obeyed all the requisitions of the law .

In this case his obedience is the only ground of his justifi

cation, and is all that is necessary to it
;

because he has

done every thing which was required of him, and no act of

disobedience can be truly laid to his charge. From this

case, that of the penitent under the gospel differs entirely.
He has been guilty of innumerable acts of disobedience,
and has not fulfilled the demands of the law, even in a sin

gle instance. All these acts of disobedience are truly

chargeable to him when he comes before the bar of God at

the final trial
; nor can he ever be truly said not to have

been guilty of them. If therefore he be ever justified, it

must be in a widely different sense from that which has been

already explained. The term is therefore not used in the

gospel, because its original meaning is intended here
;
but

because this term, figuratively used, better expresses the

thing intended than any other. The act of God, denoted by
this term as used in the gospel, so much resembles a forensic

justification, or justification by law. that the word is natu

rally, and by an easy translation, adopted to express this act.

The justification of a sinner under the gospel, consists

in the three following things: pardoning his sins ; acquit

ting himfrom the punishment which they have deserved ; and

entitling him to the rewards or blessings due by law to per
fect obedience only.

In order to form clear and satisfactory views of this sub

ject, it will be useful to examine the situation of man in his

progress from apostacy to acceptance, as it is exhibited

in the Scriptures.
In the covenant of redemption, the FATHER promised

Christ, that, if he should make his soul a propitiatory sacri

fice for sm, he should see a seed which should prolong their

days ;* or, as it is expressed by God in the eighty-ninth

psalm, His seed should endurefor ever, and his throne, that

is, his dominion over them, as the days of heaven. In this

covenant three things are promised to Christ, in conse

quence of h?s assumption and execution of the mediatorial

office: 1st, That a seed shall be given him; 2d, That they
shall endure and be happy for ever ; and 3d, That his domi-

Isai. liii, 10. Lowth.
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nion over them shall be coextended with their eternal being.
It was then certain, antecedently to Christ s entrance upon
the office of mediator, that he should not assume nor ex
ecute it in vain, but should receive a reward for all his la

bours and sufferings; such as he thought a sufficient one ;

such as induced him to undertake this office, and to ac

complish all the arduous duties which it involved. This

reward was to be formed of rational and immortal beings,

originally apostate, but redeemed by him from their apos-

tacy through the atonement made for their sins by his suf

ferings, particularly his death ; and the honour which he

rendered to the divine law by his personal obedience. All

these redeemed apostates were to endurefor ever in a state

of perfect holiness and happiness; and both this holiness

and happiness were to be for ever progressive under his

perfectly wise and benevolent administration.

In this covenant then it is promised that the persons
here spoken of, and elsewhere declared to be a great mul

titude, which no man can number, of all nations, kindreds,

and tongues, should be the seed, the children, of Christ;

his property ;
and that not only in a peculiar but in a sin

gular sense
;
not only created by him, as all other intelligent

beings were, but redeemed by him also ;
and that at the ex

pense of his own life.

The least consideration, however, will clearly shew us,

that sinners can never become Christ s in any such sense

as to be accepted by him, unless they are delivered from the

sentence of condemnation, pronounced against them by the

law of God. This law, I have formerly had occasion to

observe, is unalterable. It is in itself perfect; and cannot

be made better. God, the perfect and unchangeable Being,

cannot, without denying his perfection, consent to make it

worse. Besides, he has declared that the universe shall

sooner pass away, than onejot or one tittle of the law shall

pass, until all shall befulfilled. Yet if this sentence be uni

versally executed, the reward promised to Christ in the co

venant of redemption, viz. the immortal holiness and hap

piness of those, who in that covenant were promised to him

as his seed, must ofnecessity fail. This sentence therefore

will not be universally executed, because such an execution

would render the.promise of God of none effect.
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Farther, all who are involved in the execution of this sen

tence will not only suffer, but also sin, for ever. But no
words are necessary to prove that a collection of sinners,

continuing to sin for ever, could in no sense constitute a re

ward to Christ for his labours and sufferings in the work of

redemption. From them he could receive neither love,

gratitude, nor praise. In their character he could see no

thing amiable, nothing to excite his complacency. In his

government ofthem, his goodness and mercy would find no

employment, and achieve no glory. Nor could they ever

be his in the sense of the covenant of redemption.
Thus it is beyond a doubt evident, that with regard to

all those who are thus promised to Christ, the sentence of

the divine law will not, and cannot, be executed
;
and (hat

when they appear at their final trial, they will be acquitted
from the punishment due to their sins, and delivered from

the moral turpitude of their character. All this is plainly in

dispensable to the fulfilment of the covenant of redemption.

Accordingly we find it all promised in the most definite

manner wherever the subject is mentioned in the gospel.
The first step in the final fulfilment of the promises con

tained in this covenant, towards those who are the seed of

Christ, is the pardon of their sins. Sin, until it is pardoned,
is still charged to the sinner s account: hence he is in this

situation exposed to the punishment which it has deserved.

The pardon of sin is of course attended by the exemption
of the sinner from punishment, so much of course that these

things are usually considered as but one. They are, how

ever, separable, not only in thought, but in fact. We do

not always, nor necessarily, punish offenders, whom we still

do not forgive. The offender may have merited, and may
still continue to merit, punishment ;

and yet sufficient rea

sons may exist why he should not be punished, although

they are not derived from his moral character. Forgive

ness, in the full sense, supposes the offender penitent; and

includes an approbation of his character as such, and a

reconciliation to him of the person who forgives. But

these things are not involved in a mere determination to

exempt an offender from punishment. On the part of God,

however, in his conduct towards returning sinners, these

things are not I confess separable in fact.
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But the sinner might be forgiven and acquitted from the

punishment due to his sins; and yet not be rendered the

subject of future blessings : much less of the blessings pro
mised in the covenant of redemption. He might be anni

hilated. He might be placed in a state of happiness im

perfect and mixed, like that of the present world
;
or he

might be placed in a state of happiness unmixed and per
fect, and yet greatly inferior to that which will be actually

enjoyed by the penitent children of Adam. Another step

therefore, indispensable to the complete fulfilment of the

covenant of redemption, is entitling them to the very bless

ings which are here promised, viz. the blessings of heaven;
the first blessings, as I may hereafter have occasion to

shew, in the kingdom of God.
These three things, which I have specified as being in

volved in the justification of mankind, are all clearly in

cluded and promised in the covenant of redemption ; and

the connexion of them, or of our justification, with that

work, as the only foundation on which our justification can

rest, is 1 think too manifest from what has been said to be

doubted.

Having thus stated what I intend by justification under

the gospel, I shall inquire,

II. In ivhat sense we are said to be justified freely by the

grace of God.

From what has been said in a former discourse concern

ing the impossibility ofjustification by our own obedience,

it is I trust evident, that our justification can in no sense

nor degree be said, with truth, to be merited by ourselves.

In this respect therefore, if it exist at all, it must of neces

sity be communicated freely. It will, however, be neces

sary to a satisfactory explanation of this subject, to ex

amine it particularly; so as to prevent any misconception

concerning its nature ; and so as to obviate any objections

which may arise in the minds of those who hear me. To
this examination it will be indispensable that I settle in the

beginning, the meaning which I annex to the term grace, on

which the import of the proposition depends.

The word grace is used by the inspired writers in various

senses.
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1st. It denotes a free gift ; which was perhaps its original

meaning :

2dly. The free, sovereign love of the Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, the source of every such gift from God :

3dly. The efficacious power of the Holy Ghost on the

hearts of mankind: 2 Cor. xii. 9.

4thly. That state of reconciliation with God which is en

joyed by Christians: Rom. v. 2.

5thly. Any virtue of the Christian character : and,

Gthly. Any particular favour communicated by God:

Eph. iii. 8.

Besides this, in common use it denotes gracefulness of

person, deportment, or character.

In the text it is manifestly used in the second sense; and
denotes the free, sovereign love of God ; the source of all

our benefits.

That we are justified freely by the grace of God, thus

understood, I will now attempt to shew by the following
considerations.

1st. Under the influence, or in the indulgence, of this love,

Godformed the original design of saving mankind.

The law of God is a perfectly just law: but by this law

man was condemned and finally cast off. Justice therefore

in no sense demanded the deliverance of mankind from

condemnation. Of course this deliverance was proposed
arid planned by the mere sovereign mercy of God.

2dly. The covenant of redemption was the result of the

same mercy.
Iii this covenant, God promised to Christ the eternal

happiness of all his seed
;
that is, his followers. Now it is

certain that no one of these obeyed the law of God. This

was certainly foreknown by God
; and, with this foreknow

ledge he was pleased to promise this glorious blessing

concerning creatures who were only rebels and apostates,

and who merited nothing but wrath and indignation. Sove

reign love only could operate in favour of such beings as

these.

3dly. The same divine disposition executed the ivork of

redemption.
When Christ came to his own, his own received him not.

On the contrary, they hated, opposed, and persecuted him
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through his life
;
and with a spirit still more malignant and

furious put him to death.

The very same spirit is inherent in the nature of all men.

We ourselves, who condemn the Jews as murderers, still

with the same pertinacity reject the Saviour. We neither

believe, nor obey ;
we neither repent of our sins, nor for

sake them
;
we neither receive his instructions, nor walk in

his ordinances. Opposed to him in our hearts, we are op

posed to him also in our lives.

The same opposition prevails in the whole race ofAdam.
Nor is there recorded, on the page of history, a single

known instance in which it may be believed, even with re

mote probability, that man from mere native propensity,

or an original goodness of heart, has cordially accepted
Christ. Certainly nothing but the sovereign love of God
could accomplish such a work as that of redemption for

beings of this character.

4thly. The mission and agency of the divine Spirit were

the result of this love only.

In the human character there is nothing to merit the in

terference of this glorious person on the behalf of mankind.

Christ came to seek and to redeem man because he was lost.

The divine Spirit came to sanctify him, because without

sanctification he was undone. This, the very fact of his

regeneration unanswerably proves. Regeneration is the

commencement of virtue in the soul. Without evangelical

love, says St. Paul, J am nothing ; that is, I am nothing in

the kingdom of God : I have no spiritual or virtuous ex

istence. From the necessity of regeneration then to man,

and the fact that he is regenerated, it is certain that there

is nothing in his nature, except his miserable condition,

which could be an inducement to the Spirit of grace to in

terfere in human concerns.

What is true of this act of the divine Spirit is equally

true of his agency in enlightening, quickening, purifying,

and strengthening, man in the Christian course, and con

ducting him finally to heaven.

5thly. As all these steps, so plainly necessary to the jus

tification of man, are the result of the unmerited love ofGod,

so his justification itself flows entirely from the same love.

Christ in his sufferings and death made a complete atone-
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ment for the sins of mankind. In other words, he rendered

to the law, character, and government, ofGod such peculiar

honour, as to make it consistent with their unchangeable
nature and glory, that sinners should on the proper con

ditions be forgiven. But the atonement inferred no obliga
tion of justice on the part of God to forgive them : they
were still sinners, after the atonement, in the same sense

and in the same degree as before: in no degree were they
less guilty, or less deserving of punishment.
The supposition incautiously admitted by some divines,

that Christ satisfied the demands of the law by his active

and passive obedience, in the same manner as the payment
of a debt satisfies the demands of a creditor, has, if I mis

take not, been heretofore proved to be unfounded in the

Scriptures. We owed God our obedience, and not our pro

perty ;
and obedience in its own nature is due from the sub

ject himself, and can never be rendered by another. In re

fusing to render it, we are criminal ; and for this criminality

merit punishment. The guilt thus incurred, is inherent in the

criminal himself, and cannot in the nature ofthings be trans

ferred to another. All that in this case can be done by a sub

stitute, of whatever character, is to render it not improper
for the lawgiver to pardon the transgressor. No substitute

can by any possible effort make him cease to be guilty or to

deserve punishment. This (and I intend to say it with be

coming reverence) is beyond the ability of omnipotence
itself. The fact that he is guilty is past, and can never be

recalled.

Thus it is evident, that the sinner, when he comes before

God, comes in the character of a sinner only ;
and must,

if strict justice be done, be therefore condemned. If he

escape condemnation, then he can derive these blessings

from mercy only, and in no degree from justice. In other

words, every blessing which he receives is a free gift : the

pardon of his sins, his acquittal from condemnation, and

his admission to the enjoyments of heaven, are all given to

him freely and graciously, because God regards him with in

finite compassion, and is therefore pleased to communicate

to him these unspeakable favours.

Should it be said, that God has promised these blessings to

the penitent, in the covenant of redemption made with Christ,
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ami hi the covenant of grace made with the penitent, and has
thus brought himselfunder obligation to bestow them : I an

swer, that this is indeed true, but that it effects not the doc
trine. The promise ma,de in these covenants, is a gracious

promise originated by the divine compassion. Certainly
this procedure on the part of God is not the less free or gra

cious, because he was pleased to publish his own merciful

design of accepting penitent sinners, and to confirm it to

them by a voluntary promise. As I have already remarked,

every part of the divine conduct towards the sinner, every

spiritual blessing which the sinner receives, antecedently to

his justification, is the result of grace only, or sovereign
love. These preceding acts therefore, being themselves ab

solutely gracious, can never render the act of justifying the

sinner the less gracious, or render him the meritorious ob

ject of their justification, to which he could never have been

entitled but by means of these preceding acts of grace.

The promise of justification was made, not to a meritori

ous being, but to a sinner : a guilty, miserable rebel, ex

posed by his rebellion to final perdition. The fulfilment

of this promise is an act equally gracious with that of mak

ing the promise itse f.

Should it be said, that the sinner is renewed antecedently

to his justification ; and having thus become a holy or virtu

ous being , has also become either wholly or partially a me

ritorious object of justification ; I answer, that the law of

God condemns the sinner to death for the first transgression.

Now it will not be said, that the sanctified sinner is not

chargeable with many transgressions ;
the guilt of which

still lies at his door, and for which he may now be justly

condemned, notwithstanding his repentance. This, it is be

lieved, was made abundantly evident in a former discourse,

concerning the impossibility ofjustification by our own obe

dience. The sinner therefore, although sanctified, still de

serves the wrath of God for all his transgressions ;
and ac

cording to the sentence of the law must, if considered only

as he is in himself, be finally punished.

That the penitent is not partially justified on account

of his own merit after he is sanctified, must I think be

acknowledged, if we attend to the following considera

tions.
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1st. It will be admitted, that all those who are sanctified

are alsojustified.

Whom he called, them he alsojustified ; that is, hejustified
all those whom he called effectually, or sanctified. But it

will not be denied that some persons are sanctified on a dy

ing bed; when they have no opportunity to perform any
works of righteousness which might be the ground of their

justification. The case of the penitent thief will I suppose
be generally acknowledged to be substantially of this nature.

It will not be denied that some persons are sanctifiedfrom
the womb, as were Jeremiah and John the Baptist; nor that

of these, some die antecedently to that period of life, when

they become capable of direct acts of moral good and evil.

The children of believing parents, dedicated to God and

dying in their infancy, will, I suppose, be allowed to be

universally instances of this kind. Concerning all the in

stances which exist of both these classes,it must be acknow

ledged, that without exception they are the subjects ofjus
tification ;

and that they are in no sense justified on account

of their own righteousness, but solely by the free grace of

God on account of the righteousness of Christ. If then

others are justified partially on account of their own righte

ousness, justification is given to some of mankind on one

ground, or procuring cause, and to others on another, and

very different ground. But no such doctrine is any where

taught, or even hinted at, in the Scriptures ;
and I presume

that no intelligent man acquainted with them, will pretend
that any such diversity exists in the justification of mankind.

2dly. The Scriptures no where teach us, that we are justi

fied partly on account of our own righteousness, and partly
on account of the righteousness of Christ.

St. Paul, in the twenty-seventh verse of the context,

pursuing the subject of justification by the free grace of

God, says, Where is boasting then ? It is excluded. By
what law? Ofworks? Nay; but by the law offaith. Here

we are taught, that all boasting is absolutely excluded, and

that it is excluded, not by the law ofworks but by the law of

faith. But the same apostle says, that to him that worketh

the reward is reckoned not ofgrace butofdebt : that is, the re

ward ofjustification and its consequences would be due to

him, who received it on account of his works. He then cer-
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tainly might boast; that is, he might truly say, that he had
merited justification by his own works. If he had merited

justification partly by his own works, he can truly boast of

having merited that part of his justification. Boasting there

fore cannot, on this plan of justification, be excluded. Yet
the apostle elsewhere teaches us, that it was one end of the

system of redemption, as established by God, that no flesh

should glory in his presence, but that he who glorieth should

glory only in Christ. 1 Cor. i. 2931.
Besides, it is incredible, if this doctrine be true, that no

mention of it should be made in the Scriptures. I know of

no passage in the Scriptures, so much relied on by its abet

tors, as the discourse of St. James in the second chapter of

his Epistle. In a future discourse I design to examine the

account given of this subject by St. James
; and expect to

shew that he furnishes no support to it. Should I succeed

in this expectation, it will probably be admitted by those

who hear me, that the doctrine finds no countenance in

the Scriptures, and must therefore be given up.

3dly. The works of the best men neverfulfil the demands

of the law ; and therefore cannot be the ground, either

wholly or partially, of their justification.

In the conclusion or the seventh chapter ofthe Epistle to

the Romans, St. Paul describes his own state as it was when

he w^ote this Epistle, or generally after his conversion. As
this assertion has been doubted, and as respectable divines

have supposed this discourse to be an account of St. Paul s

state before he was converted, I shall attempt to prove the

truth of my assertion. This I shall do very summarily in

the threefollowing remarks.

(1st.) St. Paul observes, ver. 22, 1 delight in the law of

God after the inward man. This assertion was never true

of any man antecedently to his regeneration. St. Paul

does not say, that he approves of the law of God. This

would have been a declaration concerning his reason or his

conscience. But he says, I delight in the law of God. This

is a declaration concerning his feelings, his heart. The

heart of an unregenerate man never yet delighted in the

divine law.

(2dly.) In ver. 24 he exclaims, O ivretched man that I

am! who shall deliver me from the body of this death?
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From this exclamation it is certain, that the evil from

which St. Paul so passionately wished a deliverance, was

existing at the time when the passage was written. But at

the time when the passage was written, St. Paul had been

a convert many years. The evil existed therefore after his

conversion.

(3dly.) In ver. 25 he says, So then, with the mind I myself
serve the law of God.

This assertion could never be truly made concerning any
unregenerate man. The mind of every such man, we know
from the mouth ofthe same apostle, is enmity against God;
not subject to his law, neither indeed can be.

The account given by St. Paul of himself in this chapter,
is then an account of his moral state at the time when the

chapter was written. As St. Paul in all probability was in

ferior to no other mere man in moral excellence, he may be

justly considered as having given us here a description of

Christians in their very best state.

But if in this state there is a law in their members, war

ring against the law of their minds, and bringing them into

captivity to the law of sin, which is in their members; if,

when they would do good, evil is present with them, so that

the good which they would they do not, and the evil which

they would not they do ; how plain is it, that instead ofme

riting justification by their works, they daily violate the law

of God, provoke his anger, expose themselves to condem

nation, and stand in infinite need of the intercession of Christ

and the pardon of their sins in order to their salvation !

Besides, the very best actions of regenerated men are im

perfect, and fall short of the demands of the law. This po
sition is so rarely contested, that I need not here allege ar

guments to evince its truth. But it cannot be pretended,
that an obedience which does not even answer the demands
of the law in any case, but is invariably defective, and there

fore in some degree sinful, can be the ground ofjustification
to any man.

I have now finished the observations which I intended

concerning this subject. If I mistake not, they furnish am

ple proof that we are justified freely by the grace of God,

through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus. A few re

marks shall conclude the discourse.
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REMARKS.
1st. From what has been said, it is evident that the salva

tion ofmankind is a glorious exhibition of the character , and

particularly of the benevolence, of God.

On this subject I cannot dwell,and shall only observe sum

marily, that the work of our salvation was contrived and ac

complished by God alone
;
that the means by which it was

accomplished, viz. the mediation of Christ, and the mission

and agency of the Holy Ghost, far from lessening
1

, only en

hance, our conceptions of the divine benevolence displayed
in this work; that the good-will manifested in doing any

thing, is ever proportioned to the efforts which are made
;

that in the present case the efforts actually made are the

most wonderful which have been disclosed to the uni

verse, and that they therefore discover the good-will of

the Creator to mankind, in a manner and in a degree

wholly unexampled.
All this, at the same time, was done for beings entirely

unnecessary to God. In himself therefore, in his own coin-

passion, must have existed the originating, powerful, and

productive cause of this wonderful event. What must have

been the good-will of him who sent his Son to seek and to

save that which was lost : and to become obedient unto death,

even the death ofthe cross, that sinners and rebels might lite ?

2dly. The Socinian objection against the doctrine of the

atonement, that it is opposed to the scriptural account of
the exercise of grace in our justification, is here seen to be

groundless.

If the observations made in this discourse are true, the

doctrine of the atonement, instead of lessening or destroying

the exercise of grace in our justification, only renders this

act of God more eminently gracious. If all these things

which have been mentioned, particularly the atonement of

Christ, were necessary to be done in order to the salvation

of mankind, the mercy which resolved on them all, is far

more strongly displayed, than if nothing more had been ne

cessary than barely to forgive the sinner.

3dly . If God be thus merciful, all the declarations of his

mercy ought to be believed by us.
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The disposition which could contrive and execute these

things of its own mere choice ; without any reward, without

any expectation of any reward, for beings equally undeserv

ing andurmecessary, can do all things which are kind, and

proper to be done. Especially can this disposition carry
the things which it has contrived and begun into complete
execution. To do this is its own natural bent, the mere pro

gress of its inherent propensities. The declarations there

fore, which manifest the determination of him in whom this

disposition resides, to accomplish all things pertaining to

this work, ought cordially, as well as entirely, to be believ

ed. To distrust them is equally absurd and guilty ;
absurd

because they are supported by the most abundant evidence ;

guilty, because the distrust springs from the heart, and not

from the understanding.

Why should God be disbelieved when he declares, that

he has no pleasure in the death of the sinner ? or when he

proclaims, Whosoever will, let him come, and take the water

&amp;lt;\f lifefreely? If he had wished to punish mankind for the

gratification of his own views or pleasure, could he not have

done it with infinite ease ? To him it was certainly unneces

sary to announce the forgiveness of sin
;
to send his Son to

die, or to give his Spirit and his word to sanctify and to save.

This immense preparation depended solely on his own mere

pleasure. He might have suffered the law to take its course.

He might have annihilated, or punished for ever, the whole

race of Adam ;
and with a command have raised up a new

and better world of beings in their stead. Men are in no

sense necessary to God. He might have filled the universe

with angels at once
; perfect, obedient, excellent, and glo

rious beings ; and been loved, praised, and obeyed, by them

for ever. Why then, but because he was desirous to save

poor, guilty, perishing men, did he enter upon the work of

their salvation ? Why did he give his Son to redeem them {

AVhy did he send his Spirit to sanctify them? Why did he

proclaim glad tidings of great joy unto all people? Why
does he wait with infinite patience, why has he always
waited, to be gracious ;

amid all the provocations and sins

of this polluted world? Why are the calls of mercy, after

being so long and so extensively rejected with scorn and

insult, repeated through one age after another? Why, after
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all our unbelief, are they repeated to us ? Why are we, after

all our transgressions, assembled this day to hear them?
The true, the only answer is, God is infinitely kind, merci

ful, and willing to save to the uttermost.

Let then this glorious Being be believed without distrust
;

without delay. Let every sinner boldly come to the throne
of grace ;

to the door of life
;
and be assured, that if he

desires sincerely to enter, he will not be shut out.

SERMON LXV.

JUSTIFICATION.

THE DUTY OF BELIEVING.

Therefore we conclude, that a man is justified bij faith,
r

with
out the deeds of the law :

More correctly rendered,

Therefore we conclude, that man is justified by faith, without

works of law. ROM. in. 28.

IN the last discourse I attempted to shew, that in conse

quence of the redemption of Christ, man is justifiedfreely by
the grace ofGod. The grace of God is the source, the moving
cause, of this blessing to mankind. The next subject of con
sideration before us, is the means by which man, in the eco

nomy ofredemption, becomes entitled to this blessing . These,
in the text, are summed up in the single article, faith ;

which is here declared to be the instrument of justification.
To elucidate this truth is the design with which I have se

lected the present theme of discourse.

But before I enter upon the doctrine in form, it will be

necessary to remind you, that an objection is raised against
it at the threshold

; which, if founded in truth, would seem
to overthrow it at once. It is this : thatfaith is so farfrom
being of a moral nature, as to be necessary and unavoidable :

man being absolutely passive in believing, and under a phij
VOL. ii. 2 M
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sical impossibility of doing otherwise than he actually does ;

whether in believing or disbelieving. Ofcourse, it is farther

urged, An attribute, governed wholly by physical necessity,

can never recommend us to God; much less become the ground
of so important a blessing as justification.

It will be easily seen, that, so long as this objection has

its hold on the mind, and is allowed its full import, the doc

trine of justification by faith can never be received, unless

in a very imperfect and unsatisfactory manner. If faith is

a thing over which we have no control
;

if we believe only
under the influence of a physical necessity, and, whether we
believe or disbelieve, it is physically impossible for us to do

otherwise
;
then it is plain, that faith is so far from being

praiseworthy, amiable, and capable of recommending us to

God, as to merit and sustain no moral character at all.

According to this scheme, therefore, faith and unbelief,

being equally and absolutely involuntary and unavoidable,
can never constitute a moral distinction between men.

Faith can never be an object of the approbation, nor un

belief of the disapprobation, of God. Much less can we be

praiseworthy in believing or blamable in disbelieving.

Still less can we on one of these grounds be rewarded, and

on the other punished. Least of all can we, in consequence
of our faith, be accepted and blessed/or ever ; and, in con

sequence of our unbelief, be rejected and punished with

endless misery.
All these things, however, are directly and palpably con

tradictory to the whole tenor of the gospel. In this, faith

is approved, commanded, and promised an eternal reward.

Unbelief, on the contrary, is censured, forbidden, and

threatened with an everlasting punishment. Faith, there

fore, is the hinge on which the whole evangelical system
turns. If ye believe not that I am he, ye shall die in your

sins; he that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life; and

he that believeth not shall not see life; are declarations,

which, while they cannot be mistaken, teach us, that all the

future interests of man are suspended on his faith
;
and are,

at the same time, declarations, to which the whole evan

gelical system is exactly conformed. If, then, our faith

and disbelief are altogether involuntary, and the effect of

mere physical necessity, God has annexed everlasting life
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and everlasting death, not to any moral character in man,
but to the mere result of physical causes. A consequence
so monstrous ought certainly not to be admitted. The

Scriptures, therefore, must be given up if this scheme is true.

I have now, I presume, shewn it to be necessary, that,

before I enter upon the discussion of the doctrine contained

in the text, this objection should be thoroughly examined and

removed. To do this will be the business of the present dis

course.

In opposition to this objection, then, I assert, that faith,

and its opposite disbelief, are, in all moral cases, voluntary
exercises of the mind ; are proper objects of commands and

prohibitions ; and proper foundations of praise and blame,

reward and punishment. This doctrine I shall endeavour

to prove by the following arguments, derived both from

reason and revelation
;
because the objection, which I have

been opposing, has been incautiously admitted, at times,

by Christians, as well as openly and triumphantly alleged

by infidels.

1st. Faith is every where commanded in the Scriptures.

This is his commandment, that we believe on the name of

his Son Jesus Christ. 1 John iii. 23. Now after that John

was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the

gospel of the kingdom of God, and saying, The time is ful

filled, and the kingdom of God is at hand. Repent ye and

believe the gospel Mark i. 14, 15. In these two passages

we have the command to believe the gospel delivered by Christ

in form
;
and the declaration of the evangelist, that it is the

commandment of God that we b lieve on the name of his Son

Jesus Christ. Whatever, then, we understand by faith, it

is the object of a command or law which God has given to

mankind; a thing which may be justly required, and of

course a thing which they are able to render as an act of

obedience, at least in some circumstances. God cannot

require what man is not physically able to perform. But

all obedience to God is voluntary. Nothing is or can be

demanded by him which is not in its nature voluntary; nor

can any thing, but the will of intelligent beings, be the ob

ject of moral law. No man will say that a brute, a stone,

or a stream, can be the object of such law. Faith there

fore being in the most express terms required by a law or

2 M 2
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command of God, must of course be a voluntary exercise of

the mind, in such a sense that it can be rightfully required.

Farther, the language of the first of these passages most

evidently denotes that the command to believe on the name of
Jesus Christ is one of peculiar and pre-eminent importance.
This is his commandment ; as if there were no other, or no
other which in its importance may be compared with this.

Here St. John teaches us that faith is pre-eminently required

by God, in a manner distinct from that in which he requires
other acts of obedience generally. Of course faith is not

only justly required of mankind by God ;
but is required in

a manner more solemn than many other acts universally ac

knowledged to be voluntary.

Accordingly a peculiar sanction is annexed to the law re

quiring our faith
;
He that believeth shall be saved, and he

that believeth not shall be damned.

The reward and the penalty here announced are the high
est which exist in the universe

;
and therefore directly in

dicate the obedience and the disobedience to be of supreme
import. Nothing can be a stronger proof that in the eye
of God, faith and unbelief are voluntary or moral exercises

of man.

But it may be alleged, that the faith enjoined in these

commands is not a mere speculative belief; and therefore
not the faith which in the general objection opposed by me is

asserted to be physically necessary and involuntary. I

readily agree that the faith here enjoined, is saving faith ;

and that this is not mere speculative belief. But such be

lief is an indispensable part of saving faith, and so abso

lutely inseparable from it, that without such belief saving
faith cannot exist. Savingfaith is always a speculative be

liefJoined with a cordial consent to the truth, and a cordial

approbation of the object which that truth respects. When
therefore saving faith is commanded, speculative belief,

which is an inseparable part of it, is also commanded. It

is not indeed required to exist by itself, or to be rendered

without the accordance of the heart. But whenever saving
faith is required, speculative belief is absolutely required.
Of course speculative belief is at least in some degree in

our power, and may be rendered as an act of obedience to

God.
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To him who believes in the inspiration of the Scriptures,
these passages, and many others like them furnish complete
proof, that faith, whether saving or speculative, is an act of

the mind, which is in such a sense voluntary, as to be the

proper object of a command or law, that it may be justly

required of mankind
;
and that it cannot be either refused

or neglected without guilt.

2dly. The universal consent of mankind furnishes ample
proof, thatfaith is in many instances a voluntary or moral

exercise.

The evidence which I propose to derive from this source

lies in the following general truth ; That in all cases, where

mankind have sufficient opportunity thoroughly to under

stand any subject, and are under no inducement to judge
ivith partiality, their universaljudgment is right. As I pre
sume this truth will not be doubted, I shall not attempt to

illustrate it by any arguments. That the present case is in

cluded within this general truth is certain. Every man, who
thinks at all, knows by his own personal experience, and

by his daily intercourse with other men, whether his own

faith and theirs, be voluntary in many instances or not; I

say in many instances; because if the assertion be admitted

with this limitation it will be sufficient for my purpose. If

then mankind have determined that faith is sometimes

voluntary, the doctrine against which I contend must be

given up.
The language of mankind very frequently expresses their

real views in a manner, much more exactly accordant with

truth than their philosophical discussions. Men make

words only when they have ideas to be expressed by those

ivords, andjust such ideas as the words areformed to express.

If then we find words in any language, denoting any ideas

whatever, we know with certainty that such ideas have ex

isted in the minds of those by whom the words were used.

Whenever these ideas have been derived from experience

and observation, we also know that they were real, and not

fantastical ;
and are founded, not in imagination, but in fact.

In all languages are found words denoting the same things

with the English terms, candour, fairness, reasonableness,

impartiality, and others generally of the like import. The

meaning of all these terms is clearly of this nature, that the
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persons to whom they are justly applied, use their faculties

in collecting, weighing, and admitting, evidence, in a man
ner equitable and praiseworthy. Accordingly, all persons

who do this are highly esteemed and greatly commended,
as exhibiting no small excellence of moral character.

In all languages also there are words answering to the

English words, prejudice, partiality, unreasonableness, and

unfairness. By these terms, when applied to this subject,

we uniformly denote a voluntary employment of our facul

ties in collecting, weighing, and admitting, evidence, con

ducted in a manner inequitable and blameworthy. Accord

ingly, persons to whom these terms are justly applied, that

is, the very persons who employ their faculties in this man

ner, are universally disesteemed and condemned as guilty

and odious.

All these words were formed to express ideas really ex

isting in the human mind, and ideas derived from experience
and observation. Of course these ideas have a real foun

dation in nature and fact, and the words express that which

is real.

As the terms which I have mentioned are parts of the

customary language of a great nation, and as other nations

have universally corresponding terms, it is certain that these

are the ideas of all men
; every where presented by expe

rience and observation ; derived from facts, and grounded
in reality. The common voice of mankind has therefore

decided the question in a manner, which I apprehend is in

capable of error, and can never be impeached.
In perfect accordance with these observations we know

that voluntary blindness to evidence, argument, and truth, is

customary phraseology in the daily conversation of all men.

In accordance with these observations also, the declaration

that none are so blind as they who will not see, is proverbial,

and regarded as a maxim.

3dly. The mind is perfectly voluntary in the employment

of collecting evidence on every question which it discusses.

All questions are attended by more or less arguments,

capable of being alleged on both sk?es. These arguments
do not present themselves of course, but must be sought for

and assembled by the activity of the mind. In this case,

the mind can either resolve or refuse to collect arguments ;
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and in this conduct is wholly voluntary, and capable there
fore ofbeing either virtuous or sinful, praiseworthy or blame

worthy, rewardable or punishable. Wherever its duty and

interest; wherever the commands of God, or lawful human
authority, or the well-being of ourselves, or our fellow-men,
demand that we collect such arguments, we are virtuous in

obeying, and sinful in refusing.
Sometimes we obey; often we refuse. Most frequently,

when we perform this duty at all, we perform it partially.

Concerning almost every question which is before us, we
assemble some arguments, and refuse or neglect to gather
others. In this employment the mind usually leans to one
side of the question ;

and labours, not to find out truth, or
the means of illustrating it, but to possess itself of the ar

guments which will support the side to which it inclines,
and weaken or overthrow that which it dislikes. Thus we
collect all the arguments in our power favourable to our
own chosen doctrines, and oppose the contrary ones ; and
of design, or through negligence, avoid searching for those

which will weaken our own doctrines, or strengthen such as

oppose them. In all this our inclinations are solely and su

premely active, and govern the whole process. For this

conduct therefore we are deserving of blame, and, as the

case may be, of punishment.

4thly. The mind is equally voluntary in weighing, admit

ting, or rejecting, evidence after it is collected.

It is as easy and common for the mind to turn its eye

from the power of evidence, asfrom the evidence itself. I

have already shewn, that we can at pleasure either collect

arguments, or refuse to collect them. With equal ease we
can examine them after they are collected, or decline this

examination ;
and after such examination, as we choose to

make, is completed, we can with the same ease either ad

mit or reject them. The grounds on which we can render

the admission or rejection satisfactory to ourselves, are nu

merous, and are always at hand. The arguments in ques
tion may oppose or coincide with some unquestioned

maxim, principle, or doctrine, preconceived by us, and re

garded as fundamental ;
and for these reasons may be at

once admitted or rejected. They may accord with the opi

nions of those whom we may think it pleasing, honourable,
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safe, or useful, to follow. &quot;We may hastily conclude, that

they are all the arguments which favour the doctrine op
posed to ours, and deem them wholly insufficient to evince

its truth. We may suppose, whenever they seem to con
clude against us, that there is some latent error in them,
discernible by others, if not by ourselves, which if dis

cerned, would destroy their force. We may determine,
whenever the arguments in our possession are apprehended
to be inconclusive in favour of our own opinions, that there

are others, which, although, not now in our possession,
would, if discovered by us, determine the question in our

favour. We may believe that the arguments before us will,

if admitted, infer some remote consequence, in our appre
hension grossly absurd

;
and on the ground of this distant

consequence reject their immediate influence. Or the

doctrine to be proved may be so odious to us, as to believe

that no arguments whatever can evince its truth. For these

and the like reasons, we can weigh or not weigh, admit or

reject any arguments whatever; and conclude in favour of

either side of, perhaps every moral question.
A judge, in any cause which comes before him, can admit,

or refuse to admit, witnesses on either side. After they
have testified, he can consider or neglect their testimony ;

and can give it what degree of credit he pleases, or no
credit at all. In all this he acts voluntarily ;

so perfectly so,

that another judge, of a different disposition, could and

would, with the same means in his possession, draw up a

directly opposite judgment concerning the cause. Facts

of this nature are so frequent as to be well known to man
kind, acknowledged universally, and accounted a part of

the ordinary course of things. The mind, in considering

doctrines, is usually this partialjudge ; and conducts itself

towards its arguments, as the judge towards his witnesses.

In this conduct it is altogether voluntary, and altogether

sinful.

In the contrary conduct of collecting arguments with a

design to know the truth; in weighing them fairly; and in ad

mitting readily their real import; it is equally voluntary;
and possesses and exhibits the contrary character of virtue

as really as in any case whatever. Accordingly all men,
when employed in observing these two modes of acting in
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their fellow-men, have pronounced the latter to be excellent

and praiseworthy, and the former to be unjust, base, and

deserving alike of their contempt and abhorrence.

othly. The doctrine which I am opposing, if true, renders

both virtue and vice, at least in a great proportion of in

stances, impossible.
All virtue is nothing else but voluntary obedience to truth;

and all sin is nothing else but voluntary disobedience to

truth, or voluntary obedience to error. Accordingly God
has required nothing of mankind but that they should obey

truth; particularly THE TRUTH, or evangelical truth.

Voluntary conformity to truth is therefore virtue in every

possible instance. But we cannot voluntarily conform to

(ruth unless we believe it. If our faith then is wholly in

voluntary and necessary, it follows of course that we are

never faulty, nor punishable, for not believing ;
since our

faith in every case, where we do not believe, is physically

impossible. For not believing therefore we are not, and

cannot be, blamable
;
and as we cannot conform to truth,

when we do not believe it to be truth, it follows, that when

ever we do not believe, we are innocent in not obeying.

For the same reason, whenever we believe error to be

truth, our belief, according to this scheme, is compelled by
the same physical necessity ;

and we are guiltless in every

such instance of faith. All our future conformity to such

error is of course guiltless also. Thus he who believes in

the existence and perfections of JEHOVAH, in the rectitude

of his law and government, and in the duty of obeying him ;

and he who believes in the deity of Beelzebub, or a calf,

or a stock, or a stone
;
while they respectively worship

and serve these infinitely different gods, are in the same

degree virtuous, or in the same degree sinful. In other

words, they are neither sinful nor virtuous. The faith of

both is alike physically necessary ;
and the conformity of

both to their respective tenets follows their faith of course.

Should it be said, that although faith is thus necessary,

our conformity or nonconformity , to what we believe, is still

voluntary, and therefore is virtuous; I answer, that were I

to allow this, as I am not very unwilling to do to be true ;

still the objector must acknowledge that a vast proportion of

those human actions, which have universally been esteemed
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the most horrid crimes, are according to his own plan com

pletely justified. He cannot deny that the Heathen have

almost universally believed their idols to be gods, and their

idolatry the true religion. He cannot deny that, a great

part of the wars which have existed in the world, have, by
those who have carried them on, been believed to be just;

that the persecutions of the Christians were by the Heathen,
who were the authors of them, thought highly meritorious;

that the horrid cruelties of the Popish inquisition were, to a

great extent, considered by the Catholics as doing God ser

vice; and that all the Mohammedan butcheries were re

garded by the disciples of the Koran as directly required

by God himself. Nay, it cannot be denied by the objector,

nor by any man who has considered the subject, that the

Jews in very great numbers believed themselves warranted

in rejecting, persecuting, and crucifying Christ. This is

undoubtedly indicated by that terrible prediction of the Sa

viour, Ifye believe not that I am he, ye shall die in your sins.

Let the objector then, and all who hold his opinions on this

subject, henceforth be for ever silent concerning the guilt

usually attributed to these several classes of men; and ac

knowledge them to have been compelled by a physical ne

cessity to all these actions: lamentable indeed, but wholly
unstained with any criminality.

At the same time, let it be observed, that the determina

tion of the will is always as the dictate of the understand

ing which precedes it. If then this dictate of the under

standing is produced by a physical necessity, how can the

decision of the will, which follows it of course, be in any
sense free ? If faith be necessary in the physical sense,

every other dictate of the understanding must be equallyne

cessary; and of course that which precedes every determi

nation of the will. In what manner then can the determina

tion of the will fail of being the mere result of the same ne

cessity 1

But if the determinations of the will are physically ne

cessary, they cannot be either virtuous or sinful. If there

fore these things are true
;
there can be, according to this

scheme, neither virtue nor vice in man.

6thly. This doctrine charges God with a great part, if

not with all, the evil conduct ofmankind.
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Whatever the system of things in this world is/Jt was
contrived and created, and is continually ordered,; by^God.
If mankind believe, only under the coercion of physical ne

cessity, then God has so constituted them, as to render their

faith in this sense necessary and unavoidable. Whenever

they err therefore, they err thus necessarily by the ordinance,

and irresistible power, of God. Of course, as the state of

things in this as well as all other respects is the result of his

choice, he has chosen that they should err, and compelled
them to err by the irresistible impulse of almighty power.
In this case, we will suppose them to design faithfully to

do their duty; or in other words, to conform their conduct

to the doctrines which they actually believe and suppose to

be truth. In thus acting, they either sin, or they do not.

If they sin, God compels them to sin. If they do not, still

all their conduct is productive of evil only ;
for conformity

to error, is of course productive only of evil. By this

scheme therefore this mass of evil, immensely great and

dreadful, is charged to God alone.

At the same time, if in the same manner they embrace

truth, their reception of it is equally compelled . Their con

formity to it is of course no more commendable than their

conformity to error
;
and God has so constituted things,

that they cannot conform to it of choice, or from love to

truth as such, but only from physical necessity. Or if this

should be questioned, they cannot conform to it from the

apprehension that it is truth, because they have embraced

it under the force of this necessity ;
and must conform to

every thing which they have embraced in one manner only.

There are many othermodes ofdisproving this doctrine, on

which I cannot now dwell ;
and which cannot be necessary

for the present purpose, if the arguments already advanced

have the decisive influence which they appear to me to pos

sess. I will only observe farther, that the scheme which

I am opposing, is directly at war with all the commands

and exhortations given us to search the Scriptures, to receive

the truth, to seek for wisdom, to know God, to believe in

Christ, and to believe his word ; and with the commenda

tions and promises given to those who do, and the censures

and threatenings denounced against those who do not, these

things. Equally inconsistent are they with all our own
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mutual exhortations to candour, to investigation, to impar
tial decisions, and to all other conduct of the like nature

;

our commendation of those who pursue it, and our con

demnation of those who do not. Both the Scriptures and
common sense ought, if this scheme is well founded, to

assume totally new language if they would accord with

truth.

Should any person suppose that I have annexed too

much importance to truth, in asserting that virtue in all in

stances is nothing else but a voluntary conformity to truth,

and imagine that it ought to be defined a voluntary confor

mity to the divine precepts ; he may gain complete satisfac

tion on this point, by merely changing a precept into a pro

position. For example : the precepts, Thou shalt have no

other gods before me, and Thou shalt honour thyfather and

thy mother, become truths when written in this manner
;
It

is right, or it is thy duty, to have no other gods be/ore me ;

or to honour thy father and thy mother.

I have now, if I mistake not, clearly evinced the false

hood of the doctrine which I have opposed ;
and shewn it

to be equally contrary to the Scriptures, and to the common
sense of mankind.

Whenever this doctrine has been honestly imbibed, it has

I presume been imbibed from a misapprehension of the in

fluence of that acknowledged principle of philosophy, that

in receiving impressions from all objects, the mind is passive

only, and therefore is necessitated to receive just such impres

sions as the objects, presented to its view, are fitted to make.

No man, acquainted with the state of the human mind, will

call this principle in question. Butno man of this character

can rationally imagine, that it can at all affect the subject of

this discourse, so as to furnish any support to the scheme

which I am opposing.
The amount of this principle is exactly this, that God

has so constituted the mind, and has formed objects in such

a manner, that they uniformly present to the mind their real

state and nature, and not another. Were this not the struc

ture of the mind, and the proper efficacy of the objects
with which it is conversant, it would either be never able to

see truly, or would never know when it saw in this manner.

This constitution of things then is indispensable to our dis-
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cernment of their true nature, and without it we could
never be able satisfactorily to distinguish truth from false

hood.

But nothing is more evident than that this constitution

of things in no degree affects the subject in debate. In no
sense is it true, that because we have such optics, and the

things with which we are conversant such a nature, we are

therefore obliged to turn our eyes to any given object ;
to view

it on any given side
; to examine it in any given manner

;

or to conduct it in our investigation with any other parti
cular set of objects. Truth is the real agreement or dis

agreement of ideas asserted in proportions. The. relations

of these ideas are its basis. Now we can compare and con
nect what ideas we please, in what manner we please, and

by the aid of any other intervening ideas which we choose.

In this manner we can unite and separate them at plea
sure

;
and thus either come to the knowledge of truth, or

the admission of falsehood, according to our inclinations.

All these things also we can refuse to do, and in both cases

we act in a manner perfectly voluntary. Were we not pas
sive in the mere reception of ideas, we should see to no pur

pose. Were we not active in comparing and connecting

tliem, we should see only under the influence of physical

necessity.
From these considerations it is evident, unless I am de

ceived, that this principle so much relied on by those with

whom I am contending, has not the least influence towards

the support of their scheme.

REMARKS.
From these observations we learn,

1st. Why men, in exactly the same circumstances, judge
and believe very different concerning the same objects.

When a question or doctrine is proposed to the conside

ration of several men, in the same terms, with the same ar

guments, and at the same time, we almost of course find

them judging and deciding concerning it in different man
ners. Were our judgment, or what is here the same thing,

our faith, the result of mere physical necessity, this fact

could n^ver take place. But it is easily explained as the

natural course of things where such judges as men are con-
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cerned. When a question is thus proposed, one declines

or neglects to inquire altogether. Another listens only to

the evidence on one side. A third partially to that on both

sides. A fourth partially to that on one side, and wholly
to that on the other. And a fifth to all the evidence which
he can find. One cares nothing about the question; ano

ther is predetermined to give his decision on one side
; and

another resolves to decide according to truth. One is too

lazy ; another too indifferent
;
another too biassed ; and

another too self-sufficient; to discover truth at all. In all

these except the candid, thorough examiner, the conduct

which they adopt on this subject, is sin. Inclination,

choice, bias of mind, prevent them from coming to the

knowledge of the truth. If they loved truth as their duty de

mands, they would easily and certainly find it. Their in

difference to it, or their hatred of it, is the true reason why
they find it not

;
and their real explanation of the strange

manner in which they judge, and of their otherwise-inex

plicable faith in doctrines, not only absurd, but unsupported
even by specious evidence.

2dly. From these observations also it is evident thatfaith

may be a virtuous, and unbelief a sinful, affection of the

mind.

Truth is the foundation of all good. On this, as their

basis, rests the character, designs, government, and glory,

of the Creator
;
and all the happiness and virtue of the in

telligent universe. But the only way in which truth can be

useful to intelligent creatures, or the means of the divine

glory, is by being believed. Every degree of happy influ

ence which truth has, or can have, on the intelligent king

dom, is therefore derived entirely from faith; so far as ab

solute knowledge is not attainable. On faith then all these

amazing interests wholly rest. That which is not believed

cannot be obeyed. The influence of truth cannot com
mence in our minds, until our faith in it has commenced.
Universal unbelief therefore would completely destroy the

divine kingdom, and the general happiness, at once. Of

course, partial unbelief; the unbelief of many, a few, or

one ; aims directly at the same destruction.

Since then faith is a voluntary exercise of the mind, it fol-
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lows that, whenever it is exercised towards moral objects ,

it is virtuous
;
is an effort of the mind, directed to the pr o-

motion of this immense good which I have specified. To
the degree, in which it may be thus virtuous, no limits can
be affixed

; but it may rise to such a height as to occupy
all the supposable powers of any intelligent creature.

On the contrary, unbelief, when directed towards moral

objects, being always voluntary, is always sinful. Its effi

cacy, as opposed to the glory of God and. the good of the

u niverse, has been already mentioned. Its insolence to

wards the divine character is exhibited in the strongest
terms by St. John, in this memorable declaration, He that

believeth not God hath made him a liar. What a reproach
is this to the Creator! What an impious expression of

contempt to the infinitely blessed JEHOVAH ! The very
insult offered to him by the old serpent, in his seduction of

our first parents! Them this unbelief destroyed; and, from

that melancholy day, it has been the great instrument of

perdition to their posterity. Faith is the only medium of

our access to God. To come to him we must believe that

he is; for without such belief he would be to us a mere ni-

hility. Atheism, therefore, cuts a man off from all access

to God
;
and consequently, from all love and all obedience.

Were the universe atheistical, it would cease from all mo
ral connexion with its Creator. Deism, though an humbler

degree of the same spirit, produces exactly the same effects.

He that .believeth not the Son hath not life; but the wrath of
God abideth on him. Practical unbelief, the same spirit in

a degree still inferior, is however followed by the same

miserable consequences. A mere speculative beliefleaves

the heart and the life as it found them
; opposed to God,

and the objects of his indignation. The speculative be

liever, therefore, although advanced a step beyond the De

ist, and two beyond the Atheist, is still disobedient and re

bellious, without hope, and without God in the world.
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SERMON LXVI.
\

JUSTIFICATION.

THE NATURE OF FAITH,

Therefore we conclude, that man is justified byfaith, with

out works of law. ROM. in. 28.

IN my last discourse I attempted to shew, that faith and

unbelief are voluntary exercises of the mind, and may there

fore be virtuous or sinful ; and to refute the objections against
this doctrine. This I did, without critically examining the

nature offaith, which I purposely reserved for a separate
discussion. This is evidently the next object of inquiry. I

shall therefore endeavour, in this discourse, to explain the

faith of the gospel, or thefaith by ivhich we are justified.

I. Faith, in this sense, respects God as its object.

Abraham believed God, and it was counted to him for

righteousness. Gen. xv. 6. Rom. iv. 3. Gal. iii. 6. James ii.

23. Without faith it is impossible to please him : for he that

cometh to God must believe that he is, and that he is the re-

warder of them that diligently seek him. Heb. xi. 6. Believe

in the Lord your God: so shall ye be established. 2 Chron.

ii. 20. Who by him, says St. Peter to the Christians to

whom he wrote, do believe in God, that raised him up from
the dead and gave him glory, that yourfaith and hope might
be in God. 1 Pet. i. 21. The jailer rejoiced, believing in

God with all his house. Acts. xvi. 34. That they who have
believed in God might be careful to maintain good works.

Jesus answering saith unto them, Believe in God. Mark xi.

27. He that believeth on him that sent me hath everlasting

life. John v. 24.

It will be unnecessary to multiply proofs any farther. I

have made these numerous quotations to shew, that, in the

common language of the Scriptures, faithjin God is com
manded

;
is the universal characteristic of Christians

;
is
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declared to be the object of divine approbation ;
-is counted

to them for righteousness; and is entitled to an everlasting
reward.

II. The faith of the gospel especially respects Christ as

its object.

Ye believe in God, says our Saviour to his apostles, be

lieve also in me. John xiv. 1. If ye believe not that I amhe,

ye shall die in your sins. John viii. 24. He that believeth

on the Son hath everlasting life : he that believeth not is con

demned already. John iii. 18. 36. vi. 40. But to him that

worketli not, but believeth on him that jdstifieth the ungodly,
hisfaith is countedfor righteousness. Rom. iv. 5. In these

passages it is evident, that to all such as are acquainted
with the gospel, it is indispensable, that their faith respect

Christ as its especial object; that, wherever this is the fact,

they are assured of everlasting life
;
and wherever it is not,

they will not see life; but the wrath ofGod abideth on them.

III. The faith of the gospel respects Christ particularly

as the Son of God.

He that believeth on the Son hath life. John vi. 40, and

iii. 36. And he that believeth not the Son shall not see life.

Whosoever denielh the Son, the same hath not the Father,

1 John ii. 23. He that believeth not is condemned already ;

because he believeth not on the name of the only-begotten Son

of God. John iii. 18.

IV. Thefaith of the gospel respects Christ us its object in

all his offices, but especially in his priestly office.

As a prophet, or the preacher of the gospel

Then said Jesus to those Jews who believed on him, If ye

continue in my word, ye are my disciples indeed. And ye

shall know the truth ; and the truth shall make you free.

He that receiveth not my words hath one that judgeth him.

John xii. 48. The words that I speak unto you, they are

spirit and they are life. John vi. 63. That they might all be

damned who believed not the truth. 2 Thess. ii. 12. The

gospel is the power of God unto salvation. Rom. i. 16. In

Christ Jesus I have begotten you through the gospel. 1 Cor.

iv. 15.

VOL. II.- 2 N
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As a priest.

Whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation through

faith in his blood. Rom. iii. 25. My blood is drink indeed.

John vi. 55. Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood

hatji eternal life. John vi. 54; see also ver. 53 57. So many
of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ, were baptized into

his death. Rom. vi. 3. Generally, all those passages which

speakof mankind as justified and saved by the blood and

by the death of Christ, indicate, in an unequivocal manner,
that our faith especially respects this as its object, because

his death is especially the means of our salvation ; since

by this he became a propitiation for the sins of the world.

As a king.

Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved,
thou and thy house. Acts xvi. 31. No man can say, that Jesus

is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost. 1 Cor. xii. 3. And they
stoned Stephen, invocating and saying, Lord Jesus, receive

my spirit ; and he cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay not

this sin to their charge. Acts vii. 59, CO. For I know in

whom I have believed ; andam persuaded, that lie is able to

keep that which I have committed unto him against that day.
In all these instances the faith referred to is evidently faith

in Christ, as the Lord, or King, in Zion. The two last

passages exhibit very strong examples of faith in Christ,
as the sovereign disposer of all things. To deny the Lord
who bought us, St. Peter declares to be the means of bring

ing upon ourselves swift destruction. 2 Pet. ii. 1.

V. The faith of the gospel is an affection of the heart.

With the heart, says St. Paul, man believeth unto righte
ousness. Rom. x. 10. This passage would be more literally

translated, With the heart faith exists unto righteousness,
that is, the faith which is accounted to man for righteous

ness, or which is productive of righteousness in the life,

hath its seat in the heart
;
and the heart in this exercise

co-operates with the understanding. In the former of these

senses, the faith itself is called, Rom. iv. 13, the righteous
ness offaith ; the faith itself being a righteous or virtuous

exercise. For the promise that he should be heir of the

world, was not to Abraham, or to his seed, through law, but

through the righteousness offaith. Rom. iv. 13. If thou be-
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lievest with all thine heart, said Philip to the eunuch, thou

mayest be baptized. Acts viii. 37. The faith of the heart,

therefore, was indispensable to the eunuch as the proper
subject of baptism.

VI. The faith of the gospel is thefaith of Abraham.

Both St. Paul and St. James have taught this doctrine so

clearly and so abundantly, that I suppose no proof of this

truth will be demanded. I shall only observe therefore, that

by St. Paul the believing Gentiles are said to walk in the steps

of the faith of Abraham, and to be the seed which is of the

faith of Abraham; and that on this account Abraham is

called the father of all them that believe, in reference to the

promise, that he should be thefather ofmany nations. Rom.
iv. 11,12. 16.

Having established, as I hope, these several points by
clear, unequivocal, scriptural decisions, I proceed to the

main object of this discourse, to which all that has been

said will be found to be intimately related, and highly im

portant, by every person who wishes to understand this su

premely interesting subject : viz. the nature of that exercise

which thus respects God as its object; which peculiarly

respects Christ as its object; which is an affection of the

heart
;
and which is of the very same nature with that faith

which was counted to Abrahamfor righteousness. I assert

then,

VII. TJiat the faith of the gospel is that emotion of the

mind which is called trust or confidence, exercised toivards

the moral character ofGod, and particularly of the Saviour.

All those ofmy audience who have been accustomed to

read theological writings must know, that few moral sub

jects have been so much debated as faith. The contro

versy concerning it began in the days of the apostles, and

has continued to the present time. Many writers have un

doubtedly adopted views concerning this subject which are

not warranted by the Scriptures : many others, who have

been sufficiently othodox, have yet appeared to me to

have the subject less clear and distinct than I have wished.

Few of their readers have, I suspect, left the perusal of

what they have written with such satisfactory views coii-

2 N 2
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cerning the nature of faith, as to leave their minds free from

perplexity and doubt. Most of them would, I apprehend,
wish to ask the writers a few questions at least

;
the an

swers to which would in their view probably remove se

veral difficulties, and place the whole subject in a more
distinct and obvious light. The difficulty which in my own
researches has appeared to attend many orthodox writings

concerning it, has been this : it has been connected with va

rious other things ; which, although contributing perhaps to

the writer s particular purpose, have yet distracted my at

tention, and prevented me from obtaining that clear and dis

tinct view of faith which I wished : like a man seen in a

crowd, its appearance, although in many respects real and

true, was yet obscure, indistinct, and unsatisfactory. I

wished to see and survey it alone.

It will not, I suppose, be doubted, that evangelicalfaith,
whatever is its object, is, in all instances, one single exercise

of the mind. This being admitted, I proceed to shew, that

this exercise is the confidence mentioned above by the fol

lowing arguments.
1st. This confidence was thefaith of Abraham.
This position I shall illustrate from two passages of Scrip

ture.

The first is Heb. xi 8. By faith Abraham, when he was

called to go out into a place ivhich he should after receive

for an inheritance, obeyed; and lie went out, not knowing
whither he went. In this passage of Scripture it is declared,

that Abraham was called to go into a distant land
;
and

that, in obedience to this call, lie went out, not knowing
whither he went. It is farther declared, that he ivent byfaith ;

that is, the faith so often mentioned in this chapter. That

this was evangelical or justifying faith is certain; because

at the close of the preceding chapter it is mentioned as the

faith by which the just shall live (see ver. 38); because it

is styled the faith, without which it is impossible to please

God; the faith with which Abraham offered up Isaac;*

with which Moses esteemed the reproach of Christ greater

riches than the treasures in Egypt ; with which believers

are said to desire a better country, that is, a heavenly ; and

* See James ii. 21 23.
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on account of which God is not ashamed to be called their

God ; and to reward which he is said to have preparedfor
them a city, or in other words heaven.* The faith then

with which Abraham went out to the land of Canaan was
the faith of the gospel.
The whole of the chapter is employed in unfolding the na

ture of this virtue. The manner in which this is done will,

I am persuaded, be found, upon a thorough examination,
to be singularly wise and happy. Faith is here described

by its effects, and by effects which it has actually produced.
These are chosen with great felicity and success. The per
sons selected are persons who lived long before the appear
ance of Christ. Of course they knew very little concerning
this glorious person, in the strict sense of the term knowing.
Their faith was therefore not at all confused and obscured

by any real or apprehended mixture of knowledge : it ex

isted simply, and by itself; and for that reason is seen apart
from all other objects. In each of these persons it is seen

in a new situation
;
and therefore, in some respects, in a

new light. It appears in a strong and efficacious exercise;

and is therefore seen indubitably. It is exhibited as pro

ducing obedience invery many forms; and is thus exhi

bited as the source of obedience in every form. It is seen

in many situations, and those highly interesting and diffi

cult; and is therefore proved to be capable of producing

obedience in every situation, and ofenabling us to overcome

every difficulty. In a word, it is here proved beyond de

bate, that faith is, in all instances, the victory which over-

cometh the world.

The faith of Abraham exercised on this occasion, was

then the faith of the gospel. To understand its nature, as

exhibited in this passage, it will be useful to consider the

whole situation and conduct of Abraham at the time spe

cified.

When Abraham was called to go out of his own land, he

knew not whither he was going ;
to what country, or to what

kind of residence. He knew not whether the people would

prove friends or enemies, kind or cruel, comfortable or un

comfortable, neighbours to him ;
nor whether his own situa-

* See Heb. xi. 6. 16, 17.26.
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tion and that ofhis own family would be happy or unhappy.

Wholly uninfluenced by these considerations, and all others

by which men are usually governed in their enterprises, he

still adventured upon an undertaking in which his own tem

poral interests and those ofhis family were finally embarked.

Why did he thus adventure ? The only answer to this ques
tion is, he was induced to go by a regard to the character

of the person who called him. This regard was of a pe
culiar kind. It was not reverence, love, nor admiration.

Neither of these is assigned by the apostle as the cause of

his conduct. They might, they undoubtedly did, exist in

his mind; but they did not govern his determination.

The emotion by which he was compelled to leave his

home was confidence. God summoned him to this hazard

ous and important expedition, and he readily obeyed the

summons. The true and only reason was, he confided en

tirely in the character and directions of God. God, in his

view, was a being of such a character, that it was safe, and

in all respects desirable, for Abraham to trust himself im

plicitly to his guidance. Such were his views of this glo
rious being, that to commit himself and all his concerns to

the direction of God was, in his estimation, the best thing
in his power ; best for him, and best for his family. He
considered God as knowing better than he knew, and as

choosing better than he could choose for himself: at the

same time he experienced an exquisite pleasure in yielding

himself to the direction of God. The divine character was
to his eye beautiful, glorious, and lovely; and the emotion

of confiding in it was delightful. Sweet in itself, it was ap

proved by his conscience, approved by his Creator, and on

both accounts doubly delightful.

The prime object of this confidence was the moral cha

racter ofGod ;
his goodness, mercy, faithfulness, and truth.

Unpossessed of these attributes, he could never be trusted

by us. His knowledge and power would, in this case, be

merely objects of terror, and foundations of that dreadful

suspense which is finished misery. The confidence ofAbra
ham therefore, was evidently confidence in the moral cha

racter of God.
It ought here to be observed, that the person to whom

Abraham s confidence was immediately directed, was the
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Lord Jesus Christ. No man hath seen God the Father at

any time. The person appearing under the name of God to

the patriarchs was the Lord Jesus Christ. This is deci

sively proved in many ways, and particularly by the direct

declaration of St. Paul, 1 Cor. x. 9. Neither let us tempt

Christ, as some of them also tempted, and were destroyed of

serpents. The passage here referred to, and the only one

in which this event is recorded by Moses, is Numb, xxi, 5,

6: And the people spake against God, and against Moses,

Wherefore have ye brought us up out ofEgypt to die in the

wilderness? for there is no bread, neither is there any water;
and our soul loatheth this light bread. And Jehovah sent

fiery serpents among the people, and they bit the people ; and

much people of Israel died. The God, the JEHOVAH, here

mentioned, is unequivocally declared by St. Paul to be

Christ ;
and that it was the same God who destroyed the

Israelites on this occasion, that appeared throughout the

Old Testament to the patriarchs and their descendants, will

not be questioned. Christ therefore was the immediate ob

ject of confidence to Abraham.

Let me endeavour to exhibit this subject with greater

clearness by a familiar example. A parent sets out upon
a journey, and takes with him one of his little children,

always accustomed to receive benefits from his parental

tenderness. The child plainly knows nothing of the des

tined journey ; of the place to which he is going; of the

people whom he will find ;
the entertainment which he will

receive ;
the sufferings which he must undergo ;

or the

pleasures which he may enjoy: yet the child goes wil

lingly, and with delight. Why ? not because he is igno

rant ; for ignorance by itself is a source to him of nothing

but doubt and fear. Were a stranger to propose to him the

same journey, in the same terms, he would decline it at

once ;
and could not be induced to enter upon it without

compulsion ; yet his ignorance here would be at least

equally great. He is wholly governed, as a rational being

ought to be, by rational considerations. Confidence in his

parent, whom he knows by experience to be only a bene

factor to him, and in whose affection and tenderness he has

always found safety and pleasure, is the sole ground of his

cheerful acceptance of the proposed journey, and of all his
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subsequent conduct. In his parent s company he feels de

lighted ;
in his care, safe. Separated from him, he is at

once alarmed, anxious, and miserable. Nothing can easily
restore him to peace, or comfort, or hope, but the return of

his parent. In his own obedience and filial affection, and
in his father s approbation and tenderness, care and gui

dance, he finds sufficient enjoyment, and feels satisfied and
secure: he looks for no other motive, than his father s

choice and his own confidence. The way which his father

points out, although perfectly unknown to him, the enter

tainment which he provides, the places at which he chooses

to stop, and the measures universally which he is pleased
to take, are, in the view of the child, all proper, right, and

good. For his parent s pleasure, and for that only, he in

quires ;
and to this single object are confined all his views

and all his affections.

No characteristic is by common sense esteemed more

amiable, or more useful, in little children, more suited to

their circumstances, their wants, and their character, than

confidence. Nor is any parent ever better pleased with his

own little children, than when they exhibit this character

istic. The pleasure of receiving it, and that of exercising

it, are substantially the same.

In adult years, men of every description reciprocate the

same pleasure in mutual confidence whenever it is exer

cised. Friends, husbands and wives, rulers and subjects,

demand, experience, and enjoy, this affection in a manner

generally corresponding with that I have described.

The second passage, from which I propose to shew that

this confidence was the faith of Abraham, is Rom. iv. 20

22. He staggered not at the promise of God through un

belief; but was strong in faith, giving glory to God: and

beingfully persuaded, that what he hadpromised he was able

also to perform ; and therefore it was imputed to him for

righteousness. The faith ofAbraham here described, in which

he was strong, giving glory to God, and which was imputed
to him for righteousness, was faith in the promise of God

concerning the future birth of Isaac, through whom he was
to become the progenitor of Christ, and the father of many
nations, especially of believers of all ages. This faith was
built on the moral character of the promiser. But faith in
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a promise, when it is directed to the disposition of the pro-
miser, as is plainly the case here, because the fulfilment of
the promise must depend entirely on this disposition, is the

very confidence of which I have been speaking.
2dly. This is the faith of the Old Testament.

Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him, says Job, xiii . 15.
/ will trust in the mercy of Godfor ever and ever. Psal.

lii. 8.

/ will trust in the covert of thy wings. Psal. Ixi. 4.

The righteous shall be glad in the Lord, and shall trust in

him. Psal. Ixiv. 10.

They that trust in the Lord shall be as mount Zion, which
cannot be removed, but abidethfor ever. Psal. cxxv. 1.

Who is among you thatfeareth the Lord? let him trust in

the name of the Lord, and stay upon his God. Isa. 1. 10.

Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh
his arm, and whose heart departethfrom the Lord. Blessed

is the man that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the

Lord is. Jer. xvii. 5, 6.

No person acquainted with the Scriptures can, I think,

hesitate to admit, that the exercise of mind, mentioned in

these passages under the name trust, is the same with that

which in the New Testament is called faith. It is the cha

racter of the same persons, viz. the righteous, and their pe
culiar and pre-eminent character. The importance and

the obligations assigned to it are the same, and the bless

ings promised to it are the same : all who possess and ex

ercise it are pronounced blessed
;
and all who da not pos

sess it are declared cursed.

In the verse following that last quoted from Jeremiah,

the peculiar blessings of faith are declared to be the bless

ings of the man who trusteth in the Lord. For he shall be as

a tree planted by the waters, and that spreadeth out her

roots by the river, and shall not see when heat cometh ; but

her leaf shall be green; and shall not be careful in the year

of drought, neither shall ceasefrom yielding fruit. The pe

culiar character as well as peculiar blessing of faith is, that

he who is the subject of it shall abound in the work of the

Lord.

Such precisely is the glorious blessing here annexed to

him who trusteth in the Lord; a blessing which is evidently
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the greatest of all blessings : for our Saviour informs us,

that it is more blessed to give than to receive; to commu
nicate good, than to gain it at the hands of others

;
a decla

ration which St. Paul appears to make the sum of all that

Christ taught concerning this interesting subject.

3dly . It is, I apprehend, the faith of the New Testament

also.

In various places in the New Testament this exercise of

the mind is directly called by the names trust and confi

dence.

In his name shall the Gentiles trust; quoted from Isa. xlii.

4, where it is rendered, the isles shall waitfor his law; in

Matt. xii. 21, and Rom. xv. 12. That the word trust used

here denotes the faith of the Gentiles in the name of Christ,

will not be questioned.

Eph. i. 12. St. Paul says, that we, that is himself and his

fellow-Christians, should be to the praise of his glory who

first trusted in Christ.

1 Tim. iv. 10. For therefore we both labour and suffer re

proach, because we trust in the living God, who is the Sa
viour ofall men, especially of those that believe.

2 Tim. i. 12. For I know whom I have believed. The
word 7r7n&amp;lt;TTvca is, by the translators, rendered trusted in

the margin. It is rendered also in the same manner by
Cruclen, and I think correctly.

Heb. iii. 14. If we hold the beginning of our confidence

steadfast unto the end ; that is, our faith already begun.
Heb. xi. 1. Faith is the confidence of things hoped for.

This may perhaps be regarded as a general definition. The
word TTttrrcvw, of which one of the meanings is trust, ought,
I think, to be extensively rendered by this English term, in

order to express the true sense of the original. The same

thing may also be observed concerning its derivatives.

But the proof which I especially mean to allege, at the

present time, is contained in the following things.

(1.) Thefaith ofAbraham is the faith of the New Testa

ment; and this has, Iflatter myself, been already proved to

be the confidence above mentioned.

(2.) In that extensive account of faith which is given us

in the eleventh chapter of Hebrews, we are taught that the

faith exercised by the saints of the Old Testament is the
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same with the faith of the gospel ;
and this is not only ge

nerally called trust in the Old Testament itself, but as has
been already proved in several instances, and were there

time or necessity might be proved in all, is no other than

the confidence which I have specified. All these persons
confided in the promise of God, and in the moral character

of him by whom they were given.

4thly. The nature of the case, and the situation of the

penitent when he exercises faith in Christ, clearly evince

the truth of the doctrine.

The sinner is condemned and ruined. By the law of God
all hope of his recovery and salvation is precluded : left to

himself therefore in his present situation, he cannot be

saved. While he is in this miserable condition, Christ de

clares that he is able, willing, and faithful, to save him
;

and that to this end, the sinner must indispensably sur

render himself into his hands, or give himself up to him,

and consent to be saved by him in his own way. Now
what can induce the sinner, in a case of this infinite magni.

tude, thus to give himself into the hands of Christ? No
thing but an entire confidence in his character, as thus able,

willing, and faithful, to save. But how shall the sinner

know this ? Or if he cannot know it, how shall he be per

suaded of it? Know it in the proper sense of knowledge he

cannot ;
for it is plainly not an object of science. The

word of Christ is the only ultimate evidence by which he

must be governed ;
and this word depends, for all its ve

racity and convincing influence, on the moral character of

Christ; on his goodness, faithfulness, and truth. When
ever the sinner therefore gives himself to Christ, according

to his proposal and in obedience to his commands, he does

it merely because he places an entire confidence in his

moral character, and in the declarations which he has

made. In these he confides, because they are the declara

tions of just such a person, possessing just such a moral

character. On this he trusts himself, his soul, his eternal

well-being.
If he trusts in the instructions, precepts, and ordinances,

of Christ (for our faith is not unfrequently said to be exer

cised towards these), it is only because they are the instruc

tions, precepts, and ordinances, of such a person. Some
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of them indeed he may discern to be true and right in them
selves : but for the truth of others, and the wisdom and

safety of obeying them all, he relies, and must rely, only
on Christ s character as their author. If he believes in the

righteousness of Christ, and the acceptableness of it to

God, as the foundation of pardon and peace to sinners
;
he

believes or trusts in it, only because it is the righteousness
ofjust such a person.
The same things are true of his faith in the invitations,

promises, resurrection, ascension, exaltation, government,
intercession, presence, protection, and universal blessings,
of the Redeemer. The faith of the Christian is exercised

towards all these things. But all of them, separated from
his moral character, are nothing to the believer.

From these considerations it is, I think, sufficiently evi

dent that the faith of the gospel, whatever may be its im
mediate object, is no other than confidence in the moral

character of God, especially of the Redeemer.
If I am asked,

&quot; What is confidence in moral character?&quot;

I answer, look into your own bosoms; and examine what
is that exercise of mind, in which you trust a man for the

sake of what he is : a parent, for example, or a friend. In

this exercise you will find a strong illustration of the faith

of the gospel.

Confidence, or trust, is a complex emotion ofthe mind, and

involves good-will to its object. We cannot thus confide

in any person whom we do not love.

It involves also complacency in the object ; or approba
tion of his character. We cannot thus trust any person
whom we do not esteem.

It involves a conviction, that the attributes which awaken

our confidence, really exist in the person whom we trust.

It involves a persuasion, that in the case and on the terms

proposed, the person in whom we confide is ready to befriend

us. Until this is admitted by us, there will be nothing about

which our confidence can be exercised.

It involves a sincere delight in every exercise of it. No
emotion yields higher enjoyment than confidence.

It involves a cheerful devotion to the interests and plea
sure of the object trusted ; a disposition to promote those in

terests, and to conform to that pleasure. Towards a supe-
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rior, it is thus the foundation of constant and ready obe
dience.

Generally, it is the true and supreme attachment of a crea

ture to his Creator ; in which he surrenders himself entirely
into his hands, to be disposed of by him at his pleasure, and
to be made the instrument of his glory.

REMARKS.
1st. This account of evangelicalfaith, if admitted, puts

an end to all disputes concerning the question, Whetherfaith
is a moral virtue.

So long as the nature of faith is unsettled, every question

depending on it must be unsettled also. If we do not de

termine what the faith of the gospel is, we are ill prepared to

decide whether it is of a moral nature or not. If the faith

of the gospel be a mere speculative assent to probable evi

dence, although we may indeed be virtuous in the disposi
tion with which we at times exercise it, as was, I trust,

proved in the preceding discourse, yet clearly it is not ne

cessarily virtuous ; nor, if the mind stop here, can it be vir

tuous at all. In mere speculative belief, existing by itself;

that is, in merely yielding our assent to probable evidence
;

we are , as I observed in the same discourse, entirely pas

sive, and in no sense virtuous. But if faith is confidence

in God, of the nature here exhibited, it is beyond dispute

virtue ; virtue of pre-eminent importance, and capable of

existing in every possible degree. So far as I know, con

fidence in this sense has ever been esteemed voluntary, and

acknowledged therefore to be of a moral nature. Plainly,

this is its true character. Accordingly, it is approved,

loved, and commended, by all mankind ;
and undoubtedly

merits all the encomiums given to it, both in profane wri

tings and in revelation.

One of the principal reasons, why the faith of the gospel

has been supposed to be a mere speculative belief, is pro

bably this : speculative belief is the thing intended by the

term faith in its original sense. It is not very unnatural,

therefore, when we begin to read the Scriptures, to consi

der this as the meaning of the word in these writings ;
nor

is it very unnatural for men of a sanguine cast, men who

have a system to defend, or men who change their opinions
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with reluctance, to retain an interpretation which they have

once imbibed. We are not therefore to wonder, that this

opinion has been extensively spread, or pertinaciously re

tained.

But the Scriptures give no countenance to this doctrine.

With the heart man believeth unto righteousness, is the

sum of their instructions concerning this subject. He who
can believe that a speculative assent to probable evidence,
such as that which we yield to ordinary historical testimony,

produced the effects ascribed to faith in the eleventh chapter
of the Epistle to the Hebrews, can certainly believe any
thing.

2dly. This doctrine explains to us the manner in which

faith is spoken of in the Scriptures.

Particularly, we see abundant reasons why it is spoken
of as a virtue

; and is accordingly commanded in many
forms, on many occasions, and to all persons ;

and why it

is promised a glorious and endless reward. At the same

time, we have explained to us in the same satisfactory man
ner the various scriptural accounts of its opposites, distrust

or unbelief; and the reasons why it is pronounced to be sin

ful, is every where forbidden, and is threatened with endless

punishment. This exhibition of faith also explains to us,

in the most satisfactory manner, why faith is strongly and

universally commended in the Scriptures, and why unbelief

is reprobated in a similar manner; why saints are called

believers and faithful
;
these names being considered as

equivalent to the names holy and virtuous
;
and why unbe

lievers and infidels, are terms used in the Scriptures as equi
valent to sinful, wicked, and ungodly. We learn farther,

why faith directed to the word, ordinances, and provi

dence, of God ; to the example, atonement, death, resurrec

tion, and exaltation, of Christ : or directly to the character

of God and the Redeemer, is considered, in the Scriptures,

as substantially of the same nature and as the same thing :

the faith exercised being always the same moral act, spring

ing from the same spirit, terminating in the same object,

and producing the same effects. If thereforeit exists with

reference to one of these objects, it exists also in successive

acts, invariably towards them all. Finally, we see the rea-
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son why faith in God, in Christ, or in divine truth, is exhi
bited as being in a sense the sum of all duty, and the foun
dation of all present and future spiritual good ; and why
unbelief is presented to us as, in a sense, the sum of all dis

obedience, and the source of all spiritual evil both here and
hereafter.

These and the like representations are easily explained,
if by faith we intend confidence in the moral character of
God and the Redeemer. This confidence is plainly the be

ginning, and the continuance of union and attachment to

our Creator; while, on the other hand, distrust is a complete
separation of the soul from the author of its being. It is

plainly impossible for him who distrusts God to have any
moral union to him, or any devotion to his pleasure.

Confidence is also the highest honour which an intelli

gent creature can render to his Creator. No act of such a

creature can so clearly or so strongly declare his appro
bation of the divine character, or his devotion to the divine

will, as committing ourselves entirely to him in this manner.

In this act we declare, in the most decisive manner, the

character of God to be formed of such attributes as will se

cure our whole well-being and fulfil all our vindicable de

sires. Whatever can be hoped for from supreme and in

finite excellence, we declare ourselves to expect from the

character of God ;
and pronounce his pleasure to be, in our

view, the sum of all that is excellent and desirable. In dis

trusting God, we declare in the same forcible manner pre

cisely the opposite things ;
and thus, so far as is in our

power, dishonour his character and impeach his designs.

3dly. This account offaith strongly evinces the divinity

of Christ.

The faith which we arerequired to exercise in Christ, is as

unqualified, as entire, and as extensive, as that which we

are required to exercise towards God. The blessings pro

mised to it are the same; and the evils threatened to our

refusal to it, are also the same. No mark of difference, with

respect to these particulars, is even hinted at in the Scrip

tures. This must, I think, be inexplicable, unless the attri

butes to which alone the faith is directed, and which alone

render it our duty to exercise it, are in each case the same.
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Besides, it is incredible, that an intelligent being, ratio

nally employed, should confide himself, his everlasting in

terests, his all, to any hands but those of infinite perfec
tion. Stephen, full of the Holy Ghost, could not, I think,

as he was leaving the world, have said to any creature,

Lord Jesus, into thy hands I commend my spirit. No man
in the possession of a sound mind could, as it seems to me,

say this even to Gabriel himself.

4thly. We learnfrom these observations, that thefaith of
the gospel will existfor ever.

We often speak of faith, as hereafter to be swallowed up
in vision ; and intend by this, that it will cease to exist in

the future world. In a qualified sense, it is undoubtedly
true

;
for many things which we now believe only, we shall

hereafter know with certainty : but confidence in God, the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, will exist for ever.

Moral character seems not in its nature to be an object of

science, properly so called. Spirits by every eye, except
the Omniscient, are discerned only through the medium of

their actions
; which are proofs of their natural attributes,

and expressions of their moral character. Moral charac

ter is the amount of all the volitions of a moral agent. As
these are free and independent, they are incapable of being

known, but the voluntary manifestations of the agent him
self. United, they form and exhibit the whole moral cha

racter: in parts, though they denote it truly, they denote it

imperfectly.
In every age of eternity it will be true, that, in the phy

sical sense, it is possible for God to oppress or destroy even
his obedient creatures. The proofs that he will not, are

found only in the disclosure of his moral character; and
on these disclosures his virtuous creatures will tor ever rely

with undoubting confidence, and with the utmost propriety
and wisdom. Knowledge or science, in the strict sense,

they will not, I think, be ever able to obtain of this im

mensely important subject; nor would they be benefited,

were they able. Science is in no degree of a moral nature,

nor of course attended by virtuous affections, nor followed

by virtuous conduct. But confidence is in itself moral and

virtuous, and capable of being the highest virtue of a ratio-
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nal creature. Amiable and excellent in itself, it is ap
proved and loved by God ;

the foundation of delight in his

character; the source of uninterrupted obedience to his

will
;
an endearing and immoveable union to him

;
a si

milar union to the virtuous universe
;
and the basis of ever

lasting friendship and beneficence in all their mutual inter

course.

It will therefore revive beyond the grave ;
and with new

vigour and perfection. With every new display of divine

excellence and created Worth, it will rise higher and higher

without end. The mind in which it exists will, in every

stage of its progress, become wiser, nobler, better, and hap

pier. Heaven in all its concerns, its inhabitants, and dis

pensations, will from its influence assume without inter

mission a brighter aspect; and the immense, eternal king

dom of JEHOVAH continually become a more and more per

fect mirror, reflecting with increasing splendour his supreme
excellence and glory.

SERMON LXVII.

JUSTIFICATION.

THE INFLUENCE OF FAITH IN OUR JUSTIFICATION.

Therefore we conclude that man is justified byfaith, without

works of law. BOM. in. 28.

HAVING shewn, that we are justifiedfreely by the grace of

God, proved the duty of believing, and explained the nature

of evangelical faith, in the three preceding discourses, I

shall now proceed to examine the connexion of faith with

ourjustification. The first ofthese discourses was employed

in discussing that which is done in our justification on the

part of God. In this discourse, I shall examine the nature

and influence of that which is done on the part of man t

VOL. n. 2 o
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wards the accomplishment of this important event. We
are justified freely, or gratuitously : yet we are justified con

ditionally; not in our natural, corrupt, and universal state ;

but in consequence of a new and peculiar state, denoted by
the word faith.

In discussing this subject, I shall include the observa

tions, which I think it necessary to make, under the follow

ing heads:

I. The manner in which faith becomes, and,
II. The propriety with which it is constituted the means

of our justification.

I. I shall attempt to describe the manner in which faith
becomes the means of our justification.

To exhibit this subject in the clearest light, it will be use

ful to return again to the covenant of redemption ; in which

the justification of mankind was originally promised. You
will perhaps remember, that there are, as was formerly

stated, three distinct promises contained in this covenant,

beside the general one which involves them all: that Christ

shall see, or possess, a seed; that this seed shall prolong their

days, or endure, or be happy, for ever ; and that the throne

or dominion of Christ over them shall be as the days of hea

ven ; or, in other words, eternal. The first of these pro

mises, on which the other two are founded, is, that Christ

shall see, or possess, a seed ; that is, he shall have a number,
elsewhere said to be very great, of children, disciples, orfol

lowers, in consequence of making his soulanofferingforsin,
or a propitiatory sacrifice.

The great question naturally arising in this place, is, In

what manner do apostate men, of whom his followers were

to consist, become his seed? To this question I answer, By
faith. In explaining the true and full import of this answer,

every thing may be said which is necessary to the object

under consideration. To this end it will be proper to ob

serve,

1st. That mankind do not become the children of Christ

by creation.

By creation, all men are equally his children : but all men
are not his children, in the sense of this covenant. In this

sense, those only are his seed who are his disciples : but we
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know, from innumerable passages of Scripture, that all men
are not his disciples.

2dly. Men do not become the children of Christ by their

obedience to the law.

No man has obeyed the law; and therefore by works of
law no flesh can be justified.

3dly. Men do not become the children of Christ merely by
his atonement.

Christ was a propitiationfor the sins of the whole world,
as well as for his disciples. But the whole world is not in

cluded in the number of his disciples.

4thly. Mankind do not become the children of Christ by
their obedience, wrought after they believe in him.

No man ever obeys, in the scriptural sense, until after

he has believed. But men are children of Christ, whenever

they believe
;
and that, whether they live to perform acts

of obedience or not. Multitudes, there is every reason to

suppose, die so soon after believing, as to render it impos
sible for them to perform any acts of obedience whatever.

All these are disciples of Christ. Men therefore are justi

fied by faith, without works of law.

As these are all the modes in which mankind have ever

been supposed to become disciples of Christ, beside that

which is the main subject of this discourse, the necessary
conclusion from these observations will be, that men be

come his children by faith, according to the meaning of this

covenant.

At the same time, the nature of the case furnishes the

most conclusive evidence to this position. Men, in their

original state, are ruined and helpless. In this state, Christ

offers himself to them as a Saviour, on the condition that

they will become his, or that they will come to him, or that

they will give themselves up to him, or, in other words, vo

luntarily become his. In the seventeenth chapter of John,

ver. 2, Christ says, in his intercessory prayer to God, As

thou hast given him, that is, Christ, power over allflesh, that

he should give eternal life to as many as thou hast given him.

In the ninth verse, he says, I pray not for the world, butfor

them which thou hast given me ; for they are thine. And all

mine are thine, and thine are mine ; and I am glorified in

them. In these passages we learn, that the Father gave to

2 o 2
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Christ, originally, some of the human race
;
that all these

are Christ s
;
that he is glorified in them

;
and that he gives

them eternal life.

The covenant of grace, made between God and mankind,
is contained in these words : J will be your God, and ye
shall be my people. In this covenant, God is pleased to

engage, on his part, to be the God of all, who will be his ;

and man, on his part, gives himself up to God, engaging to

be his. Accordingly, mankind are commanded to yield

themselves to God. Yield yourselves, says St. Paul to the

Romans, unto God as those that are alive from the dead.

Rom vi. 13. Be ye not stiffnecked, said Hezekiah to the Is

raelites, a* your fathers were, but yield yourselves unto the

Lord; and serve the Lord, that the fierceness of his wrath

may turn awayfrom you.

According to this scheme, which is every where the

scheme of the Scriptures, those who are children of Christ

become such, first by being given to him of the Father, next

by giving themselves to him, and then by being received

by him. Him that comethunto me I will in nowise cast out.

John vi. 37. Thus it is evident, that that which on the part
of mankind makes them Christ s children, is their own vo

luntary gift of themselves to him. Accordingly, St. Paul

speaking in the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, of the

Macedonian Christians, says, that theyfirst gave their own-

selves to the Lord, chap. viii. 5.

The act by which this voluntary surrender of ourselves to

Christ is accomplished, is the faith or confidence of the gos

pel. When Christ proposes himself to us as a Saviour, it

is plain, that we have no other security of the salvation

which he promises beside the promise itself; and this fur

nishes no security, beside what is contained in his charac

ter. Confidence then in his character, and in his promise
as founded on it, is that act of the mind by which alone it

renders itself to Christ, and becomes his, one of his chil

dren, his disciple, his follower. Unless the soul confide

in him, it is plainly impossible that it should confide or

yield itself to him
;
and unless it yield itself to him, it can

not become his. But the act of confiding in him is, in the

case specified, the act also of confiding itself to him.

When the soul thus renders itself into the hands of Christ,
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it does it on his own terms. It casts off all former depend-
ance on its own righteousness, whether apprehended or

real, for acceptance with God, for forgiveness and justifica

tion. Conscious of its entire unworthiness and desert of

the divine anger, the reality and greatness of its guilt, the

justice of its condemnation, and the impossibility of ex

piating its own sins, it casts itself at the footstool of his

mercy, as a suppliant for mere pardon; and welcomes him,
as the glorious, efficacious, and all-sufficient atonement for

sin and intercessor for sinners. With these views and affec

tions it yields itself up to him as a free-will-ottering, with

an entire confidence in all that he hath taught and done,
and suffered, in the divine character of Mediator between

God and man. In this manner it becomes his, here and for

ever.

As his it is acknowledged, in accordance with that glori

ous promise, Him that cometh unto me will I in nowise cast

out. As his, its name is written in the Lamb s book of life ;

and it is invested with a sure, indefeasible title to all the

promises of the gospel, particularly to those recorded in

the second and third chapters of the Apocalypse ;
and to

the inheritance which is undefiled andfadeth not away.
It has been often debated, whether mankind are justified,

in the full and proper sense, in this world, or in that which

is to come. To the great question, concerning the manner

of our justification, this point appears to me to be of little

importance. Whenever a man thus gives himself into the

hands of Christ he becomes his, in the sense of the covenant

of redemption; and his title to justification, in this charac

ter, is complete. Whenever therefore he enters into the

future world, and appears before the Judge of the quick
and the dead, he comes in a character acknowledged in

the covenant of redemption, with a title to acceptance,

founded on the promise of the Father, contained in that

covenant; and pleads, with certain prevalence, his own

performance of the condition on his part; viz. faith in the

Redeemer; as having brought him within the limits of

that promise. As Christ s then, and as Christ s alone, as

one of his seed, he is acknowledged, forgiven, acquitted,

and received to the heavenly inheritance.

It is here to be observed, and always to be remembered,
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that the believer is not thus accepted on account of his faith,

considered as merit ; or as furnishing a claim, in the nature

of a work of righteousness, sufficiently excellent to deserve

justification, eitherwholly orpartially. Considered in every

other light, except that of being one of Christ s children ;

or, in other words, considered merely as a moral being ; he

merits nothing at the hand of God, but anger and punish
ment. If he were to be judged according to his works, in

this sense he would be ruined. For although many of his

actions are, in a greater or less degree, really virtuous, yet

his sins also are many and very great ;
enhanced by all the

light which he has enjoyed, the grace which he has received,

and the covenant which he has made. In this case, he

would come before God as a mere subject of law; no

jot or tittle of which has ceased to bind him with its ori

ginal obligatory force, or to demand from him, with all

its original authority, exact obedience. Such obedience

can here be the only possible ground of justification ,

and this obedience was never rendered by any child of

Adam.

II. I will endeavour to shew the propriety with whichfaith
is constituted the means of our justification.

It has been already shewn, that we are not justified by
faith, because it renders us deserving of this favour at the

hand of God. Still there is, I apprehend, an evident pro

priety in constituting faith the means of our justification.

If returning sinners are to be justified at all ; it will I sup

pose be acknowledged, that it must be proper for God to

justify them, in such a manner, as shall most contribute to

his glory, and their good. This I shall endeavour to prove
to be the real consequence of the manner in which they are

actually justified.

It contributes peculiarly to the glory of God, in the fol

lowing, among other particulars.

1 stt It is a dispensation of grace merely.

Every thing pertaining to this dispensation, on the part

of God, is the result of mere sovereign, unmerited love.

This attribute, thus considered, is by the divine writers

every where spoken of as the peculiar glory of the divine

character. Whenever they have occasion to mention it,
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they rise above themselves ;
utter their sentiments with a

kind of rapture, and adopt the style of exclamation, rather

than that of sober description. Who art thou, says Zecha-

riah, oh great mountain ? Before Zerubbabel thou shalt be

come a plain; and he shall bring forth the head stone thereof

with shoutings ; crying, Grace, grace, unto it. Behold,

what manner of love, says St. John, the Father hath bestow

ed on us, that we should be called the sons of God! For this

cause, says St. Paul, I bow my knees unto the Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ ; that ye, being rooted and grounded in

love, may be able to comprehend, with all saints, what is the

breadth, and length, and depth, and height ; and to know the

love of Christ, which passeth knowledge. Having predesti

nated us, says the same apostle, unto the adoption of chil

dren by Jesus Christ to himself, according to the good plea
sure of his will, to the praise ofthe glory ofhis grace; wherein

he hath made us accepted in the Beloved : in whom we have

redemption, through his blood, theforgiveness ofsins, accord

ing to the riches of his grace. Praise the Lord, says David,

for he is good, for his mercy endurethfor ever! In this man
ner the subject is always considered, and always spoken of,

by the divine writers. I shall only add, that the angels
themselves appear to entertain similar thoughts concerning
it

;
as was abundantly manifested, when, at the birth of the

Saviour, they sung, Glory to God in the highest ;
and on

earth peace : good-will towards men.

All men will probably agree, that love exercised towards

enemies is the fairest and most illustrious specimen of good
will, of which we have any knowledge. Exercised by God
towards sinners, not only his enemies, not only lost and

ruined, but eminently vile and guilty enemies, it is certainly
seen in its consummation. In justifying mankind through
faith in the Redeemer, this manifestation of love is seen in

its fairest and most finished form. All the previous steps,

indispensable to its accomplishment, and beyond measure

wonderful, were dictated, and carried into execution, by
mere grace. By mere grace, when all these things are done,
is the sinner accepted, without any merit of his own ; and

only in the character of one, who has confidentially given
himself to Christ. In this dispensation, then, this most glo
rious attribute of God is seen in the fairest light.
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2dly. It isfitted to produce the greatest degree of grati

tude in man.

In Luke vii. 40, we are told, that Simon the Pharisee, at

whose house our Saviour was sitting at meat, censured him
for suffering a poor sinful woman to anoint him with pre
cious ointment

;
and that Christ said unto him, Simon, I

have somewhat to say unto thee. And he saith, Master, say
on. There was a certain creditor who had two debtors: the

one owedfive hundred pence, and the other fifty. And when

they had nothing to pay, he frankly forgave them both.

Tellme therefore which of them will love him most. Simon
answered and said, I suppose, that he to whom he forgave
most. And he said unto him, Thou hast rightlyjudged.
From this passage of Scripture it is evident, that forgive

ness confers a peculiar obligation, and inspires peculiar

gratitude ;
and that this obligation and gratitude are great,

in proportion to the number and guilt of the sins which are

forgiven. But the scheme of justification by faith, being a

scheme of mere forgiveness, without any consideration of

merit on the part of those who are justified, and the num
ber and guilt of the sins forgiven being very great ; thefair-

est foundation is laidhere for the highest possible gratitude.

This emotion and its effects will extend through eternity,

and constitute no small part of the character, usefulness,

and felicity, of the redeemed ; and no small part of their

loveliness in the sight of their Creator. Had mankind been

justified by works, either wholly or partially, this affection

and its consequences could not have existed in the same

manner, nor in the same degree.

3dly . This dispensation is eminently honourable to Christ.

St. Paul, in 1 Cor. quoting from Jer, ix. delivers it as a

precept, intended universally to regulate the conduct of

mankind, that he who glorieth should glory only in the Lord;
because he is made unto us wisdom, righteousness, sanctiji-

cation, and redemption. In conformity to this rule of con

duct, we find it asserted, in the fifth of the Revelation, that

the four living ones, and the four-and-twenty elders, fell

down before the Lamb, and sung a new song ; saying, Thou

art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof;

for fhou wast slain ; and hast redeemed us to God by thy

blood, out of every kindred, and tongue) and people, and na-
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tion : and hast made us unto our God kings and priests : and
ive shall reign on the earth. Immediately upon this, the

whole host of heaven exclaimed with a loud voice, Worthy
is the Lamb, that was slain, to receive power, and riches, and
wisdom and strength, and honour, and glory, and blessing.

Finally, both heaven and earth are exhibited as uniting
with one voice in this sublime ascription, Blessing, and ho

nour
,
and glory, and power, be unto him that sitteth on the

throne, and unto the Lamb, for ever and ever. At the close

of this act of celestial worship, the four living ones sub

join their solemn Amen! This passage needs no comment.

In the scheme of justification by faith it is evident, that

all the glory of saving sinners from endless guilt and misery,
and of raising them to immortal happiness arid virtue, cen

tres in the Redeemer
;
and that, according to his own de

claration, he is eminently glorified, in this manner, in those

who are given to him by the Father as his children. John

xvii. 10.

4thly. It is honourable to God, that he should annex

justification to virtue, and not to any thing of a differ

ent nature.

Faith is virtue : but the works of mankind, wrought be

fore the existence of faith in the soul, are in no sense vir

tuous. Faith also is the commencement of virtue in man.

It is highly honourable to God, that he should annex justi

fication to the first appearance of virtue in the human cha

racter. In this manner he exhibits, in the strongest degree,

his readiness to forgive, accept, and save, the returning

sinner; the greatness of his mercy, which, at the sight of

the returning prodigal, hastens to meet and welcome him,

guilty as he has been, in all his rags, and dirt, and shame,

merely because he has set his face in earnest towards his

Father s house; and the sublime and glorious pleasure

which he enjoys in finding a son, who was lost to all good,

and in seeing him, once dead, alive again to useful and di

vine purposes.

5thly. It is honourable to God, that he should annex our

justification to that attribute which is the true source of vir

tuous obedience.

That faith is the true source of such obedience, in

forms and degrees, is so completely proved by St. Paul in
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the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews, as to

admit of no debate, and to demand no farther illustration.

He declares, directly and universally, that withoutfaith it

is impossible to please God in any act whatever
;
and that by

faith Enoch in his obedience pleased God. By necessary

consequence all the other worthies, mentioned in that chap
ter, pleased him also for the same reason. On account of

their faith, he teaches us, that God is not ashamed to be

called their God : and has prepared them a city ; an ever

lasting residence, a final home, in the heavenly world. Fi

nally, he shews, that faith is the real and only source of that

obedience which is the most arduous, self-denying, ho

nourable to the human character, and eminently pleasing
to God. In a word, every thing truly glorious which can

be achieved by man, he declares, in the latter part of the

chapter, to be achieved by faith alone.

St. John also assures us, that faith is the victory which

overcometh the world; the real power by which, on our

part, temptations are effectually resisted, snares escaped,
enemies overthrown, and heaven with all its blessings

finally won.

While this scheme ofjustification therefore strips man of

all pretensions to merit, and gives the whole glory of his

salvation to his Maker, it furnishes the most efficacious

means and the most absolute assurance of his future obe

dience, his perpetual improvement in holiness, and his cer

tain advancement towards the best character, which he will

ever be capable of sustaining. The obedience springing

from faith is voluntary, filial, and lovely: all other obedi

ence is mercenary, and of no moral worth. It will not be

denied, that a dispensation, of which these are the conse

quences, is highly honourable to the character of its author.

Every person who has attended to these observations

must clearly see, that they illustrate, in various particulars,

the usefulness ofthis dispensation to man : all ofthem plainly

involving personal advantages, and those very great, to the

justified; as well as peculiar glory to the Justifier. Two
additional observations will contain all that is necessary

to the farther illustration of this part of the subject.

1st. This dispensation is profitable to mankind, as it ren

ders theirjustification easy and certain.
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Had our justification been made to depend on a course of

obedience, it is not difiicult to see that we should have been

involved in many perplexities and dangers. Repentance at

late periods of life would particularly have been exceeding

ly discouraged. It will not be denied, that such repentance
exists

;
nor however rare we may suppose it, that it exists,

upon the whole, in many instances : nor can any man of

common humanity avoid wishing, that the number of these

instances may be greatly increased. Such instances exist

even on a dying-bed ; and, as there is good reason to be

lieve, in considerable numbers. But how discouraging to

such persons would it be, to know that their justification

was dependant on their own obedience. Is there not every
reason to believe, that most, if not all persons, in these cir

cumstances, would be discouraged from every effort, and

lay aside the attempt as hopeless. What in this case also

would become of children, dying in their infancy ? and what

of persons, perishing by shipwreck, the sword, and innume

rable other causes, which terminate life by a sudden, un

expected dissolution?

Farther, if justification were annexed to our obedience,

how should the nature and degree ofobedience be estimated ?

How pure must it be ? What degree ofcontamination might
it admit, and still answer the end ? With what degree of uni

formity must it be continued ? With what proportion of

lapses, and in what degree existing, might it be intermixed?

These questions seem not to have been answered in the

Scriptures. Who is able to answer them ?

Again, from what principle in man shall this obedience

spring ? From the mere wish to gain heaven by it ? Or from

a virtuous principle? From a virtuous principle, it will

probably be answered. In reply it may be asked, From
what virtuous principle? I presume it will be said, From
love to God. But it ought to be remembered, that where

there is no confidence there is no love, and therefore no vir

tue. Consequently, there is in this case, nothing from which

virtuous obedience can spring. How then can man be jus
tified by his obedience?

But by annexing justification to faith, God has removed

all these difficulties and dangers. It is rendered as easy as

possible to our attainment. For the first act of virtuous
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regard to God, which is exercised, or can be exercised, by a

returning sinner, is faith. If then he can do any thing
which is praiseworthy, or virtuous, he can exercise faith.

As his justification is inseparably annexed to this exercise

by the promise of God, it is as certain as that promise is

sure.

2dly. This scheme provides most effectually for the happi
ness of man.

Evangelical faith is an emotion of the mind, delightful in

itself, and delightful in all its consequences. Faith is a

well-spring of water flowing out unto everlasting life.
All

the streams which proceed from it in the soul of the believer,

are sweet, refreshing, and life-giving. Faith fixing its eye
on the unmerited and boundless goodness of God, sees in

the great act of justification, faithfulness, truth, and mercy,

displayed, to which it neither finds, nor wishes to find, li

mits. The soul in the contemplation of what itself has

been, and what it has received, becomes fitted, through this

Confidence, for every thing excellent, and every thing desi

rable. Peace, and hope, and love, and joy, rise up spon

taneously under its happy influence: and flourish, unfa

vourable as the climate and soil are, with a verdure and

strength unwithering and unfading. All the gratitude which

can exist in such a soul, is awakened by the strong con

sciousness of immense and undeserved blessings ;
and all

the obedience prompted which can be found in such a life.

Good, of a celestial kind, and superior to every thing which

this world can give, is really, and at times delightfully, en

joyed ; and supporting anticipations are acquired of more

perfect good beyond the grave.
This extensive and all-important subject is the principal

theme of St. Paul s discourse in the seven first chapters of

the Epistle to the Romans. In the eighth chapter he derives

from it a train of more sublime and interesting reflections,

that can be found in any other passage of Scripture of equal
extent. He commences them with this triumphant conclu

sion from what he had before said
;
There is, therefore, now

no condemnation to them who are in Christ Jesus, who walk
not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. He then goes on to

display, in a series of delightful consequences, the remedial

influence of the gospel upon a world, ruined by sin, and
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condemned by the law of God ;
marks the immense differ

ence between the native character of man, as a disobedient

subject of law, and his renewed character, as an immediate

subject of grace; and discloses particularly, the agency of

the Spirit of truth in regenerating, quickening, purifying,
and guiding the soul, in its progress towards heaven. The

consequences of this agency he then describes with unri

valled felicity and splendour ;
and animates the universe

with anxious expectation to see the day in which these

blessed consequences shall be completely discovered. On
the consequences themselves he expatiates in language

wonderfully lofty, and with images superlatively magnifi
cent. What shall we, then, say to these things ? he exclaims,

If God be for us, who can be against us? He, that spared
not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shal

he not, with him also, freely give us all things ? Who shal

lay any thing to the charge of God s elect ? It is God that

justifieth. Who is he that condemneth ? It is Christ that died;

yea, rather, that is risen again ; who is even at the right hand

of God; who also maketh intercessionfor us. Who shall se

parate usfrom the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or dis

tress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or

sword ? Nay, in all these things we are more than conquer
ors, through him that hath loved us. For I am persuaded,
that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities,
nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor height,

nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate
usfrom the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Such eught to be the thoughts of all who read, and pecu

liarly of all who have embraced, the gospel. Here we find

the true application of this doctrine; the proper inferences

to which it conducts us. We could not have originated
them

; but we can imbibe and apply them. A scene is here

opened without limits, and without end. On all the bless

ings here disclosed, eternity is inscribed by the divine hand.

We are here assured an eternal residence, of immortal vir

tue, immortal happiness, and immortal glory ;
of intelligence

for ever enlarging, of affections for ever rising, and of con

duct for ever refining, towards perfection. Whatever the

thoughts can comprehend ;
whatever the heart can wish ;

nay abundantly more than we can ask or think, is here by
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the voice of God promised to every man who possesses the

faith of the gospel. When we remember that all these

blessings were purchased by the humiliation, life, and death,
of the Son of God

;
can we fail to exclaim in the language

of heaven, Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive

power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour,
and glory, and blessing ! Amen.

SERMON LXVIII.

JUSTIFICATION.

RECONCILIATION OF PAUL AND JAMES. IN WHAT
SENSE MANKIND ARE JUSTIFIED BY WORKS.

Ye see then how that a man is justified by works, and not by

faith only. JAMES n. 24.

THIS passage of Scripture, together with a part of the con

text, is directly opposed in terms to the doctrine which has

been derived, in several preceding discourses, from St.

Paul s Epistle to the Romans. Infidels, and particularly

Voltaire, have seized the occasion which they have sup

posed themselves to find here, to sneer against the Scrip
tures

;
and have triumphantly asserted, that St. James and

St. Paul contradict each other in their doctrine as well as

their phraseology. Nor are infidels the only persons to

whom this passage has been a stumbling-block. Divines,
in a multitude of instances, have found in it difficulties

which they have plainly felt, and have differed, not a little,

concerning the manner in which it is to be interpreted.

Some divines, among whom was the first president Ed

wards, have taught, that St. James speaks ofjustification in

the sight of men only ; while St. Paul speaks ofjustification
in the sight of God. This I think cannot be a just opinion.
It is plain from the twenty-first to the twenty-third verses,

that St. James speaks of the same justification which Abra-
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ham received, and in which hisfaith was counted unto him

for righteousness. It is also evident from the fourteenth

verse, in the question, Can faith save him? From this it is

plain, that St. James had his eye upon the justification to

which salvation is annexed.

Another class of divines have supposed that St. James
teaches here a legal or meritorious justification ; and that

this is the true doctrine of the gospel concerning this subject.

St. Paul, they therefore conclude, is to be so understood as

to be reconcilable with St. James in this doctrine.

Others, among whom are the late Bishop Home and Dr.

Macknight, suppose, that St. James speaks of our justifica

tion, as accomplished in part by those good works which are

produced by faith ; and this they maintain, also, to be the

doctrine of St. Paul. It is believed, that this scheme has

been already proved to be unsound, but as it is true that

St. James really speaks of such works, it will be necessary
to consider the manner in which he speaks of them more

particularly hereafter.

Others, and among them Pool (whose comment on this

chapter is excellent), suppose, that St. Paul speaks of jus

tification properly so called ; and St. James of the manifes
tation or proof of that justification. That in this sense the

apostles are perfectly reconcilable, I am ready to admit
;

but am inclined to doubt, whether this is the sense in which
St. James is really to be understood.

By this time it must be evident to those who hear me, that

there is some real difficulty in a comparison of this passage
of St. James with the writings of St. Paul. By a real diffi

culty I do not intend that there is any inconsistency between

these two apostles ; for I apprehend there is none : but I

intend that there is so much obscurity in this discourse of

St. James, as to have led divines of great respectability and

worth to understand his words in very different manners
;

and prevented them from agreeing, even when harmonious

enough as to their general systems, in any one interpretation
of the apostle s expressions. Even this is not all: Luther

went so far, as on account of this very chapter to deny the

inspiration of St. James : and one of Luther s followers was
so displeased with it as to charge this apostle with wilful

falsehood.
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St. James has been called, with more boldness than ac

curacy, a writer of paradoxes. This character was I pre
sume given of him from the pithy, sententious, and figura
tive manner, in which he delivers his thoughts. This man
ner of writing, very common among the Asiatics, seems to

have been originally derived from their poetry. The most

perfect example of it in the poetical form found in the

Scriptures, is a part of the book of Proverbs, commencing
with the tenth chapter, and ending with the twenty-ninth.

Here, except in a few instances, there is no connexion in

tended nor formed, between the successive sentences. The
nine first chapters, the books of Job and Ecclesiastes, are

examples of the nearest approximation to this unconnected

manner of writing, in continual discourses, which the Scrip
tures exhibit. In all these, although a particular subject is

pursued through a considerable length, yet the connexion

will be found, almost invariably, to lie in the thought only.
The transitions are accordingly bold and abrupt ;

and fre

quently demand no small degree ofattention in order to un
derstand them. Probably they are more obscure to us than

they were to the Asiatic nations, to whom this mode of

writing was familiar
;
since we have learned from the Greeks

to exhibit the connexions and transitions of thought, uni

versally, in words, and to indicate them clearly in the

forms of expression. The Wisdom of the Son of Sirach, is

another example of the same nature, which may be fairly

classed with those already mentioned ; as may also the pro

phecy of Hosea. Every person in reading these writings

must perceive a degree of obscurity, arising not only from

the concise and figurative language, but from the abrupt
ness of the transitions also, which at times renders it ex

tremely difficult to trace the connexion of the thoughts.

St. James approaches nearer to this manner of writing

than any other prosaic writer in the Old or New Testament:

he is bolder, more figurative, more concise, and more ab

rupt. That there should be some difficulty in understand

ing him satisfactorily, ought to be expected as a thing of

course. We cannot wonder then that different meanings

should be annexed to the writings ofthis apostle ;
and from

this source only, as I believe, are these different interpreta

tions derived.
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Having premised these observations, of which the use

may easily be perceived, I now assert, that both apostles

speak of the same justification ; that which is before God,
and that they are perfectly harmonious in holding the doc

trine ofjustification byfaith without works.

To elucidate the truth of this assertion, it will be neces

sary to remark, that there are two totally different kinds of

faith spoken of in the Scriptures ; one, a speculative belief

or mere assent to probable evidence : the other, the confi

dence which has been already described in these discour

ses. From the former of these, obedience to God never

sprang, and cannot spring: the latter is the source of all obe

dience. As both, however, are called by the same name,
each has in its tarn been declared to be the faith to whichjus
tification is annexed. To both this character was challenged
in the days of the apostles. That doctrine of antinomianism,
from which the name is derived, began in the days of the apos
tles

;
viz. that we are released by the gospelfrom obedience

to the law. Of course, whoever embraced this doctrine be

lieved his faith to be sufficient for his justification, without

any works of righteousness. Against this error, I believe,

with Doddridge and others, the apostle James directed this

discourse. The question which he discusses, was not whe
ther we were justified by evangelicalfaith only, orpartially

by that faith, and partially by the works which it produces,
but whether we are justified by a faith, in its nature unpro
ductive of works, viz. were speculative belief; or whether we
arejustified by thefaith of the gospel,from which all works of

righteousnessflow of course. That this account of the sub

ject is true, I shall now attempt to prove.
St. James introduces his discussion of this subject with

these questions ;
What doth it profit, my brethren, though a

man say he hath faith, and have not works ? Can faith
save him ? In the original it is rj irumg ;

the faith which
the man declares himself to have

; or, as it is correctly ren

dered by Macknight, and various other commentators, this

faith, can thisfaith save him? Undoubtedly it caw, if it can

justify him ; but this is no where asserted in the Scriptures.
The justifying faith of St. Paul is the faith which worketh

VOL. n. 2 P
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by love ; the faith of the heart, with which alone man belie-

veth unto righteousness.
The uselessness of this faith St. James then elucidates by

an allusion to that inactive and worthless benevolence, so

celebrated, in modern times, by Godwin and other philoso

phers. If a brother or sister be naked, and destitute of daily

food, and one of you say unto them, Depart in peace; be

ye warmed, and be ye filled : notwithstanding, ye give them

not those things which are needful to the body ; what doth it

profit? As his philanthropy is not only of no use, and
therefore of no value, but a reproach to him who professes it,

because his conduct gives the lie to his professions; so

the faith of him who believes the gospel, and whose life is

not governed by the all-important doctrines and precepts
which it contains, is equally destitute of worth, and equally

reproachful to his character. In the words of the apostle
in the following verse, it is dead, being alone ; or as in the

Greek, by itself.

In the eighteenth verse, he proves in the strongest man
ner, that such a faith is not the faith of Christians. Yea,
a man, that is a Christian, may say, Thou hastfaith, and I

have works: shew me thy faith without thy ivorks,and I will

shew thee myfaith by my works. Christ taught the great doc

trine, that Christians were to be known by their fruits only;
and that these were the true, regular, and invariable, proofs
of that faith, by which they were constituted Christians : but

the faith which is without works, is incapable of having
its existence proved at all. This therefore cannot be the

faith of Christians.

In the twentieth verse he exhibits this subject in a man
ner which puts the account here given beyond all reason

able controversy; Thou believest that there is one God;
thou doest well : the devils also believe and tremble. The
devils (jo. SaifjLovia, the demons) are, and by St. James are

declared to be, the subjects of speculative belief; but it

will not be pretended, that they can be the subjects of justi

fying faith. But St. James teaches us, that the faith ofwhich

he is speaking, is the same with that of the devils.

With the same precision he exhibits the same thing, un

der a different form, in the twentieth verse. But wilt thou
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know, O vain man ! thatfaith without works is dead? The
Greek words for vain man are avflpwTre iceve

; properly ren

dered false man, or hypocrite. But surely the faith of a

hypocrite is not the faith of the gospel. The last part of

this verse would be better translated, afaith without works

is dead, that is, afaith which is without works.

In the four following verses, St. James illustrates this

subject by a comparison of this faith of the hypocrite with

that of Abraham. Was not Abraham, ourfather, justified

by works when he had offered Isaac his son upon the altar?

Seest thou how faith wrought with his works, and by works

was made perfect ? And the scripture was fulfilled which

saith, Abraham believed God: and it was imputed unto him

for righteousness. And he was called thefriend of God. Ye

see, then, how that by works a man is justified, and not by

faith only.
In this part of the chapter all the real difficulty lies. To

explain the true import of it, let St. James be his own
commentator. After having given us the declaration, that

Abraham was justified by works, when he offered, or as in

the original, lifted up Isaac upon the altar, and taught us that

faith co-operated with his works ; and that by works hisfaith
was perfected; he says in the twenty-third verse, that the

Scripturewasfulfilled,tha.t is, confirmed, which saith, Abra
ham believed God, and it was counted to himfor righteous
ness : and he was called thefriend of God. This passage
of Scripture is found in the fifteenth chapter and sixth

verse of Genesis. That which he believed, was these two
declarations. This shall not be thine heir ; viz. Eliezer of
Damascus ; but he, who shall come forth out of thine own

bowels, shall be thine heir : and again ; Look now towards

heaven, and tell the stars if thou be able to number them : and
he said unto him, So shall thy seed be. Confiding in these

promises was that act of Abraham, concerning which it is

said in the following verse, He believed in JEHOVAH, and

he counted it to himfor righteousness. The act of lifting up
Isaac on the altar, by which St. James says, this Scripture

was fulfilled, that is confirmed, existed more than twenty

years afterward. In what sense then did that act confirm

this declaration of Scripture? Plainly in this : it shewed
that the faith of Abraham was the genuine faith of the gos-

2 P 2
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pel; a real operative confidence in the promises of God.
This it shewed in a very forcible light, because the obedi

ence was singularly great and self-denying. Exclusively of

this, it will be difficult to find any sense in which the decla

ration can be true. That Abraham was justified by faith,

and by that very act of faith here recited, is expressly de

clared by St. Paul, Rom, iv. and Gal. iii.and therefore can

not be disputed. It is of no significance here to say, that

Abraham sjustification was not completed in this world, but

will be completed at thefinal trial; or that it was completed
when he entered thefuture world. It is sufficient for the pre
sent purpose, that his title to justification was complete and

certain, when hisfaith was counted to himfor righteousness.
Had he then died, he would have been accepted of God ;

his sins would have been forgiven; and his soul made

happy for ever. He, to whom all things are present, makes
no new determinations concerning this subject. It is plain,

then, that an act of obedience, existing a long time after

ward, could not alter that which was past; nor affect in

anymanner the justification ofAbraham, which was already
made certain.

From these observations it is, I trust, sufficiently evident,

that this very case put by St. James is a clear proof, un
less we are willing to deny an express declaration of Scrip

ture, as quoted by him and written by Moses, that we are

not justified, either partially or wholly, by works, in the

common meaning of that phraseology; and that the true

doctrine of St. James is no other, than that we are not jus
tified by a speculative belief which is without works, but

by the faith of the gospel which worketh by love.

This is farther evident from the last clause of the twenty-

third verse : and he was called the friend of God. That

which made him the friend of God was his faith, his confi

dence in God. The act of offering Isaac could in no sense

make him the friend of God
;
but was merely a signal and

glorious proof of this confidence, and the friendship which

it in volved and produced.
Ifthese observations be admitted as just, it will be unneces

sary to dwell on the two remaining verses. The case of

Rahab, in the following verse, is perfectly explained by that

of Abraham. In the concluding verse, St James solemnly
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repeats the great doctrine of this passage, which, by repeat

ing it in three different instances, he clearly proves to be
the main thing on which he meant to insist in these concise

and emphatical words : For as the body without the spirit
is dead, so faith without works is dead also ; or as I should

render it, a faith without works, that is, such a faith as is

without works. The meaning of St. James is not, that evan

gelical faith, when it is without works, is dead ; for it can
not exist without producing good works

; but that such a

faith, as is unproductive of good works, viz. a mere specu
lative belief, is dead

; and like a corpse, from which the

soul has fled, is absolutely useless, and loathsome to every
beholder.

Having finished the remarks which I proposed to make
on this passage of St. James, I shall now proceed to shew
the real influence of good works on the justification of
mankind.

1st. When we confide ourselves to Christ, we do it accord

ing to his own terms.

Among these he has required us to do all things whatso
ever he hath commanded us, and to walk as he also walked.

But his commands involve every good work
;
and his ex

ample has presented to us a universal system of good
works, actually done by himself. To obey him, and to be

like him, is therefore to perform every good work.

All this also he has required us to do voluntarily, faith

fully, and alway. When therefore we confide in Christ, we
surrender ourselves into his hands with a fixed intention,

a cordial choice of universal obedience, as our whole future

conduct.

2dly . The faith of the gospel cannot exist without good
works.

To the eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews I

appeal as complete proof of this position. That principle
in the soul, which produced the many, various&quot;, difficult,

and exalted acts of obedience, recorded in this chapter, is

beyond a debate the well-spring of all obedience. The
connexion between the things is inseparable ; and where the

one does not exist, the other cannot. In this sense, then,
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a man is truly said to be justified by works ; that he who
has the good works, which spring from the faith of the gos

pel, will be justified ;
and he, who has them not, will not

be justified. The title of the believer to justification is cer

tain and complete so soon as he believes, because he will

never cease to believe
;
and his faith will never cease to

operate in universal obedience. But were we to suppose
a case which never existed, and cannot exist, viz. that a

man should believe with the faith of the gospel, and should

afterward cease to perform good works, that man undoubt

edly would never obtain justification : on the contrary, he

would become a final apostate, and an outcast from the

kingdom of God. Thus have I expressed my own views

of the doctrine contained in this discourse of St. James ;

and shall only add, that this is equally the doctrine of St.

Paul, of Christ, and of the whole Bible.

The observations made in this discourse naturally sug

gest the following

REMARKS.
1st. It is evidentfrom this discourse of ST. JAMES, that

no attribute or principle is of any value, except as it pro
duces good works.

By good works I intend here, and throughout this sermon,

all acts of piety, benevolence, and self-government. Two
of these, faith and benevolence, or things which claim

to be faith and benevolence, are examined in form by St.

James ;
viz. the faith of antinomians, and the philanthropy

of modern infidels ; and both are proved, irresistibly, to be

useless and worthless. What is true of these, is true of all

other principles and opinions sustaining the same general

character. The end of all thinking and feeling is action.

Whatever terminates not in this is a mere cheat, a mass of

rubbish, a nuisance to ourselves and to mankind : all the

good done in the universe is done by action. The most per
fect and gjorious principles which belong to the intelligent

character; those which constituted the bliss of paradise;
those which constitute the superior bliss of heaven ;

would

be shorn of almost all their radiance, were they to cease

from their activity. There is, I acknowledge, in the re-
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ception of truth, and the indulgence of virtuous affections,

an inherent value
;
a delightfulness interwoven in their own

nature. The subject of them, if he were prevented by ac

cidental circumstances from doing good, would, I acknow

ledge, still find real delight in the things themselves. But,
were he to cease from doing good, when it was in his power,
he would be stripped of all his virtue and glory, and of al

most all his enjoyment. To him, says St. James, that know-

eth to do good, and doeth it not, to him it is sin. Good ac

tions only are blessings to the kingdom of God, and the

only proofs of excellence of character.

In this great particular the Scriptures differ, boundlessly,
from the favourite philosophy of modern times. Philoso

phy is satisfied with good works and good wishes. The

Scriptures, while they require these, demand with infinite

authority, and indispensably to our acceptance with God,
what is inestimably more valuable, good actions. Philo

sophy is satisfied to say, with coolness and composure, to

the naked, starving wretch, Depart in peace: be thou

warmed; and be thou filled. The Scriptures, with a divine

compassion for the sufferer, and with an equal concern for

the true interest of him who possesses the means of relief,

compel us, by infinite authority and an infinite example, to

clothe, to feed, and to bless, so far as is within our power, all

the children of want and woe. Beyond this, they require
all useful conduct, whether it immediately respects God,
our fellow-creatures, or ourselves

;
and in this manner

provide effectually for the happiness of mankind in the

present world, and for their immortal good in the world to

come.

2dly. We here see that the Scriptures, and the Scriptures

only,furnish us with an effectual source of good works.

No obedience is of any worth in the sight of God or man,

except that which is voluntary. God loveth the cheerful

giver ; and with his views those of mankind perfectly coin

cide. No obedience of our children or servants, no offices

of our friends or neighbours, are of any value in our esti

mation, besides those which spring from the heart.

Of this obedience, the Scriptures inform us, evangelical
faith is the genuine spring, and the only spring, in the pre-
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sent world. The faith of the gospel, as I have frequently
had occasion to observe, is an affectionate confidence

in the character of Christ
;
in which it surrenders itself to

him on his own conditions to be his, and to be employed
wholly and for ever in his service. To the mind under the

influence of this spirit, Christ, together with all his pleasure,

commands, ordinances, and instructions, becomes supreme
ly delightful. Obedience to his commands is to such a
mind of course voluntary, cheerful, and perpetual. Its

faith is the commencement, and in a fallen creature the only

commencement, as well as the future support and soul of
the virtuous character.

In the experience of mankind this great truth has been

abundantly proved. The faith of the gospel, and that alone,
transformed the first Christians from idolaters into saints;
beautified their minds with every grace, and adorned their

lives with every amiable action. Faith alone induced them

boldly to renounce idols, and to worship the only living and
eternal God. Faith withdrew them from impiety, deceit,

fraud, cruelty, revenge, intemperance, and impurity ;
and

rendered them pious, sincere, just, kind, forgiving, tempe
rate, and chaste. Faith finally enabled them to overcome
all worldly considerations and affections

;
and to meet the

rack, the fagot, and the cross, in the lively hope, the sup

porting assurance, of being approved by their Maker, and

receiving from his hand a crown of immortal glory. In

faith, and its effects, all real goodness of character in the

race of man, all that is pleasing in the sight of God, has

from that time, nay, from the beginning of the world to the

present hour, been found. Nor is there any other entrance

upon a life of virtue, nor any other foundation ofpersevering
in real excellence.

In this all-important particular the Scriptures differ infi

nitely from the efforts of philosophy. Philosophy never

made a single man really virtuous, or really amiable in the

sight of God. Cicero, who was himself one of the greatest

and most learned of the Heathen philosophers, declares, in

an unqualified manner, that they, so far as he knew, had

never, even in a single instance, reformed either themselves

or their disciples. Those who are extensively acquainted
with modern infidels perfectly know, that their principles
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have been equally unproductive of any proofs of a virtuous

character.

But the Scriptures, in the hands of the Spirit of God, have

in an endless multitude of instances, effectuated this glo

rious reformation of man. Long before the canon was

begun by Moses, a vast number of the human race, by em

bracing the doctrines and precepts now published in the

Scriptures, and then communicated by occasional revela

tions, became the subjects of holiness, and the heirs of end

less life. In all these, through every age and every coun

try, the same faith was the sole source of all their excellent

and honourable conduct towards God and towards man
kind. By faith, says St. Paul, Abel offered a more accept
able sacrifice than Cain. By faith Enoch was translated,

that he should not see death. By faith Noah moved with

fear, prepared an ark. By faith Abraham, being called of
God to go out into a place which he should after receive as

an inheritance, went out, not knowing whither he went. This

is the testimony of God himself concerning these worthies ;

and they in this respect are representatives of all the good
men whom the world has ever seen. Their faith was the

faith of all such men ; and all the virtuous conduct of such

men sprang from the same source whence theirs was de

rived.

3dly. From these things it is evident, that no religion ex

cept Christianity is of any value.

The end of all doctrines and systems which profess to be

useful, is no other than to make men virtuous. This end

Christianity accomplishes ;
but it has been accomplished

by no religion beside. While the religion of the Old Tes

tament continued to be the only religion established by
God, it was in substance, and as understood by the saints

of that period, the same with the religion of the New. The

chief difference was, that they believed in a Messiah, then

future
;
and Christians believe in a Messiah who has ac

tually appeared. To them the gospel was preached as well

as to Abraham, and they all believed in the Lord who ap

peared unto Abraham, and it was counted to themfor righ
teousness. With Abraham, they rejoiced to see the day of
Christ afar off, and saw it, and were glad. With Job, they
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knew that their Redeemer lived, and that he would stand at
the latter day upon the earth; and that though after their

skin worms would destroy their bodies, yet in their flesh they
should see God.

But there is not the least reason to believe, that any
other religion has contributed at all to make men virtuous.

Some truths have been found in every religion ; but they
have universally so abounded in falsehoods, and those
falsehoods have been so absolutely believed and obeyed,
that no moral good appears to have been produced by
them. On the contrary, they have warranted and effectu

ated evils which cannot be measured, sins without bounds,
and miseries without number. Those who believed them
most sincerely, and obeyed them with the greatest zeal,
were among the most profligate of their votaries.

4thly. It is evidentfrom this discourse of St. James, that

the religious character of all men is to be estimated by their

works.

Shew me thy faith without thy works, that is, ifthou canst ;

and I will shew thee myfaith by my works ; a faith without

works is nothing in the Christian scheme, and can be shewn

neither to ourselves nor to others. Let us then be just to

ourselves, and try ourselves as God will try us hereafter :

let us place no confidence, no hope, in a faith which is

without works ;
nor ever dream that it is the faith of the

gospel. By our fruits, he who searcheth the hearts and
trieth the reins has declared, our characters are to be known.

By this great rule of decision then, ought every one to ex

amine himself. If our faith worketh by love, if it hath its

fruit unto holiness, its end will be everlasting life ; if not, it

will only become the way to hell going down to the chambers

of death. In what a dreadful manner will the speculative

believer be disappointed, to find that the foundation on

which he built was nothing but sand ! and how will he feel

when he sees that building swept away by the final tem

pest? How will it embitter even perdition itself, to have

been in this world secure of eternal life, to have gone to the

grave with peace and hope, believing ourselves to be true

disciples of Christ, children of the covenant, and heirs of a

blessed immortality ;
and to be first awakened out of this
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pleasing, flattering, delusive dream, by the condemning
voice of the Judge ? Oh that we were wise ;

that we under

stood these things; that we would consider our latter end!

SERMON LXIX.

JUSTIFICATION.

JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH DOES NOT LESSEN THE OBLI

GATIONS, OR THE MOTIVES TO OBEDIENCE.

Do we then make void the law through faith? God forbid:

yea, we establish the law. ROM. HI. 31.

IN a series of discourses, I have endeavoured to explain
and prove the doctrine of justification by faith without

works.

Beside the direct opposition made to this doctrine, it has

been opposed on account of its apprehended consequences,

particularly on account of this important consequence ; that

it renders the law of God useless, as a rule of obedience.

This objection St. Paul foresaw, and thought proper to an

ticipate, in this passage of Scripture : Do we then make
void the law through faith ? God forbid: yea, we establish

the law. As if he had said, From the doctrine of justifica
tion by faith without works, which I have here asserted to

be the true doctrine of the gospel, I foresee it will be ob

jected, that I render the law of God, as a rule of obedience,
useless. This however is so far from being true, that the

doctrine which I have taught in reality establishes the law.

So peremptory a declaration of the apostle might, one
would think, have been amply sufficient to silence the ob

jectors ;
and to have persuaded them, that this opinion of

theirs was totally unfounded, and precluded the necessity
ofany future effort to establish the doctrine. The fact how
ever has been otherwise. The objection has been maintain
ed ever since the apostle wrote. Even at the present time&amp;gt;
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it is a favourite and popular objection in the mouths ofmul
titudes

;
and is alleged with triumphant confidence in defi

ance, as I apprehend, of both reason and revelation.

It is remarkable, that the doctrine contained in the ob

jection has been strenuously holden by men of totally op
posite principles : those who assert, and those who deny,

justification by faith. The former class are called Antino-

mians, the latter Arminians; with whom are united, in this

particular, Arians, Socinians, Pelagians, and many others.

It ought however to be observed, that Arminius himself, and

many of his followers, have agreed in admitting without

hesitation the doctrine ofjustification by faith.

As the scheme opposed in the text has been adopted by
these two opposite classes of men, so it has been adopted
with precisely contrary views. The former admit the doc

trine that the law is made void byfaith as true, and yet hold

that we are justified by faith : of course, they consider it

as a part of the design of God to make the law void, and

hold themselves to be under no obligations to obey its pre

cepts. In their view, the fact, that the doctrine of justifi

cation by faith makes void the law, is so far from being an

objection to it, that it is an original part of the evangelical

system ;
a thing, in itself proper, right and good. The lat

ter class bring this consequence as a direct and formidable

objection against the doctrine of justification by faith, from

which, they suppose, the consequence certainly and neces

sarily flows. Were they right in this supposition, I cannot,

I confess, answer the objection; nor should I know how,

consistently with the Scriptures, to admit any doctrine

which renders the law of God useless, or in the least de

gree impairs its authority.

These two different modes of considering this subject

demand different answers. These I shall give under the

following scheme
;

viz. that the doctrine ofjustification by

faith lessens not in any degree, but establishes in the most ef

fectual manner,
I. The obligations, and

II. The motives to obedience.

Under the first of these heads, I shall direct my argu

ments against the Antinomian, and under the second, against

the Arminian scheme concerning this subject.
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I. This doctrine does not lessen, but establishes, the obli

gations which mankind are under to obey the law of God.

In proof of this position, I observe,

1st. The law is a transcript of the divine character.

By this I intend, that to love God with all the hearty and.

our neighbour as ourselves, is to love God and our neigh

bour, in the very manner in which he loves both: that is so

far as creatures are capable of resembling their Creator :

in other words, it is to be perfectly benevolent. Beloved,

says the apostle John, let us love one another: for love is

of God : and every one that loveth is born of God, and know-

eth God. He that loveth not, knoweth not God ; for God
is love. In this passage St. John refers, as he does also in

the twelfth and thirteenth verses of the first chapter of his

Gospel, to two observations of Christ : Except a man be

born of water, and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the

kingdom of God. And this is life eternal ; that they might
know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou

hast sent. Every one that loveth, he here informs us, is thus

born of God, and knows God, in such a sense as is life

eternal. On the other hand, he farther declares, that he who
loveth not knows not God, in this sense. Hence it is plain,
that he who is not the subject of this love, is not a child

of God, nor a heir of eternal life. Of course he is not the

subject of justification, nor of the faith to which it is an

nexed. Finally, St. John asserts that God is love ; or that

love is his whole moral character and essence. He there

fore who is not the subject of this love, is not like God ;

has not the same moral character; or, in other words, is not

renewed after the image of God.

Again, the apostle observes in the sixteenth verse, He
who dwelleth, or continueth, in love, dwelleth in God, and
God in him. Of course he who does not dwell or continue

in love, does not dwell in God, nor God in him.

But love is thefulfilling of the law. To fulfil the law then

is to be born of God, to know God, to dwell in God, and to

have God dwell in us. Not to fulfil the law is of course to

be destitute of all these characteristics and blessings. Thus
the law expresses to us, and requires in us, the very same
moral character, which is the essence and glory of God.
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That such a law should cease from any part of its obliga

tory force is plainly impossible.

2dly. The law is a perfect rule of righteousness.
It is perfect, as it requires nothing but righteousness. To

love God with all the heart, and our neighbour as ourselves,
can never be in any degree, or manner, wrong. This will

not be disputed.
It is perfect, as it requires all possible acts of righteous

ness. However high, however low, any moral being is, the

law of God reaches and controls all his possible moral con
duct. Angels on the one hand, and little children on the

other, can do nothing which is good, which at the same
time is not required by this boundless rule of rectitude.

It is perfect, as it prohibits every thing sinful ; that is,

every thing of the nature of moral evil. Sin, says the apos
tle, is a transgression of the law. In this declaration is in

volved not only that every transgression of the law is sin,

but that the commandment is so exceedingly broad, as to pro
hibit every thing which is of the nature of moral evil : but

we need no testimonies on this subject. A little conside

ration will make it evident, that to love God with all the

heart, and our neighbour as ourselves, is necessarily incom

patible with the existence of sin in the heart or life of him,

in whom this love is found
;
and that, as love worketh no

ill to his neighbour, so it works no ill towards God.

If then we are released by the doctrine of justification by
faith from our obligations to obey the law, we are released

from our obligations to conform to a perfect rule of righte

ousness; to a law a commandment, which is absolutely

holy, just, and good. Can God be supposed to consent

to this release ? Can it be rationally wished by man ?

Must it not be regarded as a dreadful calamity by every

good man ? To what would it amount ? To nothing more

nor less than being released from all obligations to be vir

tuous.

3dly. This doctrine is completely disproved by Christ.

He denied it to be any part of the end of his mission :

Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets.

I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil. That there may be

no doubt concerning the connexion between the phrase,

the law and theprophets, and the object here in view, let it
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be observed, that Christ having recited the two great com
mands which I have mentioned, says, On these two hang all

the law and the prophets. If then he came not to destroy
the law and the prophets, but to fulfil them, it was cer

tainly no part of the end of his mission to destroy, in any

degree, the two commands on which they are entirely sus

pended. He has declared the thing to be impossible.

Sooner, saith he, shall heaven and earth pass away, than one

jot, or one tittle, of the law shall pass, until all be fulfilled:

this is no other than a declaration that God will sooner an

nihilate the whole creation, than consent to give up his law.

Nor is this doctrine at all unbecoming the divine character.

To create new heavens and a new earth is a thing easy to

him, and can be accomplished by a command. But were
he to give up his law in any instance, and with respect to

any being, he must recede from governing the universe by
a perfect rule, and in a perfect manner. This would be to

deny himself
;
for it would be no other than declaring by

a most solemn act, that he was willing that the universe

should no longer be governed by a perfect rule
;
and that

he would henceforth either not govern it at all, or govern it

by an imperfect rule. The injury thus done to his character

would be infinite
;
nor can any bounds be set to the mis

chiefs which in such a case would accrue to the universe.

4thly. This doctrine is every where denied by St. Paul.

In the sixth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, St.

Paul declares, that Christians are not under law, but under

grace. The antinomians, totally mistaking the meaning of

this declaration, have supposed that Christians are not un

der the law, as a rule of obedience ; whereas the apostle
meant only, that they are not under the law, as a sentence of
condemnation. In the very next verse he says, What then ?

shall we sin becausewe are not under the law, but under grace ?

Godforbid. But not to obey the law is to sin. Again, in

the first verse of the same chapter, he asks, What shall we

say then? shall we continue in sin, that grace may abound?

Godforbid. How shall we that are dead to sin live any lon

ger therein ? Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal body.
Of himself, he says, I delight in the law of God after the in

ward man ; and with the mind I myselfserve the law of God.

He also declares it to be the great end for which God sent
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his own Son in the likeness ofsinful fleshy and as a sin-offer

ing, to condemn sin in the flesh, that the righteousness of the

law might be fulfilled in Christians, who walk not after the

flesh, but after the Spirit. If then Christians do not ful

fil the righteousness of the law, that is obey it, this great
end of Christ s mediation must be frustrated. The same

apostle declares that circumcision is nothing, anduncircum-
cision is nothing, but keeping the commandments of God ;

and that circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is no

thing, but faith which worketh by love; and that circumci

sion is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing, but a new
creature. From these three passages it is evident among
other things, that he who keepeth the commandments ofGod,
is the same person in all instances with him who is pos
sessed of the faith, which worketh by love, and who is a new
creature. So far then is faith from making void the law,
that it is exhibited by the apostle as the very spirit with

which its commandments are kept, and which thus becomes
the means ofestablishing the law.

Finally, the same apostle says, Without holiness no man
shall see the Lord. Holiness, every person at all acquainted
with the Scriptures knows, is nothing but obedience to the

law. Without this obedience then a person who is the sub

ject of faith, and of consequent justification, if we are to

suppose such a case, would never see the Lord. These

passages, which I have selected without any labour, are

ample proof of the falsity of this doctrine. Without any
labour also many more might be easily added, which are

equally explicit and unambiguous, from every part of the

New Testament. The decision of St. James has been here

tofore recited as it exists in one passage ;
but his whole

epistle, and the whole united voice of the Scriptures, is

against this scheme. In truth I am astonished that it

should have been adopted by any sober man who has read

his Bible.

Let me ask the antinomian, from which part of the law

he considers himself as released
;

or whether from the

whole. Is he released from his obligation to love God ? or

to love mankind ? or from restraining those passions, which

if indulged will prevent him from loving either ? Or is he re

leased from them all ? In the former case he is released
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from being virtuous in part. In the latter lie is released

from all virtue. In other words, the doctrine of justifica
tion by faith has become to him a license to hate or forget

the God that made him
; to hate or disregard his neighbour ;

and to give the reins to those passions, which thus indulged
will conduct him to absolute profligacy.

II. The doctrine ofjustification by faith does not destroy

or lessen the MOTIVES to obedience.

Those with whom we have hitherto contended, it will be

remembered, hold the doctrine ofjustification by faith, and

admit this objection in its full force
;
while they believe that

instead of lessening the evidence of the doctrine, the objec
tion as well as the doctrine is an original part of the evan

gelical system. Those with whom we are now to contend,

on the contrary, deny the doctrine ofjustification by faitk ;

and allege this objection as primary evidence of its false

hood. The argumentation therefore must now take a dif

ferent course from that which has been already adopted,
and in most respects proceed on different principles. The
chief design hitherto, has been to take the doctrine of jus
tification by faith as granted, because it is in fact granted by
our antagonists ; and, with this admission, to shew that the

law remains in full force, as an obligatory rule of obedience.

The design will now be to shew that the objection against

the doctrine, that it lessens the motives to obedience, is desti

tute of validity, because it is destitute of truth. For this

purpose, I observe,

1st. That the obedience which precedes the existence of

faith is destitute of any virtuous character.

Without faith it is impossible to please God. The exter

nal acts of conformity to the law ofGod are frequently call

ed by the name of obedience, and for this reason only have

I given them that name. But in my own view, the gospel

considers them as utterly undeserving of such a title. They
are there also exhibited as proceeding from an evil heart of

unbelief; and we are decisively taught, that out of the evil

treasure ofsuch a heart evil things only proceed.

. It is undoubtedly our duty to lay hold on eternal life, and

a gross sin to be negligent of this duty, But it cannot be

pretended, that the mere pursuit of this good, without any
VOL. ri. 2 Q
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relbh for its moral nature, and without any voluntary con

formity to the will of God concerning it, is virtuous. In
this case it is pursued with the same spirit and the same
views with which we labour to obtain property, ofiice, or

reputation ; and the mind is no less selfish in the one case

than in the other. No man is more scrupulous or more
exact in external religious observances than the supersti
tious man. Yet no other person besides himself dreams
that his observances are virtuous. The Pharisees with

great care tithed mint, anise, and cummin ; and this they
did with an intention to procure immortal life by what they
esteemed obedience. For the same end they washed their

hands, cups, pots, and other vessels; made long prayers;

gave alms; fasted often; and did many other things of an

external nature with great care and exactness. So exact,

so scrupulous, were they in their outward religious conduct

that they were highly respected by the people at large as

good men. Still they are pronounced by our Lord to be a

generation ofvipers, and children ofhell. All their external

offices of religion then, though directed, generally at least,

to the attainment of eternal life, and performed with a strong

expectation of securing it to themselves, were utterly des

titute of virtue; and failed altogether of rendering them ac

ceptable to God.

The young man, who came to Christ to know what good

thing he should do to inherit eternal life, appears, in his ori

ginal character, to have been more than usually amiable :

for Jesus, beholding him, loved him. The account which he

gave of his own external obedience appears to me to have

been sincerely given. There is good reason to believe, that

he really and with uncommon care had, in the external

sense, obeyed the commands of the decalogue. Still he

lacked one thing, and that was the one thing needful; viz.

real or evangelical virtue.

From these examples thus considered, it is evident, that

men may proceed far (it is difficult to say how far) in ex

ternal obedience, and yet be destitute of the evangelical

character, and of every recommendation to God. Hence
it cannot but be seen, that external religious observances,

existing in the highest degree, and performed primarily for

the purpose of obtaining eternal life, are not in themselves,
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nor for this reason, virtuous, nor recommendations to the

divine favour. If then the doctrine of justification by faith

should in fact lessen the motives to this kind of obedience,

as performed merely with these views, it cannot therefore

with any truth be said to make void the law, or to lessen the

motives to evangelical obedience.

The dictates of reason perfectly accord with those of the

Scriptures concerning- this subject. That service which is

emphatically called mercenary, or which, in other words,
is performed solely for the sake of a personal reward, is

never considered by mankind as being virtuous, however

exactly performed . Hence the very term mercenary, though

originally indicating nothing immoral, has, in the most com
mon use, acquired a bad signification ;

and is customarily
used and regarded as a term of reproach. Voluntary ser

vice only, in which good-will is exercised about the em

ployment and towards the object which it respects, is ac

knowledged by mankind to be virtuous. Those who love

us merely because we love them, and who do good to us merely
because we do good to them, are considered by common
sense, as well as by Christ, as no better than publicans and
sinners. They may be, they usually are, convenient to us,

and we may love them with the same spirit with which they
love us

;
but it is impossible for us rationally to esteem

them virtuous in this conduct.

2dly. The obligations of the law are not lessened by this

doctrine ; and therefore the motives to obedience derivedfrom
this source continue the same.

The nature of the law, its rewards and penalties, and the

character and authority of the Lawgiver, the relations which
we sustain towards him as creatures and as subjects of law,
are certainly in no respect changed by the scheme of evan

gelical justification. If there is a hint of this nature con
tained in the gospel, I have never been able to find it : un
til such a hint shall be produced, I shall take it for granted
that there is none.

I know of nothing of this nature which can be alleged,
even with plausibility, unless it is this ; that the believer

being justified by faith, and having his title to justification

secured,from the commencement offaith in his mind, the pe
nalty of the law becomes to him a nullity. As I suppose

2 Q 2
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this to be the chief thing aimed at by those who make the

objection under consideration, and that, in which the real

difficulty is supposed to lie, 1 shall examine it with some

degree of attention.

1st. The penalty of the laiv exists as truly against the

Christian as against the sinner, although in a different sense.

The law denounces its penalty against every soul of man.

that doeth evil. Without holiness no man shall see the Lord.
But it will be said, that those who hold the doctrine of

justification by faith, hold also that of the final perseverance
of the saints

; and by consequence deny, that the penalty of
the law will ever be executed on any of those who become
the subjects of faith. As this is fairly said, because k is

said with truth, particularly so far as I am concerned, I feel

myself bound to give it a fair consideration.

Let it be observed then, that the security which those who
are the subjects of faith possess of eternal life, is not, in my
view, connected with the first act of faith in this manner

;

that they are the subjects of this single act offaith, and will

afterward be the subjects ofhabitual and characteristical dis

obedience ; but in this manner, that having once exercised

faith, they will continue henceforth to practise an habitual

and characteristical obedience to the end of life. If a man
abide not in me, saith our Saviour, he is cast forth as a

branch, and is withered ; and men gather them, and cast

them into the fire, and they are burned. Jf ye keep my com

mandments, ye shall abide in my love ; even as I have kept

my Fathers commandments, and abide in his love. He that

endnreth to the end, the same shall be saved. For ive are

made partakers of Christ, if we hold the beginning of our

confidence steadfast unto the end. In every one of these

passages, the doctrine which I have specified is declared

in terms so plain and unequivocal as to need no comment.

I shall only add one more, although multitudes might be

easily added : But I keep under my body, and bring it into

subjection ; lest that by any means, when 1 have preached to

others, I myself should be a castaway. If St. Paul, whose
words these are, felt himself in any manner exposed to be

finally cast away, and considered it as absolutely necessary
to make these efforts in order to avoid this dreadful evil,

and the Spirit of truth dictated to him this doctrine and this
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conduct, nothing can be necessary to prove that all other

Christians are, at least in an equal degree, exposed to the

same evil, and need the same means to ensure their escape.
The perseverance of Christians is in my own view com

pletely secured by the promise of God ;
but it is not secured

by any compulsory or coercive act of almighty power. It

is accomplished by means and motives employed for this

purpose, and rendered effectual by their own efforts and

the sanctifying energy of the divine Spirit. If they were

not to act, means would be furnished, and motives addressed

to them, in vain. If they were not aided by the energy of

the divine Spirit, their efforts would be ineffectual.

The providence, word, and ordinances, of God, are these

means. Among the motives addressed to them for this pur

pose, are the promises of the gospel and the threatenings of

the law
; by which I intend every thing contained in the

word of God, calculated either to encourage or to alarm.

The promises assure the Christian that he shall persevere ;

but they do not assure him of this blessing on the supposi
tion that he ceases to obey, and yields himself again a ser

vant to corruption. On the contrary, they make it secure

to him conditionally, in this sense, that he never turns back
and refuses, or neglects, to walk any more with Christ: that,

on the contrary, he yields himself a living sacrifice to God,
and thenceforth walks in newness of life; not perfectly, but

habitually and perseveringly unto the end. At the same
time they give him certain assurance, that by the grace of

God he will be enabled thus to persevere. The threatenings
on the other hand continually hold out to him the most aw
ful denunciations against apostacy ;

the most solemn alarms

concerning sloth, worldliness. and backsliding ;
and the

most terrifying assurance, that if he does not endure in his

duty unto the end, in the manner specified, he cannot be

saved. Thus while the event is made certain on the one

hand, the means are made indispensable to it on the other.

A well-known passage ofScripture will sufficiently illustrate

this position : The angel of the Lord assured Paul that no

one of his companions in the ship should perish ; yet Paul
afterward declared to the centurion and to the soldiers, that

except the seamen abode in the ship, they could not be saved.

In this part of the subject thus explained it will, I think, be
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impossible to find any thing which lessens, in the view of a

Christian, his motives to obedience.

In the mean time it is to be remembered, the Christian is

very rarely assured of his own salvation, because he is very

rarely assured that he is a Christian. Did he know, from
the commencement of his Christianity, that he was certainly
a Christian

;
I freely confess that in my own view, he would

in ordinary cases be in no small danger of the evils intend

ed in this objection. In the infant state of Christianity in

the mind, there is usually so little religious knowledge, so

little strength of affection, so infirm a state of virtuous ha

bits, and consequently so little stability of religious cha

racter
; while there is also so much remaining sin, so rivet-

ted a predominance of evil habits, and so imperfect a pre
valence of divine grace over them

;
that this interesting dis

covery might, in my own view, prove in no small degree de

trimental to him, by producing in his mind a dangerous

quiet, and a mischievous, if not a fatal, security.

Such however is not the fact. The state of the Christian,

either by the nature of things, or by the divine constitution,

or by both, is such, that in ordinary cases, though I acknow

ledge not always the evidence which he possesses of being
a Christian, is in a good measure proportioned to the de

gree of his Christianity. When religion is feeble in the

mind
; when it is interrupted ; when it is intruded upon by

passion, appetite, temptation, care, error, or perplexity;
its proofs become of course few, scattered, dim, and doubt

ful, and not unfrequently disappear. In the contrary cir

cumstances, luminous seasons are enjoyed, evidences of

grace multiply, and the soul is refreshed with alternations

of hope, and peace, and joy. In his ordinary state, the ut

most of which the Christian can boast, if I may rely upon
the testimony of such Christians as I have conversed with,

is a prevailing hope, or a comfortable persuasion, that he

is a disciple of Christ. In this situation, the hope which

he enjoys, allures and encourages him to obedience ;
while

it also prevents him from despondency. Numerous fears

at the same time intervene, alarm him concerning the un

certainty of his condition, and compel him to new and more

vigorous exertions for the performance of his duty. Thus

he is preserved alike from the dangers of both despondency
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and security ; and is kept so far as such a being can be

supposed to be kept, in a progressive and improving course

of obedience. His path is like the shining light, which,
however dim and dusky, still shines more and more unto the

perfect day.
Whenever a Christian becomes possessed of the faith or

hope of assurance, he is also so far advanced in virtue, that

he is prepared to feel the influence of virtuous motives
;
to

realize the glory and excellency of his Creator and Re
deemer

;
the loveliness of virtuous affections and conduct,

and the hatefulness of sin ; sufficiently to need little assist

ance from the influence of fear. Perfect love castelh out

fear ; and in this state, a moral being is perfectly safe with

out the aid of fear, perfectly inclined to do his duty, and

perfectly guarded against the danger of backsliding. The
assured Christian approximates towards this state, and is

proportionally safe from the moral dangers of the present
life.

In the like manner, the inhabitants of heaven are unalter

ably assured of their eternal perseverance in obedience ;

and in the same general manner are enabled to persevere.

They love God too intensely, they delight too absolutely in

virtuous conduct, they hate sin too cordially, and are too

efficaciously influenced by the Spirit of grace, ever to for

sake holiness, and to relapse into sin. The assured Chris

tian is chiefly kept alive in his obedience, in the same man
ner

; and differs from them, principally, in the degree of his

sanctification.

3dly. The scheme ofjustification by faith in Christfur
nishes new.peculiar, and verypowerful motives to obedience.

This position will not be questioned. The whole pur

pose for which man is redeemed, is, so far as himself is con

cerned, that he should walk in newness of life, or that he

should obey anew the law of God. To this great end
he is now urged by motives, of which the law knew no

thing. God, unasked and undesired, has sent his Son into

the world to redeem him. That glorious person became in

carnate, lived, died, rose again, and ascended into heaven,
where he reigns and intercedes, to accomplish his salvation.

The Spirit of grace has sanctified him
;
the Father of all

mercies has forgiven his sins. He has become a child of
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mercy ;
an heir of the divine favour

;
a member of thefamily

ivhich is named after Christ ; has his name written in the

Lamb s book of life ; and is entitled to a glorious immor

tality. When he remembers what he was, and to what he

was doomed
;
considers what he now is, and to what he is

destined
;
and realizes these wonderful efforts, by which the

infinitely happy change, made both in his character and in

his destiny, is accomplished ;
he cannot as a Christian, the

subject ofan ingenuous, virtuous, and a grateful disposition,
fail to feel that motives wholly new, entirely peculiar, and

wonderfully great, demand of him the most constant and
exact obedience to the law of God. In this great particular
the law, instead of being made void, is according to the lan

guage of the apostle established by the scheme ofjustifica
tion by faith.

4thly. TJiefaith of the Christian is the real source ofevan

gelical obedience.

The truth of this assertion has been already sufficiently

proved, and can never be rationally questioned while the

eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews remains a

part of the word of God. There it is shewn that faith is

the direct source of obedience in all its forms, and all its

degrees; of great attainments in Christian excellence, and

of all attainments of this nature ; of working righteousness,
and inheriting promises ;

of pleasing God, and securing a

title to the heavenly country. It is exhibited as the energy

by which we vigorously act in the service of God, patiently
submit and firmly endure. It is exhibited as the victory

by ivhich we overcome the world ; and the shield with which

we become able to quench all the fiery darts of the adver

sary.
Faith then is the spirit, the disposition, with which the

Christian feels, and without which he cannot feel, the va

rious motives to obedience furnished by the law of God ;

motives presented by the excellence of the law itself, and

of the government founded on it, the greatness of its sanc

tion, and the glory of its Author. In an eminent degree also

is it the spirit which feels the peculiar motives presented

by the evangelical scheme of justification, and mentioned

under the last heail. These, it. hardly needs to be observed,
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can be realized by no other disposition. Tire mind, under

the expectation of meriting justification, either wholly or

partially, by its own righteousness, proportionally recedes

from just and affecting views of the excellency of Christ s

righteousness, and its infinite importance to itself. Its

sense of indebtedness, and its motives to gratitude, are pro

portionally lessened; and in the same proportion are dimi

nished its inducements to obey, and its actual obedience.

In this all-important sense also, faith is the only real esta

blishment of the law.

5thly. Those who have holden this doctrine have been the

most exact and exemplary observers of the law.

If this be admitted, it must be allowed to put the ques
tion out of debate

;
for it cannot be denied, that the scheme

of those who obey the law most faithfully in their lives, is

the scheme which most influences and ensures obedience.

It is my business then to prove this position. For this

purpose I refer you generally to those discourses, in which
I impeached the doctrine and the conduct of the Unitarians,
and to the letters of Dr. Fuller on the moral tendency of

the Calvinistic and Socinian systems. Your attention, at

the present time, is requested particularly to the following

arguments ;
which I shall only state, and leave to your con

sideration.

1st. Their antagonists have extensively acknowledged
this position to be true. The confession of an adversary,
in a practical case, may be usually assumed as decisive

evidence.

2dly. Those ivho have held this doctrine, have by the same

adversaries been censured, despised, and ridiculed, as being

unnecessarily exact, and rigidly scrupulous in their observ

ance of the duties ofa religious life ; while their adversaries

have styled themselves, by way of distinction, liberal and
rational Christians. This could not have existed, had

not these people, thus censured, been really exact, so far

as the human eye could judge, in obeying the commands
of God.

3dly. The sermons of ministers holding this doctrine, have

with scarcely any exception urged a stricter morality on

their hearers than those of their adversaries. This any man
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may know, who will read both, even to a moderate extent.

But this could not have taken place, had not the doctrine

itself been peculiarly favourable to obedience.

4thly. Those who have holden this doctrine, have much
more generally andpunctiliouslyfrequented the house ofGod,
and observed the duties of the sabbath, than their adversaries.

This fact is acknowledged by both parties, and therefore

cannot be mistaken.

5thly. Those who have holden this doctrine, have among
Protestants been almost the only persons who have origi

nated, supported, and executed, missions for the purpose of

spreading the gospel among mankind.

This fact cannot be questioned: I shall leave you to

judge of the evidence which it contains ;
and shall only ob

serve, that the Papists have indeed prosecuted missions

with great zeal
;
but that any one who will read the histo

ries of them, will readily discern the end of their efforts to

have been the extension of power, and the accumulation of

wealth
; not the diffusion of religion.

Cthly. The Papists have very generally holden the doc

trine of justification by works ; while the reformers, almost

to a man, hold that of justification by faith. The compa
rative morality of those two classes ofmen cannot here need

any illustration.

END OF VOL. n.
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